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INTRONI'CTION 

The present volume contains papers prepared 
for the Ad Hor Meriting of Experts on the Rote of 
Advanced Skills and Technologie« in Industrial 
Development held at United Nations Headquarters 
in New York from 22 to 29 May, I mi.1 By and 
large the content* and the »tyle of the Oi'ginal 
text*, an presented to the Meeting, have heer. 
[«••erred. However, certain correct ion« have been 
incorporated and tome editorial changes have been 
made by the UN ILK) secretariat. Bibliographical 
and other reference« have been verified, whenever 
possible, and some reference« have been printed a« 
footnotes. The deliberation« following the presen 
tat ion of the papers as well as the conclusions and 
recommendations reached at the Meeting are the 
subject of other publications, and are not included 
in the present volume.' 

THE r»oo»AMME or WORK or UNIIX) 

UN I IK) has been entrusted with the primary 
function of meeting the urgent needs of the 
developing countries in accelerating their industrial 
deTelopment through promotional »nd operational 
activities supjtorted by relevant research. The 
operational activities of UNIDO are undertaken 
at the request of governments of developing 
countries to assist them, inier alia, in carrying out 
surveys of industrial development possibilities, in 
formulating industrial development plans and 
programmes and in determining the priorities, 
policies and instruments for their implementation, 
in preparing pre-investment studies of specific 
industrial possibilities and in evaluating specific 
projects, in executing economic feasibility studies 
and in achieving the most efficient utilization of 
new and existing industrial capacity. 

Most of the research activities of UNIDO are 

1 T&? Meeting was attended by the following inter- 
national expert*, acting in their individual capacity: Prof. 
\j. It. Cohen, Department of Industrial Engineering, 
Cofani bin University (USA); Dr. (¿eorge Cukor, Institute 
of Economies (Hungary); Prof. Kuiiiniers Ua*ki, Central 
Scheel of Planning and Statistic» (Poland); Dr. Jiri 
Nekola, Instílate for Science Planning (Cseehoslovakia) ; 
Dr. L. Riha, Institute for Science Planning (Checho- 
slovakia); Mr. Carl Kkkin, East Asian Institute, Columbia 
University (USA); Prof. A. K. Sen, Délai School of 
Economies (India); Prof. Karl Shell, Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology (USA); Mr. Zygmunt Slawinski, 
HULA; Prof. John Vaiaey, Brunei University (UK); Prof. 
Alex, iider Woroniak, Catholic University of America 
(CSA); Prof. Manuel Zyme.lman, Harvard University 
(USA). 

* An article presenting tin   conclusions and recom- 
mendation« of the Meeting is included in the Iné¥$trim¡ú 
ili** amé Pr*hêetmtf Bulletin No. 12. The report of the 
Meeting, together with a summary of the discussion, will 
se puhsishoâ as s separate United Nations publication. 

also addressed to the »im of achieving greater 
efficiency in ojierational activities. Other research 
activities of I'M IK) which do not necessarily have 
an immediate and direct supporting role m relation 
to operational activities nevertheless serve useful 
long range development needs, such a« aiding in 
the formulation of alternative industrial develop- 
ment strategies.1 It is in this last group that the 
present publication should lie considered. 

In commenting on the future orientation of 
the work programme of UNIDO, A. K. Sen had 
occasion to say :* 

"UNIDO's work presumably must relate 
ultimately to action, but action is often lust 
induced by disseminating information and 
creating a proper body of opinion. Because of 
its responsibility to the world body of nations 
and because of its orientation towards in- 
dustrial development, the UNIDO can provide 
seeds of thought that may germinate into 
massive action in the future. This it will not 
l>e able to do if it concentrates only on im- 
mediate action, when the basic framowork of 
thought is deficient and thero is a lack of an 
informed body of opinion that can guide pur- 
]»osive action towards the realization of the 
aspirations of the developing nations. . . " 

One of UNIDO's main areas of work is that 
of industrial planning and programming. In 
response to the increasing concent of developing 
countries with problems of industrial planning and 
programming, UNIDO has develo] MM I sup]M>rting 
services at the planning, sectoral programming, 
and project level; included in the latter aro the 
phases of formulation, evaluation, implementation 
and follow-up of industrial projects. 

THE PROBLEM 

While previous studies of development plan- 
ning have concentrated largely on optimizing the 
usti of capital, recently there has been * trend 
towards emphasizing shortages of skills and the 
role played by technical progress in economic 
growth. Leadership in this direction certainly came 
from the industrialized countries which have 
pioneered in the field of human resources develop- 
ment and scientific and technological planning. 

a See Resolution Adopted by the Indimi rial Develop- 
ment Board on the Futuro Programme, of Work and 
Activities of the UNIDO ut its first session. Document 
ID/M/KES/1 (I), May ltt«7. 

4 Statement of the Chairman of the .Id Hot; Meeting 
of Experts on the Role of Advanced Skills and Techno- 
logies in Industrial Development, New York, May 1907, 
made at the closing session on 2« May 1967. 



While in recent years the industrialized coun- 
tries have 1X*MI very concerned with analysing the 
contribution to economic growth originating in 
technical progress, and with developing and em- 
ploying the advanced skills necessary for the 
application of modern industrial technology the 
developing countries have seen a widening of the 
technological gap that separates them from the 
industrialized countries. 

Although increasing recognition is being given 
to  the  fact   that  industrialization   involves   the 
adoption of advanced technologie«, this adoption 
poses several problems for the developing coun- 
tries   Not  only  do  these  technologies  originate 
largely in the industrialized countries,  but they 
evolve within the framework of a resource endow- 
ment pattern which, though common to the de- 
veloped countries, is alien to the developing coun- 
tries. Moreover, steps have to be taken to transfer 
these technologies from the advanced to the less 
develo,«,! countries. In this respect it is important 
t<» note that the manufacturing industries sector 
plays a major role in the introduction of advanced 
technologies in  the developing countries and in 
the use and formation of technical and scientific 
*' ills. 

A crucial problem for the developing conn- 
nes ,s to take into account their present and 

• kely future pattern of skills and to plan ahead 
for the changes in skill requirements which will 
result from the inception of new industrial pro- 
grammes using advanced technology. Developing 
countries must pay special attention to the selec- 
tion of such a sequence of investment decisions that 
M«.uld IM, most conducive to rapid and sustained 
«mwll, on the basis of the optimal utilization of 
heir present available skills and facilities for the 

formation of new skills. Once due consideration is 
given to these factors, developing countries will 
l*rhapH Hh.ft some of the emphasis from education 

u> thfT     "í,'f,aRt
1
r»ct»re" type of requirement 

c i e :;:r,(l f,,r skiiis pmanatin« fr°m *• p- 
riie Meeting for which these studies were pre- 

pared was convened, therefore, for the purpose of 
assessing   he ,,,le of the introduction of advanced 

through   their   industrial   programmes.«   At  this 
Noting, it  was expected that recommendations 
"• '»^ <- TOUX)'« work in the field of tecï 
'. ngical plannmg, h„n,an resources development 
•md manpower planning and in particular on how 

of the Mti'tÜi':      AlMi,',-R","nn». to the opening smion 

UNIDO should make available to developing 
countries its technical and advisory services in the 
area of planning and programming for the intro- 
duction of advanced skills and technologies in 
industrial development, as well as in the manpower 
planning techniques necessary to meet skill re- 
quirements and productivity changes implicit in 
the adoption of modern industrial technology.« 

SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS 

Part One-Technology and Skills 

In  keeping  with  the  above  purposes,   the 
Meeting attempted to deal with issues at three 
different levels: theory, planning and policy. This 
ia  reflected in  the organization of the  present 
volume which contains in Part One papers con- 
cerned with presenting the problem of the inter- 
relationship between advanced technologies and 
«kill requirements. These papers present a dis- 
cussion on questions of definition, measurement and 
classification of skills. 

J. Vaizey argues in his pajwr against educa- 
tional planning and research which appear to be 
naaed on a systematic overevaluation of formal 
éducation and on an undervaluation of learning- 
s-doing and on-the-job training- two methods of 
skill formation which investigations have shown to 
be both common and efficient. The recent trend 
towards  exaggerating the amount of  education 
required by a given growth target also manifests 
itself m a tendency to exaggerate the extent to 
which education has to precede the introduction or 
spread of industries and trades requiring skills. In 
addition, it tends to disregard some genuine prob- 
lems in educating and training "high level man- 
power , especially the managerial and government 
strata in societies where education is very tra- 
ditionalistic. J 

Vaizey puts forward many provocative ques- 
tions for example, whether it is better to train for 
specific skills, or to provide a high level general 
educate. Is there (in any serious sense) a skill 
bottleneck in developing countries, or is it rather 
a managerial bottleneck? How far is it possible to 
preset technological change, and how far is very 
high level scientific and technological manpower 
necessary for the development of advanced tech- 
nological sectors? How many skills should be pro- 
duced, at what cost and how far in advance of 
assessed needs ? Is it not likely that, if in a develop- 

cine;, sas S;::ä« UVä 



ing economy skills are produced in advance, pres- 
sures to emigrate and social unrest will arise as a 
result of white collar unemployment ? 

Such questions are fundamental in relation to 
the analysis of future requirements for skills. In 
his work on educational requirements of the British 
economy,   Vaizey   has   considered  five   separate 
sectors with five different characteristics: (i) capi- 
tal intensive industries which use limited skill and 
limited research, e.g. railways; (ii) skill intensive 
industries,  with limited capital and limited re- 
search,  e.g. education;   (Hi)  skill and research 
intensive industries, e.g. pharmaceuticals; (ivi skill 
intensive, capital intensive and research intensive 
industries, e.g. aerospace; (v) industries that re- 
quire limited  skill,  limited capital  and limited 
research, e.g. retail trade. 

While Vaizey argues that there is no necessary 
correlation  between the skill structures of two 
countries and their industrial structures, J. Timar 
attempts to show that some necessary correlation 
does exist between the skill structures, although his 
work is  based  mainly on comparisons  between 
Hungary and a few industrially advanced coun- 
tries. Taking ail the various aspects into account 
diversion between these two views m^y not be' 
so great as it might seem, due to the ambiguity 
of the term "skill structure". The general point of 
departure for Timar's paper is that there is a given 
structure of labour force corresponding to a given 
level of economic development. With economic 
growth there is a shift in the distribution of labour 
rhe proportion of the agricultural labour force 
faltó, that of the tertiary sector (services) increases, 
and there is a constant increase within both white 
collar and blue collar occupations in the require- 
ments for more highly  qualified persons in all 
sectors. 

The most important characteristics of man- 
power employed in industry are its educational 
level, the share of technical specialists (engineers 
scientists, technicians) and of skilled workers in' 
the total labour force and the occupational com- 
position of the qualified labour force. The man- 
power of individual industries has a characteristic 
structure of educational levels and occupational 
composition. This structure is determined primarily 
by the industrial technology used in the sector, and 
more precisely by the homogeneous or hetero- 
geneous character of the products and production 
processes the diversity of the product mix and the 
rate of change of the products, the batch size of 
production, the amount of work necessary for pro- 
duct development and by the mechanical or chemi- 
cal character of the technology in the main pro- 
duction process. 

M     i"*1 i"•?**** that the avera«e complexity 
(educationa   level)  of labour  can   be  „«Lrcd 
appropriately  by   a system  of  coefficients that 
takes into account the direct and indirect costs of 
education and training in addition to the length o 
time necessary to attain the different levels This 
method makes perceptible the importance of the 
•• highly qualified labour force. The complexity 
of labour thus measured is higher in countries with 
more developed industries. Differences in the com- 
plexity of labour m individual industrial sectors 
are characteristic of the sectors, showing the same 
pattern in countries at very dissimilar levels of 
development. This fact can be traced back to the 
influence of technology on  the  composition of 
labour m the industrial sectors. 

The purpose of L. B. Cohen's paper "Job 
Evaluation as a Source of Information about Skill 
Itequirements" is to show the type of information 

1It•"«.^ abOUt 8ki"8 in J°b nation, 
so that the usefulness of this information in deter- 
mining skill requirements may be assessed. The 
technique of job evaluation, which is a method of 
wage scale determination, employs information 
about the skills of jobs being evaluated. Different 
systems of job evaluation such as ranking, gradina 
point system and factor comparison are discussed 
from the point of view of the assessment of skill 
requirements. The author points out that informa- 
tion about skill requirements is contained in the 
job analysis, description and specification. 

The skill concept in job evaluation considere- 
rà general education, (ii) application of training 
and (m) personal traits and subfactors pertaining 
to them. Skills arising from general education con- 
cern language and mathematics. For skills arising 
from occupational training and experience, the 
source of the given skill rather than its content can 
be specified (formal schooling, trade and pro- 
fessional schooling, training programmes within a 
particular company, prior job experience, particu- 
lar skills such as the ability to use certain tools). 

Cohen concludes that, through a competent 
job evaluation, relevant information can be ob- 
tained about the skill requirements of the establish- 
ment in which such an evaluation is made. He also 
presents methods by which the available informa- 
tion can be summarized so as to depict the skill 
requirements of the enterprise as a whole. These 
results are applicable to the particular establish- 
ment from which the skill data derive. The extent 
to which data on the skill requirements of any 
particular establishment may be generalized so as 
to bo applicable to other establishments in the same 
culture or in other cultures requires further study. 



Part Tvn-Choice of Technology and Other 
Theoretical lnsnes 

l'art Two includes studies on: the problem of 
dioico of techniques; a model of growth of a cen- 
trally planned economy with surplus labour under 
possible changing capital-output ratio; and models 
of optimal growth, including such features as a 
technological gap and educational activity, lead- 
ing to models which include an economic choice 
between different types of technological change, 
and the production of knowledge through allocation 
of economic resources. 

In his paper A. K. Sen summarizes the debate 
in economic literature on the choice of technique. 
He   classifies   the   major   positions  according   to 
their implicit treatments of a general formula in 
which the real cost of labour is equalled to the 
marginal product of labour. Those positions aro 
shoan to differ essentially in their views of the 
savings  rate as optimal  or sub-optimal,  and in 
their assumptions with regard to the relative pro- 
portions of wages and profits consumed -a question 
affected by the efficacy of available fiscal machi- 
nery.  Thus stated, the differences involve both 
questions of a political-ethical nature (how should 
• onsuniption in the future be valued relative to 
that  at   presentí) and questions of fact,  which 
admit testing (what are the proportions saved out 
of wages and profits respectively ?). As to the latter 
question,  Sen thinks there is evidence that the 
proportion of profits that can  l>e recovered  for 
further  investment is substantially higher than 
that of wages, especially for public "enterprises. As 
to the former, his opinion is that in the developing 
countries the savings rate tends to ho inoptimally 
low. 

A". Lndi discusses in his paper the problem 
of investment allocation  in developing countries 
with emphasis on the optimal degree of capital 
intensity.   He deals with   the  dilemma  between 
choosing   an   income-maximizing   or   a   surplus- 
nmxiniizing technique. He argues that the existence 
«•f an '"independent" investment fund, in addition 
to the ' dependent" one tied to the level of mechani- 
zation eunvutlv being chosen, and the existence of 
technical progress both tend to lengthen the amount 
<>f    tini"    required   for   the    surplus-maximizing 
technique to overtake the income-maximizing one 
m total consumption generated, and thus both lead 
t.»    favouring   more   labour-intensive   techniques 
than uoul.l otherwise he chosen. Thus he proposes 
lo reduce the marginal capital-output ratio wK-r- 
cver possible in order to accelerate growth for a 
given rate of investment.  He underlines the fact 
that   bottlenecks and difficulties in foreign trade 

limit sharply the growth of national income and 
therefore the role of the investment rate. He thinks 
that contradictions between consumption in the 
short and long run, tied with the level o< mechani- 
zation, do not occur in economies where major 
disparities in the social distribution of national 
income exist and where it is possible to raise the 
investment rate at the expense of the consumption 
of non-essential goods. 

As a prologue to the theory of endogenous 
technical change, K. Shell presents first models 
of  stylized   enterprise  economies  and planning 
models  in   which  there  is   exogenous technical 
change; then, three different models of education and 
technological change. The models draw inspiration 
from the work of Uzawa, and Nelson and Phelps. 
The first model of education specifies that changes 
in labour force efficiency are dependent upon the 
fraction of the labour force engaged in educational 
activity. The second model specifies that changes 
in labour force efficiency are dependent upon the 
gap  between exogenously determined "available 
technology"   and  "technology  in practice"  and 
upon the "educational attainment" of the society. 
The two views are then integrated with the specifi- 
cation that changes in educational attainment are 
dependent upon the fraction of the labour force 
employed in the educational sectors. The rigid 
assumption that technical change affects the pro- 
duction function in a pro-specified way that is 
not subject  to economic calculation is relaxed, 
and a planning model is examined in which the 
bias of technical change is open to choice by the 
planning authority.  The difficulties inherent in 
extending the analysis to enterprise economies are 
discussed. 

Shell questions the commonly used specifica- 
tions of how the volume of inventions, education 
of labour, or the learning-by-doing of entrepreneurs 
affects production functions as a rigid carry-over 
from capital theory. He asserts that, if there is an 
economic choice as to how  much technological 
change a society should seek, there must be an 
economic choice between different types of tech- 
nological change. Roughly, a planner or an entre- 
preneur must  be faced with  a choice between 
"labour saving" and "capital saving" technological 
change. This choice is crucial both for explaining 
the direction of progress in market economies and 
for planning research and development, educational 
policy etc.  in  centrally planned economies. Tho 
paper ends  by pointing to the need for future 
research on the various possibilities of accelerat- 
ing technological progress by  way of devoting 
economic resources to inventive activity. 



Pari Three-Industrial Manpower Planning 

nlann^/hT ^^^ * ^P« *«u-ing the 
St/" °ha:ige8 in P^uctivity and to meet 
Htudv n, e,lta ln manufact«ring industries; a 
-twtyou manpower planning including empirici 
mwarch on the skill and educational requirements 

Wet S??? ÌndU8trie8 "* the "'•atLlupt 
tween the skill composition and productivity and 

and ¿:LTrt dfal"lg "*the P"annin« * ito» 
e^norñy     0g,Cal re8e&rCh * * «"^ P1*•** 

Manpower   plaiming   has   a   static   asoect 
conoermng accounting identities, and a dyEo 

Z5£¿*£ rf qua!itative chan«-= -"- ST^IJ?' r   a 8 mainiy with this iatter «pect, 
with oh" "-^ï Chang68 m P^xluctivity, and 
with change m the quality of the labour force- 
««uaUy measured by the skill composition of man- 

For planning purposes, labour productivity 

establishing links between the output of different 
industrial branches and labour-the mostra 
and important input. A plan of skill requires 
contains special coefficients reflecting not the S 

ZTkTVf la],our but rather *« °* Pa- ular skills, depending on the volume of output 
and on the change in the pattern of production 
I roductivity could, in principle, be directly planne 
by planning production and labour requirement 
independently. However, this is not feasor 

,rTrrien0dH8 and,f0r *»** indu8trial branch^ or for the industrial sector as a whole. What can 
be planned is the change in productivity, a«u^ that 8ome of the factore p^JS 
wiü remain unchanged or change ord^X 
The main factors, or rather groups of fcSfeS 
influencing productivity are: ^ theTquant% Z 
quality of capital equipment; (ii) the use made of 
available capacities; (in) the skills of the woAe« 

facto«, and (v) natural factors. Cukor discusses 
in some detail the problems of planning pr^T 
tivity with regard to these factors 

within'?•8 °f
1
indJ,8trial ski«8 * discussed 

within the framework of planning for a certain 
number of important skill categories ; (a) englneT 
scientiBts and technicians, and (b) skilled woS 

«^hi£"tr68 Ìn manpOWer devel°P«"ent, such 
as anifte between major economic branches the 
increase of general education and skill leverete. 
ÎÎLit° Jj80"88611 in the PftP«r. It is pointed ou 
that the planmng of high level technical manpower 
(engineers, scientists and technicians) ha. to be 
done centrally, within the framework of long-term 
planning (about lô years). Planning of skilled wor- 

ken,, on the other hand, should be done decentrala 
(u». according to the requirements of mdivi2 
faetones), within the framework of .J^ÍZ 

Ai" ab^Ut ,V° 5 ^ eentraT arS 
orlhn     g °nly addÍtÍOnal ta8j£S 8u«h « Provich « 

produofcvity of industries. One of the concisions 
from this research i> *ha* +u • WJU-»uwoiw 
relation-Ki^f J   * there w a »vstematic 
pir rivir rn the p^^ty w*« ^ 
per employee) of a given industry and the occu- 
pational structure of the same industry Ü 
relationships, arrived at by a detailed analyse 
a three digit occupational breakdown by a two Z 
industry classification, may be helpfulmThe for 
mulation of planning models incorporatingT man- 
power variables, including models reiatingU^ 
of employment and productivity to the educational 
system to supply the needed skills. 

A basic contention of this study is that the 
direct linking of productivity to formal educati, 
ignores important variables in the causality process 
between  productivity  and   "human    resource 
A h gher educational level does not automatically 

level of education is the result of a "higher" occu- 
pational mix, such as more professionals and less 
labourers. It is therefore of little use for plannT 
purposes to link directly productivity or incomf 
per capita to formal education. 

The necessity of research on the different 
paths of skJl acquisition at the blue collar skilled 
worker evel and the need to acquire better date 
on the human functions" involved in production 
are also put forward in Zymelman's p»per. There 
is a need to determine the different combinations 
of knowknlge, ability and practice that go into 
every skilled blue collar occupation independently 

?uT^T&i WayS and 0b80lete cu8t°«w- Regret- 
fully, little is known about this because educators 
are mostly interested in formal education, while 
a large proportion of those employed in skilled 
occupations acquire the traimng for their job 
informally. Yet, according to Prof. Zymelman, 
it is in this area that the developing countries will 
have to concentrate their efforts and develop 
miagmative programmes adapted to their own 
needs rather than follow unquestioning^ the tradi- 
tional ways of advanced countries. 

The paper by Chvdtal et al. outÜnes some 
problems of planning basic research in relation 
to industrial growth and surveys Czechoslovakia's 
State Five-Year Plan of basic research until 1970 
Ihe main goal of planning and programming in 
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research is to create appropriate conditions for the 
utilization of the scientific capacities of the country. 
Th« task is quite complicated in small countries 
sudi as ( 'zechoslovakia which have to adapt their 
scientific programmes to their financial possibilities 
and apply appropriate priorities. 

The   methods  of elaborating   basic  research 
plans dealing with the five-year basic  research 
plan, the operational plan of basic research and the 
financial aspects of research programmes are out- 
lined. A description is given of the programme of 
basic research in relation to the prospective develop- 
ment of industry. The method of planning and 
programming iH based on the elaboration of studies 
and conceptions; a "study" is defined as an anal- 
ysis of basic trends of the development of science 
and technology leading to an evaluation of the most 
efficient ways to  be followed; a "conception" is 
defined as an elaborated projection of the subse- 
quent development based on the analysis carried 
out in the study. 

The studies and conceptions are aimed at 
determining: (i) the requirements of society in 
the fut uro (particularly standards of living) ; (ii) the 
development of productive forces; and (Hi) the 
development of scientific and technological progress 
I lie maximal period of time for which, from the 
point of view of scientific and technological develop- 
ments, long-term forecasts can be effectively 
worked out .seems to be approximative^- 25 years. 

lu the natural and engineering sciences three 
t.\ pes of ba*ic research projects are established, 
»amely programmes oriented to (i) prospective 
iimb of the national t-cjiiomy to create new theo- 
retical knowledge without fully specific goals, 
in) individual branches of science aiming at the 
development of sciem.0 ¡(s(,lf) md (üi) ^ ^^ 

of   problems   required   by   concrete   realization 
targets. 

The final part of this pajier contains basic 
«lata on research and development activities in 
Zechoslovakia, particularly from the point of 
* ww oí manpower and financial resources. 

l'art Four -1'olicies for the Adoption of Advanced 
'i(chnologies 

In Part Four, the papers deal with eome policv 
aspects pertaining to the adoption of advanced 
technologies. One paper discusses the pattern of 
dualist,,, industrial development in recent years 
'» Mainland China where large-scale industry 
coexisted with so-called "local" industry; this local 
industry was based on the utilization of resources 
upon winch there was no competitive claim from 
«i« large-scale, centrally planned industry. Organ- 

izational and control aspects in the adoption of 
advanced technology in the context of recent ex- 
perience in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
are discussod in another paper, and the last contri- 
bution examines the pattern of industrial develop- 
ment in Latin America in connexion with the train- 
ing and educational requirements demanded by the 
industrial development process. 

In his paper C. Riskin seeks to explain the 
recourse to technological dualism in the recent 
industrial   development   of   Mainland  China   bv 
means of a model of the Dobb-Son-type, modified 
to take account of the multiplicity of factors of 
production required by the production of any given 
commodity,  the different rates at which these 
factors become inelastic in supply as their scale of 
use expands, and the different proportions in which 
they are required by different techniques. Raw 
material shortages, transport bottlenecks and sea- 
sonal labour requirements in agriculture are given 
as typical bottlenecks in the expansion of the large- 
scale sector of industry which the development of 
'local" industry was designed to circumvent. Local 

industry was often based on the utilization of sur- 
plus and waste agricultural raw materials and, in 
general, on the utilization of resources upon which 
thore was no competitive claim from the large-scale, 
centrally planned industry that was always accord- 
ed the highest priority. 

In   A.    WoroniaVa   opinion,   recent   Soviet 
experience supports the hypothesis of the impor- 
tance of business organization and management 
in shaping the peculiarities of technological transfer 
Emphasis on technological progress by the Soviet 
planners as almost the sole moving force of growth 
resulted in routinization of innovation and of capital 
investments which were not only considered as 
piopellants of rapid growth, but as the conveyors 
of technology into the economy. Simultaneously 
adequate manpower was created by striotly ad- 
hering to the principle of  "using all educated 
people, and to educate only for use". Aiming educa- 
tion   at   the   minimum   technioal  requirements 
stripping the training to its bare essentials, and 
concentrating until very recently on "learning-by- 
domg", Soviet leaders secured a constant supply 
of skilled workers. 

However, problems exist, at least in some 
sectors, which are the cause of serious concern 
In view of the adequacy of capital investment 
and manpower, the source of these problems is 
sought m the institutional set-up, particularly in 
business organization and management. Undoubt- 
edly, similar problems existed before, but they may 
have been exaggerated by the increasing complexity 
of the Soviet socio-economic system, and to some 
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T   abroad.   Hl".tr.t¡ve   c3L   ,SS 

proDlems of co-ordination, lack of prôner uœ J 
;-^ »'«' »»"e of «source dueZrroXná 

£¡C¿£ T
Tt

ou"iev*ot «wd-^sns 
retiti hi     """f n"'°*8e•l apparatus ha, Si st^s**» *•*• 
structure. „f hSL Id co"«    MS"agerÌal 

sur,• ofïT*? Pa,K,r ïrMents » »«"'Power survey of Latin Amorica and an analvm, of the 

^SordÄS Pr0 íIn• emPloy»"»" PoUoy etc. Ä^ÄP=Ä^it 

are the „proved technique, of industri 32 
analysis, the improved method, of skilled ^T 

•nati on'the 1AÏÏJSÏÏTrir0» 
integral part of the system arming an 

?Ä7 °T rief •"enterin«mto th* «CT W high grade industries stage; and ivi h,T¿ 
grade^industries stage. While ILat HL Ä 
-econd stage (with some countries entering   ^ 

trit ,K     ! relatlVely ^"«d developing coun 
tries, though not yet having compietedVe S 

SsSrAXï 
»ubscoJentiy inoren. !££, *» «' 

«search in ,ie,d, closely rlw to M^Tr 
« admittedly difficult t„ .„„ti P""^.v.' If it 
coherently /i, evT Ir! £*  - ^ 

Sepme„t p,,t
9zd;*tri:^r 

"What is an advanced technology ? What 

between ^-££^2^ 
duoturn and market structure  i„  advance 

ota" \°t r w,hioh economi- Ä obtain? What quality of skills and in what 
quantity are they demanded in using a IvanZ 
technologies? How could the* J£ Zt 

aWe imbalances of supply and domand of 

skills? How should planning for skilled man- 
power proceed? What are the needs of da a 

ptwTr7wha ÌCÌenÌKPlaì,dng 0f 8kmed •» ÏÏ21P ¿?the ob8erved and nece«^ relat onships between formal education and 
other forms of skill formations? etc.»» 

sucedí^nt.Volume »*y have  been more 

1^ it «.TX ïue8tions than in Providi»« answers. It  s to be hoped, however, that these 

nssiTprcvide stimuiu8 for further •^ 
' A. K. SKN, op.oit. 

the îA,AAMr'8--Teite,> s•ret«y «Í «ji*, maae at it« doting MHion on 20 May 1987. 
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Part One 

TECHNOLOGY AND SKILLS 





TKlilNOMM»   IM) SKIIJ 

J tern )'««awf, Bntmrl l'ntwmêif, Ismum, l'%*i*4 AM**«*« 

t)03H0 

îMM FAFIC* m an attempt to <l«v*4op iwtam 
Urnm of work that AI* * urrantJy l»«wig pimmà *IMI 

to formulât« <«rt«M <|w«wtiotM, four MI nMmtwr 

(t)     What  w  the  comptemeMtarrtv   h«twH«ii 
ihm d«v«k»pm«nt   «Í «dm-at**«,   tk«   progr«»«  trf 
t«<k»ofc>gy,   ftftti   innovation   0Wlhl«tl«4   <H   w«w   m 
v«at»«nt in plant and etqmpiwwt t 

fu) i« th* light of tkia anal va* what km«! 
of «kill* mm required by advanced tetknoéogiea ' 
Hpeeifkally, do tkey pretwie t^hrwJogv«! muova 
tiun ftnd <af*taJ im**«t»«t,t, » ofrftmaJ «uMtKxm, 
*»d if w, kow many and what »«itti «kotdd he 
pmvided m advamw < 

im)       MOW    afcoilld    .O* h    MàMs    h»-    HHHMHraiá 
MM! «lajMtfied ' 

<*r) H hat M tke rué« ef tk# «*afHiéa«ti*ri«g 
•wetor m t«trodi*»tg adva««ed techno*:«»» m 
deve*.}*^ wwiitrm! Urta rwrv,« ,«f »kjji,, 
wkieh may later ke mmi te deveim» «küfe m other 
»•«tor» or are *• «44* •fwoifte to it« OWH trn-h 
»oiogieai «irrHimtMM«i ' 

I« là« pr#fwr^w« e* tk* fmçmr * km m* 
keen fmmMm im á» MM 14M eta** y »„«« „# tk« 
«vie**«« Md ir>M M tkat m*M h* hrooght to 
kaar m tk« wriM «I (|iiw*wm A M0MìM»H( pro 
§ramm« «f rawNM*-k oogkt to U ««wiertak«H More 
•••»» » HMHMTV paper M pmainitod, fcmt | M, 

hmm drawiMf OH «artatN work in peogrcas, and er«ve 
miiuèfMH« in advati«« far My kiadrifamn. In 
*»** to apa*»«»* tk« «PM «f çiaaati.ma w« km^ 
W» Ma 

I     KlH < ATM»« AH» «MY »««Matti 

WktW« «M tè» .käM 
iy ' L«t UH kCMJtl ky 

T»M»  i      _ 
tk#y W«M w k« IM«M^ m tk* l 
l»AI  Of 

fra4«M*«« «tv  fr^w ||M Mrt^w 

7. 

«**W«Ml,flv   («•«•kH.AlKINkllv   kMHi.   ,# »  HUUlkrf «•# 
»ft» ffwJHHt^M Inhuman »ml \<•+.•*wrn) wh,, »n- 
rmi>ktymi m m-tuiH-ittly <iri*>hti*l maitimrri«! n»èra 
h*w»i«a »k*tr ink« «ru« m UH ^IM,^K JK »IIVäIH^I 

ntMMMM  fcw  »wpfMN«Mtff  th»t   lk'   gr...i|.   II|   mori- 

the ».*,*! (rf lwhiiM-*Hy (|imirfi^| fit«rwi«im<l, »IH! 

tk*(  mèi« toniti  M   firiHMwtly  IH«, •^•IIIH»4  m  »|M 

«HVHtMM«.    *wb    (M|1   M   u,   »VMkkl»   fp*WM   tk^ 
(iHVAk^ing UMIOUM Un*i t„ M^gpvt tk«t tMim^io«« 
t-kw» M »v«« (nu, |*Nhn*<*% .»riwit^l |f ,* »h*- 
)«»•> «Hfttwwd MIMH WWW •tiMtmi, i» would \m wmm 
%kmt %k* t»ct.Mw m «iifjmwnt. THM». HI timi, «t»*g««*« 
tk«* «àill «M<|w«MtMm fotti»»* mvHMtmmit. mtkr* 
tktm ihm otkffr w*y 

Tk«   Mit   qMM4km   M,   k<»W   k«MI   ik«  «JkMittMHI 
<i# tkmm **i\u*tmi p^ifik* fhAii^l (innitg th*« ( «Minte 
<if fcMM>'< If w*-c<im|MW^i IWMIwith HMìA »UMI woiikt 
W« M» '   fn  til* »IWHM« H# »tfttfctM» <1# tk«      «||M« 
tKH* WIH|H»tKNI "   MIX   HI   IWN»,  W«  k»Vf Ut  «XWÌliH 
JwkjfBinwiit IV K^iier»! (MMICIIWKHI, kuritr mrt bv 
t»kè»   ì,  mmmm Ut   im th*t   tb«  dwinkiitii m  h»M 
«krf*««lÌ   toWIMNki   HMiHMtry   MMÌ   klfMHM'HM,   b«t   IM»t   to 

•"J f**t •»"*•••.. I» «4k«r w<»f(kt ih*»«* M IHH mit« li 
w^w« to »it^MiM fk*t tk« growth «»I grimi naturn«! 
pwwtwt (ìH tK* l'urtai KwKikNH, *t le,wt) h«M m 
•MV MfffüfWf»Ht WHW M.I t«», (W t»*|| «^MIIM^rl^mi »,tk, 

» »ki#t m tk« wÌMt)a4«iii (Miiii^tHMi mix. 

If w#i kM*à »t tk« imitai *tock (»«wiimifig that 
tk«   *n»WHM^t   »ini   m««MHrem«nt   <rf  < »|Mt»l   M 

•»»»M*HgfMÍ),   HMiwrtTv   by   »iilmrtry,   w«   <»»i  mm 
wk«4.k«r tk«r« M muy  proved «»in*xKHI  h«t»i^ii 
'""•f*^* •»•«, «kii »»*, »*id (»[••1*1 mtonMity 
&mA ti w« «otnfiar« tk« rat* of groM HnvMtmmit w« 
•M kwkiHg »t tk« ¡M**«iti»J rat* of Mi<forp»>r»tioii 
fé M*W t«<kAii4iigy Mito ^*«t IMHì «^«M|MMmt. K«|» 
pu», tH taà« a MWfi*» «xampé« that a n«w MMÌM«try 
M «(.»HHid   Ita cai;.*tal M*m-k HI y«M*  1 M M|M«ì to 
/ of  that  v«*r   and  w aä  |Nrtwiti*Uy  ii«w  t««k- 
i»«*8f.y   km^ln*-r mtt***,ry, wKk a e^rtal aioik A, 
m*à m gmm u^mimant I   mpml to K l<», M |n»t4-n 
t«»iy akki W. hav«  .«H« t««tfc of it« «apttaJ m a 
'«•w" t««kw4iig\   Tkw rat* .rf wM<*rf»ir»tM«i will 

<t»Ht*d rtiN.4. ih« ««P4M1NMIM of th« at<Mk »*f «--aj-iUl 

•ad tk« rat« té « rap**««    Hirt, aa  w« aM  kiiow, 
prod^t tivrty   pMkaatfy   rmm   ->«    wrtk««H  tk« 
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^     ^ - »•••tiiient,  Mw  «kill«,  or research 
«^thrmifà«.  It ia »ufficisait to My that there 
•re several MlmiM positiofis: 

(•)    eapftal intensive indiwtrieii  iuing little 
•kill Mid tittle research (railways) ; 
«km intensiv« industrie* using little csp- 
*aj M4 little reeeareli (education); 
•kill and research intensiv« industries 
(pàarmaceutieak); 

•àul and capital and research intensive 
»ndwstri— (aerospace) ; 

labow intensiv« industries requiring 
-t*b sàul, capital or research (small 
retaüiaf). 

H m lasrly clear that eatafork. (e) and fé) are 
»M  tm»-satlan,   and  that  over  the  laat  half 
«•»»•ry taere has been a relative decline of cate 
§**y («J and a rise in category (è) 

*[»*• •*• »*» taiplif »tions o# looking at the 
•«••»jeet » this way ? First, reeeareh wül point to 

•kii-inMSMive teekniqisM and »s«aJly to 

<•) 

<<) 

MJ 

<*) 

more capital-intensive techniques as well. Second, 
the nature and direction of investment will gener- 
ally determine the «ixe and nature of the demand« 
of the skills, rather than the other way round 
though some writers* have agreed that the existence 
of a pool of skilled labour will attract labour. The 
experience of the Boston-Cambridge complex is 
•lso illuminating. Nevertheless, the general case 
holds,   because  there  skills have   usually  been 
acquired on the job. The projection of the nature, 
*»•• «nd direction of these investments is therefore 
• fundamental part of the task of the manpower 
pUnner. Third, the availability of skills will partly 
determine the choice of capital equipment, but 
(historically) the nature of the capital equipment 
has generally determined the nature of the skills 
required.  This is  because technology has more 
often been concerned with machine« than with 
people, and because (contrary to what is generally 

far 
» Cf. U. c. . 

f MM,  It««. 

ALLEN, Indurtriml DwiommêM •/ Btr. 
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assumed in many cultures) skills are fairly easily 
acquired, and people learn "on the job" surprisingly 
well despite the lack of formal education. 

The work done so far on choice of technologies 
has  l)een predominantly concerned with capital. 
Where there has been a discussion of factor pro- 
portions, the factors have usually been assumed to 
bo homogeneous; and when heterogeneity has been 
assumed, it has been wholly (so far as I 'am aware) 
of capital. In W. A. Lewis« work' the question has 
l»een one of choosing simple, cheap machines rather 
than   complex  expensive   machines-e.g.   spades 
rather than earth moving machines. The question 
of the appropriate supply of skills, though it has 
been considered by Lewis« has been essentially a 
subsidiary one. In later, more sophisticated work 
like that of W. Galenson and H. Leibenstein«, and 
of A. k. Sen«, there has been an explicit assump- 
tion (as I understand it) of the homogeneity of the 
input labour. 

It is clearly not inherent in their work that 
his should be the case. J„.st as "capital" can be 

broken up into many discrete pieces of equipment 
HO with C. R,„ki„ in hi8 paper on ..Loca] Indnst 

»»«J (hoioo of Techniques in Planning of 
Industrial Development in Mainland China" (pp 
171 to 180), we can assume a multiplicity of specific 
inputs required for the production of any given 
commodity; an uneven rate at which these inputs 
become Man» as the scale of production expands; 
and different proportions in which the inputs are 
required by different techniques. It must inevitably 
follow that the labour force can be so divided into 
many specific inputs. 

Wo have then- as I understand it-to evalu- 
ate the different kinds of skill, and to determine 
the degree  of specificity  of  skills  prevailing in 

111111^8•«!!^'.!' r]\c,mo•U: '>«v«-lopmeiit with Un- 

I-do,!! Alt Ä^Ä"" " ,:"m'm" """'"• 

' J. TlNBERGF.v and If   f!   Rr>«    •• l   m ..    , 

«A,  '»rto l»«i ,4,7/ i**" «"> *'»»*'< o~JS. 
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specific techniques. The subsequent question is 
what kind of education and training is required to 
produce these skills. I shall comment later on the 
work of J. Tinbergen, H. C. Bos and H. Correa' 
who have used a physical capital model as an 
analogy for the labour force, and on the consequent 
implications for education (which is equivalent in 
their work, I would argue, to a capital-goods pro- 
ducing^industry). At this stage I might simply say 
that the analogy seems to me unconvincing ft 
breaks down on the issue of specificity, as well as 
on other grounds, as I argue in the Annex 

SKILL REQUIREMENTS OF ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY 

«,-n        ,y«!   an ln his P*^1" on "Productivity, 
Skills and Education in Manufacturing Industries" 
(pp. 103 to 138) suggests that there exists a high 
degree of complementarity between a certain type 
of production method and the kind of labour force 
it requires. In other words, a certain level of tech- 
nology, and hence a certain level of productivity 
are represented by a specific kind of organization 
and by a specific kind of capital equipment that is 
made to work by a labour force whose occupational 
composition  is well defined. The question  that 
immediately arises is, which is the chicken and 
which is the egg? Generally, it is clear, machines 
are developed or imported first, and then skill 
requirements arise. In certain cases, however, the 
development of skills precedes the development of 
technique-thé instance that springs to mind is 
the need  for training organizers of the  labour 
brigades m Morocco and Ghana; but in these in- 
stances  the   question is  nearly always  one  of 
management rather than of technical skill. 

It certainly seems that the physical capital 
structure to a great extent dictates the require- 
menta for skills; the constraints of the shortage of 
skills and the shortage of managerial ability are 
real, but they seem to be fairly quickly overcome. 

It is a general impression that the analogy of 
the physical model has been most unfortunate in 
its intellectual  and  policy   consequences.   As   I 
suggested above, it seems that what Tinberaen 
Bos and Correa have done is to develop a model 
for labour which is derived directly from models 
of capital in economic growth. The result is a 
series of assumptions about the nature of skills 
and their relation to education, which are prag- 
matically mvalid. Skills are not (by and larje) as 
discrete and specific as pieces of capital equipment 
are. Many people can do, more or less well, ¿wide 
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variety of jobs: there is an element of improvisa- 
tion, of make do and mend", about labour which 
J« improve. There are, of course, two extreme 
instances where this is not the case: in highly 
developed skills, like surgery or piloting aircraft 
where specific skills are reinforced by legal con- 
straints on who may exercise them; and in poor 
countries where roles in production are culturally 
assigned and nobody may perform another role 
¡vmJT    Î bulk 0f economies the majority of 
dulled and semi-skilled jobs fall somewhere be- 
tween these two extremes; and this is the case 
above all m the manufacturing industry. Thus the 
models of Tinbergen, Bos, and Correa tend to 
exaggerate   the   likelihood   of   skill   bottlenecks 
because they underestimate the substitutability of 
skiHs   Further   they take for granted that the 
educational and training background which pre- 
vails in advanced countries is a necessary back- 
ground for the exercise of those skills. This arcu- 

ane   AT^ ï" *° * «^dently a dangerous 
one. After the Russian Revolution of 1917 many 

?taS",?n7? ¡,n Pa? Were exCzari«t generals: but 
nee^f í0ll0W that to *» » «°°d taxi-driver one 
needed to have gone to the St. Petersburg Military 
Academy. While nobody would deny that to get 
a reaUy productive economy functioning normally, 
Uce that of California, it may be an advantage, or 
even essential, to have the California« educational 
system (though many of California's skills are 
imported), the bulk of the evidence tends to suggest 
the proposition that a great many skills-including 
some that are highly complex-can be more rapidly 
acquired than is generally supposed. 

hi^T1""? hf ^Ben a tendency to argue that very 
high levels of education, and a massive expansion 
of the education system at all levels, are necessary 

ZI0??0• gr0Wth- lt i8 ceTtaMy POMiW« to argue the contrary case, especially when the nature 
of the education system is considered. In the 
developing countries, generally speaking, education 
is anti-technological in its bias. 

3. SKILL CLASSIFICATION 

This leads us to the question of the measure- 
ment and classification of skills. There are two 
main.methods. One is to take the occupational 
distribution as the basis for measurement and 
classification-» work of enormous complexity- 
but gmng a very high degree of specificity. It is 
then possible to take specific requirements for 
specific sküls and train specifically for them (as 
Z Slawmski argues). This is the approach of 

education for  use» employed  in  the socialist 

countnes The second approach is to measure skill 
by   educat.onal   background.   This   approach   is 

wo?kyof vt°hc:ten'and is ,,8ed in •"«-* a» *• work of the Organization for Economic Co- 
ition and Development (OECD). But I agree, 
with M. Zvmelman that the linking of productivity 
to formal education ignores variables in the 
causality process between productivity and human 
resources. A high educational level doe.Tot 
automatically produce a higher level of output 
unless this higher level of education is a Ä 
a higher occupational mix, such as moro pro- 
fessionals and fewer labourers. It is therefore of 
little use for planning purposes to link productivity 
or income per capita directly with formal educa- 
tion.  This points  to  the necessity  of  (further) 

üTSÄ m ? VÌtal area' U that °f inW*** into 
(especially at the level of the blue-collar skilled 
worker) and that of obtaining better data on the 
human functions involved in production. It would 
follow, therefore, that the educational background 
of various skills is almost a matter of accident. 
Certainly the relationship between skill and 
educational background is immensely complex and 
not easily classified by such simple criteria as 
"educational level". 

On the other hand, where the  adjustment 
between educational background and skill forma- 
tion is (more or less) adequate, there may be a 
strong argument for simplifying the skill classifica- 
tion  by approximating it to educational back- 
ground. It is argued, for example by J. Timar in 
his paper on "Classification and Analysis of In- 
dustries Based on Know-how and Skills" (pp. n 
to 31), that such a step is possible in Hungary He 
says that  the averago  complexity  (educational 
level) of labour can be appropriately measured by 
a system of coefficients, which takes into account 
the length of time necessary to attain the different 
levels but also the direct and indirect costs of 
education and training. This method makes evident 
the importance of the more highly qualified labour 
force. The complexity of labour as measured by 
this or by any other method is higher in countries 
with better developed industries. That is, it is 
possible in his view to relate productivity to the 
skill-mix, and the skill-mix to educational back- 
ground, and to weight the skill-mix by the costs 
of education. 

As G. Cukor points out in his paper "Planning 
Methods for Skill Requirement« and Productivity 
Change" (pp. 93 to 102), it is very useful in 
practice to measure the costs of education. These 
costs are borne partly by families (individual per- 
sons) and partly by the sooiety (central or local 



governments).  In most countries the investment 
costs and, at least partly, tho orating costs of 
educational institutions arc borne by society; the 
living costs of students are borne mainly by the 
families (but also by society) in the form of grants, 
scholarships etc. There is an additional "opportu- 
nity cost" in the earnings of the individual and the 
national income foregone by the society because 
of the delay in entering the working population 
This is certainly true, but  "opportunity cost" is 
an ambiguous concept and statistically'elusive. I 
would argue that this method of measurement of 
costs does not give the arithmetic ratios of skill 
intensity that would bo necessary for the planning 
model  to   give   unambiguous   answers.  In  other 
words, there is a real difficulty in the measurement 
and classification of skills, and hence in assigning 
a significant  place in the strategy of economic 
growth to skUl formation and, by implication, to 
the role of the education system, since there are 
at least two major weaknesses in the chain of logic 
linking productivity with education. It is this dual 
weakness (ably analysed by R. (,«. Hollistor in his 
critique of the OKC1) methodology») which has 
kHl to certain policy conclusions which are at least 
questionable. 

The assumption that there is a fixed technical 
coefficient between skills and capital, and between 
both and output, means that it is held to be 
IHMHible to postulate a rate of economic growth for 
any economy which requires a given distribution 
and s,zo of the capital stock, and of the labour 
force. It is then possible to argue back to physical 
investment levels and to educational output levels 
after making due allowance (in the case of physical 
capital) for the withdrawal of obsolete and worn- 
out capital, or (in the case of the labour force) for 
the death or retirement of the workers. 

Since there are fairly fixed relationships (in the 
short run at least) within the educational system- 
such as the inputs at primary level necessary to 
produce a given quantity „f graduates -it follows 
that the analysis of the relationship between the 
growth of gross national product, productivity and 
skill requirements leads to a national model of the 
education system (to which has to be added the 
requirements for education arising from the so- 
called social demand for education", or "educa- 
tion as a consumption", referred to by (i ('„kor in 
his paper). 

The results of this type of analysis are two- 
fold, hrst, astronomic levels of education appear 
to I« needed for economi, growth. The results of 
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this in term« of the fiscal burden are the diversion 
of a large number of talented people into the 
teaching profession and the raising in the com- 
munity of educational aspirations which cannot 
easily be satisfied (and for which jobs are not likely 
to be available), as well as a certain amount of 
social unrest. All these things reinforce the doubts 
which  many  people  have expressed  about  the 
possibility of restructuring traditional education in 
such a way that it becomes growth-inducing rather 
than   growth-retarding,   as   so   much   education 
especially in the developing nations) is at present, 

On the basis of the need for  blue-collar skills 
countries  are  producing  masses  of  white-collar 
mandarins. 

The second result of the analysis along these 
Unes appears to be a systematic overvaluation of 
formal education, and a systematic undervaluation 
of learning by doing and learning on the job-two 
methods of acquiring skill which many investiga- 
tions have shown to be both common and efficient 
(in terms of time and resources devoted to training 
in relation to output). In other words, the analysis 
tends to exaggerate the amount of education re- 
quired by a given target for growth, and the 
extent to which this education has to precede the 
introduction, or spread, of industries and trades 
requiring skills. In addition, it tends to remove 
from consideration the genuine problems in educat- 
ing and training high level manpower-especially 
the managerial and governing classes-in societies 
where education is extremely traditionalist. 

4. TRAININO FOB SKILLS IN DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES 

On this basis, if we consider a developing 
country with a small enclave of an advanced sector 
(including modern manufacturing industry) and a 
traditional sector or sectors around it, we may bo 
able to say a little about the place of skill develop- 
ment in tho manufacturing sector in modernizing 
the economy as a whole. In the first place, the 
spread of traditional education (as has been argued 
above) is likely to lead mainly to social unrest, 
drift to the towns,  'educated unemployed" etc 
rather than to the creation of a reservoir of skills' 
Second,   experience   suggests   that   many   skills 
necessary in the manufacturing industry are fairly 
easily acquired, and that immigrants from the 
rural areas will acquire them with minimal formal 
éducation and training.  Third, advanced mana- 
gerial skills and professional skills will often be 
provided by immigrants, or by nationals trained 
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abroad. (This is where the political and social 
problems associated with dependence, and especially 
technological dependence, are chiefly felt.) It is 
perhaps fair to say that there is a tendency to 
identify the need for these kinds of skills-skills 
of a very high degree at the managerial and scien- 
tific level-with the need for lower-level skills. A 
number of countries appear to be training man- 
power of high levels to fill jobs of the middle 
levels. 

We may conclude by asking certain questions. 
Is it correot to train for specific skills, or to educate 
generally to a high level ? Is there (in any serious 
sense) a skill bottleneck? Is there not rather a 
managerial bottleneck? Further, how far is it 
possible to predict technological change, and how 
far is very high-level scientific and technological 
manpower necessary for the development of ad- 
vanced technological sectors? This takes us 
straight back to the classical problem in develop- 
ment economics as to whether a developing econo- 
my can or should make a technological leap into 
the very latest modes of production. It is quite 
clear that, as far as manpower is concerned, it is 
feasible to a greater extent than it is for physical 
capital, since advanced education and training (if 
confined to a narrow class, who are not permitted 

to emigrate) is far cheaper than the physical 
capital which the advanced skills complement,' Sup- 
pose the view is taken that such a leap should 1* 
made. Then a number of important questions arise 
How many skills should be produced at what cost 
and how far in advance of assessed needs? IN it 
not likely that, if the skills are produced in advance 
in a developing economy, pressures to emigrate and 
social unrest will arise, as a result of white-collar 
unemployment ? 

At a lower level also a number of problems 
arise: what is the appropriate relationship between 
high-level and middle-level manpower, in circum- 
stances where the relationships are not technologi- 
cally determined, but where there is some degree 
of flexibility ? And how far is learning-on-the-job 
susceptible to high-level advance planning? It is 
obvious that this paper is an attempt to broach 
a problem that has hitherto received scant atten- 
tion. It has therefore seemed to me more ¡mariant 
at this stage to seek to pose important issues than 
to attempt a systematic review of the literature 
and of the evidence BO far available.* 

«    1 T,hi£. ha"  boen  *b,y dea,t w»th   in   OECD,  Tkt 
Kettdual Factor and Economic Growth, Park, 1964. 

ANNEX 

MANPOWER FORECASTING! MODELS OF EDUCATION 

THE GENERAL method of forecasting is as follows: 
(i) The gross national product is projeoted 

ahead for-say-20 years. The rates of GNP increase 
are usually fairly high, and this exaggerates the 
quantity of various inputs required. 

(it) The sectoral distribution of the GNP in 
year (n-f 20) is then assumed to resemble the sectoral 
distribution of an economy in year (») which has a 
GXP similar in per capita levels to that expected in 
the country under investigation in year (» + 20). This, 
of course, is a very dubious assumption, for a variety 
of reasons. 

(Hi) A manpower survey, based on census ma- 
terial, is taken for the country for year (n) and the 

occupational mix for each industry, trade or service 
is accepted as given, or optional. This is fallacious, 
and disregards the "chicken and egg" problem of 
which comes first, education or the demand for skills. 
(If the whole population had Ph.Ds, ail bus drivers 
would have Ph.Ds.) This manpower mix is then pro- 
jected for year (w + 20). Sometimes a general tremi 
towards skill-intensification is assumed, but the ob- 
jections to the procedure remain even in this case. 

(iv) Skill-levels are then approximated to edu- 
cational levels. This is extremely dangerous in view 
of the fact that many skilled people picked up their skills 
'on the job', and their educational background may not 
be a relevant factor. 
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(v) Retirement rates from the labour foro© for 
yew» (n to n f 20) are then calculated, using mortality 
and morbidity tables, and calculations of drop-outs 
from the labour force for other reasons. These cal- 
culations are highly vulnerable, the rate of job turnover 
is extremely high, and such social factors as emigration, 
age of retirement etc. remain largely uninvestigated! 

(ri) The desired output from education is then 
taken to be the manpower targets, derived from the 
occupational mix for year (n + 20), minus the retire- 
ments from the labour force, and an assumed annual 
increment to the stock of skills. 

(vii) This desired output then gives an educa- 
tional structure, sinoe the relationships between dif- 
ferent levels of education are assumed to be fixed 
technical coefficients. This assumption is not un- 
reasonable. But it leaves entirely on one side two 
questions : 

(a) whether the existing educational structure 
is desirable in itself (whether it is anti- 
giowth, anti-scientific etc.); 

(b) whether the educational structure is essen- 
tial to produce the skills. 

(viti)   In addition, the so-called social demand 
for education is calculated, by projecting population, 
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and assuming steadily rising enrolment ratios for each 
age-cohort This is added to the calculations referred 
to m (f) above. 

(ix) The usual oonsequenoe of theae calculations 
is »n almost infinite expansion of the existing in- 
adequate education system, with a number of bad 
consequences: 

(a) the education system is put under intoler- 
able strain, and begins to break down; 

(b) the demand for teachers becomes the biggest 
•ingle faotor in determining the size of 
higher education, and about half or more of 
the graduates beoome teachers; 

(c) the fiscal burden is gigantic; 

(d) white-collar unemployment begins to accele- 
rate; 

(e) on-the-job training and other informal pro- 
cedures (whioh are the true sources of skill 
formation) are neglected; and 

(f) the upgrading of existing workers is neg- 
lected. ^ 

(x) The errors in the calculations all the way 
along the line tend to be cumulative in an upward 
direction, and there is no serious correction for this 



CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 
OF INDUSTRIES BASED ON KNOW-HOW AND SKILLS 
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INDUSTRIAL GROWTH is at the centre of modern 
economic development. The development of up-to- 
date large-scale industrial production requires 
considerable time and investment. Several years 
ago it seemed that the modern machinery, equip- 
ment and factory buildings of the industrially 
developed countries constituted the basic difference 
between their industry and that of the developing 
countries. Further investigation and practical 
experience, however, have proved that, although 
scarcity of capital for the creation of the material 
basis is a barrier to rapid growth, the lack of en- 
gineers, technicians, skilled workers and other 
qualified personnel able to use modern technical 
methods is an even greater hindrance. Machinery, 
equipment and, for a oertain length of time, even 
key workers and instructors can be imported, but 
the mass of productive manpower must be drawn 
from a country's nationals. It is imperative in the 
national interest, therefore, that nationals be 
trained and employed both as general labourers 
and as leading specialists. 

The training and education of industrial 
manpower takes considerable time. Due to the 
rapidity of scientific and technical development, 
new problems continuously arise, even in developed 
countries. Such problems are even more acute in 
less advanced countries despite the great efforts 
made by their respective governments to further 
education for industrial as well as for social and 
cultural purposes. In this endeavour they are 
given appreciable help by the United Nations, 
UNESCO and other international organizations as 
well as by the more developed countries. 

Both the preparation of the labour force for 
industrial development and the acceleration of 
industrialization require a clear conception of the 
structural changes in the labour force, changes 
which are a precondition as well as a consequence 
of industrial development. Such a conception is 
particularly important for developing countries 
which can import industrial machinery, equipment 
and technologies, but cannot fully adopt them 
without changes in the structure of the labour 
force or in the system of education and training. 

The aim of the present study is to investigate: 
(i)  the structural ohanges in the labour force 

which occur in the course of industrial develop- 
ment; (ii) the possibilities of drawing up a clas- 
sification of industries based on the quality, struc- 
ture and changes of the labour force; and (Hi), 
what main conclusions can be drawn from the 
analysis of changing manpower structures. 

1.   INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURAL 
OHANOE IN THE LABOUR FORCE 

Industry is at the heart of contemporary social 
and economic development. All the developed 
countries in Europe, North America and elsewhere 
have advanced industries. The rest of the world 
and, in particular, the former colonial countries 
are just beginning to build up modern industries 
which are considered essential to economic and 
social development. It is generally admitted that 
one of the crucial problems of industrialization— 
perhaps even the most crucial—is the development 
of industrial manpower. This development occurs 
within the framework of the over-all structural 
change of the entire working population. 

Industrial development can be accelerated if 
the interrelationships between industrialization 
and the structural change of the labour force are 
recognized. The basic aspects of these interrelation- 
ships are well known (and have been developed in 
detail in studies by Colin Clark, Jean Fourastié 
and others). A brief survey of the whole develop- 
ment, however, seems useful here in order to place 
Borne particular manpower problems of industry 
in their proper perspective. 

At the beginning of the era of modern economic 
development, or perhaps more exactly at the begin- 
ning of the (first) industrial revolution, 80 to 
90 per cent of the total working population of 
what are now the industrially developed countries 
was occupied in agriculture. Only 10 per cent of 
the labour force was engaged in industry (includ- 
ing construction) and in the services. Small-scale 
enterprises having a family type of work organiza- 
tion were predominant. This type of production, 
generally employing simple technologies, was 
mainly manual. The rate of illiteracy was very 

11 
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high and skills liad to be acquired l>v practical 
experience. 

Industrial development and its impact on the 
labour force had initially three main features: 

fi) The productivity of agriculture increased 
faster than agricultural production. Employment 
m that sector therefore decreased and unemployed 
and underemployed persons migrated to non- 
agricultural sectors. 

(it)    Large-scale   enterprises   based   on   the 
use of machinery and mechanical equipment sprang 
up and indeed became predominant in the indus- 
trial sector. The share of small-scale and domestic 
industry in total industrial production decreased 
but continued unabated and oven to some extent 
increased in the service sector. Industrial produc- 
tion grow rapidly, duo mainly to a long period of 
expansion of industrial employment. Towards the 
end of this period of extensive industrial develop- 
ment, tli« share of industry in total employment 

.                __ J. TlMAB 

had increased to about 30 to 40 per cent, while 
that of agriculture had fallen to about 25 to 30 
per cent. At the same time the rapid advance in 
agricultural and industrial production also promot- 
ed the development of transport, trade, and other 
service-type sectors; employment in these com- 
prised about 30 to 40 per cent of the total. 

(iti)    Industrial development caused a struc- 
tural   change  in   total  employment:   manpower 
shifted from agriculture to industry and services. 
Ihe sex composition of the labour forco (or more 
exactly  of the labour force in non-family-type 
enterprises) also changed, for women were leaving 
their households and taking jobs. The increase in 
female manpower, together with the growth of the 
population, were the main causes of the increase 
in total employment. The educational level of the 
labour force rose substantially, a process neces- 
sitated mainly by the technological development 
of production. The spread of general primary educa- 

TABî.K  I. 
i•," Co!!••'1"  " • •*   ~-  '—-   »>  —NTAOK OK  TOTAl.  KMP,OT«E*T  ,* 

Comln,                                        Year Agriculture 
J               11           III            IV Ì         H       „J       jy 

Annual pur capita national 
incoino (above % 1,000) 

I.  United States 1870   19U)   1M0   lflfl4 M   32    .„      . 

. • K »•   J93'   !•«   196« il   32    M      I 
i   %ZZ v   i ' Á                            -      ,9,°   193°   19fl0 -    48    36     14 4. New A-aland i9l,    1921   193fl   m «    f    J* 
¡" tjtu'-    ; 1901   1921   I*«   1961 £   23    S    lì 6.     ...ted Mngdom    ....   i881   l90l   mi   lm fj   2¡    22    » 
!"     ,,,,,,,ark;   •,   ,                     1911    1930   1940   1960 42   36    2l    18 8.  l,,r.,m„y(Pod.Uep).       .    ,882   i925   193B   lm «    3J    29     18 

Annual per capita national 
income ($ 600 to $1,000) 

lì!' SÌ1"'.' ,9,°   192°   193°   »»63 22    19    17       fl 
n   W^""'                             '«90   "»W   1930   1960 38   J7    JÏ     ,J 
'• ?;;,.;•              ,9°° •• mo mo 42 37 ii 20 

¡í ÄÄ* : :  • 1882 'S j¡¡- ;«? « »" S S 

Annual per capita national 
income (below $ 500) 

Is7: ilpàn : :            ¡;«¡ ¡9¡; j¡w» '»«4 a7 u 48 2« 
|¡l   H „,,,„•,                     19I°   1935   l9tt3 S2   63    48    24 

•20. Aï     ! Um   J¡¡{°   \Z    l"M •    53    50    33 
21.  Romani, .                 ??       J•   ,19«0 -    71    «8    48 

"•  H'"«"•       •••'•'                           93         S   lili g|    74    • 23. Spain    .   .   .                                       J•      37   195ß »<>    7«    65 
24. Portugal   .   .        ,9In     ¡S     94"     96° M    52    44 
              •   •    ,9,°   l!>30   I »40   I960 59    56    51     42 

—,,, ,. T|,,H. nanningthi Ubt>r fw<(. in nmm iiitprniitiona| ^ ^ ^^ 

Industry and 
conMruetion 

r    il   m  iv 
StrHetê 

II    III    ¡V 

Ti    31 35 34 25 37 46 59 
32 27 31 34 28 41 39 57 
- 27 32 45 -  28 32 41 
29 26 28 37 44 46 46 49 
35 34 35 40 40 43 43 49 
«O 47 47 49 37 44 47 47 
24 26 31 37 34 38 40 45 
37 42 42 49 20 27 32 40 

46 47 48 46 32 34 35 48 
41 45 44 49 21 28 35 39 
29 29 26 37 29 34 39 43 
26 31 31 38 23 28 33 42 
- 33 34 43 - 35 33 34 
37 42 42 47 20 27 32 30 
- 38 45 46 - 20 2fi 28 
9  8 24 33 16 12 20 30 

26 27 29 41 17 18 23 34 
6 15 19 32 12 22 33 44 

16 20 23 36 25 27 27 31 
- 15 23 28 -  14 1» 24 

8 14 17 9 12 13 
- 10 13 19 -  10 11 16 

22 23 29 -  19 15 27 
23 20 22 31 18 24 27 27 

l'reü, White Plain«, New York, 1946. 
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tion resulted in the elimination of illiteracy. As will 
be seen later in more detail, the importance of 
all forms of schooling increased with the expansion 
of the labour force. 

With the disappearance of the former abundance 
of manpower, industrial development of an extensive 
type came to an end. Less manpower became avail- 

able from the traditional sources (agriculture and 
the family) and the service (tertiary) sectors ab- 
sorbed a larger part of the total. As a consequence, 
growth in industrial production became more and 
more dependent on an increase in productivity 
rather than in employment. This characterize 
a new stage of economic development. 

TABLE 2. 
STKUCTUHE   OF   THE   ECONOMICALLY   ACTIVE   POPULATION-   PKROSMTi«,   „..„. 
SECTOR*, BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS AND BT STATUS »•*»«*<*   D"TK.BUTION   BY   *A,N   ECOHOmr 

Country Year Agri- 
culture 

_   ISIV 0 

United States    .... 1964       7 
Canada 1905       9 
Sweden 1900     14 
Switzerland i860     12 
United Kingdom  .  .   . 1901       4 
Australia 1901      n 
New Zealand 1901      14 
France 1902     20 
Germany (Fed. Rep.)   .1964      11 
Norway 1900     20 
Belgium 1903       0 
Veneiuela 1901     34 
Netherlands i960     U 
USSR 1901     37 
Austria 1961      23 
Ciechoslovakia .... I960     26 
Eastern Germany .   .   . 1900     ig 
Italy   .......   .1964 26 
Hungary     1904     33 
Poland 1900 43 
Romania 1950 70 
Bulgaria 1900 03 
Cyprus 1900 43 
Yugoslavia 1961 09 
Ireland 1901 33 
8p»»i» I960 44 
Greece     1931 30 
Portugal      1900 42 
Trinidad and Tobago   . 1960 21 
Jamaica 1900 40 
Panama 1900 48 
Mexico 1900 35 
Chile 1900 30 
Nicaragua 1933 00 
Honduras 1901 70 
Dominican Republic.   . 1960 82 
Philippines 1902 01 
Ecuador 1902 37 
Peru 1901 32 
Syria 1964 51 
Tunisia 1933 73 
United Arab Republic . 1960 38 
Ghana 1900 02 
Liberia 1902 82 
Republic of Korea.   .   .1964 63 
Niger* 1900 97 
India 1901 73 
Pakistan 1901 73 
Thailand     1900 ,4 

Manufac- 
turing 

and con- 
tructím 

Otktrt 
HtaMy 

tualifUU 
»pteiéKMt 

CljrteaJ      Non agri-   AgricuUu- 
and tai*      cultural      ral emp- 
worlmt        •-—- 

Halaried tmpltnm* 
and wagt tamer» 

Kconomu   Manufm- AooMoMy   manuta\ 
ISIOI-S   I8IC»-$  I8CO8-I   ISCOt-i   lSCOi-0     I SCO 4      «••••»*     tarta« 

34 
34 
43 
4» 
49 
40 
37 
38 
40 
37 
46 
22 
42 
33 
43 
46 
47 
41 
36 
28 
17 
10 
25 
23 
26 
20 
10 
31 
34 
20 
13 
10 
30 
16 
11 
23 
14 
19 
20 
20 
11 
12 
IS 
0 

11 
1 

13 
10 
4 

60 
«7 
41 
39 
47 
49 
40 
42 
40 
43 
48 
44 
47 
30 
34 
28 
35 
34 
31 
24 
13 
16 
30 
18 
39 
27 
25 
27 
45 
36 
39 
26 
40 
24 
10 
25 
25 
24 
28 
29 
14 
30 
23 
9 

26 
2 

14 
14 
12 

20 
21 
15 
10 

15 

11 
11 
7 

IS 

11 

10 

5 
7 
8 
4 
4 
4 
10 
4 
7 
4 
7 
3 
3 
7 
7 
4 
6 
5 

4 
3 
2 
3 

3 
2 
2 

21 
18 
21 

SI 

15 
S3 
18 
SS 

16 

10 

11 
7 

16 
16 
10 
11 
15 
14 
IS 
16 
15 
10 
7 
6 
9 
10 
10 
13 

12 
15 
4 
14 

5 
6 
6 

62 
49 
54 
58 

49 

66 
60 
40 
68 

61 

47 
52 

43 
M 
40 
45 
31 
45 
54 
49 
30 
87 
46 
SS 
SO 
36 
22 
S9 
36 
31 

8« 
21 
14 
SS 

14 
17 
0 

6 
0 

13 
11 

15 

1» 
7 

36 
11 

23 

86 
SS 

41 
57 
36 
36 
55 
43 
81 
3« 
51 
54 
30 
50 
70 
51 
62 
57 
47 
61 

55 
61 
80 
61 

78 
75 
83 

83 
84 
83 
81 

70 
84 
72 
84 
78 
77 
60 
80 
60 
71 

64 
70 
52 
30 
37 

48 
59 
61 
34 
73 

55 
42 
64 
73 
56 
40 

33 
48 
48 
28 
38 
40 
SO 

13 
20 
12 

97 
07 
04 
90 

98 
94 
91 
93 
93 
90 
68 
98 
M 
St 

60 
87 
89 
80 
85 

67 
89 
80 
64 

47 
60 
61 
76 
60 
68 

48 
43 
53 
54 
61 
77 
23 

60 

36 
33 
50 

¿tours«: r-rtooM of Labour BtatWtt, latoruthNMl Labour OfflM. OMMTS, IMS. 
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Diversifieatio"   (i.e.   rariety   of   product)   is 
nwf*irtant ako because it  largely determine« to 
what extent and with what frequency the products 
manufactured «re liable to change. This fact k 
closely connected with product development and 
therefore with the requirem*nt of highly qualified 
techroeal manpower It can be observed that there 
m no change (or only a very »low one) in industries 
where the product it homogeneous and the diver- 
nificatkm rather narrow (e.g. electricity or building 
materiak). In the case of heterogeneous products 
and wide product diversification    as in the cloth 
mg industry or in several sectors of the engineering 
industrie»    the change of  products is  very fre- 
quent. The rate of product change has an effect 
m  the  amount of  work   necessary for product 

development, but it is not the sole decisive factor. 
Thar» »re industrie« in which, despite their high 
frequency of change (for «sample the clothing and 
the furniture industries), the amount of work in- 
vested in development is insignificant because the 
nsw products are basically similar to the old, and 
changas ara nade to suit changing fashions. Fur- 
thermore,   these  products   are   not   particularly 
coBiptóeatad. Of course, an occasional change may 
require  more development  work, for example a 
new procedure of glueing (fastening) in the shoe 
industry In these esses, however, the change affect« 
primarily the production process and only second- 
arily the product itself. The most important changes 
»fleeting the product are primarily those connected 
with the material used (for example the introduc- 
tion of synthetic fibres in the clothing industry or 
of at tibial leather in the shoe industry) ; the actual 
development m saeh cases is oentred in the in 
duetry producing the basic materials in question. 

The characteristics of the products mentioned 
»hove largely determine the characteristics of the 
ma«, teeàmoiegieel processes.  A  "main process" 
•»y ha «Mined ss SA operation that contribute, to 
•hemn« the prodi«* itssèf; "»„«ili«.,, prooasse.» 
««h*** materni handling,  maintenance and the 
item The mam preshtetion prooeeses can be divided, 
i*hs the preshiets, into homogeneous sad hetero- 
g»neo«e. In the homogeneous processes the same 
»?ew»«»i is «mtmwmsly performed by the same 
maehmary er equipment;  m  the heterogeneous, 
•»peretaans change msr» or Im frequently. Then» is 
» rather elea» eennsxien between th» character of 
the pwisMJts a*d th» prod*«t»on processes Indus 

kT-Íüíí ktmo9mmom ¥«"***• «i» have 
ZÜL *"U""T *•"•••*'••••• *W heterogeneous pro- 
*•** rwemsiif fro« smemkly operations the main 
t*od«wt«m proesssM are asuaJJy 
^sisma-i. ta« mashm» too« «I the 

""*""""*- "•^•"'j •»•• *• V**km» parts1 made of 
tt 

It is appropriate to distinguish also the scien- 
tific-technological principles of the technological 
processes. A process may either change only the 
shape of the material by making use of mechanical 
technology or bring about chemical change by the 
application of chemical technology. The character 
of the technology influenoes the requirement« for 
highly-qualified technical labour and, of course also 
the basic knowledge necessary for manual worker* 
Chemical technologies are (obviously) utilized in 
the chemical industries; both chemical and mecha- 
nical technologies are utilized in metallurgy, in 
the building-materials industries and in some 'sec- 
tors of the food industries; and mainly mechanical 
technologies in the other industrial sectors. Tech- 
nological processes and, in particular, their organi- 
zation vary according to batch size. In this respect, 
distinction should be made between individual, 
•erial and mass production. As a rule mam produc- 
tion is used for homogeneous and serial production 
for heterogeneous products and processes. In the 
engineering industries all thme-individual, serial 
and mam production—can be found. 

Skill requirements, as seen mainly from the 
viewpoint of skilled workers, can be traditional or 
scientific. The skills requiring primarily practical 
experience and know-how as well as those which, 
in the large-scale industries, are the organic con- 
tinuation of the artisan skills can be considered 
traditional. In the scientific skills manual dexterity 
is of lem importance: here the emphasis is on pro- 
cess control and regulation by means of instru- 
ment«. Long practical experience is less important 
in the performance of these jobs than a higher 
educational level, a comprehension of the produc- 
tion processes and of written instructions, and an 
aptitude for making the required written reports. 
If we disregard cases of total automation (which 
am rather exceptional, even in the most developed 
countries) the traditional skills are predominant 
in light industries (except perhaps in paper produc- 
tion) and in food industries. Scientific skills are 
predominant in chemical industrie« and in electri- 
city. The skills of the engineering industries and of 
metallurgy   are   partly   traditional   and   partly 
scientific. 

From the viewpoint of the relationship of th« 
worker to the machinery or implements used, 
technological pro neme« can be classified a« fol- 
low«: 

(i)    Manual work performed without tool« or 
with the simplsst took. 

(it) Manual work performed with the aid 
of mechanical (power-driven) took. 

(Hi) Work performed with the aid of ma- 
chinery, but with a predominance of manoai work 
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Manual work is also differentiated as to its 
technical content. A rather large number of arti- 
sanal skills are losing ground or even disappearing. 
Certain crafts have acquired a new content while 
retaining their old name. New technologies, elec- 
tronics in particular, have given birth to practically 
completely new skills. 

As a result of the division of labour, briefly 
described above, and of the special technologies 
characterizing individual industrial sectors, already 
discussed in more detail, certain skill patterns 
have become typical for various industries. These 
skill patterns can be described from two different 
aspects, emphasizing either the level of education 
of the labour force or its skill structure. 

The particular industrial sectors are character- 
ized by one or more of the following three condi- 
tions: (a) the use of the same (or of similar) 
materials; (b) the production of the same (or a 
similar) type of product; and consequently (c) the 
same or similar technology of production. It can 
be argued on purely logical grounds that these 
similarities ought to require similar skill patterns 
for plants in the same industrial sector, even in 
different countries. If such similarities in the skill 
inputs of the individual industries do in fact exist, 
the clear recognition of the relevant interrelation- 
ships will not only be helpful in planning and pro- 
moting industrial development, but will provide 
better possibilities of gearing industrial develop- 
ment to the existing (or foreseeable) labour force 
and also of developing a labour force appropriate 
to existing or probable future industries. 

Some remarks on this subject however seem 
to be necessary. 

(i) The skill pattern of the labour force, 
which is one of the most important (or even the 
most important) input of industrial production, 
is more flexible than other types of inputs, because 
the possibilities of substitution are much greater. 
The materials to be used in the production of any 
given product should normally be exactly the same, 
although in some cases a few different material 
mixes are possible. But in the skill content of the 
labour force there are always greater possibilities 
of substitution between adjacent categories, for 
example between engineers and technician«, be- 
tween skilled and «cmi-skilted, or between semi- 
skilled and unskilled workers. This is also largely 
true of the special crafts, similar operation« being 
performed, for example, by mechanicians and fitters 
and so on. 

(ii) The effective skill content of any one 
profession or craft is not always identical in dif- 
ferent oountries-sometimes not even in one and 
the same country. Professional denomination« are 

largely traditional and by no means rational or 
based on scientific analysis. For example, the for- 
mal schooling of engineers and technicians can 
reach very different levels in different countries. 
Even in one and the same country skilled workers 
in different industries who have undergone different 
types of training can have different effective quali- 
fications. (In Hungary for example, practically all 
of the skilled workers in the engineering industries 
have completed at least three years of organized 
apprenticeship after leaving primary school. In 
the clothing industry, as well as in the building 
materials industry, on the other hand, about 60 
per cent of the skilled workers are considered to be 
such on the basis of practical experience, and have 
no formal, school-type certificate.) 

(Hi) The data in national statistics on the 
qualifications of the labour force aro very often 
scarce, especially those concerning subdivision 
by the various industrial sectors. Such data are 
often even contradictory. In the data for the United 
Kingdom, for example, the figures for 1961 and 
1965 on the proportion of skilled workers in the 
clothing industry varied from 12 to 77 per cent. 
Similar variations are found for leather production 
(from 21 to 79 per cent) and for wood products and 
furniture (from 62 to 78 per cent). Part of this 
discrepancy is explained by a difference of coverage, 
but even the discrepancies between statistics having 
apparently the same coverage seem to be quite 
large.1 

fiv) The international comparability of la- 
bour statistics concerning qualifications remain« 
very restricted in spite of the efforts made by some 
international organizations. 

Bearing these things in mind, and within the 
limit« of the available information, we shall now 
attempt to investigate three aspects of the differen- 

1 Computed on the baut of United Kingdom data 
given in : 

Cfatt-    ¿«a- 
in#       Mér 

Wood 

(a)    1961   CenMM, Industry Table, 
Part I, Table 5 SO 7»      71 

»• 

(b)    19*0   Annu*l Abêtit, of 
<9toM«MM,No. 102,Tablel31  74       13      M 

(•)    1965   Industrie« in Great Britain, 
Minuto* of Labour Otuetiê, 
Jan. 19M. Table S3 77       07      63 

(d)    19«fi   Industrie« in Great Britain, 
MinUtry •/ Lahour OtuetUi, 
Jan. 1906, Table« 1-SO       IS       SI      M 

The difference between (e) and (4) k canaed by a dif- 
ferent interpretation of the "•killed worker" level ¡ (i) 
refer« to "«killed operative«" covering aleo «emi-aUIled 
worker«, while (e) refer« to worker» having undergone 
apprentieetkip or equivalent training. 
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tailed data for table Ö were available only for two 
countries, the United State« and Hungary the 
comparison and analysis were based on effective 
length of education and training, but on Hungarian 
costs.) It has to be noted that international com- 
parisons are never accurate from every point of 
view. In the present case the weights are based 
on the relative costs of education and on the costs 
of living in Hungary. United States costs would 
naturally be different. However, as the aim of the 
comparison is only to demonstrate general tenden- 
cies, this system of coefficients can be accepted. 
Some important conclusions can be drawn from 
these data. 

The comparison deals with countries on very 
different levels of economic and industrial develop- 
ment. Accordingly, the resulting coefficient« are 
higher in the United States both for the individual 
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sectors and for industry as a whole. However, 
despite this difference and the difference in the size 
and other circumstances of the two industries the 
deviations of the individual sectors from the indus- 
trial average are similar in the two countries. As the 
last two columns of the table show, the variation 
from the average amounts to 31 points in one caso 
(precision engineering) and to between 8 and 12 
points in four other cases (chemical industry, min- 
mg, electrical machinery, wood processing); no 
appreciable difference appears in the other sector.. 
With two exceptions the complexity of labour can 
be classified as high, medium or low in the same 
industrial sectors, compared with the average for 
industry as a whole. 

Table 6 gives a comparison of selected indus- 
tries in the United States and Hungary on the bash 
of the average complexity of labour 

TA,L
" *'   Ü!*U 0f w>OCA"°" «» or conrtaxiTT or tAiotm IN ML««• OCCUPATIONS IM  HUWOABT «-*-OU»  IK   MLKCTBD 

IM«, T/S. m'-*îî^ 

ATi 

UaskilM wwkw 
SktiM worker . 
Technician . . 
Engineer.   .  .   . 

S 
11 
II 
17 

tl—ssitary 
•sprinti—«fcj» 

sseraéary 
aaivenHy 

Umttf 

1.00 
Ml 
l.tt 
l.ll 

TA'" §-   I••°'COMrLm"°'Umnn~*"•» —»-»««-.Ü-•.S,A„.Il9ma»HCN.A.V 
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TABLE 6. COMPABISON or INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED 
STATES AND HUNGART: AVERAGE COMPLEXITY 
OP LABOUR 

United State» Both countries Hungary 

of mechanisation. In Hungary, on the contrary, 
geological conditions in mining (particularly in 
coal mining) are much less favourable, and pro- 
duction, partly on this account, is considerably 
lest mechanized; the share of less-qualified labour 
is therefore higher. It is more difficult to find an 
explanation for the difference between the com- 
plexity levels in metallurgy. Long-term statistics 
«how that the absolute number of skilled workers 
has decreased in the United States since 1920. This 
phenomenon is perhaps connected with technical 
development of a type that particularly reduces 
the number of skilled workers. 

At any rate, the conclusion can be drawn that 
the relative qualification level of the labour force 
employed in individual industries ia determined 
basically by industrial technology, more or less 
independently of the size of the country or the 
actual level of industrial development. 

(b)   Clarification of industrial sector» by «hare of 
highly-fmdifisd technical manpower (engineers, ¿den- 

tists, technician») 

An increase in the number of white-collar 
workers, in particular of highly-qualified technical 
specialists, is a well-known phenomenon accom- 
panying economie and technical development. 
What is less well-known is how the »hare of this 
highly -qualified manpower in the total labour force 
is distributed among the main sectors of the econ- 
omy and among the individual sectors of in- 
dustry. It ia this last aspect which interests us 

(
E

|JJ"MM' »C»*«»M *»*> TECHNICIANS IN SELECTED INDI -TRIAL BBCTOM: UNITED »TATE« AND HüNOABT 

I. High 
Mining Chemical and  robber industry 

Engineering industries 
Machinery except electrical 
Electrical machinery and appli- 

ances 
Precision engineering 
Printing 

II. Medium 
Iron and metal mass products      Mining 

Metallurgy 
III. iAm 

Metallurgy   Building materials industry 
Wood processing industry 
Paper industry 
Textile kd.tutry 
IiOatber and far industry 
Food industry 

As shown in table 6, the coefficient is medium 
(i.e. within ±3 per cent of the industrial average 
in both countries) for iron and metal mass pro- 
duction. Hungary has an average complexity level 
in mining and metallurgy, while the data for the 
United States show a high level in mining and a 
low one in metallurgy. The difference between the 
complexity levels in mining can probably be ex- 
plained by the fact that the share of less-qualified 
labour is smaller in the United States due to the 
favourable geological conditions and the high level 

TABLE 7. 

USA« 

»• *»•*•§  44 
I. Metellwgy  2S 
I. Eaffeceriftf  77 

I.I Maefciatry eseept electrical   .... 4« 
I.I TeleeoauBitMiMtiM efiawiiiag    .   . 10f 
I.I Précisée« ••glaimiag  S3 

4. BmiMiag Materiato  to 
5. CkenkaJ and raaber  M 
i. Wood BTOcrsaiag       § 
1- p*f**  SO 
§. Tettale  7 
••*••*    : H 

111 £m^^L^^¿^m . A% 
70     40 

• L'SA  - U 
» H - 
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here. Detailed data are available for the United 
States and for Hungary, and table 7 and figure III 
show (as expected) that the number of technical 
specialists per 1,000 employees is substantially 
higher in the United States (70) than in the Hun- 
garian industry (40).* 

The deviations of individual sectors from the 
industrial average can be very large. The range is 
between 11 and 257 per cent in the United States 
and between 33 and 205 per cent in Hungary. 
Compared with this wide range the difference 
between the technical skill intensities of any one 
industry in the two countries is not very consider- 
able. If we divide the individual industries into 
three categories for high, medium and low-skill 
intensity (shares of highly-qualified technical man- 
power) as is done in table 8, we find a difference 
only for metallurgy, which shows high intensity in 
Hungary and low intensity in the United States. 
Industrial technology is thus again found to be 
dominant in determining the relative requirements 
of highly-qualified technical manpower. 

1 The real difference is probably lets than appears. 
Hungarian data refer to the number of persona having 
obtained the appropriate diplomas whereas the United 
States data concern persons working as engineers, tech- 
nicians or scientists. According to the U.8. Centu§ of 
Population, 1960 only a little more than SO per cent of 
persons working as engineers and only about 75 per cent 
of persons working as scientists had completed a university 
education of four years or more, and only 80 per cent of 
persons working as technicians had at least twelve years 
of schooling. Adequate correction would either brine down 
the United States figure substantially or raise the Hunga- 
rian figure somewhat. 

TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF SELECTED INDUSTRIES IN THE 
UNITED STATES AND HUNO ART BT MIARE OF 

HIGHLY-QUALIFIED TECHNICAL MANPOWER IN 
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 

United Sities Both fmintrif Hungary 

I. High 
Telecommunication engineering   Metallurgy 
Precision engineering 
Machinery except electrical 
Chemical industry 

II. Medium 
Mining 

Metallurgy 
111. Ime 

Building materials 
Textiles 
Paper industry 
Wood processing 
Food industry 

This analysis can be carried one step further. 
As technical specialists belong to different cate- 
gories, one can ascertain which kinds of specialists 
are working in the individual industries. Some 
aggregation at the outset is necessary due to the 
large number of specialities. As about 70 to 80 per 
cent of all engineers are mechanical, electrical or 
chemical—at least in the industrially developed 
countries—we can narrow down our closer in- 
vestigation to these occupations. In some indus- 
trial sectors the occupations typical of the sector 
play an important role, for example, those of 
mining or metallurgical engineers. 

TABLE 9.   DISTRIBUTION OF ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS IN SELECTED SECTORS OF THB HUNGARIAN INDUSTRT 

(pontntufti) 

Mining  
Metallurgy      
Machinery  
Telecommunication engineering  
Precision engineering  
Electricity       
Building materials  
Chemical and rubber  
Wood processing  
Paper  
Textil»  
Leather and fur  
Clothing  
Food  

AUinêmên*:        43.3 

Mmkmimì JRMMMI Ohmmetri l+í ¥4 SfHtfM- 
- ftiutêM W BW OO0f 

20.3 4.A 9.0 33.8 54.7- 11.6 
33.6 4.6 14.4 62.5 37.6* 9.9 
67.6 10.8 7.0 85.3 — 14.7 
29.4 46.6 10.7 86.7 — 13.3 
49.9 »9.6 4.3 63.7 — 16.3 
40.7 46.7 3.4 90.8 — 9.2 
35.6 16 36.1 73.3 20.5« 6.2 
20.0 5.0 69.6 84.6 — 16.6 
73.6 17 16.6 92.7 — 7J 
62.5 6.1 31.4 90.0 — 10.0 
54.8 9.9 29.6 68.5 — 11.6 
17.6 0.8 74.8 93.1 — 6.9 
65.7 1.1 3.3 90.1 — 9.9 
37.2 4.2 44.8 66.2 — 11.8 

13.8 19.7 76.8 23.2 

» MiUlh—sail i^tMww; • BviMtac i 
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TABLE 10. TH, 8HAKI o, „n,,En WOME|t, „ ,„ TOTAL ^^ op aipB ^^ wfH)iiM 

Intlunlry 
Xumber of »killed worker» per Iße of "- ff>r 

France Hwnsmry 
(>»»t) (¡til" 

Metallurgy  3J 

Engineering  47 
Ituilding materials    .... 24 
Chemical and rubbor   ... 23 
Wood processing  32 
P«P*r  27 
I'rintiiitf  59 
Tostile  23 
Leather and fur  31 
Clothing  79 
Food  28 

All indurirle*: 39 
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Table 9, which is based on Hungarian data 
shows the distribution of engineer, by occupation 
and industry. 

A» column 8 clearly show.-with the exception 
»f three sectors- at least 75 per cent, and in Mm« 
case, even 90 per cent, of the engineer, belong to 
three leading categories: mechanical, electrical or 
chemical. The special occupations of the sector 
play an important role only in mining and in 
metallurgy   The dominant occupation  i. deter- 
mined by the character of the industrial techno- 
logy, wh.cn may be mainly mechanical or mainly 
chemical. ( hemical engineer, thus form the leading 
occupational group in the chemical, leather and 
fur, and the food-processing industries, while the 
importance of chemical and of mechanical engi- 
neers is about equal in the building-material, in- 
dustry. The importance of mechanical engineer, i. 
appreciable in every industry; their, i. the leading 
occupation in seven out of the fourteen indurtrÏÏ 
Retors. Wectrical engineer, play a dominant rolo 

tridtm telecommunication «ngineering and elec- 

The intensity of utilization of highly-qualified 
technical manpower is hiirheat in tvl -    • <m,i *iw»   u ,     ,   niÄneM w *ne engineering 
and the chenucal industries. This circumstance!. 

ZI6 W,tÍ!íe <*"«*'**» o' the indusTriS 
e*hnologlos „«ed ,„ these actors, which have (a. 

table 3 showed) particularly high product develop- 
ment, and for which highly-qualified technkal 
specialists are required. Furthermore, the pZ 
aration of the production procees i. importane 
»he engineer,,,« industries and requireTa «¡J 
amount of techiucal work. g 

TABLE 11. 
»•AM   or   nauD   WOUIH   IN   »©TA,, 
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"It.ECTKD UfDUSTMM 

»ame in Ike four 
countries 
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Enfin^rir,, ClotH»f CíetWBf    Weo4     *«*,. 
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Building materiata    Metal-     Metal-     M*al- 
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Taglie 
Leather amé far 
Fo©4 

mg 
Ofttftfag 

(e)   ClamfiaUkm of inducimi mteri km 
rfuirtwuni* of «tOM werbt», 

Baeaua» of the Uek oí detailed and krt«. 
nationally comparable labour HaiMtk, a — *-*'- 
comparison i. particularly dáffieuh Uì'WM. 1 
oolkr worker, of different akilk. It is kardly 
ubi» to dkting »iah the real diífcrew., i. tW 
poww structure fron the difference« in ta» 
tical system or in the denomination of the 
categorie.. 

Table. 10 and U «now the akare oí . 
worker, in the industrial labour torea of fow « 
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aYaa **« taw* al taa akitM UW«r fan« 
to M traéaa aari 42 par aanl M onaaaiitratoti 

m «aWy MI 4« mtamfummr atatiatana broà— aWwn »y 
ima hy M*M vara »vaikaia tmky fer 

, t**) analyaa HI tèa aàiti wwfjattioi hi 
ta» ataaaaieal tèa*« «# ualy **•* 

TaW» 14 aa*»wa lar »fear* HI «kilM w 
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twts »ml technicians) and of skilled worker« in tha 
total   and   the  occupational  composition   of th« 
qualified   labour  force    Manjiower   in   individual 
industrial aectnr* ha* a characteristic structure M 
to educational InH»  and occupational  composi- 
tion   This .structure, although mainly determined 
by the industrial technology used in the sector m 
<Wlv   affected by: the homogen«*•, or  hetero 
goneou* character of the product, and production 
proceases , the diversity of the product nm »nd the 
rate of product change; the hatch »lies of produc 
»ton.  I be  amount of work tieeenwv for  product 
«fevek,p„H.„t.   and   the   mechanical   ,„•   ehemie»! 
character of the techno^y in the nMtn production 
protean. 

The average complexity (educational level) of 
labour can »* ap,.ropriat«i> measured by a avstem 
of cN.ffKMH.t,, «hkh take« „.to account ,H* only 
the k-ngth of tune neeeaaarv to »tu,,, the dl#fer»nt 
k-vcls. but alan the direct and MKIMWC» eoe** «f 
educati..,, *„(| tmnutui Th« meth.nl make« ev nient 
the importance of the Htorj, h.ghh qualified labour 
•»re*. Ik« eomHetHv of labour M MW»^ hy 

¡kw or any other method M h1(ih*r m c,«*«tr*. 
having better ^eloped »«lust ries Th. eo^^itv 
of k*ho«r m the indn MIU*| ,,rtin*rial »aetora differ« 
from the industrial avera** and th* hffWIUUJJt m 
chaeneto,,*«*.   t4  mm.h   ^.w    ^^   ^   ^ 

•e«,Wv   .»,  M«lHa4.ne» *t  very .•iaatwiW |pvefci «f 
"fc-sek^N^nt     I'hw fact  «•*«   he traeed  *»  ,,|* m 
«nenee .«! technology ,m the N>m^«t«w „# hvh,,M,. 
HI the IH,!,««,,, ,Hj *,,.t(W8 

the fk»«   ,.f (ke U»h.w tor«» »H,o*tg *eefc«rM and 
«WMf»t.hWM *•,„„, „^ ftMr|^   WfHjftf ,W^w.w 

tie* *on »fcMM ^M.HHural m«N|w««r at tram 
***** *.a«dx to «,*, *fc,MM occupy,«, m ^^,ry 

**"4 -»th*-» H,,«,*,«. *«.*,„, rWt 4 * « tHe« 
absorbed r%*,ner *fc,»|v „,*, .H-CH^W,«, e*««*^ 
»•*N*à**d ».,.( <km*d „„j,^ ^*^T»ud 
WIH.HMI NkMt, can he re»*, H eh h .gè, .„»*.„.„ 
^Vfc* fch* n.« *»àW k^,w fc^ t*.,.*,**^, 
»~ate»v *ma*k. ,,.h. „N^^wg tM^, (fiw%èAlft 

t»WMi w kwwever r*»»,, , „é»,w   4^ ,,rt feM, f<w<ëè|(-|g ^ 

fnuiatu«N   ***f**wei pk»#+«*i^| »»„J «»„ «-mii—tnu, 

Ü2 ''•"      '*4**r f^ ^^ 'ém,-Hk ^«*- »*»«Nrk 
H*^«*« a.e4 ,-re^H,.- f,^»»^ «4H<^^ ^^ l4tAw 

H"*»*» <*  tra««»»» »H.4 IkwHajk kara***»»-, tfc, 
e4H.^hMM( »*„< t,^^ ^^ w|Mi ^ ^^.^^ 

«« avtHaJ m*f*wmm»M«   lulfc,-»!!,»,, .^^  ^^ m 
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developing  countrk»   where  reUtively   Urge   re- 
source, have to be devoted to education. 

fd)    Exiting wmnpmetr resources 

A« the »kill »nd edBctkwial «tructm» of the 
labour force c»n 1« modified only »lowly it m 
very important to take into proper aeeowtt the 
exMting reeource« of manpower »mail acaJe in 
dnatrie. can represent »,, important baaki «rf »»•*- 
power development, in pwtkular when UM sàikki 
they require can be w«U vttitaed m large »cai» 
Hant., ». i„ the cai „f the cloth«., prmtmg, 
teather ^^ fur industrie, et«. Th« efurme.-r^ 
KMl^rk», wkieh play a parti..«Uriy »pwiaiü roi. 
»H 'levekipMent ami wkiek ewpkjy akow« mm third 
of the total mdu»trkW lakour fttrea m -* Iniiiii 
«•ountrie., .ieaerve af«eial attenti.« m th« IMM( 

Manpower m the HMH hanMal maintemaiui* .nd 
re,»«r w«*kalK^a, which ae. a^ahhaaed e^ly m 

alrea.lv e«int m <é»v«éoptng »awttrie« e»n he ua*d 
a. a nuclei fron, whieh to for« th* Uk,n*r fore» in 
Jhe enpneeetnf mdu^rkw ptofwr <*, 1^ ^j^ 

Und, m the *kUU IffM «f th. -f-TTrli^ in- 
datarte, »re ateo riece-ary ». every <*ha» ln^iMtetei 
a*e%or they «an he uaed as a ha«, m foi 11114 *»• 
«»I»«*'   M«l   ainitiw,^   bhour   form   «# 

(*)    '„mtmnmm« «^  m^rateiiinw 

A  nnmpamnin and anaiyM. *# 
«•«iwwer <U«a i. kkWly to ^teká f 

-.1 ••«• an» vw^ wnnwtmt H« I 

•a thai IteM, imeteeuènrly the», «f *,*« 
*na«   LaasHn. draw M |W*m 
•ver  HM reflect «ml y ih« MW, »IW, lltMt»n> 

^«ANí««-   T«, «pen«  hoa». «am to have  IM«, 

cataed ahow« »ha .n-ikuilv ef w, »««. 4,^ w 

•or man im wer aiannm^ «r to 
*»   n ansai «in («   wk«<k   wmud 

teaang mu* «tteount »ha 
dw4»VMf »vais   el t^k« finiAmji te 
**** *fca plan, .-rf awi.har Thia m 

tur  two ae*aal  aia*wo   _. ,__ 

*«Awe«<«d   nut  mly   hy   teelMiHlH^y   few*   «tew   hv 
•Mate«,»!  and m^tmi  ewei«n»tenee. and  MM.    m 

Ht*or<^.|   ,y the «ak.tKiii-.huH., ef 
MtfHM«    .»« pendais 
«•»««•»•v whteh are f»r 
•*a*n«My.   nmeriialiunal 
•«at.iM>«e. M v«ry 



CLAMtnrATM» A*» ASAlfMI «W A» MILU ti 

lo «MwvpttèifiMl tUmtmtom. Effort M« 

M titti «rMtiea ky tW IntoriMtiMMl 
WWMI wftàU» krt> «I «i}«*« 

» »V « to NTMl UM broa MM nain tyw» «f 
MM! MMMMMft, M ««A M tU MtaMl wyÉI 
•Í )•*•. FIMI UM Mietimi pai*» «f vir« « 

MM* MUT  tMMMJ <MU,   U**ft A4 Mg«)«,  k.i.r^^ 

•r at MM* » «MÜW MMM «•* W 
IMWM to pgrmit mA intrrnatiwml 

TW   InlWVMtMMl  »ÍAWW4   tlMMfl 
« OlWUliMM 1  M 

M «MMMMNM M Ut« 

•M, «I «MM«, p*»y MI MUMM? MM.  A« 
•Ml  M 

<rf  ««MM 

MM pi».r  Ml  MMMfftM* MM ÉM 
WMlipiMWM, VMcà M« 

M UM wMáon «I M» WMU'MMMM «I If» 

« 





*m mu vno\ is i MH WK <» INK mu IT«» 
IWM T SKIM, AM/t IrUAU Ms ÍOJUI 

/*«»»•*>   « <>.**«   lïfmrtwHt „t Ime»*,**/ tm^H+mmy  r,4*m*nH  I ,|WI.^   /#,•»*< 'Ww^f-<   It/      { M«<l M'H 

Il   M   H««tiUM K   I«*    m**n    ptirp«»»*      f>t»**ti< 

tur iwilu»4rMÍ <É»v«ÌMf»m*»4 *m<»4« tkw   ta kav« 

w*#Hrw*»i»m* »h»«* the «4i£ rf<tHiy»m»Ht» «f .^•••H^« 

I M**I, «at»MiM^NtmttH Mtrf m<ta«*r»w Ht« taefcMMfwe 

<•**  J«-*»  CVaáH«tlMtl      ft  M*****!   «I   <fe«*f»l*HM*Mf   WftfJ» 

•«•mhm mmpk*** tnhtmmtKm mkt>*tt tb*»kát w»<ynwj 
*•**•# <i| «he jot« t« ••* **H*ta«. wkttli rt, i-«!**«-*« 

<é4*M<% Ir*«» «fc# MitiUtM**Ht IHT WíM h «h* w«g* 

*•*** Htokf i4rvtt*i»j»<4 TW ^mr|w«* M| >hm pmymr 

M M «MMmm« ihm kmtk» ni ml«•***»•*m •**.«* »«i4fe 
'•I4*M-*««|  Mí it p.k> e\*li«»tiH*   m< th«* tl«**M> »*«efw4 

It   »i«  h*  4iowH  «h»t  th*  nàiN  M«á<«rm»*,HMi 
KVfttèftM«'    fm*H    »   jnfc   *>V*ÍH»tK>w   .»M    h«    MMN4   I*» 

»•K^WMti «h*> wk«N wi|iMw«Nm4k H# the nutshlMhwMiit 
»HT   «htl'h   «h*  *V»lt4«tKH<   h««   h*#*M   WUMÉ»     tn   MMS 

<fc-m<*t«tr>»tia*t    tkm  HttfMwtfrM*   »»»««(***"• mm 
m«***   «k«'k  fwHMh  HN*«fr*Wltn   «t«*   th*  fjtlttt^i 

luvt   «h* «ètti •*»*« I^MHMI km* ji.h ?v»ta. 

(WM»lv "» «h« fM#lM*) fw*M wh«4l tlWV **» 
,,|:*»" Th» »»WNKV M# *rft*M«W»lf «h* MàtM 
IMN*Wra»Ji ta * •ÉMMHW« ptW p*«M MNMMW Wltà 
»h*nh   «h«   »apt*   WIN   »Mrt   f*«W     <Mf  a»hp«t   hm* 

•* fnwfitwwi ta «h* p»wfci»tM ni MM tilytNltv «t 

the 4*4» MMIMIW M*h*r «h«M «IM mm IW»MHM4, 

h«** »*****« «to wÉfad VIWMSM *rf »f»péM-»hté*,y ta 

*M«*M4   «h* ihm umili m   will  »mumm  «fe«*  «IM 

Um* fi«*» »¥»hi««wti 

TW*   n wiM mim, a—nWn «IM* «IM pruvmámm 

«* y+ »vftiwMMi IM Uta 4»wm hy m*tà*m*aê*vm 
*>ur«m. mm prupurh HMfWMl (•»• Tk*» nMfi*M« «IMJ* 
tkf w»mtM»»<j é»*ft ««»fr ir mum ta «IM MMHE» «í UM 

«va*******  mm- *v aM>M> M tettami *«l «IM« 

m M for a« tk aàiil ftw^HT w ^nm^piiad 

TW    U*    «WH   Mm«4«if««HH4IM    MfiMfy    «IMI    «IM 

i4m«iimniiii kmkm wüt m# <^»i'mtmm MM V liait y MMí 

w**>*>i*i«v HI «IM «fetN mitnrwtmwum m roibctait, 
*w#* w# «<*»I#íH«> I#N ftt^t^iMM ta «IM mli»rwMj|iini M 

il H^^W kw  * t-HMbnf •.. «IM MM* pw^m «4 «IM 

TtN*    |.M|Wr   «I«    h*fft«    with   »    W.VII.W    n#   tk# 

i**r»wtiÉ«' «rf |.in ovi^w»*««« w* «M i.» Hfc*H«,ifv  «IM 

parte wrt.k «fc*> «èiM H*l<«rm««»<w <kmm«i  h wiM «hm 
i«»MMtM> m »M«M4 «IM MIIIM fiatar m f.* *\ *K^i.*, 

TW fonti ».tu* wiH «wmM «IM »*»««***> «•# tfop MìtM 
m#(irmi»*t<iM «M a •»•< i !•«••• nf mM*#rt»l fwr K*w**i#vm« 

H**+h*#l* irf «llhy.HtM fK*> té»** 

»•IM»M   nui«  ii*   IHN   M  MI   * n,.\ I   TMH M 

wt>yiiAiim MM w»n^ M'»M M# »H ««»»»ihiitumm* m 
*4 » WMfw iftyi'm»!    It m mm* bmh **•*•• v m «IM 

i 'Mft«i M*»*wa m*n4 m n»«w wwiwMyMhwnil «•.m^trim. 

b*«   JMMrtlv   »   n«*l».»'«ivi»   hftif»iiiiH#   mm*   »nt 
btai^iy hy »« t»*»f»èH^ W «r mmMiimun h«  K mmm 

\ *H*W*»HtH^  NHWW H# tw«»ÍMP«M*  «h»t     t«<wé   Wl*è 

>i*è evftta«««»!   *»tn   w*  wlneli «K)4«kM« rhw «««Il 

TWw» »w* f«»w  pVHH-qmi ja«« *>\ »ta«* H »H HM*4I 

H*fc.     WI*k4M     «NM-k      irf     wlMM     »*4tVN*M«W      » »TMlM 

ay«**niM(t«)ii^*  TW «H4*r ktM«4ii4k^«ivft^mM»«M •#• 

fH/rmHam*   < h / gMuimt m tUmafamimm   ( < f p*m* 
«yftWMM     »H'I   ^y   *»<•«<*•  ««««HfMnMMM     lM»«i»«4   à* 

•wt^K*«   <••*  «IMMI   »M<*N4«4H  ftw  pviw   m   «*wt 
««•«IMMé« m* tk*> *n*pm-*    11M« IWAVIIéMWJ «4M^-»f 
taw*.iw *«HI ikWimiwiiM4Wft will twiiimw» KVMVM* INM 

^/       y«* 

Rw-ài .4 «IM ta**r 
M« »*HI <éwwny*niii   A« «*# 

ni »H mvnw*m»t»WW (»Hftèyft««) H# Il   JHft) 

lw»Mf I»WII «M> I>*VH4 W H4>I.<<1**.M, M «#r »»^ 
*«*•»•» t<*w»»»nii*r«t««ww J«<< nd IUMUWW^ rfcjM», | >., 
pM^taf N»M   Itwt. «/«HMK *.<>»MW4.   I  Lmtmmr  f mm* 
• ^••MMiBf     »MB # »MB       A. «uaJui^BrikftAua 1     •k^u --—-•- I      • ftt 11 i i •       WÊ ^ku KAAUM 

(»VMM   »IMWWV«^ ( <«Mejf<    t»é7   ^AwipÉ L«M44MMk« «M* 
Heritor« <•    lotit  « M    4 mm mmd MM<« 4<il»>MJtlwii 
' »H'WiiiMi     «%*<•    *MHk WMN^N   f iiMh'ii y   l iMtawi» 
»Mi,   «tNtttllM**!   I.A<*»4»      * lililí I ill »IM H   af   P/MMK)   MM1 

«•Mi'iix    >i«-w   >««*    H»fB»«r m**4  ftw«    *•»».  I,»»F.H«W 
I    I,<-»*>.M-r    V^DWMWI  4JI wtnalmii   \.w  Ì *k, 
»immM  ?*«m.   I»*H.  mmd  .l»v   »    IMTM IMK*   Bw>j»r4  • 
Leu«*««    /»*  kvmhmêmn   » MU» WIMMI (IüIM,  «I ^ ,   run» 

M 



•14 

with PMtfttN't Ut rt* <-<«*<J»-NtMkMir ,.„»j^t ^^ wVk 

* «few-rif*«** .ir «fiwrfh *tKt« .rf tV j..»i M «k»»ft«N< 

IV HM**- 4 tV j..*, .**,>„, 4*1**4* MfMH V 
*•» t.* »V-h |k* 4*u w »,, fe |Hi4 TV .M» m<tv 

fc* *I*««»M1 fa. t^ K,fc rimiumium »** m »K«-k 
«•*»• fh* •*•«!> ft» m. * «.rv#. ihm »f*«^ „H^,^ 

m*-t.iM .4 tit«. fmrtH-.ibr mw»*«! IVrVf* tk* <*m 
»>*m  f>Vw« »... .«* tkr <<»{,« !<,»• <rth«*r j-nrpoan«. »«*k 

^hwM.ií    fWlMfM    1l„m«1g    '»ttllHWMfpwMBMlH« 
H4 *<wk    tV Mi.^h^ . Ji ii^. k-  f!^,,,,,^ )u mik 

•* rmi N». *<«J k*k ih* 4t*m mitWd **d tW 

M««»-Ht*ÍM»i  »HJ  kw »m««** to »V ««fetpfc »«,, 

•"*" ""^ Mt ' •*•**** *•** tV» p*^*»*, wy> 

* w i^MtvHMtPHl  to rmt,rtrt **w ^rnwmi  M*«**^ ^ 
JHfc  fVAlwiMHIN 

Tk#»     M«W(tttf     »N-A^     H****»    .„»fy     wv     ^W* 
»fi«»«'« J«**» .Ifm-ri^Hinii, m**m * MI pmnraJy  wr 
*.*-»**4 kv j |,^ «h,, »V«,^  ^«WNW « »*Vt»MiftJ 

»•WHíVrrfy    «,.•,   tb*   )<>*•*   h»H«f  «V»to*tol4     NMIV 

mt**mim  ,4   PHiikM.«   ,«„   .«.HtMlm   I»   *,„„«!   w 

»>.wk    »hi*.    ,«,.,,    „f   lk+.    ,,„H-«4H«I    k*a    H.rf    V*, 

<»••»•**t4 «•,< Kv*« »v* » ^ «»«iy«» « auMfc 
tH#< »HIM«««*,»,,«  ^(1H*»MI ft.* »V pa^i^g **tV<4 
* *   totta »,.  to ,,„**, fe,',**    „ .H«*,*»*^  «# .W* m 

4 **>*4 *»••,****, H# rfx^Hvmii MéMMK „^ »npmrmmm, 
»** t*rk*tm ,4 ..tVr „«v*« iiiiw*iiii»»k*. hmêmm 
>4 »**• ^ iv«. M H.. N««*4 m 14» vm»km* •••tk I 
*<*  * 4H(.M1Hì *M*|V«N .4 «kOI  —rirrnMint*   ««4 

m*m> m*.«««.»«, »»„„H  HkèW  ^MN,r,.„„„lM   (<m(< 

KH« iHx ,4*«»* , „W1( W.^,M lW ^.h ¥tk m ¿k 4 ^v-Mi 

**• '^ k,WM'h »••"•h li-»* »i "****-.• «rf » »«„pt^ ,4 

•-HM^NHUMP    ilufW^K*      MMitf     »,1^.,,     „^ 

IWH*4îN .è-ÎMHMl, w |**w»Ht IV mè<wm»t»m 

^mm-U.,4 M,|,A •„Mix«*. *»« *è«« *.rv. »V «^4, 
"» « •'•'miiNWwi o| ^kiM ^,1(«t*m^M* *mi *    'murf! 
• •MhHi .í »H.W »IIIIH, ^#tN#1 )<fl(<fir (1# ^^ rK(| 

NTwiMHI    HM..h,«|    ,H ,     k*    Hmtt4    ^,,<wf   mêlwmH 

t*m ,tH,H, ,k.« ,OM#4lM ^ ^ ^fe ,W.^Nm#, 

^Hj-h «*rk j,.^    .,,( lM„WWMN, ¥<j4t. (.W|     |1H< 

"•IH   PflflflMtHW»!!!.*   ili   tV   U^IK 

^* »^ -4* ,^ .*Vr m,rmmmm^ «¿¿^ 
•- **,«««< „ ,.,,*«, ,„(4MVr (rf ^„^ <MWMM£ 
M *M «.M.-„M *.^ (.n-^HM^ M» r,V TI 
•¡-Iv-«. M »*MV*V„ «H.I *f(f^ ,)«MI^H,,|/|H 

H ;*^f-^   -^   *  «-Hrti^  »V«   IWI»V,   ^.fc 

F   » rfmt.n 

•»<W»Kà. w»,.««t »i ,MV »V>H« «kill w^ugwiwfmt« 
KM fa, hp «„il.,.^j    p^^,^^ #MW fcK-|| w ^ 

tk« «*Vr «Mtii««k 

Tk« ^WÉwr rM^riM, m*>tktid  with«** ^ ér 
* .»f**«•  »N«k  WHUMN m4«*rwM*itNi mUn* tàtM 
^<i«<«wiirH*,-   IN Ih* netVif J.V m PMià^ ^ 

<w«Wwi »rtS  wwfMN-t ki ilA M MM M to «tv* 
fwfam   Tk*  mforiiMktiHH 4mw tm* k*vr !•«••• 

<•*>      4-m «t *à*M 

J«*» »-V *!«»*•**« mifHtrmt MM« UM dui 
fcKm k« «IIIIII.._..|   Tk* AWnnm— btwm Mto> tmm 
ww*Vrt» k* m »Vff «»ri «i     lililí atè m# rmx 
>*«    riN«j »h« «H«, »V «•*« kV ^»NM^toHBt^. 

ni Oft» N«t«M«*4 mf.rm^K,,,    M p^tK-wiW, «I ut* 
wi*»rm«***H 

TW   PMàWf   M^t^«4   RMMWS   ft   ^A^   t,nrtl_ 

i-wHkiNg rk*iM  m M4**»m t« »««i, „41^ 9mm fch# 

* *»»»#»** «Í t,k**r »wfiiiWfHidMrty   ti ^ É§,in, 

H«WJ« ww iiiimMilttiil tH wnlmj. tV «alt ^m 
tH*   .^  ^  k»  .é^ftiVi,  »HT N.,,IWMtft|t  «„«.„•^ 
»r.H« j* *H i»4   TV ^i»J w^di M ^ ^tert,,, ^ 
»»••»• t»y w«f> p««« 

*«ü«*.¥   frk*  r^teng   »HièV^   PMMìMM.   M, 

"VW *"   JMI%' •>""    «i   M«   »MNM    KfH»   tk*»   VMi 
(**•**>««,   MÉknr   «au.«     „^        _^._   ^i   ., 

Tk* M*MM4 •vtMwm >i|i.wÉi*iw    -furaniam t. «| ,i^| 
•«•liiirriaanto V«à by <mm\)u»mm< mmi tur tV mtm 
«k*  m  •  «VIM   TV* tV*»   «•y   ka MMMM 

"VìH^***. M« nMwwy INV«***, -nnirr »nut.  p+ 

MMMtg   Kf»  tk*   MimpilMM  M# dklij   K 

w*  m tm  tV  M  ^k   NI« ••^_ 
M^WMkw.ifiiHMkt   Tk# t*«»**, k»V« M 

..M***« *V ^•r^wktr 1^*4 ,^ «vftVVim ,ya(>M" 
T***«mpim m pv#w, MMW «# p«,,*, w-| ^ 

^ifurfv « *VH* V*M H# (ntmiXiHw •»•*!»•; »H Vi tk* 

* *l M«*««»», tV mtot»v« «muàm* <4 tV INV 

w*k »M,»* t« n«Hk «wmpm*.», dui V^r 

n» tm**w «umpmmtm totk.-wÉ P—** VW HW> 
p«^nr     frlVP     PMlMIláí     •>M*KArf*a       kuá     ^     ~^ k. _     ^.A. 

<2~t*HMk« *««^r M<rt bV tV p**v gravai H 
'**»*» í»N«I tk» Vtwr M tk*« ü JOB, M4 ftaM** 

«kiBiwVi M éfémà tV 
!4«*^ *fc* *k«M •# tè* i 

^>        4«WIMM«4|| * ÉM*i  M* 

K*4 M# tV V«r 
w# tV Wi j»è 



htm **u.fìkT*>* à* * -NM wen m inromnà?*<>\  *•<»< T *tm «t«< iKrwinr* V) 

faltet <Wfww« y tata a wag» ***** éirertJy frow 
«IMMT avahiatiim fiWKmliiw. TWa pt»tit ayaaaai 
virèda bs*à M mré*rm§ ky peméa t«i » « »fa and 
tharaaftar a wag* *•*!» A MfMaVattt a#t«JytMmJ 
fuwtwm Migfaaaa «Va* tlM total MMMMmti way 
K-ftiwt Ih« rataiiva aàial rnqmrmmm** »I tfc* jaba 

^•V    <'nm-i%tmms 

•MaWPF^R4vwitpn     nPanNf    641    Mini     MMMMMPMft^f 4 t'A 

•ri— fr«*« UM feaWwtaïf feU «f jaè »•akiatum 

p s alitatimi HT WWMM( «I lia* akàl faetor, mml 
tkm a »mi* ni ta» »stai )»• »y pumU m k*aJ 

Mkrf » faariv éMIW km.4 «f 4»«MI mon» M 
rft*àmg, IM« tiuwi a |»*Mt «v**a«. MHMV P*,K m 
volvaa a HMpamw <rf »kilt mtHtmwMt« with 
»km» «i Um*\ murk f** tkfw JB*> *n*h»<a mirk 
fwe fcka àimèi ni iaiormatmw H««*t at**»* nàiil wknk 
faetk4a*aa f**mpmnmm, «ma M tN* »awk«wm, »M,^ 

•••»*, and tonai, m puh *kûU raparmi TH# p»**t 
aywtew fanerait y *n»ái thr n*wt 4f**»*«i km<( <rf 
•lui m#t«-wM*H>n, h.«« ta* 4aa*a wf tfetaal v»mw 
with ta* p*rti«tiia# ku*\ <rf pmn% ayiw*m. 

Upwind, ta* <<i«»hwy *t»d «4ef*h «f wftrm«(Kw 
»t »*y givan appi*»«*« et tW JH* »»Uli.m 
taohwiqu» éafwnái itfmn ta« p»»,»*. wKo m*a* ihr 
••whaatiun N«n« M! the m«4.h«id« * ngHw*M*. 
•ad ih« 4a** W»|HW^HWH*« have tu »»*«•# y H*dy th* 

Tasca I     Ta* PMPTM <+P M« KV*I «*¥*•>« i* TM PHI • KüTWW« 

•f /•• MMM^PttAM 
""»^ ^'«iii< r«*» 

4IMN>PPI a*4 Awr^w« «H1 »à'M    t>i*»*ali      Tm 
»»••»•• nati a«t a«*' 

»iw*y» AHM* 

«fatal mm  

Mpaaapftpal aapMPWMHit m rrnmem*     Raa^mg 
Wktti aJ   fcaaaV   a*p^hpAa*pMp*Aáaa*ÉW w«p    ^ai   ^PJWTW*   ^^^^^^ari^p^^Hi^ï^pw^ap 

W agp -< aa> Y »<• t M 

M 

IM 

(*« 
WH* 

jaJ ILaMk^^l^ai 

IN 

Tftèfc I 

)M4>-»V ai »a» M» 

^aa«*««Má WIM^ 

ÄrM§  www  NMiy  i'ftM 

• Vi^éÉlàta»     t<^H      •tíáa«     «^ 

laVÉUa^B      âaa^^BâHàlaV       •VÉaV       •••••é 

••••âVW    •^aBâ^hâ>   a\avÉK    a^aa^a^a^HBBâlâV   a^aw   avja^^^aaa^Ma^HaaV ^•^••^      SW•     •PA^ff     VVnVJPJInl    »••    4V''^ñWPBB»BWW- 

tartMd  laÉiriai, Htjaarc MY  MM) la» »mhfmb IM 

»v»»w aMd BMafl* atay paquam MM iwè a« 
fur anéiNta« la« vawtwÉÉy in M»# itwaMy 

B^kBMp^k     ^.i     |aja^a>«aBJa^aAMaam     akMaaaaaHBai     fc-^     aâiaa <••     s^aéf     É^a* 
^••P^^**     *^»     a«a^plPW^al>*BPt>V^n     WVVfflVJVVäv     PJW    VüaPPVl     <^     f»»"*" 

••^•ÉLa^aÚÉHal      SS   áMMkl    a^ftWâ^Él   B^ákafc^a^aMaM   aà4a^a^t   a^àaaaì   <Ba^aahL«lttBU* 

lar a §YV«H 

«•t aWMMtáMIf M 

P*¥4 

TKir4, thnn ut 

la* «atti iwliiriaataai furwaii *»v )»*» #*« 

TWy tum ptrutfUkm m là« éatjurtiiiii *4 Um «Ml 

wtJf aw •• 
«f   k*4a,   w 



relleet «kill* »(MÍ »hwli akiik* deserte mrtmf, ami 
»*  the (ir*ftiHK <rf the «Wrijrtk»t  »ml «peeif»«» 
t*»*i 

The !*»«•* derive from maux «Mir«**, m>nw of 

»h* h mux he tdetitified The eolture of the MM-MXV 

AIM! it> |iMrt»ri«Ur form itt the kteaJe of the job 

exMliMim«, »ill ,.»,«,. „imi. ^lAj ^tMm, h. «taño1 

o«t »hilt other* feniani iiii|ier<-eiv»d Por rxamfdr 

IH HM are* »»th hri»adl> «Wf.H^J mei-hMiM'ttl «kill« 

IHM   HlHllh   to   IM*-    UIKH«   k»HÌ*   of   t<M»fc   et,-  )  the 

need t.. know »orne of the*e »kill« may IM* he 

Htetitmiieii IH a <-om»>letefY HMtliufnal HR« the 

»MH\ tHHiwuk MM! umlernt»,..! the ku**iia«e »ill 
j.roUMv not I» Hoted, »htl* in H »H,lnl»l#„*i »„,» 

M    kl.O»led*.   of    (M,^   th«l   IMie    UhtfUMtfe   M«y    »# 

A   «NIN-III   «kill   re«,Miremeht   ,,f   „   h,j,    ThM(|   H1(tIM 

**f«<f* of gr-twal MIIM-MMH,    e#nf4ov »ie«t evp*ri 

erne   work <h*.inline   *,,<! Rianimi »tul other »kill« 

•M«\    not   »fi|*e.M|-   m,   the   poh   «Writ***   he,*„*e 

•he\   Nie i «ken  for granted   S.milHrK   the »tare of 

••H.,.|nvH.ei.t     W,||    ,,ften     (,„,,.     ,1.    UHM     -llh.-MltHfe 

*,*»• h-atme* to I*. eiwnh«*«*-,! »hile ..( hew MAX 

he MeBlHet.,| |»,ltH*rtr,.,e M>m*it»,Mx .»«tof»«*. 

trad***    *h*eH>   dafreretn tate   he<»*e,,   „   »,,,re 

m^lwN    *H«J    •    fc«.    »mfcrM    ,,|e,e   «f    H^H^MWt 
eM,k,,HI« »** "•'*'-» <«* «.th greyer «<>rth H, 

th<   ,,éde. ,«,- NMIX make I he „.enter *M ^wtmt^ 

,4.r+*« tum 

K'for*  iweiMWf   f ventate   the   »dull   »dW 

•»«•H.«   pmvHwwl   hv    M   C^n^tH*   tf    *   »*«   n, 

^'•«•.M* ih*,* .-hiM-^-t^rHrtn-N .4 mitml +¿\ 

<*«*» ikiHif H^e,l i hew hew MW à»-«»«, wlM 

H*   fi^iMe »*.UN«-   i hut   the akiN   4«4«   twftn-t   the 

IHW.HVWNI   »hM-h    they    f,W^-,    ,„   *,»»*e     M« 

wMheiiMMlwif their H*****»«*« 

'"/ /*•  muntoti^ ,,)  ij,,U 

th.   leiw   ^»M   Hl   ^.,.  ei**H««.MH    ^Priven   M» 

T***+i* "   '»'^   ,h*   l'«*^«*  .4   the   JH^WH«.     t,, 
^-•.W.e,Hte »»„Hg e^,*,vee,  m  M),,t   >w VHm 

^HM«^   ^.M w ,  t1H^, fcH  ^^ ^.^^^^ 

«ee«^., *k<M re.v,m m»«**  ,^het thwp, h*Hif MN,| 

e^MMHHMl   hwh*-.    »H#e   »*f»„    sfc^   MtH<   lM^(f 

«^   he.--,«.      «    mHS    H,  ^.„^   ^   ^tM#fíHi|   ^ 

m,^^   ^    l||t.   ,.M#(1É(MM.     m   ^   M.^mtmt 

mm2JlV,4y,' " """'  '" rh# •,M,tA'^   »'»»«• the *j» 
frm»*ie«t, M iM-«H«n.|  t,x   p,K «^^^ »^ 4i(pw 

•*•**«   e,w^,^    ««èm.«.«    »t    »H«.   ,*Mer  tm^ 

-m-h   **   ^«.»1   ^.     W,^h   „^    H,teH*Hv    .4   ^ 

L. B. CoaxH 

Not enl^ e»eh ol tk« fo«r fener»! method« hut 
%h*. ett-h iA the imlividiwl •>*!*». withi« t^^ 

»*eth«J mmy h«vr iti own word« with whk-h to 
«ietw*« th« «eiiersl m««w|ii <nf «kiU. The Tarwtv 
«rf t*HfH*fe »v«ikhle («n he «een in the vahuun 
h<Hià« of jf»l> evaiiMtiun MMI in their citot.M>iw of 
HKhvKlH*! i.\tfM. A .twiv of » Urje nHmU-r (rf 
the-e *tmr**m W-^h, to the feiier»áiMtM*W »JM»«t the 
.iefn.itH«! <rf „kill »lu, I,  *M ym |Hit forWftr<J !„.„. 

The -kill i-ttfiw^t in j«,») ex »JIMIIN». diVHle« into 
three mmtu (,»rt,„   They eon««* ,rf tlie .kill« «pk»»^ 

f'-«»«     ^«>   (e«er*l   *dw<»ti„«,    ^)   <HeMf*tkm»J 
trwiiimf. »(«I ^r> i*r«o»,ft| tr»#t«   A« will he shown 
tlie*e * tNfh *re mmk »p ,rf »»»„y »Mh fwte«. 

The MkiHa »nwitjf fro«, |fe»er»l «dw-»tii»B, M 

hex    «f>|,h   to  |«,h  Fe«|«irrm«»»#Bi   (»»pt««   to  hin 

HtMtfp iwtd m»them«tM<N   The  IWI^NN^ «kiMs »^ 

******,>    te   MWierii«*nd   the   »fw4eH   U.^Ni^e    to 
"»•. «k   to remi .n<l to »rite    K»«-h of the*» m tHrM 

«H.,   le tnH.k'<l  hx   n-f»-ieH<-e  to  the ko-n-fa ««• h-v^h, 
<>• Hi»tertNki eneoimtered on the p>h   MuthematnaJ 
kiM.wiedjie   M   »MiMkflv   «-ft|**Up   of   8^e«-Ä«,»4fWilj 

HH*«4HI|ì   »«d   t»rd«i*|   iMdiMig,   mmph   äMtLLn 

«HhtriN-tN*. Mmt4p MHltltllM-«t«W MM« du***' 
','*',**i- r*<'t»*rt*««i «••*• 1« higher »kM tid« 
^|*HN*«y m •dwHMirti'fttiv* rmmkm othe* f*-hh. «f 
kM.wledfe ohtMHMhk« th^M*^ geHer»! wéw-at**, 
HI«> he re,,hn*d fw ^»wH» » «tHve*Mty dxp««, 
w N«H»*ied for .-erf*« penfawmiMi aw-h a« metàeme 
the k»w, *H<i ,#hen Th« iirwt ^i ,rf t-fc* •*,*! 

w«««»H WMhriM*« *ll the ««*.p,-t matter wh«h M 

»*«*Mv   »t-iftmvt   thro«««   hie»»«'   -htmlif^    kwt 
H.-J     thfH^gh    ^.WlilHUHw»!    w    .NeHI^KWMy    «em* 
turn 

The MH'OM«  |MH<t »4 the  «-««eef*  )^< IWAM ai 
«èdfe ohtawied hy «eewf^wiMfcl trMwrif and •»pert 
•nee   Mere the IWWH «f the «ai« rather than the 
«*|*et   Mt^  ••,(   he i^eeApd    »Mt.  there  M 

»wem* I Meh«4Hhi«f, wh*ek i»eh«<4m trade me t>ruf»n 
•t**M»4 aeateohi aa we« N* lori»«J trammf ¡jnmrajw 

i*ee   **kw a  fwwtieHiaf «omfNMiv    M«.*, tharc M 

P*»* )** ^1«*«'*   the «kdb PMaweed hy a i<*e« 
Jo4 a*nV he -ye, AeW hy the •eev»,^ ^à« ^ 

•e k*« the nue ta 

*ee fMiet*HW ^A. »ke-k mm ha »ta«ed ìrjjfcl, 
*««h a« »VF«« »«eie^frat>hy HT «he *».4*y |« w 

»*rt,a«N t4w« and  aHM-h^ery 

The i-h*^ paw* „< y^ jjjij „^..„y, t  

p»rmm*l eharattpwata.a »hteh mev kw pJUfy 
*««<   |MH4K   e»d»iv«*ed   (lediMteify    -^„ 
»•>•   p^et  of the*  eeawey*    M   a*«y   h»  fcafcaa 
ai'<<«MMt« rhwwhere M the *ktM -»trjuri   wr MI 

*-»«*•*. «# the |a4,  tad M ree^uimhdity 
•Hd ih« hhe  IIU^ ^.^ tmgtm mm^ u 

«M*«'h    a«    «MMM-My. 
iáw jáaW hAiA      4 k 
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hiring praetieea than to eatahliehing wt(f ecalea 
Within thia category am certain specific deuterities. 
muh aa computation»! apeed and accuracy, and 
the lik«. Noci»! akilla and personality character 
íntica may »leo he con* dered aapect« of the «kill 
«ontetit ef job*. 

Tilia review will suffice to demonstrate that 
job «valuation haa a lompreheneive notion of skill 
And that a wkte range of information relative to 
»kill may he required in order to carry out an 
»Tatuatami. 

f»)    TI» «ètti 

TMB akii »encep« furwehea a general frame of 
mferemje for aoJiecting information »ne»tt Jena. Not 
every ••aesaénm investigates skill reqiiiramenta M 

brondlv <* »a deeply a* thw eMo<*qw «o«gest« But 
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their knowledge expands and as opportunities 
arise. A very common example of this may he 
found in the maintenance trades, where men may 
enter as apprentices and proceed through the in- 
tervening grades until they achieve the status 
of first-class carpenters, machinists, tin-smiths etc. 

Information about requisite prior experience 
can be distorted by existing company practices 
originating in training policies or in union-manage- 
ment or other personnel arrangements. Where 
these exist they tend to overstate rather than 
understate the prior-experience requirement. A 
particular company may have a sequence of jobs 
through which ts salesmen have to pass before 
Incoming sales trainees. They may start with serving 
as mail clerks and deliverers, and proceed through 
other jobs, all specifically laid out. A training justi- 
fication may exist for the sequence: the individual 
has the opportunity to become acquainted with the 
company and its component parts, the products, 
the fairly complex paper routines, the jiersonnel 
etc., but it also may be true that much of what is 
essential could have been learned more quickly 
by formal procedures, and perhaps much of what 
is learned is not necessary for becoming a sales- 
man. The procedure also enables the supervisory 
and executive staff to observe the individual and 
to make the necessary personal assessments. But 
the training programme may he made )>ossible by 
the fairly low rates of pay to the trainees, and by 
the substantial number of eager job applicants. 
Were this job sequence to appear upon the job 
specification the experience requirement would 
reflect practice, not actual training needs. Similarly, 
union-management agreements governing job se- 
quences may be develoj>ed as part of a seniority 
system, as wage progression, or as an apprentice- 
ship programme. Strictly from the point of view of 
training, the established sequence may be unneces- 
sary, but it may be the one to appear on the job 
description. These examples illustrate the possible 
distortions which may appear in the data and 
which can be cleared up by appropriate inquiry. 

Required occupational experience may be 
expressed as training time, a factor which appears 
on almost every evaluation. How long does it take 
to train a man without previous experience: on 
this job, or in the job sequence, or to become 
proficient on the job? Ordinarily respondents are 
given choices which will differentiate among large 
classes of jobs: a day or less, a week, a month, 
three months etc. These allow time for individual 
differences. Sometimes the information can be ob- 
tained from }K»rformance records, but usually 
su|n*rvisora or experienced workers are the sources 
of the estimates of training time. 

This training time information is perhaps 
among the most important measures of the skill 
requirements. It is admittedly an estimate, and 
subject to the industrial climate and population 
of an area, especially the cultural constraint noted 
above. But with all these limitations it furnishes 
a very valuable measure of the skill content of 
jobs, measured by the time (and hence the cost) 
it takes to train an incumbent. 

Finally, occupational training may be ex- 
pressed as a level of achievement. This may be 
done in terms of formal schooling, or by mastery 
of certain techniques. Formal schooling refers to 
trade, business, or secretarial schools, or others 
providing formal courses of study, usually of a 
specialized occupational nature. Levels of achieve- 
ment may be designated by ability to operate 
certain kinds of machines (typewriter, key-punch, 
lathe, punch-press, truck etc.) or perform certain 
tasks (weld, mix chemicals from formulae, write 
shorthand, translate, draft etc.). Both kinds of 
achievement imply training, sometimes of a formal 
kind. 

(Hi)    Personal traits 

The elements of skill grouped under personal 
traits are usually judgements inferred from occu- 
pational tasks or policies of the particular enter- 
prise. They are probably of little interest to the 
subject proper of skill requirements. Those which 
are trainable have already been considered in the 
two preceding factors. Their native abilities and 
personality traits, while reflected to some extent in 
personal skills, are perhaps outside the problem at 
hand. In any case the job evaluation may produce 
information specifying requirements of this kind 
wherever important to the job. 

3.   UTILIZING SKILL mronMATioH 

The information provided by a job evaluation 
can be used to specify the skill requirement« of a 
given job. It is also possible to summarize the infor- 
mation for a part of the whole of an establishment, 
and possibly for multiple establishments or an 
industry. 

A general method of summarizing the skill 
data will be described here. It is intended only to 
illustrate how skill requirements for an aggregate 
can be drawn from job data, assembled, and ex- 
pressed in summary form. To apply the method in 
practice it would be necessary to take into account 
the kind of information available from the source, 
and the purpose to which the summary is to be put. 
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The method is sufficiently flexible to allow it« 
use with quite a wide variety of source data and end 
uses. 

The method consist« of assembling the source 
data into summary tables, each applying to a dis- 
tinct skill factor. The illustrative tables are: general 
education by grade level, and by skill; and occu- 
pational knowledge by training time, formal school- 
ing, and specific skills. Others can readily be for- 
mulated. In general a table is drawn up by listing 
the jobs by name in the first column, assigning the 
remaining columns to a graded sequence of skills, 

draws from the evaluation the job titles and the 
grade level required by the job (the grade level 
may be available directly, or it may have to be 
interpreted from points assigned at the job). The 
number of employees is sometimes provided by the 
evaluation; if not, it must be obtained from other 
company sources. 

Below the table is a suggested form of sum- 
mary. This arranges the information into a distri- 
bution by grade level, and for each of which it 
gives the total number of employees and the 
percentage.   From  the   distribution  a   weighted 

TABLE 2.   GENERAL EDUCATION : GRADE LEVEL 

Job Number of empiono»* Ormi» level 

DMHSVMMI 

Ormali**» of « 

Weighted Averag«: 
Haagss 

TstaJ: 100.0 

and then entering in the appropriate box the job's 
skill requirement. In some cases a mark (X or f) 
is sufficient, in others the number of employees. 
The resulting array may then be summarised by 
suitable measures including the mean requirement, 
the range, and (where desired) a distribution. The 
tables are five in number and cover the following 
information: (1) general education—grade level; 
(2) general education-skill; (3) occupational 
knowledge—training time; (*) occupational know- 
ledge—skills, and (5) occupational knowledge- 
formal training. 

Table 2 organizes information pertaining to 
the general education requirements of jobs. It 

average and a range can be determined. The result : 
a profile of educational requirements for the jobs 
of a particular establishment (or other aggregate). 

Table 3 suggests a method of arraying the 
spécifie skill requirements arising from general 
education. The information is obtainable directly 
or by inference from the evaluation data. The skill 
categories would have to be formulated on the 
basis of the source data and the purpose of the 
array. The detail shown on the table may be ex- 
cessive, or insufficient, or otherwise distorted, and 
can readily be modified to suit the actual need. 
The columns of the table can be filled in by a 
mark or by entering the number of employees. 
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The summary at the bottom »hows the per- 
centage of employees required to have each of the 
skills. Even if only marks are entered in the column« 
of the table it is still possible to summarize the 

quired for each job. The elements for this table are 
the job titles, the required training time for the 
job, and the required training time for each of the 
prerequisite jobs. 

TASLE 3.   GENERAL KDUCATIOH : SKILLS 

./<* (ErUtr 
«MB« 

Vnétr- 
"*"* *-  •»* Ä&e érnüA 

TABLE 4.   OCCUPATIONAL KNOWUDOB: TBAINHVO TIME 

./«* TrwMntUmr 
TrminintHmn: 

i 
fatal Mm«        'fl 

A 

íHE9n9%t$í$% 

Numen »I 

Avcrag*: 
Kaufe: 

100.0 

information. By adding up the number of marks 
(job.) in each skill the totals and percentages 
can be calculated for the total number of 
jobs. 

Table 4 is an array of the training time re- 

The number of employees k obtainable either 
from the evaluation or from other source«. In the 

TÍ i!Va,^tÍOn  {it trainin« tin» *• PtOTided) 
the table will require a fair amount of paper work 
tracing each of the joba through ita prerequkite. 
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and then noting the information.2 When the data 
are fully entered on the table the training time of 
each job can be added to yield a job total. 

Information can be summarized as noted on 
the table: a percentage distribution by length of 

precise skills which must be executed. The purpose 
of such a summary is to furnish guidance as to 
how the information ought to be classified. Table 5 
illustrates a very general set of categories not in- 
tended for any specific end use. As in the previous 

TABLE 5.   OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE: SKILLS 

Job 
N\ 

Machine* 

SkttU 

Tool* 

I I 

training time, the weights, the average training 
time, and the range of times, un a single measure 
of the skill requirements of an establishment 
this one is probably the most relevant and suc- 
cinct. 

Table S suggests a method of summarizing 
specific occupational skill data. Á job evaluation 

tables, marks or the number of employees are 
entered in the appropriate cells and may be sum- 
marized as needed according to the patterns de- 
scribed above. 

Table 6 arrays the formal schooling required 
for occupational training. As in Table 5 the cate- 
gories depend upon the particular purpose of the 

TABLE 0.    OCCUFATIONAL KNOWLEDGE : FORMAL TRAINING 

J* ***** 
OO0tl0sWf#*MK 

can be expected to furnish information about the 
specific skills required for a job—skills designated 
by tools or machines which are employed, or by 

» In som« cases it may be possible to organile the 
material in the form of an input-output matrix, listing all 
the jobs in the firms column (as row captions) and also 
in the, top row (as column eaptiona). For each job in the 
first column, indicate in the subsequent columns which 
job» are. prerequisite, and if possible, their sequence. This 
procedure to by no means always feasible, because of the 
Mí ze of the job liât, the differences among jobs, the possible 
alternativo sequences, and other complexities of the in- 
dividual establishment. Where it can be prepared the 
matrix has many other valuable uses. 

summary. In general such a table will be applicable 
only to establishments having specialised jobs in 
given trades, techniques, professions etc. 

As has been noted, these tables are only illus- 
trative of the use of data, array, and methods 
of summarization. On their pattern others can be 
readily constructed, given the nature of the source 
data and the end use, and making use of the job 
facta collected during the investigation. It is also 
possible to use the evaluated information, such as 
the assigned points in the point system, or the 
assigned wage per hour in the factor-comparison 
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system. These will then have to be interpreted in 
respect to the skill requirements which they are 
supjwsed to reflect. 

The method thus far described provides for 
multiple tablea of skill requirements. This corres- 
ponds realistically to the nature of the required 
skills. It may be desirable for certain purposes 
to summarize the requirements by some over-all 
measure: certain suggestions may be mado for this 
purpose. 

It is unlikely that the skill requirements of 
an establishment or an industry can be expressed 
in any meaningful way by a single characterization. 
To say that an industry requires skilled or semi- 
skilled employees, or that its general skill require- 
ments have an index of so-and-so on some arbi- 
trary scale does not reflect adequately the complex 
reality of «kill requirements. liather, it seems more 
appropriate to describe skill requirements by a 
distribution which reflects both the skill attain- 
ments and the inputs needed to achieve them. The 
information from the job evaluation points to a 
distribution as the most apt way of characterizing 
skill requirements. 

For any given purpose a summary of one of 
the skill factors may be the most appropriate. 
Suppose, for example, a general educational system 
is to be designed or evaluated for its service to local 
industry: the summarization of a general education 

L. E. Corax 

table conforms to such an end use. The other tables 
may be considered similarly appropriate for various 
given purposes. 

For some particular purpose two or more of 
the tables may be relevant. It would then be use- 
ful to ascertain whether one of the tables is suffi- 
ciently representative to serve as surrogate for the 
others: if not, methods of combination must be 
sought. The tables giving time distributions can 
lMjssibly be combined directly. As to the others it 
may be possible to establish cost information which 
would allow them to be brought together on that 
basis. 

4.   CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that a competent job evalu- 
ation can furnish relevant information about the 
skill requirements of the establishment in which it 
is made. Methods have been put forward by which 
the available information can be summarized so 
as to depiot the skill requirements of the enterprise 
as a whole. These results are applicable to the par- 
ticular establishment from which the skill data 
derive. 

The extent to which the data of any particular 
establishment may be generalized, in so far as skill 
requirements are concerned, to other establish- 
ments in the same culture or in other cultures will 
require further study. 
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1.     KKKUÏKNX'V AND OFTIMALITY 

ÜKFORK ONE CAN filter the debate on the com- 
plex question of the choice of technology in the 
context of development planning, certain preli- 
minary issues have to lie cleared up. These include 
(he concept of technical efficiency, which is one 
of the dominant concepts in the field of policy- 
oriented economics. 

Suppose  we are  considering some technical 
choice i which permits the production of an out- 
put combination x using an input combination y. 
If it is possible to produce the same bundle of com- 
modities x with less of at least one, and no more 
of any, of the inputs, then the technical choice i 
is not efficient. This is simply because efficiency 
implies  producing   a   given   quantity   of   output 
with as few inputs as possible. Similarly, if with 
that collection of inputs y, an output combination 
can be produced which exceeds x in at least one, 
and is no less in terms of any, of the outputs, then 
again the technical choice t must be regarded a« 
inefficient. This is because efficiency also implies 
that for any given collection of inputs we should 
try to get the maximum of outputs. 

In fact, we can combine the two criteria to- 
gether by treating inputs as negative outputs.1 

Thus defined, what efficiency requires is that no 
more of any one output can be obtained given the 
amount of the others. 

This takes us a certain distance, but not very 
far. If a certain technical choice leads to a greater 
output of a given commodity and a lower output 
of some other commodity than a different technical 
choice would do, the criterion of technical efficiency 
does not help us at all. Both these technical choices 
may satisfy the test of efficiency and yet we may 
be left with a problem still to be solved. 

The concept of technical efficiency is often 
applied at a given point of time, but there is no 
difficulty in extending it over time. All we need to 
do is to treat a certain commodity today as different 
from the same commodity tomorrow. In other 
respects the definitions, concepts and criteria need 
not hv altered. The same problem of incompleteness 

' See DKBKKH (Bibliography, p. 56, No. 11). A good 
introduction to th.- problems of efficiency ean be found 
also in KOOPMANS (No. 33). 

persists, naturally, even in this extended view of 
technical efficiency, embracing more than one 
point in time. In fact, in comparing two alternative 
technological possibilities, we might face a possi 
bility of having more of a certain commodity at 
point of time t and less of some commodity at a 
point of time ((+ 1). Once again the criterion of 
technical efficiency cannot solve this problem. 

The main usefulness of the criterion of effi- 
ciency is that it permits a preliminary sorting out. 
A number of technological iiossibilities may be 
eliminated on grounds of inefficiency, and then we 
shall be left with a set of efficient technological 
possibilities, the choice between which must be 
made on the basis of some other criterion. Kffi 
ciency is like a test applied in the "qualifying round", 
and it needs to be supplemented by some other 
criterion to determine which is the winner amongst 
those alternatives that have qualified. 

This is where the notion of optimality comes 
in. This is one of the basic concepts used in eco- 
nomics: an optimum choice represents the "best" 
among the feasible alternatives. Naturally, if we 
are to choose the optimum combination we must 
have some criteria for discrimination between the 
various alternatives. 

A preliminary point of logic may be cleared 
up at this stage. We can distinguish between two 
conditions for rational choice: the existence of 
either a "complete ordering" or a "choice set". 
The former requires that any two alternatives 
should be consistently comparable with each other 
in terms of aome ordering relation, such as "being 
at least as good as... ". This property is sometimes 
called "connectedness". Another required condi- 
tion is "transitivity", which demands that xf x 
is regarded as being at least as good as y, and y a 
regarded as being at least aB good as z, then x 
should be regarded as at least as good as z.2 When 

« On the logie of ordering, see AKKOW (No. 1) and 
DEBKKi: (No. 11). It may be noted that the way we have 
defined any two alternatives being comparable not on y 
ïuawntee. "connectedness" but alno yields "re lexiv.ty guarantees   cunm-cn-u««-•»   ««- --— ¿-— ; 
which require, that every alternativ« be regarded m a 
h-astas good«" itwlf. VVhen the alternative, eonnidered 
are the ¿ame, what was defined a* "connect ed nenn .« in 
St a condition of "rcflexivity". by and large m op m,a 
polie v decision., reflexivity is no. a major «.uro of worry, 
., fact, a minimal degree of sanity seem* to be •«««*»»• 

The real problem arises with connectedness ai d trans- 
itivity. On this, see in particular AKRüW (NO.  I). 
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these conditions are satisfied, a complete ordering 
exists over the relevant conditions. 

The existence of a choice set is somewhat 
different. This requires the existence of some alter- 
native which is regarded as at least as good as every 
alternative in the available set. This simply means 
that a "best" alternative exists. The existence of 
a choice set may be regarded as sufficient for the 
purposes of choosing an optimal policy. 

It is important to note that the existence of 
a complete ordering is neither a sufficient, nor a 
necessary condition for the existence of a choice 
set. It is not sufficient because, although we may 
be able to order alternatives in a certain fashion, 
if there is an infinite number of them, it is possible 
that no best alternative may exist. For example, 
alternative 2 may be preferred to 1, alternative 3 
to 2, alternative 4 to 3, and so on, ad infinitum. It 
is not a necessary condition because, although we 
may be able to compare some alternative with all 
the others and find it to be at least as good as them 
all, there may, nevertheless, be intransitivities, or 
a lack of connectedness. For example x may be 
regarded as better than y and also better than z ; 
but we may not be able to compare y and z by 
the criterion we are using. Even so, we may feel 
safe in choosing x, since it is the best alternative, 
although we cannot compare its two inferiora y 
and z. 

In spite of this difference between the condi- 
tions for the existence of a choice set and those for 
the existence of a complete ordering it is clear 
that there is an intimate relationship between 
these two aspects of rational choice. In fact, most 
of the discussions on optimality have been con- 
cerned with obtaining a criterion for a complete 
ordering, and it has been supposed that this in 
itself will guarantee the identification of a best 
alternative. This presupposition makes eminently 
good sense when the number of alternatives is 
finite, when a consequence of the existence of a 
complete ordering is the existence of a choice set. 
When, however, the number of alternatives is 
infinite, this consequence may or may not follow. 
Furthermore, even when a complete ordering does 
not exist we may still be able to find what is the 
best thing to do. Although we shall not be concerned 
very much in this paper with this contrast it is 
imjMjrtant for us to bear in mind the difference 
between these two requirements of rational selec- 
tion. Indeed, in some problems the distinction can 
be extremely important. 

Whether we prefer a choice set or a complete 
ordering, we need some method of ordering, a 
criterion to tell whether a certain alternative x is 
letter or worse than, or indifferent to, another 

alternative y. The concept of technical efficiency 
can be used partly for this purpose, and we may 
find that x is more efficient than y and simply 
eliminate y. However, as we noted before, this does 
not help when x and y are both efficient. Much of 
the debate on the choice of techniques is concerned 
with supplementing the criterion of *»chnical 
efficiency by some other criterion that will permit 
us to choose between the efficient alternatives. In 
the discussion that follows we shall be concerned 
with a choice among a set of efficient alternatives, 
and shall assume that the inefficient ones have al- 
ready been pruned away. 

We shall thus have no further use for the con- 
cept of efficiency as such, which (it w?ll be assumed) 
has done its job, and the discussion will concentrate 
on some supplementary criteria to take us beyond 
efficiency. The lively debate on technological choice 
which has taken place over the last two decades 
has been concerned with methods of supplementing 
the relatively uncontroversial eritorion of technical 
efficiency. To this range of problems we now 
turn. 

2.     SUBOPTIMALITY OF SAVINGS RATE AND CHOICE 

0¥ TECHNOLOGY AS A PROBLEM OF "8ECOND BEST" 

Investment decision« can be classified into 
various types, according to whether they depend 
on the optimum size of investment, the optimum 
capital-intensity, or the optimum sectoral alloca- 
tion. While it is important that we recognize these 
investment decisions to be different, we cannot re- 
gard them as independent. Indeed, much of the 
controversy on the choice of technology concerns 
the dependence of the amount of savings on the 
factor proportions selected. 

A simple illustration may bring out the dif- 
ference between some of the schools of thought. 
It may be argued that wage earners tend to have a 
higher propensity to consume than profit earners. 
This is likely to be spectacularly true in a socialist 
economy, where the profit* are earned by the state, 
but it may hold good even in the case of a privately- 
owned enterprise. Given this assumption, it appears 
that the proportion of additional income that is 
saved will depend on the distribution of that addi- 
tional income between the wage earners and the 
profit earners. And this distribution, in its turn, 
depends on the choice of technology, since a more 
labour-intensive technique will (other things being 
equal) tend to lead to a higher share of wages. 

A special case of this has been much discussed : 
the assumption that the wage earners have a 
propensity to consume of 1 and profit earners have 
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a propensity to consume of 0. This is, however, 
a rather limited case, and the problem with 
which we are concerned relates to much more gen- 
eral conditions, viz, the propensity to Bave of profit 
earners is systematically hgher than that of wage 
yarners. Given this assumption a direct link would 
be established between the degree of labour in- 
tensity chosen and the proportion of the additional 
income that will be saved. 

Situations often occur in which one technique 
will lead to a higher amount of total output and 
another technique will generate a higher amount 
of total savings. If we wish to attach additional 
weight to the savings generated, over and above 
the weight that is attached to all output (be it 
saved or consumed), then clearly this will affect 
our decisions regarding which techniques to 
choose. 

For the purpose of this discussion total out- 
put and total savings may be regarded as two 
separate commodities, even when they are assumed 
to be physically homogeneous, as in some simple 
models. The question of economic efficiency dis- 
cussed in the last section may be applied to such a 
case. Any technique which generates lew of either 
total savings or total output and no more of the 
other may be simply rejected as inefficient. But 
after this preliminary pruning operation had been 
carried out, we would be left with a set of tech- 
niques that could not be compared purely on effi- 
ciency grounds.  We should then have ewes in 
which a higher amount of total savings results in 
a lower amount of total output. What our choice 
is in Buch a situation will depend crucially on the 
additional weights to be attached to savings as 
against output. 

At this stage we might ask: Why must we 
attach any additional weight to savings as such? 
After all, savings involve a certain sacrifice of pres- 
ent in favour of future consumption, and what 
reason is there for us to believe that it is always 
better to sacrifice present consumption for a cor- 
responding future amount?  Indeed there is no 
such compelling reason in general. What the debate 
on choice of technology did was to assume (often 
implicitly) a suboptimal rate of savings, some out- 
side constraint preventing the savings rate from 
rising  to the  optimal level.  As  a  consequence 
there was always reason to look kindly on any 
policy which ted to a higher proportion of savings. 

Why this suboptimality should arise is itself 
a complex question. In the case of private-enter- 
prise economy it can certainly be argued that the 
rate of savings may be considerably below optimal.» 

» See PIGOU (No. 88), RAMSIT (NO. «), BAUMöL 
(No. 4), DOB« (NO. 10), BE* (No.. 72 and 7«. MABGLIB 
(Not. 42 and 43), FELDBTMS (NO. 20) sad ©taeit. 

In particular, it has been argued that people might 
be willing to sign a contract forcing everyone to 
save a certain amount for the future, even when 
they may not do it individu illy under the market 
mechanism: a situation of this kind has lieen 
christened the "isolation paradox".4 

There seems to be considerable agreement ut 
a practical level regarding the need for raising 
the rate of saving in many under-developed coun- 
tries. Indeed one has only to look through the plan- 
ning documents of a variety of countries to see 
that one of the persistent themes is the need for a 
higher rate of saving and a higher rate of growth.* 
These documents  are  clearly  based on  certain 
assumptions, usually implicit, at>out the objectives 
to be achieved by the economy, in terms of which 
the existing rates of saving appear to be below 
optimal.   Sometimes   the   argument*   are   fairly 
sophisticated,* sometimes not. 

Whatever the reasons for the suboptimality 
of the savings rate, it seems to be clear that this is 
a persistent diagnosis for most under-developed 
economies. In the presence of such suboptimality 
it is not difficult to see why additional woight hau 
to be attached to the part of the additional income, 
that is saved and invested as against the part that 
is consumed. It is in this context that much of 
the controversy on the problem of choice of tech- 
nology in recent years become fully clear. 

Essentially the problem is that of choice of 
technology in a world of suboptimal saving». It 
can also be viewed as a problem in the theory of 
"second best*'.' Since mis*Uocatkm at the margin 
of choice between savings and consumption i» 
due to some specific constraint, this will be reflected 
in the choice of the degree of labour intensity 
implicit in the technological selection. The problem 
would have been totally different if the case hail 
been one of allocating an optimal of savings among 
techniques with varying degrees of labour ¡ntou- 

sity. 
V distinction should be made hi this context 

between 
(a)    a general equilibrium formulation where 

the amounts of savings, the degrees of 

« BEB (NO. 72). See »tao BACHOL (NO. *h ***"*» 
xNo. 42), HABBEBOEB (NO 26), UNO (NO. 40), I'HKI.PS 

(No. 57), and BE» (NO. 76). 

* See R. F. KAHM (NO. 31) for a review of toon- of 
the planning documents in thi» context. 

• Optimum »Tí««« »««lek save gwieraUy tendedtu 
yield extremely high rate« of «mi**, «r7'M***" ***"" 
of the usual rites observed anywhere is the world. **, 
»mong othen, TIBBBBOE* (Not. 7» and 80), <•<*»*"' 
(No. Î3). CHAXBAVABTI (NO. •), sud ta* (No. 75). 

' See LAMCASTBB sad LIMIT (No. 34). 
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labour intensity, and the pattern of 
investment are to be simultaneously 
selected; and 

(b) a partial equilibrium formulation where 
the technical choice is confined to find- 
ing an optimal labour intensity for a 
marginal project. 

In the former case the ii\ ptimality of the 
saving« rate should not he assumed although it 
may result from the allocational exercise. In the 
latter case an over-all suboptimality of savings 
may be taken as givf n, since the project in question 
is too small to affect the over-all inoptimality of 
savings. 

Some kind of an objective function may be 
given which depends on technical choice and the 
proportion of savings. In the absence of any con- 
straint on savings, our choices should lead to an 
optimal situation with the usual marginal equalities, 
if the exercise is of the former kind: in the absence 
of a specific constraint on the rate of savings, the 
rate of transformation between consumption at 
time t and the consumption at time (7+1) will 
equal the rate at which we are ready to substitute 
the one for the other." There will then be no need 
for a marginal preference in favour of future con- 
sumption, implying additional weight on the 
savings generated. Even in the general-equilibrium 
framework, if some outside constraint is imposed 
which prevents the rate of saving from rising above 
a certain level, a suhoptimality of savings can result. 
It will then be appropriate to attach additional 
weight to savings as against the part of the income 
immediately consumed. 

Such constraints can arise for a variety of 
reasons, including ¡«»liticai difficulties in taxation. 
The planners may want a higher rate of saving in 
terms of the objectives assumed by them, but fail 
to achieve this for fear of political reactions. Híiven 
this political constraint the suboptimality of the 
savings rate that may be generated will tend to 
influence the opt imal technical c hoicc in the direct ion 
of relatively more capital-intensive techniques, as 
implying a relatively higher rate of savings. 

This is precisely where a different school of 
thought may make itself heard, arguing that such 
political constraints do not in fact occur, that the 

8 This is on (lie assumption of smooth differenti- 
ability. When there is only a limititi IIUIIIIMT of brtMti- 
alternative», with resultant 'kink»" in the transformation 
»mlaees, the corrcspondiii« rule will take the form of i 
»et of inequalities. See DOUIMAN, SAMI'KI.SON and Hoi ow 
(No. 12, chap. 12). 

* Whether this nin^e of problems eau arise in a fully 
socialist economy is a matter for discussion. For some 
indicai ions that they do, see PA.IKSTKA (NO 55) ¡,nd 
MAKOMN (NO. 40). 
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total amount of income to be saved can be deter- 
mined by the planner in any way he likes, and that 
he can then see that this decision is executed through 
the machinery at his disposal, such as wages and in- 
comes iK>licy, taxation policy and monetary poli- 
cies. If this is true then the link snaps between the 
choice of techniques and the projwrtion of income 
saved. Then technical choice may be made with 
the main purpose of maximizing the amount of 
output,10 and the proportion of the output to be 
invested can be decided at a separate stage. 

In the context of such an assumption it will 
be right to argue that the amount of income gener- 
ated in a surplus-labour economy ought to be max- 
imized even at the expense of savings. This argument 
could spring from the assumption either that there 
is no suboptimality of savings or that the propor- 
tion of income that can be saved, even if constrain 
ed, is not dependent on the distribution of income. 
Various elaborations of these arguments can be 
found in economic literature. 

Having commented on what appear to be 
some of the major issues that divide the different 
schools of thought in the debate on technical choice, 
we may now proceed to discuss the controversy 
itself in some greater detail. We develop a general 
framework in the next section and then express 
the various criteria in terms of comparison and 
contrast. This general framework uses a very simple 
model with one homogeneous commodity, which 
nevertheless illustrates almost the entire contro- 
versy that has taken place in recent years on choice 
of techniques for an under-developed economy. 
At a later stage, in the context of a model on con- 
cave programming, we shall discard this assump- 
tion, and discuss the problem in a multi-commodity 
context. 

3.     A GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

Let there be a production function relating 
output (Q) to labour (L) and capital (K). 

Q = Q(L,K) (l) 

We assume this to be homogeneous of the first 
degree, i.e. with constant returns to a scale. Let 
the wage rate be given by w, the propensity to 
consume of wage earners by cx and the propensity 
to consume of profit earners by c,. The amount 
of the income that is saved is represented as 8, 
which is expressed by the following relationship: 

S     ¿M<(1 --c,) -{  {Q-Lw)(l-ct). (2) 

Hie implicit framework here is that oí a one- 
coniinodity model, but the corresponding conditions for u 
multi-commodity model are easy to obtain. 
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We assume that the supply of labour is unlimited.11 

The object of the exercise is to maximize a certain 
weighted sum of output and savings.12 It is to be 
remembered that savings S is a part of output Q, 
so that the weight attached to 8 is in the nature 
of a premium, i.e. it is an additional weight, over 
and above the weight that S receives as a part of 
Q. Let this premium on savings be given by A, 
which we have taken to be positive, since we have 
assumed the savings rate to be suboptimal.13 The 
object therefore, is to maximize the following 
welfare function 

V^Q + XS. (3) 

Given the amount of capital the problem of 
the choice of techniques is simply to find the right 
amount L, which will determine the appropriate 
degree of capital intensity (KjL). Due to the as- 
sumption of constant returns to scale, it does not 
matter how we choose K, for the discussion is all 
in terms of ratios per unit of capital. It is clear 
that the first order condition of maximization of 
the objective function is given by the following 
when K is given : 

dV 
dL = 0. (4) 

Given the equations (1), (2) and (3) it can be seen 
that the conditions of maximization given by 
equation (4) requires the following: 

^ [l+Xil-ctf^to^-c,). (6) 

As a condition on the marginal productivity 
of labour we can re-write relationship (5) as follows, 
defining that magnitude to which the marginal 
product of labour is to be equated as "the real cost 
of labour" (w*): 

ur dL 
J"i - ct) A 

1 + (1 - c.) A w. (6) 

Much of the controversy on the choice of 
technology for an under-developed economy with 

11 For a contrast of views on the empirical accept- 
ability of this assumption, see NURKíE (NO. 52), Lewis 
(NOB. 37, 38 and 39), ECKAUS (NO. 16), MEIXOR and 
STEVENS (NO. 49), ROSENSTEIN-IîODAN (NO. 66), LEIBEN- 
STKIN (No. 35), VINER (No. 81), HABERLER (NO. 24), 
OSIUMA (No. 53), FEI and RAWS (NO. 19), SCHULTZ (NOS. 
(18 and 69), JORHEN^N (Nps. 28 und 29), MARHLIN (NO. 
46), SEW (NOB. 73 and 76), and MEHRA (NO. 48). 

11 In a general equilibrium framework the weights 
should vary with the choice of techniques, and the ob- 
jective function should be "non-linear". However, in the 
case of a small project, the total savings and the con- 
sumption for the economy as a whole may not be much 
affected by the marginal choice. There the weights can 
be taken as given, much as the perfectly competitive firm 
lakes prices as given. 

11 The choke discussed here is for a marginal pro- 
ject. A wider exercise should take A as a variable. The 
optimality conditions, however, will remain the same for 
appropriate values of A. 

surplus labour can i>e seen to be variations on the 
theme represented by equation (6). With this 
general framework we can sort out tho different 
contributions in this controversial field. 

One clarifying remark should be made before 
we proceed further. The evaluation of alternative 
techniques depends crucially on the value of /, 
i.e. on the additional weight to be attached to 
investment as against consumption. The value of A 
in its turn depends on tho relative weights to be 
attached to consumption today as against that 
in the future. What we are really attempting, there- 
fore, is to provide a one-period model which tries 
to catch the essence of comparison of the relevant 
sets of time series of consumption representing 
alternative technological possibilities. 

That the problem of choice of techniques 
cannot be solved except in terms of making explicit 
value judgements about alternative sets of time 
series has been discussed by Sen14 who also argued 
that the different criteria proposed really boil 
down to doing this very thing in a highly implicit 
manner.15 

4.   CONTRIBUTIONS BY LEWIS, POLAK, BUCHANAN 

AND KAHN 

In his classic study of the theory of economic 
growth Lewis analysed the problem of choice of 
techniques for economies with surplus labour. Ho 

argued: 

"Special care is to be taken in those countries 
which have a large surplus of unskilled labour, 
for in such circumstances money wages will 
not reflect the real social cost of using labour. 
In these circumstances capital is not produc- 
tive if it is used to do what labour could do 
equally well; given the level of wages such in- 
vestments may be highly profitable to capi- 
talists, but they are unprofitable to the com- 
munity as a whole since they add to un- 
employment but not to output... It is then 
arguable that the real cost of using labour in 
cottage industry is zero, whereas factory 
production uses scarce capital and supervisory 

skills."14 

It is clear that some assumption exists under 
which the "real coat of using labour" will in fact 
be zero, as argued by Lewis. Equation (6) raises 

" SEN (No. 70). 
" Explicit attempts at making these comparisons can 

bo found in SEN (Nos. 70 and 71), ECKSTEIN (No. 17), 
BAOCHI (NO. 2), and others. This problem ha« been pene- 
tratingly studied by MAROMN (NO. 46), in an approach 
to be commented on later in this paper. 

'• LEWI» (NO. 38, pp. 140 and 386). 
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the question: what is it that Lewis is assuming 
which leads to this result? It should be one of two 
things: he is assuming either that c1=ct (both the 
classes  have  the same propensity  to  consume), 
or that /. - 0 (there need be no premium on savings). 
The first does not seem to be the assumption that 
Lewis is making; the second, however fits in very 
well with his presentation. While Lewis is concerned 
with inadequate rates of growth in under-developed 
countries, his analysis is not based on an explicit 
identification of "optimal" rates of saving. This 
is partly because he focuses attention on factors 
other than capital accumulation influencing the 
rate of growth. But it is also duo to the fact that 
ho does not discuss growth in terms of optimization, 
and so no concept of suboptimal growth (or sub- 
optimal savings) can emerge. Assuming, therefore, 
that no special weight is to be attached on savings 
as against consumption, i.e. x = 0, it would appear 
that Lewis' deduction that the real cost of labour 
is nil wou'.d follow from (6): 

0. (6-1) w* 

Polak17 had suggested, in a  pioneering dis- 
cussion of the balanee-of-payments problems of 
countries reconstructing after the war, that there 
was a special virtue in maximizing output per unit 
of capital. Buchanan made a similar suggestion: 

"If investment funds are limited, the wise 
policy,  in the   absence of special  consider- 
ations, would be to undertake first those in- 
vestments  having  a  high   value   of   annual 
product relative to the investment necessary 
to bring them into existence."18 

This has sometimes been referred to as the 
"rate   of   turn-over   criterion".   It   was   strongly 
criticized by A. E. Kahn19 because it assumed that 
capital  was the  only scarco factor.   He  argued 
that  the  social   opportunity cost   of  employing 
labour to produce the output has to be deducted 
from the figure of the value added. Thus what one 
should try to achieve is the maximization of out- 
put, taking into account all the relevant opportun- 
ity   costs.   This   criterion   has   sometimes   been 
known   as   the    "social   marginal   productivity 
criterion". 

Even in this context, however, it may be 
argued that the real cost of labour could be taken 
to be zero when dealing with a surplus labour econ- 
omy. In fact Kahn himself found the maxim of 
Polak and Buchanan to be "particularly desir- 
able" in such an economy.*0 

»' I'oi.AK (No. 59). 
i"  BUCHANAN (No. 5, p. 24). 
'• KAIIN (NO. 30). 
"> KAIIN (NO. 30, p. 51). 

This too can be seen to be a case of deriving 
a zero shadow price of labour by taking X equal 
to zero. There is indeed no discussion here about 
any sub-optimality of savings requiring an addi- 
tional weight to be put on savings as against con- 
sumption. In the absence of such suboptimahty 
it does indeed make sense to assume the real cost 
of labour to be nil. It would thus appear that the 
contributions of Lewis, Polak, Buchanan and Kahn 
concentrate on a situation where X is taken to be 
nil and savings are not assumed to be suboptimal. 

5.   CONTRIBUTIONS BY DOBB, (JALENSON AND 

LEIBKNSTBIN 

One of the most penetrating analyses of the 
problem of the choice of techniques for a planned 
economy in the context of surplus labour was 
provided by Maurice Dobb, whose An Essay on 
Economic Growth and Planning*1 must be regarded 
as a classic in the field of development planning. 
It is a little unfair to identify him only with a 
criterion he formally proposed, since much of the 
ground-clearing in this intricate branch of economics 
was also done by him.*2 

Dobb has emphasized the crucial link between 
choice of techniques on the one hand and the rates 
of saving and of growth on the other. His own 
emphasis is very much on the maximization of the 
rate of growth. It is clear that if this is our only 
objective the weight that is attached to savings 
as against consumption today is infinitely large, 
since it is the savings rate and not immediate 
consumption which affects the rate of growth.»8 

It can be verified that the more the relative 
weight to be attached to savings as against con- 
sumption the higher is the value of L As we move 
towards the extreme cases of trying to maximize 
only the rate of growth, A becomes "very large". 
And equation (6) reduces to the following formula: 

w" 
£i " «s. w. (6.2) 

In Dobb's calculation the real cost of labour 
was identified with the wage rate itself and this 
will indeed be the case, on his assumptions. Since 

" DOBB (NO. 15). 
« DOBB (NOB. 13, 14, and 15). 
«»In all these discussions the impact of consumption 

on productivity through Buch thing« as nutrition u being 
assumed away. DOBB himself touche» slightly on this 
question in the context of diBcussing the higher produc- 
tivity of labour in the advanced economies given the 
complementary equipment [DOBB. NO. 

1*>PP-j"-;*•; Bee 

also in this context GALENSON and PYATT (No. i¿)\. 
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it is assumed that workers consumo everything," 
io. d= 1, from equation (6) we get: 

w*=w. (6-3) 

The criterion put forward by Galenson and 
Leibenstein*5 has been the hub of much controver- 
sy. Although much misunderstood, it had a pheno- 
menal impact. It has a number of different aspects, 
including an important emphasis on the effect of 
increased income on the rate of growth of popula- 
tion, which was a somewhat special element in 
their criterion. For our present purpose, however, 
the Calenson-Leibenstein criterion is very similar 
to that of l)obb. The emphasis on maximizing the 
rate of growth makes it appropriate to consider equa- 
tion (6.2). Further, with the assumption of cx = 1, 
(6.3) gives the relevant labour cost. 

A formula used by Galenson and Leibenstein 

is: 

r = -2-^- (7) 

where 
p = output per machine, 
e = number of workers per machine, 
w = wage rate, and 
c = cost of machine.2* 

It is clear that maximization of r amounts to 
maximizing the rate of profit per unit of capital." 
If the choice of techniques is aimed at maximiz- 
ing r, then labour is to be valued at the market 
wage rate. This corresponds to (6.3). 

Galenson and Leibenstein, like Dobb, concen- 
trate on the case where cx=l, and c, = 0. The 
latter assumption is redundant for the specific 
allocational rule recommonded, i.e. even for (6.3). 
That c% = 0 is not a necessary assumption has not 
been widely recognized. Ranis argues that the 
'Galenson-LeibenBtein caBe is based on two rather 
extreme assumptions", one being the zero marginal 
propensity to consume out of profits is equal to 1." 
Hirschman and Sirkin, in their critique of the 
Galenson-Leibenstein criteria, recommend dis- 
carding the assumption that all profits are rein- 
vested,   since   it   is   "particularly   unrealistic"." 

« DOBB also assumed that c, = 0, i.e. all profits are 
saved. This assumption is optional for (6.3). 

" GALENSON and LEIBENSTEIN (NO. 21). 
»• Note, however, that capital here is identified with 

fixed capital only. This, under certain circumstances, may 
be very misleading because of the quantitative importance 
of working capital. On this see SEN (NO. 71, pp. 110-113). 

"Galenson and Leibenstein are much concerned 
with the case represented by (7) but they treated it really 
as an "illustration". While this case corresponds to the 
allocational rule given by (6.3), i.e. «*=«, they really 
¡limed at a more general case, as explained by ¿<EIBEN- 
*TKIN (NO. 36) and GALENSON and PTATT (NO. 22). 

28 FEI and RANIS (NO. 19, p. 300). 
*» HIRSCHMAN and SIRKIN (NO. 27, pp. 46»-470). 

This assumption is in fact redundant for the Galen- 
son-Leibenstein rule, since (6.3) follows from (6.2) 
whenever c1 = l, no matter whether c, is zero or 
positive, as long as it is less than unity. In fact 
the precise value of c2 makes no difference to the 
allocation rule for growth maximization, given cx = 
= 1. 

6.   CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHENEKY 

H. B. Chenery has made a number of penetrat- 
ing contributions to the discussion of choice of 
techniques. He has consistently emphasized, be- 
ginning with his earliest contribution to the sub- 
ject,30 the need for a programming frame-work, 
and has explicitly considered trade balance consid- 
erations and income distribution as parts Oí the 
welfare function. Since both these elements have 
been relatively neglected,31 Chenery's contribu- 
tions have been particularly apt. 

However, in the context of the specific debate 
on the degree of labour intensity to be choBen in 
a labour-surplus economy, Chonery identified the 
cost of labour as the "increase in consumption",3* 
which would make it identical with the criterion 
proposed by Dobb, Galenson and Leibenstein, 
i.e. corresponding to (6.3). It is not clear, however, 
whether this was what he really intended, viz. 
to put all emphasis on growth and none on immo 
diate consumption. As he explained: 

"The effect on national income, àY, can 
be approximated by applying a set of correc- 
tions to the businessmen's calculation of the 
annual rate of profit."3* 
There is a strong ambiguity here, since this 

way of measuring the national income amounts to 
attaching a weight of zero to immediate consump- 
tion and putting all the weight on investment, 
which is not the standard practice in national in- 
come calculations. This would make sense in the 
context of the extreme assumptions of growth 
maximization, where the price of immediate con- 
sumption in terms of saving is taken to be nil; 
but this does not seem to have been the intention 
of Chenery. Perhaps what he intended was to get a 
weighted sum of consumption and investment, and 
it may be surmized that he was moving towards 
the same type of problem as we have been oonoerned 
with in the determination of X. 

In his later explorations of the problem Che- 
nery33 has clarified the picture very substantially 

»• CHENEKY (NO. 7). 
11 See, however, POLAK (NO. 5»). 
« CHENERY (NO. 7, pp. 82-83). 
M CHENERY (NOS. 8, H, and 10). 
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by a series of discussions based on an explicit 
presentation of an objective function involving a 
variety of consideration», with a programming 
exercise leading to the choice of an optimum tech- 
nological pattern, along with an optimum invest- 
ment allocation in general. The emphasis is very 
much on the interdependence of the different sec- 
tors and on the possibility of using accounting 
prices. The ambiguity referred to above about the 
cost of labour does not occur in these later dis- 
cussions. 

7.     (ONTKIIUTIONS BY 1ÎATOK, FKI AND PvANIS 

Francis Bator argued in a provocative paper 
that there was no conflict between maximizing 
present output and maximizing the growth rate. 
Since the controversy at that stage was very much 
concentrated around this particular problem, this 
was a startling statement. However this result 
followed simply from his assumption that "the rate 
of saving is independent of the (as if) market 
imputed distribution of income"/14 

In terms of our model this would correspond 

to the assumption that c, <v35 lf tlie rate of 

savings is to be independent of the rate of dis- 
tribution of income there cannot be any difference 
in the effective propensity to consume of the two 
classes. This immediately yields the result «•* --= 0, 
as in (tt.l). (¡iven this assumption about savings 
the extra weight to be attached to them makes no 
difference whatever to our choice of techniques. A 
choice of techniques that maximized the immediate 
income wouid then also maximize the amount of 
savings, and therefore, irrespective of the weights 
to be attached to the two, the optimum policy 
should be to maximize immediate output. With a 
surplus labour economy this involves choosing a 
technique of production as labour intensive as 
possible, without sacrificing efficiency. 

In this eontext we might contrast the result 
of the "real cost of labour being nil as discussed 
by Polak, Buchanan, Lewis and Kahn,36 and by 
Bator.17 While the former group is not concerned 
with the suboptimalitv of savings as such, and 
therefore implicitly assumes X 0, Bator is con- 
cerned with it. He does not, however, have to 
link the problem of the generation of savings with 

34   HATOR (NO. 3, pp. H8- 99). 
31 Tili* does not necessarily happen automatically, 

an»! Hator assume* an efficient fiscal machinery which 
yield» such a result through deliberate policy. 

*•   l'Ol.AK  (No.  59),   Hi HI WAN   (No.   5),   LKWIS  (NO. 
:\H) and KAHN (NO. ¡Hi). 

"  HATOH (NO .<). 

A. K.SKN 

the choice of techniques because of his assumption 
of r,^ f2. Either assumption is stifficent to yield 
the result : w* — 0. 

The models of Foi and Ranis are by and large 
not optimality models. They are essentially con- 
cerned with what happens rather than what should 
happen. However, in their Development of Labour 
SvriAuts Economy• we find an assumed relation 
between income distribution and savings. While 
critical of the (»alenson and Leibenstein formula- 
tion, Ranis is also much concerned with growth. He 
is, however, relatively optimistic about the possi- 
bility of taxation bringing about a change in the 
savings rate from that determined by the market. 
This is not surprising because of Ranis' concern 
with possibilities of taxation in the financing of 
economic development, and his study of the rather 
successful Japanese case.*9 

However, we cannot attribute any specific 
criterion to Ranis and Fei since they do not state 
explicitly any optimality conditions from which an 
optimal choice of technique can be derived. Never- 
theless, their works provide some insight into the 
problem in question. 

8.    CONTRIBUTIONS BY ECKSTEIN 

In lft.T7 Eckstein40 put forward a synthesis of 
the different criteria proposed. His discussion can 
be translated into the framework ot equation (6). In 
effect his procedure amounts to obtaining a value 
of X by the explicit use of a discounting operation 
of future consumption possibilities. The discount 
rates are related to the utility functions of the 
individuals and their chances of survival over time. 

Eckstein defends the use of an individual's 
"pure time discount" in social choices by appealing 
to "consumers' sovereignty" -a somewhat dubious 
concept, since the consumers involved are not only 
those now living but also those yet to be born; 
and since even for the present generation of con- 
sumers their sov ereignty may not receive adequate 
expression in their individual time preferences 
because of the various types of interdei>endencies 
discussed by Baumöl, Sen, and Margini.41 

But apart from this question Eckstein did 
achieve a synthesis which sorted out many of the 
outstanding issues. If the cases discussed by Polak, 
Buchanan, A. K.  Kahn, Lewis and Bator4* cor- 

3« FKI and KANIS (NO. 19). 
a» HAMS (NO. U3). 
40 KOKSTKIN (No. 17). 
H HAI'MOI. (NO. 4), SEN (NOB. 72, 76) and MA*<H.IN 

(No. 42). 
" POLAK (NO. 59), HIICHANAN (No. 5), KAHN (NO. 

3D), 1.LW18 (No. 38) und HATOK (NO. 3). 
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respond to the allocational rulo (6.1) and those 
discussed by Dobb4* and by C.alenson and Leiben- 
stein44 correspond to (6.2) or (6.3), Eckstein45 

¡limed at the general formula (6). 

!».     ' ioNTRIBVTIONS   BY    MAROUN :    SAVINOS   AND 

TECHNICAL CHOICE AS VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 

Marglin's main contribution has been to pro- 
vide an integrated framework of analysis for prob- 
lems of optimum accumulation and those of 
technological choice. The usual variational studies 
of optimum accumulation have tended to ignore 
problems of technical choice, or have (alternatively) 
denied any special link between savings and tech- 
nical choice via the distribution of income.** In 
l!M»6 Marglin47 provided a framework for a success- 
ful integration of these two facets of investment 
allocation. We cannot do justice here to Marglin's 
many sided contributions, but we present below 
some comments on his main approach. 

Wo use the following symbols : C — total con- 
sumption, A' ••--•• total capital stock, Q -•=- total 
output, I — employment per unit of capital, q — 
output per unit of capital, and U — utility at a 
given point of time. U is assumed to be a function 
of (J of that poriod, i.e. U = U (C).° The function 
io be maximized is the aggregate of V over time.4» 
A stands for investment, i.e. K = d A/d<. The exer- 
cise consists in maximizing U, given the following 
relations between output, savings and consumption 
for the economy as a whole: 

Q--Kq(l) (8) 

S     k     K [q (I)    wl](l     ct) + /•' I v (1     c,)   (9) 

C = Kq(l)ct + Klw{cl-ct) (10) 

Alternative tools of variational analysis can 
be used in the exercise. Marglin poses the problem 
in terms of Pontryagin's "maximum principle"60 

41 DOBB (No». 13, 14, 18). 
" GALENSOS mid LKIBKNSTKIN (No. 21). 
45 ECKSTEIN (NO. 17). 
*• See RAMSEY (NO. «2). OOODWIN (NO. 23), SAMUEL- 

EN (No. 67), CHARRAVARTY (NO. fi) and SEN (NO. 76). 
47 MABUUM (No. 46). 
** This assumption of the independence of one 

period's utility from the value of consumption in other 
periods is not very satisfactory (tee HICKS, No. 26, pp. 
-T)« 288). This ta, however, not crucial in the problem 
•liacusaed here. 

** Since MARGLI» deal« with an infinite horison he 
follows RAMSEY, (No. »2) in assuming a utility function 
liounded from above. The maximisation of total utility 
is posed aa equivalent to the minimisation of the integral 
of the difference between "bliss" and total utility in each 
period. MAROUN takes V (0) as mini» infinity and 
Ihn i (O) = 0, with diminishing utility throughout as C 
uors to infinity. 

"n   1'oNTRYAOlN M «1. (No. «O). 

even though ho proves the optimalitv of his con- 
ditions independently. We first follow his poser 
and then relate it to the preceding discussion. 

Taking À' as the "phase variable" and I (re 
presenting the technological dioico) as the "control 
variable*', the following "Haunltonian" expression 
can be formulateli : 

(»») 

// = t/(C) ¡VA' 
U\Kq(l)rt -\ A/«•(*-!    c,)] 4 
4 WK\q(l)     <rl)(l     ct) fVilu X 
X(f!-r,). 

V is the utility price of capital investment and 
H the total value of output in terms of utility in 
a given period. When ii represents the control 
region the optimal timo sequence of technological 
choice will have to satisfy the following necessary 
condition given by Pontryagin's maximum prin- 
ciple for non-terminal points of time:51 

H{V, ff,*H8upJ/(V, K) 
(12) 

The other necessary condition given by Pon- 
tryagin concerns the value of V, which yields: 

V 
en 
dK (13) 

We may restrict I within the closed interval 

(1,1), where I is the value for which the marginal 
product of labour equals the wage rate, i.e. q' (¿) - 
= «>, and I is the value for which the wage bill 
just exhausts the total product, i.e. q{l) = lw. 
These two limits correspond respectively to the 
Dobb-Galenson-Leibenstein solution and the Lewis- 
Polak-Buchanan-Kahn solution.62 If I lies in the 
interior of the region Q, we should then require :6a 

nil 
81 

0. (14) 

(15) 

From (11) and (14) we obtain: 

V (C) _»(«»- et) - < (I) (1 - «) 
y    ~     ïMÎjëj-t «(c,- et) 

Since V is the price of investment in terms of 
utility and U' (C) is the value of consumption in 
the same terms, the left-hand side of equation (15) 

*l Theorem 1 in "PONTHYAIHN (No. 60, pp. 1»-21, 
1HW-1SH). 

»• The latter is not strictly correct, since they wish 
t,„ maximise q, i.e. choose <( (Í) = 0. Marglin assumes that 
ii i\\ is positive throughout so this solution is not possible 
in hi» rue. He therefore puts the limit whcrethewageb.il 
exhausts the output. On the contrast bet ween these two 
cases see SEN (No. 71, pp. 29-31). 

M MAROLIN shows that a set of assumptions of non- 
satiation and of continuity suffice to guarantee this 
(No. 48. pp. 40-41). 
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corresponda to the society's marginal rate of in- 
different substitution l>et\veen consumption and 
investment. Since /. is the extra weight to be at- 
tached t<< investment as against consumption we 
can write: 

H     /: 
_ y 
V'(C)- (16) 

From equations (15) and (16) we can obtain 
the following value of the real cost of labour, w*: 

w .* Y(/): 1   I  (J       '',)> 
W. 

This is precisely the same equation as that 
given by equation (6).M The relationship between 
the two ways of posing the problem is indeed a 
close one, and our earlier formulation can be seen 
to fit well into the picture of finding an optimum 
path of technical choice over time. There X is 
simply assumed to be given; here it is assigned its 
proper value derived from the variational exercise. 
The two exercises, therefore, fit well into each other. 

It is to be noted, however, that Marglin's 
definition of the "shadow price" of labour differs 
from our definition of w*. He defines it as that 
expression with which we should equate the mar- 
ginal product of labour, in terms of the true value 
of the output, including a greater weight on that 
part of it which will be reinvested (taking the 
whole of the marginal output as going to the enter- 
prise). Our real cost of labour was equated to the 
market value of the marginal product. Because of 
this definitional difference, Marglin's shadow price 
of labour can exceed the market wage w in some 
cases, whereas our w* is contained in the interval 
(0, v). Analytically, however, the two rules are 
exactly equivalent. Defining w** as Marglin's 
shadow price of labour we obtain his allocation 
rule as: 

,.** •V 
di, I      (1     <-2)/],  (c,     ct)kw.     (17) 

It is clear that (<i) and (17) are exactly equi- 
valent rules. Which particular definition we use 
is entirely a matter of convenience. 

The main contribution of Margini lies in the 
explicit link up of / in the one-period model with 
optimization over time involving variational meth- 
ods. It differs from the usual optimum accumul- 
ation models in having an explicit constraint on 
savings, based on the distributional assumptions; 
ami from the usual discussions on choice of techni- 
ques in doing an optimum accumulation exercise 
over time with variational methods, using an 
explicit utility function. 

•• Note that q'(I) J  , because of the assunipt 

<>f mimt ant returns to scale. 
ion 

10.    PROGRAMMING AND THE SHADOW PRICE OF 

LABOUR 

The whole question of choice of techniques is 
seen to turn on the relative weights to be attached 
to investment and consumption, i.e. on X, and this 
depends on the extent of suboptimality (if any) of 
the savings rate, which in its turn depends on 
our utility function. We have examined how "the 
difference between the schools of thought regarding 
the valuation of labour really boils down to a 
difference in objectives".55 The real cost of labour 
w* given by equation (6) has varied from the one 
extreme of 0, as given by (6.1), to the other extreme 
of w, as given by (6.3), depending on the weights 
to be attached to consumption and savings in the 
objective function (3). 

An alternative way of defining the cost of 
labour is to identify it as the shadow price of labour 
in the sense of programming. This is obtainable by 
formulating the problem of resource allocation in the 
economy, including that of choice of techniques, as 
an exercise in programming. The objective function 
V is some concave function of the process selection 
vector p representing the intensity of each activity. 
The "slack" (or excess supply) of each resource j 
is taken to be a concave function of p, viz. f} (p), 
given the total supply of resource ;. With m types 
of resources the set of /¿ (p) can be represented by 
f (P>- 

With each choice of process intensities p, some 
purchasing power is created, depending on the level 
of employment, wages etc. and given the demand 
functions we can trace the minimum amounts of 
consumer goods that must be produced to meet 
these demands. Let E (p) represent the "excess 
production vector", standing for the difference 
between the actual production and these minimum 
output requirements. 

The choice variables consist of the elements 
of the vector p, which includes technological choice. 
The problem is: 

Maximize V    l'(p) (IS) 
subject to P - o, (19) 

Fb)*o, (20) 
and E (p) 2> 0. (21) 

If V (p), E (p) and F (p) are linear, this will 
be a problem of linear programming. Further, with 
the framework of linear activity analysis, we can 
got an output vector q linearly related to the 
activity vector p, and can then make V some 
function of q. We take, for this analysis, a very 
general interpretation, and assume no more than 
that I' (p), E (p) and F (p) are all concave, but not 

" SEN (NO. 71, Chap. V, p. 62). 
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necessarily strictly concave. This makes the prob- 
lem one of concave programming, covering also 
the special case of linear programming. 

Let p* be an optimal solution to the problem, 
and let r* and s* be the optimal dual variables 
related respectively to the resource constraints and 
the demand constraints. They have the usual 
saddle-point properties.56 In the case of linear 
programming, r* is interpretable simply as the set 
of shadow prices of the respective resources. Even 
in the more general case of concave programming, 
the dual variables specify the limits of marginal 
returns to the respective resources. 

It can be demonstrated that the inner product 
of E (p) cum F (p), and «* cum r*, must be zero 
in the optimal solution.67 

[«*,fl(p*)] + rr*,J,(p*)] = 0. (22) 

Every rjt sit f} and Ef must be non-negative, so 
that a strictly positive ff must imply a zero rf *. 
However, a strictly positive f¡ implies that there 
is somo excess ("slack") of resource j. Thus, either 
a resource has no slack, or its dual variable (cor- 
responding to the shadow price) is nil. 

There is nothing startling in this result, which 
is a standard one in concave programming. But it 
might seem as though it contradicts our analysis 
of the real cost of labour. It appears that, irrespec- 
tive of the objectives, either there is full employ- 
ment of labour, or its shadow price must be nil. 
Since we are concerned with a surplus labour 
economy it looks as if labour must be taken to be 
costless, no matter what objective function we 
choose. This seems to contradict what we have said 
earlier. 

There is, however, no real contradiction. If 
there is surplus labour even under optimal alloca- 
tion, the marginal return to an additional unit of 
labour must be zero. In this sense the shadow 
price of labour has to be nil. This does not mean 
that the marginal product of labour is nil in the 
sense (a) that no more output can be physically 
produced by using more labour, or (b) that it is 
zero in terms of its market value. We may be 
able to produce more of V, given the resource 
requirement constraints, but not the demand con- 
straints. In this problem, where the constraints (21 ) 
are ignored, the marginal return to a unit of re- 
source j may not be zero, even when r^* as pre- 
viously defined is nil. Second, V (p) involves some 
valuation of the output, but it may not coincide 
with the market valuation of it. If we take q to 
be the output vector associated with the techno- 

" See KARLIN (NO. 32, theorem 7.1.1). 
" See the proof of the Kuhn-Turkcr theorem in 

KAKUN (NO. SS, pp. 200-108). 

logical choice vector p, and y to be the vector of 
market prices, it is entirely possible that the inner 
product of q and y may respond positively to an 
additional unit of resource j, even though V (p) 
dois not respond to it. 

11.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have concentrated in this critical survey on 
the broad currents of controversy. There are 
numerous other themes within these general trends 
of thought which we have not lusen able to present 
fully. 

Our basic framework was developed in terms 
of some very general assumptions. By making more 
specific assumptions we have tried to present the 
different criteria as special cases within that general 
framework. Thus our emphasis has been on the 
common analytical structure in these various 
theories. Differences in recommended policies have 
been systematically traced to the differences in 
empirical or value assumptions, so that a common 
core of analysis has emerged. 

This study of analytical unity in the diversity 
of policy recommendations is aimed mainly at 
clarifying the issues in dispute. Issues not very 
prominent in the controversy, including problems 
of "efficiency" (see section 1), have not received 
as much attention as they could perhaps have 
had. Our main focus has been on things contro- 
versial. Since this is a bias, even if justifiable, I 
would like to draw the attention of the reader to 
this fact before I end. 
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THIS  ESSAY  DEALS with an  important theore- 
tical problem encountered in the study of economic 
growth in developing countries: the problem of 
criteria in regard to investment in those countries 
and, in particular, in regard to choosing the optimal 
degreo of mechanization of production in a given 
situation.1 Since the institutional conditions are by 
no means a matter of indifference even in dealing 
with such a limited and (in a way) purely quan- 
titative problem, we have to begin by assuming 
a certain system of relations of production, i.e. a 
certain syBtem of social production. Indeed, "pure- 
ly  quantitative"   analysis,  isolated   from   social 
realities, is either non-existent or is reduced to 
algebraical  exercises   deprived   of  any  practical 
meaning. For these reasons we shall distinguish 
between an economy with comprehensive plan- 
ning, having no major disparities in the social 
distribution of national income (in other words, 
where a fair degree of egalitarianism exists) and a 
mixed economy, where a large private sector and 
a dynamic public sector coexist and where there 
are large differences in social distribution of na- 
tional income. 

The need to draw this distinction results from 
the fact that the problem of financing economic 
growth is entirely different in each type of eco- 
nomy; consequently the basic contradiction to be 
resolved is completely different in each case as are 
the criteria in regard to investment. In particular, 
the problem of the optimal level of mechanization— 
which is the subject of this paper—becomes vital 

» The literature used for this essay include» writings 
by Polish economisti, especially Michal KALECKI'S Zarys 
teorii wzrortu gotpodarki toçialiêtycznei (An Outline of the 
Theory of Growth in a Socialist Economy), 2nd ed., 
Warsaw, 1967, Ch. 10, and two article» by Professor 
Kalecki: "Zagadnienia finansowania rozwoju gospodar- 
czego w malo rozwinietych krajach kapitalistycxnycir 
(Problems of Financing Economic Growth in Developing 
Capitalist Countries), in a collection of essays by M. 
KALECXI and I. SACHS Z zagadnit* finantovania rozwoju 
krajów o "gotpodarce mieszanej" (Problems of Financing 
Growth in "Miied Economies"). PWN, Warsaw, 1967, 
and "Rótnice w wezlowycb problemach gospodarczych 
miedzy wysoko rozwinieta. i zacofana. gospodark% kapi- 
talistyczni (Differences in Key Economic Problems be- 
tween Advanced and Underdeveloped Capitalist Econo- 
mies in Ekonomista (Warsaw), 5, 1986. The author is 
very grateful to Dr. Ignacy Sachs, Director, Institute of 
Research on Developing Countries, Central School of 
Planning and Statistics in Warsaw, for his helpful sug- 
gestions and penetrating criticisms. Any views expressed 
in this paper are, of course, solely the responsibility of the 
author. 

only in an economy with comprehensive planning. 
That is why our analysis is directly applicable to 
this type of economy, in particular to Hocialist 
economies. At the same time, however, wo shall 
formulate some conclusions applicable to a mixed 
economy. 

Our analysis begins with a description of the 
model of growth of national income under constant 
capital-output ratio. Against this background the 
controversy between consumption in the short run 
and in the long run is sharply revealed, and empha- 
sis is laid on the fact that it cannot be alleviated by 
the  structure   of  investment  by   branches  (sec- 
tion 1). The analysis abandons the assumption that 
capital output ratio remains constant, in view of 
technical progress and of the available gamut of 
techniques (section 2). The possibility of choosing 
the level of capital-output ratio in the presence of 
surplus labour leads to the dilemma of maximiza- 
tion of national income versus maximization of 
economic surplus ; in this context there is a lengthy 
critique of the solution postulating maximization 
of economic surplus (section 3). The author goes on 
to describe a solution postulating a reduction of 
capital-output ratio for the purpose of utilizing the 
existing labour resources (section 4). Conflict be- 
tween the present and future levels of consumption 
can determine the degree of mechanization and the 
rate of income growth only within the limits set by 
various physical constraints, especially the foreign 
trade barrier (section 5). A decision determining the 
level of capital-output ratio is made after taking 
into account all the enumerated factors; the mar- 
ginal recoupment period is thus fixed, to serve as 
an instrument in choosing between comparable 
investment projects (section 6). Some conclusions 
regarding a mixed economy arc added in the final 
section. 

1.   MODEL OF UHOWTH WITH CONSTANT CAPITAL- 

OUTPUT RATIO 

(a)    Redundant labour and the yrthlem of «killed 
labour 

We concentrate our study on developing coun- 
tries whore surplus labour exists. This mean» that 
the apparatus of production, even if fully used, 
cannot employ all those who can work and aro 
looking for work. 
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A .surplus of labour in these countries may be 
(and often is) coupled with acute shortage of skilled 
labour, particularly in some specialized fields. Sup- 
pose that, to fill this gap, special allocations for 
investment and current expenses are ear-marked 
in economic development   plans or, alternatively, 
assistance  of foreign  experts  and  instructors   is 
envisaged. But first of all we assume that, whatever 
the degree of mechanization we final I v choose, the 
demand for skilled labour will hardly )>e affected, 
indeed a high degree of mechanization mav render 
it possible to employ unskilled labour; but, on the 
other hand, it will also call for a number of very 
highly skilled workers. All things taken together, a 
high degree of mechanization may require the same 
amount of »killed labour as a low degree of mech- 
anization.  This is the assumption we shall stick 
to in our further considerations, leaving aside the 
special problem of .skilled labour. 

(I>)     Model nf groirth 

lu economies with comprehensive planning 
based by definition on full employment, the exist- 
ence of surplus labour is obviously a remnant of 
earlier forms of social production or of a colonial 
past. It can hardly be removed overnight if its 
proportion is large in comparison with that of 
employed labour. In any case, it is essential under 
(he circumstances to proceed to a rapid develop- 
ment of the apparatus of production, i.e. to increase 
<nnsiderably rhe number of working places. Thus 
the problem of investment comes to the front. 

We shall use the Kalecki model2 to investigate 
the relationships that occur in Ibis cane. Let Y 
denote gross national incorno (including depreci- 
ation) eqii,.l to the value of final goods (and ma- 
terial servies in trade, communications etc., but 
excluding non-materia sc, vices in administration 
«lucidum, culture, an I housirg) in the year /. Y is 
divided ...to two parts: one, /, destined for pro- 
«I'letive investment and the other, C, for consump- 
""" "' "<«' ••road sense, including individual con- 
sumption, colled ¡ve consumption (i.e. consumption 

"f non-investment materials) by the nonproductive 
«•«•tor. and non-productive investment not covered 
by  /.•' 

Let A )' stand for ¡m-rcmciii of national income 
"' !•"• ."'••"• ' • I- '•-. the difference Mween the 
national  incomes in   the years / :   1   ;,,id  /.  This 

«H-j.M*tp:Hej (An Uuiliii,. of ih, Thron  of lir.wth iii • 
Socialist Krniioinv), op.cil., eh. ¿. '" ,n '' 

» To simplify th.- analysis „.. al.stracl from ,|,an«es 

increment is mainly the effect of investment in the 
year /, assuming that the gestation period is one 
year and that all the investment projects started 
in the year t are set in operation at the l>eginning 
of the year / f 1. The increment of national income 
in the year t -f 1 obtained as a result of new pro- 
ductive capacities resulting from/, is equal to (1/m) / 
where m denoten the marginal capital-output ratio, 
i.e. investment per unit increment of nationai 
income. 

The increment of national income in the year 
t+l is also related to obsolescence and wear and 
tear of productive capacities. Let the ratio of 
decrease (as a percentage) of the national income 
on this account be a; the resulting loss of income 
in the year t + 1 will be equal to a Y. This, of course, 
detracts from the increment of national income 
obtained on account of investment. 

Finally, we know from experience that a cer- 
tain increment of national income occurs without 
investment, being due merely to better use of 
productive capacities (improved organization of 
production, reduced spoilage, better training, more 
shifts per working day etc.). If this improved use 
of productive capacities continues, and if the cor- 
responding improvement ratio (as a percentage) is 
w, then the increment of national income on this 
account in the year f + 1 will be uY. 

Thus net increment of gross national income 
in the year t -f 1 will total 

AK - I /-.«l'.j „}'. 

Dividing both sides by Y, we obtain 

r 
Y 

and 

1 
m 

-«+w 

where r represent. (as a percentage) the relation 
Al />, i.e. the rate of growth of national income 
m the year / f 1 as compared with the year t, and 
* represents (as a percentage) the relation l\Y, 
i.e. the share of gross produotire investment in 
gross national income, or the investment rate in 
the year t. 

The formula takes into account factors deter- 
mining the rate of growth of national income in 
a socialist economy, but is not directly applicable 
to a capitalist economy. Indeed, in a capitalist 
economy, n will fluctuate a great deal in corres- 
pondence with the phase of the business cycle and 
more specifically, with market demand; in some' 
eases it may even become a negative value. Con- 
versely, in a socialist economy under normal con- 
ditions M w a constant and positive value 

i 
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Let us further assume that the ratio a, deter- 
mined by the life-span of investment projects, is 
constant. Finally, let us make the assumption, 
without explaining it for the time being, that 
capital-output ratio m is uniquely determined and 
does not depend on the planner. With constant M, 

a and m, the rate of income growth, r, will be 
related only to the investment rate ». 

These, of course, are not all the factors that 
come into play. Productive capacities, old and 
newly-completed alike, require labour, which is the 
force directly producing national income. Conse- 
quently, from this point of view, national income 
is related to the number of employees and their 
productivity (in the broad sense, including the 
effects of economic use of the objects of work and 
the effects of foreign trade) measured in gross 
value-added per employee. Let ß denote the annual 
rate of employment increase (as a percentage) and 
« the annual rate of increase in productivity (also 
as a percentage), then the annual rate of growth of 
national income—with permissible approxima- 
tion—will be equal to the sum of the two rates, i.e. 

r — a + ß. 

(c)    Acceleration of growth and the conflict between 
current and future consumption 

Let us assume for the moment that the level 
of productivity remains constant. Then a = 0 and 

r=ß. 

Thus the rate of growth of national income 
is equal to the rate of employment increase. 

Suppose that ß also denotes the rate of labour 
increase and that, at the moment when our analysis 
begins, some surplus labour exists. The relation 
between employed and unemployed labour will thus 
remain constant and surplus labour will also grow 
at the rate ß. 

In such an event it is both possible and neces- 
sary to raise the rate of growth of national income 
so as to find work for surplus labour and attain full 
employment within a longer or shorter interval of 
time. 

Figure I presents the rate of income growth r 
as a linear function of the investment rate ». The 
gradient of the straight line AB is 1/m. It crosses 
the axis of ordinales at point A at a distance equal 
to (u — a) from the origin; it is assumed that 
(u — o) < 0. The co-ordinates of point B depict the 
initial rate of growth r9 = ß=fiD and the initial 
rate of investment t'e = OD. If the rate of growth is 
to climb to r — ß' = CE, then the rate of investment 
must be raised to reach t = 0E. 

V 
b'iijuic I 

But in the case we are now investigating, the 
investment rate cannot be raised without a reduc- 
tion of real wages assuming, as we do, that real 
wages are the only form of individual consump- 
tion. Indeed, with national income and employment 
growing at the rate ß, investment must grow at a 
rate higher than ß if its share in national income 
(t) is to increase. Correspondingly, the other part of 
national income, i.e. consumption, must grow at a 
rate lower than ß, since its share in national income 
(1 — i) must diminish ; and if employment increases 
at the rate ß and consumption at a rate lower than 
ß, then consumption per employee, i.e. real wages, 
will have to fall. The greater the increase in the 
investment rate, caused by the postulated acceler- 
ation of growth of national income and employ- 
ment, the greater the fall in real wages. 

Once the new, higher rate of growth r = ß' is 
attained, real wages will stop falling and consump- 
tion will begin to increase at the rate /?' higher than 
ß. This wili continue as long as labour reserves are 
available. Anticipating the moment when full em- 
ployment is achieved, the planner reduces the in- 
vestment rate to the initial *'o = 0D; consequently, 
while national income and employment are increas- 
ing at the rate ß', investment is growing at a rate 
lower, and consumption at a rate higher, than ß'. As 
a result, consumption per employee, i.e. real wages, 
will rise to reach the initial level. The final rate of 
growth of national income and employment is ß, 
equal to the initial rate. 

Let the variant of growth without acceleration 
be named the hypothetical variant and the variant 
envisaging acceleration, the actual variant. By 
comparing the two variants it is easy to see that 
acceleration of growth entails sacrifices in current 
consumption. Indeed, at the beginning of the 
process, total consumption, and especially con- 
sumption per employee, is lower in the actual than 
in the hypothetical variant. In the long run, how- 
ever, the situation is reversed. At a certain moment 
total consumption, which in the actual variant 
increases at the rate ß' higher than ß, will exceed 
the level of consumption that would be reached at 
the same moment in the hypothetical variant. Once 
the reserves of surplus labour are exhausted, the 
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initial level of real wages will be regained;4 con- 
sumption (both total and per capita) will then be 
higher in the actual than in the hypothetical 
variant by as many times as the actual employment 
exceeds the hypothetical employment. In other 
words, the actual consumption will exceed the 
hypothetical by as much as total labour resources 
exceeded employment at the initial moment. 

Thus the liquidation of underemployment is 
always advantageous in the long run. This explains 
why it is regarded as an inalienable feature of 
socialist economy, its direct objective being to 
satisfy the needs of the population to the fullest 
extent. But there is another side to the picture : the 
way leading to the liquidation of unemployment will 
adversely affect consumption in the short run. 

This conflict between the levels of current and 
of future consumption represents the basic con- 
tradiction in a socialist economy. It can be settled 
by finding a compromise between short-term and 
long-term consumption, but this would entail de- 
cisions of a political nature beyond the realm of 
strictly economic considerations. 

Becausoof the assumptions we have made we are 
faced with the conflict between short-term and 
long-term consumption in all its gravity. In par- 
ticular, I have in mind the assumption that pro- 
ductivity remains constant, owing to which an 
mercase in the share of investment in national 
income involves drastic sacrifices in the short run 
and, mdeed, throughout the period of accelerated 
growth, in the form of a decrease in real wages. But 
oven if this assumption is relaxed the conflict 
though much milder, will continue to exist. In our 
further consideration we shall come back several 
times to this contradiction. 

(d)     Investment structure independent of the 
relationship between factors of production 

VVe shall now examine the assumption regard- 
ing the marginal capital-output ratio m. Its value 
.8 related on the one hand to the values of capital- 
output ratios in various branches of production and 
on the other to the structure of investment by 
branches. Assuming for the moment that capital- 

ai oui.  Indeed, the share of investment i will then in 

„I, 'v     •        - * Vn ''""»»»I», since production ner 0111 
a, ve,:r Tï!rl!°m,Md? co,,8tan*- "»^""   such 
v .. ' iiotftl and ?er mPiia consumption in the actii» 
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output ratios in various branches  are uniquely 
determined, let us see whether the value of m can 
be altered through a change in the structure of 
mvestment. Our aim is, of course, to diminish the 
capital-output ratio, so as to achieve acceleration 
of growth while sacrificing much less (or perhaps 
nothing at all) of current consumption. This ex- 
plains why some economists engaged in the problem 
have time and again insisted on giving priority to 
the development of those branches in which the 
capital-output  ratio  is relatively low.   In  other 
words, they have postulated that the structure of 
production must be shaped in accordance with the 
existing relation between investment (capital) and 
labo u\ 

It is not hard to prove that their reasoning is 
completely fallacious. If there is no substitution of 
goods and if no investment is made on account of 
foreign trade alone, the structure of national in- 
come is connected not with the relation between 
investment and labour but only with the structure 
of needs  that  national income  is  expected  to 
satisfy. For example, if food production is more 
capital-absorbing than, say, clothes production, we 
still cannot insist that the production of clothes be 
developed at the expense of food production  Not 
even the greatest quantity of clothes can sub- 
stitute for food. The problem becomes all the more 
obvious when we compare the extractive and the 
manufacturing phases of production. The produc- 
tion of raw materials, of course, requires a much 
higher capital-output ratio than the manufacture 
of industrial goods. But the two phases are tech- 
nologically so interrelated that any development 
of the manufacturing industries is absolutely in- 
conceivable without a corresponding raw-material 
basis. Note that the postulate giving priority to 
less capital-absorbing agriculture rather than to 
more capital-absorbing industry is  based  on  a 
misunderstanding. Available statistics show that 
when the easiest-to-reach reserves are spent,  a 
further increase in agricultural production becomes 
not less but very much more capital-absorbing. 

The structure of the national income and the 
resulting structure of investment must thus be 
determined independently of relative scarcity of 
the factors of production. This is done simply bv 
assuming a certain structure of consumption re- 
garded as desirable for a certain period; it may be 
derived from surveys of family budgets in hiirh- 
mcome brackets, from patterns of consumption in 
more advanced countries, or from the planner's 
attitudes and preferences. The structure of future 
consumption thus obtained will determine the out- 
put of consumer goods; this being the point of 
departure, requirements referring to earlier phases 
of production, including investment, can be fixed 
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by meanB of a system of technical coefficients. As 
a result we attain the planned target» of output 
of consumer goods (including necessary supplies of 
iaw materials) on the one hand and of output of 
capital goods (also including necessary supplies of 
raw materials) on the other. Finally, the relation- 
ship between the two spheres of production is 
established by forecasting the future distribution 
of national income. Thus there emerges a picture 
of the production structure to which the distribu- 
tion of investment is subordinated in a double 
sense : for investment is distributed not only among 
the spheres of production of consumer goods and of 
capital goods, but also among industries engaged 
in manufacturing final goods and those in the earlier 
phases of production.5 

Although this paper is not concerned with 
investment structure by branches, perhaps a short 
comment will not be out of place here. I wish to 
emphasize that in the case of a developing country 
this structure must envisage an important and 
growing place for industry. We have seen that 
accelerated  economic  growth  requires   a higher 
investment rate, i.e. a greater share of investment 
in national income. But investment goods—steel, 
machinery   and   equipment,   building   materials 
etc.—can be supplied only by industry. Conse- 
quently the structure of investment in the countries 
concerned  must provide for  a development  of 
industry, the machine-biülding industry particu- 
larly, more rapid than that of other branches of 
production.  Furthermore, the  structure of con- 
sumption, especially when national income is low, 
tends to change in favour of increasing the volume 
of industrial goods in total consumption; this is 
another reason why industry must be given an 
increasingly important place in the structure of 
investment. Finally—though this is somewhat out 
of context in the present study—priority for in- 
dustrial investment in the over-all volume of in- 
vestment and for industry in over-all  material 
production is necessary to bring about the desired 
changes in the structure of foreign trade, i.e. to 
increase  substantially  the volume  of   industrial 
exports at the expense of agricultural exports. 

All this calls for certain changes in the struc- 
ture of production and investment with a view to 
the industrialization of the country; in faot, any 
plan of development in developing countries is 
really a plan of industrialization. Let it be noted 
once again that all these changes are not in any 
way related to the existing capital-output ratio and 
can (though not necessarily do) run counter to it. 

• See M. KALECXI, "An Outline of a Method of 
Constructing a Perspective Plan", in E$iay$ on Planning 
and Economie Development, Vol. 1, PWN, Warsaw, 1968. 

(e)    Substitution and foreign trade in relation to 
investment structure 

The reasoning outlined above will be somewhat 
modifed  because  of  substitution  of  goods  and 
because of foreign trade. If one has to choose 
between two substitutional goods it is advisable to 
develop the production of that which, taking into 
account its effect, has the lower capital-output 
ratio. Similar comparisons can be made between 
investment projects related only to foreign trade, 
i.e. favouring exports or replacing imports, taking 
into acoount the expected gains in foreign currency 
through exports or the savings in foreign currency 
through imports, and choosing the ones with the 
relatively lowest capital-output ratio. (It is im- 
portant, however, to be guided not only by the 
current situation but also by long-term trends in 
the relationship between domestic costs and world 
prices.) Although these factors modify our earlier 
conclusions  regarding the  shape  of  investment 
structure as dependent on the structure of con- 
sumption, their role should not be over-estimated. 

Substitution of goods is an exception rather 
than the rule, and investment purely to stimulate 
exports or to discourage imports represents but a 
small portion of the total volume. True enough, 
this portion will be far larger in a small or medium- 
sized country than in a large one, which of course 
does not have to rely so much on world markets. 
But note that we are concerned here with invest- 
ment related solely (or mainly) to foreign trade; 
its part in total investment will thus be smaller 
than the respective part of foreign trade in current 
production.   Substitution  of  goods  and  foreign 
trade phenomena having been taken into account, 
the structure of the bulk of investment must be 
determined independently.  Consequently,  basing 
ourselves on the capital-output ratios in different 
branches of production, we arrive at a uniquely 
determined capital-output ratio per unit increment 
of national income with a given structure. This 
capital-output ratio may serve as a tool of economic 
policy only in regard to investment related to 
industries producing substitute goods or to foreign 
trade alone. This is where we can apply the theses 
to be formulated later in this paper regarding choice 
of techniques. Indeed, if there are two substitutes 
and each requires a uniquely determined technique, 
then the two techniques can be regarded as alter- 
natives in relation to the expected effect. Similarly, 
exports can be regarded as a mechanism to produce 
either imports or foreign currency for purchasing 
the needed items abroad. Hence, uniquely deter- 
mined techniques of producing different goods for 
export are alternatives in relation to a unit of 
foreign currenoy. 
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We shall asm«mu further on that the structure 
of investment is given and constant, and that any 
possible change in it lias no impact upon the value 
of  ut    which   consequently  docs   not depend  on 
structural changes. The assumption hold« good also 
in regard to changes in the distribution of invest- 
ment   between   integrated   production  of   capital 
goods (sector I) and integrated production of con- 
sumer goods (sector 2),  such  changes, of course, 
do occur, since the investment rate can be altered. 
In other words, we simplify by assuming that the 
capital output   ratio in  integrated  production  of 
caiutal goods is the same as in integrated produc- 
tion of consumer goods. Since in either case it is 
integrated production    i.e. not only the final phase 
but also all the earlier phases of production, from 
top to bottom, including production of the semi- 
finished goods, energv. raw materials etc. needed 
for the  final  product     the  assumption  may  not 
necessarily be wrong. 

_'.     CoMI'ETlNl! I'KODl ITION TECHNIQI'ES AND 

TECHNICAL MIOGRKSS 

(a)    Production curves 

To assume the existence of a single technique 
for producing any goods (material services) is 
inconsistent with daily experience and economic 
practice. Efficient techniques, i.e. techniques that 
prove competitive in the two-dimensional world of 
investment (capital) and labour, exist in many 
(though not all) branches. While requiring more 
investment per unit of output, these techniques 
also require less labour per unit of output; that is, 
they ensure higher productivity. In other words, 
such techniques are more capital-absorbing but also 
more productive. They will survive after the elimi- 
nation of inefficient techniques: those that are 
more capital-absorbing without being more pro- 
ductive. 

Thus a non-mechanized (or a less-mechanized) 
technique can stand comparison with a more- 
mechanized technique only if it "costs" less invest- 
ment. This condition is not always fulfilled, as was 
demonstrated in the oft-quoted example of the 
spinning wheel that proved more capital-absorbing 
than the mechanized spinning mill.8 But a loom 
on a lower level of mechanization (or automation) 
is less capital-absorbing than a loom on a higher 
level. A similar phenomenon normally occurs with 
clothes, food, and timber production, and in many 

» Sec  ih.   HKTìI;I.IU.IM.   Studies  in  the   Theory   oj 
I'liiiiiiimj, Bombay, 1959. 
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eases also with heavy industries, including engineer- 
ing and mining. Kven when the basic technological 
processes are uniquely determined and any less 
mechanized variant is hardly conceivable, labour- 
absorbing methods can still be successfully used in 
intra-factory transport ami in every other auxiliary 
process. Finally, agriculture, construction of any 
type (including housing, road building, irrigation 
and land improvement), and transportation are 
typical fields where competition of efficient tech 
niques on different levels of mechanization is the 
rule. 

It is dangerous to disregard the fact that 
competing (efficient) techniques exist in many 
branches of production. It is also dangerous to 
exaggerate this fact by assuming that innumerable 
or very numerous efficient techniques exist in 
every branch of production, so that they can l)e 
depicted as continuous functions. Statements to 
this effect are sometimes accompanied by an un- 
substantiated promulgation of the so-called law of 
diminishing returns. In actual fact, the inter- 
relation between efficient techniques can be ex- 
plained by putting them in a certain order.7 

Some branches of production have uniquely - 
determined technologies preventing any choice of 
capital-output ratio (usually that is not the case 
with auxiliary processes). In many other fields there 
are several efficient techniques and so it is possible 
and necessary to choose the capital-output ratio. 
But a unit of income increment comprises many 
branches of production, and if each branch averages 
only two efficient techniques we can, by combining 
them, obtain a relatively large number of aggre- 
gated production techniques, i.e. methods of pro- 
ducing a unit of national income with a given 
structure.8 

Taken together, they constitute a gamut of 
techniques which, placed in the proper order, may 
be plotted diagrammatically to form the production 
curve. Each point on the curve represents a unit 
of national income increment with a given struc- 
ture. The co-ordinates of each point represent 
capital-output ratio (abscissae) and productivity 
(ordinate»). Production curve KL in figure II de- 
picts productivity 7c as a function of capital- 
output ratio m, growing at a diminishing rate. The 
fact that the curve rises at a diminishing rate can 
be explained, as I have pointed out before, by the 

' See 0. LAMIE, "Quantitative Relations in Produc- 
tion", in Problem» of Economie Dynamic* ami Planning, 
Warsaw, 1964. 

8 Suppose we have k branches, with two efficient 
techniques in wich; then the number of aggregated tech- 
niques will be 2K, or very many, since k comprises many 
branches. 
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order in which the various techniques have been 
l»laeed, without resorting to the mythical law of 
diminishing returiiH. 

Figure 11 

In figure II different techniques are depicted 
by means of productivity and capital-output ratio. 
Hut the diagram also demonstrates changes in 
another important indicator, capital-labour ratio 
(Ic), which represents investment per unit of em- 
ployment increase. The capital-labour ratio accom- 
panying a given technique can be found by mul- 
tiplying the co-ordinates of the given point on the 
production curve. Thus in point K it is OM x KM, 
i.e. the area of the rectangle whose sides are equal 
to QM and KM. Moving along the production 
curve to the right, toward techniques wiih higher 
capital-output ratio and higher productivity, the 
capital -labour ratio also increases. 

Indeed, 
Y 1 

TC = 
T£ 

and m = 
Y 

Y I I 
7t m = 

K T ~~ '' E 
= j hence 

where F = national income resulting from invest- 
ment 1 and 

Ë = employment in investment projects /. 

Point K represents the aggregated technique 
with the lowest capital-output ratio; its capital- 
output ratio is OM and its productivity KM. In 
no event does this technique fail to ensure the 
development of production branches with highest 
capital-output ratio provided they are comprised 
in the national income increment. Point K repre- 
sents techniques with the lowest capital-output 
ratio in every branch ; if, however, any branch has 
only a single technique, even with relatively high 
capital-output ratio, then it is included by defini- 
tion in the techniques represented both in point 
K and in point L. The relatively low value of the 
capital-output ratio for the whole aggregate is 
obtained because of the low level of mechanization 
in those branches where it can be low. Thus low 
capital-output ratios in some branches are com- 
bined with high capital-output ratios in others, and 
provide a whole range of capital-output ratios for 
the unit increment of national income. 

Aggregated techniques in point I, ito not rep re 
sent technical  progrès* in comparinoli wit li tedi 
niques in point K. The two points, like all the others 
on the curve, are obtained for the given period of 
time as a mini total of techniques resulting from 
technical progress in the past    to put it simply, 
those that have survived as efficient techniques. In 
choosing, say, K instead of L we do not disclaim 
technical progress; we simply decide to use, wher- 
ever possible, techniques with low capital output 
ratio and, consequently, relatively low   producti- 
vity. Again, if we choose L instead of A' this does 
not mean that we acclaim technical progress    it 
means only that we seek high productivity,  for 
which we are ready to pay in terms of high capital 
output ratio. Contrary to what is eor"ionly be 
lieved, the choice of a point  on the production 
curve does not involve the problem of applying or 
not   applying   technical  progress,  but   only   the 
problem of choosing the degree of mechanization 
of production at a given level of technical know- 
how. 

(b)    Technical progress 

The level of technical know-how rises con- 
tinually because of scientific advances and new 
inventions. Technical progress leads to the dis- 
covery or adaptation of new production techniques 
which may consist in eliminating hard or harmful 
work or reducing investment per unit of output 
without affecting productivity. If more than two 
factors of production ai > considered if we also 
take land into account—technical progress may he 
revealed in an increase of crops per hectare of arable 
land without any increase of labour productivity. 
But the most important fact in the long run is 
that new techniques lead to higher productivity. In 
any case, in this paper technical progress is un- 
equivocally related to new techniques leading to 
higher productivity. If the new technique entails 
a capital-output ratio not exceeding that which 
accompanied the original techniques, then these 
latter become inefficient and are replaced by the 
new one.8 

Thus technical progress results in shifting the 
production curve upward: through technical pro- 
gress, productivity can be raised with an unchanged 
capital-output ratio. If, as a result of progress in 
aggregated production techniques, productivities 
rise at the same rate under any given capital- 
output ratio, then this type of technical progress 
may be called neutral. Naturally, non-neutral tyj)os 

• If the new technique load« to higher productivity 
but requires a higher capital-output ratio, then it w added 
to the existing gamut of techniques. 
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of progress may exwt as well, but wo shall not 
ronconi ourselves with thorn in the present study. 

The production curve for the year t -| 1 repre- 
sents neutral technical progress in comparison with 
the production curve for the year /. This is demon 
ut rated in figure III. 

u A\ 

Thus 

Figure III 

EC¡CA    FD/DB 

which means that the rate of productivity increase 
(as a percentage) a = EC¡CA and a = FD¡DB is 
the »ame for production techniques with the same 
capital-output ratios in the year t and the year 
t -f 1 (04 and OB). From this point of view, there- 
fore, the value of the capital-output ratio does not 
matter; the type of technical progress we are 
discussing is called neutral precisely because it 
neither encourages nor discourages changes in the 
capital-output ratio. But from the point of view of 
the level of productivity, the value of the capital- 
output ratio does matter ; for, of course, the higher 
the capital-output ratio, the higher is the level of 
productivity. 

Note also that, with constant capital-output 
ratio and with technical progress, the capital- 
labour ratio will not remain constant but will 
increase proportionately with the increase of pro- 
ductivity. Indeed, k is equal to the area of the 
rectangle whose sides are OA and AC in the year 
t, and OA and A Ë in the year t + 1. Thus the ratio 
k has increased in the year t + 1 in comparison 
with the year t in the proportion EA\CA = l + a, 
i.e. a proportion equal to the ulerease in produc- 
tivity. 

Technical progress does not eliminate the 
problem of choosing the degree of mechanization, 
but produces the proper framework for examining 
it. Note that the problem of choosing between 
production curve / and production curve i -f I does 
not occur. Indeed, in the year t production curve 
t + 1 does not yet exist (though it may be anti- 
cipated) and thus cannot serve as a basis for current 
investment decisions, while in the year i +1 pro- 
duction curve t can have an historical importance 

only, since in choosing the degree of mechanization 
we are guided by present and not by past tech- 
niques. 

Hence, to postulate technical progress, right 
and proper as that is, does not mean to resort every 
time to the highest capital-output ratio and pro- 
ductivity; it only means to use at any given time 
the newest production curve, taking into account 
the latest achievements of technology and not only 
thoae of yesteryear. But once the production curve 
is given, the problem arises of choosing an efficient 
production technique, bearing in mind the existing 
labour reserves and the desired goals in the near 
and distant future. 

3.    MAXIMUM  INCOME   OR   MAXIMUM   ECONOMIC 

SURPLUS ? 

(a)    Maximum economic surplus and the level of 
current and future consumption 

To choose the best degree of mechanization 
is a problem in any economic situation, but espe- 
cially in the presence of surplus labour. Indeed, 
with a given investment fund /, more or less labour 
can be employed, depending on the lower or higher 
degree of mechanization accompanied by a lower 
or higher capital-labour ratio k. In other words, 
with a given / employment varies inversely with k. 

Figure IV 

In figure IV employment E is plotted as an 
abscissa and national income F as an ordinate.10 

The two values (and all the other values on the 
diagram) are related to a certain isolated economy 
that has been created by the initial investment 
fund /. As employment JË increases (whioh is quite 
possible in view of the presence of redundant 
labour) productivity will decrease with decreasing 
capital-labour ratio  k.   But  national income   Y, 

10 SeeZ. DOBRSKA, Wyb&r teohnik produkeji w krajaoh 
goipodaroMO tacofanyeh (Choice of Production Techniques 
m Developing Countries), Warsaw, 1963, p. 81. 
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being the product of employment and productivity, 
will grow, because the increase in employment is 
more rapid than the decrease in productivity. Of 
course, if national income is growing with a given 1 
this means that the capital-output ratio—like 
the capital-labour ratio- will diminish as E in- 

creases. Thus by raising employment to Ä„,i» = OC 
we obtain the highest possible national income 

1 max — HC. These are accompanied by the lowest 
possible capital-labour ratio ¿niln = IjËmaT and 
the lowest possible capital-output   ratio mmln = 

--llYm„ 
Many economists have hailed this solution 

a« the only acceptable one and have postulated 
that k be diminished until the available labour is 
employed. But this is an obvious over-simplification, 
since k cannot diminish below a certain minimum, 
and therefore even the lowest degree of mechaniza- 
tion will not result immediately in full employ- 
ment if the supply of surplus labour is very large 
in relation to available investment. In any case, 
this solution aims at maximization of income; 
we shall call it the maximum-income solution. 

The maximum-income solution has been ques- 
tioned by several contemporary economists, in- 
cluding Galenson and Leibenstein, Dobb and Sen.11 

In particular, Dobb and Sen have brought to light 
a new and most relevant element, not considered 
previously. They have assumed the existence of 
an initial level of real wages which cannot be 
reduced. In this connexion they have proved that 
economic surplus, understood as the difference 
between national income and consumption equal 
to the real wage fund, varies in a peculiar way 
that justifies a fairly high degree of mechanization 
oven in the presence of redundant labour. This 
.solution—we shall call it the maximum-surplus 
.solution—can be described diagrammaiically in 
the following way. With real wages equal to the 
gradient of OE, the line OE represents consumption, 
equal to real wage fund, as a linear function of 
employment. O is the point of tangency of the 
straight line, parallel to OE, with the curvo FH. 
Hence, economic surplus /Smax = OB — DB is the 
highest. It is obtained when employment E = 0B 
and national income Y=GB, where A'<i»max and 
Y < Ymmx ; this means, of course, that capital-labour 
ratio k and capital-output ratio m are in this case 
higher than kmin and mmln. In spite of the loss in 
income and consumption (for DB<EC) this solu- 

tion has one important value: the maximization 
of economic surplus gives in the subsequent ])eriod 
(disregarding factors a and u) the highest possible 
rate of income growth. 

Note that as E increases, the investment rate 
diminishes more and more rapidly, since with the 
wage fund rising proportionately to É, national 
income Y is growing more and more slowly. At the 
same time the increase of E means a decrease of 
capital-output ratio m. In the interval between 
A and B the rate of income growth increases as E 
increases; indeed, the investment rate in this 
interval is decreasing more slowly than the capital- 
output ratio, bringing the rate of income growth 

to »"max when E = OB. Having passed point B, in 
the interval between B and C the rate of income 
growth decreases as E increases; in this interval 
the investment rate is already decreasing more 
rapidly than the capital-output ratio, and conse- 
quently, when E = OC, the rate of income growth 
is lower than rmBx. 

Since the rate of growth is decisive in the last 
analysis, maximization of surplus can be expected 
to liquidate surplus labour more rapidly than 
maximization of national income ; considering that 
real wages remain stable it can also be expected to 
give a higher level of general and per capita con- 
sumption. 

Denote the rate of growth of national income 
and consumption under the maximum-income 
solution by r, and the one under the maximum sur- 
plus solution by rmM ; changes in general consumption 
and, assuming stability of real wages, also in em- 
ployment will then appear as in figure V. 

11 See W. GALENSON and H. LEIBENSTEIN, "Invest- 
ment Criteria, Productivity and Economic Development", 
(Quarterly Journal of Economies, Vol. 8, 1965; M. DOBB, 
An E»$au on Economie Growth and Planning, London, 
I960; and Â. K. SEN, Choice of Technique», Oxford, 1960. 

Figure V 

On the ordinate, consumption C is plotted (in 
logarithmic scale); in the year 0 the consumption 
is OB in the maximum-income solution and QA 
in the maximum-surplus solution. In the latter case, 
though consumption is lower, a higher rate of 
growth is obtained, as is evidenced by the gradient 
of AC, 1 + rmM, which is greater than the gradient 
of BC, 1+r. Henoe, in a certain moment (year) 
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1, consumption (and employment) in the maximum- 
surplus solution will equal consumption (and em- 
ployment) in the maximum-income solution, and 
iii the following period the superiority of the former 
will be fully revealed. Indeed, in this case it must 
lead more rapidly to full employment coupled with 
higher productivity. 

Without going into the details of the reasoning 
presented above let us consider the essential 
question: how much time will he needed for the 
maximum-surplus solution to reveal its superiority * 
We shall judge it differently if the time needed is, 
say, four years than if it is twenty years, (liven the 
planner's attitude to sacrificing the present for 
the future, the nearer the moment (year) 1 to the 
moment (year) 0, the more acceptable to him will 
be the maximum-surplus solution. I shall try to 
prove that the time interval between 1 and 0 
is quite long for two reasons: first, actual develop- 
ment does not correspond to an isolated economy, 
which is what we have examined so far; second,' 
there is not only a gamut of techniques but also 
technical progress. 

(b)    De ¡tendent and ùulepetìdent surplus 

However low the initial rate of income growth 
and  however small  the fixed production assets 
in comparison with surplus labour, never do we 
face a situation equivalent to an isolated economy. 
Specifically, instead of a unique investment fund 
/, the existing apparatus of production yields each 
year a new investment fund which must be used 
JhiH might be called an independent fund, because 
for a long time it does not depend on the level of 
mechanization at which it is being used. Conversely 
the economic surplus obtained from / might be" 
jailed dependent, because it does depend on the 
level ,,f mechanization. Thus, with the exception 
of the fust year, in each subsequent year and for 
a very long time we shall have a joint investment 
timd comprising the independent as well as the 
« ependent   portion.  This fact   will greatly delay 
»Hi' moment when the maximum-surplus solution 
urn reveal its superiority in terms of consumption. 
V\e shall now examine the problem somewhat more 
closely  assuming for the time being that there is 
no technical progress. 

The diagram in figure VI follows the pattern 
of that in figure I. Curve HF demonstrates how 
the rate of growth r is dependent upon investment 
rate t and capital-output ratio m; since we have 
assumed that real wages remain stable, investment 
rate i is a function of capital-output ratio m and 
is increasing at a diminishing rate. The shape of 
curve HF results from an interpretation of the dia- 
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Figure VI 

gram in figure IV. It ascends until it reaches its 
maximum, and then begins to descend. At point 
H the rate of growth is rwln = DH, investment 
rate tmln = 0£> and capital-output ratio is mmln; 
this point corresponds to the maximum-income 
solution. Point G corresponds to the maximum-sur- 
plus solution ; here the rate of growth is rmBX = KO 
investment rate i = 0À', and capital-output ratio is 
/«. Finally, point B shows the initial state in the year 
0. Suppose that until and including the year 0, 
national income was growing at a rate r0 = EB 
with investment rate i0 = 0E, and capital-output 
ratio m0. Suppose also that r, = ß, ß denoting the 
rate of increase in labour supply, employment, and 
surplus labour. Because of the existence of a certain 
initial state, especially an initial rate of investment 
resulting from the existing apparatus of production, 
a shift from one point to another along the curvé 
HF is a laborious operation lasting many years 
Assuming that the life-span of industrial plants is 
« years, any modification of capital-output ratio 
will bring about respective changes in the whole 
apparatus of production only after n years, i.e. 
once this apparatus has been completely replaced. 

Accordingly, if we decide to raise capital-out- 
put ratio from m0 to m in year 1, we shall have to 
do it with the initial investment rate i0 = 0E; 
the investment rate will increase only in year l' 
as a result of higher capital-output ratio. The rate" 
of income growth in year 1 is thus indicated by the 
ordinate of point  G,  that is,  r^EC; indeed, 
>i -( 1/w) • ia-a + u, where ri<r0 when m>ro0. ' 

Strange   as   it   may   seem,   the   maximum- 
surplus solution in the very beginning does not 
result m acceleration but in deceleration of growth; 
the greater the increase in capital-output ratio thé 
more painful is the deceleration. Notice one more 
important phenomenon: in year 1, following the 
rise in capital-output ratio and in spite of the ab- 
sence of technical progress, there occurs a certain 
rate of increase in productivity equal to a. Hence 

r1 = a + ß1 

where ßi=ß-[* + (r9-rM 
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which means that the new rate of employment 
increase ßx is much lower than ß. It is lower because 
of the decrease of the rate of income growth from 
rn to rx and also because of a. At the same time, 
from year 1 onwards the investment rate begins 
to climb; indeed, with income growing at the rate 
>! in the year 1, consumption—always assuming 
stability of real wages—will rise at a rate equal 
to the rate of employment increase, i.e. ßx and 
hence investment will increase at a rate higher 
than rv Consequently, from year 2 onwards the 
rate of income growth will be climbing because of 
increased productivity with stable real wages. 
Hut the increase in productivity is not constant: 
as the economy is saturated with new capital- 
output ratio, i.e. as it is recast under the new and 
higher capital-output ratio m, the rate of productiv- 
ity increase withers away from a in year 1 to 0 in 
year n -f 1. This year will mark the end of the pro- 
cess of recasting and withering away; with capital- 
output ratio equalized for the whole economy, the 
investment rate will reach i = OK and the rate of 
income growth rmax = KO where rmax = /9max; this 
will lead sooner or later to full employment, unless 
that has been achieved even before the year n + 1. 

Let us now concentrate on the fact that the 
rate of employment increase in the investigated 
variant grows gradually from ßx in year 1 to /3max 

in year n +1. The different components of the rate 
of income growth are depicted in figure VII. 

Figure VII 

As the rate of productivity increase withers 
away, the rate of employment increase rises to 
reach the initial value ß in moment (year) «. Notice 
that this moment occurs when the rate of income 
growth has surpassed r0 = ß. Furthermore, the 
average rate of employment increase calculated for 
the period between 1 and « is smaller than ß 
and consequently the level of employment—and 
consumption—in moment (year) s is still lower in 
the variant examined than it might have been in 
the same year if initial capital-output ratio were 
maintained. Only in the subsequent period (not 
necessarily before year n -f 1 ) will the maximum- 
surplus solution at last reveal its superiority. 

When tho facts that growth does not begin 
from a zero point and that it is related to dependent 
as well as independent surplus are taken into ac- 
count, the time needed to reveal the siqwriority of 
the maximum-surplus variant becomes very much 
longer. One might say, nevertheless, that this shows 
a way to escape from the state of underemployment 
while respecting the rule that the initial level of 
real wages must not be reduced. True enough ; yet 
notice that respect for this rule greatly reduces the 
rate of consumption increase in the beginning of 
the process because of the lowered rate of employ- 
ment increase. Thus real wages remain stable but 
surplus labour increases more rapidly than in the 
initial situation. If such sacrifices in general con- 
sumption were permissible, then the investment 
rate could be raised without increasing the capital- 
output ratio, though this would entail a violation 
of the rule that real wages must remain stable. 
Thus our reasoning has brought us back to sub- 
section (e) of section 1, where such a variant is 
examined. 

(c)    Technical progress 

Let us now introduce technical progress into 
our analysis. Under the neutral type of technical 
progress, if capital-output ratio remains unaltered, 
productivity will rise at tho annual rate a. Hence 
if capital-output ratio between the years 1 and 
n -f 1 remains constant while real wages are stable 
(i.e. consumption increases at a rate equal to the 
rate of employment increase) then the ratio 
of consumption to national income diminishes 
1 -f a times each year or ( 1 -f a)n times throughout 
the period under study. The ratio of consumption 
to national income is 1 — »(0) in year 0 and 1 — i<n) 

in year n. Hence 
1 - t(n) J  
1 - t(0) —  (Ï -f «)» 

1 - i(Q) 
(1 + a)» 

1      .¿(0>+(l 

!_*!•>=   *ZL«£ 

;(n) 
(1 + a)» 1 

1 
(I + «)» ) 

The investment rate in year n is thus a linear 
function of the investment rate in the year 0. 
Hence at the given a and n the rise in investment 
rate is less than proportional; for example, as 
figure VIII shows, while the investment rate »'„}„ — 
= OD increases at the segment DU, the investment 
rate *0

(0> = 0E will increase at the segment KW 
and the investment rate *(0> —OK at the segment 
K8. 

In this way we can find investment rates in 
year n corresponding to respective capital-output 
ratios i(X=0U, i^ = 0W, »(n> = OS, and  the 
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Figure Vili 

resulting rate of income growth ; now we can plot 
the curve ML. The curve depicts the relationship 
between the rate of growth of national income r 
and the investment rate i in the year n + 1. 

In the year n -f 1, as in year 1, the investment 
rate t is of course a function of capital-output 
ratio m and is increasing at a diminishing rate. The 
result is that, as i and m increase, the rate of in- 
come growth also increases in the beginning; this 
is illustrated by the sector MZ of the curve ML. 
Tn point Z the rate of income growth reaches 
maximum, whereupon it begins to fall because, 
once this point is passed, capital-output ratio rises 
more rapidly than the investment rate. 

But the most important thing is that the capi- 
tal-output ratio at maximum point on the curve 
ML is much lower than at maximum point on the 
curve HF. This is evidenced by the gradients of 
AZ and A P. It means that the capital-output 
ratio maximizing the rate of growth in year n +1 is 
not m but ml <m. Notice that the higher the rate 
of technical progress measured in a, the lower is 
the capital-output ratio maximizing r in year 
n+ 1. From this it follows that, if technical pro- 
gress exists, the maximum-surplus solution does 
not maximize the rate of income growth in the 
long run. In such a situation, if the goal is to achieve 
the highest rate of income growth in year n+i 
while real wages are kept stable, it is advisable to 
have recourse to a capital-output ratio lower 
than m. Then the dilemma "maximum surplus" 
versus "maximum national income" becomes 
less acute, because the capital-output ratio that 
in the long run maximizes the rate of income 
growth in the presence of technical progress is in 

any event lower than the capital-output ratio that 
maximizes surplus in the absence of technical 
progress. (It is not inconceivable that, given a high 
rate of technical progress, the lowest capital-output 
ratio, i.e. mmto, will prove in the long run to 
maximize the rate of growth.) 

Besides, when the factor of technical progress 
is taken into account much more time will be 
needed for the variant envisaging higher capital- 
output ratio to reveal its superiority in terms of 
consumption.  Indeed,  if  capital-output ratio is 
raised from m0 to m' in the year 1, then with the 
investment rate »0 = 0Ä the rate of income growth 
in the same year will equal rt = EN. Thereupon 
the investment rate will begin to rise gradually 
(as a result of increasing productivity with stable 
real wages) and the rate of growth will climb 
gradually to  reach  r£¿x= RZ   in   year   » + 1. 
It will be noted, however, that in year 1, due to 
the raising of capital-output  ratio from m, to 
m', the rate of productivity increase rises from at 
to a!, while the rate of income growth drops from 
the initial rn = EB to ry=EN. Accordingly, the 
rate of employment increase declines from ß to 
ßi=ß—[(ai — o) + (r9 — rl)]; the greater the de- 
crease in the rate of growth of national income on 
the one hand and the greater the increase in the 
rate of growth of productivity on the other, the 
greater is also the decline in the rate of employ- 
ment increase. In the following period the rate of 
employment increase will grow because of the rise 
in the rate of income growth from r, to r£¿x and 
of the simultaneous withering away of the rate of 
productivity increase from al to the initial a in 
year n-f 1. The components of the rate of growth 
are presented in figure IX. Only in moment (year) 

Figure IX 

» will the rate of employment increase reach the 
initial ß. But the average rate of employment 
increase calculated for the whole time from 1 to 
* is lower than ß; consequently, the level of employ- 
ment, and hence consumption, in moment (year) 
s is still lower than would be the case if initial 
capital-output ratio ro0 were maintained. Indeed, 
in the latter event we would also have an increase 
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in the investment rate resulting from the increase 
in productivity at the rate a with stable real wages. 
Accordingly, the average rate of employment in- 
crease and of consumption increase in the period 
between 1 and s in this variant would be higher 
than ß. This being the case, the superiority of the 
variant envisaging increased capital-output ratio 
might be revealed after the year * or perhaps even 
after the year n + 1 ; meanwhile, in the short run, 
by limiting the level of employment this variant 
will adversely affect the level of consumption. The 
time needed to reveal the superiority of this variant 
will therefore be far longer than in the case when 
technical progress is non-existent. Nor is the vari- 
ant maintaining the initial capital-output ratio 
completely helpless in regard to the elimination of 
unemployment while wages are kept stable. Indeed, 
it will raise the rate of income growth from rt — EB 
in year 1 to r(n) = WT in year »-fl. Although 
this rate is lower than r„¿x = RZ, it is not inconceiv- 
able that the level of employment it gives in the 
year n -f-1 will still be higher than under the variant 
envisaging a rise in capital-output ratio. Even if 
the superiority of this variant is finally revealed 
(as it inevitably will be unless the supplies of 
labour force are exhausted earlier) the argument 
will still hold good that long-term advantages 
have been bought at the price of painful sacrifices 
in current consumption. 

(d)   The role of the rate of productivity increase 

So far it has been assumed that real wages 
remain stable throughout the period of liquidation 
of surplus labou:. If this period is relatively long, 
it may prove very difficult to stick to this policy ; 
it may be necessary instead to allow for a rise in 
real wages slower than the rise in productivity. In 
such an event we shall have an annual increase in 
consumption corresponding both to the rate of 
employment increase and to the rate of increase 
in real wages, while the growth of national income 
will correspond to the rate of increase in employ- 
ment and productivity. As a consequence, the re- 
lation of consumption to national income will 
diminish at a rate lower than that resulting from 
the increase in productivity. In simple terms, this 
corresponds to technical progress with a lower a, 
which means in turn that the capital-output ratio 
maximizing the rate of income growth will differ 
lesB in the long run from the capital-output ratio 
maximizing economic surplus. The whole of the 
previous reasoning will therefore remain valid, 
even though the time needed to reveal the superi- 
ority of the solution envisaging a rise in capital- 
output ratio over the solution envisaging a main- 
tenance of the initial capital-output ratio will be 

shorter than in the case of a higher a. But in spite 
of these details the essential critique of the variant 
envisaging a relatively high level of mechanization 
in the presence of surplus labour still holds good. 

(e)   Physical constraints on growth 

So far we have completely abstracted from 
the physical constraints that may hinder or prevent 
acceleration of growth. Yet they are of material 
importance; for, although to sacrifice the present 
for the future (which is the subject of our study in 
this section) is a necessary condition in accepting 
the solution which maximizes the rate of growth 
in the long run, it is not a sufficient condition. 
Indeed, bottlenecks in domestic production and 
in foreign trade may very much reduce the interval 
within which we can choose the rate of income 
growth, and deprive any conception beyond the 
boundaries of this interval of practical value. But 
even within them, the presence of bottlenecks and 
difficulties in foreign trade will put limitations on 
the acceleration of income growth. The problem is 
considered in more detail below. 

4.   DmnrisHTNQ CAPITAL-OUTPUT RATIO 

(a)   Acceleration of growth with constant investment 
rate 

We now turn to a solution which in our view 
merits careful consideration. It involves capital- 
output ratio that is neither increased nor main- 
tained at the same level but, whenever possible, 
is diminished in order to accelerate the growth of 
national income in the presence of surplus labour. 
This is postulated not because of any dislike for 
those production branches that have a relatively 
high capital output ratio or for technical progross, 
but simply because we seek a solution adapted to 
available labour supply. The problem consists of 
finding out whether the capital-output ratio that 
prevails initially in countries with surplus labour 
can be reduced, especially in view of necessary 
structural changes. Although the question can 
hardly be answered without detailed studies, this 
possibility is not inconceivable a priori, consider- 
ing that initial capital-output ratio in the situation 
described is the product of spontaneous develop- 
ment. Even in countries where the initial level of 
capital-output ratio cannot be diminishsd it is 
important to understand th. advantages of such 
a diminution in the presence of surplus labour. For 
if this is understood it will not only counteract 
the myth-rather harmful under the circumstan- 
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ces- of "superior techniques" (which in practice 
means "the highest capital-output ratio") but also 
stimulate inventiveness in seeking techniques 
specially adapted to the situation in developing 
countries. For we must always bear in mind that 
existing production techniques have been devel- 
oped in advanced countries, in accord with the 
relationships between factors of production obtain- 
ing in advanced countries. 

If it is possible to diminish initial capital- 
output ratio then it will also be possible to acceler- 
ate income growth without placing a burden on 
current consumption. Figure X indicates that at 
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Vigurt X 

the initial investment rate i.-.-oC' the rate of in- 
come growth increases from the initial r, = BC — 

« I fl to r    DC  -«, + //, in year 1 if capital- 
output ratio is diminished from the initial i», to m. 

Acceleration   of   growth   with   an   unaltered 
investment rate gives the same rate of grow' h in 
consumption and  national income.  As a result, 
from the very beginning actual consumption rises 
more rapidly than hypothetical consumption. In 
particular, there is no hindrance to the increase in 
real wages throughout the period of liquidation of 
unemployment,   and   the   initial   deceleration   of 
employment increase that characterizes the solu- 
tion envisaging a rise of capital-output ratio does 
not occur. On the contrary, in the case we are now 
examining the rate of empJovment increase will 
climb from the initial ß to /?, in the beginning of 
the process. This will occur for two reasons First 
accelerati<»n  of employment increase follows ac- 
celeration of income growth; the rate of employ- 
ment mercase will therefore grow by r - r0 ¡Second 
heran«* of the lowered Unci of mechanization of 
production  the  rate  of  productivity  increase  in 
vcar 1 will drop from a to «„ i.e. by a value equal 
to a     «, ; this reduction in the rate of productivity 
increase is comj>ensated for by employment. Thus 
the rate of employment increase in the year I will 
!"'   /*'   y *  I*''    ro) !  (x  -*,)],   as   depicted   in 
figure \I. 

Fifurt XI 

The hatched areas represent additional in- 
crease in employment in the interval between 
year 1 and year n+ 1. After the year »+ 1 the 
higher rate of growth may be maintained if surplus 
labour i« .till available and as long M it is available, 
while the rate of employment increase will be 
ß + y. One© surplus labour is no longer available the 
rate of income growth will drop to rs = a + ß and 
the investment rate to »' = OF. 

Instead of reducing the rate of income growth 
because of the unavailability of surplus labour one 
can consider the possibility of returning to the 
initial capital-output ratio or even raising it to 
exceed m9. Illogical as it may seem, there is good 
logic m raising the capital-output ratio after its 
previous diminution. It is logical, because we dimin- 
ished the capital-output ratio on account of the 
availability of surplus labour, and now we raise it 
on account of the unavailability of surplus labour. 
This brings out in full relief how the level of the 
capital output  ratio  is   subordinated  to   labour 
supply. 

(b)    The condition limiting réduction of m 

Note moreover that, in the presence of surplus 
labour, the capital-output ratio cannot be dimin- 
ished too far even though there are technical con- 
ditions for doing so. Specifically, the necessary 
initial deceleration of productivity increase, due 
to the lowered level of mechanization in new in- 
vestment projects, should not result in a decreased 
level of  productivity.   Indeed,  with  «,>0  real 
wages could not be kept even at the initial level; 
hence the condition «, = 0 must be regarded as a 
sut generis limit below which the level of mechani- 
zation cannot be reduced. If, on the other hand 
«,^0  then the whole operation is accompanied 
not only by a rise in consumption but also, and 
from the very beginning, by a certain (though not 
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very great) increase in real wages corresponding 
to the rate of productivity increase. 

(c)    The role of factors other than investment 

Up to  now the assumption has been made 
that the coefficient of improvements u remains 
constant. But there are reasons to expect that in 
the initial   period of development in a socialist 
economy this coefficient might be increased. In- 
deed, if the economy concerned has just emerged 
from a non-socialist form of production, then it 
has some reserves which can be used rather easily by 
increasing employment. For in capitalist countries 
on a low and medium level of development, in 
addition to unemployment caused by shortage of 
working places, there is  usually unemployment 
caused by incomplete use of the existing apparatus 
of production. This latter type of unemployment 
is fairly easy to eliminate because no previous 
investment is needed for the purpose. If the acceler- 
ation of growth faces us with a rapid increase in 
domestic demand, one way of meeting it, at least 
in part, is to introduce a full working week, more 
shifts per  day, and other measures to increase 
employment in the existing plants. Such measures 
are usually profitable from the point of view of 
the whole national economy, even though from the 
point of view of a single enterprise they may not 
stand the   test of profitability, because  of the 
relatively low productivity of the extra employed 
labour. Nor is it immaterial that these measures, 
in contrast  with investment, yield rapid results 
and hence increase the national income in which 
the share of investment must be raised. 

A 

i»' A 
/   /* 

/// y 

y 
Figure XU 

The smaller the degree to which productive 
capacities were used previously, the greater are 
the possibilities of raising the coefficient u in the 
case now under study. Thus, by replacing capitalist 
relations  of production by socialist relations of 

production, opportunities are created for reducing 
or eliminating under-employment. Note that this 
was extensively used in the initial stages of indus- 
trialization in socialist countries. 

An increase in u implies of course an increase 
in the rate of income growth. In figure XI t, line 
A'D' is drawn parallel to line AD but is shifted 
upward by the distance AM equal to AA'. This 
distance depicts the average effect of the increase 
in u throughout tho time when the effect occurs. 
As a consequence, with the investment rate t0 — OC 
and the capital-output ratio reduced from m0 

to m, we obtain the rate of growth r' — CD' — aj -f 
+ ßx + Ô which exceeds the rate of growth r by ñ 
representing additional increase in employment 
due to A«." Thus unemployment is liquidated more 
rapidly than would be the case if the factor A« did 
not come into play. 

Notice that the extra increment of national 
income thus obtained will include capital goods 
rather than consumer goods, because agriculture 
has no extra reserves of productive capacities of 
the type we have mentioned. Thus investment 
is increased not at the expense of consumption but 
at the expense of productive capacities that had 
previously remained idle. If the chance of tapping 
these resources were not used, then investment 
would be smaller and so would national income.'3 

The factor Att can of course be resorted to regardless 
of the decrease in capital-output ratio. Moreover, 
in the event of a relatively small surplus of labour 
it may also present an efficient alternative to a 
reduced level of mechanization, and therefore it 
certainly deserves careful attention. 

We have seen that the effect of AM is transitory. 
Once extra reserves are exhausted, the improve- 
ments coefficient u should regain its regular value. 

5.   CONSTRAINING FACTORS  AND THE  ROLE  or 
FOREIGN TRADE 

(a)    Bottleneck» 

The only constraint on the increase of the rate 
of income growth we have considered so far was 
related to sacrifices in current consumption. Its 
importance is obvious, but it is not the sole con- 

11 In actual fact, the additional increase in employ- 
ment is greater than 6 since the rate of productivity in- 
crease in this case wül be smaller than «„ and the resulting 
gap will have to be filled by a higher rate of employment 
increase. 

»* See Josef PAJESTKA, Zatrudnienie, inwetiyew a 
wzrott (joepodarczy (Employment, Investment and Eco- 
nomic Growth), Warsaw, 1961. 

I:1: 
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straint, especially in countries on a low or medium 
level of development. Various physical constraints 
and bottlenecks usually occur in those countries 
upon surpassing a certain rate of growth. They 
includo-to name but a few -limited capacities 
in capital goods production, especially in the engi- 
neering industry;  limited possibilities, especially 
in tho short and medium run, of expanding raw 
material production, agricultural production most 
of all ; limited resources of explored mineral deposits ; 
and a long gestation period of investment projects 
in certain branches. Wore it not for foreign trade 
those  bottlenecks  would soon  enough  kill  any 
effort to accelerate growth of national income. 

(b)    The foreign trade barrier 

By foreign trade or, to be more precise, by im- 
port«, nearly all the bottle-necks can be removed. 
But in any case, with an accelerated growth of 
national income the growth of imports also will 
have to be accelerated. To speed up the growth of 
imports, especially in relation to tho growth of 
income, requires an equivalent increase in exports 
so as to keep foreign trade in balance. There are 
barriers, however, both in demand and in supply, 
to tho expansion of exports. Because of limited 
demand in foreign markets, export prices must be 
reduced (particularly when the exporter represents 
the bulk of the supply of the given item), less 
favourable markets must be sought, or less profit- 
able goods must  be exported in place of more 
profitable ones. Contraints may occur at the same 
timo on the supply side, since it may prove diffi- 
cult to expand the production of items with a more 
favourable relation between world prices and pro- 
duction costs: as a result it may be necessary to 
expand exports of those items with a less favour- 
able relation between prices and costs. Finally, if 
attempts at expanding exports fail to yield suffi- 
cient results, recourse may be found in replacing 
-.nports by domestic goods. 

Pro-export and anti-import investment usually 
entails a higher capital-output ratio and a lower 
productivity per unit of foreign currency gained 
m exports or saved in imports in the event of dif- 
ficulties in foreign trade than would otherwise 
be the case. Leaving aside the drop in productiv- 
ity (the gap it accounts for may be fiUed by means 
of additional employment), the situation will 
essentially deteriorate in regard to the rate of 
income growth. The impact of difficulties in foreign 
trade upon tho rate of growth of national income is 
depicted in figure XIII. 

If we abstract from foreign trade or if there 
are no difficulties in foreign trade, then the rela- 
tionship between r and » with capital-output ratio 
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Figure XIII 

m is represented by the straight line ED. If while 
accelerating the growth of income, there are dif- 
ficulties in foreign trade balance (which is usually 
the case) and the capital-output ratio must be 
raised to overcome them, then the relationship 
between r and * is represented by the curve EL. 
As the rate of income growth increases, difficulties 
in foreign trade also increase and so does the cost 
of alleviating them (in the form of a rising capital- 
output ratio). Finally, a point comes where  no 
further increase in the capital-output ratio can help 
to surpass the maximum rate of growth, depicted 
in the figure by the ordinate of point L equal to 
''max — LM. 

This brings us to the important conclusion 
that the rate of growth of national income can be 
freely chosen only within the bounds of the inter- 
val [r» rmax]. Specifically, if difficulties occur in 
foreign trade, point D (mentioned before in con- 
nexion with diminishing the capital-output ratio 
from m0 to m with the initial investment rate 
»o = OC) will be unattainable not only with capital- 
output ratio m but even with the highest capital- 
output ratio. The rate of growth accompanying 
the investment rate »0 in the event of difficulties 
m foreign trade is shown by the ordinate of point 
D    i.e. r=CD-.  Advantages derived from the 
reduction of capital-output ratio are thus smaller 
than they would bo if there were no difficulties in 
foreign trade. 

(c)    The impact of difficulties in foreign trade upon 
income growth 

li such difficulties are very hard to surmount 
and the curve EL is very flat, then the ordinate 
of point D' will but little exceed the ordinate of 
point B, i.e. the initial rate of growth r0 = BC- 
it may then be advisable to keep to this rate with 
capital-output ratio reduced to m rather than to 
stick to the initial investment rate t0 = OC Indeed 
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¡n such an event the investment rate may be cut 
from t0 = » = (XF without cutting the rate of in- 
come   growth.   This   rate  is   r0 = a1 + ß1   where 
ß1 = ß + (a — at), which means that while the rate 
of productivity increase drops at the beginning 
of the process from a to o1( the rate of employment 
increase climbs from ß to ßv Later, because of 
changes in equipment related to a lower capital- 
output ratio, the rate of productivity increase will 
grow from a, to a while the rate of employment 
increase will drop from ßx to ß at the end of the 
process. Thus the operation brings a double ad- 
vantage : first, at the very beginning it promotes a 
rise in consumption because of the reduction of the 
investment rate (the rate of income growth remains 
as given), after which consumption continues to 
rise at the initial rate ; second, owing to the changed 
relationship   between  productivity  and  employ- 
ment, the rate of employment increase is greater 
than ß. If the resulting acceleration of employment 
increase is sufficient to liquidate surplus labour 
in a relatively short time, then the described vari- 
ant will be accepted. If, on the other hand, it 
might take too long to eliminate unemployment, 
then the rate of income growth in the presence of 
difficulties in foreign trade will probably be fixed 
above r0 = EF and below r' = CD', depicted by 
the ordinate of point 0 with the abscissa •' =0K. 

This analysis also discloses in a more general 
way the impact of difficulties in foreign trade 
upon the ohoice of the rate of income growth. It 
implies that in the presence of such difficulties the 
investment rate should be fixed at a lower level 
(e.g.   i' = OK  where  t'<t0 = 0C)  than  in  their 
absence, and that the given investment rate (e.g. 
%' = OK) is accompanied by a lower rate of income 
growth (e.g. r" = 0K with OK<HK). 

tt.   MARGINAL RECOUPMENT PERIOD: THE INSTRU- 

MENT OF CHOICE BETWEEN COMPARABLE INVEST- 

MENT PROJECTS 

(a)    Factors determining the marginal recoupment 
period 

answer to this question would exceed the scope of 
this essay; we can only try to shed light on the 
major points of the issue. 

First of all, from the macro-economic decision 
mentioned above we derive the basic parameter used 
in calculating economic effectiveness of investment. 

It is T = Trg-, the marginal recoupment period 
denoting the time (in years) in which additional 
investment ( AJ) in one of the two variants compared 
is to be completely recouped by means of annual 
savings (A/if) in current costs. 

The marginal recoupment period determines 
how far, from the point of view of the needs of the 
national economy as a whole, mechanization of 
production can and ought to be advanced. While 
envisaging certain investment projects and a certain 
increment in employment in a long-term plan, the 
planner sets the parameter T at a level which would 
help to achieve the stipulated targets. 

Suppose there are two variants of the five- 
year plan with the same investment, one envisag- 
ing a reduction of the initial capital-output ratio 
(i.e. a relatively high increment of employment 
in the period under plan) and the other envisaging 
a rise in the initial capital-output ratio (i.e. a 
relatively low increment of employment in tho 
period under plan). The marginal recoupment 
period will of course not be the same in both vari- 
ants. It will be shorter in the variant with a higher 
increase in employment. The reciprocal of the 
marginal recoupment period, \¡T, represents the 
shadow price of capital and will increase as T 
decreases. A short marginal recoupment period 
will thus induce the investor to choose production 
techniques with relatively low capital-output ratio 
and (consequently) relatively low productivity. 
As a result, employment increase will be relatively 
large. In a long marginal recoupment period the 
reverse will be true. 

The marginal recoupment period is determined 
according to the supply of the labour force and the 
resultant decision regarding the desired level of 
mechanization. Consequently, the decision regard- 
ing the degree of mechanization determines the 
marginal recoupment period, and not vice versa. 

Suppose that the decision regarding the degree 
of mechanization and the rate of growth of national 
income has been made. It is mainly a political 
decision, because any choice between current and 
future consumption is beyond the bounds of purely 
economic analysis. The question is, what are the 
repercussions of this decision in the practice of 
enterprises and production branches, especially 
from the point of view of investment? A detailed 

(b)   Simplified formula of the economic effectiveness 
of investment 

We have said before that marginal recoupment 
period T plays an important part in calculating 
economic effectiveness of investment. Its simplified 
formula is 

E = 1/T I + K = minimum 
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where /-integrated   investment  per   given 
effect, and 

K -   integrated current costs (exclusive 
of depreciation) per given effect. 

In the simple variant  described in section ] 
above,  we apply the formula to two (or more) 
investment projects where the same goods are to be 
made by means of competing production techniques 
It can also bo applied in the case of investment 
projects t hat arc expected to produce substitutional 
goods and effects, if their substitutional value can 
be   measured in quantitative  terms.  Finally   it 
can   be  applied to investment  related solely' or 
mainly to foreign trade, i.e. pro-export or anti- 
import investment; the comparable effect in this 
case is a unit of foreign currency gained in exports 
or saved in imports. In each case preference should 
bo given to the investment project with lowest 
A. Thus by setting the level of T the planner in- 
duces  the investors to choose those production 
techniques   (i.e.   that   degree   of   mechanization) 
vvhich he considers to be desirable from the point 
of view of the national economy as a whole, and 
especially from that of the exisitng relationship 
between   the   investment   fund   and   the   labour 
torce. 

The formula for E is, of course, simplified It 
assumes that the gestation period and the life- 
span are equally long in each of the investment 
projects compared. In actual fact they are not 
equal, and formula E becomes in practice much 
more complicated, including the freezing of resour 
ces resulting from different gestation periods as well 
as the time distribution of production and costs of 
production resulting from different life-spans." 

7.    SOME CONCLUSIONS FOR MIXED ECONOMIES 

(a) Raising the investment rate in mixed economies 

In spite of the quantitative nature of many 
relationships analysed in this paper the statements 
it contains cannot be applied mechanically to everv 
economic system. To be more specific/the basic 
conflict involved in the choice of techniques in the 
presence of surplus labour -the conflict between 
current and future consumption -occurs onlv in 
economi• with comprehensive planning. In mixed 
economies, where the wealthy, propertied classes 
exist, it is always possible to reduce their consump- 
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tion in the short run; it will not necessarily be very 
painful, since this consumption is usually quite 
high. But as far as the great majority of the po- 
pulation, town  workers and small peasants, are 
concerned,   any  reduction in  their  consumption 
would entail real sacrifices; in no case can it bo 
taken into consideration as long as patterns of 
affluent or even luxury consumption are tolerated. 

One other significant aspect of the problem 
deserves attention. The question of choice of tech- 
niques, of how to achieve the highest effectiveness 
of investment   in  developing   countries,   though 
important, is secondary to the problem of institu- 
tional conditions of growth, and especially to the 
problem of sources of accumulation. Indeed, the 
crucial question in the countries concerned is who 
(which classes of population) will finance economic 
growth. Will it be the working people, with their 
notoriously low living standards, or the wealthy 
classes-feudalists,  capitalists,   merchants,  usur- 
ers-whose consumption standards, copying the 
pattern of advanced countries, are very high not 
only in a relative sense? To think only in terms of 
maximum effectiveness of investment while for- 
getting about the portion of it that is wasted on 
luxury consumption or destined  for investment 
projects with small social priority (such as luxury 
housing) constitutes a real danger in non-socialist 
developing countries. 

It is often argued that luxury consumption 
accounts for only a small portion of the national 
income and that therefore its reduction would in 
no way help to raise the living standard of the whole 
population. But this is not the case. What is more 
the argument ignores the fact that, especially in the 
case of a low initial rate of investment, each per- 
centage of national income that can be additionally 
used for investment is materially important. It 
is from this angle that we must examine any meas- 
ures, mostly in the form of taxation, intended to 
reduce luxury consumption. Besides, the problem 
quite often consists not so much in reducing the 
level of luxury consumption as in stabilizing it 
or even allowing for some increase in it, though a 
«lower one than that of the other components of 
national income, especially investment.15 

(b)   Difficulties of ensuring the postulated level of 
mechanization in private economy 

A characteristic feature of mixed economies 
prevailing in non-socialist developing countries is 
the co-existence of the public sector, the capitalist 
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sector, and the small-holding (traditional) sector, 
especially in agriculture. In each of these the capital- 
output ratio is chosen in a different way. 

The small-holding (traditional) sector, whose 
main purpose is to cover the needs of the family, 
obviously tends to minimize the capital-output 
ratio so as to maximize the volume of output. 
Somewhat more complicated is the situation in the 
capitalist sector, where the direct goal of economic 
activities is to maximize profits. If the market is 
unlimited the capitalist will decide to expand pro- 
duction up to the point of maximum economic 
surplus, paying no heed to profit per unit of out- 
put. Note that his decision cannot be affected by 
altering the rate of interest, which would only 
result—and here we refer to the diagram in figure 
IV- in shifting the wage line OE upward by a 
distance equal to the value of the rate of interest. 
Hut the gradient of OE, which is equal to average 
wages, would remain unaltered and consequently 
so would the method maximizing economic surplus. 

If, on the other hand, the market is limited, 
then maximization of profits entails highest profit 
per unit of output, i.e. lowest production costs 
with the given prices. The technique that fulfils 
this condition is related, ceteris paribus, to the rate 
of interest. Higher rates of interest will discourage 
the choice of a high level of mechanization, and 
lower rates of interest will encourage it. But the 
State can influence the rate of interest only to a 
limited extent; consequently this rate can by no 
means be identified with the shadow price of capital, 
which has to be used in the calculus of effectiveness 
of investment. To apply the rules of this calculus 
(explained in section 6 above) to the operations of 
capitalist enterprises generally seems to be fairly 
difficult. 

All things considered, it is not always in the 
planner's power to ensure in the private sectors 
such a level of mechanization as is desirable for the 
whole economy. Public investment therefore— 
which in mixed economies in any case supplements 
usually insufficient private investment and corrects 
its structure to suit the requirements of growth - 
must be given a capital-output ratio which, in 
conjunction with the capital-output ratio in private 
investment, will bring about the average level of 
mechanization desired for the whole economy. 

(c)   Inflationary pressures 

So far we have disregarded the problem of 
inflationary pressures usually occurring during 
acceleration of income growth. The problem is 
very important, especially in mixed economies. 
Indeed, inflationary methods are a most unfair 

way of financing investment and economic growth. 
They affect the working people and fill the pockets 
of landowners and merchants, encouraging not 
investment but parasitic consumption. It is little 
wonder that inflation, especially in its galloping 
form, leads to grave social tensions and political 
instability. 

Inflationary pressures accompany acceleration 
of growth, more particularly acceleration of em- 
ployment increase, when the supply of high-priority 
consumer goods remains constant or rises at an 
insufficient rate as compared with the rate of 
increase in employment and demand. The demand 
exceeds the supply at given wages and prices, and 
prices climb in relation to nominal wages until 
demand and supply are equalized. A rise in prices 
in relation to wages means, of course, a drop in real 
wages; and this is the most important effect of 
inflation. 

To avert the danger of inflation in a develop- 
ing mixed economy while liquidating surplus 
labour is, to put it mildly, quite a complicated 
task. Under these circumstances, anti-inflationary 
measures must consist of accelerating the growth 
of income and employment step by step, so as to 
accelerate the increase in demand gradually and 
not violently and uncontrollably. It is as essential, 
on the other hand, to step up the increase in output 
of high-priority consumer goods, partly at the 
expense of low-priority consumer goods. Hence 
the necessity to invest from the very beginning in 
expanding the productive capacities of the sector 
that makes high-priority consumer goods as well 
as to take other measures with a view to using 
the existing capacities to a maximum. 

High-priority consumer goods mean mainly 
food, and the primary source of food is agriculture. 
The problem of inflation is thus in practice the 
problem of food and agriculture. Acceleration of 
growth in agricultural production is a difficult 
matter because the produce dejwnds on biological 
processes and weather and also because the area 
under cultivation is often (though not always) 
strictly limited. Another difficulty consists in the 
fact that agricultural production is fragmented 
among a great many small producers. For these 
reasons a spectacular rise in the rate of growth 
of agricultural production can hardly be expected 
in practice. 

And yet the barriers of nature and organiza- 
tion are of secondary importance when compared 
with the institutional barriers to the growth of 
agricultural production. An elaborate system of 
feudal and semi-feudal conditions of property, a 
system of tenancy with ruinous rent, and a system 
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of usurious Ioana entangling the poor peasants in 
an iron web of growing debts-these are often the 
reasons why agricultural production is either stag- 
nant or grows so slowly that it cannot meet the 
demand caused by accelerated economic growth 
and population explosion. It is therefore obvious 
that the prerequisite of real economic growth is a 
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radical land reform which liberates the peasant 
from his triple subjugation to the landowner, the 
merchant and the usurer. A land reform coupled 
with aid for poorer peasants is thus the point of 
departure for the policy of accelerated growth 
of national income and the uninflationary financing 
of such growth. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Karl Shell, Department of Economica, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
United States of America 

EMPIRICAL LITERATURE on the sources of 
economic growth has convinced the contemporary 
economist of the important role played by "tech- 
nical progress" in the process of economic develop- 
ment.1 Only to have models of economic growth in 
which such an important factor is treated as 
exogenous is certainly unsatisfactory, and it was 
because of this that the models of Kaldor and 
particularly of Arrow were introduced.1 Both these 
models may be thought of as positing that the 
production of new technical knowledge (invention) 
and its transmission (innovation) are social by- 
products of the production and adoption of new 
capital goods. 

While it is no doubt true that technical change 
is related to gross investment both as a by-product 
of capital goods production and as a vehicle for 
embodying new techniques in new capital equip- 
ment, it is also true that the rate of production of 
technical knowledge can be increased by increasing 
the allocation of economic resources explicitly 
devoted to inventive activity. Elsewhere,* I have 
treated models in which the level of technical 
knowledge is increased by the explicit allocation 
of economic resources to inventive activity. My 
model is much like a heterogeneous capital-goods 
model except that for the enterprise economy the 
¡stock of technical knowledge enters as a pure 
public good of production. Such a specification is 
suggested by the very low cost of transmission of 

1 See R. W. SOLOW, "Technical Change and the 
Aggregate Production Function", Bevine of Economici 
and Statistics, Vol. 37, 1957; J. W. KSNDBICK, Produc- 
tivity Trends in the united States, Princeton, 1961 ; and 
E. F. DENNISON, The Sources of Growth in the United 
States and the Alternatives Before Us, Supplementary Paper 
No. 13, Committee for Economic Development, New York, 
1962. 

1 N. KALDOR, "A Model of Economic Growth", 
Economic Journal, Dec. 1957, pp. 591-624; and K. J. 
ARROW, "The Economic Implications of Learning by 
Doing", Review of Economic Studies, June 1962, pp. 155— 
173. 

• K.' SHELL, "Toward a Theory of Inventive Activity 
and Capital Accumulation", American Economi« Review, 
Vol. 56, May 1966, pp. 62-69; and "A Model of Inven- 
tive Activity and Capital Accumulation", in K. SHELL 
(ed.), Essaus on the Theory of Optimal Economic Growth, 
M.I.T. Presa, forthcoming. 

technical knowledge with respect to its production 
cost.* For the enterprise economy, therefore, the 
specification of the form of the production func- 
tions which is consistent with the usual competitive 
hypothesis is altogether different in the inventive 
activity model from the consistent specification in 
the ordinary heterogeneous capital-goods model. 

As I see it, endogenous technical change models 
of the heterogeneous capital-goods type represent 
one of the promising first steps in this area. The 
currently available models of this type, however, 
suffer from two severe short-comings: (a) in none 
of them does uncertainty enter in an intrinsic 
fashion; (b) the manner in which technical know- 
ledge enters production functions is specified in 
advance in these models, no economic choice being 
left between say labour-saving or capital-saving 
inventive activity. 

There are probably two distinguishing quali- 
ties of the commodity "technical knowledge". The 
first is its lack of appropriability: it can be used 
by many economic units without altering its char- 
acter. It is this quality which makes social inter- 
vention in the enterprise economy on behalf of 
inventive activity so desirable. This quality of 
technical knowledge and its implications for social 
policy are stressed in my two papers just mentioned. 
The second distinctive quality of technical know- 
ledge is the riskiness of its production. This un- 
certainty is treated in my papers in a way that 
removes all the inherent difficulties by assuming 
that, given factor allocations to the inventive 
sector, the dispersion of aggregative benefits from 
invention about its mean is zero, so that under 
social planning no risk remains. 

Recently there have been a number of con- 
tributions to the literature of economic growth 
employing a construct such as the invention pos- 

* In a provocative unpublished paper, "A Theory of 
Invention in the Firm", W. D. NORDHAUB haa extended 
the analyw* to include the case in which, although "spill- 
oven" of technical information are prêtent, the firm i« 
able to internalize tome of the returns from inventive 
activity. 

7» 
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sibility set (or the innovation possibility set).5 In 
these models the invention possibility set is given 
at every instant of time and is independent of 
economic variables. From feasible points in the 
invention possibility set, firms or planners are free 
to  choose  optimal  combinations  of capital-aug- 
menting and labour-augmenting technical progress. 

As a prologue to  the theory of endogenous 
technical change the next section deals with models 
of   stylized   enterprise   economies   and   planning 
models   in  which   there   is   exogenous  technical 
change. In section 2 I treat three different models 
of education and technological change, drawing 
inspiration from the work of Uzawa, and Nelson 
and Phelps. The first model of education specifies 
that changes in labour-force efficiency are depen- 
dent upon the fraction of the labour force engaged 
in educational activity. The second model speci- 
fies that changes in labour force efficiency are 
dei>endent  upon  the  gap  between  exogenously 
determined "available technology" and "techno- 
logy   in   practice"   and   upon   the   "educational 
attainment" of the society. These two views are 
then integrated with the specification that changes 
in educational attainment are dependent upon the 
fraction  of  the  labour  force   employed  in  the 
educational sector. 

In section 3 I question the rigid assumption 
that technical change affects the production func- 
tion in a pre-specified way that is not subject to 
economic calculation. I examine a planning model 
inspired by Samuelson and Nordhaus, in which the 
bias of technical change is open to choice by the 
planning authority. Certain turnpike properties are 
exhibited. The difficulties inherent in extending 
the analysis to enterprise economies are discussed. 

1.     (ÏHOWTH MODELS WITH EXOGENOUS TECHNICAL 

CHANOK 

In a classic paper Robert Solow8 studied the 
long-run dynamic behaviour of a simple economy 
in which the current rate of production of homo- 
geneous output 1' (<) depends upon the current 
stock of physical capital K (/) and the current size 
of the labour force L (t) inelastically offered for 
employment, 

f[K(t),L(ty,t], (i-i) 

or in the particular case of Hicks-neutral technical 

change 

Y (t) = A(t) F[K(t),L(t)l (1.1') 

where A (t) may be thought of as a measure of 
the current stock of technical knowledge. Solow 
assumes that there is no depreciation in physical 
capital, so that current output can be split into 
current consumption C (t) plus current investment 

Z (<), and tnftt 

Y{t)=C(t) + Z(t) = C(t) + k{t). (1.2) 

If a constant fraction 0 <s < 1 of output is saved 
and invested, then the differential equation of 
capital accumulation is 

Y(t) 

» Sec \V. D. NORDHALS, "The Optimal Rate and 
Direction of Technical Change", to appear in Essay» on 
the Theory of Optimal Economic Growth, op.cit. 

• R M. SOLOW, "A Contribution to the Theory of 
Economic Cirowth", Quarterly Journal oj Economics, Vol. 
32, 1966, pp. 65-94. 

K(t) = sY(t). (1.3) 

Solow further assumes that the labour force grows 
at the constant relative rate n so that 

L(t) = nL(t). M) 
If lower-case lettore denote quantities per worker 
then the system (1.1)—(1.4) can be rewritten as 

y (t) = A (t) f [k {t)]=A (t) F [k (t), 1], (1.1*) 

y(t) = c (t) + z(t) = c(t) + k (<) + nk, (1.2*) 

k(t) = sA(t)f[k(t)]-nk, (1.3*) 

if F is positively homogeneous of degree one 
(constant-returns-to-scale). First assuming the ab- 

sence of technological change, A (t) = A >Q, con- 
stant, it is easUy shown that the Inada conditions 

/ (*) >0, /' (*) >0, /" (*) <0, 0 <k < oo 

/(0) = 0,/(») = * U-6) 

/'(0) = oo,/'(oo) = 0 

ensure that the economy (l.l)-(l.B) develops in 
such a way as to tend to the unique long-run 
balanced capital-labour ratio independent of initial 
conditions. If capital depreciates at the given 
exponential rate ft, and gross saving is a constant 
fraction of gross income, 

k = 8Af(k)-kk, (1.6) 

where k^p + n. Or if net saving is a constant 
fraction of net income then 

k = aAf{k)-k'k, (1.7) 

where A'~nlë + p. Again (1.5) ensures that both 
the syBtem (1.6) and the system (1.7) are globally 
stable in the sense of Lyapunov when a and A are 
given quantities independent of time. 

For the special case that the exogenously given 
relative rate of increase of technical knowledge is 
constant 
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A =QA, (1.8) 

and the  production function  given  in  (1.1') is 
Cobb-Douglas in capital and labour, so that 

y^e^ka,0<oL<\, (1.9) 

then long-run growth tends to a balanced capital 
labour ratio measured in efficiency units [KjAL) 
when net (gross) saving is a fixed fraction of net 
(gross) income.7 

Next consider the problem of planning econom- 
ic development in a centrally-directed economy 
where Hicks-neutral technical change proceeds at 
a constant given rate Q. Assume that technology 
and labour-force growth are as given in (1.1)— 
(1.5) except that at every instant the savings 
fraction s (t) s [0, 1] is subject to control by the 
planning board. As an exercise, I consider the 
problem of maximizing the integral of discounted 
per worker consumption over a given (finite or 
infinite planning) period.8 

The problem is to maximize the functional 

Jc(i)< 

subject to the constraints : 

"df (1.10) 

k(t) = s(t)y(t)-Xk(t) 

í(l) = <^/(¿(l)) 

0 £«(*)£! 
k(0) = k0 and k (T) i>kr 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

where Ô, A=n-f//, k0, kr are given constants and 
s (t) is some measurable control (or policy) variable 
to be chosen. Units of measurement have been 
chosen such that A (0) = 1 and therefore A (<) = 

eü<. ib0 is the historically given capital-labour 
ratio, kr is the "target" capital-labour ratio, while 
T > 0 is the length of the planning period. 

The above problem is solved by employing 
the "maximum principle" expounded in The 
Mathematical Theory of Optimal Processes* Intro- 

7 This is natural because in the Cobb-Douglas case 
Hicks-neutral technical change ia alto Harrod-neutral and 
thus technical change can be thought of aa labour augment- 
ing. See H. UKAWA, "Neutral Inventions and the Stability 
<>f Growth Equilibrium", Review of Economie Studie*, 
Vol. 28, No. 2, pp. 117-124. 

• This simple example ia based upon the more com- 
plicated, analysis appearing in K. SHELL, "Optimal Pro- 
grammes of Capital Accumulation for an Economy in 
which there ia Exogenous Technical Change", in E**a*y 
on the Theory of Optimal Economie Growth, op. cit. 

• L. S. PONTKYAGIN, V. G. BOLTTANBWI, R. V. 
(¡AMKRiLEDZE, and E. F. MISCHENKO, The Mathematical 
Theory of Optimal Proctite*, New York and London : Inter- 
science Publishers, 1982. (Theorem 3 appear* on p. 63.) 

duee the Hamiltonian form 

e~" \(l-s)e«tf(k) + q[sevtf(k)-kk]} = 

= e-bl {[(l-e) + qs]&*f (k)-qXk). 

The application of theorem 3 of the work mentioned 
yields the result that if a programme [k (t), s (t) ; 
0 £ t £ T] is optimal, then there exists a continuous 
function q (t) such that 

k{t) = a(t)é*f{k{l))-kk{t) (1.15) 

with initial condition k (0) = k0, 

q (<) = (8 + A) q (<)-[(! -*(<))+ (»-I«) 

+ q (t)s (t)]** /'(MO). 

,s (t) maximizes 

[1 _ s (f) 4. q (j) s (t)] subject to 0 £ « (t) <£ 1 

(1.17) 

and a is a piece-wise continuous function of t, 

e-bTq(T)[k(T)-kT] = 0. (1.18) 

For convenience set 

y = max [(1~«) + ?«] = max (l,q). 

0£s£l 

Notice that q (t) has the interpretation of the social 
demand price of a unit of investment in terms of 
currently foregone unit of consumption. Therefore, 
differential equation (1.16) may be interpreted as 
the requirement of perfect foresight. In a com- 
petitive economy, for example, the change in the 
price of a unit of capital should compensate a 
rerúier for loss due to depreciation and for "absti- 
nence", net of any rewards from the employment 
of that unit of capital. Transversality condition 
(1.18) states that at the target date either the target 
requirement (1.14) must hold with equality or the 
target demand price of investment must be zero. 

Next it is required to study the singular solu- 
tions of differential equations (1.15) and (1.16). 
Notice that q = 0 if and only if 

Y<*'/'(*) (1.19) 

(1.19) reduces to 

e«*/' (kt) = &4-A for case q kl, and   (1.20) 

,,-4 + T-    forcaseli. (1.21) 

If the production functions satisfy (1.5) it is well 
known that for any instant of time, equation (1.20) 
is uniquely solvable in kt.  Call the solution to 
(1.20) ¿J. Determination of ¿Î is shown in figure I. 
kt is the maximum sustainable capital-labour ratio 
when technology is held fixed. 
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Figure 1. Determination of k\ and Tct 

It is shown that for fixed t, equation (1.19) 
descnbos a continuous curve in the (*, q) plane 
with a kmk at {k ^        I} imerenta£ ¡in) 

dk i- 
evtrjk) 

<0, forç<l. (1.22) 

First we study the case of no technical change 
(Q - 0) fhe appropriate phase diagram is given in 
figure II. Condition (1.17) implies that for opti- 
mally it is necessary that 

Figure 11. Phase diagram for ease Q = 0 

s (q) ~ 1        when q>\ 

0£s(q):, 1        whence 

s(l)=0       when?<l 
(1.23) 

Then on any given trajectory „ot passing through 
he point <**, 1), k can be written as a continuous 

function of ,.» In fact a trajectory ¡k «), q (t) 7] 
not passing through (*., 1) Í8 un¡qu

y
e¿ ¡¿¿^J¡ 

by    he specification of initial conditions   [k (t0), 

Assume for purposes of exposition that the 
initial capital-labour ratio is the balanced capital- 
labour ratio *•, i.e. ¿(0) = **. Assume thai the 
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planning period is infilate, T = oo, and that the 
target capital-labour ratio is left free. Then a pro- 
gramme of capital accumulation satisfying the 
necessary conditions is that of fixing q (t) = 1 for 
Op £00 and maintaining the balanced capital 
labour ratio h (t) = k* for 0 £ t £ oo. 

For the case 8 = 0, the above programme 

(*=**.   '=7^-;   Osi*.) 
is what both Phelps and Robinson» have dubbed 
the golden rule of capital accumulation. For &V0 
this may be called the modified golden rule of 
capital accumulation.12 

If k (0)^t*, the planning board would assign 
initial price qt such that the point (*„ q0) lies on 
a trajectory that passes through (jfc*, l). Let 
0 <:<* <co be the time required for such a pro- 
gramme to achieve (**, 1). Then the optimal pro- 
gramme is 

(' 
Xk* 

t* ^t ¿.ao 
•)• 

The initial savings ratio is zero or one, depending 
upon whether the initial capital-labour ratio is 
greater or less than Je*. 

The analysis is easily modified to handle the 
general case where k (T) ^ kT ^ 0 and T <. oo. The 

" By assigning the value *(o) =. i   the RH S of dif 
ferential equations (l.lß) and (1 \6) a~ *ln £. K2 
tinuou.lv^ düferentiaW fin&iî'îflhS a^umenS H" 
and t, on the domain defined by k > 0, a ^ ], <^ 0 Furthe?' 
nyiÄ"ng th.e V*• 'to-0' the »na of <im ¡5 

L. S. PONTRTAOIN, Ordinary Differential EauatinZ R«£f 

ina H«»? H.*?** f<V ^8tem 8atW¡g (1   S- 117) 
», V;. ' *.hat «Pecification of the páramete• ti ti V 

K¿ÍÍV Uni^ue]y determine« the entKaSor?( or 

tothe «vVtem M ÎÎ 0,^T7 ' ^0|- Infact'the Bolution« 
initi»?J2«2¡L(    /¿T(

117)
 
vary continuously when the 

iWïïS^Ç(,,)'9(<o,i Í9) are aUowed to w s 
Pablé'fir" íüfwfh' "Tíie ?°lde.n Rul° of Accumulation: A 
öl, 1961; and J. ROBINSON, "A Neoclassical TW••" 
¿fcvw*, o/ Economic Studie,, Vol. 2» 1962        lheoreni • 

I. Koopmans O»«fe Oo««^of OpUmalEconomio oìmmtk 
Cowles Foundation (CF-30918), Î963, 4uÄt Ü thè 

nÄTs heJd then I T ?J í^ «en«"»<»» or if^Un? 
fo? AL „     ' j,      *. ?houJd be chosen equal to i-n» <0 

^ ^ oo, ou. analys« u congenial to this interpretano" 
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initial point (A„ q9) is chosen on a trajectory leading 
to the point (k*, 1), if feasibility permit«. The 
Pontryagin programme 

is followed, where t** ia the time at which the 
backward trajectory of the system (1.15) —(1.16) 
starting at (k = kT; t = T) passes through (k = k*, 
# — 1). If, however, q (t) < 0 for all backward tra- 
jectories to (¿*, 1) starting at kT, then <** is defined 
to be the time at which a backward trajectory 
starting at time T and demand price q(T) = 0 
intersects the point (**, 1). Figure III illustrates 
a programme satisfying Pontryagin's necessary 
c mditions. 

A.  

K 
tl.c tonfili 

I 
-o~ 

I 
I 

-o-- 

Figure HI. f (<), the P*«lryflf<» JNN* /«MKJ-0 

Important assumptions are implicit in the con- 
struction of figure III. First, it is assumed that it 
is feasible for the economy with initial endowment 
k (0) = k, to achieve the target £r in the specified 
time T. Even stronger, figure III assumes that in 
fact 

T>t**>t*>0. (1.24) 

If it is feasible to achieve the target during the 
planning period but (1.24) fails to hold, then the 
Pontryagin path is the appropriate envelope of a 
forward trajectory from (*„},) to (k*t 1) and the 
backward trajectory from (tr, qT) to (it*, 1). In 
the degenerate case in which only one feasible path 
exists, the Pontryagin path is, of course, a pro- 
gramme either of zero savings or of zero consump- 
tion. Since optimal programmes do not permit the 
demand price of investment to become negative, if 
no trajectory is found with k (T) = kT and q (T) 2:0, 
then the Pontryagin problem will yield q (T) — 0 
&nd k{T)>kT. 

Some observations are in order here. The 
linearity of the objective function (1.10) implies 
a kink in the graph of the stationary solutions to 
equation (1.16). Extending the argument presentad 

in footnote *•, the backward solutions to the point 
(k*, 1) are unique. In general, however, qt will not 
be uniquely determined by (fc„ kr, T). For the 
degenerate Pontryagin paths that are everywhere 
specialized to production of the same good, there 
is a family of trajectories satisfying (1.15) — (1.18). 
None the less, the Pontryagin programme of capital 
accumulation 

[*(l);0£ls;T] 

is uniquely determined by (1.15)—(1.18), if a 
feasible programme exists. 

To summarize the Turnpike Property : For the 
case of neoclassical production without technical 
change, following the Pontryagin programme of 
capital accumulation requires the planning board 
to adopt the modified golden rule of capital accu- 
mulation for all but a finite amount of time. As the 
length of the planning period increases, the fraction 
of time spent on a programme not satisfying the 
modified golden rule approaches zero.1' 

Next, examine the case with positive technical 
progress (Q > 0). Notice that if g is non-zero, dif- 
ferential equations (1.15) and (1.16) are non- 
autonomous and thus the appropriate phase dia- 
gram must be drawn in three-dimensional space, 
(k,q,t). Time differentiation of equation (1.20) 
yields 

*r rw)     <u M .5* (1.25) 

> » 

FipmlY. TkêmmiftU»ft9tmHmêh§-Ùf9rM»t9>0 

»If I ¿ /'(*)- A. 
[f ff), 0 £ I sí T] is arWtrafuy 
Ut s fiait« asaeaat of tin». 

Poatrjagia 
te tas ratta I Ist afl 

«• 
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In general, stationary solutions to the differential 
equation 

?(0-(8+ -*)?(<)-ye«'/'(*,) 

are shown to lie on a manifold embedded in (k Q t) 
«pace. The manifold of solutions to q = 0 is illus- 
trated for Q positive in figure IV. The recollection 
that, given t, equation (1.20) has the unique solu- 
ti«" kt, suggests a programme satisfying the 
luumsary conditions (Uf,)--(1.18). Consider for 
tjase of exjHjsition the case when the initial con- 
d. .on IH J(0) = *J and the target requirement is 
* </)     fcT. A programme of capital accumulation 
that follows the modified golden rule turnpike is 
• imtratec   m figure V. This programme, though 
c early satisfying the necessary conditions (1 15) 

• J» and (1.1*), does not guarantee condition 
(1.17). In other words, it is not guaranteed that a 
programme of capital accumulation lying on the 
turnpike of figure V will have for 0 A < T a 
feasible savings ratio U <. #, £ 1. ' 

n9• v. m jurnpike when e> 0. lhf P 

9r*mmeolrupitalaerumulaiionk(t)i..hoynh!f hm% curve 

it ki- lì, equation (1.1«) becomes 

*«     y/e''7 (*',)-¿¿7- (1.26) 

The problem  is to find ,,-_.,• ,uob  that   %.^ 
h    *?. ki    Lf. 

filiating k, to X ? yields 

*•«*'/(*7)   UÌ       i>e»4¿)e-Uí 

from (I.2..) and (1.26). O re writing 

¿if **" ('(ft • >U 
PW'/(X})      «--'i.//«})/"{l}) >0tor<j>{). (1.27) 

Tin* is the common «ense result that to achieve a 
programme of ÌHmtixv rapita] accumulation re- 
unir.* a iKwativ« saving* fraction. However, (1 -7) 
«ors not guaranty that sfu\ for e >0 To «J 
flu«, <-oiWkior th.- case where the induction fune- 
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tion is linear-logarithmic in capital and labour, 
y,-ee<*,. Let 0<o<l so that o is capitals 
share of output in a competitive economy and the 
production function is Cobb-Douglas. For the Cobb- 
Douglas case 

Lf _ [ •*•' 1 '* 
» + i 

and 

*? = 

where 6 is defined  by 6 = 1 
Douglas case, therefore, 

o. For the Cobb- 

•(* + *> ' 
where m k defined by m = kb+Q. For the Cobb- 
Oouglas case ** i, independent of time and greater 
than xero, but whether ** is less than, equal to or 
greater than one depends upon the values of 'the 
parameters a, o, .-, S.M 

¥i9Urt   VI    DtUnii^\»t * «* I** I*,  cbt*. 

This can be illustrated by figure VI  It is of 
interest to know the sign of the expression 

(*/).-i -*r, (1.28) 

that is, to know when it is possible for the economy 
to grow as fast a. the turnpike path. For the Cobb- 
Douglas case ( 1.28) reduces to 

where At . { *f. ¥igun VI  mmtnUm ^ ^ 

*«<• 0 <V < 1. In that M ^ting expresen 

M CoBsHsr the "familiar economy" «hm • - O in 

äST VTSSAä tSSsnssrïï 
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(1.28) equal to zero and holding t fixed yields an 
equation with exactly two positive solutions kt and 
let. If kt<kt the maximum (current!) growth rate 
for the eoonomy is less than k*. 

It is important to establish that if kt < k* (0), 
then 0 <<* < oo. For the special Cobb-Douglas case 
with 0 < s* < 1, t* can be calculated and shown to 
be finite. For the special case, (1.15) is integrated 
to yield 

6« *-•-"*! -Ï + m 
b* 
m 

%mt }'\ (1.29) 

when *#>0. When i, £fc*(0), t* in the root to 
the equation (*),_, **Jfc*. That is, solve 

i-*\*- -ut. b 
m 8 +A 

e«« 

to yield 

i«»;** 
i -  b 
i-»* , when ¿fc,¡£¿*(0). (1.30) 

Since (1 — #*) is assumed to be positive, t* will be 
real if and only if 

But I* will be non-negative if and only if 

^£**<1. 

(1.31) can be re-written at 

*. »+aj 
.1 "\ • **(0). 

(Mi) 

(1.32) 

Since the logarithm is a single-valued function, 
(1.32) says that J* = 0 when *, = ** (0) and that 
if t, < 4* (0), then 0 < t* < oo is the unique solution 
to (1.30). Of course, if *,>t*(0), (1.30) has no 
non-negative solutions. 

Returning to the case of general neoclassical 
production, an example of a Pontryagin programme 
of capital accumulation is presented in figure V. In 
drawing thk figure it is implicitly assumed that 
o <!• <t**<T and therefore that «* (I) £ 1 for 
<* <f <<**. It is further assumed that q (T)^0 
when * (T) = kr. 

The general ease where #* changea with time 
presents a sophisticated mathematical difficulty. If 
the number of switches from #* < 1 to ** > 1 and 
vice vena is sufficiently large it may be impossible 
to find a piece-wise continuous control « (I) satisfy- 
ing (1.15)-(1.18). H no such control exist«, then 
no maximum to (1.10) exists.1* 

" If the claw of »dmiaaible controls |0£« (f)£l; 
H'-.t£.T\ k restricted to be piece-wise eoattnuooa, then 
a maximum to (1.10) exista if and ouly if the nam ber of 
such awilchea io [0, T] is finita. Therefore if •* is an analy- 
tic function of I, tasa a maximam to (1.10) exista. 

In the previous sections programmes satisfying 
necessary conditions (1.15)—(1.18) are referred to 
as Pontryagin programmes. It remains to show 
that the necessary conditions are also sufficient, 
and that such programmes are indeed optimal.1* 

Let {c (i), î (<), * (0, q (t), . • •} be a programme 
satisfying conditions (1.16)-(1.18). Let \c (t), z (t), 
k (')» ? (Oi • •.} be any feasible programme, i.e. any 
programmo satisfying (l.ll)-(l.H). It is required 
to show 

T 

J(c-c)e-*«di £0. (1.33) 
o 

The LHS of (1.33) can be rewritten in the form 
T 

JV*«dJ{(c-e)+ 
0 

+ y[(e* / (£) -»-?)- (e* /(*)- z    c)] ! 

+ q[(*-û-ï)-(t-xk-k)]\, 
which reduces to 

T 

/e-*di{(l-y)(c-e) + (j-y)(î-j!) 
o 

+y»91 [/(*)-/(*)]+? [A(k-k) + (k-l)]}. 

(1.34) 

Notice that 

(l-y)(c-c)^0 and (q-y) (s-i) i0. 

Therefore (1.34) is not less than the following ex- 
pression 

T 

je»' dl {ye* [/ (*)-/(*)] + « [X (*-*) + 
ò 

+ (*-î)]}. (IM) 
But sinoe / (•) is a concave funetion, (1.35) is noi 
smaller than 

T 

/•-«dl {ye«« [(k-k)t'(k)]+ 

+ q [A (4-*) + (*-î)]}- 

By collecting terms the expression above yields 

T T 

§q*-"(k-k)At+j*-*iot(ît--k){9*>li'(k)-îl) 
(1.3«) 

*• It is eaeentiaJ to impose some ineaaurabiütj requi/e- 
saent apon the sat of admiaaible controla |0<*(<)£1, 
0£i£T\. If, at implied bj (1.17), attention ia restricted 
to those controla which ara pieee-wiae continuous, then 
integrati»« performed in (1.10) and (1.33)-(l.M) ia is 
be interpretad in the sense of Stisitjes. On the other hand, 
if attention ia restricted to Lassane measurable contests, 
then th* integration in (1.10) and (l.M)-(l.M) is ts he 
interpreted iu the sense of Lebesgve. 
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Integrating the first term in (1.36) by parts yield» 

9(T)e ^{k(T)-k(T)}~q0{k(0)-k(0)}- 
T 

-/(¿-Ê)(î-3ï)e-"di. (1.37) 
0 

Transversality condition (1.18) say» that the first 
term in (1.37) is non-negative. Since every feasible 
path must satisfy the given initial condition k0, 
the second term in (1.37) is identically zero. Hence 

'F T 

/ Î e~M (¿ - £) d< £ - [(A - Â) (§ - 8§) e-" d/. 

(1.38) 
Hence (1.36) is not smaller than 

T 

o 
T 

---Je-"dl (í    k) {$     (í f X)q + ye«'/' (*)} 

which by (1.16) and (1.17) is identically zero. Hence 
optiniality requirement (1.33) is established. In fact, 
if k^k on some interval then inequation (1.33) is 
strict. 

2.    MODELS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH AND EDUCATION 

In the previous section some of the simplest 
descriptive and planning models of economic growth 
with exogenous technical change have been treated. 
The shortcoming of such models is that one of 
the quantitatively most important ingredients of 
growth is left unexplained and thus is ostensibly 
beyond the control of policy makers. In this section 
I shall critically examine two models of growth in 
which technical progress is the endogenous result 
of improving labour force quality. 

The first model is that of Hirofumi Uzawa.17 

He postulates that current productive output }' (<) 
depends upon the current level of the capital stock 
K (I), the current allocation of workers to produc- 
tion LP (<), and the current efficiency A (t) of the 
labour force: 

Y it)    F[K(t),A(t)Lp(t)]. (2.1) 

It is merely for convenience of analysis that the 
improvement H in labour quality appear in (2.1) in 
a   (Harrod  neutral)   labour augmenting  manner. 

l' H. UZAWA, "Optimal Technical Chan*« in an 
Aggregati*.- -Model of Economie Growth", lntit**tio*ml 
.ffT*"*? *•»»>«•. Vol. 6, No. 1, Jan. 1M5, pp. 18-31. 
Altboujrh the formal model dkeuaaed here it that of Uuv. 
the economic interpretation* of it are sot neceaaarilv his 

There is, of course, no a priori reason to identify 
improvements in labour quality due to education 
with labour augmenting technical progress. 

Next assume that improvement in labour force 
quality depends upon the ratio of educators to the 
labour foroe 

ÀIA =p (LSIL), (2.2) 

where LE is the number of educators and L ^ Lp + 
+ LE is the size of the total labour foroe. It is 
assumed that the higher the proportion of the 
labour force employed in education the higher the 
improvement in labour force efficiency. 

<P'(LBIL) i> 0, (p"(LiclL) ¿ Ofor (LEjL)t [0,1].  (2.3) 

as before 

L- nL, 

Z + C     Y, 

K^-Z-,tK. 
(2.4) 

The planning board inherits at time zero stocks 
A' (0), L (0), and A (0). As before define: 

y - Y IL, k = K/L, u = LP/L, S^Z/Y.     (2.5) 

The optimal accumulation problem (over the in- 
finite planning period) is to maximize the functional 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.S) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

J(l- «Jye-^dl, where I >0, 

subject to: 

k^êp~Xk, 

A^Af(l-u), 

«t [0,1], «< [0,1], 

where I, X -, n + A,, k (0) = (K (0)/X (0)) are girm 
constants and « and « are piece-wise continuous 
controllers. 

The Hamiltonian for thk problem is 

•-*{<!     •)^«/(K-) + |[^«/(^)-í*J + 
-Mi4f(l-«)j. (f.ii) 

Thus the optimal programme must be such that 

«-<»-f)r     y«[/(A)-Si-r(^).(t.W) 
y-max(l.ç), (2<IJ) 

limje-** =0^r Um »e-**. (2.14) 

Uxawa shows that (2.7) -(2.13) imply Uiai thte 
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unique optimal trajectory tends to the balanced 
state given by the starred variables which solve: 

<p(l-u*)-\-u*f'{l-u*)=-t, 

/'(5-H + A, 
/(£)-£/'(£) =«V O"«').       \  (2.15) 

- .-\L=X+V (I-«*), 

where x* = Jfc* 

Now that the formal educational planning 
model ha« been examined, let us re-examino its 
basic premises. Apart from the usual difficulties 
that come from the one sector production for- 
mulation (2.1) and the "vulgar" maximand (2.6) 
the Uzawa model above does not allow for the 
substitution of capital for labour in the education 
sector. Perhaps this is appropriate for planning in 
the context of underdeveloped societies; it is cer- 
tainly a very limiting assumption for planning 
educational effort in the so-called advanced econo- 
mies. Further, the above formulation assume« that 
although transmission of knowledge (education) to 
the labour force is costly, there is no way available 
to produce new technological knowledge.1» 

The second model of education and eoonomio 
growth that I will treat in this section is due to 
Nelson and Phelps.1» In their model the role of 
education is thought to be primarily that of facili- 
tating the flow of technological information. My 
interpretation of education in the Uzawa model is 
the process of transmitting already known tech- 
nological information to the labour force. The 
distinction between this view and that of Nelson- 
l'helps is rather subtle. Nelson-Phelps thinks of 
education as the process of training the productive 
actors in the economy to receive and "decode" the 
technological information that is being transmitted 
I »y other sectors in the economy. 

In the Nelson-Phelps model production is 
given as in (2.1) except that the entire labour 
force is engaged in production, i.e. LP**L, or 

Y = F(K,AL). (2.1*) 

" Production of new technological knowledge in 
enterprise and planned économies is the theme of two 
papen by the present author, K. SMELL, "Toward s Theory 
of Investire Activity and Capital Accumulation", Amen- 
ron ¿'«me«»»« Jtofcw, May 1W6, pp. 62-09; "A Model of 
Inventive Activity and Capital Accumulation", £«*ey« •* 
ihr TWery •/ OfMmti E*on*mie Growth, op. cit. 

" R. R. NsLftOM and E. 8. PHELW, "Investment in 
Humans, Technological Diffusion and Economic Growth", 
Amriemm Mmmtmit Bmtitm, May 1MM, pp. 89-78. 

The notion of the theoretical level of technology 
at time t, R (<), plays an important role in the model. 
If all "best practice" technological knowledge were 
available to all economio agents then R^ A. When 
this is not the case A <R. 

In   its   most   interesting  formulation    the 
Nelson-Phelps model has 

À = (R-A)f(h), (2.16) 

where A is a measure of the educational attainment 
of society and y> (0) = 0, y;' (h) >0 for h >0. Accord- 
ing to hypothesis (2.16) the rate of increase of the 
technology in practice is an increasing function of 
educational attainment and is proportional to the 
"gap"(Ä-^). 

Following the Schumpeterian hypothesis that 
inventions do not depend upon other economic 
variables it can be assumed that R grows at the 
constant relative rate e >0, 

R = QR. (2.17) 

If A is a positive constant, then the system (2.1*), 
(2.16) and (2.17) has the solution 

A = (A* - „TÏ Ä«)e~*+ A*«6*-     <218> 
Therefore the long-run equilibrium path of techno- 
logy in practice A* (t) is given by 

¿•w-(-¡^)*.*'.      <2"> 
so that the gap between A and R tends to a long- 
run constant for constant h. 

In i'i\9 Nelson-Phelps model not only is "tech- 
nical progressiveneu of the economy" (the time 
path of R) left outside the model but (even more 
important) the determination of the level of tech- 
nical education A (or its time path) is left as a 
datum." In what follows I construct an educa- 
tional planning model that requires scarce resour- 
ces to be devoted to the educational sector in 
order to increase educational attainment h. The 
model may be thought of as a synthesis of the 
Nelson-Phelps and the Uzawa models. 

Assume that productive output11 per worker 
can be written as 

-Hì). (*.*>) 

where u e [0, 1 ] is the fraction of the labour fore» 
to be employed in production, A is the "digested" 

" In an unpublished Cowles Foundation diss—loa 
paper Phelps solves for the golden rule level of educational 
attainment. Hument. 

11 Aasnmiaf, of course, that there k 
to the production possibility frontier in 
investment space. 

enrvaiare 
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stock of technical knowledge, and x is the capital- 
labour ratio in labour efficiency units. Assume that 
labour force growth is zero so that we can choose 
units such that L=\. 

Assume further that increase in the educational 
attainment of the labour force is an increasing 
function of the fraction of the labour force engaged 
in education. 

h u)L] (2.21) 

with f'>0, <p"<i\ and ?>(0)<0. Capital accumu- 
lation follows 

K= *F(K,AuL)    ,,K, (2.22) 

where ,,>0. The law (2.16) governing the growth 
of technology in practice can be rewritten as 

À h'     A 
.1 y-(A). (2.23) 

Suppone that the planning board desires to 
maximize the functional 

Ìu[{ì  v>'4w(«)j°N(1'-      t2-1'4) 

(2.24) is merely the discounted integral of utility 
of j»r capita consumption, since x is defined by 
X-- K\AL. ÒX) is the planners' subjective rate of 
ime discount. Suppose further that U' >0, U"<0, 

and t/'[0]--x so that consumption will always 
be iK)sitive along an optimal programme. It is 
convenient to consider the Hamiltonian H defined 
by 

He» ,   U í1-M-/(í)]-Ií¡^«/(-;)-^*¡ + 
-\v{w(h)(R,t>°f  -A))+wf[(l--u)l  (2.25) 

Choosing utility as the numéraire, q is the social 
demand price of investment, v is the social demand 
price of technology in practice, and w is the demand 
price of educational attainment at measured by h. 
H is therefore the present social value of net nation- 
al product at time t. Maximization of GXP with 
respect to the controller! » (t) t• fo, 1] and u (f) « 
f0, 1 ] yields 

I"    q, with equality when * > O,        (2.26) 

(>" _• nqr, with equality when «< I.      (2.27) 

A programme of development maximizes the 
integral (2.24) subject to the technological con- 
straint» (2.4), (2.20) (2.23)if thereexist continuous 
(»rices q (t), r (t) and ,/• (t) „„d, (hat 

and 

'/     (»•.")</    /'( „'J'" (2.2«) 

i = (* + f)v-*\f(í)-±f>(±)\u>      (2.29) 

w = 9te-vtp'(h)[Ji-A] (2.30) 

while (2.4), (2.20)-(2.23), and (2.26)-(2.27) hold. 
Condition (2.26) says that when investment in 

physical capital is positive, the marginal utility 
of consumption must equal the social demand price 
for investment. Condition (2.27) says that when 
educational effort is positive, the marginal utility 
of consumption must be equal to the social demand 
valuation of the marginal contribution to increase 
in educational attainment due to added educational 
effort. 

Differential equation (2.28) says that the de- 
mand valuation of physical capital must change 
in a way so as just to compensate for losses due 
to depreciating the "waiting" net of the social 
demand value of physical capital's marginal prod- 
uct. Differential equation (2.29) says that the 
demand valuation of technical knowledge in prac- 
tice must change so as just to compensate for losses 
due to narrowing the gap between available tech- 
nology and technology in practice plus "waiting" 
net of the value of the marginal product of available 
technical knowledge. The path of the shadow valu- 
ation v (<) is inconsequential in the sense that all 
allocation decision» are independent of the value 
assigned to v (t). This is because, given h, R, and 
A, the value of À is uniquely determined. 

On the other hand, as evidenced by condition 
(2.27), w (/) plays an essential role in allocation 
Differential equation (2.30) says that the social 
demand valuation of education attainment must 
change in order to just compensate for "waiting" 
less the value of the marginal contribution to 
increasing technological knowledge in practice. 

To the above system  we must append the 
boundary conditions 
x (°) = *; R(0) = R»A (0) = A„ k (0)=,h,. (2.31) 
That is, that the initial values of stock variables 
are given to the planning board. In addition we 
must append the necessary terminal transversality 
conditions 

lim ce -« = Hm ve-« = hm 1m-ot _ 0      /2 32) 

That is, we require for optimality that the present 
value of all stocks tend to «ero. 

Next we observe that the necessary system 
of differential equations possesses a unique sta- 
tionary solution provided production satisfies the 
Inada conditions. 

/ <*)>0, f'(x)X), f" (*)«) for 0<*<x 

/(0)   ,0, /'(<))=*, 

t('r)     » /'(*)-0 
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Remembering that L = 1, let u* be the unique 
stationary to (2.21), i.e. 

c,(l-«t) = 0. (2.33) 

Kor it = w* there is one and only one value x that 
yields a stationary to (2.28) with U' = q. Define 
> by 

/'(4H + ^ (2.34) 

(Jiven «r and a:1, then A,1 is the unique value for 
which (2.29) is stationary when U' = v, 

» + »(»')—'¡/(^)-3-f(í,r)j.     («•») 
Again for g = r = w>=17', and given **, «t, and 
A*, we can solve for [R-A? as the unique sta- 
tionary to (2.30), i.e. 

Thus for the above economy the optimal 
trajectory is such that it tends to the capital- 
labour ratio x1 (in efficiency unit«) independent of 
initial endowments. In long-run optimal growth 
the gap [R- A] between the theoretical technology 
and the available technology remains constant 
while the capital-labour ratio in natural units 
declines. 

3.     THBOMES OF THÏ INDUCID BIAS OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANG1 

In section 1, naive models of Hicks-neutral 
exogenous technological change were treated, and 
in section 2, model« of education in which the in- 
duced technological change was specified to be 
labour-augmenting (and thus Harrod-neutral)." 
I have incited elsewhere»» that technological 
change induced by inventive activity is of the 
Hicks-neutral form. 

This specification of how the volume of in- 
ventions, the education of labour, or the learning- 
by-doing of entrepreneurs affects production func- 

11 The main reason that certain sp. ciiieations of the 
bias (or neutrality) of technological change are made » 
tor their convenience in modelling. There is, for example, 
no a priori reason to expect that the technological progrès« 
resulting from increased education is labour augmenting. 
This may be the ease, but it may also not be the case. 
< )f course, if labour comes in "vintages'* it may be natural 
to specify that educationally induced technological change 
in lithour embodied. 

" K SHELL, "Towards a Theory of Inventive Activ 
it y and Capital Accumulation", American Economic 
Rfrie*, May 1JMMI, pp. 82 «9, and K. »HULL, A Model 
of Inventive Activity and Lanital Accumulation m K. 
.SHKLI. (ed.), E»$ay on the Theory of Optimal Economic 
Growth, op. cit. 

tions is a rigid carry-over from capital theory. 
Certainly if there is an economic choice as to how 
much technological change a society should seek, 
there must be an economic choice amongst dif- 
ferent types of technological change. A planner or 
an entrepreneur must be faced with a choice bc- 
tween "labour-saving" and "capital-saving" tech- 
nological change." This choice must be crucial 
both in explaining the direction of progress in 
enterprise economies and in planning research 
and development, educational policy, etc. in cen- 
trally directed economies. 

Recently there have been a number of contri- 
butions to the theory of economic growth that are 
addressed to this point.«5 Underlying theso models 
is a construction like the invention possibility 
frontier (IPF). If output is given by 

Y=--F{BK,AL) (3.1) 

then society (or, as some authors have claimed, 
the entrepreneurs) faces an IVV characterized by 
g (.) where 

with ¡/'<0 and g" <0. This means that between 
labour-augmenting and capital-augmenting tech- 
nical change a trade-off exists independent of 
other economic variables. In particular it is assumed 
that the rate of technical progress is independent 
of the economic resources devoted to invention 
and education. As before, 

K = aY-fiK (3.3) 

with ft>0. Define the ratio«: 

y=Y/L, 

k - KjL, (*-4) 

x = BKlAL. 

Then (3.1) reduce« to 

y--Af(x) (3-fi) 

« 8ueb7a choice between "labour-saving" and "eao- 
ital-saving" change is crucial to the theories due to Hicks 
and Fellner of innovation in enterprise .H*nomies f • *; 
Hicu. The Tlmry of WW M^null». WS [Ch. S, 
W. J. FELLN», Two Propositions in the fheory of 
Induced Innovations", Economi» Journal, Vol. 71. June 
1W1). . 

•» See C.KïNMM>T, "Induced Bias in Innovation and 
th« Theory of Distribution", Economic.J ournol,n*pt. J MM. 
FÍA^TMTELSON," A Theory of Induced Innovating 
Kennedy-Weiisäcker Unes* ***** of Economic* amdSta 
tieUc, Vol 47, No. 4, Nov. 196Ä; E. M. DKANDAKIK and fc. 
ïjKîklM   "Â Modil of Induced Invention, Growth and 
úiSlSU". Cowk. Foundation ^¿^àSS^ laft.w n NORDHADS. "The Optimal Rate and uireciion 
of Technological cTang'e", in K.W (ed.) E.^ontke 
ThfonoiOitimal Economic Growth, op. cit. I he treatment 
thÄtowib« benefited from NordW paper and dis- 
eussions with him. 
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Mid (3.3) reduce« to 

¿ = sAf(x)-lk (3.6) 

where X = ft + », where n - LlL is the relative rate 
of growth of the labour force. 

In treating «uch a model for the representative 
firm in a competitive economy, one is skating on 
thin ice. In the enterprise economy it seems that 
the most ¡m^rtant feature of technical knowledge 
as a commodity is its inexpensive reuse. There- 
fore, m treating enterprise economies the fact has 
to be faced that most of the firm's technical know- 
ledge will be «imported" at typically very low 
cost. ' J 

The planning problem is, however, much easier 
to specify. Assume that it is desired to maximize 
a functional of the form 

J'V[(l  -*M/Mie-«di (3.7) 

where ò>0 and U'>0, U"<0, tf'(0)-oo. That 
is, it is desired to maximixe the discounted integral 
of utilities of per capita consumption. 

In order to  apply the maximum principle 
construct the Hamiltonian H which is defined by 

^
P

[«
1
-^/(T)|+IW¥)-«¡ + 

+ v*,9(ß)B + wßA (3.8) 

where 

ß^ AIA. (3.9) 

ff a feasible programme maximizes (3.7) then 
there must exist continuous prices q (<), v (t) and 
w (t) such that : 

¥ = (H ¿)Pl     Bf'(x)V (3.10) 
r ,-, (i - x _ g) v _ to-n f> ^ v, (ZU) 

*'=(»    ß)w-{f(x)-zf'(z))U',       (3.12) 
where 

"'[<i-«M/(4r)j*i        (3.13) 

-__..  K. BHXIX 

with equality when *>0. Following Nordhaus we 
introduce the shadow price of A in the form 
w>('   •> . Maximization of ONP (3.8) implies that 

vg'WBe' + wA^O. (3.14) 

It is further required that the system satisfy 
the boundary conditions: 

k(0)=k„ B(0)^B„ A(0) = A,    (3.15) 

of historically given stocks and the appropriate 
transversality conditions 

lim ce"* ^lim e<<'»>'»(/)-hm e-" w (t) =--0. (3.18) 

If we indicate the stationary value of x (etc.) 
by x* (etc.) then stationaries are found by solving 

9' (fl9)  - 

ß*~*. 

1 -«• 
(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

'•r   (m)«'- (3-20) 
'vhere «• is the equilibrium share of capital 

«• im (3.21) 

If the elasticity of substitution 

a = -At/-*/'] 

it less than unity and if »>* then a (forever) 
stationary programme is seen to satisfy all neces- 
sary and feasibility conditions. 

In concluding this section, some comments 
»re in order. We have sketched out some basic 
properties of the planner's optimal programme of 
capital accumulation and choice of the bias of 
technical change. We are thus left with only a 
partial analysis, since we have not investigated the 
possibility of simultaneous acceleration of tech- 
nological progress by way of devoting economic 
resources to inventive activity. It is toward suoh 
an integration that future research in this ana 
should proceed. 
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I.   PLANNING ANT> INDUSTMALIZATTON IN OVER-ALL 

ECONOMIC GROWTH 

KCONOMIC GROWTH is at present a major 
I »inoccupation of governments and of public 
opinion. (Jrowth in the developing countries is, 
in particular, a central issue in the history of our 
period. The importance of economic development 
is not limited to the countries of Africa, Asia and 
Latin America, for the socialist countries, with 
social ownership of the means of production have 
• ct economic development (and even a high rate 
(if economic development) as one of their basic 
tfoals. It is — ]>erhap8 viewed from a somewhat 
different angle— also a cardinal question for in- 
dustrially developed "western" countries, where 
the economy is based on private ownership of the 
means of production. 

Industrial development is an indispensable 
part—at the same time a precondition and a con- 
sequence—of economic development. Its impor- 
tance appears, however, in a different manner in 
each of the three groups of countries mentioned 
above. The developing countries are, in general, 
at an initial stage of industrialization. Together 
with the diversification and technical development 
of their whole economy, one of the very conditions 
of their economic growth is industrialization and, 
in particular, the development and the increase of 
the share of manufacturing industries. (The greater 
part of industrial development in the Soviet Union 
took place after the 1920's and in the other Euro- 
pean socialist countries after the late 1940's. 
Industry, however, still receives particular atten- 
tion in these countries both for the material goods 
it is exacted to deliver and for its impact on the 
technical development of the economy as a whole.) 
The developed western countries had already 
achieved high levels of industrial development at the 
beginning of this century. Industry (or more exactly 
certain industrial sectors) however is still the most 
dynamic part of their economy. 

The general recognition of this central role of 
industrialization, in particular as far as the devel- 
oping countries are concerned, is rather recent. 
It used to be widely held that the economic growth 
of the less-developed countries would be brought 
about not so much by modernization and structural 

change of their economy an important part of 
which is industrialization as by "comparative 
advantage" operating through the international 
division of labour. According to this school of 
thought it was advisable for the developing coun- 
tries to specialize in the production of agricultural 
and mineral raw materials, where they had partic- 
ular advantages, and to purchase industrial goods 
—for the production of which their situation was 
not favourable—as a counterpart of ex porteti raw 
materials. There was therefore no need for any 
particular industrialization policies; the market 
and the free play of prices would lead in the short- 
est time to the best economic structure within 
any country, as well as internationally. This tyj>e 
of reasoning, however, is scarcely sustained today 
(anyhow not in its pure form) and industrializa- 
tion has come into its full rights. 

Only fairly recently has there been some un- 
animity not to leave economic growth, at least 
in the less developing countries, to the sjiontaneouB 
o]>eration of economic forces, but to work out and 
implement well-defined development indicies 
through economic planning. Economic planning is 
not limited to the developing countries; the eco- 
nomic development of socialist countries is based 
on planning, and more or less detailed plans are 
worked out also in an increasing number of western 
countries. 

Economic development, industrialization and 
economic planning are therefore closely inter- 
related. In the course of practical planning ami 
theoretical research in this field, the chief emphasis 
is placed on the planning of the main aggregated 
economic indicators such as the national income 
and its principal components, production and con- 
sumption of the main sectors, investments, foreign 
trade etc. More recently there has been an increased 
interest in computations concerning the rational 
allocation of resources: project evaluation, mathe- 
matical programming of Industrial sectors etc. 

2.   MANPOWER PLANNING, PRODUCTIVITY AM» 

SKILLS 

The importance of manpower planning has 
only recently come to the fore, together with the 
recognition that the principal source for the de 
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velopment of every country lies in its  "human 
resources". 

Economic thinking tended previously to con- 
sider investment ¡is the principal moving forco of 
development.   Such  an  attitude is  reflected,  for 
example, in growth models like the Harrod Domar 
model or in  the neoclassical Cobb-Douglas type 
production functions. In these latter, production 
apjRjars as a function of capital and labour, in- 
creases in productivity being the result only of 
increases in capital }>er head. History has not con- 
firmed  the validity  of this line of  thinking on 
economic growth. Production increased in the long 
run much faster than could be predicted on the 
basis   of  the   standard   Cobb-Douglas   functions. 
The real change could bo better descril>ed by more 
sophisticated production functions, having a re- 
sidual tarm in addition to labour and capital, litis 
residual term can be considered as reflecting the 
increase of skills, technical development, over-all 
productivity change or the like; it still remains 
to be precisely described. The importance of the 
chanqe  in the  human  factors of   production  is 
however indisputable and has largely been accepted, 
like the importance of "human investment", for 
every country and particularly for those that are 
developing. 

Manpower planning-like every type of plan- 
ning—hai both a formal, static aspect when 
ojierating mainly with accounting identities, and 
a dynamic aspect when dealing with qualitative 
change«, the substantial part of planning. The 
purpose of the former is to make projections of 
the population (including the labour force) and 
to compare them with manjiower requirements in 
order to control the equilibrium of manpower 
needs and resources in the plans. This kind of plan- 
ning is done mainly in the form of balances. It is 
based on demographic statistics and forecasts, and 
on an estimation of the changes in the number of 
the total population and of the population of 
working age, in the employment of women, in the 
number of students of working age, ami so on. 

Planning changes in the quality of manpower is 
more difficult, for two closely interrelated prob- 
lems have to be dealt with: 

(a)    changes in the results of the activity of 
the labour forco and of its efficiency; 
that is, change» in labour productivity 
measured  in  production per  man and 
unit of time (hour or year); 

(l>)    changes in the quality of the labour force, 
usually measured by the skill conqmsi 
tion of manpower. 

It   is  to   be  noted   that  the  socio-economic 
phenomenon to be observed and planned is meas 
ur.nl and reflected in both case» only in a very im- 

perfect way. As far as productivity is concerned 
it is well known that labour productivity indicators 
do not reflect the effectiveness of labour very 
precisely. There are many statistical imperfec- 
tions connected with limited comparability when 
dealing with change of production patterns, price 
changes etc., particularly for major and more 
aggregated economic sectors.1 

As to the true  "quality" of manpower,  its 
precise  measurement is no more feasible.  What 
we can measure and plan is only the skill composi- 
tion of the labour force ; change in the number and 
the share within the total of persons having com- 
pleted elementary, secondary or higher education, 
and the share of unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled 
workers or of engineers and technicians in the in- 
dustrial labour force. Of course, in countries where 
illiteracy still exists, literacy is also an important 
indicator of the skill level of the labour foroe. It 
is well known that even the unequivocal definition 
and statistical measurement of illiteracy is a rather 
difficult task; it is even more difficult to deter- 
mine with a sufficient degree of exactitude the 
true quality or skill content of different educational 
levels.  Education that  is nominally similar can 
lead to very different knowledge and skill levels, 
and skills are influenced not only by education 
but also by many other factors, including practical 
experience. However, statistical analyses and plan- 
ning experience lead one to believe that labour 
productivity and skill-composition indicators are 
acceptable approximations of what planners are 
interested   in,   namely   the  efficiency  of   labour 
and the quality of manpower. This approximation 
is acceptable mainly because change is to be plan- 
ned and the hypothesis of "other conditions being 
equal" is usually permitted. An increase in labour 
productivity indicators therefore will usually cor- 
rectly reflect an increase in efficiency, as well as 
an increaso in the share of university graduates, for 
example, which reflects an increase in the quality 
of the labour force. It has to be noted, however, 
that extreme caution is indicated in making inter- 
national comparison, which is often necessary for 
planning. International comparison of productiv- 
ity is a field in which subjective judgements play 
an unusually large role. (It cannot be expected, 
in a comparison of skills between different coun- 
tries,  that the same nominal categories of, for 
example,   skilled   workers   or  technicians   cover 
groups of people having really the same skills.) 

I roductmty measurement and comparison is a 
«parate branch ol! economics and statintic*. the detail« of 
winch cannot be elaborated here. Many relevant problems 
to ÌH w ,rul)vN,0'vDfA1CHrNKo. 1«*• Productif Ujf, McAiraw-Hill, >.ew York, 1964. 
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Labour productivity, considered in the most 
general sense, is the volume of national income per 
employed pereon. When employment cannot be 
increased substantially, or can be increased only 
in the long run on the basis of population growth, 
it is evident that economic development will 
depend on productivity increases. This, or some- 
thing very similar, is the case in very many of the 
develo] ed countries. The situation of course is 
rather different in the developing countries which 
have considerable unemployment, open or latent; 
in them, production can also be increased through 
a substantial increase of employment. It would not 
l>e advisable however to raise production only or 
mainly by an increase of employment and to 
preserve low productivity levels. This would lead 
to losses in international competitiveness and to 
low levels of saving, thus decreasing possibilities 
of further growth. Developing countries protest- 
usually rightly—againBt the advice sometimes 
given to them to introduce labour-intensive, 
outmoded production techniques because of the 
prevailing scarcity of capital and abundance of 
manpower. (This of course docs not mean that 
the relative scarcity of resources can be ignored 
and that exactly the same technologies are as 
appropriate for developing as for developed coun- 
tries.) 

In my opinion the existence of allegedly un- 
limited labour supplies ought not to lead to a 
disinterest in the increase of labour productivity 
and its planning. As to the qualified labour force, 
its central importance to developing countries is 
generally accepted. Educational planning is being 
introduced increasingly even in those developed 
countries which do not apply economic planning 
in general. The reason for this is the increasingly 
obvious importance of education, which can be 
considered as a kind of non-material infrastruc- 
ture, the development of which cannot be left to 
short-term, spontaneous bursts of activity but has 
to be entrusted to deliberate and long-range gov- 
ernment action. There are obvious and easily 
acceptable interrelations between skills and pro- 
ductivity. An increase of skills is one factor — and 
in the long run probably the most important — 
for any increase of productivity. This will hold 
true, whether literacy is promoted at the lower 
stage of development or the proportion of highly- 
qualified engineers and scientists is increased. In 
addition, higher productivity will lead to a rise 
in national-income, and thus in turn to the educa- 
tion of more people; in fact better education 
will be made possible by higher material wealth. 

We have already seen that planning may be 
divided, in a very simplified manner and from 
the methodological point of view, into two parts. 

The first is the planning of proportions; that in, 
of the equilibrium between resources and require- 
ments. The main tool for this planning is the prep- 
aration and utilization of balances. The second 
is the planning of the most rational utilization of 
resources; that is, the planning of the optimum. 
This can be done by various means, which range 
from simple cost-accounting to project evaluation 
or to the planning of the optimal investment or 
production pattern of certain branches (or even 
of the whole economy) by mathematical pro- 
gramming methods and with the une of computers. 

In planning with balances—whether power or 
material balances, or even complex input-out- 
put balances—the various resources will show in 
different dimensions, in different balances, or dif- 
ferent rows of the balances. The connection be- 
tween the different balances will be established by 
technical coefficients, which thus become an 
essential part of economic planning. 

Labour productivity can be considered as a 
set of special technical coefficients, which in effect 
establish connections between the output of dif- 
ferent industrial branches and the most general 
and most important resource, labour. Productiv- 
ity is the most comprehensivo indicator for plan- 
ners of the rate of growth and the level of the 
economy ; it is the indicator by which comparisons 
are made between the rates of growth of different 
industrial branches within the country (taking 
into consideration the special problems of the 
different branches), and also between certain 
branches of industries in different countries. 

From the methodological itoint of view a 
prerequisite of the planning of equilibrium is that 
all relevant quantities figure consistently in the 
plan. This means that the plans have to show the 
impact of the planned figures of production and 
employment on productivity, and those of produc- 
tivity on labour and planning. The connections 
thus established should serve to check the con 
sistency and realism of the complete plan. The 
plan of skill-requirements can be considered as 
containing special productivity coefficients which, 
depending on the volume of output and on any 
change in the pattern of production, reflect the 
requirement of particular skills rather than that 
of total labour. 

This kind of computation is closely related 
to the accounting aspect of planning. The basic 
questions are those of planning the «hange in 
productivity and in requirements of skilled labour, 
and the utilization of the latter- questions to 
which the answers are extremely important and 
also extremely difficult to find. No really satisfac- 
tory method of forecasting changes has yet been 
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found, either in theory or in practice. We know 
well enough all the factors that have an impact 
on chango in productivity. It could be said in 
fact that there is hardly any social or economic 
phenomenon that has no such impact. The quanti- 
tative relationship between cause and effect, how- 
ever, is not sufficiently clear at our present stage 
of knowledge. The extraordinary complexity of 
the interconnections is one of the things which 
impede us when trying to work with unequivocal 
function-like connexions between cause and effect 
in the course of planning change in productivity. 
Planning by analogies that is, comparisons in 
time and space    has therefore a great importance. 

The difficulties encountered in planning the 
requirements of skilled labour are somewhat 
similar; the general trends are known, but there is 
much uncertainty concerning the quantitative 
connexions. 

Planning could be short-term (in most cases 
one year), medium-term (3 to 5 years) or long- 
term (10 to 15 years). The methodological and 
substantive problems raised by the plans will 
of course vary according to the planning term. In 
what follows wo shall be dealing only with me- 
dium- and long-term plans in connection with 
the planning of education and training as well as 
of productivity. There are generally no great changes 
in productivity within a short period, especially 
in the more aggregate sectors of economy. As far 
as change in skilled labour is concerned, longer 
jieriods have to be considered, since short-term 
changes are delimited by the educational and 
training system iu force at the time, and by demo- 
graphic changes. This of course does not mean 
that change in productivity or in the distribution 
ot ¿killed lulNiur between different sectors should 
1K> neglected in short-term plans from one year 
to the next. These problems, however, affect the 
statistical-accounting aspects of planning rather 
than the dynamic-qualitative ones. 

In the next section we shall discuss, not the 
technical aspects of planning and its full method- 
ology, hut some cardinal methods and inter- 
relationships which it would seem useful to take 
into account when planning productivity and skill 
requirements. 

¡1.     Pl.ANNlM! (»r PRODUCTIVITY 

The direct planning of productivity is theo- 
retically (Kwsiblc by planning production and 
labour requirements, i.e. the total labour time in 
detail, several yeaivs ahead for industry as a whole 

or for its main sectors. This direct planning is, 
however, not practicable. The figures used in 
planning are average productivities. The figures 
for a factory are averages of several products, 
those for a branch of industry are averages of sev- 
eral factories, and those for industry as a whole 
are averages of the several branches. Moreover, 
since it is usual to operate with productivity fig- 
ures for a period of a certain length, generally for 
at least one year, all figures for productivity are 
average values over a certain j»eriod of time. To 
plan productivity tlirectly, it would be necessary 
to have full details about the structure of produc- 
tion over the whole planning period. Even the 
labour requirements of a single product cannot 
always be directly planned over a period of some 
length, for they usually depend on the whole pro- 
duction pattern. Moreover, labour input depends 
on so many technical, economic and social factors 
that it does not seem possible to foresee every one 
of them and to [»Ian labour requirements in detail, 
directly. 

It is feasible, however, to plan changes of 
productivity. It may be assumed that some of the 
factors affecting production will remain unchanged, 
or will change but slightly, and it will suffice to 
investigate thoso that change and to evaluate 
their effects. 

Productivity plans, like economic plans, are 
normally based on statistics covering the past, 
which serve as points of departure. 

The initial data are: 
(i) Productivity ratios for the "base period" 

(generally one year), together with information 
concerning the circumstances under which that 
particular level of productivity came about, i.e. 
extremely detailed facts on the structure of produc- 
tion, the technical level, the quality of man- 
power etc. 

(ii) The trend of productivity change for 
several years before the base ]>eriod, together 
with the change of the main factors affecting 
the development of productivity. 

The results of planning largely depend on the 
quality of theso data. 

The basic problem here is that industrial 
sectors are not homogeneous, and usually include 
products with greatly differing labour require- 
ments. An effort must bo made therefore to consti- 
tute groups within which the effects of the main 
factors influencing productivity are similar. This 
requirement is in general well enough approximated 
by three digit International Standard Industrial 
Classification (ISIC) subgroups. 

A requirement easier to fulfil-though not 
always complied with in statistical practice -is 
that the content of the various groups should be 
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identical or at least identifiable. As labour input 
is visually measured by plants or enterprises and 
not by products this means that a particular group 
(e.g. a branch of industry) should always include 
the same enterprises, or at least that the effects of 
changes should be taken into account. 

If the development of the factors influencing 
productivity and the functional connexions be- 
tween these factors and the level of productivity 
were precisely known, then changes in the level 
of productivity could be computed directly without 
particular difficulty. Unfortunately, neither of 
these conditions is generally fulfilled. The main 
factors are known, but only in so far as to whether 
changes in them tend to increase or to decrease 
productivity. 

Tho quantitative knowledge to reveal their 
impact is mLsing. 

Economic literature contains abundant dis- 
cussions on the factors of change in productivity, 
or rather on the causes that result in changes in 
productivity. The following factors or groups of 
factors taken by and large api>ear to be most sig- 
nificant : 

(a) the quantity and quality of equipment ; 

(b) the   use  made  of   available   capacity; 

(c) the skill of the workers (quality of the 
labour force) ; 

(d) welfare and social factors; and 

(t)    natural factors. 

Let us briefly consider what effect each of 
these factors has on productivity and how their 
effect on labour productivity can be determined. 

(a)    The quantity and quality of equipment 

It ia obvious that productivity is, in the first 
place, determined by the quantity and the quality 
of the instruments of production used, largely 
measured by fixed capital. Among the instruments 
of production it is the machinery and the tools 
directly used in production that exercise the great- 
est and the most direct influence on productivity, 
for on their technical development depends higher 
production with the same quantity of labour. 
This means that changes in labour productivity are 
directly determined by the development of material - 
transforming machinery (of machine tools in the 
wider sense). The development of power equip- 
ment also has an important, but indirect, effect. 

Unfortunately for productivity planning, nei- 
ther quantity nor quality of machinery and equip- 
ment—in  so  far as  they  affect  productivity 
can be measured for industry as a whole or for its 
sectors. From the technical points of view, ma- 

chinery is not homogeneous and cannot bo ex 
pressed in similar units. The number of machines 
can, of course, be established, but because of dif- 
fering performances and different products there 
is no direct relation between changes in the number 
and sectoral productivity. The value of the capital 
invested in machinery could also possibly bo estab- 
lished; but the effect on productivity of different 
equipment costing the same price is usually not 
the same. Nevertheless an analysis of the value of 
existing and new machinery and the subsequent 
development of productivity might, of course, 
provide useful information. 

Attempts Vave often been made to establish 
connexions between productivity and power con- 
sumption and/or equipment. An increase in the 
volume and performance of machinery is accom- 
panied by an increase in power requirements 
(amount of installed horse-power and electricity 
consumption), and so it is tempting to use them as 
a measure of tho volume of productive equipment. 
This measure is, however, indirect and rather in- 
accurate when used to plan productivity. It does 
not take into account the up-to-dateness, ago and 
general quality of the productive equipment, the 
machinery itself. Thus there is neither a close nor 
well-founded relationship between production per 
worker and the horse-power utilized for it. In a 
pioneering study2 Rostas found, when comparing 
28 branches of industry in the United States and 
in the United Kingdom, that close liaison between 
productivity and installed horse-power }>er worker 
could be established only in six cases. 

Closer connexions exist between produc- 
tivity and the horse-power per worker within 
industry in one particular country, but they 
are not close enough to be applicable in planning. 

The influence of productive equipment on 
productivity is different for each branch of industry. 
There are branches, such as the chemical industry, 
paper milling and electric power production, when! 
machinery more or less completely determines 
technology, and thus productivity. To introduce 
new machinery here-at least new machines that 
could have an important effect on productivity - 
takes a number of years, since equipment of this 
type is everywhere manufactured only to order, 
and delivery times are long. In such branches, 
therefore, a knowledge of the investment plans 
or of the orders already placed makes it possible 
to determine when the new, more modern produc- 
tive capacities will become effective, i.e. when a 
change in productivity due to the installation of 

« I,. ROSTA«, Comparative I'rodwtlirUg in Hrititk and 
American Induitry, Cambi id«« Inivrntity Prtun, 1U4S. 
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new machinery may bo expected. In other indus- 
tries, such as engineering, textile* and shoes, new 
machines may very speedily be installed; here, 
however, not all new equipment leads to a sub- 
stantial change in productivity. It is therefore 
necessary to find out to what extent the expected 
investments will change the volume, composition, 
quality and up-to-dateness of the machinery. 

The volume and condition of the machinery 
and equipment does not alone determine the tech- 
nical level of production. Changes may take place 
in the technology of the manufacturing process, 
and the materials used may also vary. It is obvious 
that productivity is most influenced, after the 
machines, by the material used. Changes in this 
are generally slower than in machinery and their 
effect on productivity is smaller. 

Changes in material may influence the growth 
of productivity in two ways. First, although the 
material may remain the same and maintain its 
basic chemical, physical and technological prop 
erties, its quality may change, and this may result 
in increased productivity. If, for instance, a better 
quality of cotton is used there will be fewer stop- 
pages on the loom. If castings are of better quality, 
they can be more easily worked and there are fewer 
rejects. 

A change in material exercises a greater in- 
fluence on productivity if that change is the appear- 
ance of a new material, of which the processing 
technology and the mechanical and physical 
properties differ Troni those previously encountered. 
The various synthetic materials increasingly used 
instcud of metals or wood and in the textilo indus- 
try are a case in point. The use of these materials 
generally involves a considerable change in the 
technology of production and may thus greatly 
enhance productivity. The general introduction 
of such a new material easily takes a number of 
years, and so its effect on productivity can easily 
be determined. The relation in a particular factory 
or branch of industry between material and pro- 
ductivity may be fairly clearly established, though 
here also this is considerably more difficult for in- 
dustry as a whole. 

(I>)    The une made of available cajnicity 

Changes in the utilization of productive 
capacity are sometimes mentioned as an impor- 
tant factor in productivity changes. The theoretical 
basis of this assertion is partly the allagedly U- 
«haped cost function and the hypothesis of a simi- 
larly U-hhaited functional relation between pro- 
ductivity and the volume of production. Further- 
more, it is obvious that when demand drops, 
plants having higher production costs and lower 

productivity must shut down; however, if pro- 
duction is increased these plants can resume 
operation. 

Both phenomena do exist in certain branches 
of industry or particular firms, but are not every- 
where valid factors and are also not the only rele- 
vant phenomena. The year-by-year development 
of production and productivity in the United States 
between 1924 and 1938 shows the following 
picture : 

froditeli/m 

Decreasing 
Decreasing 
Increasing 
Constant 

I'rodwlieity 

Decreasing 
Increasing 
Increasing 
Constant 

year» (No.) 

2 
2 
6 
3 

Hungarian statistics for the period 1927 — 1043 
show similar characteristics. A decline in the vol- 
ume of production and the under-utilization of 
capacity may impede the general tendency of pro- 
ductivity to increase ; with large drops in produc- 
tion, productivity may even decrease; but increas- 
ing production is usually accompanied by increas- 
ing productivity. 

Unlike other important factors affecting pro- 
ductivity the change in the utilization of capacity 
can be fairly well determined quantitatively; it 
can be expressed in the case of homogeneous in- 
dustries (like metallurgy or some branches of the 
chemical industry) in physical quantities, in other 
cases by the number of jobs. Increases in the utili- 
zation of capacity usually act favourably on the 
productivity of labour, at least until a point of 
t) v erloading is reached that endangers the safety and 
continuity of production. This overloading may 
be of a purely technical nature, as in oases where 
productive equipment is overburdened so that i^ is 
damaged or where insufficient time provided for 
maintenance causes unexpected fall-outs. It may 
also be of an economic nature, when disproportion- 
ate development in the various sectors causes 
shortages of material or power. 

(c)    The quality of the labour fore* 

There is general agreement that the skill of 
w orkers engaged in production is one of the moat 
important factors of productivity. Unfortunately, 
the relation has not been very well established 
between productivity and skill indicators that 
can be measured statistically, auch «s the distri- 
bution of the three main categories (skilled, semi- 
skilled and unskilled); the number, or rather the 
proportion of technical specialists, and the number 
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of these with engineering degrees or technician's 
diplomas; the age distribution, and so on. All that 
can be said is that increases in experience, skill 
etc. generally tend to enhance productivity. 

(d)    Welfare and social jactara 

With respect to the next, very important 
factors of productivity — the welfare and social 
factors (nutrition, health services, housing etc.) - 
the planner has hardly more than informed guess- 
work to go on in establishing their impact on produc- 
tivity. The co-ordinated efforts of economists, so- 
ciologists, psychologists and others are needed to 
throw some light on these important, but compli- 
cated, interrelationships. 

(e)   Natural factors 

Last on our list are the factors of nature, such 
as the climate, the raw-material deposits, the 
location of centres of production and consumption, 
etc. These factors are constant, or in any case change 
slowly and have only a small effect on change in 
productivity, although considerably influencing 
its level in different countries or regions. Their 
effect is felt chiefly in mining, especially when the 
conditions of extraction change, when certain 
deposits are exhausted, or new deposits discovered. 
The quantitative effects of these factors may be 
more or leas accurately established and determined 
in advance. Their effect on any change in produc- 
tivity of the industry as a whole will generally be 
moderate, at least as far ai a direct effect is con- 
cerned. 

International comparison of the levels of and 
changes in productivity can give some guidance in 
productivity planning. By observing productivity 
changes in several countries over several years the 
planner will acquire a good sense of what he can 
expect to be feasible. However, levels of productiv- 
ity are too various and rates of development change 
too frequently and between too wide limits to 
serve as very solid bases for planning. Statistics 
show important differences even when average 
values of larger groups of countries are considered. 
For example, productivity in the engineering in- 
dustries (ISIC 35—38) of the industrialized coun- 
tries increased by 8.3 per cent yearly between 
11)48 and 19Ö3, and only by 3.7 per cent between 
1953 and 1958. In the less industrialized countries 
the increases were 2.0 per cent in the first period 
and 9.8 per cent in the second. 

4.    PLANNING or INDUSTRIAL SKILLS 

The planning of skills has to be performed 
in the framework of a certain number of skill 

7* 

categories. Thoso concerning the general level of 
education distinguish between persons having 
completed elementary, secondary, or high-level 
education. Within the industrial labour force, 
which principally interests us here, we distinguish 
between skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled worker» 
in the manual sector and between scientists, en- 
gineers and technicians in the higher level sector. 
Skill categories other than industrial- accountants, 
lawyers etc.- as they are well known do not seem 
to need further elaboration hero. 

There exist some general tendencies of man- 
power development which have to bo taken into 
account in the couree of planning. Four of these are 
briefly mentioned below but not discussed in detail. 

(i) Economic development is accompanied 
by structural change in the labour force. The most 
important feature is the decrease of the labour 
force occupied in the primary sector (agriculture, 
forestry, and mining) and the increase of the labour 
force in, first, the secondary sector (manufacturing 
industry) and, second, the tertiary sector (services). 

(ii) General educational and skill levels con- 
stantly rise in the course of economic development, 
and sk;ll requirements increase in every economic 
sector. There is a rather close correlation between 
the levels of economic development and those of 
education and skill. 

(iti)    Skill requirements of industry itself are 
constantly changing. Average skill requirements, 
especially, increase for highly-qualified i>ersonnel 
like engineers and scientists. For skilled workers 
there is a decrease in the share of skills based on 
and characteristic of traditional small-scale indus- 
tries (workers such as tailors, shoemakers, bakers 
etc.). On the other hand, the share and number of 
occupations characteristic of large-scale production 
increases, in particular the skill» of the engineering 
industries  (workers such  as  fitters,  toolmakers, 
turners  and other maohine-tool  operators, elec- 
tricians etc.). The tendency is less clear in the 
change  in the proportions of  the skilled, semi- 
skilled, and unskilled workers.  While there is a 
constant increase in the skill requirements within 
each group, so that the average skill content of 
each category is now much  higher than 20 or 
30 years ago, the change in the proportion of any 
given group within the whole can differ according 
to the particular industry or the particular period 
of economic and technical development. By and 
large it can be said that, while mechanization tends 
to increase the share of semi-skilled workers, auto- 
mation tends to decrease the share of this particular 

group. 
(iv) Skill requirements rary considerably 

from one industry to another. In general the so- 
called "dynamic" industries, like the engineering 
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industrias in general and the chemical industries, 
have high skill requirements, while the more tradi- 
tional industries, like the textile and clothing in- 
dustries, require lower average skills. 

Ueforo going further it seems worth while to 
diverge briefly. Education, which is the main basis 
of skill formation, has two aspects. Jt is de.sired for 
its own sake as a part of a better and fuller life; 
it is also a powerful tool of production for the 
individual as well as for society as a whole. In its 
first aspect education is producing consumer goods, 
in its second, investment goods. Only the second 
aspect will be considered here. 

The essence of planning industrial skills con- 
cerns, on the one hand, engineers and technicians, 
and on the other, the skilled workers. Because of 
the length of the relevant educational curricula, 
the planning of the labour force of engineers and 
technicians is worked out mainly within the frame- 
work of long-term plans and that of skilJed workers 
in medium-term plans. Although such consider 
ations are based on Hungarian experience only, the 
methods now to be discussed seem to present a 
fairly general applicability. 

The plan for qualified and highly-qualified 
manpower has to be closely integrated into the 
over-all plans for economic and social development, 
lu particular, a close co-ordination with the pro- 
duction plans for individual sectors is necessary. It 
stands to reason that the number of weavers, 
opticians, or toolnmkers at work is determined 
mainly by the development of the relevant in- 
dustry. Now it is not particularly difficult to meet 
this requirement as regards medium-term plans 
localise as far as economic development plans are 
worked out at all three, four or five-year plans 
exist anyway. The problem for long-term planning 
is somewhat more difficult. The 10- to 15-year plans 
are usually not available, or iti any case not in 
sufficient detail to serve as a basis for manpower 
projections. As the projections for engineers have 
to l»e made on a 10- to 15-year perspective this 
circumstance presents some difficulties; they do 
not, however, necessarily prevent the elaboration 
of realistic manpower plans. 

(a) I'lanmmj of hiyh-lrref technical manimwr 

The planning of the three categories of high- 
level technical manpower, engineers, scientists and 
technicians, has to be worked out together because 
of the possibilities of substitution and the close 
interconnexions among them. The planning period 
is determined by (,,) the duration of the educa- 
tional curricula, (I,) allowing for some years of 
practice after graduation in order that the social- 
ists may be fully trained, and (e) the time (if any) 

necessary to establish new educational capacities. 
Highly-qualified technical manpower thus has to 
be planned about 10 to 15 years ahead. 

Planning   the highly-qualified skill   require- 
ments involves working out the relevant balances. 
This means that computations have to be made to 
ensure   that increases  of  requirements  over the 
available numbers and decreases because of death, 
retirement etc. are satisfied through the output of 
the educational system, that is through new degree 
holders. The establishment of such balances is not 
discussed here, only the planning of total require- 
ments. It is also necessary to take into account all 
the requirements of the economy. Now, as engineers 
are employed in practically every sector, this is 
not an easy task. It is, however, facilitated by the 
fact that about 50 per cent of all engineers and 
scientists  are  employed   in  industry  and  about 
70 per cent in industry  and construction taken 
together.   The  percentages   are   even  higher  for 
technicians. These proportions are much the same 
in all countries and rather stable over time. Con- 
sequently it is sufficient to work out more detailed 
plans for industry and to deal with the other sectors 
in a less elaborate way. 

To establish the plan itself, the following points 
can be taken into account : 

(i) Information should be collected on past 
domestic and international trends concerning the 
number and the proportion in the total labour 
force of highly-qualified technical manpower. This 
will give an order of magnitude but not a very firm 
basis for planning, for international differences in 
this respect are very great. 

(ii) There are changes in the skill composi- 
tion of the highly-qualified labour force that are 
likely to occur in every country. For example, the 
proportion of civil engineers and architects has a 
tendency to decrease and that of electrical engineers 
to increase in the course of economic development. 
The reason is that in the early stages there is but 
little or no manufacturing industry, but there is 
construction work, which requires architects and 
civil engineers. Later, however, electrical engineers 
are required not only in the production and dis- 
tribution of electricity and in the production of 
electrical machinery and equipment, but also in- 
creasingly in maintenance. 

(in) As we have seen, skill requirements have 
to be connected to economic plans. Comprehensive 
long term plans for 10 to 15 years are usually not 
available. This difficulty can be overcome by 
elaborating tentative long-term manpower pro- 
jections for the economy as a whole and for its 
major sectors. Such projections are based on demo- 
graphic data (indicating the total labour force of 
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working age etc.) and on the general trends of 
economic development (decrease of manpower in 
agriculture versus increase in industry and ser- 
vices, higher increases in the dynamic industries 
such as the chemical and the engineering). In this 
respect international comparison of structural 
changes can be of great assistance. On the basis 
of these sectoral manpower projections the require- 
ments for engineers, scientists and technicians can 
v>e established with the help of skill-intensity co- 
efficients (proportion of the given skills in the total 
labour force of the sector) based on past domestic 
trends and international comparison. It is worth 
while mentioning in this respect that possible 
inaccuracies in the sectoral manpower projection 
will affect the plan of skill requirements only as far 
as concerns sectors having widely different skill 
intensities. Shifts between (say) precision engineer- 
ing and telecommunication engineering- sectors 
having practically the same skill intensities—would 
not greatly change the final results. 

(iv) One particular aspect of the qualified 
industrial labour force ha« been utilized in the 
planning of skill requirements in Hungary. There 
is a large occupational category, the "technical 
employees" who make use in their work of some 
kind of technical-induetrial knowledge, that follows 
managerial and/or white-collar occupations. Only 
a small part of this group has completed formal 
secondary or higher technical education. Experi- 
ence has shown that because of technical develop- 
ment, the proportion of these technical employees 
within the total labour force of the different sectors 
grows quite steadily. It is therefore possible to 
project the development of this proportion. By 
assuming that all new entrants to this group will 
hold secondary or higher-level diplomas we arrive 
at a kind of upper limit to what can reasonably be 
expected. 

(v) The methods described above would be 
considered "macroeconomic", for they deal only 
with the economy or industry as a whole or with 
major sectors. Another possibility is the "micro- 
economic" approach, the basic feature of which is 
to work out the details past and present of home 
and foreign experience in every sector as a guide to 
the probable impact of foreseeable technical and eco- 
nomic development on skill requirements. With the 
help of such studies, it is possible to describe the 
total manpower by occupation and skill in hypothet- 
ic 'model plants", one or more for every industrial 
sector. From such model plants, the total highly- 
qualified manpower of single industries can be 
built up. 

The final plan for highly qualified manpower 
can be worked out as a combination of the methods 
described above. Experience has shown that the 

total number of engineers, scientists and techni- 
cians should be determinad mainly by the methods 
mentioned under (in) and (iv), to which the 
methods under (i) and (it)— namely international 
comparison and general trends—serve as useful 
checks. The microeconomic method under (v) gives 
the most trustworthy results concerning composi- 
tion by occupational categories (mechanical, elec- 
trical, chemical, engineers etc.). The method is loss 
reliable concerning total numbers. This type of 
investigation can be undertaken only by specialists 
in the given industrial sector itself and auch groups 
usually have innate bias towards an overstatement 
of sectoral requirements. 

(b)    Planning of skilled-vjorker manpower 

While the number of engineers and technicians 
has to be planned on the long term, the planning 
of skilled-worker manpower, because of the shorter 
period of instruction and practical training of such 
workers, can take place in the framework of 
medium-term plans. 

It  seems,  moreover, that  central plans for 
engineers that cover a long period are more realistic 
than the totalling up of the requirements of each 
economic unit employing engineers and technicians. 
For skilled workers, on the contrary, it is the 
industrial enterprises that have the best and most 
detailed information for assessing the foreseeable 
amount and pattern of skill requirements ; in addi- 
tion they very often also have the requisite training 
facilities and employ apprentices. Central planning 
activity is required here in two respects. The first 
is to take into account the foreseeable requirements 
of new enterprises. The second is more complex. 
Enterprises  with  training  facilities  can usually 
forecast quite precisely their skill requirements for 
the basic skills of Lheir industry ; that is, for tool- 
makers or turners in the engineering industries, or 
for weavers in the textile industry. However, a 
very wide variety of skilled workers is required— 
even if only in small numbers—in the industrial 
and other sectors of the economy. This is the case with 
maintenance workers of every kind. Since it is not 
very desirable that each unit employing only one 
or two of a given skill category should try separately 
to  assess  availabilities  and   requirements,  it   is 
necessary to collect information and to work out 
additional plans centrally. 

5.   CONCLUSION 

In this article only that aspect of planning 
which we called the planning of the equilibrium 
has been dealt with. The planning of the optimal 

. 
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utilization of resources, involving policy decision«, 
raises other problems. As far as productivity is 
concerned the alternatives aro generally considered 
not purely in terms of productivity but as choices 
between different possible sectoral structures (and 
thus between foreign trade alternatives) or between 
labour- or capital-intensive production methods. 
The methodology of the computations involved is 
fairly well developed, especially of those concerning 
project evaluation, and does not need to be dis- 
cussed here. 

The profitability of education and training has 
iKien far less thoroughly worked out. This is an 
imjK>rtant problem. Tho costs, and in particular the 
investment costs, of education and training are very 
high and continually increasing. It would therefore 
wem justifiable to compare the costs and "results" 
of education and training with those of other sec- 
tors, whether of the type of social services (for 
example, health) or of material production. The 
existence of a choice between different types of 
education and training »s also relevant. Decisions 
in this field are often made in a rather haphazard 
way, without a sound economic basis. This can lead 
to inefficiency and waste. It should be acknow- 
ledged, however, that those who take such decisions 
have been given no clear theoretical foundation by 
economists to guide their considerations. 

The economics of non-material services, like 
those of health and education, present particular 
difficulties. It is not easy to measure the value or 
tho economic results of the "goods" these sectors 
deliver. A very tempting simplification in the field 
of education is to consider general education (i.e. 
that pro vif led by elementary schools and non- 
technical high schools) as consumer goods from 
which no economic return is expected and on the 
cost and development of which society decides on 
non-economic grounds. This simplification can per- 
haps be accepted for highly developed countries; 
but certainly not for the developing countries, 
where l>oth the costs of such education (compared 
to national income) and its economic return« (for 
example, through the extension of literacy) are high. 

The basic difficulty is to evaluate the economic 
results of education. Some authors suggest measur- 
ing the value of education to the individual by 
comparing the discounted earnings and expendi- 
tures over the lifetimes of persons having different 
educational levels. Without going into details we 
can say that this method cannot bo accepted as 
providing an adequate statement of the costs and 
benefits of education from the point of view of 
society. Practical planning in this respect is there- 
fore usually the result of a compromise between 
what educational experts require and what society 
can afford (or what financial and other experts 
think it can afford). 

It is easier—and very useful in practice—to 
measure the costs of education. These costs are 
borne partly by the families (individual persons) 
and partly by the society (central or local govern- 
ments). In most countries, the investment costs 
and, at least partly, the operating costs of educa- 
tional institutions are borne by society; the living 
costs of students are borne mainly by the families 
(but also by society in the form of grants, scholar- 
ships etc.). There is an additional "opportunity cost" 
in the earnings foregone by the individual and the 
national income foregone by the society because of 
the delay in entering the working population. 

The results of such computations help to 
clarify the relative costs of different educational 
levels. The relevant interrelations may, of course, 
be different within individual countries, according 
to their educational system, levels of living etc. 
Hungarian computations have shown that the total 
social cost of training skilled workers with three 
years apprenticeship after elementary school is 
about 33 per cent higher than the cost for unskilled 
workers having only eight years of elementary 
schooling. The cost of technicians (secondary 
educational level) is almost double and that of 
engineers (university level) almost four times that 
of unskilled workers. This fact gives additional 
weight to the proposals to increase the number of 
technicians in comparison with that of engineers 
and to let all tasks for which full engineering degrees 
are not indispensable be performed by technician«. 
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INTRODUCTION 

IN ADDITION TO capital investment, develop- 
ment demands competent entrepreneurship, stable 
social and political institutions and a rational use 
of human resources. During the last decade we 
have experienced a renewed interest in the econ- 
omies of human resources, as has been evidenced 
by the increased volume of publications dealing 
with the problems of education, manpower, pro- 
ductivity and economic growth. 

The present study tries to focus attention on 
the importance of manpower in planning for the 
economy and for educational facilities. It supple- 
ments our previous work for UNIDO in this field.1 

We could sum up the joint results of that article 
and the present paper as follows: 

(i) There is a systematic relationship be- 
tween the productivity and the skill composition 
of an industry. This relationship is unique to each 
industry. 

(ii) Occupational data by industry, avail- 
able to us through the census, is usually contamin- 
ated. Information on the educational level of 
different occupations can assist us in determining 
the correct occupational distribution. 

(Hi) Data of the occupational composition 
of industries at different levels of productivity 
can provide values for: parameters needed for 
static and dynamic models of manpower planning; 
a feasibility test for economic plans; verification 
of productivity; the allocation of labour; and for 
manpower forecasting. 

The linking of productivity to formal educa- 
tion ignores important variables in the causality 
process between productivity and human resources. 
A higher educational level does not automatically 
produce a higher level of output unless this higher 
level of education is a result of a higher occupa- 

1 If. ZTMELMAN, "Skill Requirement« in Manufactur- 
ing Industries", InéhutrUúiíation and Pre*Mtfrily BvUUm 
No. 12, IMS. 

tional mix, such as more professional« and fewer 
labourers. It is therefore of little use for planning 
purposes to link productivity or income per capila 
directly with formal education. 

This points to the necessity of research in a 
vital area, i.e. that of inquiring into the different 
ways or means of skill acquisition (especially at the 
level of the blue-collar skilled worker) and that of 
obtaining botter data on the human functions in- 
volved in production. A knowledge of the different 
methods by which workers acquire skills and of 
the relationships between productivity and the skill 
composition of the labour force may enable plan- 
ners to determine minimal formal educational 
levels compatible with a given structure of the 
economy and a given rate of growth. 

1.   SKILLS AND rooDucnvmr1 

There is reason to believe that a high degree 
of complementarity exists between a certain type 
of production method and the kind of labour force 
it requires. In other words, a certain level of tech- 
nology, and hence a certain level of productivity, 
are represented by a specific kind of organization 
and by a specific kind of capital equipment that are 
made to work by a labour force whose occupational 
composition is well defined. 

This assumption can be formalised as follows: 
the productivity of an industry is linked to a spécifie 
occupational distribution of its labour force.» The 
production function in this case is of the ty|» 

Q**Fl(K,LvLm K) 0) 
where Q • output, I„ L„ ... A, are the number of 

» The model here used was originally presenti*! to 
"Skill Requirement« in Manufacturing Indiutrks . op.ett. 

» We «hall aaaum« that productivity i« tin- output 
per unit of a factor of produetinn. A» we are dcaUnK 
mainly with the input of labow, we «hall refer in tat 
future to the productivity of labour «imply a« »rodes- 
ti vity. 
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workers in  occupation«   1,2, „, and   K  is 

the amount and type of capital. 
We can rewrite (1) in the following way: 

<?//>=/', (A//, LJL, LJL LJL)    (2) 

where /, is the total numlier of workers. Further- 
more, if ,t is also assumed that K¡L is a func- 
tion of the occupational distribution of L, then 
it follows that: 

QÌL - F3 (LJL, LJL, LJL).       (3)« 

This hypothesis was tested for each of the two-digit 
industrii*, their occupational distribution and 
productivity data for 21 different countries being 
used as observations. (The data for each industry 
is presented in Annex I.) 

The equations used in these multiple corre- 
lations were of the form 

% = « + &!/a«+ 6« *„+ +bHfXm}    (4) 
«here Vj is value added per person engaged in 
industry j and r„, is the proportion of occupation 
» m the labour force of industry /; also the follow- 
ing function was fitted to the data. 

'»g y, - « -1 b „ log Xli + b2i log *„ +  
iA/log ,r,„. (r>) 

y and x have the same significance as in (4). 
The occupational groups5 used in the multiple 

correlations were : 

*i     = professional and technical workers, 

* While this approach is an o versi nmlif ¡cation   i e it 
leaves ,„,   the influence of the relative pricing of capital 

s  1 he number of occupational «roups was determine 
by ;i|ooonBt„..nU,, imposed by the nu.nner o oîser•ioni 

Sa 1.       faCt that thfi SU,n of *'* *»» «'«"«V belï kïï 

M. ZTMF.LMAN 

*I = Administrators and managers, 
#4 ----- clerical workers, 
•r» sales workers, and 
x, = manual workers. 

The final equations (after the variables with- 
out statistical significance were dropped)« the 
multiple R\ the multiple F ratio and its degrees of 
freedom, as well as the F of each of the coefficients 
(and degree of significance) are given in tables 1 
and 2. 

These tables show definitely that (a) variations 
in productivity in a given industry can be explained 
by differences in occupational structures; (6) vari- 
ations in the proportion of professional and techni- 
cal workers are a major determinant in almost all 
industries; (c) the importance of other variables 
may vary from industry to industry, depending on 
what type of function is chosen. The only occupa- 
tional group that seems to exert no influence is 
that of clerical workers.7 

proc'JÏ dóA* OÍ Tfri.*W«- during the correlation 
£vi£— ! , e t(L avo,d »ntroduc ng variable» whaan 
«MffHien; ha. an lvalue lew than critical f'choZmZ 
advance This procedure ha* the advantage of namTwta« 

and of haying also a number of occupational «OUD» 
whose »um i. well below 100 per cent, tb Jin .totabfi? t£ 
effect of dependency of the variables. nummuin« «*> 

hii ' I*»l»omld be noted that the influence of a variable 
has no bearing on it« exiatei.ee. The fact that a variabk 
does not appear in the equation does not inmly that tkta 
occupation is not ne«d*<ï in the production procS   SS 

beVlann
r

(7f
,orAllirfUpatÌ0n" ry *• ,,eeded" iSB. to oe planned for. If, for example, regardless of the b>v«l nt 

nZ ;i¿ Van*b,e */"*' not »PP«« in «"> equation & may play an important role in determining the total 
occupational structure, an even more im,* rUnt roL tfca. 
ta on,tv,í?,IV ^-«f"«-»* variabrAuppîÎiïS » only 0. l per cent of the total labour force. 

TABM; I.    I, 
INEAH CORRKI.ATION8 OK THK FOKM > = •+»,*, -|   », ,, +   ... ^ . 

f Unadjusted data) 

ISIC \o. 

Miinufaetiiring (2 — 3) 

Food and beverage* (20, 21) y 

Tobacco and tobacco 
product« (22) 

Textile mill products (23)     y 

liquation 

-2,991+  82.64 a^-f 00.89 LI 39 44* 
<1732) (4.44) (2.2»)* 

7,054 f-  38.13 jr, ~ 38.67*,   - 13.48*, 
(3-34) (1.63) (1.42, 

LM      Multi-  nt' i       tiifrt$ of 
"     *Tr   nr'ï   -mm*— 

».»s   «.*• 

0.708 13.79 4/16 3.01« 4.77« 

0.40«    3.87 3/17 3.20* 5.18 

' • """"SE,* 'S- » '»"l¡ •-"» — 
29.1.-58 -   31. tC, jr. 

(12.40) 0U    12*« 1/1» 4.38» 8.18* 
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TABLS 1.   LINXAK coitBBLATioifS OP THX POiiM y=a +6, *,+•,»,+ ...*,, as» (continued) 

law Nu. «*      Ä'   ni'1'    ÄS»^« 
*" *    "''       #.M     •.»» 

Clothing and other fabric 
textile« (343, Î44) y = -      454 + 203.30»,+   41.79*,- 31.84 an, 

(11.68)           (9.52) (2.64) 
Leather and footwear 

(241, 29) i" -  1,801+  80.19 *, +   32.99*,+ 50.63 », 
(0.93)          (1.56) (7.84) 

Furniture and fixtures (20) v= 26,671-   27.79 as, 
(19.17) 

Lumber and wood products 
(25) y = -  2,076 f 107.72 *, + 119.39 as, - 34.56 *4 

(5.06)         (16.53) (2.54) 
Lumber and wood, includ- 

ing furniture (25, 26) y = 92,855 - 197.81 *4 + 188.43 », - 95.30 *, 
(2.95)           (1.30) (7.21) 

Paper and paper producta 
(27) > = - 6,130+164.24», + 113.00*,+ 19.37 «4 

(52.21)           (8.27) (2.10) 

Printing and publishing (28 
»=• 

19,336-   24.03 a:,-   31.23 », + 28.90 x% 

(1.44)           (2.74) (5.99) 

Rubber producta (30) 9 = 7,662 + 146.21 a», +   52.70 *, - 12.80 x, 
(25.61)           (1.90) (2.53) 

Chemical and chemical 
product* (31) 

»=•• 

-  6,990+106.87*,+   63.31 a-, 
(20.10)           (6.12) 

Petroleum and coal 
producta (32) »-" -   3,782+  87.67»;,+   77.82 at, 

Glass, atone and clay 
producta (33) y = — 

Metal and metal producta 
(34,35) »-- 

Primary metala (34) y =^ — 

Fabricated metal producta 
(excluding machinery) (35) y •• 

Machinery, excluding 
electrical (36) y 

Electrical machinery (37)     y = 

Transportation equipment 
(38) y = 

Miacellaneoua manufactur- 
ing (Including instruments) 

(26.92) (4.14) 

3,344+166.05*,+- 31.16*,+ 
(22.43) (3.35) 

2,316 +  »4.37*, 4 41.93*,+ 
(21.70) (2.68) 

21,130+161.58*,+ 72.22*,+ 
(9.14) (2.02) 

1,814+  70.28*,+ 40.75*,+ 
(22.24) (2.86) 

768+  37.65*,+ 42.86*, 
(4.66) (2.41) 

-      661 +  38.86 *, + 75.44 as, 
(12.47) (1.26) 

61+  71.9tt*,+ 67.41», 
(17.10) (2.10) 

1,418+  46.45*,+   44.14*, 
(17.26) (12.40) 

120.20«, 
(6.36) 

85.46 *, 
(2.42) 

596.00 x, + 
(8.37) 

64.42 *, 
(1.14) 

0.656 10.21 3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

33.26», 0.620    4.08 4/10 3.48* 5.99 
(1.94) 

0.615 19.17 1/12 4.75* 9.33* 

0.702    7.88 3/10 3.71* 6.55* 

0.404    3.84 3/17 3.20* 5.18 

0.799 21.22 3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

17.69», 0.814 17.60 4/16 3.01* 4.77* 
(3.67) 

0.772 18.07 3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

0.674 18.66 2/18 3.55* 6.01* 

0.676 18.62 2/16 3.68* 6.36* 

0.833 26.7 3/16 3.24* 6.29* 

0.684  11.55 3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

16.98»,  0.601    4.90 4/13 3.18* 6.20 
(1.65) 

0.697 12.32 3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

0.306   S.76 2/17 3.59* 6.11 

0.438   6.62 2/17 3.59* 6.11 

0.627    8.94 2/16 3.63* 6.23* 

0.661 16.58 2/17 3.59* 6.11* 

t  - prmlaottTky 
r, = proporUoa of Profrwloaal aad Taokak»! Worten la MM Ubo« (ores 
a,   - proportion of Admlntotrirtor» «a« Maaaawa la the tabear foro» 
g, - proporUoa o( ClortcoJ Workors la ta« Uboar foro« 
*, - propamoa •* Malss Worker» la MM »boar term 
i,     proportion of Haaaal Worker» la ta* lassar foro» 

The ricura» ka krackst» rsprssoat F-Tarass far sssfnstsnU. 
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lOOAKlTHmc COMILATIOKS OF TH. TO»« lof , « « + », 

  (ünadputoj iota) 
»1 + *•*!+...•,,*, 

¡SIC N: 

Manufacturing (2 — 3) y 

Food and beverage« (20,21) y -. 

Tobareo and tobacco 
products (22) 

fffwotto» 
**      PU F 

Textile mill producta (23) 

Clothing and other fabric 
textile» (243, 244) 

Leather and footwear 
(241, 29) 

0.912  +0.8403», + 0.7899* 
(22.20) (9.019) 

».1314 + 0.5761 * + 0.6241 * - 2.0764 * 
(«•31) (3.82) (1.57) 

13.8896 - 1.3466 * + 0.5347 * - 2.86 * 
(4-87) (3.64) (1.08) 

22.0461 + 0.39* +0.23* -5.81», 
(2.98) (0.60) (2.71) 

nw i     ¿>f*» of 

'    »*i    ê.tt 

Furniture and fixtures (26)   y =, 

Lumber and wood 
product« (2ö) y _ 

Lumber and wood, incl ad- 
inff furniture (28, 26) y   ; 

Paper and paper product« 
(27) f„. 

Printing and publishing (28) y. 

27.6422 + 0.32«, 
(5.44) 

0-88    + 0.71 x, 
(18.03) 

«.27     + 0.16* 
(2.87) 

1.7599+ 0.43*, 
(35.63) 

1-61     +0.26*, 
(7.06) 

- 0.35 * - 8.26 * 
(2.35) (4.97) 

+ 0.60 * + 0.53 a», 
(5.54) (4.39) 

-6.80* -13.40«, 
(»•77) (21.89) 

+ 1.47 * 
(14.40) 

+ 0.93* 
(7.72) 

-0.70*« 
(4.53) 

Rubber product« (30) 
Chemical and chemical 

product« (31) 

Petroleum and coal 
product« (32) 

Olas«, «tone and clay 
product« (33) 

Metal and metal product« 
(34, 35) 

Primary metals (34) 

Fabricated metal product« 
(excluding machinery) 
(35) " 

Machinery, excluding 
electrical (36) 

Electrical machinery (37) 

Transportation equipment 
(38) 

Miscellaneous manufactur. 
ing (including instru- 
ment«) (39) 

y- 

y = 

y = 

11799 + 1.00*, +0.62*. 
(39.31) (5.77) 

17.8119-1.52* -3.94* 
(3.10) (19.03) 

11.2722 + 1.08* -3.27* 

~02i4gtÀ!x> +0A3x> +0-"*. (13.38) (2.05)          (4.10) 

0.C851 + 1.18* +0.51*. 
(17.66) (2.87) 

-1.2308+1.60* +1.26* 
(48-61) (13.57) 

2.8860+088* +0.36*     -0.81*    + 0.,4* 
1*4.81) (1.83)           (1.75)          (HAI 

2.9625+1.10* -0.71*     + o.,0.                ' 
(10.03) (1.70,         \ioZ* 

1.8595 + 0.75* +0.46* 
(34.40) (5.49) 

y 

y 

-4.20* 
(3.18) 

y = 

16.8501 + 0.47* -1.07* 
(3.01) (3.99) 

2.0825 + 0.64* +0.17* 
(7.92) (0.37) 

24.03    -0.52* -6.76* 
(0.98, (5.22) 

0.84    +0.75*    +1.06*     -0.32* 
(19.33)  (10.14)    (,.;;,• 

0.666 18.02 

0.523    6.22 

0.393   3.24 

0.444   6.33 

2/18 3.55* «.Ol« 

3/17 3.20« 5.18* 

3/10 3.29    5.42 

3/17 3.20* 5.18* 

0.549    6.49 

0.722    9.56 

0.806 13.89 

0.880 24.48 

0.542 10.66 

3/16 3.24* 5.29* 

3/11 3.59* 6.22* 

3/10 3.71* 6.55* 

3/10 3.71* 6.65* 

2/18 3.55* 6.01* 

0.70« 20.49 

0.562 11.55 

0.735 23.60 

0.665 11.25 

0.570   9.94 

0.855 00.49 

2/17 3.59* 6.11* 

2/18 3.56* 6.01* 

2/17 3.59* 6.11* 

4/16 3.01* 4.77* 

2/15 3.68* 6.36* 

2/17 8.59* 6.11* 

0.583    0.26 

0.472    4.18 

4/15 3.06* 4.89* 

3/14 3.34* 0.0« 

0.M7 18.69 2/17 3.09* «.11* 

0.430   4.02 3/1« 3.24* 0.29 

0.844   4.47 2/17 3.09* 0.11 

0.320   3.78 2/1« 3.63* «.23 

0.««8 10.78 S/16 8.24* «.»• 
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2.   THE  ROLE   OF   EDUCATION  IN   HELPING  TO 

DETERMINE THE CORRECT OCCUPATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTION 

The data used in the correlations given earlier 
in this paper (the values of the x's and y's) come 
mainly from census data of various countries. 
Census data are notorious for their lack of accu- 
racy1, mainly because questions are answered by 
people who may not wish to give a truthful answer— 
someone wishing to upgrade himself, or a house- 
wife taking pride in bestowing a higher office on 
her husband—but also because of the quality and 
training of the census interviewer. 

To check and compensate for these errors, 
data on education, set out by occupation, can be 
used. For example, if we find that 5 per cent of the 
professional and technical workers never finished 
grammar school we may assume that 5 per cent of 
the people who proclaim themselves professionals 
and technicians are not what they say they are. 
if we find that 10 per cent of clerical workers are 
illiterate we may assume that they are not perform- 
ing a clerical job, and so on. 

To have a better idea of the occupational 
structure of an industry we must therefore adjust 
the vector of occupation by the matrix of occu- 
pation by edueation. Assume that in industry Y 
we find that the occupational structure is composed 
of xu xt, xt but we suspect that the figures are not 
reliable. Assume also that we have the educational 
distribution data of each occupation 1, 2 and 3, 
broken down according to percentage in levels A, B 
and C. 

Educational   breakdown 
Industry Y occupational   of occupations in percent - 

structure ages, i.e. 1A + 1B + 
+ 10 = 100 

*1 1A IB 1C 
*« 2A 2B 2G 
*s 3A 3B 3C 

Multiplying row by row we have 

xt • 1A +zt • lB + xt • lC = xl 

xt• 2A -far, 2B+xt2C = xt 

xt • 3A +xt -3B+xt- 3C=xt (6) 

* One should recall the fact that the population 
connus of 1950 for t^e United States failed to account for 
t ho presence of approximately 6 million persons, and that 
i H ¡itched returns checking the census figures with the 
monthly surveys for the same year for people enumerated 
at the same date, show that in half the cases different 
interviewers arrived at different results. Also, that, even 
if the United Kingdom and the United States cannot 
produce better statistics than they do, those of other 
countries do not in general come near their quality. 

Let us further assume that occupation 1 represents 
professional workers, and that levels A, B, and C 
are elementary, secondary and university levels of 
education, respectively. If we decide that it is im- 
possible to be a professional without going to 
secondary school we can adjust xt by subtracting 
xx • 1A from it. The same procedure can be followed 
with x, and x„ deciding a priori on the minimum 
educational levels necessary to perform successfully 
in a given occupation.• 

In our case the adjustment was made as fol- 
lows : in the minor groups of professional workers, 
only those with some education of a university 
level or higher were considered professionals. In the 
minor groups of technical workers, only those who 
went beyond elementary school were considered 
technicians. Those classified as professionals who 
had only some secondary schooling were also 
considered technicians. Clerical workers who did 
not finish elementary school wore considered 
unsuitable for clerical work. 

In the case of sales workers and managers it 
was impossible to adjust the figures because both 
groups, at the national level figures, include a 
myriad of occupations that do not appear in manu- 
facturing, such as proprietors of very small busines- 
ses, street vendors, and so on. 

With the manual workers group there is almost 
no lower educational limit for unskilled workers, and 
elementary education seems to be sufficient 
minimal formal schooling for most other manual 

* Since educational data is given on a two-dimensional 
basis, occupation by education, it would be erroneous to 
apply to major occupational groups the correction of the 
average national educational level for the major group. 
The major groups have to be reconstructed from tho sum 
of the minor groupings. For example, we havo an industry 
with 10 per cent professional and technical workers, and 
this major group is composed of S per cent engineers and 
5 per cent technicians, both minor groups. This gives us 
the following percentages: 
Iievels 1        2       3 
National average for professionals 

engineers 
technicians 

10 

10 

50 40 
20 80 
60 »0 

The averages for professionals obtained by summing up 
the minor groups are respectively 6, 40 and 55 for levels 1, 
2 and 3. Such an average is higher than the national level, 
because the national average includes in the professional 
and technical group such disparate occupations as phy- 
sicians, practical nurses, athletes, engineers, and so on. 
This method of using national averages for major occu- 
pational groups is widely employed, but it underestimate* 
the educational levels of sectors such as manufacturing 
and overestimates those of others such as services. 

In many cases when data on occupation by éducation 
are divorced from those on occupation by industry, the 
consequences of using them without the next step of 
adjustment and without a good understanding may be 
very costly, since in some cases the conclusions may be 
reached that we need 10 per cent of engineers of whom 
one-third only finished grammar school. 
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i.. An.tVf Tl figT are,I,re8ent0d in the tabl- 
Lin   hi      ^T-      JU8tWl fÍgUre8 COnfirm °"<* again that productivity is a function of the occupa- 
fonal distribution of the labour for*.  Tabled 
and 4 present the correlation of productivity with 

results of f.tting to the data a function 

Vt = * + btíztí+ +bnjXn. (7) 

where y¡   -. productivity of industry j, 

*t - proportion of professional and tech- 
nical workers in the labour force, ad- 
justed by educational levels, 

*.     administrators and manage« as a pro- 
portion of total labour force, 

•'-,,      clerical workers as proportion of total 
Hbour force, adjusted by educational 

levels, 

•'>      nales  workers as proportion  of total 
labour force, and 

•'7      manualI workers as proportion of total 
labour force. 

Table 4 is of the form 
t»eyj-a+bìfìogXì/ + +h 

and where » and the *'« I,«• *u 
as in table i  if the same meaning 
at,,   fh! WlïhoUt excePtio" the correlations 
and the degree of reliability are much higherTn 
Uns case than where adjustments were nofmade" 
(compare with tables 1 and 2). 

It is also interesting to note that the adjusted 
group of professional and technical worked, iTthe 
= factor in  explaining the produc iX  o 
almost every industry,  except in the  cases  of 
tobacco and tobacco products shoes and Cher 
and the printing and publishing industries ' 

— _ M. ZTMELMAN 

position  the country planning its manpower may 
get an idea of the people needed in a givYn occZ 
tion to reach its productivity goal from P 

AX, = S (,„*,),       î(XiiEi)it (9) 

^j- - yearly net addition of people in   /9»> 
occupation t needed, 

where 

At = t-t0 

xt,    «the proportion of occupation i in the 
labour force of industry ; 

*/     is the total employment in industry j 

to      indicates that the data are taken from time 
period zero 

/       indicates that the data are taken from the 
final time period 

±Xt » net addition of people needed in occupa- 
tion t over the total time jwriod. 

This method assume« a linear extrapolation 
»rctween the <ffr* position and the S gol 
Another use of these tables is to allow the dS* 
mm. ion of parameters needed for aXT^ 
model that includes manpower requins" P 

4. 
USE   OK   TABLES   FOB   DVKAM.C   PROGRAMMINO 

3.    USE OK THK TABIJB8 „ AjnfK | roR MAs^ 

l'LAWNTNO 

ïBÎ£»Blt 
the env•,,,,,! goal of ,„„„„„. country Thïïv« 
"» «i .«•..,»tioMl «.motion thatWcKï 
.-I-..V...V go.,. fetrapolating tJTZSl 

Most plans do not specify a given ...„, „, 
,.mduct,v,ty but mere)y irtÜÄbt 

ÍX 2 Fr? 7 -bi„ÄTof'I
a 

dQlQ = dL¡L^ dPjP, 
where £ = labour force, 

P      productivity. 

•f(, = .Y„/¿, = A-/(eí/¿/)'„, (|0) 

*"X"_ïïlXï,,-*fa occupa» ¡¡n 

|* «ce M. ZYMKLMAN, „p.cit. 

\^^^\l^S^^n atten^ *» «at»fy 
to hear that if p^^f^^««»« 
production must increase bvatlLÏf*   ^ °ent a -vear 
"m the ,„ «^ inco^«J~*¿ ^cent „, M to 
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TAEI.IS 3.   LINEAR CORRELATIONS OF TH« roRM y = a + »,x, -f è,x, +... bnxn 

(Adjusted data) 

1SW No. EqwUion H-         V       ,,f,'l 
Degree a/ 

•i#RtArane* 
O.tS     tt.tl 

Manufacturing (2—3) 9 - -16,031 + 166.00 x, + 111.08 x, + 
(124.4)         (61.68) 

9.54 x, + 
(3.21) 

11.42 x7 
(4.36) 

0.073 82.02 4/9 3.63« 6.42* 

Food and beverages 
(20, 21) n - 4,78« + 283.00 x, +  67.21 x, + 

(9.06)         (7.04) 
27.00 x, 
(1.70) 

0.642   5.99 3/10 3.71*  6.66 

Tobacco and tobacco 
products (22) i' ~- 3,342+   96.20 x, 

(0.84) 
0.06     0.84 1/12 4.75    9.33 

Textile mill products (23) y = - 3,990 + 243.63 x, +•   87.9» x,+ 
(14.29)         (4.69) 

28.97 x, 
(2.89) 

0.718   8.49 3/10 3.71*  6.50* 

Clothing and other fabric- 
ated textiles (243, 244) »•= - 1,232+   63.74 x,+ 149.17 x, - 

(4.69)         (6.71) 
38.62 x, 
(2.37) 

0.676   6.26 3/9 3.86* 6.00 

Leather and footwear 
(241, 20) y= 46,638 —   61.23 x,~  40.31 x7 

(7.41)        (16.76) 
0.682   9.68 2/0 4.26*  8.02* 

Furniture and fixtures (26) y = - 1,666 + 306.87 x, +  60.81 x, 
(11.87)          (4.60) 

0.730   0.05 2/7 4.74* 9.66* 

Lumber and wood producti 
(25) y = - 6,465 + 121.62 xt + 167.82 x, 

(2.68)        (19.38) 
0.767 11.05 2/7 4.74* 9.56* 

Lumber and wood, includ- 
ing furniture (20, 26) v*= - 3,928 + 268.66 x, + 116.77 x, 

(2.13)         (6.80) 
0.443   2.66 3/10 3.71    8.66 

Paper and paper products 
(27) v~ - 4,431 + 231.73 x, + 208.90 xt 

(109.69)        (19.77) 
0.011 66.8   2/11 3.98*  7.20* 

Printing and publishing (28) y — 2,068-   16.82 x,-f   68.11 x. 0.866 36.28 2/11 3.98*  7.20* 
(3.76)        (06.42) 

Rubber products (30) 9 = - 8,447+261.04 x,+  96.34 xa- 16.08 x, + 225.32 x, 0.871 68.07 4/8 3.84*  7.01* 
(166.00)       (30.60) (2.36) (17.96) 

Chemical and chemical 
products (31) y = - 7,027+167.73 x,+   19.78 x, 

(84.76)         (3.80) 
0.003 61.61 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

Petroleum and coal 
products (32) r= 12,974 + 128.80 x, -  23.72 x, 

(27.49)         (6.28) 
0.834 27.66 2/11 3.98*  7.20« 

(¡lass, stone and clay 
products (33) » = - 1,898 + 270.32 x, -  37.01 x,+ 108.17 x. 0.026 37.00 3/0 3.86* 6.00* 

(47.26)         (4.018) (9.30) 
Metal and metal products 

(34, 36) y = - 4,486 + 140.16 x, + 116.36 xt 
(102.96)       (34.61) 

0.032 70.00 2/11 3.98*  7.20* 

Primary metals (34) 1*°- - 6,744 + 263.97 x, + 624.86 x, 
(36.67)         (9.00) 

0.833 24.09 2/10 4.10*  7.66* 

Fabricated metal products 
(excluding machinery) 
(35) y=-- - 3,219+   92.62 j, +  73.38*,+ 

(70.43)       (29.46) 
9.51 x, 

(1.43) 
0.060 67.18 3/9 3.86* 6.09* 

Machinery, excluding elec- 
trical (36) 9 = -34,760 + 131.08 x, + 306.06 x, + 

(16.72)         (4.46) 
37.60 x, 
(2.41) 

0.722   7.82 3/9 3.86* 6.90* 

Electrical machinery (37) » = - 2,876+   83.85 x,+   10.46 X, 
(36.08)         (1.32) 

0.767 18.17 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

Transportation equipment 
(38) 9 = -24,475 + 144.63 x, 4 105.21 x, + 25.10», +23.68 x, 0.004 16.07 4/7 4.12* 7.86* 

(40.19)         (6.64) (3.20) (4.72) 
Miscellaneous manufactur- 

ing (including instru- 
ments) (39) 9 = - 1,227+   76.32*,+  34.99«, 

(44.14)       (12.46) 
0.882 20.06 3/10 3.71* 6.66* 

• - Slsnüfloant. 
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TABLE 4.   LOOARITHMIC COIWKIATIOMS or THí ron» log y : 

(AdjtuUd data) 
' + *i»i + »t »•+...»„* 

I.SK    \„. 

Manufacturing (2-3) y 

Food and beverages (20, 21) y 

Tobacco and tobacco 
products (22) y 

Textile mill products (23)      y = 

Clothing and other fabric 
«itf'd textile« (243, 244)      y = 

Leather and footwear 
(241,29) y = 

Furniture and fixture« (26)   y -_-, 

Lumber and wood product« 
(25) 9=a 

Lumber and wood, includ- 
ing Jurniiurc (25, 26) y = 

Paper and paper 
product« (27) « _- 

Printing and publishing (28)y = 

Rubber products (30) y = 

Chemical and chemical 
products (31) y=s 

Petroleum and coal 
products (32) « _ 

Class, stone and clay 
product» (33) y _ 

Metal and metal products 
(34. 30) y== 

Primary metals (34) y r, 

Fabricated metal products 
(excluding machinery) 
(35) y = 

Machinery, excluding 
electrical (36) „ 

Electrical machinery (37)     y, 

Transportation equipment 
(38) fa 

Miscellaneous manufactur- 
>ng (including instru- 
uicnta) (39) y _ 

-   6.703» -i- 1.34 *, + 1.07 *, + 2.27 *, 
(71.37)     (34.90)      (2.26) 

- 34.85     + 0.85 xa- 1.06^- 10.84 *, 
(8.34)    (12.68)      (22.17) 

-11.40      ^ 0.82*.+ 4.80*, 
(2.40)      (4.92) 

•       0.9080 +1.00 «, + 0.99*. 
(50.15)    (16.57) 

2.3267+ 0.38 ¿,+ 1.04*,-71.0 au 
(2.99)      (2.63) (5.17) 

1.70     + 0.75 *,+ 0.72*. 
(21.38)      (4.49) 

23.0«     + 1.70 *.- 1.56*,- 7.05 *, 
(4.65)    (16.30)       (2.38) 

- 1.30     + 0.40*,+ 2.58*, 
(25.17)    (19.83) 

0.769   f 0.51 x, +1.35*, 
(25.81)    (23.05) 

- 15.7590 + 1.49 *, + 0.81 *, + 5.67 *, 
(31.03)      (6.96)       (1.83) 

11.2858-2.82*, *       ' 
(11.59) 

0.1190+1.35*,+ 0.65*,+ 0.43*. 
(78.84)    (10.13)       (5.01) 

0.0860 f 1.44*,+ 0.56*. 
(30.06)      (3.77) 

8.7101 + 1.21*. -2.58*. 
(15-09)      (5.57) 

0.8192+1.73*,+ 0.41*. 
(1Ö-76)      (1.84) 

0.6213 + 1.16*, + 0.79*, 
(60.44)    (15.75) 

0.2767+ 2.07*,+ 0.26*. 
(70.73)      (3.23) 

1.29     +0.77*, +0.54*, + 0.19*. 
(224.88)    (17.20)       (3.15) 

' 2,'2S    ¿1«»* +,0*î° X* + 1M** + «-M *, 
7.4814+1.59*,+ 0.46*,+ 2.63*. 

(22.16)      (1.79)      (1.66) 

- 28.9513 +1.95 *, + 0.91 *, + 0.30 *, + ».70 *, 

«0.51,      (8.25,       (g.90)    (wiSr 

1.0409+ 0.86*,+ 0.91*,-0.30*. 
(36.84)    (10.84)      (1.88) 

'        0.$i      t.H 

0.940 52.28 3/10 3.71» 6.55* 

0.80« 13.83 3/10 3.71» 6.55* 

0.399    2.22 3/10 3.71    6.55 

0.835 27.89 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

0.651    5.60 3/9   3.86* 6.99 

0.715 11.32 2/9   4.26« 8.01* 

0.900 18.07 3/8   4.76    9.78* 

0.92» 48.29 2/7   4.74* 9.55* 

0.824 25.90 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

0.897 29.28 3/10 3.71* 6.55* 

0.491 11.59 1/12 4.75* 9.33* 

0.908 29.65 3/9   3.86* 6.99* 

0.830 27.04 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

0.740 15.71 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

0.787 18.56 2/10 4.10* 7.58* 

0.863 34.77 2/11 3.98* 7.20* 

0.877 35.66 2/10 4.10* 7.56* 

0.984 81.09 3/9   3.86* 6.99* 

0.879 14.57 4/8   3.48* 5.99* 

0.737    9.36 3/10 3.71* 6.65* 

0.886 13.70 4/7   4.12* 7.85* 

0.854 19.53 8/10 3.71* 0.58* 
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Lj    — labour fore© of industry j, 
Qj    — production of industry j, 
Kf   — constant. 

bif becomes the elasticity of Xy with respect to 
productivity in industry 7." In other words, for 
every per cent increase in productivity in industry j 
the proportion of occupation i in industry ; will 
increase by b¡¡ per cent. 

bu = STTpffT from whence ——- 
d(ww) x*i 

(11) 

d(xq)Xif is the rate of growth of the proportion xt 

in industry 7; d\Qjm)HQiiLj) is the rate of growth 
of productivity in industry j. Now, the rate of 
growth of Xa, the number of workers of occupa- 
tion » in industry j, will depend on two ratea of 
growth: 1) xy the rate of growth of employment in 
industry j assuming no change in productivity; 
and 2) r^ the rate of growth of productivity assum- 
ing no ohange in employment. 

11 Applying logarithms to (10) we have 
log Xtf = log Kt + by log {Qi/Lj) 

áiog (QflL,) = &</• 

Total rate of growth of X«/ — rpt+rrf* 

where r^ is from (11) = 6< 
QilW 

We can  write therefore  the  following dynamic 
equation : 

{DXà (12) • 2(*«)<.e*P(Vi»/ + rí*) 
I-i 

where (DXijt = demand for occupation » at time 
t in the economy as a whole. This demand equation 
can be applied to all occupations and thus provide 
a set of demand equations for occupations for the 
system as a whole. 

5.     THK 6 VALUE« Or THK EQUATION 

The value of the elasticity of the proportion 
of an occupation in the labour force of an industry 
with respect to a change in productivity can be 
derived by fitting a logarithmic expression of the 
equation (10) to the data of the Annexes: 

log xi} - log A', + bif log {QfjL,). ( 13) 
The values of b and r are presented in table 5. 

l* For the take of simplicity wo can ignore the second 
order influences. 

TABLK 6.   VALUBS or • AMD r BT INDUSTRY AMD OCCUPATIO» 

1810 s».* O-t) 
b r 

(M0, %l) 
b r 

(**) (W (U, ti. ut) 
b r 

(»41, $$) 
b r 

Professional and teeh- 
nical workers  0.82 0.71 0.84 0.62 -0.16 -0.26 0.46 0.69 0.86 0.68 0.68 
Professional and tech-   
•deal workers (adjusted) 0.68 0.86 0.66 0.6» -0.0» -0.24 0.68 0.75 0.W 0.62 0.72 

Engineers   ..... 0.86 0.34 0.18 0.20 -1.18 -0.49 0.80 0.32 0.03 0.08 0.73 
Engineers and seien- 
tista (adjusted)  ... 0.88 0.74 -0.01 -0.04 -0.23 -0.30 0.74 0.70 0.02 -0.06 -0.6» 
Technicians.  .... 0.04 0.42 0.22 0.13 -0.20 -0.13 0.86 0.38 0.83 0.31 0.17 
Technicians ^ ^ _„ „ __ . ._ „., 
(adjusted)  0.81 0.73 0.8» 0.48 0.03 -0.07 0.62 0.86 0.87 0.46 0.61 

Administratorsand                                                                                         AO_ 
managers  0.29 0.51 0.31 0.70 0.12 0.16 0.30 0.38 0.6» 0.41 0.27 
Clerici worker.    ... 0.00 0.18 0.09 0.37 -0.26 -0.4» 0.13 0.30 0.6» 0.32 0.32 
Clerical workers A__ _.. 
(adjusted)  0.19 0.17 0.21 0.32 -0.10 -0.31 0.12 0.81 0.61 0.33 0.44 
SalTworker.  0.63 0.55 0.00 -0.18 0.23 0.31 0.24 0.27 0.84 0.3 -0.22 
Manual workers    .   .    -0.06 -0.64 -0.04 -0.42 0.03 0.37 -0.04 -0.62 -0.04 -0.81 -0.02 

Metal fabricators                                                                                     ^mm nm. . „ A -- 
and makers    .... 0.01 0.19 0.20 0.34 0.40 0.1» 0.81 0.28 0.64 0.37 0.68 
Construction workers-0.26 -0.18 0.00 0.27 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.30 -0.48 1.08 

worïeïï^!01!  .   .   : 0.17 0.40 0.48 0.76 -0.81 -0.2» -0.24 -0.08 0.10 0.11 -0.16 

îeptrTen""1   .   .   . 0.42 0.20 1.27 0.60 0.87 0.11 0.97 0.27 0.28 0.0» 0.88 
labourers  0.38 0.24 0.06 0.00 0.46 0.26 0.8» 0.27 0.64 0.21 0.38 

Servies workers.  .   .   .-0.06 0.01 0.22 0.28 -0.13 -0.20 0.01 0.10 0.24 0.3» -0.02 
University graduates    . 0.62 0.62 0.44 0.28 0.28 -0.08 0.43 0.3» 0.41 0.22 0.44 

0.69 

0.76 
0.32 

-0.28 
-0.05 

0.26 

0.28 
0.41 

0.36 
-0.28 
-0.14 

-0.36 
0.48 

-0.02 

-0.02 
0.36 

-0.02 
0.27 
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TABLX 5.    VALUES OF b AND r BT INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION (continued) 

M. ZTHSXMAN 

ISIC No.* <*«) 
b r 

(**) 
b r 

(u, :*) 
b r 

(*7) 
b T b r 

(*•) 

Professional and tech- 
nical workers 0.80 
Professional and tech- 
nical workers (adjusted) 0.69 

Engineers  1.08 
Engineers and 
scientists (adjusted) . 1.00 
Technicians  0.92 
Technicians 
(adjusted)  0.50 

Administrators and 
managers  0.67 
Clerical workers     .   .   . 0.42 
Clerical worker« 
(adjusted)  0.41 
Sales workers  0.35 
Manual workers     .   .   .—0.00 

Metal fabricators 
and makers    .... 0.61 
Construction workers —0.03 
Transportation 
workers  0.22 
Mechanics and 
repairmen  1.22 
Labourers  0.62 

Service workers .... 0.39 
University graduates 0.54 

0.58      0.94       0.81       0.67      0.59      0.63      0.78       0.19       0.32       0.51       0.83 

0.84 
0.52 

0.94 
0.59 

0.85 
0.32 

0.56 
0.44 

0.68 
0.34 

0.75 
0.74 

0.88 
0.29 

0.36 
-0.90 

0.55 
-0.19 

0.56 
0.50 

0.88 
0.23 

0.73 
0.49 

0.48 
1.07 

0.38 
0.66 

0.25 
0.72 

0.31 
0.54 

0.65 
1.27 

0.65 
0.42 

-1.30 
0.47 

-0.Ö0 
0.22 

0.62 
1.14 

0.61 
0.48 

0.52 1.14 0.83 0.68 0.67 0.73 0.72 0.24 0.28 0.45 0.71 

0.49 
0.58 

0.54 
-0.12 

0.35 
-0.40 

0.2» 
0.19 

0.60 
0.34 

0.17 
0.16 

0.17 
0.07 

0.19 
0.26 

0.28 
0.80 

0.15 
0.10 

0.24 
0.26 

0.65 
0.17 
0.74 

-0.18 
-0.15 
-0.01 

-0.53 
-0.36 
-0.30 

0.21 
0.31 

-0.03 

0.38 
0.28 

-0.58 

0.40 
0.25 

-0.04 

0.17 
0.05 

-0.50 

0.28 
0.98 

-0.21 

0.27 
0.61 

-0.70 

0.33 
0.18 

-0.06 

0.43 
0.21 

-0.63 

0.71 
0.02 

-0.17 
0.07 

-0.09 
0.35 

0.38 
-0.31 

0.55 
0.06 

0.77 
0.33 

0.31 
0.41 

-0.11 
0.27 

-0.04 
0.15 

0.53 
0.37 

0.32 
0.27 

0.14 0.22 0.59 0.55 0.40 -0.09 0.16 -0.07 0.01 -0.22 -0.07 

0.52 
0.33 
0.44 
0.37 

1.20 
0.62 
0.15 
0.34 

0.54 
0.20 
0.33 
0.21 

0.91 
0.64 
0.31 
0.44 

0.47 
0.27 
0.25 
0.43 

0.85 
0.64 
0.09 
0.46 

0.25 
0.21 
0.05 
0.34 

0.84 
-0.07 

0.00 
0.55 

0.27 
-0.04 

0.10 
0.50 

0.54 
0.26 
0.04 
0.58 

0.13 
0.00 
0.14 
0.41 

IfilC No.* (31) 

Profesional and tech- 
nical workers  0.32 
Professional and tech- 
nical workers (adjusted) 0.48 

Engineers  0.50 
Engineers and scien- 
tists (adjusted)   .   .   . 0.46 
Technicians  1.02 
Technicians 
(adjusted)  0.52 

Administrators and 
managers  0.28 
Clerical workers     .   .   . 0.02 
Clerical worker« 
(adjusted)  0.28 
Sales workers  0.37 
Manual workers     .   .   .-0.10 

Metal fabricators 
and makers    .... 0.31 
Construction workers 0.12 
Transportât ion 
workers —0.55 
Mechanics 
and repairmen   .   .   . 0.80 
Labourers  0.16 

Service workers .... —0.12 
University graduates 0.55 

a») 
b r 

(33) 
6 r 

0.71       0.48       0.70      0.39      0.86 

(34, 31) 
6 T 

(**) 
b r 

(341) 
b r 

0.56      0.66       0.25       0.51       0.06 0.12 

0.88 
0.24 

0.43 
0.52 

0.78 
0.68 

0.43 
0.79 

0.87 
0.41 

0.64 
0.81 

0.82 
0.65 

0.38 
0.47 

0.92 
0.29 

0.23 
0.43 

0.53 
0.56 

0.78 
0.31 

0.42 
0.71 

0.80 
0.20 

0.45 
1.11 

0.59 
0.56 

0.70 
1.12 

0.76 
0.40 

0.41 
0.96 

0.68 
0.43 

0.47 
-0.39 

0.70 
-0.62 

0.74 0.41 0.62 0.51 0.85 0.57 0.67 0.36 0.70 0.09 0.05 

0.51 
-0.04 

0.21 
0.05 

0.25 
0.07 

0.35 
0.18 

0.12 
0.67 

0.28 
0.19 

0.32 
0.27 

-0.03 
0.00 

-0.19 
0.13 

0.21 
0.06 

0.51 
0.00 

0.27 
0.50 
0.55 

0.14 
0.15 

-0.10 

0.11 
0.13 

-0.47 

0.32 
0.60 

-0.05 

0.55 
0.55 

-0.70 

0.34 
0.52 

-0.07 

0.26 
0.37 

-0.57 

0.19 
0.18 

-0.02 

0.08 
-0.05 
-0.14 

0.39 
0.41 

-0.01 

0.78 
0.62 

-0.45 

0.22 
0.23 

0.25 
0.10 

0.19 
0.28 

0.46 
-0.14 

0.31 
0.10 

0.24 
0.12 

0.20 
0.07 

-0.24 
0.36 

-0.25 
0.23 

-0.40 
-0.34 

-0.71 
-0.76 

0.27 -0.06 0.14 0.15 0.42 -0.13 -0.04 -0.13 -0.06 -0.32 -0.68 

0.24 
0.00 
0.07 
0.78 

1.60 
-0.18 
-0.31 

0.26 

0.53 
-0.23 
-0.22 

0.23 

0.80 
0.45 

-0.04 
0.62 

0.21 
0.36 
0.04 
0.53 

0.50 
0.47 
0.15 
0.67 

0.11 
0.22 
0.10 
0.61 

0.43 
0.42 
0.22 
0.46 

0.02 
0.13 
0.23 
0.61 

2.74 
0.09 

-0.17 
0.74 

0.79 
0.07 

-0.32 
0.86 
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TABLE 5.   VALUES OF 6 AND r BT INDUSTRT AND OCCUPATION (continMed) 

181CN0.. b
('">r 

Professional and tech- 
nical worker« 0.22 0.73 
Professional and tech- 
nical workers (adjusted)    0.44 0.93 

Engineer« 0.S7 0.63 
Engineers and 
scientists (adjuated)       0.6« 0.82 
Technician« -0.34 -0.60 
Technician« 
(adjusted) 0.27 0.6» 

Administrator« and 
managen 0.40 0.31 
Clerical workers    .   .   .    0.04 0.13 
Clerical workers 
(adjusted) 0.34 0.69 
Sale« workers 0.68 0.84 
Manual workers    .   .  .-0.04 —0.61 

Metal fabricators 
and makers    .   .   .   .-0.66 -0.80 
Construction workers—0.13 —0.16 
Transportation 
workers -0.48 -0.61 
Mechanics and 
repairmen 2.92 0.69 
Labourers -0.34 -0.46 

Service worker« .   .   .  .-0.42 -0.43 
University graduates   .    0.97 0.93 

(U) (it) 
• r 

(*T) 
ft r b r 

(HI, tit, ttt) 
ft f 

0.73      0.77       0.46      0.63       0.64      0.67       0.66      0.49      0.62 0.88 

0.97 0.88 0.43 0.84 0.02 0.82 0.67 0.76 0.71 0.97 
1.09 0.71 0.79 0.39 0.77 0.31 0.91 0.33 0.67 0.68 

1.04 0.86 0.28 0.64 0.80 0.76 0.66 0.62 0.70 0.79 
0.86 0.40 0.68 0.09 1.18 0.31 1.03 0.33 0.36 0.46 

0.94 0.82 0.26 0.32 0.66 0.72 0.68 0.73 0.82 0.91 

0.26 0.23 0.17 0.12 0.18 0.16 0.21 0.36 -0.03 -0.44 
0.23 0.38 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.27 0.31 0.14 0.12 

0.42 0.32 0.17 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.34 0.30 0.12 0.17 
0.40 0.27 0.43 0.21 0.18 0.20 0.23 0.27 -0.20 -0.61 
o.e.. -0.66 0.07 -0.43 -0.09 -0.26 -0.07 -0.63 -0.04 -0.40 

0.29 -0.32 -0.07 0.00 0.26 0.27 0.13 0.20 -0.34 -0.62 
0.09 0.08 -0.28 0.00 -0.49 -0.16 -0.16 -0.23 -0.37 -0.60 

0.11 0.31 -0.24 -0.08 -0.33 -0.16 -0.07 0.03 -0.13 -0.01 

0.61 0.16 0.23 0.00 0.31 0.11 -0.40 -0.16 0.06 -0.17 
0.46 0.27 0.03 -0.04 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.17 -0.26 -0.10 
0.06 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.27 0.16 0.21 0.26 0.06 0.37 
0.73 0.61 0.34 0.66 0.68 0.83 0.80 0.67 0.72 0.71 

me #••• o$i. iff, tit) 
• r 

<*•) 

Professional and tech- 
nical workers  0.66 
Professional and tech- 
nical workers (adjusted) 0.70 

Engineers  0.66 
Engineers and 
scientists (adjusted) . 0.60 
Technicians  1.06 
Technicians (adjusted) 0.81 

Administrators and 
managers  0.03 
Clerical workers    ... 0.13 
Clerical workers 
(adjusted)  0.16 
Sales workers  0.06 
Manual workers    .   .  . —0.10 

Metal fabricators 
and makers    .... —0.41 
Construction workers 0.00 
Transportation 
workers  -0.22 
Mechanics and 
repairmen  0.80 
Labourers  —0.32 

Service workers .... 0.09 
University graduâtes   . 0.64 

0.82      0.67      0.68 

0.96 0.80 0.83 
0.60 1.01 0.29 

0.83 0.62 0.66 
0.48 1.00 0.29 
0.94 0.89 0.90 

0.07 0.29 0.61 
0.37 0.36 0.28 

0.40 0.44 0.38 
0.06 0.40 0.30 
0.76 -0.11 -0.Ö1 

0.46 0.21 0.16 
0.19 -0.16 0.08 

0.08 0.14 0.38 

0.06 0.42 0.02 
0.16 0.39 0.24 
0.S9 -0.02 0.16 
0.67 0.6« 0.60 

• MtmMfmehirini Industri*» IBIO No. 

Manocaoturlag 
rood «ad beverages 
Tobaeoo and tobacco product« 
Textil* mill producta 
Ciotola* and other fabricated textiles 
Leather and It« producta (Includine footwear) 
Furniture and fixtures 
Lumber and wood producta (excluding furniture) 
Lumber and wood producto (Includine furniture) 
Paper and paper producta 
Printing and publishing 
Rubber prodnots 
Chemicaki and chemical producta 
Petroleum and coal product« 
Qleat, itone and olaj producta 
Metal and metal producta 
Primarr metals 
Iron and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Fabrioated metal products (excluding machlnerr) 
Machinery (excluding electrical) 
Blootrioal machinery and equipment 
Transportation equipment 
Motar vehicles etc. 
Professional and »dentino lnstromoata 
Mhwellaneous manufacturing (Inoradlas 

Instrumenta) (•*' 
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It is interesting to note that for all major 
groupa except that of manual workers, the coeffi- 
cient is positive for most industries. This means 
that their proportion increases while that of manual 
workers decreases, as productivity rises. (This does 
not mean that there are no shifts among the minor 
groups.) Also, the only significant relationships are 
to be found in the professional and technical groups 
and the manual workers group. The statistical sig- 
nificance for administrators and managers, clerical 
and sales workers ia weak.14 

If we adjust the professional and technical 
group according to education (as shown above)15 

the coefficient of correlation is much larger, and 
also b becomes bigger. The size of the coefficient 
6 M extremely important because it gives an idea 
of how fast the proportion of an occupation in the 
labour force has to expand if we wish to improve 
productivity at a given rate. If we intend to expand 
productivity by 3 per cent a year and the value 
of b is 0.8, the proportion of this occupation has to 
grow at 2.4 per cent; if however the value of 6 is 
only 0.1, the proportion will grow only at 0 3 per 
cent. v 

For the major group of professional and tech- 
nical workers the value of b is always less than 1 
m all manufacturing industries, and about 0.5 for 
the sector in general. 

If we intend to develop the manufacturing 
sector at a rate of growth of about 6 per cent a 
year-a common assumption in many plans-of 
which 3 per cent is because of an increase in employ- 
ment and 3 per cent due to an increase in produc- 
tivity, the group of professionals and technicians 
m this industry has to expand at 3% -f 3 • o.5% = 
- 4.5% a year. In other words, the number° of 
professionals and technicians in this industry has 
to double in 14 years. 

On the other hand, the coefficient of manual 
workers is generally very small and negative, the 
average for the manufacturing sector being -0 06 
and therefore the rate of growth of productivity 
becomes unimportant compared with that of total 
employment. Using the figures given in the above 
example 

3%+ (-0.06) 3% = 2.82%. 

Very revealing also are the coefficients for 
some of the minor groups. The result obtained from 
applying corrections to the census figures according 
to the level of education are startling. If we oor- 

2 3 4 ÎtTiïtï th? a"4
aly8Ì8 of the Tetult* of taM<» 1. 

is'difflÄ« ÎSTW"* 
m,ay V0^ to th« fac* that it 

„riali„ tí \M? ab.0Uí a 81"gle variable but n,ore appro- prialo to talk about structure of occupations. 
15 See section 2 above. 
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relate the unadjusted figures of the proportion of 
engineers and technicians in the labour force with 
productivity in manufacturing, the relationship is 
not significant-the coefficients of correlations are 
r = 0.34 and r = 0.42 respectively-but when we 
introduce the adjustments the coefficients of cor- 
relations become meaningful in a statistical sense— 
0.74 and 0.73, respectively. The coefficient« b also 
become slightly higher in the correlations using 
adjusted figures (see table 5). In other words, when 
figures are adjusted for educational levels there is 
direct and meaningful relationship between the 
proportion of engineers in the labour force and pro- 
ductivity, and between the proportion of tech- 
nicians in the labour force and productivity, but 
there is almost no relationship when the figures are 
not adjusted. 

The absence of a systematic and meaningful 
relationship between productivity and the pro- 
portion   of  administrative1«,   clerical   and   sales 
workers in the labour force, as well as that of some 
minor groups of manual workers suoh as construc- 
tion workers, transportation workers, metal work- 
ers and labourers in all cross-country types of 
occupations in the labour force, is due chiefly to 
difficulties with the occupational classification The 
demarcation line between skilled occupations and 
less skilled ones is blurred. In most classifications 
the item "other" in all these groups is too large to 
allow precise classification of the rest. In the case 
of administrators and managers, group classifica- 
tions are too broad to be useful. A study of United 
States industries shows that as productivity goes 
up, the specialization of functions inside this group 
increases, although the total number remains con- 
stant. 

We cannot rule out the possibility of substitu- 
tion inside major groups although the opinion of 
production workers suggests that substitution 
among major groups is probably small. 

6.     A MANPOWJCB PLANNING MODUL 

The demand equation for a given oooupation 
(see equation 12) can be used as a basis for develop- 
ing a dynamic system of equations or models to 
allocate manpower in different industries, or to de- 

" It seem« that the proportion of administrators and 

Ini    ?K°ductlTltí; An initial Btudy »>y the author tendi 

ÏJ"?nt a ,ula3 «tatement. Another study shows that 
Ä,t

he Froportion oi mftn»«e« doe. not ehange with producUvrty, management functions do; see "ffiower 
Ratios in Manufacturing", FaeUny, Mar.   »66, pp.^T• 
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termine the rate at which supply of different oc- 
cupations has to be available to attain goals of 
productivity and/or employment. 

If we assume that the supply of a given occupa- 
tion over time depends on the initial conditions of 
supply and expansion of educational and training 
facilities, we can write : 

(SXi), = (Xt)u exp (r^i - rai) t (14) 

where 

{SXù is the supply r{ people with occupation » 
at time t ; 

(Xi)^ is the initial stock of persons in occupa- 
tion » at time f, ; 

fgi is the rate of expansion of persons in 
occupation i (it may depend on the ability 
of the educational and vocational training 
systems to expand)17; 

rai is the rate of attrition for persons in 
occupation »". 

In the following example we shall assume the 
existence of three occupations, three industries, and 
also that demand for an occupation cannot exceed 
the supply. 

(*uk exp (bn rpl + rLl) t + (X1,),, exp (6urpl + 
+ *Li) t + (Xlt)t, exp (6, jrpt + »-£,) t = 

•=(xik**P(r*-rml)t 
(*nk exp 0>tlrvl + rLl) t + {Xtt)u exp (bttrpt + 
+ 'it) * + (X„k «*P (^ii^ + rL>)i = 
-(*ikexp(r„-ra1)* 

(*.ik exp (btlrpl + rLx) t -f (X„)t, exp (btir„ + 
+ rLt) t + (Xtt)u exp (6„rpl -f rL%) t = 
= (-X.)<. exp (r„-r,,,)* 

The meaning of X, b, rp, rL, f„ t are the same as 
in equation 12. This model can serve various pur- 
poses. Assuming that we fix the rate of growth of 
productivity and employment in each industry, it 
is possible to know the path that the educational 
system should follow (the 6 coefficients can be 
derived from table 6). Conversely, if we are better 
able to forecast the path of the educational system, 
we can solve for the rate of growth of productivity 
and employment for each industry and, according 
to the number of equations, introduce such con- 
straints as minimum growth rates for productivity 

17 This it an oversimplification, i.e. this rate is —~ 
a function of other important variables such as wage 
levels, mobility and other social factors. 

" This rate is a function of the age distribution of 
persons in the occupation, institutional factors and mo- 
bility between occupations. 

and employment, or maximization of employment 
rates. 

7.   EDUCATION AND PRODUCTIVITY 

The rolo of education in economic development 
has come into prominence oidy in the last decade. 
The suggestion of Ad.im Smith that education and 
training be considered on the same basis as invont- 
ment in capital1* was completely disregarded for 
almost two centuries. The possession of education 
was considered part of the duty of a civilized citizen ; 
more of a consumers' good than a producers' good. 

From a theoretical point of view, the intro- 
duction of education as a new factor in production 
was virtually forced upon economists when the 
mere increase in capital goods and the increase in 
the labour force, as reflected in man-hours worked, 
failed to explain the actual rate of growth of the 
economy ; and so a "residual", namely the difference 
between the observable rate of growth and the rate 
of growth derived theoretically from existing 
economic knowledge, made its appearance. This 
residual became "technological change", or the 
factor of technology. The next step was obvious: 
technological change is not a natural law but a 
consequence of something that was called know- 
ledge—a function of education. Thus the education 
component of the labour force became a partner 
in the production process. The link between the 
production of physical goods and services and the 
educational system is productivity. From a produc- 
tion point of view, demand for education is a 
derived demand (the role of education as a con- 
sumption good will be considered later), because 
productivity is a function of the occupational 
distribution of the labour force (assuming that the 
complementary capital goods are available). Each 
occupation requires a certain educational level, 
formal or informal, and certain natural abilities; 
it is foolish to think that every person is capable 
of becoming a miner or is endowed with a mind 
capable of tackling higher mathematics. Hence, 
productivity is partly a function of different types 
of education. The direct linking, however, of pro- 

" "The acquisition of talents by the maintenance of 
the acquirer during his education, study or apprenticeship, 
always coats a real expense, which is a capital filed and 
realised as it were on hit person. Those talents a* they 
make a part of his fortune so do they likewise of that of 
the society to which he belongs. The improved dexterity 
of a workman may be considered in the same light as a 
machine or instrument of trade which facilitates and 
abridge« labour, and which, though will coat a certain 
expense, repays that expense with a profit." Adara 
SMITH, Tk* Wealth of Nation, 6th od., Ed. Edwin Cannan, 
1950, Book II, p. 264. 
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ductivifcy to formal education-an approach widely 

tZZ~TreS the °ther imI,orta,lt triable, in nie causality process. 

M.'ZTMELMAM 

H.    RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTIVITY AND 
EDUCATION 

dnnrV °XHem?ly diffic,,,t to try to relate pro- 
ductivity with education. First of all, the countries 
that offer cross-classification« of occupation by 
industry and occupation by education in sufficient 
dOad to make the figures meaningful present the 
data o,, education in such ways that it is very 
«üttcult to standardize them. Some present thern 
in the form of years of schooling (Argentina 1960 

A TT" the UnÍted Sta^ °f America 195Ô 
cZnS ° i01"8 accordin«t0 the type of schooling 
completed (France 1962, Federal Republic of 
Germany 1957, Japan 1960, Netherlands 1960 
Norway 1960, Sweden 1960, Yugoslavia 1961). StS 
others present the data in broad intervals (Canada 
IMI and 1961) and others according to terminal 
education age (the  United Kingdl  1951  and 

Apart from differences in the quality of educ- 

ir aúcÍT COUW 7 °0mpm the nation of * ranee for example, with that of the United King- 
dom ? I„ .Vance the respondent give, M an answfr 
his terminal degree, the difference between ter- 

init nT i ïmg fb0Ut 3 t0 4 ^eare of Pooling. 
1J AW0"1 the re-P°ndent tells us the 
age at which he left school; but the age is in group« 
«>f ages ; what about all those between the firstand 
the last age m each group? Too many additional 
assumptions have to be made for a sound Tom- 

Secondly, most countries do not report voca- 

li fT and. eVeiÜng 8tudie8' d»<* very crucial for determining the levels of education of 

ÍZ^tZ)^^"'and mo8t *~i ln   ¡ \       aJready-mentioned intermingling of 
consécrations on the income-consumption effect 

Ü'uúlT 10n WÍth th08e bMed °n Prod-tion - qturements or investment. 

Consumption of education is a function not 

cûkulVI,COme bUt *° °f °ther variables. ««* « 
«to£ "ZT?"*' trfÍÍOn* and in8«tution^ Hottingg. The best example of all k Japan, where 

fi<>«. .Vowf Applications, OECD, 1905. ; oaM*a- 

income per captó, is far below that of some other 
countries, but where the average level of education 
« higher. It is also a matter of knowledge that in 
many countries some minorities with a traditional 
cultural  background  provide  a higher  level  of 
education for their children than some other, with 
the same level of income.  Legal provision, ako 
promote differences in educational attainment. In 
some countrie. where the legal age for leavingachool 
M 16 it is not surprising to find persons from an 
elementary school performing the most menial jobs- 
in others, where obligatory attendance end. at the 
fourth grade, the same job is held by fourth «rade 
finishers or lower. * 

We cannot assume therefore that a higher 
average level of education automatically produces 
a higher level of output unleM that higher level of 
education is a result of a "higher" occupational mi» 
such as more professionals and less labourers, and 
that this higher education is not the result of a 
minimum compulsory-level requirement. 

Only by eliminating all the.» objections is it 
possible to study the interaction of education and 
productivity Only one educational level was found 

ThíÍTi°fth^pb^tion.-univemtygraduate.. 
This kvel u le«, ambiguous than other levels of 
education for it requires 16 or more years of 
schooling and k above any compukory level, thus 
reducing to some degree the institutional effect The 
level is also high enough to depend less on the 
income-consumption effect. 

The educational level of an industry is derived 
from the occupational distribution and the educa- 
tional distribution by occupation of the labour foros 
aee equation 6). Educational distribution of the 

labour force in a given industry" can be calculated as follows : —v»*.i«u 

[*.-iii+*,.aj+,ii A),        (ia, 

(*i-lC + zt-2C + z, -JC)]. 

If we assume that level C is university graduât« 
(*rlC + Xl.2C + Xt-3C) k the propon* 
university graduates in the labour force of the 
industry. The data of the proportion of univerJ* 
graduate, in the labour force by indurtrT^ 
presented in Annex I. ^ 

When fitting to the data a function of the form 
!ogy = a + 61og*, where y k the proportion of 
university graduates in the labour force of a given 
industry, and x is the productivity of the ÍZ 
industry, the values of the coefficient of correlation 
and elasticity (coefficient b) show that there ka 
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good correlation between productivity and the 
proportion of university graduates in the labour 
force in most countries (see table 5). 

The coefficient of elasticity for manufacturing 
in general is of the magnitude of 0.6. It is interesting 
to note that, if we disregard industries and cor- 
relate by country the proportion of university 
graduates with the productivity of all industries 
taken together, the figures are lower (see table 6). 
This leads us to believe that the relationship 
between productivity and university graduates is 
applicable within an industry more than across 
industrie«, and that the good relationships obtained 
from correlating income per capita with higher 
education, or with other types of education, are 
strongly biased by the consumption effect of educa- 
tion (multicollinearity). 

TAIL*  6.   CORRELATION   OF  NUMBER or  UNIVERSITY 

(JHADUATES    PK»     1000    WORIEBS    IK    INDUSTRY    WITH 
PRODUCTIVITY, FOB SELECTED COUNTRIES 

Country 

Argentina    .... 1900 
France 1962 
Germany 

(Fed. Rep.)     .   . 1900* 

J»PM I960 
Netherlands    .   .   .1990 
Norway I960 

United Kingdom    .¡JJj 

United States .  .   .¡JJJ 

Yugoslavia .  .   .   .1901 

r b 

0.45 0.61 
0.69 0.90 

0.44 0.7S 
0.09 1.02 
0.70 0.04 
0.09 0.04 
0.70 1.S4 
0.01 0.00 
0.JJ 0.18 
0.00 1.03 
0.49 0.00 
0.42 0.30 

1»5T. th*> Maat «Tillable. Th« thrm jeun' difference i« probably 
not rerr atgnlfloaat. " ' 

From a practical point of view the reason for 
determining the educational levels necessary to 
attain a given level of productivity is presumably 
to enable planners to develop an educational system 
capable of producing people with given skills and 
fit to perform the functions demanded by their 
occupations. It is, therefore, of little use to say that 
in order to achieve a given productivity in manu- 
facturing it is necessary that x per cent of the 
working force be university graduates. This figure 
may help us estimate the size of the secondary 
school output but is useless for planning university 
education unless we know what type of university 
is needed. Two lawyers cannot be traded for one 
engineer and a physician cannot convert into an 
accountant. As we see, even if we know the per- 

centage of university graduates necessary for a 
given productivity we shall have to take the whole 
pattern of occupational distribution into account 
to make the figure meaningful. 

When we turn from university education to 
secondary education the problem * becomes even 
more acute. Institutional settings and Bocial tradi- 
tions determine to a large extent the level of the 
formal eduoation of its administrators and man- 
agers, and its sales, clerical and blue-collar workers. 
For example, in a country where there is a law 
requiring young people to stay in school until the 
age of 16 we may expect to find the average level 
of eduoation of all workers in all industries is higher 
than in a country where compulsory school attend- 
ance ends at 12 years of age. 

Even when productivity in the first country is 
higher than in the second—which is by no means 
certain—how much of this superiority should be 
attributed to a higher occupational structure 
(higher in the sense of having a larger proportion 
of people in the professions and white collar occu- 
pations), and how much to a higher formal educa- 
tional level of the groups within the structure? 
Moreover, so far as manual work is concerned there 
is no simple way of assessing learning on-the-job 
aa against learning in school and it is very doubtful 
that raising the average formal educational level 
of an industry while leaving the occupational dis- 
tribution undisturbed will raise the level of pro- 
ductivity very much. 

9.     CONOXUDIHG REMARKS 

The problems of manpower and education came 
to the fore when the pressure of automation and 
rapid technological change in developed countries 
caused a rapid change in occupational structures, 
and when the less-developed countries realized that 
lack of adequate manpower hindered their develop- 
ment. At the same time, with the available econom- 
ic tools, it was not possible to explain the rapid 
growth of production, a growth greater than 
economics was able to justify solely by an increase 
of capital and labour. There was, so it was argued, 
something else : a residual or technological progress, 
or education. 

This led to the exploration of a given direction 
in causality between education and productivity; 
that one way of increasing production (through 
productivity) is to raise the level of education. This 
conclusion may not be very helpful to developing 
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nations because demand for education (from a 
production point of view) is only a derived demand 
and many other manpower and non-manpower 
variables have to be taken into account; an increase 
in productivity also demands generally different 
equipment and "human functions" to operate it. 

Each human function requires a set of natural 
abilities as well as "learning". This learning is 
composed of formal schooling plus informal training 
and experience. Most of the more advanced human 
functions require more of the formal type of educa- 
tion, but a largo majority of occupations can still 
do with substitutes for formal education such as 
on-the-job training. It is therefore of little use to 
try to link directly productivity or income per 
capita to formal education for planning purposes. 

Pragmatically, planning for education involves 
three separate steps, (i) Given a goal for produc- 
tion and productivity (and consequently for em- 
ployment) for each sector or industry, we have to 
determine the human functions or the number of 
people able to perform a given job who are neces- 
sary to achieve these objectives, (ii) Wo have to 
determine the most economic way to train these 
people so that they can perform' these functions 
successfully. The way can be formal or informal 
education or a combination of both.  (Hi) Edu- 
cators have to take into account these minimum 
demands (necessary to produce the planned in- 
come) when planning education for the country 
as a whole. 

To implement the first step the tables given in 
Annex I, the coefficients of elasticity and the 
principles given in the models of this paper can be 
used. It is important to note that we are faced here 
with a problem that is not insurmountable from the 
point of view of methodology. But there is an 
uncomfortable feeling that wo are testing a hypo- 
thesis with data that leave much to be desired. The 
fact that adjustments to educational data provide 
a better fit than expected, as in the case of different 
professional and technical occupations, points to 
the necessity of acquiring better data on the human 
functions involved in production. 

The second step requires the close collaboration 
of economists and odueators. And it is here that the 
greatest gains can bo made. While a great deal is 
known about the training of professionals (although 
thoro is no doubt that great strides can be made 
even in this type of formal training), the training 
for skilled occupations is marred by institutional 
restrictions such as union policies, and is guided 
mostly by custom and tradition. It would be 
unwise for less-developed nations to get bogged 
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down by the same prejudices that exist in more 
mature economies. 

There is a great need to determine the different 
combinations of knowledge, ability and practice 
that go into every skilled blue-collar oooupation 
independently of traditional ways and obsolete 
customs. Unfortunately we knowlittle about this 
because educators are interested mainly in formal 
education, and a large percentage of persons em- 
ployed in skilled occupations acquired the training 
for their job informally. Yet it is in this area that 
the developing countries will have to concentrate 
their efforts and develop imaginative programmes 
adapted to their own needs, not necessarily follow- 
ing the traditional path of advanced countries. 

As shown in table 5, the employment effect is 
much larger in this group of operative skilled 
workers  than  the  productivity effect;  and  for 
generations the bulk of the labour force will be in 
this category. The most economic way has to be 
found to prepare those workers for their functions— 
economic in terms not only of money but also of 
time. Failure to provide the necessary skills at a 
given moment of time cannot be remedied by the 
provision of more skUls later on. In conjunction 
with this training, attention should also be paid 
to the retraining process.  Here lessons can  be 
learned from more advanced nations, where more 
and more effort goes into this. 

The economist and manpower expert can give 
his view with some authority only on steps (i) and 
(ii). The basic decisions with regard to step (Hi) 
are political in nature. Education for a country is 
an all-inclusive system that flows over the boun- 
daries imposed by production constraints. After 
all, the labour force is only part of the total pro- 
duction; more important perhaps is the fact that, 
while economists abstain from intruding upon the 
choice of consumption of physical goods,  they 
insist in establishing themselves as arbiters in 
decision-making about the consumption of another 
good, education. Economists are no better qualified 
than any other citizen to decide upon consumption 
of education. They should only point to alternative 
choices. 

Lastly, the successful incorporation of man- 
power into general planning will have to be carried 
out by a process of approximation. All new steps 
are likely to lead to pitfalls as well as to solutions 
but progress can be made as long as they lead to' 
the right question whether or not the right answer 
is given. In the words of John W. Tukey: 

"The most important maxim for data anal- 
ysis to heed, and one that many statisticians 
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seem to have shunned, is this: Far better an 
approximate answer to the right question, 
which is often vague, than an exact answer to 
the wrong question which can always be made 
precise. It would be a mistake not to face up 
to this fact, for by denying it, we would deny 
ourselves the use of a great body of approxi- 

mate knowledge, as well as failing to maintain 
alertness to the possible importance in each 
particular instance of particular ways in which 
our knowledge is incomplete."11 

» J. W. TUMT, "The Future of Data Analysis", 
Annal» of Mathematical Statisti«; Vol. S3,196Î, pp. 13-14. 

ANNEX I 

TABLBS  SHOWING  OCCUPATIONAL  DISTRIBUTION  W  THB  MANUFACTURING INDUSTBIBS  OF S1LBCT1D COUNTRIES 
(per thousand of persone engaged) 

Data for the following countries include occupation by induatry and education by occupation: Argentina 
1900, Canada 1951 and 1961, England and Wales 19S1 and 1961, Franoe 1961, Germany (Federal Bepublio) I960,1 

Japan 1900 and 1960; the Netherlands 1960, Norway 1960, United States 1960 and 1960, Yugoslavia 1961. 
Data for the following countries cover only occupation by industry, since that on education is either unavailable 

or insufficient in detail to warrant analysis: Belgium 1960, Chile 1960, Finland 1960, Ireland 1980, Israel I960, 
New Zealand 1960, Sweden 1960. 

Note: The data on occupation by industry and education by occupation were calculated from tables in M. A. 
HOROWITZ, M. ZYMBLMAN and I. L. HBRBNSTADT, Manpower Requirements for Planning, An International Com- 
parison Approach, Northeastern University, Boston, Mass., 1966.* 

1 As educational data for 1960 were not available, data on occupation by industry for 1967 were used. 
* This publication presents manpower and education data of manufacturing industries for countries at different lévela 

of productivity and the possible applications of these data to manpower planning. 
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-¿rymftna Canada --- Oerm«ii/ 
"" »" iWI *%&   (f%%%.> Japan JVMarland,  JVon«. 

•-     mV     "io       tuo        iTSo        ¡gf!* 

Profesional and technical workers. i2 « „ ' 
Profeaiion.ol and technical workers M M «1 18 is 
(adjwted)   .... Ift 

,8 44 40 
Engineers   ...                                   ^ 30 « 27 37 j0 

Engineer, and .cieutist. (adjusted)'        « J ¡? ?2 33 8 JJ 2! 2» 
Technicians                               01 18 21 4            , • 
Technicians (adjusted) '.   '                     ? ,f 18 27 12 4            I , * 7 

Administrators and managers 9« Í! 19 10 1« 4            , ?2 21 

Clerical workers     ...              '   '   ' ff 58 M 48 22 w Ä 18 18 

Clerical workers (adjusted) ."  . fí "? fll 91 96 100 in ,• 45 

Sales workers.   ... ,1 M 44 20 77 „ J" 10» 64 
Manual workers  " J8 39 22 23 ¿ "?           88 28 

Metal fabricator, and makers .   .   .' *£ ¡¡¡ • W 768 782 7J 75 ..? 
Construction workers   ... ,«? "f 114 1«! 222 «7 ¿«« li 821 

Transportation worker.              ' ,1 f9 3« 22 7fi 2t « 166 160 

Mechanic, and repairmen:   . i¡¿ 2 3fl I« 23 « li !» 74 

Labourer.   ... .! 37 *° 40 3« »! " 42 28 
Service worker. .   ... ? «« 8« 114 63 JJ * 6l »1 
University graduate.    .  !* 17 " 15 18 ?f ff »» 29 

Productivity (US $)             '      '   ' , »nf 29 29 il „ 31 12 

7    5,22°    ""   —>   »A     aií    ,£    2,7-    ¿J 
Professional and technical worker. T *"*-J"«*"« WIC (*° AND 21> 
Profewional and technical workers* IU 24 22 8 9 3 
(Adjusted)   .   . " » 29 12 

Engineer.   ...''.'.''••! 2\ 1« 6 6 1 - 

asr.16^^'' *   î   î   1   j   « •   !
í.I 

i
2° 

Technician, (adjusted) . ?'* ,f 7 « 4 a J, * * 
Administrators and manager. A* if U 1 2 1 . 24 Ä 

Clerical workers    .   . 4? M 74        H2 27 *] .f !1 « 
Clerical workers (adjusted, .   . fí ¡¡¡J        • 80 74 68 S 4? 49 

Sales worker. .  .  . ' if 10a        10« 17 „¿ ff M 121 70 
Manual workers    .  _¡* «1 «7 54 in» M ,ff 98 «1 

Metal fabricators and makers .   . "J "f? 6M "6 «4« £ {!? ,2 14 

Construction worker.   . J Î1 7 1« 16           01 i 74° 8W 

Transportation workers «» If I0 » 14            í f * 4 

Mechanic« and repairmen.   .   . ff 7f        "8 «« 03 10 À if 20 

Labourers   .   . *f 3 23 15 « " 38 93 76 
Service workers .   .       *i leo        106        Ul 60 1, ,.0,1 26 1« 
University graduate.    . " 2S 21 i6 ,¿ *} «• 16 42 

Productivity (LS *) .   .   .   .'   '   '  ' 207n      « o.n 16 7 12 », 3S 10 

• W»     M..     MOO   (,7W))    (3.7M)        »     „»     iM,      ji4J 

Pn.fc-l.ntì .„d „^„ta, worke„      ,°"0C0 "•» «»«coo «owcT, 1SIC (M> 
{¡¡S-,--«---!«*-.-  •      M '2 » 3, „ „ „ s M 

Engine.•  '• 10 1» w H 

?etr„rd,ctaiuu ""'»•«' 2    „:i  j; •»   »   •   5   i.  '; 
Technician« (adjusted, . ,J ,01 7 22 01        li f. 1 « 

Adrnini.trator.J^J    re « 10 „ ,„ J-«        »J 0.1 « , 
Clerical workers    ..     ^ ,f4 36 »« 96 io ,« 1S 8 U 
Clerical workeni (adjusted', '.'   '      ' "? iff 120 69 7l *? « «4 M 
Sale, worker« .   .  .   .            ff "8 i0fi lfl IT fff 268 93 14a 
Manual worker.    . ,] 24 28 g S ÎÎ 2M 7« «» 

Metal fabricators and „.akern.   . "J 6?f 716 fl7, 84ï JJ J M 88 
Construction workers ,, I2 21 46 I4 °7* »M 818 71* 
Transportation workers „ l2 10 2 7 f 2f 2 4 
Mechanic and repairmen.  .   ' f? 12 c 1 14 a f 8 " 
Labourer.   ... «I            °1 42 7 , ,? 9 Í0 41 

Service worker« .   .  f2 »4 53 178 -« jf 0.1 26 22 
University graduates    .        7 ,2 24 22 IA » 91 « 48 

Productivity (US |)                          .-1? 28 11 ff ** 26 24 

 MTO M,° "•- <"£><*>*  ä «s ,j „s 
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Uniltd Kingdom 
itti Itti 

UniUd Statt» 
ltt« tttt tttt cm» Ima     Smt 

31 86 02 74 

MANUFACTURING 181C (2—3)* 

44 29 10 30 18 2» 24 00 

17 30 42 60 S3 
0 IS 18 27 8 9 S 28 1 7 2 28 
4 8 10 14 8 

17 31 12 22 27 18 4 1 S 10 0 U 
11 10 22 20 24 
30 38 47 00 14 38 31 24 81 63 49 61 

109 110 116 121 82 97 02 71 87 72 03 80 
90 80 100 110 SO 
13 21 31 88 12 11 0 16 20 17 00 61 

788 718 778 676 794 761 870 701 888 776 799 707 
108 188 91 82 98 187 86 141 40 104 131 10g 
31 38 SO 17 42 49 82 01 SO 77 43 38 

1                  23 00 S3 29 43 SS 21 SS ss 13 20 S3 
24 1 33 36 0.1 44 118 03 48 48 00 110 

138 70 80 03 141 4 9 69 102 36 30 39 
10 20 18 10 43 66 14 30 11 22 13 34 

0 13 43 03 14 
[             2,070 2,040 7,310 10,240 1,260 3,810 1,000 2,800 2,040 2,100 4,340 4,000 
1              • Balgtam - Sweden loohwtT«: IMO 

FOOD AND BBVIBAQM IBIC (SO AMD 31) 
14 24 20 SI 26 9 12 38 14 17 13 30 

• 10 SI 18 21 
1 4 0 8 6 0 6 16 1 S 1 9 
3 4 6 S 6 
• « 6 7 9 4 7 6 0.1 7 4 0 
• 10 13 18 14 

00 47 76 74 31 38 08 34 44 88 47 133 
ne 134 113 108 84 97 80 98 101 80 87 80 
68 88 98 93 82 
S3 88 04 68 M 39 9 01 SS 83 38 16 

788 880 700 883 704 749 78S 740 771 712 807 688 
38 28 10 8 9 13 9 9 S 36 33 1 
18 21 9 8 10 19 32 16 11 SI S3 6 
88 88 87 149 00 1S4 81 78 99 67 61 70 

0 0.1 20 33 0.1 17 SI 18 26 9 4 S3 
188 HI 103 74 100 16 S3 44 231 00 38 37 

SO SO 24 SI 09 84 SS 48 9 20 IS 83 
7 12 34 30 IS 

I            1.760 
f 

1,410 7,080 11,200 1,140 0,330 1,100 3,340 2,790 2,740 4.930 64M 

TOSAOOO AMD TOBAOOO VSODOOTC UIC (SS) 1         " 15 9 18 49 5 43 23 22 20 

8 7 19 33 
1                    01 0.1 0.1 1 7 S 10 19 0.1 1 
1                    0.1 0.1 8 1 S 
1                    * « 0.1 6 30 1 SO S 0.1 S 
1                    * 8 0 18 24 

1                  ** 82 87 40 18 38 33 S3 30 42 

1                119 
300 80 76 87 91 221 61 197 180 

I                lOt 147 07 88 S3 
1            " 34 SS 41 12 30 IS 16 83 43 
1           7,e 

674 830 704 791 804 80S 833 664 700 
I                   *« 34 14 16 6 10 4 38 0.1 38 
1                   13 18 8 6 11 8 37 21 0.1 10 

1                   ** 03 8 8 34 37 40 28 IS 0 

1                     6 0.1 SO 30 0.1 30 67 a ss 4 
1                   M) 03 79 07 78 1 04 ss 99 18 

1                   M 37 28 S9 48 41 02 03 0.1 S3 
1                     4 7 19 S3 14 
1              3.080 0,480 11,390 19,010 3430 1,400 3.200 4^10 0400 0,370 

M 
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AlV¡fina Ornai» Frane«   .SUPS*? JmM  "•• »" »•' IM (r^,??>    mò""•,,,, 

TEXTILB MILL PRODUCTS ISIC (23) 
Professional and teohnical worker».  .8 19 23 14 «n 
Professional and technical workers * 3 

(adjusted)                            » )7 ._ 
Engineer.   ......                         \ l¡ l1 1 ¡ *            3 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)         3 4 A * ,« 2*î          2 

Technicians                 '        01 ! * ¡ 10, 0.1          1 
Technicians (adjusted) .   .   .                  3' 12 » 5 I I            °'1 

Administrators and managers           .36 34 44 *» «» «?            * 
Clerical workers    .......         „ ÎI 44 ?! ?? »          »« 
Clerical worker, (adjusted)       S 44 2î ÏÏ I! V.          M 

Sales worker..  ....                           í¡ ?í ?! ?! « «          «2 
Manual workers    .   .   .  .                     8oí 7• " ao5 *2 »           1« 

Metal fabricators and makers!               J • • "g 8!J "f         *» 
Construction worker.          13 í¿ X • ?! *           «0 
Transportation workers                          « " 'J I ! »•            2 
Mechanic, and repairmen                     3« ! 3S ,¿ " »            J 
Labourers                       ]n n« «A ... Z3 "-1 

Service workers.  ..i  !                       }2 "J JJ 13* •« 19          27 
Univerrity graduates    .  .  .                    JJ lö Î5 ?° lö »» 

Productivity (US,,..          .   .  . h600 M40 M40 (^oS) (2.8^) 480*        890* 

Profana, and technical wo^îT *". 7'""T "T "^ J"" ^ ^ 
Profeaiional and technical worker. «"71» 
(adjusted)        «, ,0 

Engineers               J, ,0 " J • 1            » 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)         0.1 1 01 1 • 2'!          0-i 

Technicians             '        n ¿. X. 1 * 01          ai 

Technician, (adjusted) ...'.'.]        ¡Jl 8 1 î î'1 *             01 

Administrators and managers     ...      12 M M A* .. -1            * 
Clerical workers    ...                           lï ÏÏ 5! f! M **          «• 
Clerical workers (adjusted) ....  .      Jg 62 2 fí Í« Ä1           4» 
Sale, worker..  .....                      ! ÏÏ 2 Í? M 48          48 

Manualworker.                  Ml Ju «S »fi 1Ä M          M 

Metal fabricators and maker.:              ¿i 2 ^ l "f 8M         Mî 

Construction workers   ....            35' e »• f * 0>1          6 

Transportation workers   .....        1 s 3 1 l l            i 
Mechanic, and repairmen.  .   .               1 ni A * t ì            * 
Labourer.   ......                      } „Ï1 * * 2 «            0.1 

Service worker.                          i i* î II l9 U           » 
Univerrity graduates    ...''"» î 45 a • 
»—•«,<»,>... : ; : ; n, >M0 im ^ ^ » » 

IM-M «d **EZLT L"T T* "TT" TT»"10 (M ",' "" 
Professional and technical worker. 10 * 2 
(adjusted)  2 

Engineers               ¿j ¿. " 4 » 1            2 
Engineer, and »cientiat. (adjusted) ' J} i • 0.1          2 
Technician«                            01 s ? 6 l 

Technician, (adjusted) ..'.'.'..% 7 ,1 ¡ 0>1 •            0.1 
Administrator, and managers    .   .         44 AI A* A J l            l 

Cleriori worker.    ....                   JJ Í! *! 41 21 34          32 
Clerical worker, (adjusted) ..."   *         S 2 Î2 ÍÜ M W          » 
Salesworker..      ......                ¡7 S lî 1? «* «          61 
Manual workers    ....             "  "   «¡i «i¡ J5 *° 1S M          « 

Metal fabricator, and makers '.'.'» I ^ 87! ,M W         M4 
Construction worker.   ...                ¡4 A T * 8 0.1          3 
Tranaportation worker.   ..'.'.[       3 3 J ¡ * 0.1          0.1 
Mechanic and repairmen....           7 nif 5 4 4 » 
Labourer.   .   .           ¡ ¿A ¿ » » 2            0.1 

Service worker.                          ¡ S fi W 4e »2           1» 
University graduates    .   ..      '              3 10 8 • • 4 

if«0 
iVsrway 

1H0 

20 17 

10 13 
0.1 4 
1 3 

13 9 
8 9 

27 41 
81 64 
M 24 
7 10 

810 860 
9 e 

18 22 
SS 9 
29 20 
0.1 37 

36 14 
8 7 

1,600 2,840 

6 3 
0.1 1 
0.1 1 
0.1 2 
6 2 

34 46 
82 36 
42 16 
13 11 

834 869 
0.1 1 
1 8 

17 S 
7 4 
0.1 19 
9 11 
S 4 

,100 1,160 
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United Kingdom 
lUi 1*1 i 

11 18 

United 
mo 1$$* Itti cha» ìnìmnd /«•ci   NmMmdoMd 

14 17 

TlXTIL» HILL PBODVCT8 I8IC (SS) 

26 10 10 24 22 13 1» 

7 9 12 16 18 
1 S 3 4 3 3 2 18 0.1 6 0.1 7 
2 2 4 8 8 
0 8 4 0 9 7 7 6 0.1 14 7 4 
4 8 7 11 16 

28 33 24 28 9 23 3« 20 21 76 S3 40 
07 •8 ei 73 62 71 63 60 86 76 84 66 
33 47 83 66 20 
6 11 9 12 11 6 4 13 9 9 16 13 

880 888 860 820 886 863 848 887 863 788 846 807 
18 11 12 11 6 14 4 88 0.1 48 22 1 
10 10 10 6 10 11 21 12 S 18 18 IO 
22 47 8 6 13 13 8 13 4 6 4 IS 

3 1 20 30 0.1 20 61 10 18 9 21 SO 
128 64 a 40 82 1 6 4 107 30 27 43 

11 23 21 18 19 32 32 86 7 27 28 M 
6 9 20 24 8 

,080 2,230 4,040 6,370 1,110 1,700 1,600 1,900 1,800 2,080 3,840 3.710 

CLOTUKO AMD OTHJ» FAMIOATBD THRILIS I8IC (243 AMD 244) 

9 10 3 2 11 1 

1 3 7 7 t 
0.1 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 0.1 10 0.1 0.1 0.1 f 
0.1 0.1 0.1 1 4 
0.1 0.1 7 6 S 2 1 0.1 0.1 S t 
1 3 7 8 6 

40 42 46 40 tf tt M tt 44 40 43 
82 63 66 72 48 17 10 39 36 47 46 
30 43 86 66 0 
12 IS 19 24 9 1 to t IS 18 •t 

826 786 842 828 868 946 879 839 86S 641 M« 
2 7 3 S 1 0.1 1 0.1 8 t 0.1 
1 3 0.1 0.1 S 0.1 1 0.1 6 1 0.1 

12 to 3 3 6 0.1 2 t 0.1 1 IT 
3 0.1 6 8 2 1 4 t 1 4 7 

26 19 11 9 0.1 4 13 16 8 11 0.1 
64 71 10 11 24 7 16 86 17 41 64 

4 7 16 19 
1,790 2,640 4,240 6,990 880 700 1,830 1,080 1,460 2,410 1,090 

LlAmm AMD UUTBB rBODUCTS, »CMTOIXa FOOTWBAB IBIC (29 AMO 241) 
8 6 7 8 14 4 7 7 

4 S 6 6 9 
0.1 1 1 1 S 0.1 0.1 • 
1 1 2 1 S 
S 1 2 9 6 0.1 1 1 
S 1 4 6 6 

39 36 33 36 It lt 46 M 
68 71 77 67 ff 47 17 M 
37 49 67 76 ti 
10 9 17 16 .     17 9 9 I 

880 660 844 811 663 tot 916 773 
11 9 9 8 8 6 • 

7 4 2 16 6 1 
14 32 3 4 8 f 1 6 

S 0.1 18 14 0.1 6 8 SI 
71 27 32 29 63 6 41 

9 11 11 10 tf 83 6 f 
6 6 19 19 6 

1,430 1,730 3,980 MIO 1,290 1,100 UtO 3*66)0 
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  »«^j^j^yr^np,* „,/*»>»„„ i^* ^ 
M-faud and tcchnicai worker, F•TO" ^» «•« I¿C (i¿ 
ProfeMional and technical workers 13 »3 2 2 i2 ¿ (adjusted)  ** 4 

Engineers   .....' 6 11 i 2 7 
Engineer, and scientista (adjusted)* Î « 0.1 2 ¡            ? 
Technicians * » S 0.1 1 í 
Technician« (adjusted) '   .      •'   '   ' 8 1 2 01 s             0 

níSüí8travn!andrnana«e•    • R! « 1 i' 6 2 Uencal workers 83 19 18 30 AK 
Clerical workers (adjusted) .'  .' JJ 48 28 50 S ?? 
Sales workers.... W 36 20 Io .« 31 

Manual workers    .            24 8 5 J ?* " 
Metal fabricators and makers .   ." 7" "8 930 881 " * 
Construction workers   . M 22 3 «8 n ?í 
Transportation workers   .   . 70, 803 59 8 la 1.! 
Mechanics and repairmen.   .   . 18 01 « 14 1« i 
Labourers   ... « lini«" 

Service workers.   .  «4 M ,J £•» J 4 
University graduates    ..'' • « 2 1 « 10 

Productivity (US *) .   .   .   ."   ."   .'   .' _ I-A 9 0 19 ! ] 
' *»                    (MOO) 280 7JJ U0J ^ 

Professional and technical worker/ *"* "^ "M>DU0'W (,XCtroi*° «•mm«) I8IC (28) 
Professional and technical workers    ' " *» 0.1 1 ,, (adjusted)  Jd » 

Engineers ....'.'*.'' J 19 o.l \ - 

A^rd"ientísu(*djMted)' i        "    ;•;   \    °>   í 
Technicians (adjusted) ..'.'.'" 4 1 0.1 01 ¡ Î 

ää-*"-*- • •: •       a   ,8ai i1  J   î 
ísissrr^'::::' s       s   2   H   s   2 
Manualworkers    .'               " 1J JJ Jî " " 

Metal fabricators and maker»:   ! 8J* M4 800 ¿L .1? * 
Construction workers   . » M 12 M ?1 89° 
Transportation workers M »1 7 « ,if 10 

Meeh^ica and repten!  !  .' « 19 ¿ s¡ >» J« 
Labourer!  ... 14 3 1 «. 8 w 

Service workers .  «• 146 99 11! '2 " 
University graduate.   . » 8 3 « .Î 19 

Productivity (US f) .   .   .  !  !  '  .' 18 ,0 ¿ »J ¡ 
W"                  (M90) MO 7£ Itlei .„J 

Presiona, and t^nJ^ST" ^T ^^"° F"m,,-> IWC <« *» "> 
frofearional and technical workers    ' ° 10 M M 0.1 1 „ (adjusted)   .  . * * 11 3 

Engineers   ..'''"  !   '   "'       ? J « 9 14 oi 1 . 

scar-"^^ «»--»• »    •    J   •   89   0°:i   î    *«   ï 
Technician, (adjuated) .:::;  ;       f1 J ? » 1 î J, f1 J 

Administrator, and managers li -Î * 7 9 oí ft! í * 
Clerical worker.    .   .   . JÎ " 73 41 M .J-1 .J1 « 2 
Clerica workers (adju.ted, .''•   •      'J " M « «1 88 Í? ¡5 M 

Sales workers.         * 4B « 9 41 f* « M M 
Manual worker.    .   .'  * »° 1« 10 10 ÍÍ ÎÎ " »• 

MeUl fabricator, and makers."  i! Mî *" 7!» »« M, ¿ ¿ " • 
Construction workers   .  . ,i " 87 19 18 9 „ *?* §M 

Importation workers   ... J JJ fj » «7 2» ? , ? " 
Mechanic Md repairmen.   .   .      ' , 4? ?f *« 19 îî J !" 108 

Labourer.   ... ' * It 8 1 1 «. w " 
Service worker. .   .         " «•! I« 182 84 7a .Î*1 7 7 

University graduates   .  J 19 W 4 0 , *! J M 
Productivity (USI).                  [[ ^ U i0 g ' «J > 

«« «.W0 8.150 (Moo, (f,ao0, MO ,2 1.70Í ,,77i 



PRODUCTIVITY, SKILLS AND EDUCATION IM HAMCFAonmiKO IWDUSTKT» IM 

Untìtd Kingdom 
¡til itti 

Umiltà Stat- 
ino ltêO 

YWQMìWìQ 
IMI OMIt Inkmd     /«wl     N»w 

20 16 

FUMCrtülll AND VOTUMS I8IC (SO) 

1 24 19 0.1 

6 11 13 16 
0.1 2 4 6 
0.1 1 S 4 
6 8 6 8 
6 9 9 11 

4« 61 62 64 
67 80 80 91 
39 66 69 83 
14 17 22 29 

846 818 808 767 
14 28 34 34 
0.1 174 26 23 

18 41 13 21 
S 0.1 16 21 

78 61 es 47 
14 14 13 13 
4 8 23 26 

1,690 1,810 6,430 7,180 

0.1 22 0.1 

1 2 0.1 

21 24 26 
11 42 46 

t 8 11 
9M 862 869 

4 41 29 
414 281 186 

1 16 19 
3 8 4 
2 68 69 
3 18 

1,000 2,830 930 

0.1 

1 

69 
67 

16 
862 
46 
28 
6 
1 

24 
6 

8,610 

Luuaa» AJCD WOOD nosucn (BXCLUDIXQ nnunrou) 18IC (26) 
6 11 4 23 lf 

S S 4 7 
0.1 0.1 0.1 1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 1 
2 2 3 6 
1 S 4 • 

4t 48 6t 61 
6» 82 46 M 
24 67 39 61 
6 11 8 11 

861 830 887 •ti 
17 28 21 14 

237 290 24 17 
24 46 68 66 

2 0.1 11 17 
167 126 233 110 

13 8 11 13 
4 7 16 11 

1.330 1,800 4,390 7,180 

0.1 21 

1 0.1 

43 26 
37 43 

3 8 
IW 864 

4 36 
M 46 
M 61 
81 20 

4 336 
14 29 

0.1 10 

2 1 

48 •1 
M 41 

8 8 
881 8M 

0.1 7 
•M 46 
M 70 

7 23 
116 29 

• 7 

11 

1,100       2,330 

Levant AKD WOOD noooon (MCLUMV« riwiiTcwt) I8IC (26 AMI» M) 
10 11 19 4 2 23 0.1 1 

4,460       MM 

II 

4 t 8 • 16 
ai 1 3 1 6 1 0.1 21 0.1 0.1 0.1 • 
0.1 1 1 1 • 
4 6 4 0 6 1 1 1 0.1 • 8 1 
1 6 0 7 10 a 48 89 M 18 M M M 16 44 61 m 

M 78 M 71 •7 17 M 41 M M M M 
M 64 48 04 21 
11 14 11 10 • 7 7 1 6 4 • • u 

848 T96 843 •00 Ml 87C •M 8M 930 •M 860 •M 
14 10 26 17 11 7 1 37 12 37 M 10 

IM 110 14 M U Ml 171 110 429 401 IM lié 
10 41 44 41 0.1 M M 62 16 • 31 M 
1 0.1 13 10 0.1 • lf 17 3 • 0 f 

114 81 178 141 IM 1 1 260 77 17 •1 11 
IS 10 11 14 37 M • M 0.1 • 7 M 
4 7 10 11 9 

1,600 1,000 6,130 14J10 7M 1.6M 700 M40 1.160 MM 4»Mt MM 
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ArjftnHna 
¡tie 

Canada 
Itti tilt im 

Chrmany 
(Fti.Rtp.) 

HtO 

.1 

PAPER AWD PAPES PRODUCTS IBIC (27) 
Professional and technical worker«.   . 14           60           60           20           94 
Profesional and technical workers 
(adjusted)  12 

Engineers  7 

Engineers and scientists (adjusted) 6 
Technicians  Q 
Technicians (adjusted) ...... a 

Administrators and managers    ... 43 
Clerical workers      90 
Clerical workers (adjusted)  44 
Sales workers  17 
Manual workers      795 

Metal fabricators and makers ... 4 
Construction workers  49 
Transportation workers  37 
Mechanics and repairmen  54 
Labourers  28 

Service workers  12 
University graduates   ....!!! 9 

Productivity (US •) 3,070 

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING I8IC (SS) 
Professional and technical workers.  . 09          90          89         142          ¿9 
Professional and technical workers 
(adjusted)  ¿0 

Engineers  3 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted) 1 
Technicians  3 
Technicians (adjusted)  14 

Administrators and managers    ... 43 
Clerical workers      126 
Clerical workers (adjusted)  62 
Sales workers  27 
Manual workers  720 

Metal fabricators and makers ... 1 
Construction workers  0, 
Transportation workers  9 
Mechanics and repairmen  9 
Labourers  g 

Service workers  ¡¡ 
University graduates   ....... 24 

Productivity (U8 f) 2,110 

mo 

12 

1»»» l»lt lût 

29 43 

46 46 10 18 7 8 14 34 11 13 10 18 4 7 0.1 11 13 14 7 11 3 4 1 8 
18 26 8 6 6 0.1 20 26 30 20 3 7 4 3 12 26 
35 42 36 27 38 44 32 29 106 112 89 90 114 106 109 64 
88 97 19 72 82 104 88 24 14 16 19 14 21 23 24 8 

744 728 808 810 790 •08 770 •02 63 62 32 47 11 to 10 26 60 62 16 27 14 4 19 129 
30 22 17 20 9 16 64 M 
2 31 19 2 10 0.1 36 M 

202 132 182 112 63 M 9 32 
24 20 10 17 17 11 29 11 

24 10 13 SO 7 11 
080 10,030 (3,000) (3,240) 720 1,0*0 2,640 3,000 

112 101 •1 

.1 

83 83 66 24 63 •1 4« «• 0.1 0.1 6 7 1 1 ai 1 
0.1 0.1 4 6 1 f 0.1 1 
7 0 83 17 12 0.1 6 7 

42 28 28 12 29 7 13 8 
81 93 01 47 •9 •fi •1 49 199 203 100 123 187 ÌSI 209 IM 103 176 36 99 114 178 1«8 79 84 118 36 10 62 47 09 31 010 470 070 741 MS tm 003 •20 3 3 12 9 2 11 1 s 
6 4 3 6 2 0.1 4 10 11 13 10 43 0 9 SI 13 
0.1 7 7 1 0 0.) s 3 

27 24 02 149 23 31 s 19 
14 13 13 17 • 3 16 is 

33 16 38 79 SO 42 620 7,790 (4,000) (2,900) 780 1,400 2,070 3,320 

Professional and technical workers.  . 14 
Professional and technical workers 
(adjusted)  l2 

Engineers  ¿ 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted) 6 
Technicians  0. 
Technicians (adjusted)  a 

Administrators and managers    ... 06 
Clerical workers      95 
Clerical workers (adjusted)  47 
Sales workers  g 
Manual workers  goo 

Metal fabricators and makers ... 4 
Construction workers  39 
Transportation workers  10 
Mechanics and repairmen  37 
Labourers  n 

Service workers  1 ¡ 
University graduates   ....!.! 9 

Productivity (US $) I,*QO 

RUBBER PRODUCTS I8IC (30) 
42 46 41 10 14 20 

39 30 
14 4 
17 14 
14 18 
12 10 
37 48 
138 109 
114 147 
14 23 

722 046 
24 SI 
so 17 
9 8 
0.1 26 

88 39 
16 10 

0,390    (8,080) 

SI 8 IS 13 M 
SI • 10 S 1 
ss 4 • 4 1 
7 • 0.1 18 SI 
9 4 7 • S4 

SO 40 SS 30 44 
1S1 140 no IM 78 
•6 101 100 1S4 S4 
1« S3 IS SO 7 

774 700 •S3 744 •22 
«S 7 M 17 17 
SI • S IS 34 
SI • 10 •S 10 
6 IS 0.1 47 27 

»6 s« 4» 8 41 
SI so • SI IS 
20 17 SI 10 • 

2,940 •70 1,340 3,320 3,170 



PBODUCTITITT, unu AMD IDCCATIOM nr UAMVtAcnmnia roumn» 1ST 

Vi 
tlit Itil 

U*4tÊé 
IM ¡Ml IMI CkOt finirne /«rad      Xew Z«ahm*f   Swtétn 

22 94 33 49 

PAPKB AMD TkTT.% MIODUCTI ISIC (27) 

30 17 M 47 14 46 43 

13 lt S3 42 99 
t 4 • 13 8 8 8 42 0.1 8 IT 
4 4 13 % 9 
• 15 » 17 18 10 8 1 0.1 13 20 
• 13 13 17 18 

34 41 43 44 13 33 43 18 24 48 M 
IM 13 114 103 71 122 108 72 52 103 M 
•0 10 100 30 ST 
13 SO S3 S3 S 17 1 8 10 17 4 

317 741 TTO 733 304 703 TM 7M 332 748 70S 
4S SS 37 33 19 34 17 37 0.1 M 13 
SI 37 17 22 33 28 M 42 14 43 M 
34 AS S3 23 33 44 48 74 30 SI M 
4 0.1 37 38 0.1 M 73 M 28 IS 77 

331 37 103 93 39 1 8 M 1»» 43 M 
li 37 13 17 8T 100 23 82 0.1 U 34 

S 10 S3 40 14 
3,730 3,330 8,300 10,990 3,110 MSO Mio 1,240 2,380 8.4M 4,430 

PBIMTIM« AM» nmutaiM« MIO (M) 
M 37 31 30 39 88 40 31 U 14S 114 1S1 

45 M 30 81 S3 
0.1 1 0.1 0.1 3 1 0.1 18 0.1 0.1 1 9 
0.1 1 0.1 0.1 9 
• t 5 10 11 11 SS S 0.1 8 10 19 
If IS 93 10 11 
43 34 37 73 19 41 43 M M 73 M M 

IM 173 IM 194 113 14t IM 810 178 IM 137 IM 
3f 1S1 100 193 41 
33 31 131 904 IT S3 11 18 14 S3 M M 

•73 340 494 414 T89 TOI 711 3M •70 Ml 313 843 
14 • S 2 11 2 8 S 0.1 3 8 1 
i t 4 2 9 3 SI 8 0.1 S 8 1 

33 34 13 18 18 28 IS 13 23 9 S 14 
t 0.1 10 10 0.1 7 7 7 U 3 8 T 

71 34 10 11 8T 0.1 8 18 78 7 T 19 
13 SS IS 11 43 31 SS M 8 8 10 19 
M SO S3 91 17 

1.330 2,430 M00 10,910 1,490 2,440 1,400 S.3M 1,110 2,070 4,730 MM 

lema raoDOOft 19IC (99) 
S3 40 33 33 ST 22 18 M 18 M M 91 

St S3 44 41 SO 
S • 14 SO 9 8 8 M 0.1 U S 19 
• t 13 18 9 

13 M 14 13 14 IS 11 S 0.1 17 U 9 
It IT S3 18 lt 
32 34 94 48 lt 39 M M M 81 M 4T 

1ST 134 133 133 TT IM 118 M 141 IM lit M 
TT M 113 US 99 
IT SI 19 88 19 18 9 13 33 13 41 14 

73t 730 TIS 998 911 377 7T3 7M 743 MT TM T1T 
4t 41 S3 93 11 41 SI sr 0.1 M M 9 
lf IT 19 IS 14 18 M SI 0.1 19 14 19 
14 49 S 13 19 M 14 18 13 19 IS 19 
t 0.1 33 38 0.1 M M M 33 U S M 

1ST TS 9t 83 181 1 3 M M 0.1 IS 91 
14 SS 99 17 M M 18 44 13 31 19 19 
11 11 49 48 11 

1,030 3,030 3,999 9,990 M70 UM 140« MM 1,400 M«) 3.TM MM 
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Cmmêm jtM-u    fln'wii» 
IM* USI ¡Ml HM <rtft%+> 

OUMICAU AXD CUMICAL PBODUCTI I8IC (31) 
Professional «od technical workers.   .      71 S3 137 93 03 
Professional and technical worken 
<Ä$uVted>       «7 8« no 41 87 

anginem       12 20 28 31 32 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)       37 36 47 23 32 
Technicians        0.1 38 81 40 40 
Technicians (adjusted)       19 47 ftj ]? .. 

Administrators and managers     .   .   .      ftd 74 94 40 «A 
Clerical workers      197 m m m . 
Clerical workers (adjusted)       »2 1«2 173 30 98 
Sales workers       72 M 12§ ,f , 
Manual workers      883 488 484 888 848 

Metal fabricators and makers ...        3 34 33 14 >0 

Construction workers       33 34 ]j 21 48 
Transportation workers       28 0.1 IS 24 23 
Mechantes and repairmen       33 2' 31 is g 

- ÍS°Ure"       »• HO 88 177 83 
Service workers       33 24 27 22 28 
Iniversity graduates       41 „ *? 

Productivity (UB f) 2,640 9,840 13.800 (4,000) (4,200) 

PlTKOLIUM AKD COAL »OOCOTS ISIC (3t) 
Professional and technical workers.  .81 120 164 188 112 
Professional and technical worker» 
(adjusted)       41 100 13§ H 

Engineers              S7 42 80 78 88 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)       20 80 61 64 44 
Technicians         1 u H É¡ 

Technicians (adjusted)       19 45 e7 ,, H 
Administrators and managers     .   .  .      2» 43 §9 9] M 

Clerical workers     267 178 179 907 IM 
Clerical workers (adjusted) 131 147 188 48 147 
Sales workers       i0 14 ,7 u '¡J 
Manual workers      M0 947 494 473 gff 

Metal fabricators and maker» ...       6 42 31 84 111 
Construction workers       83 78 87 19 u 
Transportation workers       98 go 49 #1 « 
Mechanics and repairmen       64 7 42 33 ., 
Labourers       7» 121 62 98 84 

Service workers       44 14 22 28 48 
University graduates       24 99 « 

Productivity (USI) 7,170      9.900    19,090   (12,000) (11,790) 

GLASS, STOVB AMO CLAT »ODCCTI UIC (33) 
Professional and technical workers.          10 SO 38 30 M 
Professional and technical workers 
Mj»2*>         • »7 37 14 19 

Engineers        g fl jA " J* 
Engineers and scientist» (adjusted)         3 8 10 8 11 
Technician»         01 ,f u " 
Technicians (adjusted)         3 17 14 ^ * 

Administrators and managers     ...      48 64 73 *A «A 
C»«tic*l workers            33 „ .¿J ¡¡ !? 
Clerical workers (adjusted)       u 90 97 71 ., 
Sales workers        4 ^ ,, ¡Î \ 
Manual workers     392 733 733 «-. ta? 

Metal fabricators and makers ...        6 44 44 5* ti 
Construction workers       39 M 73 ,!! " 
Transportation workers       2I 36 77 ¿7 « 
Mechanics and repairmen       20 3 38 *i ¿ 
Labourers                                                ,1 210 142 216 103 

Service workers        9 „ .- "? '*• 
University graduates              12 *i 1« 

Productivity (USI) ,,390     9.100      7,380     (9.000)   (2J60) 

its« 

46 

itt» l—t 

110 

-V( 
im 

n 
27 38 86 78 
27 30 4 24 
17 17 17 SS 
6 0.1 »1 84 
10 19 37 86 
60 42 44 66 
189 203 113 101 
136 200 78 44 
28 30 42 16 

666 666 890 66« 
19 40 24 30 
22 • 37 87 
12 14 67 47 
to 0.1 46 89 
62 116 S3 47 
27 34 44 St 
24 •1 14 31 

880 2,780 3,600 6,610 

28 47 ltf 

SI 46 IOS 71 
16 48 11 S» 
10 26 SS s» 
8 0.1 167 44 

11 18 «# 41 
67 62 M 46 

183 230 184 •7 
168 SS7 167 SS 
M 37 10 17 

•66 681 60S 747 
SO 40 •S 30 
SO SO 60 148 
S7 42 74 44 
11 0.1 60 34 

113 »4 SS 36 
31 62 •7 16 
83 M SS SS 

•00 4,880 13,000 •,08© 

12 S3 SS 

IS 11 M 
10 1 • 
6 S 7 
0.1 16 M 
6 • 1« 

37 47 66 
86 63 47 
84 •1 40 
18 4 

636 •36 664 
SS M SS 
16 43 SSO 
24 60 60 
1 M S« 
M 10 ss 
10 30 • 
H 7 IS 

1430 1,000 4,060 
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Unite* Kingdom 
IUI IMI 

m 

9* 

10« 

United aiata 
l»f ltt* 

Yufoêlacùt 
itti Belgium Chite Finland Ireland luvet     New Zealand Sweden 

117 

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS I8IC (31) 

153 8« 90 83 76 09 107 

M 141 148 
PETROLEUM AND COAL PRODUCTS 18IC (32) 

90 73 82 81 

82 

04 

113 

57 M no 134 07 
9 9 33 38 17 26 10 61 0.1 22 3 31 
20 18 03 00 25 
41 83 20 49 46 45 35 0.1 0.1 30 27 47 
29 47 04 88 40 
4» 48 83 88 18 41 47 42 50 103 80 73 
180 164 102 103 101 202 183 107 155 147 185 130 
100 113 133 139 38 
31 39 47 58 30 36 29 34 56 18 75 32 

822 000 580 016 689 485 625 636 619 070 688 546 
09 09 31 25 09 42 11 38 0.1 64 01 13 
31 99 32 29 43 34 28 38 4 00 27 82 
34 94 22 20 07 52 33 42 43 2« 26 4« 
4 0.1 37 46 0.1 20 41 40 26 12 3 08 

187 78 90 06 144 4 26 69 281 89 39 73 
24 42 29 21 «4 163 28 57 4 44 17 30 
27 28 90 97 30 

2,080 3,090 12,500 19,320 1,900 3,170 2,100 4,840 2,230 2,890 8,670 6,980 

97 99 99 128 69 
19 19 49 41 19 28 36 70 
33 20 92 43 21 
42 01 SI 42 61 34 26 4 
32 97 99 77 43 
29 41 99 09 16 38 20 29 
130 190 199 191 107 200 171 90 
77 114 147 194 41 
« 10 90 26 30 17 0 17 

710 832 077 943 999 489 633 673 
100 100 01 42 1 82 42 08 
02 40 00 00 74 63 137 84 
32 «9 40 42 100 99 74 01 
6 0.1 39 47 0.1 44 93 06 

291 113 100 «3 92 9 4 103 
21 39 to 14 100 179 49 04 
20 22 91 90 31 

1,790 2,490 11,900 19,490 2,000 4,940 7,000 9,400 

18 90 
GLASS, STONE AND CLAT PRODUCTS I8IC (33) 

47 24 19 10 39 21 

8 

22 

98 
100 

31 
721 
66 
33 

136 
41 

206 
4 

9.910 

27 

m 

13 17 »2 41 17 
1 0 13 16 0 7 4 »0 0.1 9 9 19 
2 4 12 14 0 
9 10 9 13 14 10 3 0.1 0.1 10 11 9 
9 12 19 20 12 

30 39 51 90 14 29 93 31 16 91 91 49 
73 91 12 96 09 92 98 09 63 74 97 M 
42 93 81 97 23 
9 13 19 23 6 6 2 10 4 S 11 9 

809 797 779 729 930* 747 939 791 937 799 910 799 
43 49 3« 33 90 32 20 40 0.1 79 99 11 
90 77 23 22 94 94 99 64 90 117 IM 94 
32 97 33 73 78 46 30 60 03 19 49 77 
3 0.1 32 41 0.1 21 49 26 34 16 0 99 

208 190 171 120 240 19 10 60 312 49 75 99 
8 19 10 11 41 HI 19 34 0.1 29 9 11 
« 10 30 44 9 

,620 2,090 9,100 10,490 MIO 2,410 1,400 2,820 2,290 3,090 6,790 4,790 
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ArgtnUna Canada              JOniu»    Germany 
mo Mii,tl      

F
mT <*«$?>>   mo 

MïTAL AND METAL PRODUCT» I8IC (34 AND 35) 
Professional and technical workers.  .      13 40           aa          n          *« 
Professional and technical workers 18 

(adjuated)                      11 «7            AA 

Engineer* .....'      JJ "            }J            ?           38            » 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)        5 14            ifl            a           ÎI           l\ 
Technicians                           ni m            on           »Î!                            * 
T^b-tou» WM«,...:;:   ;•' ;s    S    i    ¡¡     ; 

cÄ"^n*°dm""ase"' • • • - »    «    «    S    « 

Manual workers '   .'.".' «î „J!            22           13             7            12 
MeUl fabricators and makers .   .'   .'    S 2¡¡         ¡ÌJ        S        "}         "J 
Construction workers        Agf «         'J?        fj        «J         «0 
Transportation workers       ,J 'J           }J          ??          8f           »» 
Mechanics and repairmen 137 A           »«          "          f8           u 

Labourers  .....                             I *           !?         uo          10           1» 
Service workers .   ...              2        "? ??         "8          40           06 
University graduates                                 7 *           1Ö          "          21           " 

Productivity (US I).....;   ;1(440      fl>a20      Mw      ^      ^¿J ^ 

„    .     .       , PMMA»T MTALS ISIC (34) 
J rofossional and technical worker«.   .      23 n*          «Ò          ,„ 
Professional and technical workers Ä2          49           27 

(adjusted)  9n 

Engineers   ......  !  !  '   "   '      JJ «J          27          »*           14 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)       10 in          îî          Î?           '! 
Technicians                              Ol o«                        *l             8 

Technicians (adjusted) .  .                      f f¿          J¡¡          w             « 
AdminUtrators and managers    .   .         3» ,i          »?          J'             • 
Clerical workers     ...                           ti 30,          21           1«           33 
Clerical workers (adjusted) '.'.'.''     Z Í2?          ?!          "7         140 

Sales workers.  .......                  g 78         10° 
Manual workers                      ko, *             6             «             8 

Metal fabricator* and makers .   '.   '    349 IJ*        J*        7M         7« 
Construction workers   .                      «¡j «         397        fl38         M» 
Transportation workers   .'.'.'.'      19 ff          J,          6i           * 
Mechanics and repairmen.  .  .             7a ««.          „«          3*           17 

Labourers   ...                                   1, ,?9          22          1°           23 
Service workers .   .   .                               ¡I l*j¡        m          48           77 
University graduates    .   .                         11 21           27           2Ö 

Productivity (US f) .          '      '   ' 1 *nn .„„^          32          24           1« JKUO*' I'200 10,800     (8,600)   (4,000)        740 

»   M     , 1*°K ANO STXKL I8IC ri4n 
Professional and technical workers l     ' 
Professional and technical workers *7 

(adjusted)  
Engineers  81 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted) M 

Technicians   .         ' 20 
Technicians (adjusted) . 13 

Administrators and managers H 
Clerical workers    ....'' 18 
Clerical workers (adjusted) '.'.''' w 

Sales workers  78 
Manual workers 7 

Matal fabricators and makers '. 7M 

Construction worker*   ... •*• 
Transportation workers   . •* 
Mechanics and repairmen.... *8 

Labourers  9 
Senrice workers ....... 48 
University graduate*    ..']'"'' *8 

Productivity (US f ) .  . »4 
(8,900) 

i»$o 
Ntiherlandi 

litt 
Norway 

1**0 

14 3» 48 

13 19 37 
13 1 IS 
7 3 10 
0.1 33 32 
6 10 28 

41 33 38 
110 M 50 
113 76 24 
81 10 S 

801 786 838 
627 810 589 

6 31 67 
18 32 24 
2 30 60 

02 7 30 
13 32 13 
32 8 14 

1,700 2,970 4,190 

25 61 60 

24 32 47 
22 8 17 
12 7 14 
0.1 46 37 

10 23 82 
30 21 24 

141 120 58 
139 97 28 
8 4 1 

773 734 888 
532 503 564 

8 36 94 
23 88 35 
2 50 57 

63 18 28 
21 68 21 
36 14 17 

2,150 3,440 5,400 
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United Kingdom 
I9SÍ IMI 

Untied Statu 
19tQ litt 

Yvgoelacla 
l»»l Belgium Chile Fintoti       Irrland        /«rod      New Zealand   Sweden 

! 

I 

24 

17 
6 
0 
13 
11 
34 
99 
57 
4 

828 
360 
20 
28 
6 

209 
11 
11 

1,940 

30 

22 
6 
7 
10 
14 
2« 
100 
57 
8 

827 
328 
36 
24 
3 

270 
12 
11 

2,220 

01 

27 
12 
7 

33 
20 
31 
87 
67 
7 

704 
383 
37 
40 
0. 

102 
20 
11 

2,290 

02 

28 
12 
7 

30 
20 
26 
»8 
68 
0 

767 
379 
49 
44 
0.1 

148 
26 
IS 

2.000 

44 

36 
20 
16 
11 
18 
36 
108 
94 
13 

767 
203 
27 
17 
30 
133 
20 
87 

6,090 

40 

84 
18 
16 
9 
16 
24 
90 
83 
8 

791 
201 
30 
19 
29 
179 
22 
34 

9,700 

METAL AND MKTAT. PRODUCTS I8IC (34 AND 30) 

83    02     31     15    31     10 

72 
36 
29 
26 
40 
48 
120 
113 
18 

681 
196 
20 
13 
40 
60 
14 
04 

10,640 

00 

48 
» 
SO 
14 
20 
27 
102 
93 
11 

704 
176 
36 
21 
88 
187 
18 
42 

11,030 

39 
9 
9 

36 
29 
11 
84 
32 
9 

784 
289 
38 
38 
0.1 

144 
39 
13 

1,700 

22 

21 
»2 

4 
709 
611 
47 
19 
24 
3 

84 

27 
72 

8 
831 
660 
67 
16 

147 
5 

12 

30 

24 
07 

0 
822 
630 
32 
30 
40 
42 
26 

0.1 

0.1 

17 
44 

3 
891 
019 

0.1 
22 
09 
198 

0.1 

34 

16 

16 

74 
72 

6 
743 
004 
39 
7 
7 

40 
19 

21 

08 
70 

10 
829 
603 
14 
0 
0 
40 
10 

2,170   1,000   2,430   1,800   1,730   4,000 

PRIMARY URTALI ISIC (34) 

50     32     42    40 

30 
7 
7 

34 
27 
9 
80 
29 
0 

791 
282 
02 
04 
0.1 

148 
40 
IS 

3,140 

10 

16 
00 

2 
907 
080 
0« 
SO 
2« 
4 
90 

3,000 

20 

11 

8 
121 

1 
707 
418 
116 
84 

108 
4 

87 

48 

14 
00 

8 
804 
047 
39 
03 
40 
08 
84 

10 

0.1 

0.1 

so 
73 

804 
377 

0.1 
33 
OS 

374 
0.1 

00 

SO 

J7 

73 
70 

S 
737 
071 
40 
10 
IS 
43 
30 

19 

00 
OS 

0 
847 
708 
11 
0 
1 

07 
7 

S.900  2,900   1.3O0   1,800   4,700 

1*0* AMD «TBRL IBIC (341) 
SO 00 87 48 00 

19 SO 81 43 87 
0 11 10 19 7 
0 9 14 10 7 
18 SO 0 13 S3 
13 10 10 SI SO 
28 S4 23 SS 10 
90 9S OS •9 78 
00 04 00 90 S9 
2 0 7 8 « 

880 700 790 778 790 
380 300 SU 187 S94 
30 00 80 S9 03 
28 40 19 24 00 
3 0.1 29 40 0. 

281 109 192 109 140 
12 SO 20 19 44 
7 IS 82 SO IS 

2,100 2,000 6,730 11,400 1,700 

Ü 
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Argtntina 
lito 

Canada 
USI 19« I 

Frana* 
1992 

Germany 
(Fed. Hep.) Japan 

19S0 tt$6 
NetKerlandê 

litt 
Norway 

19tO 

NON-FERROUS METAL« ISIC (342) 
Professional and technical worker*.   . fl0 
Professional arid technical workers 
(adjusted)  

Engineers   .   .   . of, 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted) ». 
Technicians  • 
Technicians (adjusted) ...... \l 

Administrator« and managers    ... I] 
Clerical workers       ,' 
Clerical workers (adjusted) .   .   . ¿, 
Sales workers  !• 
Manual workers       _*? 

Metal fabricators and makers ... _?» 
Construction workers  ¿Í 
Transportation workers   .   .  . Í, 
Mechanics and repairmen  , J 
Labourers  

Service workers  " 
University graduate«    . Î* 

Productivity (US $)  JJ 

FABRICATED METALS (EXCLUDING MACHINERT) I8IC 
I rofcssional and technical workers.  .      12 a«           oi           7i. 
Professional and technical worker» 
(adjusted>       11 40           10           62 1-nginoe•         9 'J           » 

engineers and scientists (adjusted)         4 n             «           In 
Technicians                      01 J,           .?          ¡> 
Technicians (adjusted)         6' 20             A           f? 

Administrators and managers    .  .         40 «n           .»           fi 
Clerical worker.     .......          „ *J           ¡J           il 
Clerical workers (adjusted)       33 „0           ?!           VÍ 
Sale« workers                               « "?           "           M 

Manual workers 8fi¡¡ J!           f*             8 

Metal fabricators and makers .  .   .     11» ¿jî         ¡iX         Ün! 
Construction wo, ker.     470 35           18         147 
Transportation workers         7 jj           n           n 
Mechanics and repairmen     191 30         „,.           " 
Labourers   .   .                                          7 „         il1           10 

Service workers .   .'.'..'.'''        \ ?5           81           24 

University graduate«    ....'% Î?           _7 

Productivity (US *, ."  .' 1§|00 lm     (MJ»     ft7j» 

«...     .     J MACHINERY (EXCLUDING ELECTRICAL) ISIC (36) 
Professional and technical workers.  .      34 a*          Q1           L 
Professional and technical workers ** 

1Ä-:: ::::::::: 5 S    S    S 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted)       14 »4           «A           I« 
Technicians                j ÍT           **           48 

Technicians (adjusted) .  .!!.'!      14 •«           ,J          f* 
Administrators and managers    .  .         03 ,.           "          ?* 
Clerical workers     ....                   140 ,!?         ,**           l9 

Clerical worker, (adjusted) ....  ]      .2 £         'g         » 
Sales workers                            SQ «„                         w 

Manual workers «¿J J»        ,12           » 
Metal fabricator, »ud maker. .      .      25 JJ!         1*1         ?" 
Construction workers l90 «           ,J         "* 
Transportation workers       10 ,          f,           4B 

Mechanic, and repairmen.   .   ...    334 ft,           "           12 

Labourer.          I0 •          *J          «» 
Service worker. .23 il           8Ö           47 

University graduates    ...                     17 *5|           lfl 

Productivity (US f)       .' 2,170 „„    ^   ^ 

(35) 

30 

«4 38 

J 5 17 M 
2 8 0.1 10 
1 S 2 8 
3 0.1 29 27 
1 2 14 21 

42 81 37 81 
82 »3 87 88 
8» 81 70 24 
18 18 11 e 

889 828 808 833 
470 70» 648 633 
14 4 30 41 
S 13 32 13 

12 1 24 83 
31 43 3 32 
7 8 20 8 

12 27 7 12 
400 1,180 1,880 3,380 

24 71 71 

19 23 86 88 
25 22 4 SS 
12 13 8 17 
9 0.1 62 48 
7 12 27 SS 

56 61 36 88 
142 141 129 64 
102 139 104 28 
16 18 11 7 

736 782 730 789 
345 eso 490 460 
15 3 S3 43 
6 11 28 11 

118 2 IOS 208 
32 34 2 26 
17 11 19 6 
19 39 13 22 

580 1,520 2,800 3,900 



PRODUCTIVITY, «KILLS AMD EDUCATION IH MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 

 —         — — 

Uniled Kingdom 
IUI            IMI 

Uniltd SlmUt 
Iti*          i$to 

F««**«  Mflmm       CMk    ntàma      Inhmd 
Imd    Nmt Ztmlmnd   S\ 

NON-FERROUS MKTALS I8IC (342) 

43 52 61 73 61 

SO 28 42 64 38 
10 12 23 29 9 
11 8 22 29 11 
13 S3 11 19 33 
18 20 18 32 28 
34 36 33 42 8 

114 118 111 116 79 
«4 82 97 106 37 
4 9 11 19 8 

789 717 782 708 790 
314 410 171 148 166 

14 16 27 27 62 
17 44 14 17 69 
4 0.1 28 S6 0.1 

227 104 122 71 148 
16 2ft 26 12 46 
10 12 41 62 15 

2,470 2.860 7,110 11,780 1,400 

133 

16 

10 
S 
S 
9 
7 

42 
M 
67 

6 
82S 
408 

14 
16 
10 

140 
10 
6 

1,660 

53 

36 
11 
8 

S6 
16 
38 

111 
70 
8 

773 
386 
47 

9 
SS 

1S6 
10 
10 

1,690 

M 

1» 
13 
7 

SS 
SI 
M 
96 
•6 

7 
749 
383 
18 
44 

0.1 
67 
15 
11 

1,110 

IO» 

M 
SS 
16 
64 
St 
57 

1S9 
t7 
16 

617 
410 
M 
3t 

0.1 
44 
23 
18 

1,4*0 

46 

SS 
21 
16 
13 
20 
64 

122 
107 
23 

737 
209 

19 
12 
S2 
68 
18 
S9 

«,860 

67 

66 
SS 
14 
18 
It 
49 

137 
110 
16 

696 
245 

13 
8 

62 
40 
17 
48 

8,760 

FABRICATED KITAU (MCITOIHQ MACRIKRRT) ISIC (36) 
66 54 31 13 17 16 

88 
41 
34 
SI 
45 
56 

1SS 
111 
20 

66S 
175 
18 
12 
36 
46 
13 
61 

9,360 

41 
10 
10 
37 
SO 
13 
89 
34 
10 

792 
293 

31 
31 

0.1 
143 
36 
16 

1,390 

16 

28 
8t 

7 
772 
661 

SS 
SI 
14 

1 
66 

1,600 

34 
64 

S 
•61 
•15 

61 
11 

143 
6 

11 

M 

1 

IT 
66 

7 
834 
•71 

SO 
16 
47 
34 
23 

IS 
S4 

4 
•61 
6tS 

0.1 
14 
•0 
ts 

26 

16 

11 

73 

6 
747 
616 
M 
6 
6 

40 
11 

IS 

S 

It 

•0 
71 

IS 
826 

16 
7 
7 

41 
11 

1,100       2,110 1.700        1,400        4.460 

MACHIfflUY (BXOlUMWa BUCTBKAL) UIC (St) 
tl 77 61 • St 36 

60 
41 
32 
SO 
46 
66 
1S4 
121 
22 

666 
217 
11 
7 

45 
17 
IS 
68 

9,800 

68 
14 
14 
66 
41 
10 
96 
37 . 
9 

754 
MS 
41 
39 
0.1 

99 
37 
19 

Mto 

47 

41 
124 

16 
710 
661 
29 
14 
70 
1 

46 

3,000 

IS 
34 

1 
til 
to« 
41 
7 

S 

60 

1 

19 
79 

9 
766 
474 
61 
M 
106 
48 
18 

0.1 

0.1 

•0 
IM 

48 
706 
181 
11 
11 

177 
ISS 

0.1 

6 

16 

63 
61 

3 
641 

16 
11 
7 

97 

18 
TM 

M 
T 
M 

46 

11 

«9 
74 

6 
777 
414 
M 
31 
IM 
34 
18 

6,600 

•1 

14 

61 
UT 

11 
631 
149 
46 
11 m 
49 
16 

1,600   2,640   1.320   1,940   4.0M   4.SM 
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Canada Frima»   ,-"".T*» »  
'»• m,       „„        ,71»   '***»•>     ituJmm

lut 

KLKCTRICAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IS1C (37) 
Profesional and technical worker«.   .      26 69         132         100         10«>           «H            u 
Professional and technical worker» '" 
(adjusted)       2i M        , 3 

Engineer«       23 34           «           M           ai 
Engineer« and scientist« (adjusted)       12 32           42           38           ai            iô           ?ï 
Technician«                            01 9i            KB           n«           ?-                           17 

Technician. (adjusted) .   .   .   [  \   \       . £          JJ          2          £           »           ^ 
Administrators and manager«    ...      30 45           ¡ta           «i           il           .?           !? 
Clerical worker.    ......             8" „o         ,î?         ,Jft         ,!2         JI           31 

2££S?".~          g »    !i    s   s   s   ÎS 
Manual workers        ...                       8J¡ „J?           **         . J           »«           »           U 

Metri fabricator, and maker. .   .   .        Í ?43         S         ïï         •         S         • 
Construction worker. 719 ^         'J*          !»           J          1"         1« 
Transportation worker«         7 7           "           }¡         !JJ           24             > 
Mechanic, and repairmen       33 35           2¿           M           1J             J             J 
Labourer«                                fl .-           ,.           ""           °"          ,1B             * 

Serri«, worker..   ...                               I *I           **           J®           «            28           31 
Un.Ter.ity graduate«    ..."      13 ¡I           "            17             8 

Productivity (US,)..   ..:;I,500 ft>180      „„     ^    ^           »      ^ 

„    .     .       ,       , THANSrOHTATIO* BQUimiMT I8IC (38) 
I rnfeanonal and technical worker..   .      10 30           fl.i                          /„ 
Professional and technical workers 49           40           3* 

Engineer«         9 °           J?                          «            18           23 
Engineer« and scientist, (adjusted)         5 U           51                          „           ?'?           34 

Technician«                              0 1 »          l\                         U           U           i9 

Technician« (adjusted) ..'.'.''        4 ,5           !!                            J            ,3             °« 
Administrators and manager«     .  .   .      2I 51           86                          J           1          J 
( ierioal worker«    ....                         4« M         .TT                          Ia           *»           *2 
Clerical worker, (adjusted) .   !   '   '   "« Ï?         ÍÍ!                          !?          1S7         1M 

Sale« worker..  ...                 •  •   •      • «         1*2                         7I           US         100 
Manual workers        "        »o, „!         J                          "             7             » 

Metal fabricator, and maker«.   .   .      lï ¿ÏÎ         lÀ                        îîî         J.Î!         764 

Conrtruction worker.   ...               ]„ „         2!f                       M1         «•»        414 
Tran«portation worker«   .   .                   7 ,J           *!                          18          148           H 
Mechanic«^ repairmen                    a* 246          „                       J}         ^         ¿i 

Serriee worker« .   .                                    , ,!          "                         •»           3»          44 
Unirersity graduates    .   .                           ¿ 'ö           *°                          ,6           21           1« 

Productivity (US „ ......; 1(500      ß>2fi0      ^ (M»         ^      ^ 

Profesional and teehnica, worker.  ^ VEH,CL"' "* ,H° ^ '" *"» *"> 
Profesional and technical worker. 44           iñ 

(adjusted)   .... 
Engineers  3*           14 
Engineers and scientists (adjusted) Ì1           17 

Technician«  M            • 
Technician« (adjusted) .....! 6             7 

Administrator« and manager. 11             4 
Clerical worker«    ..... 14           42 
Clerical worker« (adjusted) »1          148 
Sale« worker«  73         113 
Manual workers  14           17 

Metal fabricator« mid maker» '.'.'. W7         73fi 
Construction worker«   ....!. 3*a         *•• 
Transportation worker»   .... «Ä           3g 
Mechanics and repairmen.   . la           ia 

Labourer«  207         19} 
Swrioe worker« ....!. •*           30 
Unirersity graduate«    . 14           16 

Productivity (Ü8 f) . 27           17 
'           (3.000)       «00 

JV< 
itti 

120 

34 

Norwtn 
IM» 

119 

62 8* 
9 88 

IS 88 
M 78 
41 64 
» 48 

171 87 
IM 4* 
8 8 

«44 716 
165 108 
22 86 
27 14 
08 82 
0 4* 

31 8 
28 SS 

3,280 4,230 
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ANNEX II 

AN WPUT-OUTPUT MOOSL ncoLUDnro BMILL »»QüIBMIIKTS 

If we assume a country with three sectors and three tyros of skills (thi* ,„mni. M„ »_ . _, 
n sectors and m skills) we may write: ^^ (       «wnple can be expanded easily to 

Where X; is the production of industry j, 
JT/i> is the final demand for the product of industry i 
S{,   is the number of people in occupation » employed in industry j. 
r      is the rat« of return per unit of capital for all sectors, 
A)   is the amount of capital in industry j, 
Wi    is the wage paid for skill », and 

*"'  ?_?¡e !nterindu8tiy coefficient obtained from an input-output tabi* 

»==1,2,8 

Regrouping (1) we have 

Dmdmg and multiplying certain terms by Lv the number of people employed fa indurfry 1, we hare 

CT") 
-¿ («si+«.i) ¿^ - a„Xt+«„J,+j12) _ fKl _ £i ( frim + _«««* _u   *ll»l 

(*) 

(3) 11   _£-—i 27" 
where JT,//;,^p  j8 the productivity of labour in ¡nduntrv l   •A .       a   IT 

the labour force of industry 1 ; we now can wStethTwtole system as* mSLÏ = ^^^ °f ^^^ 2 ia 

Also 
n*+*+Z*+tt+7SSZ-Zìttt'rf>ziz 

^i'ii + ^n + L^^^Si 

where 3, S, 5, are number of available people with occupations 1 2 q 
Assumption. 2 and 3 stated above can noV ¿ introduced"^!""      ' 
J, » • function of the occupational composition of indurtryT 
Ä, is a funct.on of the occupational compomtion of industry j 

SÄTT^" " * ,UnCtÍOn °' *' °r « *- ~*. and occupational wage rat« Md intend««* 
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PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING METHODS USED IN THE CZECHOSLOVAK 

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC IN RELATING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO 
INDUSTRIAL GROWTH TARGETS 

J. Chvdtal, J. Nekola, L. Riha and L. Tondi, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, InMituU for 
Science Planning, Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 

I.   PLANNING AND PROGRAMMINO CONCEPTS IN 

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LIFE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

(a)    Origin and development of the current planning 
and programming concept in Czechoslovakia 

WHEN SPEAKING ABOUT the origin and develop- 
ment of the oontemporary conception of planning 
and programming in industrial and socio-economic 
life, we must bear in mind the fact that the idea of 
planning was put into effect immediately after 
the Second World War. Even as early as that, 
Czechoslovakia was an advanced country with a 
relatively highly developed industry (mainly in 
the machine-engineering branch) and with rich 
cultural and scientific traditions. The first steps 
in planning the first two-year plan for 1947-48 
were taken mainly to rebuild the war-damaged 
economy, and to renew and normalize economic 
life ; these steps provided a certain experience that 
could be further utilized. These first measures in 
the planning and programming of industrial and 
socio-economic life were based on an extensive 
socialization of basic components of economic life 
(industry, building construction, banking etc.). 
The socialization was realized in two stages : begun 
in 1945, it was completed (with the exception of 
agriculture) in 1948. In further development, the 
long-term five-year plans have become the back- 
bone of planning. 

Emphasis must be laid on the fact that the 
concept of planning and programming industrial 
and socio-economic life did not remain unchanged, 
but gradually developed and extended with the 
development of institutional and organizational 
means at the various stages of implementation. 
The development and changes in the concept of 
planning were based both on the results (positive 
as well as negative) obtained at home and on certain 
schemes and models worked out in other countries, 
primarily in the USSR. With the broadening of 
practical experience at home and with the working 
out of a number of theoretical analyses and studies 

in economics and other branches corresponding 
to progress in the scientific and research base of 
planning and programming, the value of this 
home experience and of these scientific and theo- 
retical analyses became greater, and they served 
as a basis for the improvement of the planning 
and programming concept. Although the course 
of development was more or less gradual, it is 
possible to distinguish several stages: from the 
early 1950s a concept grew up which was to a 
considerable extent conditioned by circumstances 
and which laid the main stress on directive plan- 
ning, on the necessity of a centrally-organized sys- 
tem of planning measures, on the unconditional 
authority of the plan, and on planning discipline. 
This concept was also linked with ensuring the 
industrialization of the country and therefore 
with increased attention to a priority development 
of the means of production, chiefly of heavy in- 
dustry, metallurgy and machine-engineering. Even 
though this conception of planning promoted a 
rapid growth in the mid-1950s of some selected 
branohes of the national economy, it could not 
meet the new and fast-growing demands of the 
entire national economy. 

For these reasons the conception of planning 
especially where the planning and organization 
of the national economy is concerned—has been 
modified and improved in the last few years in 
a number of basic aspects and the role of the plan 
has been emphasized in relation to the long-term 
perspective. In the management of the national 
economy and its individual sectors, the role of the 
economie mechanism, i.e. the relations between 
demand and supply as well as between individuals, 
groups and enterprises, has been strengthened. It 
ia to be anticipated that the changes recently 
taking place in the concept of planning and 
programming social and economic life will show 
themselves in two main ways. In the perspective 
planning these changes will lead to a strengthening 
of the social and economic functions of research 
and development, particularly in determining the 
target structure, the system of means to be applied 
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and the distribution of these means. In optional 
management itself and in decision-making, the 
changes will offer a much wider scope for the exer- 
cise of initiative at all levels of management, will 
make fruitful emulation possible, and will contrib- 
uto towards overcoming certain monopolistic 
elements which have had a negative effect on 
sectors of the national economy. 

The development so far of the  concept  of 
planning and programming social and  economic 
life m Czechoslovakia has furnished evidence that 
it must not be interpreted rigidlv and dogmatically 
on the contrary, it is vitaliv important to perfect' 
develop and modify this concept to accord with 
new technical, economic and social conditions and 
above all, new findings of science and research' 
It is particularly important, when developing the 
conception of planning ami programming, to take 
into consideration the most  up-to-date  manage 
ment and decision-making methods based on the 
latest methods of data processing, the application 
of cybernetics and the new economic, sociological 
and psychological knowledge in the management. 

ff>)    The idea of planning and programming 

The idea of planning and programming social 
and economic life in the socialist countries is oased 
on a conception of human labour (advanced by 
Marx) according to which one of labour's character- 
istic features is its puq,osive character, i.e man 
creates his work first "in his mind" before doing 
HO in reality; i„ other words, bofo«, creating some 
thing real he first conceives it in its ideal form 
a plan of it. 

The term "plan", therefore, consists of several 
basic comjKments which can >M> summarized as 
follows: 

fi)    Structure of the goal. 

fit)    Complex of means and methods either 
available for the achievement of the set goals   or 
which «-an be ensured in future development (either 
i»y using the existing technological means or bv 
anticipating research and development results) 

fm) Projected trends of future development 
extrapolation of these trends, forecasts. 

fir) Complex of directives, i.e. direct in- 
struction or projects delimiting the duties (and 
tin» also the degree of res,N>nsibilitv) of the various 
*>rgan*. groups and individuals 

In ¡Mi»t discussions on the nature «,f planning 
stress Mas laid on the fact that a plan cannot be 
limited to forecasts and extrapolation of existing 
empirically estimate! trends, but should make clear 
the dvnnmir approach of its creator. The efforts 
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devoted recently to deepening and improving the 
concept of planning have shown that restricting 
the nature of planning to its purely directive com 
IHments were regarded as decisive, the results 
could, and in some instances did, lead to an increase 
in the subjective and accidental elements in 
planning. 

The idea of the plan must include an active 
approach and a directive component (an obliga- 
tion). Optimal planning, however, cannot be real- 
ized only through a single channel, i.e. without the 
network   of   feed-backs,   without   checking   and 
careful evaluation of the effects of the individual 
steps in the decision-making process, and without 
a fMmsibility of forecasting these effects. In most 
cases planning concerns subjects in the develop- 
ment of which certain random phenomena occur 
HI  various forms, so that we must reckon with 
certain risks, possible losses etc. These and some 
other analogous circumstances mean that a one- 
sided directive planning without a feed-back, an 
efficient checking system, and a possibility of cor- 
rection does not always '«ad to progress; on the 
contrary, under certain conditions it may cause 
loases or disproportions that may be more serious 
and greater than they would be in a situation when 
there is no planning. 

The deepening and improving of the planning 
and programming concept of socio-economic life 
with which the Czechoslovak experts from dif- 
ferent theoretical fields and some practical sectors 
have been concerned during the last few years have 
not been limited solely to the last two component. 
(iti, %v)  of the plan  mentioned  above.  Efforts 
toward improvement are directed still more to 
the first two components, i.e. structure of goal 
and complexes of means and methods available to 
achieve the set goals. The most important problems 
which arose for study in dealing with the structure 
oi the goal may be summarized as follows: 

fi) Tri how much detail should the structure 
of the goal be worked out? 

fit) What should be the bases of individual 
target« and how should the criteria for their evalu- 

%Z^Zrìrìty and their d<*•of «•«* "» 
(Hi)    How is the optimum time-lag between 

he elaboration of the targets and their realization 
to be determined ? 

As far as the first question ft) is concerned, 
experience so far has shown that it is not always 
advantageous to oprate with goal, predetermined 
to he very last detail, and that an unduly detailed 
elaboration with an over-emphasis on the deter- 
mination ofeach detail hinder, and limit, creative 
initiative This w« the reason why in Czechoaloya- 
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kia the number of goals has been radically reduced. 
It has also been shown that in the planning and 
programming of a very intricate (and sometimes 
extremely heterogeneous) spectrum of phenomena 
i>elonging to the different areas of economics, 
technology, science, and social, cultural and health 
environment, it is on the contrary advantageous to 
allow a sufficiently wide latitude between the two 
possible extremes. This position has been illustrated 
l>y J. D. Bernal in his contrast between the role of the 
architect who has in mind all the details of his 
future construction and has to balance his efforts 
and means and the role of the army leader who 
knows his enemy only to a certain extent and has 
to allow for unexpected obstacles. 

A sufficiently wide space between the two 
possible extremes (types) means that certain fields 
of human activity which we intend to plan and 
programme are at different distances from either 
extreme. Planning in the sphere of basic research 
is closer to the latter tyjx> *han is planning in the 
sphere of applied research and development. It 
is not always possible to programme in detail the 
system of means and methods, future demands on 
time, technological, economic and manpower reso ur- 
ces and so on. The balancing of the individual pro- 
jects, their sequence and interrelationships includi ig 
time, technological, economic and human balances 
cannot be based on a uniform model that would 
be equally binding for all the fields. The principle 
has recently been advanced both in theory and 
practice that the individual branches have their 
specific features which must be respected in the 
selection of certain methods of planning. 

The second question (it), or rather group of 
questions, concerns the manner of forming the 
structure of goals. It is evident that in conditions 
where certain products are lacking, the formation 
of goal structure is strongly affected by the en- 
deavour to promote the production of these goods. 
This leads in some degree towards the promotion 
of mere reproduction and quantitative growth 
on the basis of available technological and scien- 
tific knowledge. Under such circumstances, when 
planning is concentrated on ensuring a more exten- 
sive growth, little demand is made on research and 
development, and the structure of goals is based 
on facts already known and investigated. Some 
elements of such a situation appeared in the Czecho- 
slovak economy in the period of post-war 
reconstruction and under conditions of post-war 
shortages when planning methods were being im- 
plemented. The deepening and improvement of 
the planning concept that has recently taken place 
has led (and no doubt will continue to lead) to 
further emphasis on the role played by research 
in improving the process of goal formulation. In 

brief, planning policy is ceasing to be the program- 
ming of an increased production of goods that are 
not in sufficient supply on the market, and is 
becoming more and more programming of goods 
and services that are not available at all. 

The third question (Hi) is closely linked with 
the previous one. If tho planning policy is oriented 
towards extensive growth, the determination of 
the optimum time-lag that separates the setting- 
up of the goal from its final realization may be 
quite arbitrary. But if science, research and devel- 
opment more and more affect the determination 
of targets, as well as the selection of the most 
advantageous methods, the determination of the 
optimum time-lag is greatly influenced by the 
real possibilities of making use of discoveries and 
research results whether achieved or anticipated. 
It is evident in such a situation that the true func- 
tion of planning does not appear until long-term 
programming is undertaken, while operative mana- 
gement and decision-making will cover shorter 
terms of programming. 

(c)   Plan and subordination: a pyramidal system 
of decision-making 

The co-ordination of all the components of the 
social life (the object of the planning) is a pre- 
requisite for a successful planning of economic, 
industrial and social life, including the planning 
of science and research. The fulfilment of this 
prerequisite presumes a relatively full knowledge 
of the mechanism of the interrelationships and the 
degree of their interdependence. These inter- 
relationships should be treated with a view to fol- 
lowing the principle of plan coherence. 

Even though this principle of plan coherence 
is undoubtedly a pre-condition of successful 
planning, evidence has shown that individual com- 
ponents of the plan should be co-ordinated rather 
than subordinated. Reference has already been 
made to the fact that the methods of planning and 
programming basic reserach differ markedly from 
the methods of planning applied to research and 
development, while all these methods differ in 
turn from planning production activity. The co- 
herence and complexity of planning do not therefore 
presume a mere subordination of one goal to another 
one (e.g. the subordination of goals for health and 
social security or way of life—urbanism vis-a-vis a 
more "natural" environment—to the goals in the 
production sphere); a proper co-ordination of all 
the goals is required, as regards time, space and 
context. Extensive studies and inter-discipline 
investigations of the social and human interrala- 
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tionships of scientific and technological progress, 
intensively carried out in the past two years by a 
great number of the institutions of the Czechoslo- 
vak Academy of Sciences together with analogous 
analyses of the directive concept of planned man- 
agement iii the past, have disclosed that problems 
of complex, multi-criteria decision-making are 
involved in which the humanistic interests and 
needs, the interests of an all-round development of 
individuals in the conditions of a socialist society, 
and the cultivation of social relations must all play 
decisive roles. 

The principle of plan coherence calls for co- 
ordination  of the  individual components  rather 
than their subordination. The fact that, as a rule, 
planning concerns complex and differentiated sys- 
tems   undoubtedly  justifies  a   certain   pyramid- 
structure of tlie different planning and program- 
ming levels. In setting up such a structure it proved 
useful to improve gradually the distribution  of 
the different roles  among the  various planning 
and programming levels in such a way that each 
partial step did not need to be decided centrally. 
This means that the individual planning and pro- 
gramming, and the development of complex sys- 
tems, are still at an early stage of theoretical prepa- 
ration and that it will be necessary to work out a 
complicated network of feed-backs, mutual check- 
ing, a system of objective criteria for decision- 
making in the network, information channel« etc. 

Thus the emphasis on a complex approach, 
the principle of coherence and the necessity of a 
certain  pyramid-like  structure  in  planning   and 
programming   the   development   of   complicated 
systems dorn not at all exclude a relative autonomy 
and,  occasionally, even a certain parallelism or 
independence of the individual components con- 
stituting the intricate system. Nor must we lose 
»ight of the fact that greatly differentiated and 
•ometimes even contradictory interests and goals 
of individual social groups, economic groupings, 
social institutions and organizations (and in fact 
individuals as well) are reflected in the planning 
activity. The analysis of the experience of economic, 
industrial and social development acquired in the 
1900s has clearly shown that the idea of a simple 
harmony  in the society's and group's interests 
and needs is inadequate to the socialist conditions 
of planning economics, technology, science, culture 
and other social spheres. These are the reasons 
why great attention has lately been paid in Czecho- 
slovakia to the study of these phenomena, which 
are of great significance to the future formation 
and improvement of the organizational structure 
of planning. It is becoming evident that the prob- 
lems of planning and programming such things 
as the development of science and research, tech- 
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nology and economics, environment and way of 
life, cannot be isolated from the problems of the 
whole future development of socialist sooiety and 
of planning and programming methods used in 
relating economic growth targets. 

If we have emphasized the fact that the unity 
and complexity of planning do not exclude a rela- 
tive autonomy or even a certain independence of 
the partial projects, it is also necessary to stress 
that this unity and complexity do not exclude a 
certain spontaneous development in some areas 
of social life. It would not be rational to hold that 
planning and  programming-as rationally, ana- 
lytically  and   scientifically  based  and   justified 
activities-can cover all areas of social life, including 
for example artistic creation, and the development 
of certain cultural, ethical and emotional values. 
The deeply human and humanistic significance of 
planning in socialist society lies not only in the fact 
that the plan not only prepares a programme and 
directive for the creative development of all human 
forces-whether in the sphere of science, techno- 
logy, or production—but also allows ample room 
for spontaneous evolution to take place in a num- 
ber of social, cultural, and related activities. 

It might seem that the spontaneous evolu- 
tion of certain values and the implementation of 
creative forces have nothing to do with the problems 
and tasks included in planning activity. In fact it 
is desirable for the two spheres to overlap and 
complement eaoh other. It would also be most 
useful if there could always be the maximum free- 
dom for the development of spontaneous initiative 
and creative activity in the sphere of planning 
activity itself. 

Between the plan itself and the concrete results 
of the activity, which are the objectives of planning 
two steps may be distinguished: 

fi) Project planning, i.e. planning covering 
the determination of certain results. 

fii) Projections, i.e. planning delimiting the 
trends on which the main effort to achieve new 
results will be concentrated (those by which the 
most important results of general targets may be 
realized in various ways). 

Here again it is necessary to point out that 
this is only an idealization since actual projects m 
the planning activity as a rule include elements 
of both types, even if in different proportions. It 
is, for example, obvious that material discoveries 
cannot be planned in the basic research area; we 
cannot plan discoveries of something that is still 
unknown. Thus, in this area elements of type fii) 
predominate. On the other hand, elements of type 
ft) are predominant in the sphere of applied 
research and development, and of course in the 
production sphere as well. 
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2.   SOME PROBLEMS OF PROGRAMMING AND 
PLANNING BASIC RESEARCH IN RELATION TO 

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH : SURVEY OF STATE FIVE-YEAR 
PLAN OF BASIC RESEARCH UP TO 1970 

In the not-so-distant past, scientific activity 
was regarded aa an equal of other high-level 
intellectual activities, such aa literature and the 
arts. In some countries there used to reign various 
academies of sciences and arts, joint institutions 
which society supported mainly out of consider- 
ation for cultural and moral values. It is quite 
evident that in such conditions the question 
whether it was possible or suitable to plan scientific 
activity had a very different meaning from what it 
has nowadays. Scientific activity (like the arts) 
used to be materially supported from the most 
varied sources, very largely by private foun- 
dations. As recently as ten years ago outstanding 
scientists held discussions and launched polemics — 
even at international levels—on the effectiveness, 
suitability and possibility of programming and 
planning scientific activities. 

The present situation is completely different. 
The significance of science to social development— 
not only from the viewpoint of culture, but also 
directly from that of the economy—is fully re- 
cognised all over the world. Scientific activity has 
become a oentre of attention not only for the 
public, but also (and particularly) for those bodies 
that make decisions on expenditures for financial 
allocations to science. 

The allocations to and ever-growing expen- 
ditures on research obviously lead to evaluations 
being made of the efficiency and the turn-over rate 
of the allocated funds ; among the consequences of 
this situation there is also interest in the effective- 
ness of programming and planning research and in 
the methods as well as experience of programming 
research activity. 

The fundamental importance of science to the 
revolutionary progress of new technology which 
has been seen on a world-wide scale during the last 
three decades, has not only resulted in an extensive 
allocation of capital and labour to the development 
of science but has also given rise to a new concept 
of science as a direct component of all the pro- 
ductive forces. While this has positive effects on 
the development of all sciences it has also resulted 
in attempts at evaluating scientific activity on 
the basis of practically the same economic criteria 
as are used for other more conventional productive 
activities. 

A rigid evaluation of research, if based on the 
usual economic criteria, means a serious simplifi- 

cation of a complicated and highly intellectual 
activity which has specific differences from the 
activity of othor production forces. We believe 
that the efficiency of scientific work is dependent 
to a much higher degree than that of other types 
of work on the creation of a favourable atmos- 
phere; the discovery of such optimal work con- 
ditions for scientific workers is a matter for the 
psychological and sociological investigation of 
scientific work. 

The main goal of programming and planning 
research is undoubtedly to create the precondition« 
necessary to an effective utilization of the scientific 
capacity for the needs of economic, cultural and 
social growth in the country. In this senso, the 
goal is identical with that in the programming 
of other activities, such as applied research and 
development, production itself, construction of 
new plants etc There, however, the similarity 
virtually ends. It is a superficial and misleading 
idea that in programming basic research one has 
merely to take over the methodology that has 
been successfully applied in the sphere of pro- 
gramming applied research and development or in 
production. 

Nevertheless, such points of view have been 
put forward in the course of planning and pro- 
gramming scientific activity; they followed from 
an erroneous generalisation of the facts. They 
maintained that the programme and time-period 
of basic research project« are a direct component 
implicit in the work of basic or applied research, 
development and production. It is obvious that 
this simplified view of the problem of programming 
and planning of basic research may be valid for 
some projects of oriented basic research of a short- 
period oharacter and for some others that by their 
nature are on the boundary line between basic 
and applied research, even though they may be 
carried on at one of the basic research institutions. 

The problem of programming basic research 
has proved in fact to be quite an intricate matter, 
a consequence of science itself being diverse, 
complex and multi-purpose; programming calls for 
an individual conception and methodology based 
on the specific differences and requirements of 
basic research. 

The general need for a deeper knowledge of 
various aspects of how scientific activity is carried 
out gave rise to new research which can contribute 
greatly by its fresh findings to a better under- 
standing of the specific requirements of science, and 
not least, to the development of programming and 
planning methodology of scientific activity. 
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(a)    Importance of a country's size for the 
programming of basic research 

The scope of basic research as measured by 
the expenditure indicator at present equals 9-13 
|>er cent of the costs of applied research and devel- 
opment: the level is approximately the same in 
all advanced countries. Judged from the economic 
angle there is a difference of about one order of 
magnitude between basic research and applied 
research development. The importance of basic 
research however is very much greater than this 
economic relationship would suggest. 

At a given stage in any country's development 
there exist 8}>ecific conditions for scientific activity. 
These conditions dej)end to a great extent on the 
established tradition and the development of 
science in that country, and on the size and 
organization of the infrastructure of science. The 
conditions for the development of science and its 
infra-structure are further closely connected with 
the entire economic and cultural development of 
the country, and with supports from government 
institutions. 

In Czechoslovakia, as in the other socialist 
countries, great attention is devoted to the develop- 
ment of science. In 1952 the independent Czecho- 
slovak /cademy of Sciences (CSAV) was estab- 
lished on the basis of the traditions of the Royal 
Czech Society of Sciences (founded in 1784), the 
Czech Academy of Sciences and Arts, and the 
Slovak Academy of Sciences and Arts. At the 
present time it consists of 144 institutes with about 
12,000 workers. The number of these workers has 
doubled in the last ten years. 

The programming of basic research must of 
course res]*** and be based on certain specific 
conditions in the country concerned. The situation 
in the largest of the industrially highly-developed 
countries, the Uniteti States and USSR, differs 
from that in other industrially and scientifically 
advanced countries of medium or small size. The 
great economic potential of the large countries 
makes it ¡lossible even with more or less the same 
percentage allocated from the national income or 
gross national product to science, to have available 
funds that are sufficiently large for the most exten- 
sive scientific programme and for the realization 
of costly scientific projects. 

Countries of medium or small size, i.e. with 
a smaller economic potential, are forced more or 
less to modify their scientific programmes according 
to financial inabilities even though approximately 
the same proportion of the national income or gross 
national product is allocated to science. In this 
connexion it must be remembered that the pro- 
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duction mix does not vary proportionately with 
the size of the country and its total production 
capacity. Smaller countries generally do not obtain 
all the necessary raw materials from their own 
resources and are accordingly dependent to varying 
degrees on the export of their products to ensure 
the import of vital raw materials. In order to find 
a world market their products, particularly those 
of manufacturing industry, must meet the require- 
ments of a world market. At the present stage of 
advanced technology the rising international level 
of quality and price competitiveness can be main- 
tained only through the application of new scientific 
knowledge ; but the smaller industrial and exporting 
countries can never build up a scientific and re- 
search base to an oxtent and level sufficient to 
meet all requirements in the entire spectrum of 
industrial  production  and they   cannot   depend 
either, for  various  reasons, on  taking  over or 
buying the results of science and research carried 
out elsewhere. 

This is only a brief outline of the effects of 
a country's size and degree of development on the 
problems of programming and on the scope of 
science and research in the «mailer countries. Similar 
effects of the size of a country on research pro- 
gramming may be seen in fields other than industry 
such as those of environment and health care. 

The effect of the size factor is to make it 
relatively much more difficult for socially and 
industrially developed countries of medium and 
smaller size to choose and select scientific pro- 
grammes. The process of scientific integration that 
West European countries are undergoing provides 
evidence as to the influence and consequences of 
this factor. Either international scientific teams 
are set up to carry out big projects or a close 
co-operation between two or more countries is 
established to work out common scientific pro- 
grammes. 

The socialist countries too-in particular the 
smaller ones-find it necessary to pool their efforts 
and resources for the realization of some big pro- 
jects (for instance in the field of atomic physics) 
and so to develop, step by step, an organized inter- 
national division of labour in science. 

Thus if the smaller countries can ensure to 
a limited extent a progressive development of 
their most important industri«« by their own basic 
research they must accustom themselves to making 
use of new knowledge in the world of science for 
possible application at home. Here it is a matter 
of scientific prestige for a country highly developed 
in science to contribute to the world's fund of 
scientific knowledge by carrying out basic research 
also in those branches where there may  be no 
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necessity of applying the result H to the social life 
and production of the country itself. 

In this matter the position of Czechoslovakia 
is very complicated. It is an industrial country 
with about 14 million inhabitants, with a limited 
variety of production as well as of raw material 
resources, and has developed traditional as well as 
various new industries. The manufacturing industry 
produces more than 70 per cent of the world prod- 
uct assortment. Even though the Government and 
the National Assembly allocate to science from the 
national income a sum corresponding to the world 
average ratio, it is evident that the research base 
itself is far from meeting the needs for the economic 
and social tasks of the country. Such a situation 
emphasizes the importance of international col- 
laboration in science, both with the socialist coun- 
tries within the framework of the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance and with other 
countries. International collaboration in science is 
to be understood in its widest sense : it means that 
Czechoslovakia, which must necessarily make use 
of new knowledge in world science, will devote the 
major part of its own scientific capacity to purely 
basic research, the results of which will be made 
known to world science. Thus it will contribute to 
the world treasury of scientific knowledge. 

The situation in Czechoslovakia is thus rather 
unfavourable to the programming of basic research, 
particularly in relation to the needs of the national 
economy, where it is hardly possible to bridge 
the gap between the needs resulting from industrial 
growth and the capacity of basic research. 

We may distinguish the programming of three 
main types of basic research projects all of which 
are involved in the natural and engineering 
sciences. 

(%) The programme may be oriented to the 
prospective needs of the national economy which, 
however, are not yet fully specified in the economic 
sphere; but the results of oriented basic research 
are to create a new theoretical basis for the pro- 
spective development of the most important bran- 
ches of the national economy. 

(ii) It may be a programme of pure basic 
research, oriented in each branch of science to the 
exploration of natural laws, with the general 
purpose of obtaining fresh scientific knowledge 
which will contribute towards the internal develop- 
ment of science itself as well as create the pre- 
conditions for significant changes in production 
and social life. 

(Hi) Projects of basic research may be 
oriented to the study of specific actual problems 
the solutions of which are immediately required 
by society or industry. Such solutions should con- 
tribute to a concrete realization of specific goals. 

The programme of applied research and develop- 
ment is associated directly with the results of basic 
research. 

The largest part of the basic research pro- 
grammes (i) and (ii) is covered by the Plan of 
Basic Research, which is worked out for a five- 
year period and covers all the natural, engineering 
and social sciences. The Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences, as the highest scientific institution, in 
responsible for the elaboration of this Plan of Basic 
Research. 

One of the duties of the CNAV laid down by 
legislation is to study the methodological orien- 
tation of basic research on a national scale ; basic 
research is carried on mainly at the institutes of 
the CSAV or of universities, and only to a smaller 
extent at the research institutions of the branch 
ministries. 

The projects under (Hi), also worked out at 
the institutes of the CSAV or of universities, am 
programmed in the plan of technological develop- 
ment, prepared by the State Commission for 
Technology. This Commission is in charge of 
introducing advanced technology into the national 
economy. The projects involved here are those 
having a direct connexion with research and 
development and the implementation of their 
results by industry; they are worked out at the 
CSAV only by direct request. At present such 
projects take up about 15 ]>er cent of the total 
research manpower capacity of the CSAV institutes. 

(b)    Methodology of programming and  planning 
basic research 

Since the beginning of planning scientific and 
research activity in Czechoslovakia the methods of 
programming and planning basic research have 
been based on the principle that the programming 
should be proposed in the first place by the scientist 
themselves. It is worth mentioning here that the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences has taken over 
on its own initiative the programming and planning 
of scientific activity; thus as early as 1056, thanks 
to the CSAV, Czechoslovakia was one of the first 
countries to work out an ail-state plan of important 
research and scientific projects. 

The methods of the plan have undergone some 
changes since then, but the principle still remains 
valid. The tentative draft of the state plan of 
basic research is fully in the hands of the scientific 
workers at the institutes of the CSAV, affiliated 
university institutes and the CSAV Presidium; 
this latter, as a managing body of the CSAV, 
evaluates the proposed plan. The final formulation 

1U 
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of tho proposed plan is then submitted for dis- 
cussion and approval to the Czechoslovak Govern- 
ment, to which tho CSAV is directly responsible 
for its activities. 

Proposals as to what research projects should 
I» include«! in the five-year basic research plan 
aro made by scientific teams of the CSAV institutes 
or scientific and jKMlagogical-scientific workers at 
university-level schools. The proposals formulate 
the target-orientation of the work, justify its 
significance, and indicate possibilities of further 
application as well as further data required by the 
planning methodology. 

Mefore the five-year basic research plan is 
drafted, studies are prepared delineating the 
direction and orientation of the main research 
trends in the different branches of science. These 
studies are prepared bv the scientific Collearia of 
the CSAV. 

These Collegia are the basic scientific organs 
of the individual  branches of science or groups 
of branches ; they consist of members of the CSAV, 
directors and scientific workers of the CSAV in- 
stitutes, ami scientific and jtedagogical workers of 
universities   or   other   prominent   scientific   and 
professional workers. The chairman and members 
are  nominated by  the CSAV  Presidium,  which 
directs   their   activities.   The   scientific   Collegia, 
which direct and superviso the survey of scientific 
problems made by CSAV institutes under their 
authority, are also responsible for carrying out 
other ¡m|>ortant tasks in programming and planning 
scientific activity. They are the managing bodies 
of complex  projects in the  basic research plan, 
coordinating,   suj^rvising   and   evaluating   thé 
fulfilment of the projects; they further work out 
for the basic research plan studies and proposals 
concerning long-term trends in the development 
of Czechoslovak science as well as proposals for 
complex projects and their goals.1 

(<)    Contení and structure of the basic research plan 
up to 1970 

The basic research plan covering the fields of 
engineering, agricultural, medical and natural and 
social sciences etc., is based on the prospective 

f tu ^VA". PJt58ent t«m« there are 21 scientific collegia 
<>t tue CSAV: for mathematics; astronomy; geophysics- 
geodesy ami meteorology; physics, nuclear research 
geology and geography; science of materials; technical 
cybernetic» and electrotechnology ; mechanics and ener- 
getics; chemistry and chemical technology; organic 
chemistry and biochemistry ; general biology and »pecial 
biology; medical sciences; theoretical basis of agriculture- 
History; philosophy and sociology; economics; politicai 
science and law; arts; linguistics. A special joint com- 
mission of the CVSAV and the Ministry of Education has 
•wen set up for pedagogics and psychology. 
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needs of the country. These needs are met (at 
least theoretically) by new scientific solutions and 
by projects resulting from the requirements of 
further scientific development in the branches 
which are studied at the CSAV. 

The five-year basic research plan includes 
projects of three types : 

(i) Complex projects, which represent very 
imiKirtant general scientific or social tasks; they 
sometimes call for collaboration of several branches 
of science. Generally the respective scientific 
collegium of the CSAV is responsible for the man- 
agement, co-ordination and supervision of the com- 
plex projects which are subdivided into main 
projects. 

(ii) Main projects, which are important 
sections on one theme of the complex project« 
worked out in collaboration with several research 
institutions. The leading institution is responsible 
for their elaboration and co-ordination. Each main 
project includes several partial projects. 

(in) Partial projects, which are the scientific 
problems studied at one institution; they are oom- 
l>onents of a main project. The work on partial 
projects is divided in such a manner that it can be 
under continuous supervision; the total period of 
elaboration should not exceed three years. 

The five-year basic research plan, approved 
by the Government, itemizes only the complex 
and the main projects, which are set out in ten 
chapters of the Plan. It further includes what are 
known as independent main projects, which are 
those that cannot be incorporated in complex 
projects. 

The operational plan for each year covers all 
partial projects being programmed within the 
framework of the five-year basic research plan 
structure. Changes are made each year in connexion 
with the accomplishment of individual partial 
projects or the programming of others. The Pre- 
sidium of the CSAV discusses and approves this 
operational plan. 

(d)    Method of elaborating a statt five-year plan and 
an operational plan of basic research 

Methodological instruction and printed form« 
are sent out for the preparation of a state five-year 
plan. The principle followed in working out theae 
instructions is that of the least formality possible; 
stress is laid on the discussion about scientific 
collaboration of the basic research institution« 
within the framework of the main projects. As we 
have seen, the collaboration may  be necessary 
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between the different institutes of the CSAV, 
faculties of the universities, and other research 
my ti tut ions. 

(i) Five-year basic research plan. The basis 
of the preparation of a five-year basic research 
plan is the elaboration of the plan concept, which 
lavs down the direction and orientation of the 
scientific work within a particular classification 
corresponding to the general structure of the plan, 
i.e. within the classification corresponding to the 
preliminary proposed complex projects. The con- 
cept is worked out on the basis of analyses and 
studies prepared by the scientific Collegia of the 
CSAV and in collaboration with the CSAV in- 
stitutes. The concept of the five-year plan is dis- 
cussed and approved by the Presidium of the CSAV. 
The scientific institutions which may carry out 
the elaboration of the main projects indicate the 
research goal in accordance with the concept of 
the complex project; they have a preliminary 
discussion about the necessary collaboration with 
other scientific institutions and submit the draft 
of the main projects to the respective scientific 
Collegia of the CSAV in charge of the complex 
project. 

The scientific Collegia examine the proposed main 
projects to ensure that they implement the complex 
project and are in line with its orientation; the 
collegium works out a tentative draf, of the whole 
complex project and the targets it sho Id reach. On 
the basis of these drafts, the Institute xor Planning 
Science then draws up a tentative five-year plan, 
which is first discussed by the Presidium of the 
CSAV and is finally approved by the Government. 

(ii) Operational plan of batic r«search. After 
the five-year basic plan has been duly approved, 
the operational plan for the first year of the five- 
year period is prepared, consideration being taken 
of the proposed second and third year programmes. 
The operational plan includes all the partial pro- 
jects being worked out within the scope of the 
main projects of the five-year plan. In the subse- 
quent years only changes and supplements to the 
planned projects are carried out. 
The dominant role in the elaboration of the 
operational plan is played by the main CSAV 
institution in charge of the projects concerned. It 
delineates the scope and direction of the main 
project and enters into active contract with re- 
search institutions being considered for the real- 
ization of partial projects. The main institution 
discusses with them the content and extent of 
mutual collaboration and evaluates the projects 
suggested by them. It then selects the partial 
projects whose elaboration will ensure the fulfil- 
ment of the main project goals outlined by the 
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five-year plan, on the principle that all efforts and 
resources must be concentrated on the main prob- 
lems; in particular, a mechanical acceptance of 
partial projects suggested by the collaborating 
institutions has to be avoided. 
On the basis of the conclusions resulting from the 
discussions on the partial project, the collaborating 
institution (either within the CSAV or outside it) 
sends its proposals in duplicate to the main insti- 
tution for approval. After these proposals are 
accepted by the main institution they are incorpora- 
ted in the operational plan of the main project. 

(Hi) Financial support of the basic research 
programme. The budgets of the CSAV research 
institutes are detailed in the budget of the CSAV, 
which is covered out of the state budget ; thus the 
expenditures on the basic research projects are 
also covered out of the budget of the individual 
CSAV institutions. Tho expenditures on research 
at the universities are covered out of the state 
budget as well. Partial projects worked out by 
research institutions which are not financed by the 
state budget (those of industrial enterprises) must 
be paid according to the terms of the contract by 
the main institution which hat ordered the elabora- 
tion of the project. The main institution applies 
to the Presidium of the CSAV for a special alloc- 
ation to meet the expenditures. 

(e)   Programme of basic research plan with special 
reference to perspective industrial development 

The basic research plan for the period 1966 
1970 coven selected basic research projects re- 
sulting from prospective needs of the economic and 
cultural development of Czechoslovakia and from 
requirement for the development of the basic 
branches of science, as well as from the scientific 
traditions and resources of the country. 

The complex programme of the basic research 
plan is divided into ten sections. These are: 

I Exploration of non-living matter; 
II Exploration of the structure and func- 

tion of living matter; 
III Exploration of raw material resources; 
IV Exploration of new types of materials; 
V Theoretical bases of machinery and con- 

struction engineering; 
VI Exploration of complex automation and 

automatic control; 
VII Biological bases of agriculture ; 
Vili Research in medical sciences and health 

care; 
IX Research   concerned   with   developing 

countries; and 
X Research in social sciences. 
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The first two sections concentrate on the 
needs of development of the individual branches of 
»deuce (purely basic research). Sections three to 
six are oriented chiefly towards research on the 
theoretical foundations of the prospective needs 
of the selected outstanding projects affecting the 
national economy (oriented basic research). The 
seventh section, the biological bases of agriculture, 
is of fundamental importance to the increase of 
the quantity and quality of agricultural products. 
Section eight covers research in medical sciences 
on a national scale; the subject-matter of the 
research projects included in this section is ex- 
ceptional in that it covers both the projects of the 
basic research and those of applied research in 
clinical institutions. A wide range of problems is 
dealt with in section nine also, for it concerns basic 
(and particularly, applied) research from the point of 
view of assistance to the developing countries; it 
therefore relates both to the natural and to the 

¿ineering sciences. The tenth section is dedicated 
> the problems of social phenomena, the study of 

which contributes to a deeper understanding of 
the laws governing the development of society. 

The CSAV institutes, the faculties of the 
universities and the research institutes managed 
by ministries participate in the elaboration of the 
programme of the basic research plan (seo figure I). 
In 1967 the participation of the CSAV institutes 
("A" in figure I), calculated by the number of 

Fiffuri I. tlkare» in tkt total rentare* tmpatüy tUvottd t» 
tkt btwif research plan in 1991 

scientific workers engaged in the elaboration of 
projects of the basic research plan, represented 
49 per cent; that of the universities ("B" in the 
figure) 23 per cent; that of clinical institutions of 
the Ministry of Health ("C" in the figure) 13 per 
cent; and that of the research institutions of the 
other economic branches ("D" in the figure) 10 per 
cent of the total research capacity so engaged. 

The branches of science that are relevant to 
the development of industries in the basic research 
plan naturally constitute only »ime of those studied 
at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, the 
main sponsor of the programme. All the engineering 
sciences aw involved, as well as the major part of 

the physical and chemical sciences, and some of 
those concerned with the earth; mathematics is 
also included, as the basis of all the exact sciences. 
Altogether five sections (I, HI, IV, V, VI) are 
involved in the plan. 

The share of these five sections in the entire 
programme of the operational plan of basic re- 
search in 1967, expressed as a percentage of the 
total research capacity, is 35 per cent. That 30 per 
cent share is composed of 16 per cent for section I, 
6 per cent for section HI, 4 per cent for section IV, 
6 per cent for section V, and 3 per cent for sec- 
tion VI. 

Fifnrt 11.    Totti r—arek eapmitp fry 
mearek plan in 1967 
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In figure II ail these sections (which are im- 
portant for the development of technology and 
industry) appear as sector A. The shares of the 
other sections of the basio research plan are 12 per 
cent for section II, 7 per cent for section VII, 
22 per cent for section VIII, 1 per cent for section 
IX, and 23 per oent for section X. 

In 1967, 36 per cent of the total research 
capacity of the CSAV institutes was dedicated to 
the programme of the basic research plan; this 
represents almost half of the total volume of this 
plan. The CSAV institutes also take part in the 
elaboration of concrete projects of the research 
and development plan in which their participation 
is necessary. The volume of this research, carried 
out mainly in the sphere of engineering sciences 
and chiefly by the CSAV Institute of Nuclear 
Research, represented about 8 per cent of the total 
capacity of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences 
in 1967. The remaining part of the research capacity 
of the CSAV institutes is dedioated to institute 
projects, which are not included into the over-all 
programme, and which covers such activities as 
consultations and expert advice, pedagogical acti- 
vity and study stays abroad. 

An analysis of the research capacity employed 
on the individual projects of the programme of the 
Basic Research Plan shows that in the part of the 
programme being worked out at the CSAV insti- 
tutes (see figure III) approximately one half of the 
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Figure 111.   Research capacity employed on boti« research 
plan in 1967, by »ections of the plan 

total capacity of university graduate workers be- 
longs to group A, which covers sections I, III, 
IV, V and VI of the programme. The participation 
share of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences in 
thia respect is higher than the average, amounting 
to about 73 per cent. 

In the entire group A, section I represents 
almost one half of the volume of work and 80 per 
cont of it is carried on at the CSAV institutes, 
(¡roup B (25 per cent of the whole) consists of 
sections II, VII and VIII, group C (1 per cent) is 
section IX, and group D (26 per cent) is section X. 

The results of basic research can exert very 
significant influence on the long-term development 
of both industrial branches and of the whole 
national economy. The prospective plans and tar- 
gets of development in the main industrial branches 
are among the most important factors in pro- 
gramming scientific research in the branches of 
science belonging to group A. 

The determination of long-term targets and 
the orientation of economic growth in the various 
industries not only play an important role in the 
formation of conditions in the production sphere 
itself but also to a great extent condition the 
purposeful orientation and selection of basic re- 
search programmes as well as the planning of the 
development of the scientific base in the country. 

The governmental decree on the elaboration of 
long-term conceptions in all branches of the national 
economy up to the year 1980 contributes consider- 
ably to the preparation and elaboration of the next 
basic research plan—especially in the sense of a 
better adaptation of this plan to the needs and 
targets of social life. In particular it will promote 
the effective concentration of research and develop- 
ment capacity on the selected and most important 
problems to be solved by the country's own efforts. 

In this regard the CSAV and its scientific 
Collegia have elaborated eight scientific and tech- 
nological conceptions; three of them are closely 
linked to industrial development and are considered 
below. 

The first is the expansion of chemistry anil 
its influence upon the chemical industries and other 
branches. This conception indicates the prospective 
rational structure of the chemical industry, the raw 
material resources of Czechoslovakia being taken 
into consideration. It also deals with the role of 
science and research in the fields of chemical pro- 
ducts and their application, of chemical technolo- 
gical processes in production, and of the develop- 
ment of machinery and equipment for chemical 
industry. It also outlines the connexions with all 
the questions of research and development in the 
field of chemical engineering that have already been 
mentioned. In an analysis of the present situation 
the conception lays down the lines of expansion in 
research and the development base of the chemical 
sciences, their prospective structure and the amount 
of funds that will be necessary. 

The second conception is the tendency in the 
further development of the raw material base of 
the machine section, in particular of metallurgy. 
Attention is concentrated in this conception on 
improvements in the structure of metals (promo- 
tion of high-quality steel production and other 
special steels, of plat« production and of economic 
profiles production etc.) and on evaluating the 
prospective development of the sector. The two 
main issues here are the raw material resources of 
Czechoslovakia and the expected expansion of the 
chemical industry (e.g. the substitution of steel by 
chemical materials). The concept likewise specifies 
certain further demands to be made on science and 
research and the manner of ensuring their fulfil- 
ment. 

The third conception is the outlook for nuclear 
physios in Czechoslovakia. The fuel and energy 
requirements of Czechoslovakia and the sources 
from which they are to be met are the subjects 
of this conception. From this study is derived a 
statement of the requirements of energy to be 
produced in nuclear power stations. Various tech- 
nological conceptions are examined (natural ura- 
nium, enriched uranium, classical reactors, breeders 
etc.) and the line of nuclear power-station con- 
struction in Czechoslovakia is determined accord- 
ingly. A draft profile of Czechoslovak nuclear 
research is described, due account being taken of 
the international division of labour and the con- 
ditions prevailing in this line of research. 

On the basis of scientific and technological 
conceptions, the trends, problems and projects to 
be dealt with in the plans of basic research and 
of applied research and development are worked 
out. The relationships between scientific and tech- 
nological conceptions and planned projects aie 
shown in figure IV. 
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Scientific and technological conceptions and 
plans are elaborated both by the research institutes 
and by the managing bodies of scientific work (the 
CSAV Presidium, the scientific Collegia, and the 
Institute for Planning Science). The fixed trends 
and projects of research are applied both in the 
state plans of basic research and in the research 
plans of single institutes and departments. 

3.   PROBLEMS OF PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING 

RESEARCH  AND   DEVELOPMENT   ACTIVITIES   IN 

RELATION  TO  INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 

At the present time, social, cultural and eco- 
nomic progress is more and more dependent on the 
results of science, research, discoveries and advan- 
ces in the world of technology. Problems in science 
and technology, once they have been solved, are 
realized as a rule in from 5 to 15 years in the 
development of production forces,  and an  out- 
standing scientific discovery frequently affects the 
life of the society for many decades. It is a fact 
that the time-lag separating the result of research 
from its practical application is gradually becoming 
shorter. Today's state of scientific knowledge will 
shape the future of society. Scientific and tech- 
nological development represents together  with 
prospective planning, two organically linked and 
inseparable facets of social activity. 

Thus the analysis of the state and trends in 
the development of science and technology must 
be of a long-term character. It is this long-term 
character which enables society purposefully to 
give a material form to the basic social and econo- 
mic changes resulting from contemporary scientific 
and technical knowledge, and simultaneously to 
outline a uniform national scientific and technolo- 

gical policy. 
The significance of long-term planning there- 

fore rests in the analyses of already-achieved 
results, of discovered possibilities and the expected 
results of scientific knowledge; its aim is long-term 
changes in the Ufe of society, in the development of 
production forces, and in the methods to secure 
these most effectively by the development of 
science. The analysis of scientific knowledge and 
technical progress generally takes the .form of 
studies and conceptions. 

A study represents an analysis and a tech- 
nological and economic evaluation of all the basic 
trends of the development of science and tech- 
nology and finally makes an evaluation of the most 
promising and efficient trend. It is obvious that 
this analysis must be based on the residts of world 
science. The scientific and technological base itself 
in this field has essentially two functions: 

(i)    It is taken as an integral component of 
world science and research. 

(ii)    Its work is to disseminate the achieve- 
ments of world science. 

A conception, on the basis of the analysis 
carried out in the study, represents an already 
elaborated complex observation on subséquent 
development; it gives preference to the most 
efficient aspects of scientific development, discards 
others, and creates a uniform, internally well- 
balanced system of interrelations promoting pro- 
gress in a certain sphere. 

The study is thus predominantly based on the 
analytical activity, while the dominant aspect of 
the conception lies in the quantified synthesis to 
secure the socially most desirable and most efficient 
progress in one given sphere (sector, branch or 
group of sectors). 

As to the factual character of the conclusions 
worked out concerning the development of science 
and technology, they can be further subdivided. 

(a)    There are the scientific and technological 
studies and conceptions analysing particularly 
the tendencies of basic scientific research and 
the   world   tendencies   in   progress   in   this 
sphere. They aim  at evaluating a possible 
influence of science on some basic changes in 
production and, above all, at indicating the 
most noteworthy trends in the orientation of 
scientific and research activity. The quantifi- 
cation of such studies and conceptions fre- 
quently arising from the internal requirements 
of the development of science itself is generally 
difficult from the aspects of both economic 
effect on the development of production forces 
and demands made on social resources; 
(b)    Technological and economic studies and 
conceptions come next: they cover the evalu- 
ation of the basic tendencies in scientific and 
technological world development, and their 
influence on the development of production 
forces, on changes in the structure of the 
economy itself of the country concerned, and 
on the prospective orientation of research and 
development activity. This group is the most 
important from the point of view of then- 
relationship to the development of the national 
economy, and their elaboration is vitally con- 
ditioned by the quantification of economic 
effects resulting from the realization of science 
and technology and by demands made on 
economic resource« (e.g. capital investments) 
to ensure their further development; 
(c)    A third  group  is made up  of socio- 
economic studies  and conceptions partially 
relevant to scientific and technological devel- 
opment, which deal with the basic areas and 
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spheres of the economic aspect« of reproduc- 
tion processes (e.g. manpower resources and 
natural wealth) or such basic social questions 
as changes in li\ ing standard etc. In these 
studies, too, it is essential to make a quantifi- 
cation of the demands on social resources and 
of the results of putting the studies into prac- 
tical effect. 

These studies as well as others that do not 
directly concern scientific and technological deve- 
lopment, such ;\i\ studies on the improvement of 
the system of management and regional develop- 
ment, are being worked out in Czechoslovakia with- 
in the framework of the preparation of a long-term 
plan. 

An important question is the length of the 
time-period for which the ¡it u dies are drafted. Here 
the starting point is the duration of tue single 
phase of scientific and technological development 
concerned : i.e. generally there is a time-lag of from 
7 to IT) years between the origin of a scientific 
idea and its realization2. If we take into account 
the fact that the national economy is affected by 
the new scientific trends only after technology 
has massively implemented them, which usually 
takes several years after the initial realization, we 
can assumo that from 10 to 20 years represents 
an average period for the realization of a given 
scientific and technological trend. If the prospec- 
tive plans and studies are to fulfil the basic require- 
ments to become the tool of change in the eco- 
nomic structure they must necessarily bo drafted 
for a period of at least 15 years1 because of the 
time-lag in the realization of certain structural 
changes. 

The maximal time-period for which it is 
effective to work out a long-term forecast is con- 
sidered, from the point of view of scientific and 
technological development, to be approximately 
•l'i years. Planning for a longer period is possible, 
but it is  very  difficult  to express the economic 

2 The time In:; in however much longer in sumo 
revolutionary scientific discoveries», such as the problem 
of therino-nuelcar synthesis; but it, is usually shorter in 
the case of technological dev K.pmonts representing only 
a •'quantitative" improvement of existing technological 
trends (increase of pressures, temperatures, Rpeed and 
other performance parameter» of engines and devices). 

;1 The time of 15 years corresponds approximately 
to the period between discovery and exploitation of new 
natural resources, to that of professional manpower 
trainiti!», and in a number of cases to that of tho life-time 
of fixed assets, particularly machinery (although in heavy 
industries steel mills, power and chemical plants etc. - 
the lifetime of some aggregates is longer). We cannot 
exclude the possibility that tho time parameters of all 
these phenomena may change in the future; thev might 
become shorter. Similarly, it cannot be excluded that•in 
the delimitai ions of the optimum time-period other cir- 
cunistanccs will have to be taken into account. 

consequences of the expected scientific and tech- 
nological trends, as their practical application in 
tho majority of cases will require 20 to 2Í5 years. At 
present their practical application may only be in 
the stage of basic and pioneer research and is 
therefore not technically and economically defin- 
able. The long-term forecast may thus have only 
an orientative and uncertain character, pointing to 
some lines of development rather than providing 
a realistic evaluation of scientific trends. 

(a)    Technological and economic studies and 
conceptions and the methodology of their elaboration 

Studies and conceptions may be divided into 
four classes. 

(i) Studies and conceptions of a sector, sec- 
tion etc. usually analysing the nature of the current 
state and tendencies of scientific and technological 
development in one given sector, ono section of a 
branch etc.—subjects such as the development of 
electronic production and its application, the 
development of high-quality steel production and 
the utilization of wood pulp. 

(ii) Studies and conceptions of intersectional 
character, generally analysing the problems of 
science and technology within the framework of 
an entire branch; e.g. the development and applic- 
ation of machine engineering technology, fuel 
mining and its rational exploitation and the rational 
utilization of water resources. 

(Hi) Studies and concepts of an interbranch 
character, analysing the problems of scientific and 
technological development, usually in a broad 
national economic context, the utilization of certain 
products, the technological and technical similari- 
ties between certain products etc. An example is 
tho question of extending the application of che- 
mical products and processes in all branches of 
the national economy; this application includes 
the development of raw material bases for chemical 
production, the production of chemical products, 
their application in the various fields of economic 
activity, and the production of the machinery 
necessary to secure such development. 

(iv) Studies and conceptions of a cross- 
sectional character analysing scientific and tech- 
nological development in a given area through the 
entire cross-section of the productive and non- 
productive sphere of the national economy; e.g. 
problems involving the development and applic- 
ation of automation and data-processing techniques 
in the various branchos and sections of the national 
economy. 

Tho solution of interbranch and cross-sectional 
studies  and  conceptions  is  of  an extraordinary 
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importance. The implementation of the iuterbranch 
principle, i.e. the consideration of the interbranch 
relations and connexions in production and con- 
sumption, must be adopted as the basic working 
method, the application of which is also significant 
for the evaluation of alternative solutions. 

The decisive criterion and final aim  in the 
preparation of long-term technological and econo- 
mic studies and conceptions must be the endeavour 
to find  the  most  progressive technological  and 
economic solution of a given problem. The method 
of finding the optimal scientific solution should be 
based mainly on the gradual elaboration and com- 
parison r,{ ¡i number of variant solutions and on 
technological and economic evaluations of the tech- 
nological and technical provisions (while consider- 
ing  substitutable   variants,   measures  and  main 
trends).  In other words, the solution should be 
based upon an assessment of the possibility of 
substituting products with the same use-value, par- 
ticularly  substitution of  different  kinds  of raw 
materials, material and energy, pnd the correspond- 
ing substitution of capital investment projects. 

As to the manner of preparing long-term tech- 
nological and economic studies and concepta, we 
must consider as the basic building blocks the 
technological solution of a given part of a techno- 
logical and economic study which is being inves- 
tigated in several alternative solutions covering a 
certain technological area. 

These building blocks can be subdivided as 
follows : 

(i) Production capacities with higher para- 
meters (performance, pressures, temperatures, 
speeds etc.—e.g. complex technological units for 
brown coal mining, power-plants with blocks of 
200, 500 megawatts, new refinery capacities for 
crude oil processing, completely mjchanized forms 
in agricultural and live-stock production) or equip- 
ment based on new production principles (e.g. 
nuclear power plants). 

(ii) Progressive technological production pro- 
cesses (e.g. intensified production of pig iron, steel 
production in tandem high furnaces or in oxygen 
converters, progressive technology in machine 
engineering or in building construction). 

(Hi) Important trends in the development of 
automation and data-processing techniques (intro- 
duction of automated control systems for techno- 
logical processes, production, enterprises and plants 
as a whole, and also the quantification of the main 
means of automation and data-processing techni- 

ques). 
(iv) Structural changes in the material base 

of production (e.g. increasing the share of chemical 

fibres in the textile industry, utilizing of plastic 
materials and metals in building construction). 

(v) Important one-purpose investment units 
and projects, e.g. construction of chemical com- 
plexes, water-way; and highway networks; and 

(vi) Important schemes of renovation, mo- 
dernization and reconstruction of the productive 
capacity of industrial branches on a higher tech- 
nological level, and on a higher level of concentra- 
tion and specialization of pioduction. 

Special attention is given to the technological 
and economic characteristics of selected products, 
groups of products and branches. 

The bases for the elaboration of the individual 
long-term technological and economic studies and 
conceptions are the analyses of the current scien- 
tific and technological development in the area 
investigated by tho study. In principle, the inner 
structure of such studies shows the following 
analytical stages: 

(i) The analysis of the current stato of tech- 
nological and organizational level of tho production, 
and the raw-material bases and tho efficiency in 
the utilization of capital and labour in the in- 
dustrially advanced countries. 

(ii) The assessment of prospective tendencies 
and trends of scientific progress in the world, and 
the assumed applicability and prospects of the 
results achieved in basic and applied research being 
employed in production. 

(Hi) The analysis of the current structural 
development and of the current state of the tech- 
nological and organizational lovels of the produc- 
tion base in the country concerned; an analysis of 
all the factors determining the basic economic 
indicators of tho production process, and intor- 
branch relations, natural resources, manpower 
qualifications, relations to foreign trade etc. 

(iv) The determination of which decisive 
trends in scientific development will be applied 
in the prospective development of the country, on 
the basis of the analysis of present dovelopmont of 
natural resources and world tendencies in scientific 
development. 

(v) The determination, on tho basis of anal- 
ysis of and conclusions drawn from the results 
achieved in scientific research and development, of 
which scientific trends will depend on research and 
development activities inside the country and which 
on the international division of labour and co- 
operation with the countries of the socialist system 
and within the frame of contacts with non-socialwt 
states (in particular through licensing agreements). 

,.s far as the method of technological and 
economic evaluation is concerned many important 

1 
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relations of the individual studios and the main 
scientific trends are involved. 

From the viewpoint of the national economy 
those are : 

— possible extent of application in view of 
technological readiness and the optimal volume 
of the capacity concerned (volume of pro- 
duction, extent of modernization, oxtent of 
new construction etc.); 

unit and total demand on manpower, ex- 
pressed in ' nits comparable with those of (he 
production method already used; 

total demand for material, raw material, fuel 
and energy in the same comparable units; 

unit and total investment demand (con- 
struction and machinery) in the same com- 
parable units; 
— unit and total investment demand being 
called on in other sectors of the national 
economy etc. ; 

effect on foreign trade (imports and exports 
in the respective material units and the prices 
in internal and foreign trade); and 

development of data on production costs and 
their relation to a comparable level. 
From the viewpoint of research and develop- 
ment activity they are: 
—• tho funds necessary for research and devel- 
opment in the |»articular country itself ; funds 
for the utilization of scientific findings in- 
formation and discoveries from abroad; 

construction of new institutes, purchase of 
special and individual equipment foi research 
and development (i.e. electronic computers, 
special pilot-plants for experimental produc- 
tions, laboratories) and other investments to 
ensure research and development; and 

expected development in the application of 
the international division of labour and the 
forms it takes (common institutions, common 
research teams etc.). 

The efficiency analysis should promote mainly 
an evaluation of the economic prospects of indi- 
vidual research and development trends, the deter- 
mination of t lioso trends on which attention should 

be concentrated and—as required—the direct for- 
mulation of complex interbranch scientific pro- 
blems which should be assigned high sectional 
priority for research and development activity. 

The system of technological and economic 
studies and conceptions forms, by its own inner 
structure (of different trends, measures and va- 
riants), a reserve of scientific and technological 
solutions at various stages of maturity to be 
carried out. On this basis (according to the urgency 
of the needs, economic effect, national resources 
and degree of theoretical and practical control of 
each solution) it is possible to make a priority list 
for the carrying-out of these solutions in a long-term 
plan. 

The elaboration of technological and economic 
conceptions is based on the analysis already made 
in the studies, and on the evaluation of current 
resources of the national economy. The most im- 
portant of these bases are: 

— initial   assumptions   of   national   income 
growth, e.g. for the year 1980; 
— the setting up of basic quantified targets or 
projects of key importance ; 
—the complex of related projects that will 
enable results to be compared during the 
preparation work or that will draw attention 
to new interbranch relations ; 
—the elaboration of some cross-sectional 
technological and economic conceptions, par- 
ticularly the conception of automation and 
the use of data-pi'ocessing techniques. 
The complex of indicators applied during the 

preparation  of  the  technological  and  economic 
conceptions, is expected to enable us 

-to assess the efficiency of the proposed 
development trends and measures as well as 
their variants, 
—to assess the applicability and prospects of 
the proposals, and 
—to formulate complex connexions of pro- 
posals. 

In Czechoslovakia the following data require- 
ments for interbranch technological and economic 
conceptions were worked out. 

Ikaiunaiion of ilnln ami imliraUtr* Sum-total of the entire 
conception 

Main trend 
No. 1 

I.  I'rtulurtimi (output)* 
(nj  volume in   l'.tîsu corresponding to realization of 
concept 
(h) growth rate in comparison with  19G5 

1'. Capital ini cul mentri* 
(a) total volume in period HI65-1980 for realization 
of conception 
(l>)  for machinery and equipment 

• In 1,000 million Czechoslovak foreign exchange crowns at the official rale. 

Main trend 
No. » 
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Designation of data and indicators 
Sum-total ot the entire 
conception 

Main trend 
No.l 

Main trend 
.So. t 

3. Production costs* 
(a) volume in 1980 corresponding to production 
(output) volume in item 1 (a) 
(b) relative savings in 1980 as compared with 1965 

4. Manpower 
(a) total need in 1980 for production (output) volume 
in item 1 (a) 
(b) relative savings in manpower in 1980 M com- 
pared with labour productivity level in I960 

5. Influence of selected measures on foreign trade 
(a) relative decrease in imports in 1980 as against 
1965* 
(b) increase in exports in 1980 as against 1965* 
(c) increase in import« oí main raw material« in 
1980 as against 1966* 

6. Fuel and energy consumption by type 
(a) consumption: 

(i) electricity 
(it) steam 

(Hi) coal 
(iv) oil 
(v) other 

(b) relative  Baving  in   1980  as against   1965  (in 
1,000 BTU) 

7. Expenditures on research and development 
(a) total volume in 1966-1980 period on the real- 
ization of planned conception measure«* 
(b) investment 

• In 1.000 million Ciochoriovak foreign exohang* crown« at the officiai rato. 

(b)   Elaboration of resvtU of technologicai-economic 
studies and conceptions 

Interbranch long-term technological and econ- 
omic studies have been worked out in the last 
few years in the course of the first preparatory 
stage of the long-term prospects of national econ- 
omy development; they include spheres of possible 
progressive development on the basis of research 
and development under Czechoslovak conditions 
(so far without linkage to the economic conditions 
of realization) in the following economic complexes : 

-provision of foodstuffs for the population 
and its rationalization by intensifying agri- 
cultural production and modernizing the food- 
processing industry ; 
—promotion of chemical production in all 
Bectors of the economy, and a strengthening of 
the production base by developing a strong 
chemical industry ; 
—influence of scientific development on the 
effective expansion of the raw material base 
inoluding the production and application of all 
types of raw materials, 
- influence of science on the development of 

a fuel-energy base and on economizing fuel and 
energy consumption; 
—speeding up, economizing and increasing the 
utilization of factory and housing construction 
processes (orientation of capital investment, 
industrialization of building construction, and 
development of a new raw-material base for 
building construction); 
-increase in the efficiency of the transport 
system and handling of products; 
-provision for a new range of consumer goods 
as well as for an extension of and increase in 
the quality of services available to the public; 
and 
-provision of an adequate water supply for 
industry, agriculture and the public through 
the complex utilization of rivers, lakes etc. 

Approximately 40 partial long-term techno- 
logical and economic studies, which mutually 
complement and affect each ote,^ have teen 
worked out within the framework of these national 
economic complexes; they are divided »•*j*°£ 
than 90 main scientific and technological trends. 

The following are among the partial concep- 
tions that have been worked out: 
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Designation of the technological and economic conception 

I  Development of agricultural production 

II Development of forestry and exploitation of wood 
pulp 

III Development of production base for wide applica- 
tion of chemicai products and processes in all 
branches 

IV  Development of the fuel-energy bane 

V Development of the metallurgical industry 

VI Development  of technology  and organization  of 
machine engineering production 

VII Development of industrialization in building con- 
struction 

Main trends in order of priority 

1 Application of chemical fertilizers and pesticides 
2 Mass-production methods and complex mechanization 

of crop and livestock production 
3 Industrial fodder production 

1 Increase of timber and mechanization of forestry in- 
dustry 

2 Concentration of mechanical wood processing and 
raising of the level of the woodworking and furniture 
industry 

3 Concentration of the cellulose and paper industry and 
raising of the technical level of the branch 

4 Substitution of timber by other materials 

1 Development of main products, thus promoting more 
intensive application of chemical products and processes 
in agriculture 

2 Raising the technological and economic level of pro- 
cessing crude oil, tars, gas and petrochemical raw ma- 
terials 

3 Development of the main products to promote the 
application of chemical products and processes in the 
textile industry 

4 Development of production of the most important 
macromolecular substances and their processing 

5 Development of the basic chemical intermediate pro- 
ducts, thus ensuring the wider application of chemical 
products and processes in all branches of the national 
economy 

1 New methods of black coal mining 
2 New methods of quarry mining of brown coal 
3 Development of coal dressing 
4 Bringing up to date the coking process 
5 Intensification and new method«! of production and 

distribution of gas 
6 Development of the electrification network 
7 Development of the heat-supply system 
8 Rationalization of energy and fuel consumption in vital 

industries, transport, domestic and looal administration 
use 

1 Intensification of pig-iron production to promote  a 
decrease in unit consumption of metallurgical coke 

2 Intensification of steel production 
3 Increased economy of metal utilization 
4 Mechanization and automation of metallurgical pro- 

cesses 
5 Expansion of non-ferrous metals and powder metal- 

lurgy 

1 Development  of  technological  specialization  in  ma- 
chine-building engineering 

2 Raising the technological level in machining, assembly, 
surface finish, heat treatment, measuring and control 

3 Development of cold shaping 
4 Development of welding 
5 Development of utilization and processing of plastic 

and of selected non-metallic materials 
6 Improvement of  the precision,  quality and surface 

smoothness of metallurgy products 
7 Improvement of material handling in enterprises 
8 Replacement of component parts 

1 Changes in the material base structure in building 
construction 

2 Development of the production of thermally-insulating 
building materials 

3 Effective utilization of metals in building construction 

k 
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Dtmonation o/ the technological and economic conception Main trends in order of priority 

VIII Development of more extensive use of chemical 
product« and processe» in the raw-material base of 
the textile and leather-working industries 

IX Development of the glass and fine ceramic industries 

X Rationalization of the production of foodstuffs and 
its influence on the industrial structure of the food- 
processing industry 

XI Development and improvement of the capacity and 
efficiency of machine and equipment transport 

XII Geological survey and research 

XIII Development of water conservation 

4 Development and intensification of production of mor- 
tar and of ceramic building materials 

5 Improvement of prefabricated building panels 
6 Improvement of technological processes by introducing 

progressive building methods with structural changes 
in transport machinery, assembly, handling and finish- 
ing 

7 Improvement of material handling 
8 Specialisation and concentration of production 

1 More extensive uso of chemical products and processes 
in the raw-material base of the textile industry 

2 Technical reconstruction and modernization of that 
industry 

3 More extensive use of ohemical products and processes 
in the raw-material base of the leather-working industry 

4 Technical reconstruction and modernization of that 
industry 

1 Intensified use of melting and burning processes in in- 
dustry 

2 Technical reconstruction of the glass and fine oerai.ic 
industries 

3 Specialization  and concentration  of glass  and  fine 
ceramio production 

1 Modernization of the dairy industry 
2 Modernization of poultry farming 
3 Modernization of the meat-processing industry 
4 Modernization of the fat-processing industry 
0 Industrialisation of bakery production 
6 Modernization of sugar refineries 
7 Modernisation of the beer-brewing and  the  malt in- 

dustry 
8 Modernization of the canning and beverage-making 

industry 
8 Production ol semi-finished and ready-to-serve foods on 

an industrial basis 

1 Modernization of railway rolling-stock and stationary 
traction devices 

2 Modernization of railway lines, stations and junctions 
3 Mechanization of cargo handling in transport 
4 Modernization of road transport and improvement of 

the technical condition of road-truck rolling stock 
6 Modernization of municipal transport 
6 Modernization of road and highway networks and local 

road networks 
7 New methods and transport systems for public pas 

senger traffic 
8 Modernization of inland water transport 
9 Improvement of the technical level of airborne traffic 

1 Intensification of geological research in and survey of 
non-ore raw material deposits 

2 Intensification of drilling work on fuel deposits, especi- 
ally of black coal, crude oil and gas 

3 Speeding up of geological research on wolfram, mer- 
cury, silver, bismuth, tantalum and fluorite deposite 
and research of the complex exploitation of the rare 
earth elements .   . 

4 Speeding up of the technical development of geological 
drilling surveys 

1 Provision of an adequate water supply 
2 Improvement of the water purity of rivers 
3 Mechanization and  automation  of water-processing 

operations _^—. 
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The analytical economic approach is evident 
in the fact that technological and economic con- 
ceptions and—within their framework—the main 
scientific; trends were evaluated in several techno- 
logical variants of production and consumption; 
altogether 600 variant solutions have been worked 
out and evaluated, and within their framework the 
best variants have beer, selected (in addition over 
100 complex mechanization schemes have been 
analysed). 

From this preparatory work a synthesis was 
made with the aid of the uniform system of indi- 
cators already mentioned, in such a way that the 
technological and economic conception was syn- 
thesized as a whole and each main scientific and 
technological trend was treated separately; in many 
instances the priority was indicated according to 
prospects and economic effect. 

Some special problems also were investigated 
within the scope of the synthesis. For example, the 
necessity of reconstructing the manufacturing in- 
dustry, where more than 20 per cent of all employees 
in the Czechoslovak economy are engaged, led to 
the formulation of such questions as the following: 
which sections of the manufacturing industry are 
to be modernized in order that they may reach 
optimal efficiency (engineering industries, textile, 
leather-working, food-processing or wood-working 
industries) ? is it more advantageous to invest in 
increased fuel mining and electric power production 
or to economize consumption by the reconstruction 
and modernization of fuel-power appliances ? With- 
in this framework, the questions were also raised 
whether to give priority to investments (in the 
railways) for the reconstruction of the boiler 
system or for the electrification and motorization 
of the railway track, and in the glass and fine 
ceramic industries, whether to intensify the melting 
process or to modernize the cooking process. A 
similar question was whether it was better to 
invest in increasing metal production in the metal- 
lurgical works or to economize metal consumption 
in the engineering industries, building construction 
and transport etc.* (Each possible variant cannot 
be considered absolutely on its own and therefore 
comparison may lead to the appearance of further 
variants.) 

Even if all these questions are not absolutely 
matters of controversy, the limitation of capital 

4 The aim was to find the most effective solution 
through the analysis of substitution possibilities. If 
society can obtain (say) 1 million tons of a specific fuel 
either by investing funds and labour in the improvement 
of mining or by investing in the reconstruction of fuel- 
energy appliance, a special examination must be made 
to find out which trend is economically more efficient and 
investment policy must be oriented accordingly. 

investment funds and the differences in the effec- 
tiveness of each trend make it necessary, if we 
want effective economic growth, to indicate the 
order of priority in the allocation of investment 
funds to these trends. 

The technological and economic studies for 
the period up to 1970 have shown that at that 
date we may achieve savings of 10 million tons of 
unit fuel, 1.8 million tons of raw steel, a substantial 
rise in labour productivity that may be expressed 
as a saving of over 1.3 million of workers (the 
investment costs for each saved worker in material 
handling amounted to 40,000 Czechoslovak crowns 
and in the manufacturing industry to 80,000 
Czechoslovak crowns). It was shown that by 
allocating about 160,000 million Czechoslovak 
crowns to investment we may achieve a yearly 
saving in production costs of over 40,000 million 
Czechoslovak crowns. 

(c)    Economic studies and concepts and their 
significance 

In Czechoslovakia the economic studies and 
concepts of long-term tendencies in the utilization 
of resources and the possibilities of economic growth 
are of great importance to the shaping of future 
relations in the reproduction process.5 They deal 
particularly with the problems of natural wealth 
resources (especially fuel energy and raw material 
resources), of population development and struc- 
ture (mainly manpower and its importance to 
economic and social growth), of capital investment 
construction, and of fixed assets; and deal also 
with the questions of optimal life time and the 
effectiveness of further utilization of machinery 
etc. Groat attention is paid to a step-by-step 
examination of long-term tendencies in the field 
of reproduction of fixed assets; this is being done 
to enable us to determine reliably the development 
of production demands for funds and capital 
investment (taking into account the effects of a 
number of positive or deteriorating factors); and 
also to indicate the most effective orientation and 
methods of a technical reconstruction of the entire 
production base (with a view to ensuring a maxi- 
mum growth of social labour productivity as well 
as the structural changes necessary because of the 

* Studies are being prepared on subjects such as 
the degree of utilization of fuel-energy and raw-material 
resources, optimum life of machinery and equipment, 
development of capital investment requirement« in both 
the non-production and the production branches, which 
have been made necessary by changes and development 
tendencies in the social way of life, by the demands for 
a skilled labour force etc. 
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participation of the national economy in the inter- 
national division of labour). 

The thematic content of these studies, even if 
it chiefly analyses economic growth factors (na- 
tural wealth, manpower resources, existing capital 
funds etc.), is closely connected with scientific 
development which opens up new resources in 
these areas ; it changes, for instance, the extent of 
the social utilization of certain raw materials (e.g. 
germanium, silicon in transistor radios) or the 
degree of exploitation of others (e.g. new progres- 
sive technological methods permit the utilization 
of inferior ores and so on). These studies and con- 
ceptions, which concern themselves with certain 
natural or economic phenomena and processes, on 
the bases of a complex concept of their effective- 
ness, also present analyses of the current resources 
for economic growth available to the society and 
indications of the future ones, elaborations of 
complex sectors of the reproduction process, evalu- 
ations of complex and variant forecasts and of the 
factors limiting economic growth, and an outline 
of the resulting socio-economic targets of develop- 
ment in the period under investigation (e.g. up to 
1980-1985). 

(d)    Studies of skill requirements and occupational, 
structures and methods of their elaboration 

The long-term studies on the influence of 
scientific development on the development of the 
structure, skill level and total educational level of 
manpower are of outstanding significance. 

These long-term studies take into account the 
individual trends of scientific development and aim 
to achieve a harmony on the one hand between 
the structure and professional training of manpower 
and the growing requirements of the technological 
level of the various branches, and the entire nati- 
onal economy; and on the other hand between the 
training of professional and qualified manpower 
and the expected economic resources and possibili- 
ties of society. Forecasts for the professional 
training system must also take into account the 
demandi resulting from new or expected tendencies 
in scientific progress. 

The elaboration of studies of this type are 
mainly the result of decisive changes taking place 
in the structure and qualification of manpower 
due to the automation of production and manage- 
ment processes. 

In practice this mainly concerns projects based 
on the utilization of manpower models. These 
models represent one of the bases for the elaboration 
of studies on the influence of the expected tech- 

nological and organizational development of indi 
vidual industrial branches in the next few year« 
on manpower growth and its jkill composition. 

Several methods are used in the preparation of 
these studies. The first mothod is analytical in 
nature. The starting point for an elaboration of the 
manpower model here is the concept of the futuri) 
structure of the production process, i.e. the per- 
spective model of enterprises, which expresse« tin- 
highest attainable technological and organizational 
level in the given year (e.g. 1980); such economic 
aspects, as the study on the optimum size of pro 
duction plants and their optimal distribution by 
branches, must be taken into consideration as well. 
In Czechoslovakia this method has not yet boon 
fully applied. 

The second method is basically synthetic in 
character and although simpler, is only approxi 
mate. It is based on data that are assumed for the 
entire branch or sector of the national economy.* 
The approximate manpower qualification structure 
at the various levels of technological development 
and the main tendencies of its changes (schematic- 
ally shown in the table 1) do not take into aecotint 
such influences as different organization and divi- 
sion of labour in the individual production braucht* 
(the influence of these differences on the occupa- 
tional structure is, in fact, less than is usually 
presumed). 

This method has been applied in the foretaste 
worked out in Czechoslovakia. In each branch of 
industry the present "level of technological devel- 
opment" (as shown in the above table) has been 

• The first author in Czechoslovakia to attempt to 
describe the main tendencies of the changes in the »kill 
structure of manpower brought about by scientific 
development was Jan AUKRHAN (see his "Teokntka. 
Kvaliiikace, Vzdelam" [Technology, Skill, hducation], 
Publishing House SNPL, Prague, 196Ä). ...... 

On the basis of a classification - worked out by line 
Instituir of Economics of the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences -of the characteristics of the labour function in 
the production process we can differentiate four basic 
stages during each production process: execution phase. 
managing phase, preparatory phase and checking phase. 
From this classification of the mans functions follows the 
classification of the degree of technological progress; the 
latter is based not on the technological proporne» of the 
production process but on the functional principle, i.e. on 
the process by which the individual labour functions an. 
transferred from man to machines The «^catwn 
differentiates these degrees of technological progress, 
hand work and manual tools; machine driven by energy 
other than human; universal machine; semi-automatic 
machine; mechanized production une; automatic machine 
or automized production line; automatic machine or 
line with computer control of the course, conditions 
Und result, of the process; automatic device,»quipped 
with additional automatic recording of el aractenslic 
parameters of production process; automatic devi«* with 
automatic optimaUzation and adaptive system ; automa 
devices controlling the technological and economic 
parameters of the production process. 
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TABLK 1.   TYPICAL MANPOWER SKILL STRUCTURE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF TECHNO- 
LOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

(in percentages) 

Levels of technological dcreloiiment 
                     3            4 5            0             7            8            9             10          11 
Categories hg »kill level 

Unskilled 16       7.0 —       -        —        —        _        _        _ 
Semi-skilled 20     65.0 57     38.0      11         3       - 
Skilled 60     20.0 33     45.0      60       55       40        21 
Secondary education 

completed       4       (Ì.5 8      12.5     21       30      40       50       00 
University level education  .       1        1.5 2       4.0       7       10       17       25       34 
Higher scientific degree   .   .     —       — —        0.6        1         2         3         4         6 

,. , Source: Vram Jan AIKHIIVN, Technika. KvcUilikace, Vzdelani (Tochnolosy, «kill and Education), 
1'ublislilnK llouso SNI'L, I'niguo 19(15. 

found together with the corresponding skill struc- the relations between the expenditures on the 
ture. The actual skill structure of the branch under training of specialists and the effectiveness 
consideration has also been found. On the basis of of their contributions to the national eco- 
the techno'ogical and economic studies and con- nomy; and 
ceptions the expected level of technological devel- the structural changes in the managing and 
opment  has  been  indicated in each sector and administrative organs caused by the adop- 
branch and has been approximated for the period tion of progressive management methods 
1980    1985. From this expected level is derived the and the utilization of data-processing devi- 
corresponding classification (both as to the share ces. 
of skilled workers and to the educational level, Tu „„„i          * *u           i *•           n    • __   .„„wf       ,          ...            ,                7     .    ' Ahe analysis of these relations will give an 
e.g. share of workers with secondary or university-       ;^;„„K t tu ^u /    *     i    •        i L 1 
w«i   aA„nor,n„\    TI,               i    •        v.         . indication of the growth (not only in volume, but 
level  education).   Ihese   conclusions  have  been Qia„ ;„ fuQ +TO„J v   * +u   A        J       AU     J    \> 
f.irfh^ „«,«,„•«, i     vu           j i.    i.u        x    i T, also in the trends) of the demands on the education 
111 WM         rfg       to the actual dif- level and on the meftn8 of gecuri        ^ 

ference between the existing qualifications in the the real trends of 8tructural chft
g        in the . 

respective branches and the expected ones. Simul- „„„„„„*•          *         i         •     ,TT/     1       y 

,„,'  „,„!„ iUa Qnt;.„ ,   ,  .     v,        , occupations  of  workers  in  industnal  and  non- 

hnn^ÍLlZrT^    r    7               ^Z• Índustrial   activit^  the   analv8ÌS should  further 
^3arî^^ T        eCOn0my    «         Z enable us to eval"ate the effectiveness of the dif- 
ert?arv seo or! h»      h    ^7^' "TT *** ferent forms of vocational training from the point 
2l ieZ IjJ^T deterTed and COn" of view of their 80cial contribution; and finally it 2¿      Z„ t       ? Pr08P«ctive manpower ahould        ide a bft9Í8 £w ^ ^   ^ of ^ ¡^ 

distribution m the national economy. •„„inoív,^*      *                              n-       *          iL ri                                               
J requirements  of   manpower  resulting   from   the 

The third method (basically the simplest) is mechanization and automation of management and 
based on the comparison of skills over a longer administration. 
period (both in the country under consideration m, 
and in other countries) and' on the comparison of .    .„   studies worked out in Czechoslovakia on 
skill level in the country under consideration with .     ^iiuence oi scientific development on changes 
the skill level in advanced countries. m the atructure and qualification of manpower in 

tii+L„„ „   ,            4-     j   i             ,, the period ending 1985 focused attention on analysis All the approaches mentioned above enable us «ti              .       .A.               „                         »»»y»« 
4l   i, •         -,',                  , iL       »«"»•»«»UB of the present position as well as on : 
to obtain an illustration of the process of gradual . . 
change in the position of human labour in pro- tbe anticipated influence of the main trends 
duction and in its skill requirements. They enable of scientifíc development up to 1985 on the 
us to determine the typical structure and qualifi- structure and qualification of manpower; 
cations of the labour forces at various levels of changes in the shares of automated, machine 
economic and technological development and nan¿ work in the various branches ; 

In dealing with changes in structure", skill and **?«" * the
t 

rati° ? .^¡fd t0.. Un8^d 

total educational level the following have to be T         Wj*B•  *nd "! *? »*»? °f ^ 
clarified : manual worker category to the total number 

of employed persons ; 
the relations between scientific development changes in the ratio between production and 

and growth of demands on education; non-production manual workers- 
the interrelations between the individual cate- changes in the ratio of engineering-technical 

gones of workers m the process of scientific personnel and clerks to the total number of 
development ; employed persona ; 
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changes in the qualification structure of pro- 
fessional manpower by education ; and 

qualification changes in the labour content of 
the   individual   worker—the   influence   of 
scientific development on the existence and 
number of manual-work occupations and on 
the function of technicians and administra- 
tivo personnel. 

A long-term study of the influence of scientific 
progress  on   the   development   of  the  structure, 
qualifications and general education of the labour 
force, which is based on the analysis of the current 
state of the structure and qualifications of man- 
power as well as their past development, of the 
scientific   knowledge   of   changes   in  the   labour 
functions of man at various stages of technological 
progress, and of the long-term prospective tenden- 
cies in the development of science and technology, 
must lead to the formulation of : 

anticipated long-term tendencies and distribu- 
tion of manpower in the main branches of 
the national economy (development of the 
volume   of   manpower   by   branches   and 
ministries) ; 

anticipated long-term changes in the structure 
of manpower, by function performed and 
qualification   level   (development   of   the 
structure of the work force by degree of 
required   and   attainable   education   and 
development of the structure of specialized 
manpower by group of study subjects) ; 

long-term demands of investment funds and 
professional manpower for the development 
of universities and secondary schools up to 
1980. 

Only by new methods will it be possible to 
answer satisfactorily the vital questions of today and 
tomorrow which depend on discovering the future 
influence of the present scientific and technological 
revolution on the structure of the labour force and 
its qualifications! and educational levels, likely 
changes in the skill-education ratio, adjustment to 
new  demands   for  education,   and  the   general 
advancement of man and his scientific thinking. 

(e) Relations of technological and economic studies 
and conceptions to the complex of plans of scientific 

and technological development 

The complex of plans and projects of scientific 
and technological development represents an ob- 
jectively conceived scientific and technological 
policy and must be based on technological and 
economic studies and concepts ; namely those that 
are partial (sector or branch ones), those that are 
synthetic (interbranch and intersector such as the 

wide application of chemical-products processes 
in all branches of the national economy) or those 
that are cross-sectional (e.g. development and ap- 
plication of automation and computer technique). 

(i)    Long-term prospects of scientific and technolo- 
gical development. A long-term prospect must ex- 
press the general strategy of scientific policy ; as a 
rule, therefore, it cannot yet deal with concrete 
individual projects of science and technology. A 
long-term prospect of the development of science 
and technology prepared both in the state plan 
and in the enterprise plan should at least include : 

The determination of the most decisive sectors 
and areas (groups of products, important 
products,  technological   methods  etc.)  on 
which the major part of research and devel- 
opment   capacity   will   be   concentrated; 
provision will be made to ensure their scient- 
ific development, which will enable Czechos- 
lovakia to fulfil its commitments in the Coun- 
cil of Mutual Economic Aid at a high tech 
nological level and which will ensure a high 
efficiency of foreign trade; 

an analysis of manpower, material and capital 
investment requirements to secure an ade- 
quate capacity to the research and devel- 
opment base, and an analysis of the conver- 
tible currency necessary to purchase licences 
and know-how for the development of the 
branches not developed by our own means; 

an analysis of the changes in the structure and 
qualification of manpower in the research 
and development base. 

The long-term prospect provides directives for 
the elaboration of the five-year plan of scientific 
and technological development and creates the 
basis  for the management and organization of 
research and development activities. 

(ii) State five-year plan of applied research and 
development activities. If the long-term prospects 
are noted for the formulation of the concepts, 
trends and lines of activity, then in accord with 
these lines the elaboration of the five-year plan 
must be based on the statement of important 
scientific and technological problems and a more 
precise delimitation of the method for their solution 
- it must, therefore, describe in detail the projects 
flowing out of strategic aims of the scientific policy. 
The five-year plan of development of science and 
technology (research and development activity) 
covers the most important scientific project« which 
promote the main trends of industrial and socio- 
economic development, e.g. solutions of problems 
of fuel-energy resources, wider application of chem- 
ical products and processes, reconstruction of the 

11 
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manufacturing industry, efficient exploitation of 
the non-ore raw material base, introduction and 
development of data-processing techniques. 

The decisive trends and projects in the plan to 
prepare new technology are generally based on 
complex requirements and planned in the form of 
complex interbranch projects,7 the execution of 
which i.s secured by basic and applied research, 
by developing and testing the prototypes, or by 
pilot-production and realization. These trends are 
planned in all their interbranch connexions, taking 
into account the participation of the respective 
research and development institutions of the in- 
dividual branches and of scientific institutions, 
international scientific and technical collaboration 
with the socialist countries, and the agreements 
with the non-socialist countries. Research projects 
planned and managed in this manner include the 
construction of atomic power plants, the develop- 
ment of new spinning technologies etc. 

In addition to the complex projects the state 
plan includes some important projects concerning 
usually oidy one or a few branches—the indepen- 
dent main projects. Such supporting projects may 
concern such things as hydromechanized coal 
mining, underground gasification of coal, develop- 
ment of low-carbon steels, new technology of vis- 
cose fibre production, new reversible turbines, 
development of separators for metallurgical works, 
development of universal series of diesel engines, 
development of measuring and regulating devices, 
or development of new types of glass-furnaces. 

Finally, the state plan also covers technological 
economic studies anil research projects, the goal 
of which is the complex evaluation of new trends in 
science and technology so as to study the precondi- 
tions for the preparation of new machines and tech- 
nological processes. 

The pro-condition for a rise in the level of 
planning science and technology is a systematic 
evaluation of new trends in science and technology. 

' Basically the following criteria are decisive for the 
détermination of important complex projects incorporated 
into the state plan: 

A complex project must, as a rule, have a definite 
goal which is directly associated with an important capital 
investment action (introduction of a highly efficient new 
product or progressive production methods etc.) with the 
delimitation of the time-period in which the project is 
to be completed and with the place of its realization. 

The completion of a complex project must represent 
the achievement of significant economic effects (in pro- 
jects aiming at more economical production the yearly 
•munga of production costs should amount to approxi- 
mately 100 million Czechoslovak crowns at least). 

The achievement of the project aim is conditioned 
by the fulfilment of a number of other projects preparing 
new machinery and technology. AU these projects are 
factually and chronologically linked up, and their co- 
ordination m UM be accurately secured between the bran- 
ches as well ax the scientific spheres concerned. 

That is why technological and economic studies, 
as well as research projects, have been included in 
the state plan with the same rank as those with a 
purely technological orientation. Backed by finan- 
cial subventions, these plans enable the central 
organs to regulate the formation of technological 
and oconomic conceptions in sectors and branches. 
An example of such a study might be the concept 
of atomic power-plant construction schemes. 

These projects of scientific and technological 
development are included in both the state plan 
and enterprise plans. All the other important pro- 
jects of scientific and technological development 
are incorporated only into the science and technolo- 
gy development plans of the respective sector (or 
branch) in keeping with the principle of the full 
responsibility falling on the respective enterprise 
and sector management for the prospective 
development of that sector. This is the case 
particularly of those projects that are related to 
changes in production programme of sector enter- 
prises, and to the growth of their technical and 
economic production level. 

The significance of long-term technological, 
economic, and other studies and conceptions of 
the above mentioned types is seen not only in the 
fact that they will become the means of effective 
structural change resulting from the realization of 
scientific and technological progress, but also in 
the fact that-on the basis of evaluation of science 
and technology—they will simultaneously become 
the ground for elaboration of long-term prospects 
of science and technology development and an 
organizational tool for the management, planning 
and co-ordinating of research and development 
work until they are completed. 

The evaluation not only of possible effects 
but also of demands on social resources is parti- 
cularly important because the realization of con- 
clusions resulting from long-term technological 
and economic studies cannot logically neglect the 
fundamental factors of eeonomio growth. It cannot 
be placed outside space and time and be solved 
without a complex assessment of the main socio- 
economic factors; to the contrary, all the factors 
and conditions must be taken fully into account 
and, after a complex evaluation, the realization of 
the studies and concepts must be begun and its 
rate set. 

All these facts show the necessity for an or- 
ganic linkage of scientific development with the 
prospective development of productive forces, 
for unity in the exploration of scientific and econo- 
mic development and the mutual interconnexions. 
The structure of the national economy is influenced 
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by tendencies in science and technology, and in- 
centives for development of science and technology 
flow out of requirements of economic growth in 
the country. 

4.   BASIC DATA ON STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF 

RKSKARCK AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, IN FINAN- 

CIAL AND MANPOWER TERMS
8 

Science has come into the limelight of industrial 
and social interest, not only as each discovery, 
invention or technical improvement is realized, 
but also in its entirety as a specific sphere of human 
activity. In economic and social life the continuous 
process of change resulting from an enormous 
growth of new scientific information takes place 
fairly spontaneously; this does not hold true 
of the effects of science as a decisive factor in struc- 
tural changes. For science to fulfil this highly im- 
portant mission, it is necessary for the managing 
economic, industrial and scientific organs to con- 
centrate part of their creative activity on the con- 
sideration of prospective social needs and on such 
research problems as should open up new paths 
for the development of technology, and the spread 
of knowledge. The needs of further advancement 
in education and culture are also closely connected 
with the necessity for the over-all management 
and planning of science. If the respective organs 
are to carry on this activity successfully, they also 
need in addition to deep professional knowledge, 
economic information on the labour, material and 
financial resources at their disposal. Such informa- 
tion may be supplied chiefly by the statistics of 
science (statistics of research and development 
activity). While quantification in science, particu- 
larly in determining efficiency of research and devel- 
opment activity, has its limits, and while creative 
activity generally may be characterized only by 
means of indirect methods, nevertheless, a more 
exact definition of the quantitative base is very 
desirable for the estimation of research and devel- 
opment efficiency. This is especially important in 
the evaluation of research and development effi- 
ciency for industrial targets. 

• The following »ources were used in the preparation 
of this part of the paper: 

NEKOLA and ZELINKA, Problema of science iUUùtia, 
Prague, April 1967, (Study for UNESCO); ü ABES AM and 
NEKOLA, Zpráva of kvalifikairi ttruktûfe praoovniku re- 
sorlniho a podnikovéko vytkumu v Ö88R (Report on 
qualification structure of workers in centrally adminis- 
tered and enterprise administered research in C88R), 
HPV, Praha, listoptd 1»66; RICHTER and DOLEML, 
Vfckumna a vyvoiová tákladna v C8SR (Research and 
development base in the CS8R), Praha, UTEIN, 1866; 
and data published by the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Hciences, the Ministry of Finance, and the State Coin 
mission for Technology. 

il* 

In Czechoslovakia the research and develop- 
ment base has been decreed by a law which does 
not however infringe the principle of subordination 
of the individual institutions to tho central organs 
or particular enterprises. The scope of the research 
and development base is defined as being foni;;! 
of organizations and organizational units chiefly 
concerned with tasks of a creative character follow- 
ing from the plan of the development of science and 
technology, or with tasks contributing toward the 
development of science and technology; 

The research and development base henci- 
consists of: 

the Czechoslovak Academy of Scionce (CSAV) 
and the Slovak Academy of Scionce (SA V) ; 

institutes of university-level schools or their 
faculties, to the extent laid down by tho 
Ministry of Education and Culture ; 

research   and   development  institutes   and 
organizations under the control of ministries, 
other central organs of the State administra- 
tion and the National Committee; 

research  and  development institutions  and 
organizations under the control or trust of 
industrial enterprises ; 

research and development units controlled by 
organizations  which themselves are under 
industrial enterprises or form part of them, 
as well as other units predominantly per- 
forming tasks incorporated in the plan of the 
development of science and technology ; 

pilot plants, if included in the research and 
development base by tho State Commission 
for Technology ; 

testing and checking institutes undor tho con- 
trol of the ministries and other central organs 
of the State administration ; 

institutes of scientific, technical and economic 
information   controlled  by  the   ministries 
and other central organs of the Stato admin 
istration; and 

other organizations or units which fulfil the 
tasks of scientific and technological progress 
and which the State Commission for Tech- 
nology has  included in the research and 
development base. 

Industry is the branch of major importance; 
it is probably the only branoh in which classifica 
tion should be carried into the individual notions, 
since in some progressive industrial sections the 
number of workers engaged in research and develop- 
ment is greater than in many other branches of the 
economy. In Czechoslovakia, for instance, ever 60 
per cent of all workers in renarch and development 
are engaged in the industrial sector (ne table 2). 
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TMU.I; 2.    DisTRim TION or WORKERS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 1962 AND 1985 
(by branch) 

Uramli 

licscurch ami dcvc- 
lopincnt base total 
of whir It 

Czechoslovak Acad- 
emy of Sciences .    . 
Industry  
Building 

COMSllUClioll      .     . 

Agriculture and 
fort»)rv, includ- 
ing water con- 
servancy .... 

Transport and 
telecommunica- 
tions  

Health service    .    . 
Other     

atn-j ¡sea 

.\ umber ni     l'ere,ulnar of      S umber of      l'erre iitaue at 
inirkerm 

I (•«,1)011 

10,000 
72,400 

3.7(H) 

11,400 

1,500 
5,600 
3,700 

filial 

100 

9.7 
06.5 

3.4 

10.5 

1.4 
5.1 
3.4 

worker* 

128,300 

13,200 
83,400 

4,500 

13,800 

2,400 
6,100 
4,900 

tiilnl 

I OU 

10.3 
65.0 

3.5 

10.8 

1.9 
4.7 
3.8 

/H/ference in 
percentage 

-f -0.« 
- 1.5 

+ 0.1 

+ 0.3 

+ 0.6 
-0.4 
+ 0.4 

Statistical data on the scope and structure of 
research are only an instrument for the application 
of science in the development of the economy and 
for planning and programming its substantial com- 
ponent parts- industrial research and develop- 
ment. In Czechoslovakia, as in the other socialist 
countries, we use in principle two kinds of indica- 
tors to show the position in research and develop- 
ment activities the financial indicator and the 
manpower indicator. 

(it)    Fiiiitwiftl imtuatora 

AN far as the financial indicators are concerned, 

T.Mll.K ."I.     I!I>I:A 

the situation in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republio 
may be summed up by the fact that in the period 
lt»60- 11)65 current expenditures on research and 
development activities were doubled. This is shown 
in table 3. 

The drop from 61.6 per cent in 1960 to 55.6 
per cent in 1965 in the share of financial funds for 
research and development flowing out of the state 
budget is quite interesting. The enterprise funds 
allocated for research and development activities 
about compensated for this drop. The growth of 
current expenditures and the relative shares of the 
state budget funds and of enterprise funds may be 
followed in table 4. 

K<»l     AM.    DEVEIOPMEXT    (TKBEKT     KXPENDITI RES     IN     ClECHO- 
SI.OVAKIA,  BV   SOI-RCK   1900 To   1965 

(in million* of Ceechonlorak crown») 

Total 
expenditure   . 

Percentage fron, : 

state budget   .    . 
enterprise funds 

intuì IHt¡ I I UH 2 ;»«.? ina /»«.» 

3.2<¡M.f,     XWm.1     4,160.4     4,603.7     5.714.8     6.246.9 

61.6 59.7 59.» 
38.4 40.3 40.1 

58.8 56.7 56.5 
41.2 43.3 44.6 

TARI.K 4.    (¡KOWTII  01   KKKFAKCH AND  DIVEI.OPMEN I   • IRRENT   KXPENDITI 

( ÜECIIOSLOVAKIA  1960 TO I9«5 

(by $ouree, ftercfntagr, 19«0      ¡M) 

RM  IM 

inni t»«: itti IDti /»«* 
Total expenditures 

State budget 
ll.'!.:¡ 127.ft 141.1 175.1 IVI.4 

expenditures   .    .    . 
Kntcrprise 

109.9 124.0 134.8 161.2 I7H.4 

e\|tciidil mes 118.8 133 1 161.1 197.4 tri.§ 
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More detailed data indicate that the volume 
of funds allocated to industrial research grew by 
about 190 per cent in the period 1960 196,r>. It 
represente! nearly two thirds of all current expen- 
ditures for activities, i.e. about 4 billion Czecho- 
slovak crowns. 

The survey shows that more than half of the 
expenditures for research and development in in- 
dustry was spent on machinery : in ( 'zechoslovakia 
this includes machines for electronic production, elec- 
trotechnical branches, data-processing devices 
and the vehicle industry. The second largest 
branch in this respect was chemistry whose share, 
however, covered only about 13 per cent of the total 
current expenditures for industrial research and 
development. 

Current expenditures for research and develop- 
ment activities per employed person in all branches 
grew from about 500 crowns in 1960 to 1,000 in 
1965. They were growing more slowly than the total 
expenditures for research and development activ- 
ities. The increase in employment a factor of 
extensive economic growth -compensated for the 
rate of growth in the research and development 
costs per employed person in the Czechoslovak 
economy. The total of the employed population 
grew from 6,063,000 in 1960 to 6,477,000 in 1965 
and expenditures for research and development 
activities from 3,263,000 crowns to 6,246,000 in 
the same time. The most evident employment 
growth rat* was in industries—the index of 100 
in 1960 had risen to 113 in 1965; the total of the 
employed population grew more slowly    index 106. 

The share of research and development expen 
dit ures in the total investment in the Czechoslovak 
economy in the years 1960-1965 also doubled. 
The jiercentage shares of current expenditure on 
research and development in the total capital in 
vestment in the Czechoslovak economy for the six 
years I960 to 1965 were: in 1960. 7.69; in 1961, 
s 13 in 1962, 9.39, in 1963, 11.68; in 1964, 14.37; 
and in 1965, 14.59. 

(b)    Mtmpouvr indicator* by n amber and 
Mruc4urt 

Between 1951 and 1955 the nu m her of workers 
in the reaearch and development base grew from 
14.000 to 57.(MM», i <• an index figure of 410. be 
Uwn 195« and i960, from 64.IMM) to 92.04MI, ic 
almut 144 |ier cent mid Itetween 1961 and 1)165, 
from IIM».6<N> to 128,300 it« an index figure of 
I.M The existed increase between 1066 and 1970 
ia IHO.lMMi m comparison with 1966 the growth 
index »ill reach  I Ml The slackened rate of growth 

in manpower after 1955, and particularly in the 
years I960 to 19«f,. and the less dynamic'trend of 
growth until 1970 may be dur to several things. 
First of all. the very fast growth in the period 
1951 1955 would naturally be followed by a 
period of a certain consolidation (of great impor- 
tance for creative activities). It is a fact that exten- 
sive development of the scope --particularly in 
research and development activities is not so 
effective. After reaching a certain scope the rise 
in the qualification level becomes decisive. Tin« 
limited number of workers with the highest quali- 
fications then turns out to be the determining fac- 
tor. The next fact which has to be taken into 
account in the growth of science will be the in- 
crease in the costs associated with more expensive 
research programmes. This fact has on the whole 
influenced the growth rate of costs more than the 
manpower growth (the number of workers in 
research and development in period I960 1965 
grew by about half while the expenditures doubled). 

The total number of workers in the «'search 
and development base in the years I960 1966 
were as follows : in 1960 92,0(10; in 1961 100,600; 
in 1962-108,900; in 1963 115,800: in 1964 
122,300; in 1965-128,300; and in 1966 it was 
estimated at 134.000. 

Table 5, set out by branches of the economy, 
shows that industry absorbs more than two thirds 
of the total number of workers in research and 
development. It also shows the location of research 
and development manpower by ty|>es of research 
institutions inside those branches. 

Qualification structure is an ini|Miitant indie 
ator of the capacity of t he research and development 
base. This is shown in table 6. 

Of the total number of workers in the research 
and development base 22.4 per cent possessed 
university education, only 3.5 ¡>er cent of these 
had a higher scientific degree of "candidate" or 
doctor of science (Ph. I) and I). Se.); these are 
called scientific workers. It is necessary to (»oint out 
that in ('zechoslovakia the category of scientific 
workers is defined in a mon' narrow sense than in 
other socialist countries. 

The highest qualification struct un- is to IM> 

found in the institutes of the Czechoslovak Acade 
my «>f Sciences dealing with basic research . here the 
share of workers with university degrees amount* 
to 38.6 |MT cent and that of scientific workers with 
a higher scientific decree to IN «> jx-r cent. In other 
words the proportion of unit t<rsity graduates in 
the institutes of the Cy.echoslm ak Academy of 
Seienees is two times higher than the average and 
that of scientific worker« is five times higher 
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TABLE 6.   MANPOWER IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 1968 

(by branch and type of organization) 

Centrally administered Katerprise administered 

nrmeh Total n^dgei ¡enterprise ¡iesearch and development 
institutes institute* ins,i,~Ufll        departments 

Industry  83,650 7,834 1,416 26,191 48,209 
Czechoslovak 

Academy of 
Sciences  11,415 11,416              - - - 

Building construction 4,502 — 2,200 108 2,194 
Agriculture    .... 13,064 13,064              - — — 
Transportation  .   .   . 2,395 766 1,218 — 411 
Trade  222 222              - - - 
Education"  596 501              — — 95 
Healthcare  5,602 3,987              - 894 721 
Other research   .   .   . 5,016 4,087              219 — 710 

Total     126,462 41,870 5.053 27,193 52,340 

« Pedagogicui rcseiircli Instituto» of the Ministry of Kdueatlon. 

TABLE 6.    MANPOWER IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 1966 
(by branch and qualification) 

With university education 

Itranrh With 
"• Total With higher      specialized nlkM Total 

araduates scientific secondary inner* mampovoer 
degree education 

Industry  15,918 996 27,884 39,848 83,650 
Czechoslovak 

Academy of 
Sciences  4,408 2,120 2,180 4,827 11,416 

Building construction 1,183 48 1,500 1,819 4,502 
Agriculture     .... 2,710 366 2,596 7,758 13,064 
Transportation      .   . 704 29 648 1,043 2,395 
Trad«  109 6 76 38 222 
Education«  266 33 142 188 696 
Health carr 1,373 485 1,668 2,571 5,602 
Other research   .   .   . 1,610 354 1,278 2,128 6,016 

Total       28,281 4,436 .17,961 60,220 126,462 

• Pedagogical raaemvh institute« of the Ministry of Education. 

The total of 126,462 shown in tables 5 and 6 activities in the economic activities of goods pro- 
dor* not include 1,700 workers of the research and duction and circulation and basic research of the 
development base fully employed in research and Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences represent more 
development  activity at university-level schools. than 93 per cent of all research and development. 
Of these, 930 are university graduates, of whom The qualification structure in basic research here 
300 are in possession of a higher scientific degree». seems more favourable; it covers 9 per cent of all 

From the point of view of the prospective research and development manpower, the number 
development of the economy and society a survey °f university graduates amounts to 15.6 per cent 
of the research and development base by main °* »"" graduates, and the total number of workers 
spheres of economy (as suggested by Fourastier) with a higher scientific degree reaohes 47.7 per cent, 
is of intomit (see table 7). General information about the orientation of 

The   figure   for   research   and   development research activities is given by research plans, the 
structure of which has already been described 
above. A more detailed illustration is provided by 

• The pedagogical »tuff of universities, amounting to the capacity allocatod to the solution of one of the 

¿tr/a^^ "T"«* l*•  W»f Rafted in Czechoriovakia, 
at   all.  The  full time equivalent  of  this  research and which w shown by time to be spent by specialised 
development might be about 3,000 to 6,000 workers. manpower on the solution of main projects (spt>- 
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TABU 7.   MANPOWER OF THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BASE 
(by qualification and »phere of ecoromie activity, by number and percentage, 1965«) 

With secondary 
With university education «paired Other Total manpower 

Economic activity -_ _..   education 

Total graduate.        ¿•Í¿tZrec „ _ 
        (N   )     lercen- ,y   .     Perern-        ,v 1'e.rcen- 

(No.)     P%£- (No.)     ¡*tj» ** '        **• fAr0j        «*• 

Industrial production and build- 
ing construction           17,600      62.3       1,170      26.4      29,800     78.6      49,500     70.6      89 900     711 

Agriculture, forestry and water 
conservancy       2,900     10.1 420        9.4       2,800       7.3        7,900     13.1      13 600     10 8 

Transport, communications, trade ' 
and other services       000       3.1 30        0.8 800       2.1        1,100       1.8        2.800       2.2 

Goods production and circulation 21,400 78.5 1,620 36.6 33,400 88.0 51,500 85 4 106 300 84 1 
Social consumption  2,000 7.2 600 13.6 2,100 5.7 3,400 5.6 7600 6 9 
State administration       500 1.7 100 2.2 200 0.6 600 1.0 1^300 10 
Czechoslovak Academy oî Scien- 

ce      4,400 16.6 2,120 47.7 2,200 5.7 4,800 8.0 11,400 9.0 
Total 28,300 100.0 4,440 100.0 37,900 100.0 60,300 lOoTo 126,600 100 0 

• The item "other research" in table« fl and 6 hai been included in individual spheres of economic activity. 

cialized manpower covers scientific workers with and the eighth also covers research activity in clinics 
university graduation and workers with secondary and hospitals. The ninth chapter comprises basic 
specialized education). This analysis for the year and applied researoh in natural, engineering and 
1087 has been worked out for the state plan of basic medical soiences, and is focused on the needs of the 
research only (see table 8). developing countries.   The tenth deals with  all 

In this plan the first two chapters are focused problems of social phenomena, 
particularly upon the needs of all scientific bran- The number of tasks in the structure of the 
ches. From the third to the sixth special attention main chapters of the basic research plan provide 
is given to research on the theoretical bases of the an approximate indicator only; the number of 
prospective needs of the Czechoslovak economy. hours of specialized manpower, surveyed by bran- 
The seventh chapter deals with the growth of agri- ches, gives a better account of the participation in 
cultural production and improvement of its quality, the plan. 

TABLE 8.   STATE PLAN OF BASIC RESEARCH, 1967 

Chapter* of plan 

I. Exploration of non-living matter  .   . 
II. Exploration of structure and function 

of living matter  
III. Exploration of raw material resources 
IV. Exploration of new types of materials 
V. Theoretical bases of machinery and 

construction engineering  
VI. Exploration of complex automation 

and automatic control  
VII. Biological bases of agriculture     .   .   . 

VIII. Researoh   in   medical  sciences   and 
health care      

IX. Research concerned with developing 
countries  

X. Research in social sciences  

Total 
Percentage 

Number 
of partial 

fatiti 

Capacity of univereity graduata and technician* in thoueandt of hour» 

Vtechoelovalc 
Total          Academy of     Vnivertitiee     Healthcare           Other 

Sciences 

304 3,260 2,678 547 15 110 

370 2,374 1,693 539 83 60 
186 1,174 616 239 — 310 
88 740 512 94 — 134 

148 1,194 782 169 - 243 

56 622 547 62 23 
359 1,374 423 662 _ 2»tt 

1,033 4,617 832 1,104 2,468 53 

121 239 49 64 31 06 
1,037 4,760 1.867 1,180 to 1,683 

3,701 20,234 9,899 4,700 2,617 3,018 

100 49 S3 13 16 
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LOCAL INDUSTRY AND CHOICE OF TECHNIQUES IN PLANMNC OF 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN MAINLAND CHINA 

Carl Riskin, Department of Economics and East Asian Institute, Columbia  University, New   York, 
United States of America 

THE MAINLAND CHINESE have for some time 
been providing the world with experiments rele- 
vant to a wide selection of topics favoured in sur- 
veys of economic development theory: e.g., the 
presence and exploitability of disguised unemploy- 
ment, the optimum choice of technology, the "fac- 
tor proportions" problem, the theory of the "big 
push", the question of balanced versus unbalanced 
growth etc. Foreign scholarly evaluations of th^se 
experiments are still at a very low level of develop- 
ment for a variety of reasons, including the lan- 
guage problem, the inaccessibility of data, and the 
emotionalism and bias which attaches to much 
work in the area. As more information becomes 
available, however, it will present valuable oppor- 
tunities for re-examination of many of the problems 
persistently facing developing nations. 

The choice of techniques of production is one of 
the more interesting questions on which a consider- 
ation of Chinese experience may throw some light. 
Chinese planners have experimented widely and in 
many industries with various alternative methods 
of producing identical or close substitute products 
and have used different techniques in different 
sectors. Contrary to a widespread belief that such 
experimentation ceased with the end of the Great 
Leap Forward (1958-1960) there is considerable 
evidence that it has continued in a modified form 
up to the present. 

A fundamental characteristic of these experi- 
ments is their deliberate recourse to technological 
dualism (or, more accurately, pluralism); that is, 
their stress on the simultaneous development of 
techniques of varying degrees of mechanization 
and varying combinations of factors of production. 
In much of the theoretical literature devoted to 
the problem of the choice of techniques the degree 
of abstraction in which the analysis is carried out 
has led to an "either-or" result-i.e. techniques of 
either a relatively capital-intensive or a relatively 
labour-intensive nature within any given industry 
are endorsed. This is true, for example, of the con- 

tributions of Polak,1 Kahn,' (¡alenson and Lei ben- 
stein,3 Bohr,* Eckaus,5 and l)obb». An exception 
is to be found in the work of A. K. Sen.7 In the«* 
models a recourse to a mixture of different tech- 
niques to produce the same products* could lw 
explained only in termB of violations of ono or 
more assumptions of the model. Differing ratio« of 
factor costs in different regions of the country due 
to regional factor immobility, discontinuous sub- 
stitutability of factors, and non-rational behaviour 
of planners or entrepreneurs are among such 
possible violations. 

However, when the degree of abstraction it- 
self is lessened to the extent of allowing that 
products may be made by an indefinite number of 
"factors" (which may now include specific com- 
modities, imports, raw materials-skills etc.) whose 
respective costs increase at different rates as the 
scale of production is increased, then a more 
general case can be made for resorting to a dualiatio 
(or pluralistic) strategy. This case is rational (in 
terms of its assumptions), has a certain claim to 
describe realistically the conditions of some devel- 
oping countries (China in particular), and thus 
deserves consideration. 

1 J. J. POLAK, "Balance of Payment» Problems of 
Countries Reconstructing with the Help of Foreign Loans , 
Quarterly Journal oj Economie», Feb. 1943 Kopruiti'd in 
Reading» in the Theory of International ïrade (A.K.A., 
1949) 

• A. E. KAHN, "Investment Criteria in Development 
Programmée", Quarterly Journal of Economie», Feb. 1951. 

» W. GALENSON and H. LEIBENSTEIN, "Investment 
Criteria, Productivity and Economic Development . 
Quarterly Journal of Economic», Aug. 1955. 

« K A. BOHR, "Investment Criteria for Manufactur- 
ing Industrie» in Underdeveloped Countries", Review o/ 
Economic» and 8tati»tict, May 1954. 

• R. 8. ECKAUS, "The. Factor-Proportions Problem in 
Underdeveloped   Areas",    American   Economic   ¡temevo, 
Sept. 1955. ,, .     .,      ..    „. 

• M.   DOBB,   An  Essay  on  Economic,   (.mwlh   ana 
Planning, New Yoi¿, I960. f 

' A. K. SEN, Choice of Technique», Oxford, 1960. 
• The phrase "the same product" may be taken to 

include close substitutes designed to perform the same 
function. 
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The first part of this paper, therefore, is devot- 
ed to a short discussion of this concept. The model 
makes no claim to being an exhaustive, or even an 
adequate, theoretical consideration of the problem. 
In particular, T ignore the thorny problems of 
capital theory involved in introducing capital 
equipment into such a model. It is intended merely 
for illustrative purposes, to point to some of the 
relevant factors that seem to have influenced the 
decisions of ( 'hiñese planners. 

In the second part of the paper I shall describe 
the Chinese approach to the choice of techniques 
problem and attempt to link history with analysis. 

1.   THE OONCKPT OF TKCHNOLOOICAL PLURALISM 

Our point of departure is the surplus maximiz- 
ing criterion» associated with CJalenson and Leiben- 
stein, Dobb and Sen.10 Assuming that there are 
only two sectors, a capital goods sector and a 
consumer goods sector; that there is only one, 
homogeneous consumer good; that the capitai 
goods which produci* it are made by labour alone, 
and last for ever; that total investment (of labour 
in tho capital goods sector) is given by a pre- 
existing surplus of consumer goods divided by an 
institutionally-determined wage rate; and that 
there are constant returns to scale; then the pro- 
duction function for consumer goods can be written 
as a single valued, continuous function of the form: 

/W(4,A) 
where /',. is total production of consumer goods, 
L, is total number of workers in the consumer 
goods sector, and /,, is total number of workers in 
• he capital goods sector. The function is assumed to 
rise to a maximum and then fall again as L(. increases. 
In other words, as a given number of L; produce 
an increasing number of machines (of decreasing 
cost per machine) for an increasing number of 
/.,.. total production of corn at first rises, then 
reachesa maximum, then falls. The capital-intensity 
of a technique is measured by the ratio L¡¡Lr. It is 
assumed that there is always one mar to one 
machine. 

The point of immediate maximum consumer- 
good output is of course the maximum point on 
this function, given by 

" This preliminary description  is based on  that of 
A.   K.   UA'ICIII.  -The Choice of  Optimum  Technique" 
hronomic Journal, Sept. 1962, pp. 66»>--t>HS. 

10 SKA'S  -Time   Senes  Criterion-'  differs  from   the 
present one m explicitly admitting time-preference as a 
constraint on surplus.maximization. See Vhoiee of  Tech 
nique», op.cit., pp. 31 - 3:i. 

=r.Q 

and the capital intensity of the technique in ques- 
tion is L,\k, where k is the amount of consumer- 
good labour producing the maximum output, 

However, if surplus maximization is the ob- 
jective, then the wage, w, must be considered, since 
it detracts from the surplus available for reinvest- 
ment in the next period. Where workers save none 
of their wages the surplus-maximizing condition is: 

s Pc B{Pc-Lcw) 
8 he •0 or el, w. 

Where a constant proportion, .<t, of wages is saved 
the surplus maximizing condition becomes 

8 Pc 

8LP 
= (l-s)w. 

Clearly, if w is positive and 0 <* < 1, the surplus- 
maximizing condition is met at a higher capital 
intensity (smaller number of consumer-good wor- 
kers for the given number of capital-good workers) 
than the output-maximizing condition. 

This model has many elaborations and com- 
plications which we need not discuss in the present 
context. 

To make thiB model relevant to the multi- 
technique case, we extend it, as has already been 
suggested above, by assuming that a third factor 
of production (in addition to IH and L,) is re- 
quired. This is taken to be a given commodity 
or skill whose supply is less than perfectly elastic11, 
i.e. its cost increases with its use. We also assume, 
for simplicity, that this scarce factor, F, must be 

" See Mollis CHKNERT, "Comparative Advantage 
», Pev«'loPn'ent Policy", American Economic Review, 
March 1961, excerpted in Meier, Leading Issue» in Develop, 
ment Economics, p. 520: "Both tho factor-intensity ratios 
and the partial-productivity measures assumo that there 
is one principal restriction on the system, the scarcity of 
capital. They do not allow for the fact that in allocatine 
capital according to any one of these rules some other 
restriction on the system, such as the supply of foreign 
exchange, of skilled labour, or of a particular commodity, 
may be exceeded." J 

« , A,nd Gautnm MATHUR, Planning and Steady Growth, 
Oxford, 1965, pp. 9-10: "The limit'to the size of a plan 
conies in this study from the existence of certain bottle- 
neck "'sources. These may be certain types of goods or 
sums... When there is vast non-employment, for every 
proposed size of the plan the onus is ou the proposer to 
prove that... certain bottleneck goods exist which would 
be fully employed at that size of the plan, that these 
bottlenecks cannot be removed by further investment in 
the short run, and that no substitution of non-bottleneck 
goods for bottleneck goods is possible. The size of the plan 
is then a function of the set of existing real goods, skills, 
foreign exchange, productive capacity etc., and of the 
technology which can reproduce them or convert them 
into other goods." 

Professor SEN has also dealt with this problem briefly 
m ( hoice of Techniques, op. cit., pp. 54-57. I am parti- 
cularly indebted to him for helpful discussions relevant to 
this section of the paper. 
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used in fixed proportions with Lr and Lh the 
particular proportions depending on the technique 
in question. There are then constant returns to 
scale for combined inputs of Lc, Lt and F in the 
proportions dictated by the technique. But as the 
scale of production increases, the cost of F in- 
creases, i.e. more income must go to pay for F. 
(Attention is now focussed on the production 
function for a given technique rather than for the 
spectrum of techniques, as previously.) 

The production function for the surplus- 
maximizing technique A is : 

Pe = h{Lea), 

where Le is a unit of consumer-good labour under- 
stood to be combined with L¡ and F in the pro- 
portions dictated by technique A Since these pro- 
portions are fixed the composite input may be 
measured in units of Lc and, for technique A, 
LrJLi = A, a constant. 

The cost function for technique A is: 

Ta = (fa + w) Le„; T¿ (Lca) >0;Tä (Lca) > 0, 

where Ta is total cost, fa is unit cost of F, and w 
is the wage rate. In other words, total cost increases 
more than in proportion to production, because of 
the increasing unit cost of F. 

We began by assuming that technique A is 
the surplus-maximizing technique when producing 
at full capacity, i.e. when all available capital-good 
workers are producing capital goods for technique 
A. Suppose, however, we remove a consumer-good 
worker from producing with this technique. Output 
declines by Pi (Lea). Surplus declines by: 

Pc (Lca) - T'a (Lca) =P'c (Lca) -W-t'a (Lca). 

Now suppose some other technique, technique 
B, which does not maximize surplus over-all tech- 
niques when used alone at full capacity, and does 
not use the scarce factor F as intensively as tech- 
nique A does. The decline in production by tech- 
nique A releases \¡A capital-good workers from 
producing machinery for technique A (since tor 
technique A.LejLi^A). These can equip ( 1 ¡A ) B = 
= B¡A consumer-good workers to produce by 
means of technique B. The resulting increase in 
output is (BjA) [Pi (Lcb)l The increase in surplus 
(assuming all wages are consumed) is : 

(BIA) [PiiLeJ-w-tKLcj], 

where /¿ (Lc6) íH the marginal cost of the scarce 
faotor F embodied in the composite input for 
technique B.l% 

11 If technique B doe» not make use of F, then of 
course this term » equal to zero. 

Since technique A uses the increasing cost 
factor more intensively than technique B does, it 
is possible that the latter marginal surplus will 
exceed the former. In this case it will increase total 
surplus to shift labour from technique A to tech- 
nique B, and to continue doing so until the two 
expressions are equal. 

This result can be generalized. If there are n 
possible techniques in the consumer-goods sector, 
Lj denoting the number of capital-good workers 
producing equipment for the ?'th technique and s 
denoting surplus, then under our assumptions 
surplus is maximized when m techniques are being 
used at scales such that : 

dil 
d« 

d¿2 

d« 
= AT— ,m£n. 

Some techniques, of course, may not be used at 
all, i.e. those techniques i for which 

d«      _d?_ 
"dZr < dTT " 

In other words, the net gain in surplus from ex 
panding any one of the techniques being used at 
the expense of contracting any other is nil ; and the 
net gain in surplus from bringing any technique 
not in use into use is zero or negative. 

It must be stressed again that this model is 
not intended to cover comprehensively the theore- 
tical problem of choice of techniques. In particular, 
the difficulties associated with depreciation of 
capital goods, and with the use of machinery to 
make either machinery or consumer goods or both, 
are ignored. The model's purpose, as has been 
pointed out, is only to indicate certain key re- 
lations to be kept in mind when examining empiri- 
cal materials. To these latter we will now turn our 
attention. 

2.   THE ROLE OF LOCAL INDUSTRY 

This discussion stems from a study now in 
progress of the role of local industry in China's 
development strategy. As Dwight Perkins ha« 
noted, "The main features of the industrial sector 
in mainland China, which made centralized control 
anything but a simple task, were tho number of 
firms involved and the diversity of techniques used 
in the production of any given commodity".1» I 
have chosen to focus attention upon local industry 
because the relatively small-scale, technologically- 
simple techniques are concentrated in this sector. 

» D. PERKINS, Markit Control and I'lanning in Com- 
muniit OMna, Cambridge, 1966, p. 107. 
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Nevertheless, this correspondence ìH not |>erfect. 
Local industry is defined in terms oí the unit of 
control, not the technique of production : 

"By the central industries mid local in- 
dustries are meant the forms of leadership of 
industrial enterprises. By local industry is 
meant the local leadership and management 
of ail the economic activities of enterprises. 
Like central industry, it is industry owned 
by all the jieoplo. Handicrafts and industrial 
enterprises operated by the agricultural pro- 
ducers' co-operatives are part of the local 
industry and the socialist economy, but such 
industries are owned by collective bodies."14 

Moreover, various decentralization measures 
taken after the mid-1950s drastically changed the 
relationship between technique of production and 
unit of control. Nevertheless, a rough relation holds, 
so that if local industry is defined as all industry 
under the jurisdiction of provincial level government 
or below and of collective groups such as the agri 
cultural producers' co-operatives (APCs) and com 
munos, then it is generally true that (a) local 
industry is both less mechanized and smaller in scale 
than central industry; and (b), as one moves 
downward through the control hierarchy of local 
industry, from province to special district to h-siett 
(county) io hsiaruj (administrative village), and so 
on, the scale becomes smaller and the technique 
simpler.15 

As will become apparent, most of the informa 
tien considered here pertains to Kwangtung pro- 
vince in southern China, the province for which 
most material is available. Kwangtung has mam 
special peculiarities with respect to geographical 
features, resource base, population characteristics, 
language, history, and cultural and political evolu- 
tion. There is no intention of regarding it as re- 
presentative in any general sense of the country as 
a whole, lint some of the specific problems en- 
countered and of the policies applied in the indus 
trialization programme in Kwangtung do ha vii 
more general application. 

With the exception of the city of Canton, 
Kwangtung was industrially one of the less 
developed provinces of China before 1949, and 
what development there had beon was almost solely 
in light industry especially textiles manufacturing 
and agricultural goods processing. Furthermore, 
Kwangt.ung's natural advantages in the production 
of food grains, sub-tropical and tropical crops (its 
island   of   Hainan   and   the   contiguous   lieichou 

" l'iii.N TA i.i'N, "Local Inclusiry Take« a Big Stride 
Forward". Chungkuo ('hing nien. No. 7, April 1H58; 
translated in Selections from China Mainland Magatine» 
(SCMM), No. 134. 

peninsula is China's only tropical crop producing 
region) relegated it to the role of agricultural pro 
ducts provider in the first five-year plan (IWitt 
I9Ö7).16 In addition, Kwangtung lagged in its 
implementation of the land reform programme of 
the early 50s, not completing its re examination of 
agrarian reform results until the middle of 1954, 
so that prior to that time substantial leadership 
forces were not available for allocation to the 
industrial sector." 

All of these factors made for a difficult begin 
niug of industrialization in the province. The 
output of local industries recovered rapidly during 
the "rehabilitation'' period (1949 1952) mainly 
because of the return to over-all political stability ; 
but because of its preoccupation with rural matters 
the government did not turn any real attention to 

16 Titus, 15(1 "large-scale faeton*»" were newly built 
in Kwangtung Province from 1949 to 1957 at Un- province 
level or above, while a similar number of "«inali and 
medium enterprise«" were newly built by the special 
districts and hsirn. (Sanfang Jihpao, 11 July 1957). 

A division of tasks among difieren! levels of industry 
was suggested in 1958 on the following lines: (1) hiiang anil 
co-operative levels should establish factories primarily for 
self-use, small scale extractive and processing activities; 
(2) hsien level organs might operate: (a) "large-scale 
factories and mines which process concentrated resource«, 
and which the organs at hsiang level or the eo operative« 
are unable to operate"; (b) "manufacturing plants which 
supply simple equipment to telecommunications, trans 
portât ion, agriculture and the industries operated by the 
organs  at   the  hsiang  level  or  by   the  cooperatives"; 
(c) "enterprises which process local agricultural produce 
and sell on the local market, and which the organs at 
hsiang level or the co-operatives arc unable to operate"; 
(d) "other technically complex enterprises"; (3) adminis- 
trative district organs and above "may establish some 
industries with a decisive significance to industrialisation, 
such as the above norm raw-in ate rials industries extract 
ing iti a large area of concentrated resources, power 
industry, machine-building industry able to turn out 
enough machinery to equip local industry, industry pro- 
cessing agricultural produce but requiriug a high degree 
of technique, and other industries which the organs at 
hsien and hsiang levels are unable to operate". (Ho Cn'e, 
"Overall Planning, Division of Labour and Co-operation 
are Required in the Development of Local Industry", 
Peking 7'« Kuna Pao, 20 August 1958, in: Survey of the 
China Mainland Press [SCMP1, 1863). 

" See Li CHUNO-SIUU, "Kwangtung Province on the 
Hoad to Five-Year Plan Construction", Chin§-ohi Tao-pao 
(Economic Bulletin) No. 48, 7 Nov. 1955, in ECMM No. 
1»; also WANG CII'üANKUO (Kwangtung Industrial Bursau 
Director), "The Past Year's Accomplishments in Kwang- 
tung s Construction", iu Yang Kwang Jenmin (Rangoon 
People), 30 Dec. 1955; also specchi« by T'AO CHU, reported 
m Sanfang Jihpao, tì.lune 1963 (SCMP 625); 11 Aug. 1»£4 
(SCMP 970 s); 15 Aug. 1964 (SCMP 932-s); 1 Oct. 1065 
(SCMI1 1159); 24 Sept. 1056 (SCMP 1237-s); and T'AO 
CHI , The Tasks of the Party Organisation u, South 
China During the Nation s Five Year Construction Plan", 
Sanfang Jihpao, 31 Oct, 1963 (SCMP 703). 

" Sec Li SHKN CIONU, Director, Depart incut of Pro- 
paganda, South China Sub Bureau, Central Committee of 
OK Chinese Communist Party, report to the first Kwang- 
tung Provincial Congress of the New Democratic Youth 
League. 5 June 1953, Sanfang Jihpao, II June 1953 
(SCMP Ö2Ö). 
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the development of local industry until the second 
half of liti)!) I'oliey toward local industry then wax 
geared to the tank assigned to Kwangtung by the 
national five-year plan : to concentrate on the 
development of agriculture. The major industrien 
to receive attention were almost all in the light 
industry sector and included sugar refining, paper 
manufacture, silk weaving, jute textiles, food 
processing (including canned fruits, distilling of 
alcoholic beverages, rice milling and oil pressing), 
small-scale ship budding, agricultural implements, 
small-scale coal and iron mining, non ferrous metals, 
salt production, resin production etc. The electric 
[K>wer and machinery industrie» were considered 
to possess relatively strong foundations and there 
fore to require only adjustments permitting full 
utilization of existing capacity rather than a further 
expansion.1 s 

The existing industrial base at the beginning 
of the plan was weak and highly scattered. Incom- 
plete statistics for Kwangtung in 1963 counted 568 
factories owned either by the State or jointly by 
State and private interests. Statistics for öl2 of 
these showed a total gross production value of 
¥ 148,060,000. In addition, there were in 1953 
more than 4,000 private industrial enterprises 
employing over 10 persona, with total gross pro- 
duction value of over ¥ 590,000,00o.1» 

One of the main problems of the pre-plan years 
and of the beginning of the plan period was "blind 
expansionism". For example, 216 larger state and 
local public-private jointly-owned factories claimed 
to have increased their total production value for 
the first half of 1953 by 54 per cent as compared 
with the first half of 1952. Capital construction 
plans in Kwangtung for 1953 included some 300 
units of construction both large and small, 43 per 
cent of them in the industrial sector.*0 

" Sanjang Jikpao (report by TAO CHU), 15 Aug. 
1064, (8CMP 932-s). 

>• Nanfnng Jikpao, 18 Aug. 1953 (8CMP «77-s); 
WAN« CH'IIAN-KUO, "Development of China's Local In- 
ri uatry During 1966", Ta Kong Poo (Hong Kon«/, 1 Jan. 
1 956 (8CM P 1204). Yumn are «n the New People'« Currency 
adopted 1 March 1955 at the rate of one to 10,000 of the 
Old People's Currency. Foreign exchange rate« fluctuated 
in the early 1960s and are subject in any case to concep- 
tual difficulties, but recently the nominal yuan-1'8 dollar 
rate haa been 2.4Ö  I. 

For China as a whole in 1964 the total value of pro 
duct ion of local industry constituted about 67 per cent 
of total industrial production value. Forty per cent of 
all "means of production" were produced by local in- 
dustry, 70 per cent of all consumer goods (NFJP, 
10 Jan. I960, "Ti i-ko wu nien chi bua ch'i chien ti 
ti fang kung yeh" |Local Industry in the First Five-Year 
Plan Period]) 

»• Ku TA-TS'UN, "Report on Work of the Kwang 
tung   Provincial   People's   tioveninient",   (J kin a   h'tv* 
Sswics,   Canton,   29   Oct    1963   (8CMP   ttsl);   NFJP, 
21 Oct. 1963 (SCMP 072). 

Rapid expansion of output, combined with lack 
of governmental leadership and a private market 
m disarray because of the agrarian upheaval and 
the  anticorruption    "wu fan"   movement   m   the 
industrial wet or, leti to a proliferation of problems. 
Among the  most   common  complaint« were   the 
irrational   distribution   of   factories,   severe   dm 
location between materials supply, production and 
marketing, improper management, high production 
costs, poor quality, lack of standard «|M'citnations, 
high accident ra'e, and under utilization of equip 
ment   The sugar and coal industries wen» to  lie 
major targets of development in Kwangtung, yet 
throughout the central-south region of the country 
the rate of equipment utilization in these industries 
was put at only 50     HO per cent.*1 In kwangt img, 
factories producing gunny sacks and egg products 
shut down for lack of markets, and farm imple 
nients produced by many factories piled up in stock 
because of poor quality, high prices and unstiit 
ability to the needs of their local customers. Ideólo 
gical   problems   also   ensued,  as   cadres  in   then 
enthusiasm at the   prospect  of  rapid industriali 
/.ation and modernization found it difficult to accept 
policies emphasizing  agriculture and small,   local 
industries. They   adopted a  "cool and passive" 
attitude toward local industries and were reluctant 
to o})erate small and old faeton««, overlooking their 
importane« to agriculture and as adjuncts to larger 
enterprises." 

In the face of this situation, various readjust 
ment measures were decided on in the summer of 
1952, in »coord with which several hundred fac 
tories drew up readjustment plans towards the end 
of the year; but there the matter rested until a 
conference on Kwangtung local industry was con- 
vened in August 1953. This conference published 
plans for a comprehensive readjustment of industry 
over a period to extend until June 1954. Readjust- 
ment was to include the establishment of produc- 
tion quantity plans, sound management policies 
and a series of other reforms prior to transition to 
the stage of production and construction. Larger 
plants were to be dealt with first, and cities before 
rural areas. In particular, factories in the sugar, 
silk, machinery repair, construction materials, 
electric power and food processing industries were 
to receive priority attention. 

Progress was undoubtedly made in bringing 
some system and order to the local industrial net 
work as a result of these and subsequent rectification 
drives. Nevertheless, the impression remains that 

«' NJFi; IS Aug. 1988 (8CMP «77-s); Sew Ckina 
New» Agency (NCNA) 21 Nov. 1963 (8CMP 696). 

» XVNA. 21 Nov 1963 (8CMP 696); A/-.//', 
IM Aug. 1963 (8CMP «77-s). 
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the pressure lu  increase  |ii'(i(|iu'1iiiii alwa\s «>vci 
shadowed  desires  for great ci  off H ienc\     uml   that 
this order of priorities was reversed onl\   in (leriods 
of   great   . eteriorat ion   m   tin   t ohcsiv euess  of  tin* 
iii«lustnul s\ stein   Thin»  onlv two montliN after the 
liló.'f read pist nient campaign was announce). T HO 

<hu IIIIIMI an   \rtmg Secretan  m ti«'  Kwangtiiiig 
Provincial l'art \  < niiiinil t«>f) announced that  posi 
(IM- measures «civ to IM' taken to increase produc 
(ion in all enterprises which hail already ivadpisted 
ami that those which had not vet done so were to 
carry out     absolutely  necessary     reforms imiucdi 
atelv and later formulate plans for the    pi.iductioii 
increase   and   economy      drive-''   Yet    the   com 
plaints udirli had given iw to the readjustmrnl 
movement (H'isisted in the local press through lit.">7 

Despite the iron* pressures of conflicting oh 
jectives  a clear ami consistent policy position with 
regard to local industry evolved from the need to 
bring order and a MCIIMC of priorities to the chaotic 
conditiiuis m  which  local  industrial  growth   com 
menccd    The   guidili)*   principle   of   this   position 
which both pre dated and survived the t.reat l^eap 
Forward period   uas that of complementary rela 
fions lietueen central   large stale  and loral, small 
seal«- industry, uith prior riami to scarce resource« 
given to the former   It was strictly maintained that 
coni|M'titiou   for   such   resources  l>etweeii   the  two 
sectors should not ans.'   and that local, indigenous 
or semi mechanized techniques uere to supplement 
(rather than substitute for) modern mdiistr\    Local 
industry uas to concentrate upon producing    those 
industrial goods needed localis  or throughout the 
country    hut    which   cannot   lie   supplied    by   the 
central   state owned    industry   and   existing    in 
diiMtry " .** 

Heliind this principle uas the observation that 
widely scattered throughout tin country were low 
quality material resources which weir unfit to be 
exploited  on  a  large srale by  mechanized enter 
prises    and   which   in   any  event   tranH|M>rtation 
difficulties    made    inaccessible   to    the    rentre25 

Added to this was the indisputable fact that modern 
industry   by   itself   lacked   the  resources   to  fulfil 
the joint  needs dictated  by a rapid development 
programme and  increasing demand for consumer 
goods   For example, early in l!t."»7    leading indus 
trial departments     uere criticized for slackening 
leadership over the production of native paper in 

" T'\o  (in.  «ip.it.,   \h\ll'. Iti   Od.   I95:t  (SCMI' 
7i»:« i. 

21 WAS«, (II i <s Ki ¡i. ' l»iv«'l«ipiii«iit «>f Clona'* 
Local I uiliiHi i-\ 1 »urini; Ittno , Ta Àio«/ l'un (Moni; Kong) 
I .Ian   l!»5tì (SCMP  1204) 

'-•' l'or a Irai statement ut tlits |MIHIII<HI, set tin 
editorial in .Unmut -lihjKw, Il Aug. 1957. 

the belici this product Mould lie replaced quickly 
b\ machine made pa|»ci and thus had no future 
It uas therefor« reiterate«! that for a long tune to 
conic it will IH- IIII|>!>^ idle for machine mad«' paper 
to replace the native pa|ier on the eontrar\. 
native pa|M>r uill make up the shortage of machine 
made pa|»et In reply to the arguni'iit tiiat an 
extensión of native pa|»er production *ould reduce 
the amount of tau materials available to the mod 
ein sector it «as argued that the chat act eristic 
leat ore of indigenous inibisti \ was its ability to mob 
ili/.e local ra« materials, thus increasing the total 
stock available Furthermore native enterprise* 
uere urged to forego the um1 of IMIIIIHHI and hemp, 
reipurod by the mechanized sector in favour of 
miscellaneous straus. wheat stalks cotton plant 
skins, and other w tate  materials** 

Kven the famous backyard iron and steel 
campaign of the summer and autumn of IW5K, 
which has come to symbolize the local industry 
policy of the tireat l*<ap Forward was baaed on 
a view of modern and indigenous industry an mu 
tual ('«implements rather than salwtitutes It was 
in fart frankly  admitted that 

small and native iron smelting and 
steel refining furnaces are inferior in technique 
to large and medium scale modern layout*» . 
When we champion the construction of amali 
native enterprises a* the mainstay we ari' 
by no means opposed to the simultaneous 
building of large and medium scale ones These 
are high in efficiency and low in coat and it is, 
in fact, the objective of our technical revolu- 
tion to bring the national economy (including 
the iron and steel industry ) to a modern tech 
nieal  channel And  the  ultimate  tjroal  of 
our technical revolution is modern matta pro- 
duction". 

Hut modern iron and steel plants require complete 
sets of modern equipment, scarce building materi 
als (mainly steel products), and a core of technical 
iiersonnel Hence they can be established only by 
the central govornment, the province», the muni 
cipa litres or the autonomous regions. "This, on 
any extensive scale, is not feasible at the moment. 
Thus, the time is not yet ripe for the construction 
of large and medium scale modern steel and iron 
plants a« the mainstay.",T 

That   this  view  extended during the  (jreat 
licap to all local industry (which was then largely 

"  Ta   Untiti  I'm  edil..nal   (Peking),   22  Jan.   I»A7 
(SIMP 14117) 

27   hditorial in .hnmin .likpm, H Aug.  ItJÖ»*, "Hiinul 
lani.MiM I se .»I Native and Modern Methods is .Shortcut 
to   Fully   hevclniM'd   Steel  and   Iron   I ndu.it i y     (8CMI' 
1836). 
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commune  industry)  can   IM~  seen  fumi   a   rule of 
thllttlh   used   ut    (lie   1 till«*   to   I huMl'tl'IIH    local   III 
dim! rial   |N»lit'\        l(  foreign   (modern)   IN   I H mull ile 
thou foreign   if foreign i« not is moble, then unlive 
Of course modern met lusts were not attainable fur 
tin' nulluni* <>f Minuit enterprises which sprang tip 
during I lux |H'IKM1   In keeping with tin- principle of 
» omplemcutarit \    it   wan therefore reiterated that 
< <ililllimi«'  uiiiiiMtiA   iiiiint   lie MCM ri'liHiit    and   mimi 
develop its own material* ami raw  material» base, 
without    competing    wit It    modern    iiuiiiMtt \    fur 
scan* resources or reaching out  to the State for 
aid   The principle wan defined thus   where excess 
capacity   existed   in   the   «tale owned   large scale 
wet or, where raw  material« could IN- transported 
conveniently over large distances   and when' the 
commodity involved met the needs of a relatively 
large  area, ita  production should  l>e  undertaken 
to the fu Heat jKiaaible extent by Mate owned large 
weak* industry, but where the opposite condition* 
obtain«!, the job should Ire left to commune in 
duatry. Cotton, hemp and leather material« were 
suggested an examples of what wan to l>e assigned 
to the first category, thus «pinning, weaving and 
leather manufacturing were not to be undertaken 
by   the  communes.  The   "comprehensive  utiliza 
tion" of straws, and the processing of food grams 
and edible oils for village consumption were al 
located to the second category •" 

These examples are taken from an article pub 
lished in 11MJ1. As the modesty of the tasks which 
they assign to commune industry suggests, it had 
liecnme clear by that time that the principle of 
complementarity between modern and indigenous 
industries had been violated on a large scale In 
deed, the abandonment of the (»rcat l^eap was 
partly due to the major structural imbalances for 
which this violation was responsible. The scale 
of industrial activities undertaken by the communes 
was curtailed according to the principle of "use 
steel only for the cutting edge of a knife', which 
means we must devote our limited financial and 
material resources and manpower in a planned 
manner to the areas or projects where they are 
most needed". New construction was also sharply 
cut baok, and all projeots not approved and in 
eluded in the state plan were forbidden. The pro- 
|K>sition that local projects should use only locally 
available materials and capital and should not 
compete with the State was specifically dismissed 
by a Kwangtungeditorial as "this queer argument'". 
The editorial included a long analysis listing the 
numerous ways in which resources for extra-plan 
projects were obtained illegally or improperly, and 

" Article by l-i CHENU-JUI in Hung (Jk'i (Rod Flag). 
Apr. 1961. 

coni hided from tIHM WI« ran noe clearly that tlioae 
peuple claiming reliance on their own rem m ree* 
actually impair the Mate« interest» and thwart 
the completion of the piai mei I project» and the 
»nu M it h  progress of production    '* 

In  sum   up      indigenous     (f H  fu)   toi HIM   UM 

well ax other forms of technologically  »imple local 
industrien m <'hum wen- designed to expand under 
the constraint of refraining from com|s>tition with 
modern induci ry  for scarce resources   They   were 
to supplement the maximum efforts of the modem 
sector by mobilizing on a local scale those widely 
scattered   and   poor quality   materials  that   wer«' 
unsuitable for exploitation by technically *phiHti 
uatod   production  methods    The   mass hâtivement 
to build local industry during the (.real l/cap For 
ward   overstepped   these   bound*   and   interfered 
with the flow of resources to the modern sector 
However, despite severe restrictions on  local  in 
dust rial expansion of a very small scale,  lalsmr 
intensive kind since 1961, China continues to lay 
emphasis on the development of relatively small 
mechanized and semi-mechanized plants in several 
important industries.  A significant profsirtion of 
the greatly increased chemical fertilizer output of 
recent  years is produced  by the more than  H00 
small and medium fertilizer plants in the country 
as a whole.  Sinoe they  require little investment 
or technological skill they may be left to the admin- 
istration of local authorities, freeing the central 
government to concentrate on expanding or build 
ing new, large, sophisticated plants    ut ill the back 
hone of the industry as a whole *' 

In Kwangtuug's important sugar refining in 
dustry last year there were altogether some W) 
large, medium and small mechanized refineries 
and "several thousand" native sugar pressing 
shops. In 19H5, to remedy inadequate pressing 
capacity, Kwangtung chose to build seven new 
medium scale plants, each with a daily pressing 
capacity of 500 tons of cane.*1 

3.    HINDRANCES TO ìNDI STRIAI, KXPANSION 

It has become olear from the above discussion 
of  the   complementary   principle  that   materials 

•• NFJP, 15 Mav 1962 editorial; («CMP 2757) Of 
course a major reason why commune industry was cut 
back in I960 and 1961 was the agricultural crisis, which 
resulted partly from disastrous weather, but also troni 
such mistakes a« the excessive drain of labour out of 
agriculture in 1968 and 1959. 

»• Alexandra CLOSE, in Far Kattern Economic lieview, 
g Dec. 1980. 

*l Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), 26 Apr. 196«. 
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and raw matfi IMIH shortages have constituted a 
major holt l«>iicck lo more rapid expansion of IIKHI 

fin m. iiiHt r\ in ('hum Tin- Icmlcixv of agncult ural 
growth In lax IH'IIIIUI that of industry wan much 
commented on afl«<r IH.">> In order to deal with 
ihr resulting scarcitv of raw materials, various 
mean* ol substituting and e« on< miy.mg were urged, 
among win« li tli«' promotion of HIIIHII scale l«>«'al 
indiiHtrv   wan one of the IIIOKI   important 

In   l!t.r),r»   insufficiency  of   raw   matonaia  wan 
«•il ed a« the chief HOUIIC of difficulties HI plan ful 
filinenl    aiming    Kwangliings   larger   factorieH 3¿ 

The Hani«   rca*t»u was given for non fulfilincnt   h\ 
some Mil of th«' province's factories in the firHl half 
of Htfiti   The following year, there mire wuh'spread 
complaints   of   severe   shortages   of   coal,   copper, 
pa|H'i\   pig   iron,   electric   power   and   agricultural 
raw  material* in general.  KiitcrpriNca wem urged 
to «tecrcRHc  losses associated  with  transport  and 
Mtorag«', to collect old and waste iron and steel and 
other substitute and waste material«. Early in the 
>«'ar   I'co/iie'it   Ihnly   announced   that   "increases 
in the production of raw materials and economy in 
their use are the main as]K»cts of the programme of 
pruductioii increase and economy for the industrial 
departments tin« year".« The editorial  went  on 
to suggest th«- establishment of »inali coal and other 
mines, steel  plants, cement factories etc. to sup 
plenicnt the production of industrial material«   In 
August.     F«-ug l'ai chu,    the    Yice-(Jovernnr    of 
Kwangtiing. delivered an important s|ieech on the 
industrial .situation  in the province to the Sixth 
Session of the Kwangtung First People's Congress. 
He critici/.ed   the  previous  lack  of I«?ader8hip  in 
planning, organization and technique with res]tect 
to   expanding   small scale,   mass type   extraction 
activities,   and   recommended  the  local  develop 
ment of paiier production to circumvent the short 
ag«' of pulp in the mechanized paj>er mills, extend- 
ing the siiggeatioii to the production of porcelain 
and earthen\var«>, iron and steel, and other indus 
Hies.14 National  policy at  that tim«> was predic- 
ateti ou the conviction that 

;,i "Sixty Principal Fartoritw and Mine» in Kwang- 
tung Fulfil In«uthcicnU\ Well Their Plan» for May" 
S'F.il', lo' June H»5.r>. 

,:l Jvnmtii Jikpao, 17 Feb. ISIÖ7 (SCMP 1481). See 
also Kuan \ ii cui-cliuug liliali« chtmg-ch'ii wan-ch'eng 
ln> ihn no wan chYng 1957 nicu tueng-eh'an chi hua ti 
chih-xliih" ( Direct iv«> on Concentrating For««* to Struggle 
lo Fulfil ami Ov« i-fulfil the 1H57 Plan for Increased Pro- 
duction), issued 20 July 1H57 by th« Kwangtung Pro- 
vincial Committee of the ('«I» and  Provincial  People'« 
Council, XFJ1>, 2!» Julv 1957. 

34 Fi;N(i I'M «mi, "Kuaiig-tuug kung-veh aheug- 
«•h'aii ehien she ti chYng cliu yii tomi-tuai wVii-t'i" (On 
Accomplishment* and Existing Problema in Kwang- 
Uing'« InduKirial Production and Construction), NFJP 
10 Aug. 1967. 

"one of the new contradictions which 
emerge in the courue of industrial develop 
meut in ('lima finds manifestation in the in- 
ability of the raw materials industry to catch 
up with the neetls of the proteasing and manu 
facturing industries, the huiltlii.g construction 
industry and the livelihood IKHHIS of the 
people".*1 

The sugg«»ited solulion was lo establish medium 
and small hand operated mines for coal, iron, non 
ferrous metals, non metallic minerals, salt and 
sotla, to l>e o|M'rated by provincial, social district 
and Knien governments or by rilevai it handicraft 
producer co o|Kuratives, or even by the agricultural 
producer co operatives as skit» line enterprises. 

Thus one of the principal rtxits «if the Great 
lioap Forward strategy toward native tyiic local 
industry was a chronic shortage of materials antl 
raw materials, which !>ecanie increasingly severe 
over the first five year plan }>eriod The first mass 
movements of the Great Ijcap were designed to in- 
crease production of coal, iron and other «caree 
industrial materials by indigenous production, and 
to boost agricultural output by means of mass 
water conservancy construction project« and ex- 
tremely  labour-intensive  methods of cultivation. 

Similar policies continue to be implemented, 
although in attenuated form. For example, the 
rapid proliferation of small ammonium bicarbonate 
plants in China over the past few years has to some 
extent replaced the previous emphasis on ammo 
nium sulphate. The small plants that produce the 
former are said to require only pig iron rather than 
special steels, and to need less sulphuric or nitric 
acid, both of which are estenuai materials in de- 
fence production. 

Other strategic barriers to growth which the 
development of locai industry, if kept within the 
bounds of complementarity, is intended to circum- 
vent include the bottleneck in transport facilities, 
and the seasonality of labour supply. "By virtue of 
the location problem, plants may be operated at 
levels well below the optimum scale and yet have 
a competitive advantage over large plants which 
are located farther from the market"** or, it may 
be added, from raw material sources. The small, 
decentralized chemical fertilizer factories, for ex- 
ample, are rejiorted to have reduced wastage of 
their highly volatile products far below the level 

»• "A Contradictory Problem that mut be Solved 
in Industrial Development", Jtnmin Jikpao editorial. 
9 Aug. 1967 (8CMP 1696). 

*• "Plant Sue and Economic» of Scale", InduttriaHt- 
ation and Productirtty, Bulletin 8, p. 68 (United Nation« 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, New York. 
1964). 
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which occurs t hn>ii|/}i  the transport  nini si orage 
required by large, centralized plants 

The seasonal character of agriculture in ('hum 
imposes constraints on the a\ «liability ami uw< of 
lai «nit in industry (her the pawl I* years the inten 
situation of iiiHn alion, associated with increased 
irrigation,  multipli' cropping, af forent al ion   fértil 
izei applicai ion and land réclamation  han probably 
led lo increased  agricultural  labour requirements 
proportionate to population growth   The propor 
lion of 1 h«i year covered by "busy seasons" haw, if 
anything,   increased    Consequently,  if  idle rural 
labour lw to be used in industry, it  muni remain 
available for peak-seanon work in the fields ;17 The 
sugar refining and agricultural implement making 
industries,  among others, ha\e therefore worked 
out contract arrangements with agricultural com 
numen and their sub units to utilize agricultural 
labour during the slack season and return it to the 
fields during the heavy season. (Sugar manufactur- 
ing in particularly well adapted to this system, since 
the refining scnwon of Novemlier to May dovetailn 
nicely  with the busy  jieriod  in agriculture).   But 
the contract  system heavily influences industrial 
location, which in turn affects plant size and level 
of technique. 

All the above examples material« and raw 
materials shortages, transport and storage bottle- 
necks, seasonal labour requirements in agriculture — 
as well aw others that could be cited, fall into the 
category of conntraiuts which Chinese planners have 
associated primarily with resources available to the 
large-scale, technologically advanced sector of 
industry. The promotion of local industry of a 
small scale, primitive character was regarded as a 
means of avoiding these constraints, and thus 
increawing the total amount of resources mobilized 
and the total output produced. Where this estimât« 

" This Maternent refers not only to "disguised un- 
employment" but to open unemployment M well. Through- 
out the 1960's China had to combat "blind" migration 
of peasant» to the eities and towns, where they hoped 
to find industrial employment at incomes higher than 
those- they received on the farm. Because the pace of 
industrial development was insufficient to permit the 
employment of all migrants, a pool of unemployment 
continued to exist, and periodic campaigns were under- 
taken to return the unemployed to the countryside. Not 
only were there problems of providing for them in the 
cities and towns, but their labour was said to be required 
during the hepvv seasons in agriculture. Thus the problem 
was not that they produced nothing on the farms but 
that the price of their production and the income they 
earned did not reflect the relative scarcity of agricultural 
output. See, e.g. Kuangehou Jikpao (Canton Daily), 
« Dec. 1H66 (SCMF 1454). This article cites a spokesman 
for the Canton People's Council who complained about 
i lie large flow of labour into Canton from the surrounding 
countryside, which had "already caused a shortage of 
labour in rural areas. . . slowing down agricultural pro- 
duction iu these areas and adversely affecting the con- 
solidation of the agricultural producers' co-operatives". 

has proved seriously wrong, as pointed oui above, 
the leadership has id real cd m its local industry 
policy . in the minds of the planners the min- qiui 
rum of succesH m rapid industriali/al mu lias remain 
ed the growth of modern industry at a UIUMIIIUIU 

speed Hut their continued adherence lo a dualisti« 
strategy, although wit lini more realistic hounds, is 
evidenced hv the considerable reliance (hey con 
tiuue lo place on Minali and medium scale industry 
in many sectors 

The foregoing  haw all  related to the us«' of 
mixed technologies within given industries   How- 
ever, there ban also bien in China a pronounce«! 
and consistent correlation of advanced and back 
ward techniques respectively  with certain specific 
sectors. The guiding principle has been that those 
industrien which rank high in the planners' prefer- 
ence*    heavy industry in general, the defence in- 
dustry in particular, and imiiort ant exports    should 
be allowed to co-opt the supply of centrally mobil- 
isable resources  and to  monopolize the  modern 
technology available to the economy    which j>er- 
hapa explains why textiles, an increasingly impor- 
tant export item, has not been to the fore among 
local, native type industrien.  This has left lower 
priority sectors    particularly agriculture and con- 
sumer goods production    largely dependent upon 
small-scale local industry and handicrafts. 

In this respect also the (¿real Uap Forward 
was not so much a reversal as an intensification 
of past policy, designed to rwtify inadequate per- 
formance. As early aw August   l!»f»3 a Kwangtung 
conference on local industry directed that the policy 
be upheld of "serving the needs of increased produc- 
tion in agriculture  . ."** But this proved difficult 
to implement where neither a market nor adequate 
leadership was available to guide local industrial 
development, and where the glamour associated 
with modern industry made emphasis on meeting 
the needs of agriculture a difficult basis on which to 
rally cadre or mass enthusiasm. Thus, although 
Governor T'ao Chu observed in September  I »56 
that "the central authorities instructed us not long 
ago that all local industries had to serve agricul- 
tural production"3» a year later Nanfany Jiki*io 
was complaining that the province produced only 
13 types of agricultural tools in l»5.r> and that their 
production value was only 1.08 j»er cent of the total 
value of provincial local industry.• With neither 
centre nor localities providing adequate amounts 
of needed agricultural inputs, and with the inten- 
sity of cultivation growing, Chinese planners faced 

»• NFJl\ 18 Aug. 1963 
•• NFJP, 24 8ept. 1966 (SCMI* 1237). 

** NFJP, 16 Aug. I»66. 
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the choice of either implementing the intended 
role of local industry or tapping the modern sector 
to produce capital goods for agriculture. From this 
|H)int of view, the (Jreat I^uip represented an at- 
tempt to free the modern Hector from this responsi 
bility by in vesting greater energy and in drawing 
attention to the Mame policy of relying on local 
industry: "the heavy tank of agricultural mechani- 
zation and modernization will principally fall on 
the shoulders of local in«limtr> . . . The principal 
objective of the development of local industry it« 
the quicker development of agriculture."41 Only 
after the (ireat l^eap and in the throe« of an agri- 
cultural crini« was the modern sector tapped on 
a significant «cale to produce .igricultural inputs. 
Vet this in being accomplished partly by building 
networks of binali, local fertiliser plants, agricultur- 
al machinery factories etc. If and when this 
system is doomed extensive enough, there may be 
a return to the previous strategy. But the local 
industries now being constructed are larger and of 
a higher degree of technical sophistication than 
those of the (Jreat Leap j>eriod and before. 

4.     Nl'MMAK\ 

The simple model with which this pa{>er began 
explained the recourse to the simultaneous use of 
more than one technique of production in terms of 
the multiplicity of s]*eeific inputs required for the 
production of any given commodity; the uneven 
rate at which these inputs become scarce as the 

41 SFJi; 14 May IttftB. 

scale of production expands; and the different 
proportion« in which the inputs are requirod by dif- 
ferent techniques. It may be concluded that this 
explanation is applicable to the Chinese experience 
of the past 18 years, and in particular that the 
emphasis on technological dualism which ha« cha- 
racterized ('hiñese industrial policy has stemmed 
from these considerations. 

Despite the preoccupation of this pa|»er with 
the problems encountered in the course of devel 
opment and the policies undertaken to solve them, 
it should be remembered that the Chinese economy 
has grown very rapidly over most of the period 
since 194». For the decade of the 5(ls the average 
growth rate of national income was probably 
around 10 per cent per annum; for the first five- 
year plan period (1963-1057), from 7 to 8 per cent. 
The growth rate for industrial output during 
the first plan wu 14 to 16 per cent, and for the 
whole decade, 21 per cent per annum the world'« 
highest." 

it is especially in a situation of extended rapid 
growth that bottlenecks are apt to be encountered 
in raw materials, the transportation network, 
capital good« imports, specific skills etc. Hence 
the argument« for a multi-technique strategy 
might seem to be stronger in a context of continuous 
rapid growth, weaker in one of slow growth or 
stagnation. 

41 The magnitude of the Utter rate is due in part 
of course to the war-torn, deprewted »tate of the economy 
in 1950 and the »bore-trend level of industrial production 
during the Groat Leap Forward at the end of the decade. It 
•houra therefore not be taken to represent the long-term 
growth potential of Chinese indunlry. 
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BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY: 

EXPERIENCE OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

Alexander  Woroniak, Catholic  University of America,  Washington, D.C., United States of America 

IN THE TWO DECADES following the Second 
World War, a major change occurred in the evolu- 
tion of economic thought. Dynamic and contro- 
vergial problems of economic growth were thrust 
upon the new generation of economists, as suddenly 
every nation waw painfully pressed to reconstruct, 
to broaden, and to diversify its economy in order 
to meet the needs of an increasing population. 
With the help of two post-war prodigies, applied 
mathematics and the computer, economists forged 
powerful analytical tools and instruments of eco- 
nomic policy. The concept of economic planning 
and a new set of institutions involved in develop- 
ing a national economic policy became the subject 
of vigorous research. It seems that economic 
science to some degree abandoned its dogmatic 
position« in favour of empirical approach, scien- 
tific analysis of facts, and concrete policy recom- 
mendations. Possibly the fact of the rapid recovery 
of many countries, despite their devastated in- 
dustrial plants, focused attention on the importance 
of technological knowledge and the role of its dif- 
fusion and transfer in the growth of output. Un- 
doubtedly, however, Jacob Sohmookler is correct 
in saying that "it was our renewed interest in 
economic growth that led to the rediscovery of the 
importance of technological progress".1 

Out of many aspects of technological progress, 
the transfer of technology - its forms, channels, 
and finally development of national and interna- 
tional policy with the role and the attitude of 
government clearly delineated- is not only new 
to the economists but is abo controversial, chal- 
lenging, and poses serious problems of identifica- 
tion, quantification and analysis. I stress the role 
of government, because in both Soviet-type and 
Western-type economies the central government 
supports the bulk of the scientific and technological 
activity ; the way in whioh it does this will have a 
large impact on the process of technology trans- 
fer. The director of the Institute of  Economics, 

1 Jacob SCHMOOKLM, "Technological Change and 
Kconomio Theory", Anmiean Eeonemie fi««««, Vol. 66, 
May ltWS. p. 33«. 

USSR Academy of Sciences, L. (¡atovskii,* clas- 
sified the planning of scientific and technical 
progress as the most lagging link in the whole 
complex of national economic planning, whereas 
it should have been the leading link. Another 
Soviet eoonomist8 in a recently published book 
bemoans the fact that there does not exist at 
present in the Soviet Union one institution engaged 
in the scientific study of the total complexity of 
problems of managerial economics of production. Of 
course numerous organizations devote their effort to 
specific problems, but not one attacks the problem 
holistically with the aid of modem analytical tools 
and data collected by specific research. The same 
author concludes that technical revolution of 
administrative and managerial work is the only 
possible solution to the crucial problem posed by 
the contemporary production process -control 
and analysis of operations. 

1.   FACTORS AFFECTING THE TRANSFER OK 

TECHNOLOGY 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some 
significant factors that seem to affect favourably 
or adversely the paoe and the direction of techno- 
logical progress in the Soviet Union, and to indi- 
cate obstacles that institutional milieux might 
cause to the rapid progress of technology. The pa- 
per is not planned to present a full picture of tech- 
nological transfer and innovative process in the 
USSR. Neither will an attempt be made to evaluate 
the efficiency capabilities (the merit) of the Soviet 
economy relative to Western economies in making 
effective use of opportunity for technological 
change, and consequently efficiency growth. 

First, however, a few concepts and terms will 
l>e briefly identified. The concept of technology, 

» KkonomicUthof« Qazeta, Vol. 48, 1W5, p. 5. 
» 8.  A.  LEHHKAIA, Krufooborot i Obont (Hmheheü 

vmmykk  Fondov v SSSK,  (Moaeow)  ltd.   My*l, 
pp. 184-217. 
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of course, includes not only machines and physical 
tools, but alno the organization and systematiza- 
tion of ways of doing things. In this broader sense, 
principios of management by exception, when 
embodied in an organization, are just as much 
technology as a turret lathe. Transfer of technology, 
as distinct from diffusion, incorporates an addi- 
tional, specific element: action of a planned and 
purposive type. "The purposivoness manifests 
itself by conscious, predetermined effort and com- 
mitment of resources to transplant technology 
from one country to another, or from one use to 
another."4 Two types of technology transfer are 
usually distinguished which Harvey Brooks has 
labelled vortical and horizontal.5 The first refers to 
a transfer "along the line from the more general to 
the more specific" -the progression of technology 
from science to final product. This is a process by 
which new scientific knowledge or "state of art" 
becomes embodied in a technological system, and 
by which the confluence of several different and 
apparently unrelated techniques leads to a new 
technology. Horizontal transfer occurs through the 
adaptation of a technique from one application to 
another, e.g. military or space to civilian, or from 
one country or locale to another through technical 
assistance to less-developed nations. 

The prominent role of investments in phys- 
ical and human capital as major determinants of 
the capacity of a society to absorb or transfer 
technology and to stimulate development of new 
technology is hardly disputed, although the con- 
t roversy as to which factor is more important causes 
many heated disputes. A preliminary study of 
Japanese experience and data,6 points out that 
the absorptive capacity, at least in the case of 
Japanese introducing technology from abroad, 
would seem to depend mainly on the complex of 
variables representing the educational and tech- 
nological levels, totality of effort in science and 
research, foreign contacts, and action of govern- 
ment (such as stimulating technological borrowing 
by well-planned depreciation policies). If the 
data on technical and educational levels and on 
capital expendit ures to raiso the technological 
level in various countries are compared with 
those on the speed of technological  progress or 

4 See Danni I.. SPF.NCKR ¡mil Alexander WOROXIAK 
(ed«.), Trarmfer of Technology to Developing Nation», New- 
York, I'raeger, M»«7, p. 186. 

6 Harvey BROOKS, -'National Science Policy ¡mil 
Technology Transfer", paper read before the Conference 
on Technology Transfer, Washington, U.C., Iti Mav 19««, 
pp. 2-3. 

• Daniel I.. SPEMK« anil Alexander WOROXIAK, The 
Feasibility of Developing Transfer of Teclinoloirv Func- 
tions", hyklon, Vol. 20, fase. 2, 1907. 

transfer and with the rates of economic growth, it 
would seem that other factors, in addition to capital 
and manpower, affect indirectly the rate of growth 
and directly the innovative and absorptive capac- 
ity. Possibly the most important among these 
other factors is business organization and manage- 
ment. It seems to affect critically the process of 
technological assimilation -the blending of import- 
ed and indigenous (or new and old) technology— 
that breeds a new technological mix suitable to 
the institutional set-up, market structure, and 
factor endowment of a particular economy. In 
my opinion the Soviet experience supports tho hy- 
pothesis that business organization and manage- 
ment are of importance in shaping the peculiarities 
of technological transfer and in creating certain 
bottlenecks and problem areas. 

Vnedrenie novoi tekhniki—the introduction of 
new technology, regardless of whether indigenous 
or foreign, whether in the form of an invention of 
a new technique or of the transfer of an existing 
one—is a standard slogan in the Soviet Union to- 
day. Technological progress is practically singled 
out as the moving force that will eventually bring 
society to the threshold or realization of the idea 
of distribution according to needs. Consequently, 
as Gregory Grossman aptly observed, a new social 
technique has been developed: the routinization of 
innovation and the routinization of economic 
growth. "Virtually everything connected with the 
process of economic growth—the accumulation of 
society's saving, capital formation, education and 
training, invention, research and development, 
dissemination of technological information and the 
massive take-over of technology from abroad— 
has been centrally organized and planned and sub- 
jected to standardized, repetitive, routine methods 
and procedures."7 

An illustration of such routinization, in the 
particular case of the information flow, is presented 
in figure I. 

A very complex, uniform system of documen- 
tation, classification, and rendering information 
on foreign and domestic technical and scientific 
data has been created,8 that is in its way unique 
in the world's experience. The financing of the in- 
troduction of new technology and of the expansion 
of the physical capacity is another example of 
routinization. Capital investments, which recently 

' Gregory GROSSMAN, "Innovation and Information 
in the Soviet Economy", American Economic Review, 
Vol. 56, May 1966, p. 118. 

8 At the beginning of 1967 the Council of Ministers, 
1'SSR, accepted a resolution "On tho All-Union System 
of Scientific-Technical Information", see: Ekonomiches- 
kaya (¡meta. Vol. 34, No. 13, Mar. 1967, p. 13. 
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accounted for about one third of the gross national 
product, are centrally planned and distributed, 
with the exception of a small part of profit left at 
the dinposal of enterprises. Investment is considered 
not only as a propellant of rapid growth but as 
the conveyor of technology into the economy. A 
general view among Soviet economists is that capital 
intensity is directly related to labour productivity,9 

and that technical progress is identical with elec- 
trification, mechanization, automation, moderni- 
zation of equipment, and "chemicalization". 

2.    ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF 

PRODUCTION 

Although Soviet technological progress is 
undoubted and its technological achievement 
praised,10 certain paradoxes, bottlenecks, contrasts, 
and inconsistencies require explanation and proper 
corrective action. One can hardly look for explana- 

9 M. KAKOVSKII estimates that new technology em- 
bodied in automated and modernized equipment accounts 
for 60 per cent of the increase in labour productivity. The 
remainder is equally divided between organizational in- 
novations and improvement in the quality of labour 
through both education and learning-by-doing. See: "Naz- 
revshie Zadachi Mekhanizatsii i Avtomatizatsii Proiavod- 
stva", Kommunist, No. 2, 1962, p. 33. 

tion on economic grounds, however, because of the 
high commitment of resources to technological 
advancement, an adequate technical and scientific 
base, and a well-educated labour force. Peter Wiles 
stresses "one specifically Communist investment 
policy which is a definite advantage: they try to 
use all educated people, and to educate only for 
use".11 Thus the explanation must be sought in 
institutional set-up, particularly in business organi- 
zation and management of production process. In 
fact, since 1957 the Soviet managerial apparatus has 
been continually and intensively in search of effec- 
tive organizational forms, of a better balance be- 
tween centralization and decentralization, between 
territorial and branch organizational structure and 
control. 

Published Soviet data indicate the declining 
efficiency of capital investment during the current 
seven-year plan. This is shown in tables 1, 2 and 3. 

10 Por a critical view aee Michael BORETSKT, "Com- 
parative Progress in Technology, Productivity, and Eco- 
nomic Efficiency: U.S.S.R. versus U.S.A.", in United 
States Congress, Joint Economic Committee, New Direc- 
tions in the Soviet Economy: Studies Prepared for the 
Subcommittee on Foreign Economie Policy, Part II-A- 
Economic Performance, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1966, 
pp. 155-185. 

11 P. J. D. WILES, The Political Economy of Com- 
munism, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 
1962, p. 328. 

TABLE 1.   GKOWTII OF CAPITAL ASSETS AND OF NATIONAL INCOME, 1958-1965 

1958 
Growth (1950  = 100) 

iato 1993 1984 

National capital assets (including 
cattle)      210 254 

National income       229 265 
RHííO of growth of national income 

to growth of national capital assets     1.10 1.03 0.92 0.92 

337 
311 

367 
340 

1915 

405 
361 

0.89 

^Äo^^K'i-R1""•1 *tUdr °' the Kc0nomic Köectivene» of Production", VctnUc 

TABLE 2.   CAPITAL INTENSITY OF NATIONAL INCOME, 1969-1965 

Increase of natio- 
nal income, in 
comparable pri- 
ces — thoun- 
and millions of 
rouble«   .... 

Capital invest- 
ment«, in com- 
parable price* — 
thousand   mill- 
ions of roubles  . 

Capital intensity . 

1959 

9.« 

20.8 
2.2 

I960 1981 1962 1963 1964 1965 

10.6 

22.6 
2.1 

10.0 

23.9 
2.4 

9.0 

25.5 
2.7 

6.8" 

27.4 
4.0 

16.1 

31.0 
2.0 

11.6« 

33.4 
2.9 

•Probably due to bad harvests. 
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TABLE 3.   EFFECTIVENESS OF PRODUCTION 

fin percentages) 

Attragt Annual 
Growth 

19Í1-S6    Hit-SO    1981-et    IV6I    Si 19«« 

Gros« national output  108 1S4.6 137             6.5           8.0 
Capital asset« of all sectors  163 1S7.6 159            0.7            8.0 
Gross industrial output  186 164 151             8.6           8.6 
Capital assets of industry  178 169 169          11.1 

Increase in output per 1 per cent 
growth of capital assets (annual 
rates): 

Total economy  1.07 0.96 0.67        0.67          1.0 
Industry  1.07 0.94 0.77        0.77           - 

Labour productivity : 
Industry  149 137 126            4.6           5.0 
Agriculture: 

Collective farms  1S7 186 118            3.4       l12ft 

State farms  186 127 106            1.0       I   *' 

Average annual growth : 
Capital assets per worker  7.3 6.8 7.1 
Electro-energy per worker  7.8 5.7 7.1 
Labour productivity  8.3 6.5 4.6 

Source:   H.    KBINMAH,   "Nauohno-Tekhnlcheekll  Progrès - Vaihnietahee   Ustorie   I'iivyalMinllii 
Kffektlvnosti ProisvndatTk", Vopront Kktmomiki, No. 4, Apr. I907. pp. 88 -8». 

According to Professor Notkin" and other 
Soviet economists the return on capital assets has 
declined in recent years: for the whole economy 
by 9 per cent; in industry by 4 per cent; in agri- 
culture by 21 per cent; and in construction by 11 
per cent. The problem is serious, as about 55 per 
cent of total investments in the production sector 
fall under the category of capital assets. Particularly 
in the agricultural sector the only effect of capital 
investment was some saving of labour resources; 
the increase of output was negligible. In 1962 the 
equipment of agricultural labour with energy in- 
creased by 11 per cent, labour productivity rose by 
3.5 per cent, and real output by 1.1 per cent. How- 
ever, a British journal commented that "there is 
some correlation between the slowdown in Soviet 
economic growth and the improvement in the qual- 
ity of ecoi omic thinking"." 

The pi iblems have already been in existence 
for some time, but at present they have been made 
worse by the increasing complexity of the Soviet 
socio-economic system, by the diminishing ability of 
the system to mobilize resources by political means 
rather than by economio incentives and persuasion, 
and to some extent by the high level of sophistica- 
tion of Soviet technology, whioh limits borrowing 
innovations from abroad. It is not surprising that 
leading points of the  new five-year plan  are: 

11 Planovoe Khotiaittvo, June 1964. 
13 EconomUt, 30 May 1964. 

acceleration of technological progress, a»creasing the 
effectiveness of investments and of labour input, 
and closing the gap between industrial and agricul- 
tural rates of growth. At the end of 1965 the econom- 
io reform14 was announced, and by the third 
quarter of 1966 the management and control of 
approximately 700 enterprises have been converted 
to the new system, whioh presumably stresses 
economic rationality and economic principles of 
management.1* 

The concept of business and industrial manage- 
ment organization is complex, and only major 
aspects that are particularly noticeable and sig- 
nificant in the Soviet Union are listed below : 
(1)   Financing (source) and management of re- 
sources committed to the advancement of technological 
progress (research and development expenditures) : 

(i) Centralized versus decentralized financ- 
ing. 

(it) Whether the chief carriers of the research 
and development activities are separate 
and independent research institutes, uni- 
versities, or plant laboratories, and the 
closeness of staff and research to the 
production line. 

14 For discussion and a preliminary evaluation of the 
eoonomic reform see the series of ten pamphlets by leading 
Soviet economists, EkonomUty o Novoi KhoziaUtvmnoi 
B$fom$ v 888K, Moscow, Isd. Ekonomika, 1966. 

» Ekonomickvkaya Oattta, Vol. 84, Mo. I. Jan. 1967. 
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(Hi) (¡overnment guidance and control. 
(iv)  Risk-bearing and incentive» to innova 

five activities and to the introduction of 
new producta. 

(2) Organizational setup affecting the decision a* 
whether 01 n/ot to introduce (transfer) the new terh 
noloiff/ : 

(i) Considerations of economic, engineering, 
political, and other nature. 

(ii)   Determination of economic effectiveness, 
computation of costs and returns of new 
technology. 

(Hi) (¡ostation period    factors affecting the 
lag between an innovation and its appli 
cation and spread. 

fir)  Existence of a market, or ability to de 
velop one, for the product of new tech- 
nology. 

(3) Pricing of new products: 
(i) Considerations affecting pricing policies 

(producer goods versus consumer goods, 
foreign trade considerations etc.). 

(ii)  Pricing of new equipment and the pro- 
ductivity problem. 

(4) Quality control : 
(i) Standardization of production. 

(ii) Decentralization of technological service. 
(Hi) Spread and effectiveness of quality con- 

trol measures. 
(iv) Role of the foreman. 

The limited scope of this paper does not permit 
comment on all of these aspects. 

3.    RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT AND THE INTRO- 

DUCTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Jn 196f> over 2.6 million workers in the Soviet 
Union were engaged in research and development; 
including post-graduate students (aspirants) and 
engineers at plants working as designers or re- 
searchers; the total in 1967 reached 3.3 million. The 
total expenditure on science and research, includ- 
ing the cost of construction of i^ewfacilities,reached 
almost nine thousand million roubles, which 
amounts to 4 j>er cent of the national income or 
one fifth of the total capital investment in the 
USSR." At a recent meeting of the USSR Academy 
of Seionces, L. (¡atovskii stressed that whereas in 
I960 about f>7 per cent of research personnel in 
the United States worked for industrial corpora- 
tions, in the Soviet Union less than 2 per cent 

14 V.  SoMiNSKii,  KkonomicheKkaya Gaietu, Vol.  114, 
No. 10, Mai. 1»67, pp. 7    8. 

wore employed by enterprises. Practically all 
Soviet research manpower works for the research 
institutes and has little if any contact with the 
concrete problems of production and profitability. 
Remoteness from the production line, poor organi- 
zation, and the bureaucratic nature of the planning 
and control of the activities and (»¡»rations of 
research institutes result in low productivity of 
research and parallelism, and explain why tech- 
nical rather than «conomic considerations are 
guiding the selection of projects and design of 
equipment.17 Lack of technical help and proliferation 
of meetings are said to be among the reasons why 
scientific }>crsonnel spend less than half of their 
time on actual research. Determination of the 
effectiveness of research work and of the productiv- 
ity of scientific personnel raises complex problems, 
which until very recently have not even been dis- 
cussed in Soviet literature. Oddly enough, on the 
average, the salary of an engineer switching from 
production to research would be cut by almost 20 
per cent, and many leave rosoarch jobs for teaching 
positions where pay is much better. Inadequate re- 
wards for successful research and an almost com- 
plete lack of risk-sharing by the institutes or wor- 
kers result in the misdirection of an enormous 
reservoir of well-trained and talented manpower. 

The complex relationships between resoarch 
institute, producer of new equipment, and user of 
machinery are complicated by rather limited 
channels of direct communication between pro- 
ducer and user. From the point of view of the user, 
exjwnditures for new machinery equal zero under 
the existing system of economic accounting (this 
presumably will be changed with the introduction 
of payment for the capital assets allocated by the 
State to the enterprise). On the other hand, the 
producer is forced to aim at the highest possible 
price for new equipment so as to cover higher pro- 
duction costs and to maintain the level of profit- 
ability. 

Since September 1965 the index of profit- 
ability has become the basis for allocations of profit 
to the enterprise fund and will consequently affect 
bonuses, awards and other incentives. A number 
of enterprises that switched to the new economic 
system in 1966 reported difficulties in the adoption 
of new technology caused by the disorder due to 
the pricing of new equipment out of line with the 
productivity increases.1* 

" I\ D. SHOSHMIN and V. A. ¡SIICIIERBAKOV, Plani- 
rovanie v Nauchno-IssledovateVskiskh Itutitutakh i Kon- 
struktorskikh Biuro, Moscow, Izd. Mashinostrocnie, 1964. 

19 A. RAKHI.EEV and R. TIKIDEHIEV, "Opyt Iapol'so- 
vaniia Proiivodstvennykh Pondov v Novykn Usloviiakh 
Khoziaistvovaniia",   Vosproêy Ekonomiki, No. 11,  1966. 
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TABLE 4.    OBOAMIBATIONB   ENOAOED   IN   PROJKCTINO    AMD PLANNING   CANTAL 
CONSTBUOT10N, 1960 AND 1966 

(at befinning of year) 

Type of organization 1**0 /#«* 

Total  1.092 1,343 
Organisations subordinated to tiw Council of Minutera of 
Union Republic«  712 5*9 

under Councils of national economy (Bovnarkhoiy)       . 211 41 
under ministries  357 390 
under local authorities  144 98 

Organisations subordinated to the ministries of the U88R 380 814 

Source: Vêêtnik StatitUki, No. 8, 1B85, p. 81. 

TABLE 6.    INNOVATIONS, BATIONALIEATION AND TECHNICAL FBOURESS IN THE SOVIET 
NATIONAL ECONOMY, 1940—1964 

Iti» ins 11*4 

Innovation* and rationalization in national economy 
Number of proposals received      591,000 387,000     4,053,0011 
Number of innovations and rationalisation 

proposais applied to production      202,000 165,000     2,761,000 
Total annual savings resulting from application 

of proposals (müUon rouble»)        90 125 1,774 

Mechanization of labour intemivc and heavy work (in percentage») 

In coal mining industry: 
coal cutting       0.1 0.1 64.3 
coal loading       — — 79.9 

In timber industry : 
timber cutting  - — **•* 
delivery of wood to storage area  5.6 2.1 95.5 
removal of wood  31.8 26.9 98.8 

In construction industry: 
earthwork  »0.0 54.0 97.0 
pla»terwork  7.0 9.0 59.0 
paintwork  25.0 39.0 67.0 

Source: VeMnik StatMiki, No. 1, 1965, p. 74. 

Many case« of a reoent rúe in production cost« only,  that   of  capital construction,   over   1,300 
as a result of the introduction of new equipment, agenoies were in operation, 
particularly fully automated production lines, were Tables 5 and 6 show Soviet data on techno- 
caused not only by defioiences in the design and logical transfer and innovation, 
production of new equipment but also by dif- 
Lent wage-levels of producer and user." In the It would seem from table 6 that the bulk of 
constructTn of new facilities, under the present innovational activity is ni the form of modenma- 
system of economic accounting neither the plan- tionof equ^ment Themodernizaton of ma^h nery 
IÜW and designing agency nor the management » considered in the Soviet Union to be effective if 
of fhe plant being constructed is stimulated to productivity increase, by 20-30 per centJa 
apply the most effective and economically justified analys» of 6 800 T?»«*^*• "^ 
technique. All problems are simply reduced to the showed that ordy m 62 pe^cent were there «y 
size of the limits of an approved estimate of the increases in productivity. Of that   52 per cent size oi ine mu» m          FF ^^ ghowed ftn mclIwgB 0f 5 per cent or 
construction costs. lesafl 8 P«r cent showed an increase of from 6 to 

The  proliferation   of  agencies  involved   m 1Q        wnt; ,3 per cent gh(med an increftBe 0f 
innovation and technological transfer is illustrated ^^ u to 2o per cent; and 5 per cent showed an 
by table 4. At the beginning of 1965, in one sector .^^ of oyer 2(j ^ ^ 

A similar study of the expenditure« of machine- 
»• A.MATLIK, TekhniehetkUProgreuiTêmy Maehin,      .««      plants on modernization disclosed that 

Moscow, Isd. Ekonomika, 1966. u 6 r 
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between 1061 and 1983 outlays increased by 78 per 
cent, but the overall productivity of the machinery 
declined from 14 to 10 per cent.*0 

Heavy expenditure« on modernization are in- 
dicative of the age of some Soviet machinery ami 
equipment. Table 7 shown, for instance, the age of 
metal-cutting and forging-pressing equipment. 

Soviet economists estimate that in 1963, 2 mil- 
lion worker« were employed, 800,000 machine tools 
used,  and   2.5   million   machine-hours  spent for 

2U A. CHKRNYI, "(1 riitiiirovanii i l'chute Moderni, 
zalsii Oborudovaniin", \rstnik Statititiki. No. 11. l!l(Mi, 
pp. 73-74. 

repairs and modernisation. This effeotive use of 
resouroes is paralleled by the replacement and 
amortization policies, as well as by the existence 
of numerous unspecialized shops, using antiquated 
hardware, which are permitted to ojwrate next to 
very efficient and modern facilities. Table 8 shows 
that 55 per cent of iron-producing enterprises pro- 
duce less than 1,000 tons of iron castings. Out of 
100 machine-building plants, 99 produce their own 
cog wheels, 71 their iron castings, 57 their non- 
ferrous castings, and 84 their die castings. The level 
of specialized production of instruments in the 
Soviet Union does not exceed 25-30 per cent of 

TABLE it.    INTRODUCTION OK NEW TECHNOLOGY IN INDUSTRY, 1958-1960 

I9Ö8 

Development of new types of machinery and 
equipment '.   .        2,051 

Inst «nation of jiutoniiitic, semi-automatic and 
mechanized conveyer production lines   .   .   .        1,545 

Modernization of equipment in machine building 
Plants      42,000 

Source: l estuile Statistiki, No. 2, 1H6I, pp. M -3ii. 
« Approximate figure. 
1 Minimum figure. 

19Í9 19t0 

2,265 2,500° 

1,764 2,800» 

54,000 70,000" 

TABI.K 7.   AGE OF MKTAI.-CUTTING AND FORGING-PRESSING EQUIPMENT 

(percentage») 

,.        .                                               . Age of equipment 
1 upe of equipment and year               Urn than 10 years      to - SO years          Over 20 years 

Metal-cutting machine tools 
19*°             71 13 16 
1988             40 42 18 
198»             49 30 21 
1962             57 20 23 

Forging-pressing equipment 
1M<>             «7 15 18 
1988            43 38 19 
1988            53 27 20 
1962             62 19 19 

Source: U. A. PitciiKNBKll, fremiti i Trud, p. 188. 

TABLE 8. 
GROUPING OF IRON-PRODüCINO INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES BY VOLUME OF 

ANNUAL OUTPUT OF IRON CASTINGS, 1961 

Volume of 
annual output 
(thousands of 

tons) 

IJ6M than I 
1-3 
3-5 
5-10 

10-25 
25-50 

over 50 

X umber of 
enterprises 

(as percentage 
of total) 

Percentage »hare of 
output produced by 

various type» of moulding 

54.6 
25.6 
6.« 
5.9 
4.2 
1.6 
1.3 

Output per      . . Cost of 

vrzpztz 'SSÄ- NSí„ ton 

hand 

95 
82 
63 
53 
44 

3J 

machine 

5 
18 
37 
47 
56 

65 

percentage of group producing over 
50,000 tons of costinas 

24 

37 

50 
60 

100 

Source: Vestnik Statistiki, Nu. 1, 1963, p. 13. 

26 238 
1 205 
35 200 1 190 
51 152 
59 131 
100 100 
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total output, whereas in the  United States over 
70 per cent is produced in specialized plants.*1 

Soviet studies emphasize the long period of 
gestation of new technology. The development and 
adoption of Buch simple machinery as cultivators 
or ploughs that do not require specially trained 
labour usually take from five to seven years; in 
the ease of complicated machinery the period 
extends to ten years, in the meantime the para- 
meters underlying the rationale for the adoption 
of the new machinery become obsolete.22 The Soviet 
organizational structure evidently permits long lags 
between the beginning of the construction of new 
facilities and the time when they reach their full 
operational efficiency. At the end of 1964 the un- 
completed construction projects reached 27,000 
million roubles—one seventh of the national in- 
come. A study of 600 projects in Siberia disclosed 
that the average lag is between five and seven 
years. However, longer periods are common; the 
case of Cherepovetz metallurgical plant gained well- 
deserved notoriety, for there was a lag of eighteen 
years between the start in 1949 and the completion 
in 1967.23 

A study conducted by the Moldavian Institute 
for Planning and Projecting of Construction dis- 
closed that in numerous cases the introduction and 
transfer of new technology did not bring expected 
results. The main causes are: unusually long 
gestation period, déficiences in design, failure of 
new technology to blend with the conditions of 
production, absence of demand for the new output, 
and inadequate or faulty preliminary analysis of 
the economic effectiveness of the innovations. The 
Institute found that many of the enterprises do not 
calculate the effectiveness and many do it incor- 
rectly. Often the volume of output is left out, 
necessary additional investments are not included, 
the reduction in semi-variable costs due to the 
change in volume is classified as a benefit from the 
new technology, and some variable costs are 
omitted.*4 

There is no agreement either in official pro- 
nouncements or in professional literature as to the 
proper methodology and technique of determining 
the effectiveness of new technology. In some 
respects official pronouncements lack theoretical 
and practical foundation; various problems, par- 
ticularly the impact of the time factor, an» trentini 
incompletely. What is important for practical 
results is the fact that both the index of effective- 
ness and the pay-back (or recoupment) period are 
determined by the relationship between capital 
investments and cost reduction. In the reality of 
business transactions and economic accounting, 
capital investments are de facto separated from 
cost reduction. The full-scale introduction of pay- 
ments to the State for capital assets assigned to 
enterprises might bring a considerable change here. 

Another characteristic of Soviet business 
organization is the low level of mechanization of 
the auxiliary services, in which about 9 million 
workers are employed, including 3.2 million engaged 
in maintenance and repairs. The causes are: the 
great quantity of antiquated equipment, the low 
quality of new equipment, and the lack of cen- 
tralized and specialized repair services. In the 
Altai tractor plant 171 auxiliary workers provide 
services for 100 production workers. Between 1959 
and 1962 the total number of workers in the Soviet 
Union increased by 15 per cent; but the number 
of storekeepers and packers went up by 25 per 
cent, and of transport workers and riggers by 
40 per cent.28 Table 9 suggests that only a fraction 
of machine-time is actually used for the machine- 
work during one shift. The utilization of machinery 
rarely oxoeeds 40 per cent of the shift time and 
deteriorates with subsequent shifts.26 On the 
average, time used for the auxiliary operations and 
for idle runs—particularly in the case of machinery 
with non-automatic work cyole—exceeds the pro- 
cessing time. 

4.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

** I. V. MAEVSKH, Tekhnicheakii Progregs i Rost 
Proizvoditel'nosti Trucia, Moscow, lad. Ekonomicheskoi 
Literatury, 1963. 

•• M. I. GoRiACHKiN, "Ekonomicheskie Printsipy 
Osnovnykh Napravlenii i Tekhnicheskogo Progressa 
Sel'sko-Khoziaistvennoi Tekhniki", in Vsesoiumyi Nauch- 
no-Issledovatel'skii Institut Ekonomiki Sel'skogo Kho- 
ziaistva, Doklady i Soobshcheniia, No. 29, Moscow, 1966, 
pp. 3—12. 

** V. D. KAMAEV, Moshohnyi Uskoritel' : O Nauchno- 
Tekhnicheakom Progresse v Promyshlennosti 8.8.8.R., 
Moscow, Izd. Znanie, 1966. 

•* M. ZAKHARKIN and la. GRADSHTEIN, "Opyt 
Uoheta Effektivnosti Novoi Tekhniki", Vestnik Statisliki, 
No. 11, 1966, pp. 11-18. 

A powerful factor that could, if properly used, 
significantly affect the pace of technological trans- 
fer and the effective use of resources is the system 
of incentives. To use Marshall's phrase, it would 
harness man's strongest though not necessarily 
highest motives. Unfortunately this versatile in- 
strument of business management is applied in- 

" LENSKAIA, op. cit., p. 199  (see table 9, Bouree). 
" Study of 172,000 metal-cutting and 24,000 forging- 

pressing machines in 1962. Vestnik SUUistiki, No. 1, 1964, 
pp. 87-88. 

HMM 
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TABLE 9.   STRUCTURE OF WORK-TIME or UNIVERSAL METAL-CUTTING TOOLS DURINO 

ONE SHIFT UNDER UNIFORM, SERIAL PRODUCTION 

Percentage of time vied for type» of work 

Maritine« T«.*-/•J        ****•       ¿o* <<"V- 
Machi M    Auxülarv  J^^f    paratory    tacAniroi 

"""    *    and dotine   cause* ) 

Lathes  26 24 5 16 29 
Turret lathes  35 23 7 13 22 
Circular grinding  37 25 13 6 19 
Horizontal spindle boring  18 26 10 7 39 
Vertical boring  46 23 9 6 17 
Side boring.                32 17 10 17 24 

.Sourer: hat» of tlio Kxperlnmntttl Institute for the Scieutlflo Rewarch and -Study of Metol-Cuttln« 
MÔM-'!W°- 19fl7M' qig2Ml lD M" A' l'EN8ltAIA• Krugooborei i Uborol Obêheh, stvennykh Fondev v SSSH, 

effectively, and in limited scope. The level of wages nological   progress,   information  efficiency,   and 
is but weakly related to the profitability achieved. every aspect of decision-making within the system. 
Whereas total industrial profit increased by 84 per At  present,  central   planning  organizations   are 
cent for the ]>oriod 1959—1963 the increase per concerned with some   18,000 different types  of 
workor was only 44 per cent. Payments of bonuses production. The documentation alone involved in 
from the enterprise fund (which is based on the such operation wastes an enormous quantity of 
wage fund) increased only by 2 per cent. Mana- useful manpower, and the simple solution would 
genal personnel, particularly engineering staff and be to establish direct relations between producer 
administrative employees, receive special bonuses and user of goods.   A  study  by the Scientific- 
for over-f ulfilment of plan in respect to the reduc- Research Institute for Trade and Food Distribution 
tion of costs or, occasionally, for quality improve- conducted in 1962 in Moscow, Gorki, Cheliabinsk 
ments. However, the wage fund remains the basic and Kalinin established that 72 per cent of the 
source of stimulation, but is not related to the level customers left the store without a purchase because 
of production costs or to economies resulting from of the poor quality of the merchandise." Evidently 
cost reduction. In this respect the implementation the existing system of management of the Soviet 
of pronouncements of the September 1965 plenum enterprise does not include the special managerial 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party function of full control of the material flow in the 
of the Soviet Union might result in significant enterprise, from the  moment  of the receipt  of 
improvements. materials and supplies to the release of the finished 

It sooiiiB the Soviet business organization and Produ°t- Time will show how the new economic 
managerial policy is at the crossroads, and the reform •® solve this problem, 
direction of its next course will vitally affect tech- » LEN^KAIA, op.cit., p. 263 (,ee table 9, 8ourc). 
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REQUIREMENTS AND TRAINING OF HIGHLY SKILLED MANPOWER FOR 

LATIN AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Zygmunt Slawinski, Economic Commission for Latin America, Santiago, Chile 

1.   (JENEKAL TRENDS  AND PROBLEMS  OF LATIN      pared for the Becond half, 1965—1980, in which we 
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT in 1987 are already involved. This projection period 

has the advantage of being covered in many coun- 
tries of Latin America (and the world) bv short - 

DISCUSSION ON the subject of this paper should      term national development plaiis m which industrial 
start with a broad picture of industrialization pro-      development is often  considered as the driving 
blems iii Latin America, and the presentation of      power 0f over-all economic development. 
the main trends of the region's industrial develop- .   , ,  . 

„,.,,.   ,,,   ,              i  M u                  •    I The relative importance of industry and its 
ment. Withm this framework it becomes easier to ,   ,   .    r., .   ,  inrn   :nat. m„. 
discuss the related problems of rcquimaent« and development during the penod 1950-1965 may 
training of skilled manpower for industrial develop- ** * appreciated through the employment figures 
ment, with special reference to highly skilled per- for the whole re8lon Panted m table 1.» 
sonnel. The magnitude and the general development              It will be seen that over-all manufacturing 
trends of the industrial sector in Latin America can employment accounts for an almost constant pro- 
best be appreciated through the figures for employ- portion (around 14 per cent) of the total eoonomi- 
ment and gross product in this sector. In this cally active population. While this is largely due 
connexion it will be useful to discuss the present to the percentage decline of employment in handi- 
30-year period of industrial development in Latin crafts and homecrafts (which have undergone an 
America beginning in 1950, and including a fore- 
cast up to 1980. By now it is possible to make a               1 See   Economic   Commission   for  Latin   America, 
,        ,r      ,    .      ti.uti.uut  +u;„  •-i,wi Economic Survey of Laltn A menea, 1968, chap. II, section 
broad  analysis  of the  first half  of  this period, 10>  «Economio" <jr0wth  and   Employment Structure", 
1960—1965; and some projections could be pre-       tables 1-13 and 1-14. 

TABLE 1.    LATIN AMERICA
0
: ESTIMATES OF EMPLOYMENT BY ECONOMIC SECTOR, 1950-1960 

(thousand» of person») 

Absolute figure» Percentage of the Mai  
Serf0r JiTo JMfl MS USO 1»«0 lBët 

Total                      TT.  61,971 67,113 76,416 100.0 100.0 100.0 
A. Agriculture  28,100 32,596 35,221                  54.1 48.6 46.1 
B. NonagrieuUural sectors  22,673 32,406 38,023                43.6 48.4 49.8 

(including unspecified activities)  .   . (23,871) (34,517) (41,196) (46.9) (51.4) (53.9) 

1. Good» and basic services       12,005 16,216 18,269 23.1 24.2 28.9 
la) Mining  557 681 763 1.0 1.0 1.0 
(6) Manufacturing  7,367 9,497 10,646 14.2 14.1 13.8 

(•) Factory industry  (3,626) (5,041) (5,734) (6.8) 7.6 7.6 
(«) Handicrafts and homecrafts (3,831) (4,456) (4,812) (7.4) (6.6) (6.3) 

(o) Construction  1,940 2,662 2,969 3.7 4.0 3.9 
(d) Basic services  2,151 3,378 3,991 4.1 6.0 6.2 

2. Service,  10,668 16,280 19,764 20.6 24.8 26 9 
(including unspecified activities)  .   . (11,866) (18,301) (22,936) (22.8) (27.3) (30.0) 
(a) Trade and finance  4,007 6,996 7,220 7.7 9.0 9.5 
(ft) Other service«  6,661 10,284 12,544 12.8 16.3 16.4 

C. Unspecified aeUvUies*»  1,198 2,021 8,172 2 J       ^3.0       4.1 

Source:   ECONOMIC COMMISSION ron LATIN AMERICA, Economic Survey »1 Latin Africa »M. (K/CN. 1Í/T6T) Part One. table 1 - IS. 
• Excluding Cuba.   
* Mainly overt and diagniaed unemployment In the form of mattinai •ernoei. 
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estimated relative drop from 7.4 to 6.3 per cent 
uf the total labour force), Home anxiety may be 
caused by the rat lier inadequate growth of employ- 
ment in factory industry (covering by definition 
establishments with five or more persons em 
ployed) which, as a proportion of the total active 
population, grew over the whole period IÍI50 l!IOf> 
from only ti.H to 7.f> por cent and during the last 
few years has probably remained unchanged. 

Consequently, the absorption oapacity of fac 
tory industry in relation to the total net increase 
of the economically active population remained at 
a vory unsatisfactory level. While the development 
of factory industry provided in the period H»f>0 
I960 jobs for 10 per cent of the net total employ- 
ment increases it is estimated that during the 
jKiriod 1!>60 1!»H5 it absorbed only 7.5 per cent of 
this total (see table 2). 

TABLE 2.    LATIN AMERICA
8
: ESTIMATI-:» ABSORPTION OK THE NET IN< REASE IN THE I.ABOI K FORCE, 1950    196.5 

(thousands of person») 

Absolute figures 

195U     i960 I960     I'Jlì-, 

Percentage of total 

•900-1960 I9«0     1V6S 

Total  15,142 9,303 
A. AgricuUure  4,496 2,625 
B. Xon-agricultural sectors  9,823 ,5,527 

(including unspecified activities) . 10,646 6,678 

1. Goods and basic services  4,211 2,043 
(a) Mining  124 72 
(6) Manufacturing  2,140 1,049 

(t) Factory industry   .... (1,515) (693) 
(ii) Handicrafts and home- 

crafts     (625) (356) 
(c) Construction  722 307 
(d) Basic services 1,225 615 

2. Services       5,612 3,484 
(including unspecified activities) . (6,435) (4,635) 
(a) Trade and finance  1,989 1,224 
(6) Other services  3,623 2,260 

C. Unspecified activities1'       823 1,151 

Sources: Eco MOMIO COMMISSION KOK LATIN AMERICA, Economic Survey ot J Min America, ¡966. op. cit., tables 1     13 and 1 -14. 
• Excluding ( Uba. 
* Mainly overt and disguised unemployment in the form of marginal servicea. 

100.0 100.0 
29.7 28.2 
64.9 58.4 
70.3 (71.8) 

27.8 21.0 
0.8 0.8 

14.1 11.3 
(10.0) (7.5) 

(4.1) (3.8) 
4.8 3.3 
8.1 6.6 

37.1 37.5 
(42.5) (49.9) 
13.1 13.2 
23.!) 24.3 

5.4 12.4 

Annual rate 

1950 -l»t0 I960     l»t¡;, 

2.6 2.6 
1.5 1.6 
3.7 3.2 

(3.8) (3.6) 

3.0 2.4 
2.0 2.0 
2.6 2.1 

(3.6) (2.6) 

(1.5) (1.5) 
3.2 2.2 
4.6 3.4 
4.3 4.0 

(4.4) (4.6) 
4.1 3.8 
4.4 4.0 
5.4 9.4 

TABLE 3.   LATIN AMERICA«: ESTIMATES OF THE GROSS PRODUCT BY ECONOMIC SECTOR, 1950—1965 
(millions of US dollars, at 1960 prices) 

„   , Absolute figure» Percentage of the total 
Sector                                                             

I960 I960                    196Ì 19t0 i960 

Total      44,741.5 70,925.1        88,055.6 100.0 100.0 
Total (excluding housing)      42,813.4 67,878.1        84,464.9 

A. Agriculture       11,060.2 15,479.7        18,916.6 24.7 21.8 
B. Non-agricultural sectors      31,753.2 52,398.4       65,593.3 71.0 73.9 

(including non-specified activities)        (31,753.2) 52,398.4        65,538.3 71.0 73.» 

1. Goods and basic services      14,926.5 26,662.2       33,931.0 33.4 37.6 
(a) Mining         1,857.8 3,587.6         4,408.1 4.2 6.1 
(6) Manufacturing        8,265.0 15,110.5        19,820.1 18.4 21.3 

(i) Factory industry       (7,259.3) (13,802.3)     (18,136.8) (16.2) (19.6) 
(ti) Handicrafts and homecrafts.      (1,005.7) (1,308.2)       (1,484.3) (2 2) (1.8) 

(c) Construction        1,510.5 2,346.6         2,660.8 3.4 3.3 
(d) Unsic services        3,293.2 5,617.5         7,242.0 7.4 7,9 

2. Services      16.826.7 25,736.2       31,607.3 37.6 36.3 
(including unspecified activities)  .   .      16,826.7 25,736.2        31,607.3 37.6 36.3 
(o) Trade and finance        7,882.4 12,921.8        16,170.9 17.6 18.2 
(b) Other services        8,944.3 12,814.4        15,436.4 20.0 18.1 

C. Unspecified activities0           - —                 _ _ _ 

Source : ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOB LATIN AMEBICA, Economie Survey of Latin America, 1966, op. cit., table« 1 -15 
• Excluding Cuba. 
* Mainly overt and diaguised unemployment in the form ot marginal lervieeg. 
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The contribution ot manufacturing industry 
to the gross product, as compared with that of the 
other sector», ìH shown in table !», while table 5 
shows the product per person. The development 
rate of the industrial product and of the product 
per ¡»ei'son (wee table 4), though perhaps unimpres- 
sive when compared with other areas of the world, 

clearly demonstrates the dynamic role of manu- 
facturing and especially of factory industry in the 
process of economic development in Latin America. 

The low pro]M)rtion of manpower absorbed by- 
factory industry m Latin America as a whole, and 
in nearly all the countries of the region taken 
separately, seems incompatible with the assump- 

TABI.K 4.    LATIN AMERICA»; ESTIMATED HATK OK INCREASE OF TIIK UROSS PRODUCT AND THE PRODUCT PER EMPLOYED 

PERSON L*Y ECONOMIC AKCI'OH, 1950 -1985 
(percentage») 

Oro»» product ITodtu-t per ptmn 
S"'i"r n,¡n   ¡»mi     i960   (s**5 mo   ins ttao   itno     i9$o - itti     m,,o - ittn 

Total          4.7                 4.4                4.6 2.1 1.7 19 
Total (excluding housing)          *•?                 4-5                46 21 18 „V 
A. Apiculture           3.4                 4.1                3.Ü 1.9 20 2 1 
H.  Kon agricultural set-torn          5 1                 4.6                4.9 1.4 13 1.4 

(including unspecified activities)                5.1                 4.6                4.9 1.3 0.9 1.2 

1. Good» and basic sei vices                               6.0                 4.9                5.6 2.8 2.6 2.7 
(a) Mining           6.8                 4.2                5.9 4.7 2.2 3.8 
(b) Manufacturing           6.2                 5.4                5.9 8.6 3¿ •»•• 

(i) Factory industry         (6.6)              (6.6)             (6.3) (S.9) (2.4) 2.7) 
M Handicrafts and homecrafts.        (2.7)              (2.6)             (2.6) (1.1) (0.9) (11) 

(«) Construction          4.5                 2.5                3.8 1.2 0.3 0.9 
(d) Basic services           5.5                 5.2                5.4 0.9 1.8 1.1 

2. Services           4.3                 4.2                4.3 0 0 0.2 0.1 
(including unspecified activities)  .   .         4.3                 4.2                4.3 0.0 0.4 

(a) Trade and finance           5.1                 4.6                4.9 1.0 0.8 0.» 
¡6) Other service«           3.7                 3.8                3.7 -0.9 -0.8 0.6 

V.   Unspecified activities^        — — 

Source: ECONOMIC COMMISSION roB LATIN AMERICA, ¡economie Sunti for Latin Americc. Iff. op. olt. 
« Kxcluding- t'uba. ,    . , .    ,        . 
» Mainly overt and diaguiaed unemployment lu the form of marginal aervloei. 

TABLE 5    LATIN AMERICA« : ESTIMATES OF THE OROSS PRODUCT PER EMPLOTKD PERSON BT ECONOMIC SECTOR, 1950-19«« 
(US dottare at 1960 price») 

Abtotutt fieurtê __      Ptreeniaet of the total 
Sector                                                  itiO                  i960                  lili ¡it»     " IttO IMS 

Total                  ...    ~.   ...'.'.   .'      ~~*tl~~        1,057           1,152 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Total (excluding housing)           824             1.011            1,105 »5.7 »6.6 95.9 

A. Agriculture.            394                476               537 45.8 44.9 46.6 
li. Kon-agricultural sectors        1.400            1,612           1.723 1*2.6 152.5 149.6 

(including unspecified activities)  .   .        1.830             1,618            1,691 164.5 14J.6 •' 
1. Good* and basi services         1,243             1,644            1,868 144.4 165.5 161.3 

(a) Mining         3.335             6,268            5,864 387.3 498 4 J08.2 
Ò   Manufacturing        1,123             1,591            1.860 1J0.4 150.8 »61.6 

«) Factory industry       (2,060)          (2,738)         (3,086) 239.8 259.0 267.8 
(ti) Handicrafts and homecrafts.         (263)             (2»4)            (808)                   30.6 JJ-J »-J 

(c) Construction            779                882               8W                     »0.5 83.4 77.8 
ÜB«ic services        1,531             1,664           1,8                           • ; «;• 

2. Services        1,577            1,681           1,599 /«.* * 
(including unspecified activities) .   .       1,418             1.406           1,378 184.7 133.0 

(«) Trade and finance        1.907             2,155           2.240 228.4 203.9 1W.4 
(h) Other services         1.343             1,246            1.281 1«M> 117.9 108.» 

V.   Unspecified octivitie*0  - —  

Source: KOOKOMIO COMMISSION KOK LATIN AMBHICA, Boonomic Sun** ot Latin America, ft, op. olt. 

» Mainly overt and diatrulaed unemployment In the form of marginili aervloai. 
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lion il i at Latin America is engaged in an intensive 
industrialization ]troceas, although certain major 
industrias, especially in the field of intermediate 
products and transport equipment, have obviously 
made tremendous headway towards covering the 
bulk of the needs for such commodities in the Latin 
American region. 

The general employment figures, even when 
supplemented by gross product data and average 
productivity figures derived from them, cannot 
convey the qualitative aspects of Latin American 
industrial development and structural changes. A 
simple interpretation of the structural transforma- 
tion of the manufacturing industries in Latin 
America could be presented in the following way. 
In nearly all developing countries, as well as in 
advanced industrialized countries, industrial devel- 
opment may be divided into five basic stages, as 
outlined below.2 

(%) The first, or pre-factory, stage is charac- 
terized by the intensive pursuit of cottage and 
artisan industries which supply most of the demand 
for simple manufactured goods, including textiles, 
clothing and domestic equipment. The early factory 
industries are mostly related to the primary pro- 
cessing" of national raw materials for export. The 
following are some typical examples: slaughter- 
houses (packing plants); sugar refineries; cocoa, 
coffee and fruit drying plants; plants for the ex- 
traction of vegetable oils; sawmills; plants for 
concentration of metal ores; and other similar 
establishments. Nearly all the Latin American 
countries had reached this stage at the beginning 
of the century, and the industrial development of 
the more remote regions and of extensive rural 
areas of the continent is still at this stage. Almost 
all factory-made consumer goods were imported at 
that time, not to mention capital equipment which 
was entirely foreign in origin. 

(it) The second stage, that of the develop- 
ment of traditional consumer goods industries, is 
characterized by the development of factory in- 
dustry for the production of simple consumer 
goods : construct ion materials and the simpler tools. 
This phase marks the creation of the following 
factory industries: toxtiles and leather; food and 
beverages; the siniplor chemical preparations ; basio 
pottery, china and glass-ware ; and wood processing 
Moreover, it constitutes the first stage of the na- 
tionally conscious process of import substitution. 

» 8co Z. SI.AWINSKI, "Structural Changes in Employ- 
ment Within the Context of Latin American Economic 
Development", Economic Bulletin for Latin America, Oct. 
1905. For further details see also KOLA, TA« Process of 
Industrial Development in Latin America, (E/CN. 12/716/ 
liev. 1), Now York. 1965, chap. I. 

(iti) The third stage, that of the development 
of basic industries and of the production of simple 
equipment, witnesses the emergence and develop- 
ment of the steel industry. This is supplemented 
by the processing of metal products and the con- 
struction of simple equipment; by the large-scale 
development of the cement industry; by petroleum 
refining and the development of the basio chemical 
industry ; and by the manufacture of simple basic 
chemical products. 

This stage marks the development of the important 
rubber industry, coupled with the production of 
tyres and of plastic goods from imported raw 
materials. As regards equipment, at this stage there 
is a development of the mass production of simple 
electrical items in common use, simple tools, and 
household and industrial equipment, the more 
complex parts of which are imported. Under the 
head of basic transport equipment, railcars— 
mainly goods wagons—are produced; but in so far 
as motor vehicles are concerned there are only 
plants for the local assembly of imported parts. 
During this phase the range of industrial items 
expands considerably, though low and medium- 
grade industries still prevail. Higher-grade manu- 
factures are limited by the level of technological 
development, the shortage of all types of skilled 
personnel and the small size of the domestic 
markets. 

This phase is the second in the general process of 
import substitution, and the first step towards 
making investments partially independent of for- 
eign technical contributions. 

(iv) The fourth stage is defined as that of 
the upsurge of high-grade industry, involving the 
development of more complex forms of the pro- 
cessing of intermediate products and the produc- 
tion of complex equipment. Some notable features 
are: the production of special steels; the creation 
of the petrochemical industries and the production 
of synthetic chemicals; the precision metal and 
electrical transforming industry, on the one hand, 
and the heavy equipment industry on the other; 
and, in general, the production of high-grade 
machines and equipment of complex design, manu- 
factured or assembled in complicated processes. The 
high technological level required by this stage 
entails the intensive use of skilled manpower. 

This phase corresponds to the third stage of the 
import-substitution process, and is the second step 
towards making investment partially independent 
of foreign technical contribution. 

(v) The 'iíth stage marks the upsurge of the 
lull range of highly advanced or high-grade in- 
dustries,  and  represents the peak of industrial 
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development within the present limits of science 
and technology. The following are its most charac- 
teristic achievements: development of the highest 
forms of chemical synthetics; highly advanced 
processes for the manufacture of special steels, 
highly purified elements, and other high-quality 
materials ; the atomic energy industry and general 
atomic research for peaceful uses; the production 
of highly complex electronic equipment ; the large- 
scale aircraft industry; and the production of 
equipment for space research and manned flights. 

A clear picture of the place occupied by Latin 
America's past, present and future industrial 
development according to this scheme will make 
it easier to interpret the figures for industrial 
employment and assess the intensity with which 
the factory sector absorbs the increase in the 
labour force. It will also make it easier to give an 
opinion regarding the demand for, and the use of, 
skilled manpower at different industrial levels in 
the various countries of the region. 

In broad terms Latin America might be said 
to have accomplished the first stage of industrial 
development during the first two decades of the 
present century and to have been in the middle of 
the second stage by 1925. About 1940 it entered 
the third stage, which predominates at present. 
From 1955 onwards, however, the fourth stage of 
industrial development was initiated—although in 
a very piecemeal fashion—mainly with the develop- 
ment of higher grade steel products, the creation 
of motor vehicle industries, the start of production 
of some complex machinery and certain branches 
of the electrical industry, the erection of petro- 
chemical plants, and the emergence of special 
pharmaceutical products. 

The process varies from country to country. 
While most of the smaller countries are still at a 
fairly backward stage, some remaining at the 
second stage of industrial development, the throe 
with the biggest populations are well advanced 
towards the completion of the third stage or are 
making a significant advance into the fourth stage. 
Some medium-size countries also are beginning to 
enter the fourth stage, though very fragmentarily. 

The industrial development process in each 
country is in fact more complicated than the above 
outline of the basic phases of industrialization. In 
practice, the various stages tend to overlap, so that 
before the branches of industry characterizing a 
given stage are fully developed, with their goods 
saturating the market, industries characteristic of 
the succeeding stage are already making their 
appearance. This overlapping (which would be 
considered perfectly normal in any part of the 
world) has taken on special characteristics in Latin 

America, particularly in the last few years, which 
have witnessed the accentuation of huge disparities 
between the income distribution of the various 
socio-economic groups, and between the levels of 
economic development in metropolitan areas and 
in the remote rural areas of nearly every country. 

The excessive concentration of purchasing 
power in the high-income sectors of the community, 
who reside in the principal cities, has given rise in 
some urban areas to the establishment of luxury- 
goods industries to supply the growing and in- 
creasingly varied consumer and investment needs. 
By contrast, since the purchasing power of the 
broad masses has remained at a low level, the 
traditional industries in the Latin American coun- 
tries are developing more slowly than they would 
in other circumstances, and their production capa- 
city is often underutilized. 

Another distinguishing feature is tho virtual 
stagnation of industrial activities in the more 
remote areas. Thus, geographically speaking, tho 
major part of the region is still in the first stage 
of industrialization, although the development of 
industries manufacturing simple consumer goods 
for the population of those area« would be a very 
important source of employment and income. 

In the light of this structural analysis, it is 
easy to see why the manufacturing sector absorbed 
manpower on a relatively intensive scale during 
the years 1925—1950, while from 1950 onward« 
manufacturing industry, including factor industry, 
has played a far less important role as a source of 
employment. 

Tho period of transition between the first and 
the second stages of industrial development is 
characterized by the rapid replacement of cottage 
industry by factory industry, which means tho 
accelerated growth of factory employment in the 
development of the types of industries which are 
typically labour-intensive. This process was in full 
swing by 1925. In 1950, although the third phase 
of industrialization had begun several years earlier 
in the immediate post-war years, the expansion of 
industries corresponding to the second stage of 
industrialization was still going ahead rapidly in 
most countries, to the point at which during recent 
years the markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and 
Uruguay have become practically saturated with 
traditional consumer goods. This has given rúe to 
idle capacity without any practical possibility of 
starting large-scale exportation of these goods. 

The transition period between the second and 
third phases implies a far slower rate of manpower 
absorption, since many of the basic industries 
characteristic of the third phase are highly capital- 
intensive and have a low labour intensity. Although 
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othor industries typical of this phase -such as metal 
producta and chemical prej)arations —are more 
labour-intensive their develoj)inent is limited by 
the shortage of skilled manpower and the restricted 
purchasing power of the bulk of the consumers. The 
latter factor curbs the rate of growth of industries 
in the second stage, which are nearly all highly 
labour intensive. This was the position during the 
last few years in all the Latin American countries 
(except the smaller ones) that had completed the 
second stage of industrial development. 

In Argentina, Brazil and Mexico-which have 
already entered the fourth stage of industrializ- 
ation this procesa, though promising from the 
standpoint of the future expansion of the labour 
market, is as yet relatively unimportant compared 
with the main industrial development process, 
which is still dominated by the growth of indus- 
tries characteristic of the third phase. However, in 
both Brazil and Mexico which contain half the 
population of Latin America the extremely low 
income level of most of the population does not 
yet allow industries in the second stage to expand 
freely. The same might be said about the remote 
areas farthest from the principal cities in nearly all 
the Latin American countries, whoso inhabitants 
have very little opportunity to become full-scale 
users of the fruits of the industrial progress of their 
own countries. 

The above-mentioned problems might be 
regarded as main indicators for the purpose of 
evaluating industrial employment changes and 
trends, with special reference to skilled manpower 
problems. Shortage of skilled manpower consider- 
ably influences the rate of transition from the lower 
to the higher industrialization levels. This transi- 
tion process has indeed, despite major efforts and 
a substantial capital contribution, proceeded re- 
latively slowly and painfully. The Latin American 
nations are paying dearly for their industrialization 
through chronic neglect of agriculture, creeping 
inflation, high and unstable prices, and the rela- 
tively poor quality of their industrial goods, which 
are highly protected against external competition. 
Undoubtedly among the main reasons for these 
typical infant industry ailments arc the adverse 
économies of scale caused by the smallness of 
national markets, and the skill shortages at all 
levels of the industrial structure. 

The level of industrialization achieved in Latin 
America during the |>eriod under discussion, despite 
the acute shortage of skilled manpower, is indeed 
iuie\|iectcd. Various factors have contributed to 
this phenomenon. A very important role has 
undoubtedly IHVII played by the surprising adapt- 
ability of lhe worker», technicians and managers to 

the now tasks, and their capacity to absorb new 
production techniques or to improvise industrial 
processes. It should not be forgotten, however, that 
up to the completion of the second stage of indus- 
trialization and well into the third stage, the in- 
dustries undergoing major development were those 
utilizing relatively simple production methods and 
not requiring a large proportion of highly skilled 
manpower. When national skilled personnel was 
in short supply, immigrants from outside the region 
could fill the gaps, and the contracting of small 
numbers of highly skilled foreign specialists did not 
give rise to any difficulty or create financial pro- 
blems. 

As more headway is made in the third stage of 
industrialization, and especial'y with the entry into 
the fourth stage, the persistent shortage of skills 
begins to be a major obstacle in the way of indus- 
trialization. In a few cises the lack of specialists 
has already created bottlenecks, postponing the 
development of prepared and well-financed indus- 
trial projects. This sif -vtion has induced most of 
the countries of Latin America -although unfor- 
tunately only during the last four years -to start 
programming human resources development poli- 
cies, mainly for general economic development, but 
with special attention to the requirements of indus- 
trialization. A little earlier, and almost simulta- 
neously in various countries of the region, action 
had been initiated to establish large-scale training 
schemes for the preparation of »killed manpower 
for industrial development. These schemes, enjoy- 
ing substantial assistance from various agencies of 
the United Nations family as well as from other 
international bodies, have proved highly successful, 
though the generally low educational level of the 
working masses seriously hampers their efforts. 
Moreover, all these schemes are more or less 
limited to the workers and the intermediate levels 
of unskilled manpower, therefore tending to leave 
the high-level professionals outside the scope of 
their work. Consequently there is still an acute 
shortage of highly skilled technicians, scientists, 
administrators and managers, while properly de- 
signed plans to solve these shortages are only 
beginning to be developed and to become operative. 

This continuous shortage of skilled industrial 
personnel at all levels is probably one of the prin- 
cipal reasons for the unsatisfactory manufacturing 
productivity and low average quality of industrial 
goods in most of the countries of the region, which 
harnais thoir capacity to compete on international 
markets. With the emergence of new industries in 
the high-grade category the industrialization pro- 
cess will become more and more difficult, unless it 
can reckon with a much larger number of highly 
trained   professionals.   In   the   near   future   this 
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problem may represent one of the main bottlenecks 
in the rapid and well balanced process of indus- 
trialization. 

The above analysis needs to be complemented 
by a general statement on the degree of modernity 
and consequent productivity of manufacturing 
establishments in the region. These may roughly 
be divided into three quite different types, cor- 
responding to the modern, the underdeveloped or 
intermediate, and the altogether primitive type of 
activities.3 The last of these three may correspond 
only to handicrafts and homecrafts, thus leaviug 
factory industry clearly divided into two main 
levels. These are determined by technologies and 
type of organization, usually but not always closely 
related to the scale of industrial operations. The 
striking discrepancy between the productivity of 
these two industrial sectors is the result of theso 
factors. 

With reference to specific branches of industry 
whose emergence corresponds to the previously 
outlined basic stages of industrial development, it 
is a fairly general rule that the new higher-grade 
industries belong to the "modern" sector as regards 
thoir structure, type of equipment and production 
methods, while the traditional old-established 
staple industries are more often within the "not- 
so-modern", or "under-developed" or "intermedi- 
ate" industry sector. Some industrial establish- 
ments producing traditional consumer goods how- 
ever may become exceedingly "modern" and 
achieve high rates of productivity—indeed this is 
fairly common. 

This dualistic nature of factory industry, which 
has been pointed out by some authors as one of 
the peculiar characteristics of the Japanese econo- 
my,4 is equally characteristic of Latin America 
and, indeed, of all developing countries, and has 
fundamental implications for the present and future 
use of highly skilled manpower throughout the 
industrial sector. Fundamentally, the employment 
of highly skilled industrial manpower is, by defini- 
tion, very intense in the modern high-grade in- 
dustries. But this is true not only of the strictly 
modern industrial branches. There is also a great 
demand for highly skilled personnel in establish- 
ments utilizing up-to-date technologies and orga- 

3 For more details see: Z. SLAWINSKI, The Modern, 
the Underdeveloped, and the Primitive Sectors in the Latin 
American Economies in the Last Tears and Their Role in 
Providing Employment to Available Manpower, Conference 
room paper presented to the Seminar on Community 
Development, Santiago, Mar. 1964. 

4 See, for instance, SABURO OKITO, Causes and Pro- 
blems of Rapid Growth in Post-war Japan and Their 
Implications for Newly Developing Economies. Japan Eco- 
nomic Research Center, 1967, Center Paper No. 6, pp. 
15-19. 

nized on modern lines, although belonging to the 
traditional branches of an industry. 

Forecasts of the future trends of industrial 
deA-elopment, and the possibility of preparing 
reasonable projections for 1980, will be discussed 
below in section 3. Total industrial growth in the 
period 1Í/65- 1980 may reach 195 per cent in terms 
of the gross product (i.e. 7.5 per cent yearly) and 
90 per cent in terms of employment (i.e. 4.4 JHT 

cent yearly). Thus the industrial product per person 
employed would increase by 56 per cent, i.e. 3 per 
cent yearly. While in 1965 the average industrial 
product per employed person was about I'S § 1,860 
at 1960 prices in 1980 it would be about US $ 2,900. 
This modest average productivity increase shows 
that contemporary Latin American industrial 
policies will not be in a position to abolish the 
pluralistic industrial structure, which for many 
years to come will have to contend- apart from the 
creation and expansion of modern-type industries - 
with the development of far more primitively 
equipped industrial and artisan enterprises. With 
relatively little capital these enterprises could 
provide a great number of jobs and at the same time 
furnish a great quantity of cheap consumer goods 
to the rapidly growing population, even in the most 
remote areas of the Latin American countries. 

In the light of the over-all figures of industrial 
development some forecast can bo made of the 
structural and technological characteristics of the 
Latin American industrialization process in the 
forthcoming decade. These forecasts are of special 
interest to the modern industry sector, which is 
precisely the one in which advanced skills and tech- 
nologies are of paramount importance. It is a good 
guess that this development will proceed simul- 
taneously in two main directions. One will be the 
diversification of the industrial structure through 
the creation of new manufacturing branches, and 
the introduction of new production lines in existing 
industries. The other will be the modernization of 
the existing industrial system; this will cover the 
traditional and the so-called modem industries 
alike, but in many respects will show serious defici- 
encies. 

It is probably safe to assume that by 1980 
Latin America as a whole will have practically 
completed its third industrialization stage and be 
well on into the fourth stage, pushing ahoad ener- 
getically with steel making, metal transforming, 
the mechanical and eloctrical industries, the petro- 
leum industry and a broad range of industrial, 
intermediate and consumer chemicals. A fair 
beginning in electronics is also to be expected, if 
optimism prevails over scepticism. The probabili- 
ties are that there will bo general industrial pro- 
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gross of that type not only in the three big coun- 
tries Argentina, Brazil and Mexico—but also in 
the smaller ones, whose prospects for advanced 
industrial development may improve very sub- 
stantially through integration arrangements at a 
regional or sub-regional level.5 Naturally, some 
doubts may be raised with regard to the possibili- 
ties of the smaller countries of the region, if thoy 
remain somewhat isolated, developing very intri- 
cate types of industry demanding large-scale 
operation. These countries should first of all com- 
plote their third stage of industrialization before 
embarking on a more difficult type of industrial 
pursuit. In any case it would seem a sound guess 
that Latin America as a whole will tend to achieve 
a more equalized level of industrialization. 

Many key conditions will have to be fulfilled 
to allow an entirely satisfactory completion of 
Latin American industrialization programmes. Their 
completion will signify not only an increase in the 
gross value of industrial production but also a 
desirable degree of industrial diversification. A 
broad product range is an important indicator of 
increasing industrial maturity. Almost as important 
are the achievements of: (i) a level of quality in 
industrial production that is close to the high 
quality standards set by the advanced countries, 
(ii) the power to compete in international markets, 
and (iii) an adequate increase in productivity 
permitting the reduction of industrial prices simul- 
taneously with the payment of high industrial 
wages and salaries. These conditions put an addi- 
tional emphasis on the absolute necessity of secur- 
ing during the next few years an adequate (that is, 
a very large) supply of highly skilled manpower, 
starting with well-trained entrepreneurial, mana- 
gerial and top technical and scientific industrial 
research staff, capable of adopting up-to-date 
technologies whenever economically justifiable and 
of introducing the most rational type of manage- 
ment and organization throughout the industrial 
sector. 

Before we go into these problems in more 
detail it is necessary to get a bird's-eye view of the 
whole problem of the present and future professio- 
nal and educational structure of the Latin Ameri- 
can labour force, in order to establish the proper 
framework for discussing the role of the advanced 
technologies and highly trained manpower in in- 
dustrial development in this region. At the same 
time it should not bo forgotten that the skilled 

6 A stimulating example of a step in this direction 
is tin» sub-regional agreement of the five Andean-Pacific 
coastal countries Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia and 
Venezuela (52 million inhabitant»} in 1965) to establish 
a oomnion plan for the development of selected large- 
scale manufactures. 

labour supply is the end-result of a flow of con- 
tinuous changes through time, starting from 
primary and secondary school preparation, passing 
through all sorts of more advanced training, and 
ending with given numbers of persons belonging to 
various categories of professional training and prac- 
tical skills, whose distribution would be according 
to the laws of supply and demand in all sectors of 
the economic system, and who would have full 
liberty to change their branch of activity to one 
inside or outside the manufacturing sector. 

2.    PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE 

OF THE LATIN AMERICAN LABOUR FORCE 

In order to provide for the region as a whole 
a general framework for an analysis of the problem 
of skilled manpower by main sectors including 
manufacturing, a broad picture was drawn of the 
professional-functional and the educational struc- 
ture of the economically active population.8 

Although national statistics have provided 
deficient sources for these estimates because of their 
recognized limitations, and although the highly 
aggregative sectoral classification of the figures 
presented naturally limits their exactitude and 
usefulness for analytical and planning purposes, 
they afford nevertheless an illustration of the 
general situation of the educational level and pro- 
fessional structure of the manufacturing labour 
force, and a basis for comparison with other sectors. 

(a)    The jrrofessional structure of the labour force 

Estimates of the professional structure of the 
labour force for Latin America in 1965 are given in 
table 6, and the resulting coefficients in tables 7 
and 8. 

In general, these figures confirm the qualitative 
evaluation, on which there seems to be general 
agreement, as to the relatively low levels of qualifi- 

* These estimates were prepared by the secretariat 
of the Economic Gimniission for Latin America (ECLA), 
with the co-operation of the Latin American Institute for 
Economic and Social Planning, for the Conference of 
Ministers of Education and Ministers responsible for 
Economic Planning in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
held at Buenos Aires 20—30 June 1966, and published in 
the ECLA document Human Resourcei Training in the 
Economic and Social Development of Latin America 
(UNESCO/MINEDACAL/9). The original figures were 
revised in April 1967 to be consistent with the new esti- 
mates of the employment structure in Latin America in 
1965, aspreseiited in the Economic Survey of Latin Ameriea, 
1966. (The revision was very superficial and it did not 
change the significance of the figures presented, which 
were originally calculated from very broad estimates.) 
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TABLE 6.   LATIN AMERICA: ESTIMATED OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1905 
(thousands of persons) 

Professional               Adminis-    „              ,. 
and technical personnel         trativc      ,                Operatives and artisan vvrkrrs 

Sector of activity Total  and      î>'°Vee8    _ Servier« 

•      Ä'^»^SnX//'^'-»    rotai     S*«   «,   "»«"""""" 
T°M  76,416 2,792 604 2,1S8 2,319 9,310 51,514 4,330 13,033 34,151 10 472 
Agriculture and fishing  35,221 44 18 26 63 132 34,610 1,730 5,191 27,68!) :i72 
Mining and quarrying  753 30 18 12 12 53 634 63 137 431 24 
Manufacturing  10,546 194 49 145 309 825 9,102 1,820 4,551 2,731 116 
Construction  2,969 90 27 63 57 66 2,735 274 1,367 1,094 31 
Basic servici»       3,991 126 32 94 105 598 3,002 300 1,501 L201 160 
Other services (including 

unspecified activities)   .... 22,936 2,308 460 1,848 1.773 7,655 1,431 143 286 1,002 9,769 

Source: ECONOMICI COMMISSION roR LATIN AMERICA. Human Resource Trainino in the Economic and Social Development ol Latin America 
(liNESCO/MINEDECAL/9), table 4. Paper presented at the Conference of Ministers of Education and Minutera responsible for Kconomlc Planning. 
•'1161108 AjrdSf 3ÄU — di) «JUT16 lvDO* 

TABLE 7.   LATIN AMERICA: ESTIMATED OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1965 
(percentage composition by sector of activity) 

Sector of activity 

Professional and technical  Adminis- 
personnel trotine 

Total —    and 
Em- 

ployees 
and 

Operatives and artisan workers 

Tottd    franai Tec,lnical HoTrtaJf talesmen    Total      Skilled    ¿«jj£  Unskilled 

Services 
personnel 

Total  100.0 
Agriculture and fishing  46.1 
Mining and quarrying  1.0 
Manufacturing  13.8 
Construction  3.9 
Basic services  6.2 
Other services (including 

unspecified activities)     .... 30.0 

100.0 
1.6 
1.1 
6.9 
3.2 
4.6 

100.0 
3.0 
3.0 
8.1 
4.5 
5.3 

100.0 
1.2 
0.5 
6.6 
2.9 
4.3 

100.0 
2.7 
0.5 

13.3 
2.5 
4.5 

100.0 
1.4 
0.6 
8.9 
0.6 
6.4 

82.7       76.1      84.5      76.5      82.1 

100.0 
67.2 

1.2 
17.7 
5.3 
5.8 

2.8 

100.0 
40.0 

1.5 
42.0 

6.3 
6.9 

3.3 

100.0 
39.8 

1.1 
34.9 
10.5 
11.5 

2.2 

100.0 
81.1 

1.3 
8.0 
3.2 
3.5 

100.0 
3.6 
0.2 
1.1 
0.3 
1.5 

2.9      93.3 

Source: Human Resource Training in the. Economic and Social Development of IMin America, op.cit., table .1. 

TABLE 8.   LATIN AMERICA: ESTIMATED OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1965 
(percentage composition by vocational categories) 

Sector of activity Total 

Professional and technical 
personnel 

Total 

Adminis- 
trative 

and 
Em- 

ployees 
Pro-    „„„„,„, manage- .J* 

fessional TtchnU-<* rial stall «***>**»• 

Operatives and artisan workers 

Total     Skilled Semi- 
skilled Unskilled 

Services 
personnel 

Total  100.0 3.7 0.8 
Agriculture and fishing  100.0 0.1 0.05 
Mining and quarrying  100.0 4.0 2.4 
Manufacturing  100.0 1.9 0.6 
Construction      100.0 3.0 0.9 
Basic services  100.0 3.2 0.8 
Other services (including 

unspecified activities)     .... 100.0 10.1 2.0 

2.9 
0.07 
1.6 
1.4 
2.1 
2.4 

8.1 

3.0      12.2      67.4 5.7      17.0      44.7      13.7 
0.2 
1.6 
2.9 
1.9 
2.6 

0.4 
7.0 
7.8 
1.9 

15.0 

7.7       33.4 

98.2 
84.2 
86.3 
92.1 
75.2 

6.2 

4.9 
8.4 

17.3 
9.2 
7.5 

0.6 

14.7 
18.2 
43.1 
46.0 
37.6 

1.2 

78.6 
57.6 
25.9 
36.9 
30.1 

1.1 
3.2 
1.1 
1.1 
4.0 

4.4      42.0 

Source: Human Resource Training in the Economic and Social Development of Latin America, op.cit., table 5. 

cation of the labour force in Latin America; they 
also permit this evaluation to be supplemented by 
a numerical illustration of the staggering magnitude 
of the problem. 

It is striking that, of the total of about 600,000 
persons described as university level "professionals" 
who represent less than 1 per cent of the over-all 
labour force, three-quarters are emplojod in the 
"other services" sector. Agriculture employs less 

than 3 per cent of this functional group, although 
it absorbs 46 per cent of the total labour force, and 
the professionals engaged in agriculture account for 
only 0.1 per cent of the agricultural labour force 
(in absolute figures only 20,000). The ratio is much 
the same in the extractive industries, whose share 
in total employment is much smaller. Because of 
the relatively high technical level of the mining 
sector in Latin America, the proportion of pro- 
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fessionals employed is 2.4 per cent of the total. This 
is the highest percentage in any of the economic 
sectors and reflects the fact that the extractive 
industries employ twenty times more professionals 
per thousand of the sectoral labour force than 
agriculture. The manufacturing sector is in the 
middle of the scale, and because of the weight 
carried by the figures for the artisan sub-sector, 
where university-level professionals are practically 
non existent, the coefficients for manufacturing as 
a whole are much closer to those for agriculture, 
since it absorbs slightly over 8 per cent of all pro- 
fessionals, who aecount for only 0.4 per cent of 
the total manufacturing labour force. Naturally, in 
factory industry taken separately, this percentage 
would increase to about 0.7 per cent of total 
employment. This last figure is very similar to 
those of construction (0.0 per cent) and basic 
services (0.S per cent). The figure is much higher 
for "other services" (2.0 per cent), which includes 
professionals such as architects, physicians, lawyers, 
sec mdary school teachers and public service uni- 
versity graduate staff, as well as other groups. 

Of the 2.2 million included under the heading 
of intermediate level professionals who, for the 
sake >f simplicity, will be described here as "tech- 
nicians" at least one third are primary school 
teachers, and another third or so are book-keepers 
and accounting assistants. Hence the ratio between 
professionals and technicians, which is particularly 
significant for the purpose of evaluating the effec- 
tiveness of education and training at the higher and 
intermediate levels, appears highly distorted if one 
looks only at the over-all figures. However, if the 
two above-named groups are excluded, and a 
stricter definition of "technicians" is adopted, it 
seems likely that the figure for the group in the 
minufacturing sector would not be much higher 
than that for the university level professionals 
group. It might perhaps even be loss in some sec- 
tors, notably in agriculture. 

These estimates reveal another interesting 
situation regarding the levels of skill of those 
included in the broad category of "operatives and 
artisan workers", which represents about 70 per 
cent of the total labour force. Of the 52 million 
workers in this group, 34 million have no skill of 
any kind, while 13 million are regarded as semi- 
skilled, and only 4.3 million (less than 10 per cent) 
as artisans and skilled operatives. Once again the 
lowest proportion of skilled members of the labour 
force is in agriculture (5 ]>er cent), but tho propor- 
tions are not much highor in the other sectors 
(under 10 per cent in the extractive industries, 
construction and basic services, and under 20 per 
cent in manufacturing). 

(h)    The educational profile of the labour force 

Despite the marked shortcomings of the above 
analysis of the professional-functional structure, 
these estimates seem to show that about 7 per 
cent of the labour force consists of persons carrying 
out administrative and professional or technical 
functions ; this seems to indicate a relatively satis- 
factory professional structure, at least in this 
respect. However, this conclusion is subject to 
reservations as to the real level of training of these 
groups, especially of the administrative and mana- 
gerial staff ; which means that more information is 
needed as to the educational profile of the labour 
force in relation to the main professional-functional 
categories. 

On this point the lack of organized data on 
actual conditions in Latin America is very striking, 
for these data ought to constitute the main basis for 
effective educational planning. In view of this lack 
of basic data, it is once again useful to turn for 
illustrative purposes to a quantitative picture that 
furnishes at least some orders of magnitude that 
appear reasonable in tho light of the incomplete 
and scanty statistics available. For this purpose, 
table 9 gives the results obtained on the basis of 
a hypothesis as to the educational profile of the 
labour force in 1965, and in tables 10 and 11 these 
figures are translated into the percentage composi- 
tion by professional categories and levels of train- 
ing. 

An approximate indication of the probable 
degree of validity of this hypothesis can be obtained 
by a comparison with estimates worked out in- 
dependently, relating to the distribution by level 
of education of tho total population aged 15 and 
over, both active and inactive. These estimates, 
based on the 1950 censuses for 16 countries of the 
region and on the 1960 census for six countries,7 

give the number of grades of schooling certified. In 
brief, these calculations show that persons with 
over 12 years of schooling represented only 0.9 per 
cent of the total in 1950, and 1.6 per cent in 1960 
(although these figures are not strictly comparable, 
since they do not refer to all the same countries) ; 
those with 7 to 12 years of schooling certified con- 
stituted 6 per cent of the total in 1950 and 9.3 per 
cent in 1960 (in this year a further subdivision was 
made, showing that those with 7 to 9 years of 
schooling represented 5.9 per cent of the total and 
those  with   10  to   12 years  represented  3.4 per 

7 The 10 countries are Argontina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chilo, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Re- 
public, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala. Haiti, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Panama and Paraguay ; and the six countries 
are Chile, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua and 
Panama. 
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TABLE 9.    LATIN AMERICA: A HYPOTHESIS ON THE EDUCATIONAL PROFILE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1965 
(thousands of persons) 

Professional    Administrative     i»„,i ,.   „ Operatives ., 
Total      and technical ¿tnd managerial    'T£!ZJ,     ,      and artisan wrier» 

personnel staff and salesmen ^rkfn personnel 

Total  76,416 2,787 2,312 8,543 53,484 9,290 
University training  1,060 660 230 170 

(complete and incomplete) 
Secondary education  8,730 1,500 1,050 3,010 2.700               470 

General secondary       6,240 640 930 2,580 1,620              470 
Complete     .   .'  1,490 280 350 860               -                 - 
Incomplete  4,780 360 580 1,720 1,620              470 

Technical  1,770 140 120 430 1,080 
Teacher training  720 720 

Primary education  66,626 627 1,032 5^363 50,784 8,820 
More than three years  29,492 367 576 2,979 21,38» 4,181 
Less than three years or none  37,134 260 456 2,384 29,395 4.639 

Source: Human Itesource Training in the Economic and Social Development of ÌAAin America, up.«It., Mile 7. 

TABLE 10.   LATIN AMERICA: A HYPOTHESIS ON THE EDUCATIONAL PROFILE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1965 
(percentage composition by vocational categories) 

Professional    Administrative    j¿moioveeg 
Total   ami technical and managerial an)l ga\¿fmf1t 

personnel staff 

Total 1M.0 
University training 100-0 

(complete and incomplete) 
Secondary éducation     100-0 

General secondary 100.0 
Completo 100.0 
Incomplete 100.0 

Technical 100.0 
Teacher training 100.0 

Primary education 100-0 
More than three years 100.0 
Less than three years or none 100.0 

3.6 
62.3 

17.2 
10.3 
18.8 
7.6 
7.9 

100.0 
0.9 
1.2 
0.7 

3.0 
2L7 

12.0 
Ï4.9 
23.5 
12.2 
6.8 

L6 
"2.0 

1.2 

11.2 
16.0 

34.5 
47.3 
67.7 
36.2 
24.3 

8J 
io7f 
6.4 

(>l>eratires 
and artisan 

workers 

70.0 

30.9 
26JJ 

34.1 
61.0 

76^2 
72.5 
79.2 

Services 
personnel 

12.2 

5.4 
7.5 

9.» 

13^2 
1472 
12.5 

Source: Human Resource Training in the Economic and Social Development of Latin America, op.cit., tobte R. 

TABLE 11.    LATIN AMERICA: HYPOTHESIS ON THE EDUCATIONAL PROFILE OF THE LABOUR FORCE, 1965 
(percentage composition by level of education) 

Professional    Administrative Emploueea ^STUMUL «"•»«*• 
Total   and technical and managerial ^ fâfltmen «"fj•*m personnel 

personnel              staff woricers 

'T7ütl7777.     7 77. 100.0      100.0            100.0 100.0 100.0 IOOJO 

University training      1-4        23.7              HM) 2.0 
(complete and incomplete) « , 

Secondary education    .. JM        5*8              46^ 3^ _M ^ 
General secondary      «-2        23.0              40.2 ¡0.2 3.0 5.1 

Complete      2.0        10.1              1«. 10. - - 
Inconinlete                                              6.2        12.9               25.1 20.1 3.0 5-1 

TA   :::::::::  2.3    5.0      5.2 «.o 2.0 - 
Teacher training      0.9        25.8 - 

Primary edition 87.2        22.5              UA 62.8 9M »^ 
More than three years 38.6        13.2              24.9 34 9 40.0 «.U 

,,                                                                           to a           n 1                 10 7 27.9 oo.U «w.w Less than three years or none 48.6          J.o               i». < * ^  

Source: Human Resource Training in the Economie and Social Development of Latin America, op.cit.. tobte 9. 
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cent) ; those with between 1 and 6 years of schooling 
represented 43.8 per cent of the total in 1950 and 
52.5 per cent in 1960 (the subdivision in 1960 into 
those with 1 to 3 years and those with 4 to 6 years 
showed the two groups to be practically equal); 
lastly, those who had less than a year of certified 
schooling represented 49.3 per cent of the total in 
1950 and 36.6 per cent in 1960. 

In short, the hypothesis presented is to some 
extent confirmed by these other estimates, which 
(incidentally) once again show the large element of 
guess-work in the quantitative data available, and 
the urgent need to provide an organized flow of data 
of this type. 

Even   with   such   provisos,   this   hypothesis 
indicates a series of conclusions that underline the 
defects in the vocational structure of the labour 
force from the standpoint of the effective training 
that  has  been  received  by the members of the 
various categories. A striking example is the para- 
dox of the high proportion of managers and admi- 
nistrators (about 15 per cent of the total) who have 
had no formal professional training, and the even 
higher proportion (about 45 per cent) who have 
not completed their secondary education. Of the 
group performing strictly professional functions it 
appears that about 23 per cent have had nothing 
more than a primary education, and nearly 10 per 
cent no more than three years of formal schooling. 

However far-fetched  these findings  appear, 
they  unquestionably   point   to   the   need  for   a 
critical analysis of the professional structure that 
appears to exist in Latin America, to judge from 
the piecemeal data available, and also for a stand- 
ardization of concepts and definitions that would 
permit  more  accurate  assessment.  The existing 
situation undoubtedly includes the results of all 
types of efforts to overcome the inadequacy of the 
formal education systems, by means of experience 
gained on-the-job, complemented by all sorts of 
extramural and informal systems of training. In 
other words, the educational profile of the labour 
force from the standpoint of actual skills is not as 
unsatisfactory   as   the   school-completion   figures 
appear to indicate; the figures en the professional 
structure revealed by the occupational statistics no 
more accurately reflect the real situation. 

It is usoful to supplement this general im- 
pression of the educational profile by main pro- 
fessional categories by a more detailed study of the 
situation as it appears in terms of skilled staff with 
a complete or partial university training, and of 
skilled staff with an intermediate professional 
training. In 1965 these two categories together 
comprised about 2.5 million, slightly over 3 per cent 
of the total labour force- a percentage that would 
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be only 2.3 if primary school teachers were ex- 
cluded. 

Additional  calculations  based on  piecemeal 
data for Argen ina, Chile, Colombia, Uruguay and 
the Central American countries indicate that, out 
of the slightly over one million estimated as the 
number of professionals  at  the university level 
available in 1965, about 700,000 had received some 
typo of degree, whereas the remaining third either 
did not graduate or took only short university 
courses. Of the graduates it is likely that 180,000, 
which  is  about  a  quarter,  were  scientists  and 
engineers;   a   slightly   lower   proportion,   about 
170,000, belonged to the medical and allied pro- 
fessions;  about  90,000  were  social  science  pro- 
fessionals; about 120,000 were lawyers; 130,000 had 
taken courses in the humanities or teacher training; 
and 20,000 had taken fine arts and other miscel- 
laneous, courses. This structure is being modified 
by recent trends. In conjunction with a substantial 
rise in the number of university graduates between 
1957 and 1964 there has beon a proportionally much 
slower increase in the number of professionals in 
law.  There was an accelerated increase in the 
number of graduations in industrial engineering, in 
agronomy and related subjects, in architecture, 
natural  sciences,  social  sciences  and education, 
while the percentages to total graduates of those 
graduating from the faculties of civil engineering 
and medicine have remained about the same. 

The consideration of these trends and the 
analysis of the available stock of professionals are 
unquestionably essential for educational planning, 
and at the same time they are very useful in 
evaluating the direction of the changes that certain 
significant ratios indicate as necessary. For example, 
the present total supply of engineers and scientists 
represents a ratio of oidy 750 university professio- 
nals per million of the population (0.75 per mil), 
whereas in some countries the same proportion 
applies to the number graduating every year, and 
in the United States and the Soviet Union the 
annual graduation figure represents twice this 
number per million of the population. 

Furthermore, of the 180,000 included in the 
group of university engineers and scientists, it is 
likely that engineers proper amount to only some 
90,000, of which perhaps half are engaged in the 
construction sector. This latter group, together with 
the architects (slightly over 20,000) add up to a 
number which gives a better ratio of university 
professionals with technical training to other 
workers in this sector than in manufacturing, not 
to mention agriculture. Out of 40,000 to 50,000 
engineers with an industrial type of training a 
large proportion are employed" in mining, basic 
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services, trade, public administration and teaching; 
this leaves an absolutely inadequate number of 
persons (perhaps 20,000) available for work in 
manufacturing enterprises. 

]n agriculture the situation is even more 
adverse. The total of about 24,000 agricultural 
engineers available in 1965 gives a ratio of 0.7 pro- 
fessionals at this level for every thousand employed 
in the sector, offering the possibility of employing 
only 1 agricultural engineer for every 4,000 hec- 
tares under cultivation or every 19,000 hectares 
generally used for agriculture; and this does not 
take into account that a high proportion, probably 
the big majority, of agricultural engineers do not 
in fact work on the land. 

The 40,000- 50,000 estimated professionals 
with training in the natural sciences give a ratio 
of 0.19 per thousand of the population. An appreci- 
able proportion of these are employed in the teach- 
ing of science in secondary schools and universities. 

The structure of the group of professionals at 
the intermediate level is harder to estimate than 
that of professionals with university training. Prob- 
ably about 20 ]>er cent (about 600,000) are tech- 
nicians in agricultural, industrial, construction and 
other specific production processes, energy supply, 
transportation and communication. Not more than 
1 to 2 per cent (some 30,00^ persons) are para- 
medical technicians and gra luate nurses ; over 
40 per cent (about 900,000 persons) are commercial 
technicians and office workers ; 35 per cent (700,000 
persons) are teachers graduated from teacher- 
training schools; and 20,000 are technicians in 
various other specialties. Needless to say, this 
classification depends on how strictly the level of 
training is defined; the above figures would be 
considerably higher if they included persons with 
a lower standard of professional training, or prac- 
titioners attending courses at specific professional 
schools but who, in actual fact, were below the 
intermediate level. 

Without losing sight of these provisos it is 
interesting to examine the ratios deduced from the 
above comparisons between professionals at the 
university and the intermediate levels. They are 
particularly significant in the technological and 
scientific professions, although from information 
available the figures appear to fluctuate widely 
according to what criteria are adopted in defining 
the intermediate level and the method of estimating 
the number of professionals in that category. For 
example, on the basis of alternative definitions— 
a very broad one that would include incomplete 
training, and a narrow one restricted to technicians 
with advanced secondary training—the ratios 
l>etween engineers and scientists on the one hand, 
and technicians with intermediate training on the 

other, would be 1:2 in the first case and 3.5:1 in 
the second. In science alone, where the number 
of laboratory personnel graduating from technical 
school is small, the ratios range from 5:1 to 10:1. 

However wide those margins may lw it seems 
reasonable to conclude from the above ratios that 
there is an even more acute shortage of intermediate 
technical personnel than of professionals with 
university training. Besides the direct effects of 
this situation upon the rational profile of the labour 
force, the inevitable result is the wrong utilization 
of highly trained personnel (although they ar» in 
such short supply) through the underutilization 
of their professional capacity, since they am re- 
quired to perform functions that could IM> taken 
care of by more junior technicians. The same ob- 
servation is applicable to the medical and allied 
professions. 

There are, of course, a great many more 
technicians—both in absolute terms and in pro- 
portion to the number of professionals with uni- 
versity training--in the administrative, economic 
and social science fields who, at these intermediate 
levels, can employ various types of economic tech- 
niques applicable to trade, office work, accounting 
and financial services. This is partly due to the 
extensive system of business schools and specialized 
courses. It is estimated that by 1965 business 
schools and vocational training courses at the ap- 
propriate level in Latin America had helped to 
train about 1.5 million accountants, secretaries 
and typists, librarians, and registry clerks. Probab- 
ly not more than 60 per cent of this number con- 
tinue to form part of the economically active 
population, because of the premature withdrawal 
of a high proportion of female workers. Thus the 
ratio between university-trained professionals and 
intermediate-level technicians probably ranges 
from 1:5 to 1:10, according to the stringency of 
the criteria for classifying the latter. 

(c)    Present supply of formal educational and extra- 
mural training systems* 

The hypothetical characteristics of the edu- 
cational background of the economically active 
population as outlined above are the results of the 
lines along which the educational system has 
evolved through the years. One of the purposes in 
formulating these estimato« is to anticipate the 
requirements in terms of skilled personnel that are 
likely to arise in the course of the 15 years begin- 
ning with 1965. It would be useful to supplement 
them by the systematization of some background 

* This aub-M'ctioii may be considered an an appendix 
to section 2. 
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data concerning the present capacity of the system, 
in an endeavour to demonstrate the scalo on which 
it would have to be expanded in respect of the 
various sectors and levels. For that purpose the 
two basic educational and training systems should 
be considered separately: the formal school system 
and the extramural training services. Some illus- 
trative data is given below. 

The formal school system 

I' imary education in Latin America has shown 
a marked rate of increase in recent years. An esti- 
mated total of about 2 million persons passed out 
of Latin American primary schools in l!)6ö. As a 
result of a relatively rapid increase in school en- 
rolment (about 5 per cent per year) and of an 
appreciable rise in the primary system retention 
rate (although this is still very low for the region 
as a whole) there has been a cumulative annual 
increase (about S per cent) in the last few years 
of persons finishing their primary education. 
None the less, as against 2 million persons who 
completed their primary education the total enrol- 
ment in all primary education courses numbers 
some 33 million. 

Secondait/ education includes general secondary 
education, professional training (technical), and 
teacher-training. The lack of reliable information 
on the number of persons who complete their 
education is fresh evidence of the considerable 
delay in systematizing a regular flow of statistics 
in respect of these questions. 

It is a rough estimate that in 1965 nearly 
370,000 persons completed their education in 
general secondary schools in Latin America as a 
whole and that a total of some 3.3 million were 
enrolled in the various secondary grades. About 
50 per cent of the school-finishers will probably 
enter university (though a large proportion will 
leave university before completing their studies), 
while the other 50 per cent will be incorporated 
in the labour force or will join the economically 
inactive population not covered by the school 
system. From another standpoint it should be 
noted that the number of persons completing gener- 
al secondary education doubled between I!)57 
and 19(>5, a fact which represents a considerable 
annual rate of growth. 

Total enrolment in professional training 
schools is probably in the neighbourhood of 1.3 
million jasons, and the number graduating an- 
nually is about 140,000. Approximately 100,000 
of these have attended business courses, some 36,000 
have received training in engineering and industrial 
techniques, and barely 4,00«) have studied agricul- 
t ural techniques. 

As regards teacher-training schools it is estim- 
ated that a total of 560,000 persons were enrolled 
and about 50,000 completed the course in 1965. 
Like schools in other sectors of secondary educa- 
tion, these schools nearly doubled their enrolment 
figures from 1957 to 1965; but even so, about 40 
per cent of the teachers have no degree. 

To sum up: in 1965 approximately 560,000 
persons annually passed out from the secondary 
school system ; two-thirds from general secondary 
schools, one-fourth from professional (technical) 
training establishments, and BÜghtly Jess than 
10 per cent from teacher-training schools. 

University éducation- is also being enjoyed by 
an increasing number of students. An estimated 
71,000 persons graduated from Latin American 
universities in 1965, the rate of increase in the last 
few years being very high, from 8 to 9 per cent 
annually. 

About 15,000 were trained in education and 
the humanities: nearly 3,000 in the fine arts and 
architecture; some 9,500 studied law, and a like 
number other social sciences ; slightly under 4,000, 
natural sciences; about 8,000, engineering; ovor 
20,000, medicine and related fields; and slightly 
more than 2,000, agricultural subjects. 

These and other background data on the for- 
mal school system are well known. These general 
figures are recorded here as a basis for the com- 
ments on future expansion needs made in other 
sections of the present study. Meanwhile it is "se- 
ful to examine other background information on 
the extramural training system whose contribution 
to the training of skilled manpower is not always 
sufficiently stressed. 

Extramural training services 

The training of university professionals, in- 
termediate-level technicians (industrial technicians, 
accountants, agricultural experts etc.), and primary 
and secondary teachers is obviously the prime 
responsibility of the formal education system. On 
the other hand, many institutions outside that 
system have a part to play in the professional 
training of urban and rural workers, business 
employees, government officials, and managerial 
and executive personnel. 

In practice, workers and intermediate-level 
personnel in the industrialized countries are largely 
trained empirically by various methods, mostly 
on-the-job in the enterprise itself. In Latin America 
many private institutions are also playing an in- 
creasingly important part in manpower training 
at various levels in different economic sectors; 
these include industrial, business and agricultural 
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enterprises; banks; public services; the armed 
forces; trade unions; entrepreneurs' associations; 
cultural associations; productivity centres; certain 
private schools which, by the nature of the instruc- 
tion they impart, are outside the formal educational 
system; and specialized professional training in- 
stitutions. 

The last named have developed in Latin 
America only since the Second World War. They 
run on up-to-date lines and have spread quickly 
in countries whose relatively rapid industrial 
development necessitated recourse to new means 
of training skilled industrial manpower. While 
industrial training was the prime motive in the 
development of consistent extramural training 
systems, once it had taken root it tended to cover 
the skilled manpower needs of other sectors. The 
original radius of action was fairly limited, but 
later extended both vertically—to include not 
only skilled and semi-skilled workers but also 
supervisory personnel, foremen and production 
specialists—and horizontally—to embrace a wider 
range of technical skills in industry and other 
fields. 

These specialized institutions, some of which 
are well known by their abbreviations or initials, 
include the following: SEN AI and SENAC (Brazil), 
SENA (Colombia), SENATI (Peru), INCE (Vene- 
zuela), and INACAP (Chile). Other organizations 
with similar functions are CONET 'Argentina), 
and the Universidad del Trabajo de Uruguay. 
Some of the more recently established institutions 
are Rapid Manpower Training (Adiestramiento 
Rápido de la Mano de Obra—ARMO) in Mexico, 
the National Apprenticeship Institute (Instituto 
Nacional de Aprendizaje—INA) in Costa Rica, 
and the Ecuadorian Vocational Training Service 
(Servicio Ecuatoriano de Capacitación Profesio- 
nal-SECAP). 

It is important to note that the institutional- 
ization of extramural professional training at a 
level higher than for operatives is at a less advanced 
stage of development. To some degree this function 
is performed by national productivity centres 
through the organization of seminars and courses 
for the managerial staff of enterprises and other 
administrative levels. 

Varying contributions to these activities are 
made by the State, entrepreneurs and trade 
unions. For example, the specialized institutions in 
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, and Uruguay are con- 
trolled mainly by the State; those in Brazil and 
Peru, by entrepreneurs' associations; while a 
balance is struck between the two in Colombia and 
Venezuela. The trade unions form part of the gover- 
ning council of SENA (Colombia) and have a 
representative on the council of SENATI (Peru). 

The national productivity centres are mainly 
under the jurisdiction of the State in Argentina 
and Chile, and of entrepreneurs' associations in 
most of the other Latin American countries. In 
any case they are institutions whicli generally 
enjoy considerable administrative autonomy anil 
operate very flexibly in regard to programmes and 
types of training. In short, extramural training is 
the result of action by a wide rango of institution« 
of different origin and witli differing aims as well 
as widely varying types of training. 

Unfortunately there are no comparable data 
available to measure the scale of extramural train- 
ing in quantitative terms. At a conservative esti- 
mate, about 250,000 workers could be trained 
under present conditions through crash prog- 
rammes or relatively long courses at the specialized 
institutions alone. In all probability several times 
that number receive some type of training in the 
enterprises and services in which they aro employ od, 
though the procedures and methods may vary 
widely. 

At any rate these figures are large enough in 
absolute terms to make it quite clear that extra- 
mural training makes a significant contribution to 
Latin America's development needs in terms of 
human resources training. Thus it seems unwise 
for the link between extramural training services 
and the formal education system to be so tenuous, 
or for the former to continue to be excluded from 
the formulation of educational policy and plans. 
On the other hand there is still the big, unsolved 
problem of setting up a well-organized and suf- 
ficiently comprehensive system of training and 
retraining through extramural methods -thus com- 
plementing the on-the-job training- for the highly 
skilled technical and managerial personnel that is 
required not only to develop industry but, more 
than that, to put it into proper shape. 

3. PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROFES- 

SIONAL   AND    EDUCATIONAL   STRUCTURE   OF    THE 
LATIN AMERICAN LABOUR FORCE UP TO 1!)80, AND 

ITS FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS* 

(a)    Projection assumptionx 

Projections of the professional and educational 
structure of the labour force have to be based first 
upon assumptions regarding the rapidity of econom i c 

• This section contains extracts from Human Re- 
sources Training in Economic and Social Development of 
Latin America, op.cit., and ECLA, The Financing of 
Education and Human Resources Training in Latin 
America, (ECLA/Ed. Inv./6g), presented by ECLA to the 
Regional Technical Assistance Seminar on Investment in 
Education in Latin America, Santiago, Chile, 5—13 Dec. 
1906. 
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growth, and second upon the predictable de- 
mographic changes influencing the size and the 
age structure of the future labour force and pros- 
pective school population. It is difficult to fore- 
cast tho likely evolution of socio-economic factors 
shaping the specific patterns of economic devel- 
opment; the figures presented below should, there- 
fore, be accepted with due reservations. However, 
the hypotheses set forth emphasize the magnitude 
of tho problems involved, and may serve a^ a 
basis for specific policies on the education and 
training of human resources to meet the needs of 
developing economies. It need hardly be stressed 
that the general conclusions derived from the 
hypotheses presented, though fairly illustrative 
for Latin America as a whole, may bo less valid 
when applied to certain individual countries. 

A study of the likely demographic evolution 
leads to the conclusion that the population of the 
Latin American countries will be about 364 million 
in 1980. (Uvea the changes in the age structure and 
other factors influencing the rate of participation 
of tho population of active age in the labour force, 
which may increase slightly, in 1980 it would be 
about 120 million persons. This would represent 
an increment of about 44 million over the estim- 
ated figure for 1965, i.e. an average absorption 
of 2.9 million persons annually over the 15 year 
period 1 !)fi.r> - 1980. Out of this total job-creation 
need, manufacturing industry (meaning principally 
factory industry) would have to absorb an average 
of 630,000 persons, i.o. slightly over one fifth of 
the total. 

The aggregate gross product for 1980 is cal- 
culated on the basis of the hypothesis that over 
these 15 years average productivity per employed 
person will increaso at an annual rate of 2.5 per 
cent. Since the average gross product per employed 
person in Latin America as a whole in 1965 was 
about US,1? 1,150 at 1960 prices, it may be as- 
sumed that the product per employed person will 
reach   US$1,700 by  1980. This figure, taken to- 

gether with tho projected total employment figure 
of 120 million persons, would result in an aggre- 
gate domestic product for Latin America of approx- 
imately US $200,000 millions, or more than double 
tho absolute figure recorded in 1965 (a little over 
US §88,000 millions). 

Tho hypothetical growth of the main economic 
sectors, consistent with the assumed intensity of 
economic development, may then be estimated. 
Even on the basis of a per capita increase in the 
product of less than 3 per cent annually the over-all 
increment over the 15 years considered would be 
fairly substantial, and in any case large enough to 
lead one to expect significant changes in its com- 
position by sector. These changes, of course, are 
dependent not only on growth in quantitative 
terms, but also on certain essential development 
policy factors, as well as some other loss predictable 
elements. The general criteria adopted in the 
development hypothesis should, without going into 
too much detail, at least include some additional 
assumptions which, to a greater or lesser degree, 
would take for granted tho influence upon economic 
development of widespread agrarian reform, of 
more progressive income distribution, and of closer 
economic links among the countries of the region. In 
those circumstances it would be difficult to envis- 
age an agricultural production growth rate per 
capita of less than an annual average of 1.5 per 
cent ; an increase in manufacturing industry equiv- 
alent to at least an elasticity of 1.3 with respect 
to the growth of the total product ; and a compar- 
able growth of basic services, probably somewhat 
slower for transport and relatively faster for the 
supply of electrical energy and other supplementary 
services. These and other similar criteria are con- 
ducive, in the last analysis, to hypothetical pro- 
jections of the level and structure of the product, 
as sot out in table 12. These hypothetical pro- 
jections extend to an estimate of the employment 
structure that would be corsistent with the fore- 
seeable growth of the economically active popul- 

TABLK 12.    LATIN AMEBICA: HYPOTHETIC AI. PKOJECTION OF THE PRODUCT AND EMPLOYMENT, 1980 

'(miUioni oi Sectoral composition Employment Kmploument 
I'S dollars at °' '** VT<>duct (thousands of structure 

*i*ctor                                      i960 priées) (percentage) persons) (percentage) 

¡96t             19S0 1965             1980 1905             19 HI) 196S             1980 

Total                                                    88,056    200,000 100.0       100.0 7G.416    120,000 100.0       100.0 
Agriculture and fishing 18,917       36,000 21.5         18.0 38,221       49,300 46.1         41.1 
Mining and quarrying           4,408        9,000 5.0           4.5 753         1,000 1.0           0.8 
Manufacturing 19,620      58,000 22.3         29.0 10,546      20,000 13.8         16.7 
Construction           2,661         7,000 3.0           3.5 2,969         7,200 3.9           6.0 
Basic servioes      7,242       21,000 8.2         10.5 3,991         8,500 6.2           7.1 
Other services (including 

unspecified activities) 35,208      69,000 40.0         34.5 22,936      34,000 30.0         28.3 

.Source: Human Resource Training in the Economie and Social Development of Latin America, op.cit., table 13. 
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ation and certain assumptions regarding produc- structures that were estimated for each sector in 
tivity changes in each economic sector. 1965 being applied to the sectoral employment 

In all probability rapid growth may bo ex- figures projected for 1980. It will thus be notod 
pected, especially in manufacturing industry. Its that, even if the level of professional skill for each 
product would almost treble in the next 15 years, sector remained the same, there would be a change 
at an average annual rate of nearly 7.5 per cent. in the occupational structure of the labour force as 
This would at the same time involve the develop- a whole, owing to the differing scale on which the 
ment of new, highly productive and technically various sectors would necessarily expand, the sec- 
complex activities, the modernization of traditional tors with the fastest growth rates generally being 
branches of industry, and the relative transfer of those requiring the highest levels of professional 
resources on an increasing scale from artisan and skill. Added to this are the results of tho absorption 
small industry to medium and large-scale manu- of technical progress in each sector on a larger scale 
facturing industry proper. The gradual incorpor- and at varying speeds, according to tho expected or 
ation of entirely new technologies, drawn from the proposed rate of increase in productivity 

SS P°0l,f Univ
t
era,al

t
tei;hnica! knowledge, The combination of these two effects couW 

Z As a •,í V to mdustnal pro- determine sh vftriation8 ovor ft rel 
gress As a resu t, the average productivity of the iod M ca/be inferred from fel *w « 
population employed in the whole manufacturing * niß the „^ of ft h thetical ^¿J^ 
sector could be assumed to increase at least 4 per ^ occupational atcuctutZ the emp[oyed •£ 

Zler r•Lnt       X        7° ^ T^ ^ *       ation fa l9»° for the whole of Latin America .These 
•1•T *   îl ! * 0f total      fi8ure8 take int° a~t the projections for the employment is hardly to be expected. product and employment „J^ to ift the pro 

ceding section and some  additional hypothesos 
(b)    Human resources needed and professional regarding the repercussions of the assumed pro- 

structure in 19S0 ductivity increment for each sector in terms of tho 
professional skills it requires. 

From the foregoing considerations it can be If these projections are compared with the 
concluded that the changes to be expected in the estimates sot forth above in regard to the situation 
professional structure of the employed population prevailing in 1965, the magnitude and composition 
definitely stem from two types of factors: firstly, of the expected changes can be appreciated in 
the actual development process involves variations detail. The most significant change« relate in 
in the relative shares of the different economic general to the considerable increase that would 
sectors, in each of which employment displays a take place in the total number ( ' university pro- 
distinctive professional structure; and secondly, fessionals, the even greater increase in the number 
modernization and increased productivity give rise of intermediate-level technicians, and the higher 
in each sector to greater needs in terms of pro- levels of skill in the category of operatives and 
fc8sional skill. artisan workers. 

The former effect might be illustrated by the On a more restricted basis, if consideration is 
hypothetical situations described as representative given only to the professionals with university 
of Latin America as a whole,  the occupational training, the projections concerned would imply tho 

TABLE 13.   LATIN AMERICA: HYPOTHETICAL PROJECTION OF THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE UP 
TO 1980 

(thousands of persone) 

Prolession^andUcHnical **$£•    ^ Operatives and artisan u>orkers 
Total          "**      playees _  Service* 

.. mana-       and _    , personnel 
rotai    tSSÜLj Technical   aerial    «¡lernen    Total     Skilled    SSJ'j   Unskilled tesMonot personnel skiUed 

Total  120,000 6,310 1,190 6,120 3,705 14,820 80,485 12,800 31,660 36,025 14,680 
Agriculture and fishing  .... 49,300 200 60 160 160 200 48,250 4,900 14,800 28,550 500 
Mining and quarrying    .... 1,000 60 30 30 16 70 825 120 350 355 30 
Manufacturing  20,000 600 140 460 600 2,000 16,600 5,900 9,000 1,700 300 
Construction  7,200 200 50 160 110 140 0,670 860 3,600 2,210 80 
Basic «enrices  8,600 320 70 250 210 1,530 0,100 680 3,400 2,020 340 
Other services (including 

unspecified activities)     .   .   . 34,000 4,930 850 4,080 2,720 10,880 2,040 340 510 1,190 13,430 

Source: Human Resource Training to the Economic and Social Development of Latin America, op.cU., table 14. 
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need for an increment of over 130 per cent in their 
total number between 1!M>5 and 1980. Since the 
population will have increased by only 55 per cent 
during that interval, this would mean an improve- 
ment in the tatio of university graduates in the 
professional category to the total population, since 
the coefficient would rise from the present figure 
of 3.0 per mil to 4.5 per mil in i!)80. 

Hesidcs this over-all increase, the category 
concerned will no doubt also undergo a change in 
internal structure according to the principal "pro- 
fessions" and "professional specialities". Some 
additional hypotheses would lead to consideration, 
for example, of the need to increase substantially 
the proportion of graduates in the natural sciences 
and engineering and, on a lesser scale, in economics 
and the social sciences; to maintain the proportion 
of graduates trained in the humanities, pedagogy, 
the fine arts and the medical sciences at approxi- 
mately the same level ; and to reduce the proportion 
of graduates in law. 

The illustrative character of these consider- 
ations would not warrant extending the scope of 
the projections in order to relate them to more 
specific professions, even though such a course 
would help to clarify the basis of the over-all 
assessments by demonstrating their close relation- 
ship with t lie structural changes and improvements 
in the sectoral productivity alluded to above. At 
the same time, a more detailed analysis of tho 
problem would provide criteria for estimating the 
changes that should be made m the ratio of pro- 
fessionals at the higher level to professionals at the 
intermediate level (the latter are included in the 
general category of technicians, although this 
designation is not entirely accurate). 

(c)    Improvement ami chanaes in the educational 
¡yrofile of the labour force in, 1980 

Necessarily supplemented by that more de- 
tailed type of analysis (a description of which is 
omitted in order to avoid too lengthy a presentation 
of these hypotheses) the projections of professional 
structure serve as a basis for sounder projections 
of the educational profile of the economically active 
population which would be compatible with future 
development requirements. The problem thus en- 
compasses the more direct concerns of educational 
planning, inasmuch as it might well become a 
quantitative framework which would help to 
determine the magnitude and orientation of the 
training policy which should be adopted. 

This additional step is illustrated by the hypo- 
thetical projections of the educational profile of 
the active population in 1980, as set out in table 14. 

This involves far more than the mere arithmetical 
computation of the figures resulting from relating 
the projections of the future professional structure 
to present coefficients of "educational inputs" for 
each professional category. 

For this purpose it would seem appropriate to 
take into account at least two considerations. In 
the first place, the educational profile that will be 
necessary in the future is not dependent only upon 
the changes expected in the professional structure, 
as deriving from the quantitative expansion of the 
various categories. It has seemed opportune in 
earlier sections of this article to emphasize a no- 
table anomaly in the existing situation : the fulfil- 
ment of professional functions without proper 
training. In other words, tho "internal" educational 
profile governing certain professional categories 
considered separately currently presents marked 
inadequacies in the scope and nature of the relevant 
school and vocational training. It is only right to 
expect, therefore, that this deficiency will be cor- 
rected in the future. This entails the need for an 
improvement in the general educational profile of 
the active population, regardless of the greater 
quantitative needs in terms of professionals in the 
different categories. 

A second consideration relates mainly to the 
inevitably rigid nature of certain factors obstruct- 
ing attempts to improve the educational profile of 
the employed population. A considerable propor- 
tion—probably about 30 per cent—of the active 
population in 1980 will in fact consist of persons 
already integrated in the labour force in 1965, i.e. 
survivors of the present employed population, 
whose educational profile is already determined 
and could be modified in some measure only 
through extramural training services. Even the 
educational profile of the new influx into the 
labour force in the near future will also be largely 
predetermined by existing educational conditions. 
Therefore the new human resources training activ- 
ities undertaken from now on will come to influence 
the educational profile of only a proportion of the 
economically active population available in 15 
years' time. This shows how important it is for 
educational planning to be based on forecasts of 
future requirements over a relatively long period. 

These considerations, in their turn, give rise to 
certain conclusions which deserve to be emphasized. 
In the first place, they explain why the projections 
set out in table 14 continue to show a significant 
proportion of persons with little school training in 
the categories embracing professional workers, 
technicians, and administrative and managerial 
personnel, a fact which apparently conflicts with 
the aim of   bringing the professional skills into 

1 
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TABLE 14.   LATIN AMERICA: HYPOTHETIC M. PROJECTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROFILE OK THE LABOUR I WE UP TO 1980 
(thousands of person») 

Professional    Administrative     .,     , (hierntii'is 
lutai      and technical and managerial JfJL,"%•       and artisan Senses 

personnel persomi'!      ""' mleii»>e» tntrkers personnel 

'iotal 120,000 6,310 3.705 14.820 80,485           It 680 
University education       2,432 1.554                485 303 

(complete or incomplete) 
Intermediate education      :'5,47ti 4,144 2,250 0,013 11,251             1188 

(a) Secondari/ general 15,410 1,311 1,715 5J18 5 787             1 18S 
(i) Complete       4.48« 632 1,135 ¿\U\ 1445                *27'> 
(it) Incomplete 10,933 (¡79                 580 2,002 4 34> <tltl 

(b) Technical       S.235 1,011                535 1,225 5,401 
(c) Teacher training              1,822 1,822               — — 

/''limary education 92,002 612 970 7,784 09,23 t 13,492 
(a) More than three years 57,517 454 695 5,605 4L830 8J873 
(b) Less than three years or none at all      .   .    34,585 158 275 2,119 27^414 4619 

Source: Human He-source Training in the Economie and Social Development o) Latin America, op.cit.. tabic 15. 

line with the functions to be carried out in the educational activities. Tho aggregate sum involved 
economic system. Moreover, a comparison between represents a little over 3.5 per cent of Latin Ameri- 
the   projections   of   the   desirable   or   necessary ca's gross domestic product and is one of the largest 
educational profile in 1980 and the present situation proportions eannarkod for a spocific purpose, 
fails to reveal the true magnitude of the effort About  90  per cent  of the  estimated  total 
needed in regard to the educational system, since shown in table 15 corresponds to current expen- 
this effort must be measured in relation to the new diture on education and student wolfare; within 
contingents integrated in the active population, the former the major itom is tho remuneration of 
whose level of education should be much higher teaching and administrative staff, while the latter 
in order to offset the inadequacy of the survivors of probably does not account for more than 5 per cent 
the existing labour force. of total current expenditure. The investment figuro 

given in the same table is a rough calculation based 
on incomplete data, which in all probability imder- 

(d)    The financing of education and training, and estimates the real magnitude of the effort that is 
efficiency of the system being made in this connexion. 

The same applies to tho figure for "other 
In 1965 the total funds allocated to education expenditures", whose main components would seem 

and training probably exceeded US $ 3,000 million to be the funds allocated, at the university level, to 
per annum, including current expenditure on research work and extension services; at the 
education proper and on welfare services, invest- secondary level to extension services, experimental 
ment, and other outlays on research and extension farms etc. ; and at the primary level to litoracy 
work, covering university, secondary and primary campaigns and continuing adult education. Ac- 
education,  as   well   as extramural   and informal cording to these same estimates, primary schooling 

TABLE 15.   LATIN AMERICA: ESTIMATE OF RESOURCES ALLOCATED TO EDUCATION. 1965 
(millions of dollars at 1960 prices) 

*-     JSSSL   """   JL 
Total 3,200             2,830              180                90 
University education  650                660                30                «0 
Secondary education  930                890                30                 10 

General  _MÔ 
Vocational      260 
Training of primary-school 
teachers  120 

Primary education  1,520             1.380              120               20 
Kxtramural and informal 

educational activities  100 

Source: ECLA, The Financing of Education and Human Resources Training in Latin America. 
(KCLA/Kil. Inv./6.(i), table 1. Paper presented at the Heirional Technical Amlatanoe .Seminar on 
Invitaient in Education iu Latin America, Santiago, Chile, 5-13 Dec. 1966. 
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apparent I y absorbs a little less than half the total 
resources allocated to education; approximately 
30 per cent goes to the secondary level, at which 
in turn about HO per cent is spent, on general 
secondary education, less than 30 per cent on 
vocational education, and about It per cent on 
the training of primary school teachers. A little 
over one fifth of total current expenditure and 
investment outlays is earmarked for university 
education. The figure given for expenditure on 
extramural and informal educational activities is 
intended more as a reminder of the existence of 
Hie item than as even ,i rough estimate, in view 
of the almost total lack of reliable data in this 
connexion. 

With due allowance for the largely hypothe- 
tical nature of the figures in question, it is en- 
lightening to relate the estimates of current ex- 
penditure to enrolment numbers at the levels 
concerned. The results of this comparison are 
summarized in table !<>, and lead to the conclusion 

.uni: LATIN AMKKICA: ESTIMATES OI   KNHOLMKNT 
NOMBEKS AM) UNIT COSTS, 1 <J(>") 

Total  :íS,,SOO 

SIM) I'nicersity education     .   . 

Secondarli education .   .   . 5,100 
(iCIlt'lill  3,300 
Vocational 1,240 
Tuonili}; of priman - 

School IcMrlu't'K  .    .     . 5(>0 
I'lhmnij cdural¡on     .   .    . :t2,!)00 

\ umher <>/tilíntenla Annual er/ir ml ¡turi 
rumili il prr Rimimi 

flliniisiuiftn) Il  S titillarsi» 

73 
700 
175 
I AR 

210 

210 
42 

Stm m : The l-intiiirint)„t Ktliicatitnt mid Unman III sources Trainimi 
ut l.ttlui    Imirini, op.ril., tiibht '_'. 

« < ii. Kill cxiM'iiilituroiiiil.v, i-xrluiMiurmvislmoiit unti ot lu-i out lays. 

that in present circumstances, in Latin America 
as a whole, annual expenditure per pupil in the 
entire educational system probably averages a 
little over 70 dollars. A preponderant influence on 
this average is exerted by primary education, 
which covers almost 80 per cent of the total school 
population; this again suggests that the general 
tendency of the estimates is to underestimate the 
magnitude of the problem. 

An annual outlay of 42 dollars per primary- 
school pupil appears hardly likely to exceed the 
truth, while the much higher figures estimated for 
the ot her levels 175 dollars in the case of secondary 
education and 700 dollars at the university stage — 
imply ratios to ex pondi turc» on primary education 
which seem to he corroborated by other estimates 
formulated independent ly.10 

10 Sec I'XK.SCO, Alíjanos impecio* del ¡inanciumiento 
de la educación in América Latina, tabic 5. 

The 196f) data presented may afford a basis for 
exploring the future development of financing 
requirements for education, assuming there are no 
significant changos in the structure, performance 
and productivity of the region's educational 
systems. Jn very broad outline, such an under- 
taking involves (i) the selection of a future period 
of the references; (ii) the projection of require- 
ments in respect of the expansion of educational 
and training services in line with social objectives 
.md the needs deriving from tho development 
itself; and (Hi) tho prediction of certain changes 
in the absolute levels of specific costs, irrespective 
of any overhauling of the structure or policy of the 
educational services themselves. 

For evaluating the situation that is likely to 
develop by 11)80 in the light of probable population 
trends, reasonable objectives for the expansion of 
basic education must bo established, together with 
hypotheses as to the growth of income and changes 
in the structure of the economy, with their reper- 
cussions on requirements in respect of technical 
and professional personnel at the various levels; in 
short, all the factors that would help to determine 
the educational profile of the population of Latin 
America by that date. 

The implications of these projections in terms 
of demand for financial resources depend not only 
on the aggregate expansion envisaged but also on 
the changes in the composition of the student body 
by levels and specialities, as well as on factors that 
will inevitably make for a rise in unit costs. 

To take the case of primary education (for 
which as we have seen, annual current expenditure 
per pupil is estimated at 42 dollars) it must be 
recognized that in the course of the 15 years 
covered by the projections the real remuneration 
of teachers will necessarily increase in at least 
the same proportion as average national per capita 
income. Some degree of improvement is also to 
be expected in the composition of primary educ- 
ation by purely basic and complete schooling, with 
the consequent effects on costs. Lastly, social 
objectives could not be attained without some 
increase in the proportion of current expenditure 
earmarked for welfare services. All this would seem 
to warrant the fairly conservative hypothesis of 
an annual expenditure of 70 dollars per pupil in 
li)S0. 

Secondary education will necessarily be in- 
fluenced by the same and by other, additional 
factors. The foreseeable modification of the com- 
parative importance of general secondary education 
as against intermediate-level vocational education- 
agricultural, technical, commercial—and the train- 
ing of primary school teachers implies a relatively 
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faster rate of expansion in those branches in which 
costs per pupil are higher. It is probable that at 
these levels too an increase in expenditure on 
welfare services-perhaps proportionally greater— 
will be required, partly with a view to increasing 
the number of scholarships, above all for particular 
specialities such as agricultural and technical 
education. 

Much the same will no doubt take place in 
university education, especially on account of the 
increasing relative importance of scientific and 
technical training, which entails much heavier unit 
expenditure than, for example, education in 
economics, law or the humanities. 

The results of these hypotheses are presented 
in table 17. In table 18 hypothetical estimates of 
investment and other expenditure are also presented 
in which ratios to current expenditure are kept 
more or less the same as at present, and account 
is taken of a few additional assumptions that seem 
warranted from several points of view.11 

TABLE 17.   LATIN AMERICA: HYPOTHETICAL PROJECTION 
OF   ENROLMENT   NUMBERS   AND   CURRENT 
EXPENDITURE      ON      EDUCATION      BY      1980 

Enrolment number» 
(thousands) 

Total  
University education 
Secondary education .   . 

General  
Vocational    .   .   .   . 
Training of primary- 

school teachers .   . 
Primary education    .   . 

80,900 
MOO 
Moo 
MOO 
4,000 

1,200 
70,000 

Total current 
expenditure 

(millions of US 
dollars at 1960 

prices) 

9,600 
1,300 

3,400 

1,100 
1,800 

500 
4,900 

TrnSt»?*' Pr   *\inaHrint>  "I   Mutation  and  Human   Resource» J raining m IAUIII America, op.cit.. tuble D. 

Total demand for educational financing in 1980 
is estimated, on the basis of this series of hypo- 
thetical calculations, at an annual sum of about 
US $11,000 million. This would signify not only a 
considerable increase over present levels, since it 
would mean that the allocations registered in 1965 
were more than trebled, but also a substantial rise 
in the proportion of national income represented 
by the resources in question. Even if the relatively 
optimistic hypothesis were adopted that by 1980 
the total domestic product will be over twice as 
much, expenditure on education would come to 
represent no less than 5.5 per cent of the aggregate 
product. 

In particular, a more rapid increase in allocations 
lor university research is envisaged, and it is assumed 
that extramural and informal educational activities will 
expand to a very marked extent. 

TABLE 18.    LATIN AMERICA: HYPOTHETICAL PROJKCTION 
OF TOTAL   DEMAND  FOR EDUCATION Al. KIN \N- 
CINOBY  1080 

(millions of US dollars at 1%0 prices) 

Current    ''"'<*''"<'»< 
fj-tH-mli-     aml "*hfr 

ture er,»;„tf 

9,600 
1,300 

3,400 

1,100 
1,800 

500 
4,900 

900 
200 

200 

500 

11« 

Total 

T°M 11,000 
University education ....    1,500 
Secondary education   ....    3,000 

General  
Vocational  
Training of primary-school 

teacher»  
Primary education .   .       .   .    5,400 

Extramural and infornai 
educational activities.   .       500 

Source:  The   Financing   of  Education mici Human   Resources 
Training in Ulin America, op.cit., table 4. sources 

Stress should be laid on the nature of those 
quantitative examples. They are not intended to 
justify a specific objective as regards tho allocation 
of resources to education, for the docision involved 
could be based only on explicit definitions of several 
fundamental aspects of development policy, and 
furthermore would have to be adapted in each case 
to the special—and often widely differing con- 
ditions prevailing in each individual Latin American 
country. All that is attempted is to foresee, in the 
light of the implications that would derive from 
the maintenance of the existing structures, guiding 
principles and operational patterns of the region's 
educational systems, certain orders of magnitudo 
which help to place the problem of financing 
education in a broader context. 

To judge from the illustrativo estimates pre- 
sented above the absorption of the accrued deficit 
and the maintenance of an educational structure 
in line with social aspirations and development 
requirements would represent, in the immediate 
future, a financial effort that hardly any of the 
Latin American countries is in a position to make 
for the time being. This confirms the assertion that 
the difficulty lies not merely in the proportion of 
budget allocations earmarked for education, but 
in basic limitations deriving from over-all national 
income levels. 

Tho countries that are coping satisfactorily 
with the problem—European countries and the 
United States, for example—enjoy per capita in- 
come levels six or ten times as high as the Latin 
American average, and this disparity is necessarily 
reflected in similarly substantial differences in the 
resources available for meeting the requirements 
of development in general and education in par- 
ticular. In many of the countries in question not 
only the levels but also the growth rates of per 
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caiiita incoino arc much higher than in Latin 
America, and aH a rule the proportion of funds 
channelled through the public sector is also greater. 

Population structure itself, from this stand- 
point, is one of the factors that aggravate the dif- 
ficulties encountered by the Latin America» coun- 
tries. Whereas the proportion of the total number 
of inhabitants represented by the school-age 
population (f> to 19 years) is 2!) per cent in the 
Tinted States and 22 per cent in Western Europe, 
in Latin America it is nearly 30 per cent. This 
means that in the last-named region the scanty 
incoino of a smaller proportion of the economically 
active population has to defray the expenses of a 
larger proportion of school-age population. Thus 
demographic characteristics, in conjunction with 
the handicaps deriving from the absolute level and 
slow growth rate of income, decisively influence the 
Latin American economies' capacity to generate a 
larger volume of resources for education. At the 
same time the insufficient development of modern- 
typo enterprises does not provide an adequate 
training ground for all the workers in need of pro- 
fessional upgrading through properly directed 
practical means. 

Furthermore, the limitations stemming from 
these factors affect not only the fin .ucing of 
educational services proper but also the capacity of 
the population to make use of those services. To make 
matters worse, not only are income levels low in 
Latin America but, in addition, income distribution 
by population sectors and socio-economic strata 
shows a much higher degree of concentration than 
m the moie developed countries, so that a sub- 
stantial proportion of pupils with the proper 
intellectual capacity, including those with genuine 
talents, cvnnot make use of educational opportun- 
ities even when they are available for a large 
number of students. 

To confront the tremendous difficulties of 
financing the educational and training efforts 
required is one of those problems which educational 
planning should do most to solve, not so much in 
terms of a better justification of the case for 
education in competing for larger resources as to 
promote the maximum productivity of the re- 
sources already assigned to those ends". There seems 
to bo a fairly widespread consensus that the school 
system can be made much more efficient and its 
¡ter capita costs lowered. An increase in the reten- 
tion ratos alone would moan a considerable reduc- 
tion in unit expenditure in relation to the number 
of persons completing each stage of education. There 
would also appear to be certain possibilities of 
benefiting from "ec-momies of scale", especially in 
the   use of   higher   level  educational   facilities- 

laboratories and other teaching media, including 
certain technical courses—which could function 
separately or be combined according to the needs 
of educational centres. At other levels a proper 
co-ordination on broad and clearly defined lines 
would avoid tho danger of duplication and enable 
the resources earmarked for research to be used 
to much better purpose. No less promising seem 
to be tho possibilities held out by the effective 
integration of school anil extramural training, 
which would make it possible to choose the most 
suitable training methods for certain specialities, 
and avoid excessive fragmentation in university 
studies and intermediate technical schools. Finally, 
the best methods should be devised and all available 
means utilized to adapt all enterprises or industries 
with a modern organization to be efficient training 
centres. 

All that has been said here is enough to 
indicate but a few of the many lines of action that, 
can be visualized. The important point is that 
future educational planning activities will have to 
face a most arduous and pressing task: the need 
to find a way of reconciling the overwhelming 
demand for the expansion and reform of the 
educational and training systems with disburse- 
ments of funds that are highly unlikely Lo increase 
on a comparable scale. 

4.    SPECIFIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE 

KKWIRKMBNTS OF HIGHLY SKILLED MANPOWER IN 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 

(a)    The specific pattern of Latin American 
industrialization in the next decade 

Against the previously described industrial, 
professional and educational background of the 
region it is somewhat easier to tackle the more 
specific key problems related to the role of advanced 
skills and technologies in Latin American industrial 
development. To discuss these it is first necessary 
to distinguish the specific structural patterns of 
the development of manufacturing industry, taking 
into account its internal organization and tech- 
nological characteristics. Because of the staggering 
complexity of the problems involved, this dis- 
cussion cannot be reduced to the construction of 
simple development models that explain everything 
through the interrelation of a few coefficients from 
which some simple conclusions can be drawn. This 
would be a hopeless task and would run a serious 
risk of terminating in meaningless generalities or 
conclusions that are already to be found in in- 
numerable documents presented to international 
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conferences. The best way seems to be to develop 
a gradual approach from the general to the specific 
step by step throwing a searching light on problems 
which may be discovered as relevant. 

This gradual approach to the structural pattern 
of  industrialization  in   Latin   America   (or  any 
developing region) might well start with the simple 
subdivision of all branches of manufacturing into 
two main groups: the "dynamic" and the "vege- 
tative" industries. The first consists largely (but 
not exclusively) of the new branches of industry 
with dynamic growth; the second refers (again not 
exclusively) to the traditional (mostly consumer) 
goods, and industries whose expansion is closely 
tied to consumption and is governed by the growth 
of the population and the slow changes in its con- 
sumption pattern. In Latin America it is easy to 
see how the different stages of industrialization in 
the  developing   countries   are   indicated   by  the 
relative gross values of the production of the dy- 
namic and the vegetative industries. In 1960, in 
the three large countries which had already em- 
barked upon the fourth stage of industrialization 
(Argentina, Brazil and Mexico), the relation was 
almost  50:50.  In the five (mostly medium-size) 
countries which were in the third stage of indus- 
trialization (Chile, Colombia, Peru, Uruguay and 
Venezuela) the relation was 38:62. In the remaining 
smaller countries for which statistical data were 
available (Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Panama 
and five Central American countries) and that were 
at that time on the borderline between the second 
and third stages of industrialization the relation was 
only 17:83.12 

Even this apparently over-simplified sub- 
division is very instructive, since it gives a good 
idea of the numerical magnitudes of the higher 
skills required, especially of engineers and tech- 
nicians. To give an idea of relevant coefficients: in 
1957 it was calculated that the average industrial 
ratio of graduate engineers to factory workers in 
1056 was already 5.0:1000, of which 6.9:1000 were 
m the dynamic industries, and only half (namely 
3.5:1000) in the vegetative industries. Tho pro- 
jection for 1967 presented in the same study 
indicated the necessity of reaching an average ratio 
of 8.2:1000 for graduate engineers to factory 
workers, with as many as 11.6:1000 in the dynamic 
industries, and only 4.6:1000 in the vegetative 
ones.13 

A similar type of estimate was made with 
respect to intermediate-lovel technicians. The over- 

'• The  Procese of Industrial Development in Latin 
Imeneo, op.cit., chap. II, table 13. 

ii T>• 
KCLA? Economic Development of Argentina, Vol. 

H.H. annex A, "Investments in Technical Training". 

all figure for 1967 is fairly comparable with the 
mdustnal ratio of engineers to factory workers in 
the United States in the late 1920s, when it stood 
at around 10:1000. It has double«! „ml perhaps 
trebled since then. 

A closer approach to the industrial develop- 
ment pattern with the probable figures for the 
engineers, technicians and industrial administrative 
staff needed may be achieved by dealing separately 
with the major groups of industry. On this basis 
different   stages   of   industrialization   are   again 
clearly distinguishable. As regards Latin America 
it can be seen that in I960" the proportion of the 
gross production value of the metal transforming 
machinery and electrical equipment branches of 
industry in tho industrial Mal was as follows: in 
the first, more advanced, group of countries, 25 per 
cent; m the second group,  J3.6 per cent; and in 
the third group, 3.6 per cent. The regional average 
was 22 per cent. The respective ratios for the food 
beverages and tobacco branches to the industrial' 
total were: 27.0, 31.7 and 57.3 per cent, with a 
regional average of 29 per cent. 

It was roughly calculated that with the doub- 
ling of the Latin American gross product and an 
industrial growth of 120 per cent above the 1960 
level, the share of the metal-transforming branch 
would increase from 22 to 27 per cent, and that 
of the chemical and petroleum industries from 
14 to 19 per cent, while tho share of the food, 
beverages and tobacco branches would fall from 
29 to 21 per cent.16 

It is well known that the dynamic growth of 
the metal-transforming, mechanics and eloctrical 
equipment industry and of the chemical and related 
industries is a sign of industrial progress in the 
developing as well as in the developed countries, 
while industries utilizing simpler production pro- 
cesses develop more slowly. Nevertheless, some of 
the latter, during limited periods in which they 
may be given special opportunities for growth, may 
suddenly jump ahead and develop at an even 
greater  speed  than  the  most  typical  dynamic 
industries. Iii Latin America this may well happen 
in the next few years in tho industries producing 
pulp and paper, rubber goods, cement and related 
products, and in some branches of industry pro- 
cessing vegetable and animal products, while new 
branches of industry may delay their appearance 
on the scene, and other typically dynamic indus- 
tries may grow less rapidly than might havo been 
expected from development models utilizing input- 
output techniques. 

14 The Process of Industrial Development in Latin 
America, op.cit., chcp. II, table 12. 

'* See The Process of Industrial Development in Latin 
America, op.cit., chap. IV, tables 41—44. 
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It is important to note the striking differences 
between the numerical requirements for higher skills 
in different industry groups and specific branches. 
The top groups as regards the ratio of graduato 
engineers to factory workers are the petroleum 
and chemical industries, followed by the electrical 
equipment, machinery and transport equipment 
industries. In all those modern-type industries the 
ratio of engineers to workers is close to or over 
2 per cent and there are two to threo times as 
many intermediate technicians. In some petro- 
chemical and special electronics plants these ratios 
may become even higher. Industrial automation 
naturally greatly increases such ratios. 

At t he other extreme, the foodstuffs, beverages, 
tobacco, clothing, leather, stone, ceramic, and glass 
industries utilize (and may well develop) with a 
very low ratio of engineers to factory workers, i.e. 
0.3 — 0.5 per cent or less. The ratios of textile ard 
timber processing industries are not much higher. In 
Latin America all these industries will for at least 
the current and the next decade, play a very 
important role in the process of industrialization, 
not only because of the immense and non-saturated 
internal markets but also because of the prospects 
for exporting consumer manufactures to other 
regions. 

In any discussion of the structural pattern 
of fut me industrial development in Latin America 
a careful investigation must be made of the problem 
of tho size of plants and enterprises. The same 
branches of industry may develop through large 
and medium-sized plants, while other types of 
commodities may be produced even in tiny units. 
The problem of choosing not only which industries 
to establish, which specific products and quality 
of commodities to manufacture, which technologies 
to apply, but also the preferable scale of production 
unit to promote, is already a considerable one for 
the Latin American countries and will become even 
biggor in future. 

As we have seen1», three entirely different 
industrial systems coexist in Latin A nerica: the 
modem, tho underdeveloped or intermediate, and 
the entirely primitive. If, through energetic effort, 
tho primitive handicrafts and homecrafts were to 
disappear during the next decade, leaving in the 
field an artisan system adapted to modern con- 
ditions ami needs, there would still be coexisting, 
on the one hand, medium and large-scale industry, 
modern or forced by circumstances to modernize 
rapidly, with all its high technological and know- 
how requirements; and on the other, a very large 
number of small industrial units, which would be 
compelled to continue to use rather simpler and 

16 s,(. Section 1, pp. 1<H —s. 

cheaper-to-buy technologies while employing a very 
large number of less expensively trailed personnel, 
who would also be led by a much lower proportion 
of highly trained technicians. 

The maintenance of this dualism in Latin 
America will be both an economic and a social 
necessity in almost all the countries of the region. 
Only very gradually will the consistent policy of 
selective growth and modernization for such in- 
dustries17 bring them within approachable distance 
of an integrated economy. 

The magnitude of the problems involved in the 
development of small industry in Latin America 
may be jidged from the estimated employment 
figures for large and medium-scale industry, small- 
scale industry, and handicrafts and homecrafts. In 
1960, for a total of some 9.5 million employed in 
manufacturing, there were some 4 million in large 
and medium-scale industry, about one million in 
small-scale factory industry, and some 4.5 million 
of handicraftsmen and homecraftsmen. Many of the 
latter can be imputed to small-scale industry, which 
would then expand to at least 2 million workers. In 
the rest of the artisan sector another 2 million may 
bo considered as belonging to the primitive activities 
sector. 

It may be predicted that in 1080 large and 
medium-scale industry, through modernization and 
a rapid increase in productivity, would absorb a 
total of up to 8 million persons : about 40 per cent 
of the assumed total industrial labour force. Out 
of the remaining 12 millions, if about one-half 
were engaged in handicrafts and homecrafts, there 
would be 6 million persons to be employed by small- 
scale industry-three times the 1960 figure. 

The figure presented for employment in small- 
scale industry in 1980 would seem to suggest a 
strikingly different proportion than was apparently 
the case in 1060, but in reality it conveys a some- 
what different definition of small-scale industry. 
There is at present a great deal of confusion about 
its definition, and the criteria for determining 
oxactly what small-scale industry is vary from 
country to country and from one census to another 
in the same country.18 In addition to the number 

17 Cf. Issuen und Policies in the Promotion of Small- 
scale Industries, (ST/KCLA/Conf.23/L. 14.), submitted by 
the tinted Nations Centre for Industrial Development 
to the Latin American Symposium on Industrial Develop- 
ment, Saniamo, Chile, March 1966; and l\ C. ALEXANDER, 
1 he Hole of the Small Industries in the Global Development 
Strategies, (ST/ECLA/Conf.25/L. 10), pubmitted to the 
heminar on Small-scale Industry in Latin America, Quito, 
28 Nov. —5 l>i\ 19«6. 

1 " For discussion, see Issues and Policies in the Pro- 
motion of Small-scale Industries, op.cit., chap. I, and 
P. (.'. ALEXANDER, Definition of the Small Industry, (ST/ 
LCLA/Lonf.25/L.2), submitted to the Seminar on Small- 
scali- Industry in Latin America, Quito, 196«. 
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of employees  by establishment,  other economic 
criteria referring to capital intensity, production 
scale etc. are utilized, but in the case of Latin 
America, not very systematically up to now, and 
rather as a complement to the employment cri- 
terion. It may be assumed that the future policy 
of an intensive development of small-scale indus- 
tries   will   evolve   in   accordance   with   planned 
employment policy»», the clarification and stand- 
ardization  of  the  concept  of  what  small-scale 
industry is,   and that  special attention  will  be 
paid   within   that   redefinition   to   the   techno- 
economic factors. A substantial proportion of what 
is now called medium-size industry, being poorly 
equipped and producing on a small scale, would 
then be classified under the heading of small-scale 
industry,   while   establishments   with   tho   same 
employment level but well-equipped and highly 
productive   would   qualify   as   medium-scale   in- 
dustry.20 

Tho distinction would naturally be of great 
assistance in estimating the numbers of highly 
skilled professionals required, whose employment 
in the reclassified small-scale industry would be 
limited, while demand for them in the reclassified 
medium-size industry would undoubtedly be greatly 
increased. 

A further step in the discussion of industrial 
development patterns in Latin America would be 
to analyse the prospective development of indivi- 
dual branches of industry and the future increase 
in production of the most important individual 
commodities. In this respect a great many studies 
have been prepared or are in preparation by the 
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA)", 
as well as a number of national studies. Many 
conclusions can be drawn from these studies 
regarding the present situation and future require- 
ments of highly skilled manpower in each industry. 
In these cases the point is not to have a given 
number of persons in the country belonging to the 
general category of "engineers"; it is rather to 
have persons belonging to specific technical pro- 

" Cf. The Bole of Small Industries in the Global 
Development Strategies, op.cit., and Hole of Small Manu- 
facturing Enterprises in the Balanced Economic and Social 
Development in Latin America (ST/ECLA/Conf. 23/L 52) 
presented by the International Labour Office to Latin 
American Symposium on Industrial Development, San- 
tiago, March 1966. 

»° These modernized concepts of small and medium- 
sized industry would come close to the classification of 
mining enterprises under the Chilean mining code, which 
makes a distinction between small, medium and bur 
mining enterprises on the basis of production volume. 

n These studies mostly concern : the iron and steel 
industry; the non-ferrous metals industry; the chemical 
industry; the pulp and paper industry; tho metal-trans- 
forming industries; and the textile industry. 

fessions or, even bettor, with a s^eific tvne of 
specialization. In Latin America the situation in 
the latter respect is usually even more unsatisfac- 
tory than that in more general terms. The groat 
shortage of highly skilled specialized personnel 
represents one of the greatest obstacles t«, develop- 
ing, modernizing or increasing productivity in many 
branches of industry. 

A striking case occurred in Venezuela, when« 
it was reported in 1962 that there was a specific 

shortage of petroleum engineers, although il«,«« 
were m particularly great demand in national 
industry; only 2 per cent of registered Venezuelan 
engineers were petroleum engineers and onlv 
around 100 of these were available to fill about 
600 posts".28 

The possibilities for Latin American indus- 
trialization within a short time aro undoubtedly 
very promising, for a highly urbanized region with 
a population of 300 to 400 million, with a great 
demand for industrial commodities, richly endowed 
with natural resources and with a great many 
nascent industries, is in the process of going 
through a fairly complete "shopping list" of modem 
industries with good prospects of picking out of it 
a number of branches for regional development. The 
choice would be far from arbitrary. 

The pattern of industrial development, in Latin 
America in the near future, in terms of spocific 
branches of industry and individual production 
lines, will depend on a series of factors. Some of 
the most important of these are presented below, 
but no attempt is made to estimate their relative 
influence on future changes in industrial structure. 

(b)    Factors influencing the prospective jxittern of 
Latin American industrialization 

Latin American economic integration is almost 
certainly one of the most inqiortant factors in- 
fluencing the region's industrialization pattern in 
the present and next decade. It is generally 
recognized that economic integration is the only 
way to secure rapid and balanced industrial 
development in the region and practically all 
broader industrialization schemes of an inter 
national or even a national nature assume that 
some sort of integration will take place. The striking 
success of the Central American Common Market 
in the field of industrialization is a stimulating 
practical test of the tremendous ari vantages of 
well-conceived integration. 

M Aníbal K. MARTINEZ, Nuestro Petróleo, Oen.-va 
1963, quoted in Manpower Piantina and Vocational 
Training, submitted by the International Labour Organi- 
sation to the Latin American Symposium on Industrial 
Development. 
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The difficulty lies in the practical form to be 
taken by Latin American integration. The progress 
and pattern of industrialization greatly depend 
upon the accepted form of integration. It is true 
that there are innumerable formulas for integration, 
some independent, some complementary, but there 
are only two basic concepts of regional integration, 
namely, horizontal and vertical integration. 

The present integration agreements, which led 
to the establishment of the Latin American Free- 
Trade Association (LAFTA, or ALALO in Spanish), 
have proved to l>a an ineffectual instrument for the 
development of industries that could reckon with 
duty-free regional markets. The main obstacle 
seems to be the lack of guarantees for the enjoy- 
ment of reciprocal advantages by all countries 
participating in tho scheme, and as a result the 
progress mado in abolishing industrial tariff barriers 
between LAFTA's member countries has been very 
slow, and has thus had little influence on their 
industrial growth. 

]t seems that the keys to successful industrial 
integration a^c the reciprocity of advantages gained 
through integration and the ability to establish 
a mechanism for the common planning of the 
distribution of productive industrial resources so as 
to ensure their efficient utilization along with 
reciprocity. 

AH a step towards successful regional economic 
integration, subregional integration schemes are 
now being devised in Latin America, mostly related 
to the formula of vertical industrial integration. The 
arrangements made between Argentina, Brazil and 
(•hile for the exchange of the products of the 
automobile industry, later extended to other metal 
products, constituted one of the first schemes of 
this kind. Another probably much broader scheme 
would set up a series of industrial links, between 
all the Pacific and Andean countries from Chile to 
Venezuela. Joint plans for the co-ordinated devel- 
opment of a broad range of metal and chemical 
industries are being drawn up. 

It is to bo expected that when all these integra- 
tion plans, mostly relating to industries which aio 
utilizing advanced technologies and are therefore 
very heavy absorbers of highly skillod manpower, 
are put into operation, one of the first implications 
will be tb.r* development cf special, as well as 
international, plans foi the rapid training of skilled 
manpower. 

Manpower and general employment policy will 
be vory important factors in the years to come in 
the sha]»ing of industrialization policy, and will 
largely determine at least pomo of its structural 
characteristics. If the present trend of a relatively 
slow increase in industrial employment prevails 
and. at the same time, the migration from rural 

to urban areas continues as intensively as at 
present, mass underemployment and open un- 
employment of staggering magnitude will make its 
appearance23 in the towns, with unpredictable 
repercussions upon the maintenance of the law and 
internal peace in the region. 

These gloomy prospects call for the establish- 
ment of a special employment policy, one of the 
key measures of which should be to promote and 
facilitate the extensive development of small-scale 
industries, supplying and providing work for the 
economically and geographically remote areas of 
Latin America. It would be entirely uneconomic 
however to discourage the modernization of 
medium and large-scale industries and their use of 
advanced technologies, especially in the range of 
high-grade industries which woidd have to make 
the most efficient xise of the skilled manpower that 
will be in short supply for many years to come, and 
will become highly competitive within the integrat- 
ing region. 

(c)    Choice and application of technologies and 
highly skilled manpower requirements 

In this setting it is easier to measure the 
tendencies of Latin Amorican industrial expansion 
and diversification against the choice of industrial 
structures and technologies to be applied, and the 
high levels oí skill required. It is important to 
measure these skills not only in quantitative terms 
but also in terms of the substance and quality of 
education: the type and quality of practical train- 
ing, and the selection of talents. Whenever purely 
quantitative estimates are prepared, irrespective 
of the exactitude of the forecasts of industrial needs 
of specific skill categories, they will always fall 
short of the real targets unless proper provision is 
made for achieving the indispensable quality 
standards. 

The basis has already been given for establish- 
ing general figures for the present and prospective 
availabilities of university level scientists and 
engineers, as well as for the numbers required in 
industry. The general conclusion is that the present 
figure of about 40,000 university-level professionals 
(of whom only some 20,000 are engineers) is wholly 
inadequate for present needs, and that the attain- 
ment of the 1980 target of 140,000 university pro- 
fessionals (of which at least 80,000 should be en- 

23 Sec Z. SI.AWINSKI, The Structure of Manpower in 
Latin America: H volution during the Laut Few Decades 
and Long-term Prospects, prepared for the Seminar on 
Long-term Forecasting of Manpower Requirements and 
Educational Policies, organized by OECD, Lima, March 
I960. 
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gineers) would be a great strain on formal educa- 
tional, as well as on extramural informal, training 
systems, and would also involve costly obligations. 

Within the general minimum figures, an at- 
tempt can be made to determine the actual and 
the required numbers of skilled personnel cor- 
responding to more specific types of skill; that is, 
in the specific professions and in the most important 
specializations (the latter in what may be called 
functional and technical specializations). While the 
problem of basic training for the professions is in 
all cases fundamental, the problems of specializ- 
ation, though always important, are rather easier 
to solve over the short or medium term so as 
adequately to meet industrial requirements, be- 
cause of the relatively high degree of horizontal 
mobility or "professional flexibility"—the ability 
of well-educated professionals to adapt themselves 
to diverse types of functions. 

However, functional and technical adaptability 
depends vory largely on the complej ity and tech- 
nological level of industry. With a simple organiz- 
ation and less advanced technology, such an 
adaptation of a well-educated professional is re- 
latively easy. This is probably the answer to the 
apparent puzzle of how Latin American industry 
has been able to develop up to now, despite the 
acute shortage of specialized industrial high-level 
professionals. But with the increasing complexity 
of industrial organization and very advanced tech- 
nologies, the adaptation of existing professionals to 
new technical or managerial functions may prove 
very difficult—as difficult as professional retraining 
to acquire entirely different specializations-and 
shortages would develop as a result. 

In the field of specialized technical training the 
basic problem is that of the complementarity of 
techniques and skill requirements. The word "tech- 
niques" should be taken in its broadest sense as, 
apart from technologies, it should embrace mana- 
gerial and all sorts of organization techniques. It 
will depend on technical complexities whether com- 
plementarity is achieved at a high or a relatively 
low level. In this connexion it is necessary to make 
a clear distinction between the two main types of 
complementarity, which are the direct i nd the 
indirect complementarity of productive techniques 
by skilled manpower trained to handle these 
operations. 

Direct complementarity refers to complement- 
arity of technical production processes; that is 
' technologies" by properly qualified technical per- 
sonnel: equipment operatives, process operatives, 
technical supervisors, investigators, designers etc. 
Indirect complementarity refers to complement- 
arity of the whole entrepreneurial apparatus by the 

managerial,   administrative,   sales   and 
staff. 

servicing 

Usually both complementarity levels aro re- 
lated, as the complexity of modern productive 
technology is matched by the increasing com- 
plexity of tho whole production and servicing 
system, thus making it necessary to employ, to- 
gether with high-level technicians, personnel that 
is equally well trained in non-technological matters. 
Otherwise the high productivity level of purely 
technical plan operations would be neutralized In- 
ali other types of entrepreneurial inefficiencies ' 
which, incidentally, is a common situation in Latin 
American industries. 

The most indirect complementarity with cur- 
rently applied technologies is that of public eco- 
nomic administrators and industrial promoters in 
relation to the development of manufactures. Eco- 
nomic public administration, as well as tho system 
of industrial promotion, may be extremely bene- 
ficial to the existing and developing industries but 
harmful to tho cause of industry. This has very 
little to do with the quantitative supply of adminis- 
trators and promoters, but is almost entirely a 
question of their quality. In Latin America, whore 
the public administration is of chronically low 
quality, the provision of properly trained exports 
should be an important item in programmes of 
training for industrialization. Where this is dis- 
regarded, industrial expansion is inadequately 
promoted and, in addition, innumerable bureau- 
cratic problems hamper the smooth operation and 
development of industry. 

(d)    Specific categories of highly skilled jxrsonnel 
required in the new stage of industrialization and new 

professional specialities 

All tho previous arguments indicate that 
industrial development in Latin America during 
the next decade will depend to a much greater 
extent than before on the capacity of the countries 
of the region to solve the problem of providing 
the necessary highly skilled personnel directly and 
indirectly related to industrial growth. 

Many of these points also seem to indicate 
that new approaches should be looked for with 
regard to the determination of the professional 
categories required as compared with tho tradi- 
tional professions, and also to the necessity of 
developing new methodologies, to be tested and 
applied concurrently with tho present system of 
professional education, for the education and train- 
ing of those professionals. 
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Tlio urgent need to seek a new approach in 
the field of advanced skills that are complementary 
to  advanced   technologies   and managerial   tech- 
niques in industrialization processes has  already 
been pointed out. It should also he borne in minil 
that   industrial  development   in  Latin   America 
suffers deeply from the lack of industrial tradition 
and from a general psychological attitude (closely 
associated  with excessive   individualism)  that is 
adverse to types of activities that are highly organ- 
ized, and that require a fair amount of discipline 
and the acceptance of a high degree of individual 
responsibility. To develop this new attitude among 
the working masses there must be genuine profes- 
sional leadership, which cannot be provided by the 
present-day entrepreneurs who, besides being  ill- 
prepared for  this task, are  themselves in  short 
supply in the region. Industrial professionals would 
therefore have to bear the triple burden of carrying 
out  their   continuously   diversifying  professional 
technical duties, organizing the industrial medium, 
and giving the lower-level personnel proper training 
in their work. 

The new approach to the necessary structure 
of professions should start with a redefinition of 
the broad professional families that are related to 
industrialization. A modern categorization of pro- 
fessional families would help to develop necessary 
new professions. Of the professional families con- 
ceivable, the most important for industrialization 
aro the groups of engineers and scientists, followed 
by the group of economists, and the socio-tochnical 
group. 

The list of specific professions should bo en- 
larged by adding to the traditional professions new 
categories that, while possessing a more universal 
significance, will he specially important for in- 
dustry. 

In the engineering groups, besides the tradi- 
tional   professions  of   metallurgical,   mechanical, 
electrical chemical and general industrial engineers, 
complemented by some semi-specialized professions 
(e.g. textile, paper making,  automobile, aircraft, 
shipbuilding, petroleum and other engineers), new 
professions are being added such as : energy, elec- 
tronic, precision instrument,   petrochemical,  top- 
level pharmaceutical and atomic engineers. In the 
economic  category the profession of "industrial 
manager" is clearly emerging, as well as that of 
•industrial economist". Within the socio-technical 
family the idea  of a new   profession of  "social 
organizer" may bo important for industrial devel- 
opment, hack of space precludes these concepts 
from being explained in greater detail here. 

A number of specific specialized fields are grad- 
ually making their appearance  within  the more 
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limited set of basic professions, following the devel- 
opment of new branches of industry and new fields 
of basic or applied investigation. 

Within the new professions and semi-profes- 
sions (i.e. professional specialized fields involving 
basic long-term training, which puts them on the 
borderline   between  professional  specialities   and 
genuine professions), those which are the result 
ot a multi-disciplinary approach are particularly 
significant. This is of special importance in the 
economic family of professions, in the managerial 
group, in industrial administration, and in com- 
mercial fields. It may be claimed as a general rule 
that the higher the level in the industrial hierarchy, 
or the greater the complexity of the industrial 
problems to be dealt with in the frame of given 
professional   functions,   the   more   important   it 
becomes to have a multi-disciplinary approach to 
the training of these professionals. Thus a new 
category of profession emerges, which is the blend- 
ing of different disciplines that were traditionally 
taught to separate professions belonging to dif- 
ferent professional families. 

This fresh approach would be very important 
for the new stage of Latin American industrializa- 
tion from two virtually opposite points of view: 
in the development of new, large-scale and highly 
complex manufactures, and in the promotion of 
small-scale industries. 

The development of large-scale industries, and 
especially of the highly competitive industries 
working for the common market, would make it 
essential to use advanced managerial techniques 
and up-to-date sales systems, including extensive 
servicing of consumers of capital goods and of 
users of new technical products in general. 

The necessary development of small industries 
on an extensive scale will involve highly intensive 
and skilled industrial promotion from the public 
administration and related promoting bodies, who 
would have to use much better trained high-level 
operational personnel than they do now, even 
though high levels of skill will be" at a premium for 
a long time in small industry itself. 

In general, a modern entrepreneurial class 
will have to be intensively doveloped in Latin 
America through the provision of modern multi- 
disciplinary managerial training to those already 
at work, and to the younger generation. 

Finally, improved economic administration 
and operational planning at all levels will make it 
necessary to provide public administration and the 
banking system with high-level personnel that 
would understand industrial problems and be well 
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prepared to hel]) ail typos of industrial develop- 
ment." 1 

The new approach to the system of educating 
and training high-level professionals responds not 
only to the necessity of forming new professions 
but also (which is equally important) to the urgent 
need of improving the education and training of the 
traditional professions. Because of the chronically 
poor quality of education and training in most of 
the developing countries (and here Latin America 
is not an exception), the whole system of profes- 
sional training, starting with the teaching of science 
at secondary schools, must be substantially im- 
proved. 

A sound professional training is essentially a 
rigorous blend of basic secondary and academic 
education with post-academic professional and 
on-the-job training. In the present paper no more 
can be done than emphasize strongly the following 
points. 

(i) In Latin American conditions the average 
low quality of secondary education, especially in 
science, is one of the major causes of the shortage 
of well-trained candidates for university careers 
in industrial engineering, science and modern 
management. Substantial improvements in the 
teaching of mathematics and science in secondary 
schools are necessary to pave the way for providing 
regional industrial development with high-level 
professionals. 

(it) The university education of the profes- 
sions under discussion must be radically ovei hauled 
in Latin America and improved as regards the 
internal and inter-university structure of the tech- 
nical science teaching, micro- and macro-economic 
studies, academic syllabuses, and the systems and 
qualities of the teaching itself. 

(in) A modern system of post-university, 
extramural professional training, complemented by 
on-the-job training for young professionals, and 
also accessible to all professionals in need of re- 
training, should be carefully designed and devel- 
oped. 

(iv) The on-the-job training of high-level 
professionals, especially in key enterprises, should 
bo a subject of special attention by entrepreneurial 
and other industrial circles, and constantly im- 
proved in order to moet the new training require- 
ments and rising industrial standards. 

It is impossible to over-estimate the impor- 
tance of the role of international and foreign tech- 
nical assistance in increasing the output and im- 

" For discussion, soe Marland A. HIKER, Jr., "Train- 
in« tbo (iovernrnent Administrator for Management of 
Industrial Development", International Development Re- 
view, June 1966. 

proving the quality of the Latin American systems 
by participating in the training of professionals, with' 
special emphasis „„ what is important for the in- 
reduction of advanced technologies and managerial 

techniques and the development of high-grade 
industries. 6   B 

This role is closely related to the international 
aid given m the transfer of technical know-how 
but this refers to a different type, namely "how- 
to-tram-people". The age-old experience and knowl- 
edge acquired by the more advanced nations in 
this respect should be accepted by all circles in 
Latin America and applied in practice, without the 
opposition and prejudice that stern from misplaced 
pride on the part of national universities and pro- 
fessional institutions. 

Given the unavoidable shortcomings of the 
Latin American systems of education and training 
for highly skilled manpower, and the inevitable 
quantitative and qualitative shortages that spring 
from them (which are, moreover, very unequally 
distributed among the individual countries), the 
international and intraregional flow of specialized 
manpower will have to play a very important part 
in the industrialization effort. 

In view of the importance of internatimi¡iI 
technical assistance for the transfer of technical 
know-how and improved education and training, 
and of the complementary flow of skilled person- 
nel, siiecial studies should be made of these prob- 
lems of international co-operation, and consistent 
plans should be worked out on a sound financial 
basis, as possibly the most efficient type of invest- 
ment in Latin American industrial development. 

5.   IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS OF INVESTIGATI NO 

THE   INDUSTRIAI,   AND   SKILLED   MANPOWER   SITU- 

ATION AND IN THK INFORMATION SYSTEM INVOLVED 

In view of the need to clarify concepts and 
improve knowledge of investigation procedures 
related to the situation and needs of skilled man- 
power in the economy (and especially in the devel- 
opment of industry) it is proposed to discuss three 
important operational tools, whose improvement 
may help to find a practical means of remedying 
the scarcity of skilled manpower which ìH threaten- 
ing to become a major obstacle to the high-level 
industrialization of Latin America. The tools are 
the methodology of analytical and planning models ; 
the systematization of skilled manpower categorie« 
(manpower classification); and the system of socio- 
economic information that provide« primarily facts 
related to industry. 
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(a)    Macro- and micro-occupational analyses2*1 

From what has been said above it may be 
concluded that the number and variety of inde- 
pendent factors involved in the determination of 
the real situation and skilled personnel require- 
ments in industry make it imperative to seek a 
simplified, but not over-simplified, approach to 
(he problem. The substance of this approach would 
cover the basic concepts of working models, within 
what is now termed the "methodology of human 
resources analysis and planning for economic 
development", but which, in order to become a 
fully operativo and efficient practical tool for in- 
dustrial development, still has to be revised and 
improved. In this connexion, two basic approaches 
should be clearly distinguished and treated as 
equally important, namely the macro-economic 
and the micro-economic. They may be used sepa- 
rately or in a complementary manner. 

The macro-economic approach, which might 
he also termed the "macro-occupational" approach, 
would consist in determining the actual or proposed 
input coefficient of certain (usually broad) cate- 
gories of manpower, on the basis of the numerical 
data corresponding to the selected factors of the 
more general type that are considered to be the 
most relevant in this connexion. 

In the construction of macro-occupational 
models the first step consists of presenting the 
actual situation; the second step is the calculation 
of the optimum coefficient to be aimed at under 
present conditions; and the third step is the estima- 
tion of a specifically desirable future situation for 
the employed labour force as a whole, subdivided 
into given manpower categories. Special attention 
should be paid to the highly skilled categories of 
manpower. The techniques used in general employ- 
ment projections must take into account the main 
factors that determine the labour absorption eapac 
itv of individual branches of activity. 

The practical work would therefore consist of 
the following: 

(i) !>e1erniining the professional gum pu or 
other manpower categories to be taken into account 
in a given case. 

(ii)     Establishing the main determinants of 
the inputs of these groups, by selecting 1 he factors 
that   are  actually   interconnected  or should   be 
come so. 

(Hi)      Determining the method for the minici 
¡cal evaluation of these factors. 

-'" SIT Miin/iiiirrr Shurliin, Edn<«t nomi /,'< ,¡ti ni mint- 
nini F.ionomii Dvit'lofiiiiiiil Sud*, (S Tilt I, \ I nnf lo 
L..'ì»i). prcpat.d joinllv In ihr KCl.A «cervi HI mi ami 
I M-'.Sro, anil |.i.'Hrnlc(l al ih,, l ..iil.iciur on Kthualion 
nul I-'..'Minium- Mini Social Di vclii|.nn ut in Latin \tii.tiia 
\Sniitian<>. « Ini'', Marcii liitiiM 

(iv) Determining the type of quantitative 
relationship that should be used to link (i) and 
(Hi). 

(v) Calculating the actual and currently 
desirable coefficients, and estimating the corre- 
sponding future coefficients. 

With reference to the projection of the future 
coefficients of highly skilled industrial manpower, 
the "historical method", whereby projections are 
based on long-term trends observed in the givon 
country or region, and the "comparison method", 
basing projections on comparisons with other 
countries, are both useful from the practical point of 
view. It should be added that the historical method 
may be more valid for traditional industries in 
given countries in which intrasectoral changes may 
proceed rather slowly, while the comparison method 
is better for the new, more dynamic branches of 
industry. When the comparison method is used for 
projections of certain categories of skilled manpower 
the comparison should preferably be made between 
the country under consideration and another coun- 
try whose 8tago of development would roughly 
correspond to the level that the given country is 
expected to reach during the period indicated in 
the projections. 

In the specific case of Latin America the pro- 
jections of broad categories of skilled manpower 
for 1980 could be made through a comparison with 
some less develojied European country or countries 
(Italy in li).">0 and ltWOor Spain in 1 !M>.r> might be suit- 
able). Comparison with countries in a very advanced 
stage of industrial development should be avoided, 
especially those where a very large number of highly 
skilled personnel are employed in basic and indus 
trial   research.   (The   United   States   ghoul«)   he 
excluded in this respect as a basis of comparison.) 

Throughout the planning process the target 
setting operation must be complemented by insti 
liitional planning, i.e. the planning of substantial 
changes in the whole institutional framework of the 
given sector or branch of industry, <>r the planning 
of   the   development   of   new    institutional   form« 
auxiliary to the fulfilment  of production tar-gut« 
New  tyjies of coefficients «if   necessary  iiipuls of 
skill«-«!   manpower   relating   to  the  pro|MM«Hl   new 
setting, should be dcvelo|K«l    The rational  fixing 
of  such   new   eiwftieionts   may   lie ouh    partially 
base«I on  past m  pmsent ex|Hni«Mioe, or calculatwl 
roughly   in  an  almtra.-t   way     Data «lem e<|   from 
micro occupational  analysis   «if  modern  ONtablmli 
incuts,  national «.r foreign,  coul«l Im nwfulK   cm 
piove«!   in this connexion 

I'b«' fundamental point* .if <IINCII**IOII it»nu«| 
nig   the   practical   proemi un««   «if  m*ii|>o*i<f    pUn 

mil«    at    the   (not    always    pr«i|ierl\    rec«ij|tn«*d) 
macro economic level  shonhi   U« 
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(i) an adequate classification of economic 
activities, which in practico would have to bo the 
same as for ecouoinio analysis and planning; and 

(ii) an expression of the estimates of skilled 
labour requirements by means of a manpower 
el issification system to be used in determining the 
professional education and vocational training 
needed. 

It should be understood that the above-men- 
tioned classification must also depend on the struc- 
ture of tho system of education and training for 
the working force. In certain practical applica- 
tions of manpower planning techniques very 
simple procedures could be utilized to determine 
educational requirements. They would consist of 
estimating demand for a very limited number of 
skilled manpower categories, and determining the 
necossary level and number of years of training. 
On this basis, profiles of the professional levels of 
the working force could be constructed that would 
serve for a broad education and training strategy, 
somewhat in the same way as the method presented 
above in sections 2 and 3. 

It is very difficult to devise a statistical table 
with which to measure and analyse, from different 
standpoints, the circumstances involved in the 
heterogeneous and excessively complex economic 
and manpower structure in the Latin American 
countries at the present time. Nevertheless, if 
statistical data (however fragmentary) were avail- 
able they would provide an instrument that would 
not only facilitate the study of facts connected 
with the existence of very different economic sys- 
tems but would also make for the establish meut of new 
development planning strategies. Briefly, it would 
IK- a matter of determining the various labour-force 
profiles,2* of which the most important are the 
profiles of the level of educational and vocational 
training, and the profiles of productivity, capital 
intensity (fixed capital |«M employed jierson) and 
|MM'soiial income of the working force 

It IN !;» then«' profiles that the distribution 
ot the whole <»f the labour fon e employed in pro- 
ductive activities tan l>e presented u the form of a 
graph  with the following t haraetenstics 

All the H|KN'ifie categories into which the lahour 
for««* u HiilxliMiled may IK> presented in the form 
• if a nene« oí column«* INUMHí on the ,Y axis. The 
width of |he column«« represents the ulmolute or 
relative iiiimbrr* of |KMHOIIH »IIO holong to each 
category from the point of vwa of productivity . 
fixed capital pei pemoii moine knel, and training 
level    The a ventre level of «meli »nlegorv   from the 

*" >. . MUM/..»«., f .Mrmtuir, hUuruttumil kwjutrrmemt* 
-mi htvtitimu IkirUifimrHt AtW«, ,.i. ell (IM. tu fiHilln.lt 
N»   *¿»i 

given standpoint is measured along tho Taxis. If 
the columns of labour categories are arranged in 
descending order, the labour force profile appears 
in tho form of a series of steps moving down from 
left to right. The discontinuous profilo may be 
smoothed to yiold a continuous curve sloping down 
to the right -a generalized graphical presentation 
of the labour-force profile Obviously the highest 
part of the curve, on the loft side, represents the 
modern sector of tho economy and tho lower part, 
to the right, represents the primitive sector, while 
the intermediate part of the profile shows the 
underdeveloped sector. 

In accordance with tho quantitative and quali- 
tative criteria indicated above, these profiles could 
be constructed for each individual group of indus- 
tries, and oven for oach specific branch. This would 
make it possible to draw a clear distinct ion between 
the predominant structural characteristics of each 
industry or branch and to evaluato from a new angle 
the main factors influencing the over-all results, 
as well as the average figures per worker. The over- 
all profiles for the whole of industry, in their turn, 
would represent a combination of all the sectoral 
profiles, weighted by the relative importance of 
each branch. 

Manpower profiles are essentially a tool of 
macro-occupational analysis, though they may l>o 
used in a micro-occupational setting. 

The micro-economic approach, or what in 
manpower analysis might bo called the micro- 
occupational approach, should be employed more 
intensively as a complement to the macro economic 
analysis. It would consist of a detailod analysis of 
the occupational composition: (i) individual estab- 
lishments or enterprises; (ii) within the framework 
of a specially selected productive oigani/.ation 
covering certi in production lines; (Hi) within 
complementary tmtorprises, forming lo.•al or region 
al industrial complexes; or even (ir>) within a 
specific activity concentrated in restricted area« of 
the country. 

The increasing importance of micro economie, 
as well as micro-occupational, investigation is due 
to the fact that, with the rising scale of individual 
plants and enterprises,  their relative ini|K>rtauce 
within the total economy or total occupation great- 
ly  increases.  Some key industrial establishments 
may carry greater weight than whole branches of 
activity    On   the   other   hand,   a   more   profound 
investigation into industries, leading to tlie deter 
initiation of actual production functions and, for 
example, making it possible to relate over-all pro 
duct i vit y to the availability of technical and mana 
ge>lai skills,  requires a   much  more detailed and 
continuous How of infoi iiiation than macro economic 
•tudMM 
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The content and specific methods of micro- 
economic analysis would havo to take into account 
the following factors at least: 

(i)    Kconomic and technological processes 
involved. 

(ii)    Technologies and  type of  equipment 
utilized. 

(Hi)    (organization and productive processes. 
(iv)    Organization   of   non-productive   pro- 

cesses. 
(v)    Administrative structure. 

(ri)    Specific production characteristics, in- 
cluding the volume and quality of the product. 

(vii) Volume and structure of employment in 
general and by specific processes. 

(viri) Val ue added in the production processes 
and the resulting or desirable productivity of related 
manpower. 

The relationship of those factors to the employ- 
ment of highly skilled personnel would be the sub- 
ject of a special investigation. 

Micro-occupational models derived from an 
analysis of this kind could then be used either as 
samples or where it is possible to calculate input 
coefficients for relevant categories of personnel- 
in the macro-occupational models already discus- 
sed. They might also be used directly for skilled 
manpower planning purposes in some branches of 
economic activity; for example, when the complex- 
ity of the factors in the productive process and 
high capital-intensity justify the use of exact 
computational techniques. It is to be noted, how- 
ever, that the organization of economic information 
must be good enough to enable micro-occupational 
development models to bo used effectively. 

(b)    Improved manpower classification 

There is at present a world-wide discussion 
ou tlit; need for an improved classification of cate- 
gories of skilled manpower, based on the establish- 
ment of professional and functional groups, with 
the highest possible degree of uniformity in their 
basic education and type of training. The great 
difficult} in finding the propor solution lies in the 
nood to devisi» a system which, on the one hand, 
would be extremely simple, easily understood by 
everybody (not only by highly trained labour 
experts), and handy for universal and continuous 
us«', and on the other hand would make for the 
exact determination of the increasingly numerous 
specialized occupations requiring diversified prep 
aration. 

The solution does not soci > to consist in intro- 
ducing piecemeal improvements in the established 

occupational classification but in the development 
of an entirely new system based on a combination 
of three basic elements relevant to the determina- 
tion of actual skills, namely, 

(i) The training level, which implies the level 
of education or natural intelligence. 

(ii) The type of basic professional training 
received, and the major function performed (what 
may bo termed "professional-functional" classifi- 
cation). 

(Hi) Actual occupation within a specific 
economic activity. 

These three main concepts should be used in 
determining the characteristics of the labour force 
at all levels. 

The approach based on educational level has 
already been tested in many countries, especially 
in Europe, with more satisfactory practical results 
than the traditional approach based on classifica- 
tion of occupations.2' 

The optimum solution would involve the adop- 
tion of the following six main training levels, ranged 
from the highest to the lowest. 

A. University-level professionals. 
H. Intermediate-level technicians. 
C. Practical technicians and highly  skilled 

craftsmen and expert workers. 
1-). Skilled operatives. 
K. Semi-skilled operatives. 
¥. Unskilled workers. 

The upper levels would be subdivided into 
additional sub-levels. With reference to main 
level A, for example, these might be: 

A.3.    Recognized scientists. 
A.2.    Professional with higher scientific train- 

ing; higher university degrees (Ph. D.). 
A.       Professionals,  standard  university de- 

gree. 
A.i     Professionals,   sub-standard   university 

training. 
A  somewhat   similar,   though  simpler,   sub- 

division   would   be   used  for the  main   level   B, 
namely, 

H.2. Highly trained intermediate technicians, 
but without academic training. 

B.£ Sub-standard intermediate technicians, 
or auxiliary technicians. 

Highly skilled professional industrial man- 
power is principally at the A level though it enters 
into the B level as well. The latter either directly 
supplies the required advanced skills or, by com- 

" Those findings have been summarized in numerous 
OECD studies, in the series related to Education and 
Development, especially in the publications referring to 
the Mediterranean Regional Project. 
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plemenung the work of A-level professionals, con- 
tributes to their more efficient utilization in indus- 
trial pursuits. 

The professional-functional classification is 
derived from the concept of classification by pro- 
fessional levels but is complemented by the concept 
of main functional groups of manpower in the 
economy, operatives in big and small enterprises. 

A classification system of this type*8 has been 
proposed, based on the following ten major groups 
(first digit group in a decimal classification): 

(0)   Managers and top-level administrators. 
( 1 )   Higher-level professionals. 
(2) Intermediate-level professionals (tech- 

nicians). 
(3) Independent operators. 
(4) Routine office workers and salesmen. 
(5) Practical technicians and highly-skilled 

operatives. 
(6) Skilled technical operatives. 
(7) Semi-skilled technical operatives. 
(8) Service personnel. 
(9) Non-skilled workers, apprentices, stu- 

dents and non-trained persons looking for 
their first job. 

A somewhat similar type of classification was 
devised by the OECD Mediterranean Regional 
Project, and used in various countries.2* 

28 See Manpower Structure, Educational Requirement» 
and Economic Development Need», op. cit., chap. Ill, 
"Skilled manpower planning", and table 1. 

18 See publications relating to the Mediterranean 
Regional Project in Southern Europe and Latin America 
(Peru and Argentina). 

The first two or three categories correspond 
to highly skilled industrial manpower: if it is 
mainly practical training that is being taken into 
account, the next three groups would also have to 
be reckoned with. 

The further subdivision of high-level profes- 
sions has been discussed in the previous section. 
Professional families, specific professions, and major 
professional specialities (semi-professions) would 
have to be taken into account. 

The specific functions performed by porsons 
at different levels should be separately classified 
for combination, if necessary, with the major pro- 
fessional-functional classification. 

It is suggested that the following groups of 
specific functions performed should be adopted : 

(0) Research and investigation. 
(1) Design and product development. 
(2) Non-routine technical operations. 
(3) Non-routine non-technical operations. 
(4) Routine equipment operations. 
(5) Routine technical operations. 
(6) Routine non-technical operations. 
(7) Teaching and instruction. 
(8) Management and administration. 
(9) Other   functions   (including   consultant 

work). 

High-level industrial manpower would por- 
form most of these functions, except groups 4, 5 
and 6 (see table 19) while high-level scientists 
mainly perform the functions numbered (0), (1), 
(7) and (9) (consultant work). 

Somewhat similar types of classification are 
used by the Economic and Research Branch of the 

TABLE 1«.    DIVISION OF SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY PERSONS AT DIFFERENT PROFESSIONAL LEVELS 
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Department of Labour of the Government of Cana- 
da (11 typical group«) and by the National Science 
Foundation in tie United States (six typical 
groups).30 

The definition of actual occupation should be 
the last and most detailed step in manpower classi- 
fication. A very simple method can be used for 
this, which eliminates the necessity of having a 
separato occupational classification. 

The professional-functional classification could 
be combined with the codified expression of the 
specific activity classification and an even more 
detailed classification of productivo processes. 
Thus a classification of the particular specialized 
skills which industry requires in order to perform 
a very great variety of tusks can be made inexpen- 
sively and simply by utilizing and combining pre- 
codified information containing all sorts of indus- 
trial data at the macro-economic or micro-economic 
level. After the necessary redefinition is finished 
and rational manpower classification introduced, 
the success with which an evaluation of skilled man- 
power is made and a practical policy framed will 
largely depend on how efficiently the general in- 
formation system operates and supplies users with 
a flow of correct data. 

(c)    Modernization of the socio-economic 
information system 

Kroni the discussion and conclusions concern- 
ing the need for careful and detailed investigation 
of all factors relating the problems of skilled man- 
power to industrial development, another conclu- 
sion is inevitably drawn: that the value of such 
research in Latin America will very largely depend 
on a substantial improvement in the general sys- 
tem of socio-economic information. 

In the last few years a general uneasiness has 
begun to be felt in economic circles about the chron- 
ic lack of important data, the long delays in pub- 
lishing the results of censuses and statistical sur- 
veys, and the poor quality of the information 
available. It is believed that these are some of the 
major handicaps in economic research and actual 
development policy. 

"¡Shortcomings in statistical and technical in- 
formation" were lately presented as one of the 
main reasons for the incompleteness of planning 
systems m Latin America, oxplicit reference being 
made to "the lack of adequate information-col- 
lecting and research machinery", the lack of an 
"organization of a steady and timely flow of in- 

:l" i'rofilex oj  Manpower in Science  and  Technology, 
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C., 1903. 

formation" and "the lack of a clear definition of 
and research on the most suitable production 
techniques for developing countries."31 

These weaknesses in the field of socio-econom- 
ic information call for a special confrontation 
of the increasing daily complexities of modern 
industrial economies and of the magnitude of the 
losses and lost opportunities caused by wrong 
decisions (through insufficient knowledge because 
of the gaps in information) with the typical deficien- 
cies of the actual statistical system. A critical con- 
frontation of this kind should facilitate the dis- 
covery of correct solutions, some consisting in the 
improvement of traditional methods, and others 
in more unorthodox methods. 

The traditional system of statistics offers a 
broad field for gradual improvement. The follow- 
ing are important in this respect : (i) the extension 
of data collection; (ii) better co-ordination be- 
tween different data-collecting institutions, so as 
to avoid overlapping; and (ni) more rapid and 
generally efficient statistical operations. 

A less orthodox approach would involve the 
fundamental improvement of classification meth- 
od, and related code systems. The above system 
of classification for highly skilled manpower and 
the labour forco in general points as a collateral 
conclusion towards the necessity of redefining the 
concepts related to activities performed. The devel- 
opment of some basic concepts for correlating and 
providing a common framework for the activities 
and the manpower classifications, which would 
also enable the working of industry to be analysed 
adequately and in more detail, would lead to a new 
systématisation of productive processes and their 
combination with applied techniques. This would 
be a useful step forward in industrial studies. 

The progressive approach towards a fully 
integrated modern system of socio-economic infor- 
mation should take into account and make co- 
ordinated use of all fundamental factors that can 
be brought into play in the reshaping of this basic 
tool for providing a modern, rapidly developing 
community with the economic, social and tech 
nical facts of interest to it. These factors are four 
[ii number. 

(i) A broad educational effort aimed at 
creating a general consciousness of the meaning of 
ami an interest in fact-revealing figures, as well 
as a willingness to co-operate in the collection of 
data. 

31 Sec United Nations Committee for Development 
Planning, Report on the Socond Session, Santiago, Chile 
10 21 April 19(37, Plan Implementation, section 11, 
"1 Manning and plan implementation in Latin America". 
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(ii) The development of an advanced pat- 
tern of semantics for facilitating the proper under- 
standing and transmission of actual figures. 

(iii) The full utilization of electronic techno- 
logy to be applied from top to bottom in the mod- 
ern technical service of socio-economic information. 

(iv) A comprehensively established institu- 
tional framework composed of the main producers 
and users of data. Within this framework the satis- 
factory co-ordination, with some degree of integra- 
tion, of the macro- and micro-economic informa- 
tion systems should be achieved. 

From this improved information basis it is 
hoped to obtain a regular flow of all significant 
economic data arranged according to specific 
needs (through a "tailor-made" tabulation). This 

would permit the development of new types of 
extensive and serious research required by a pro- 
gressive economy, and especially by its most com- 
plex sector, which is modern industry. The improv- 
ed knowledge of industrial economics and applied 
industrial sociology, with all the relevant facts, 
added to the advancod skills and technologies iii 
the service of industry, will thus permit Latin 
American industry to make the best possible use 
of the internal and external resources available to 
it, and to take full opportunity of the economic in- 
tegration movement in order to reach high enough 
development targets to ensure the prosperity of 
this great region. This optimistic picture can be- 
come reality in due course, provided that the Latin 
American governments demonstrate a sufficient 
understanding of these problems. 
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